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HEARINGS ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963

Part 11: Sex Equity in Vocational Education

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATICN,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:32 a.m., in room 2175 of the Rayburn

House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of the sub-
committee), presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Miller, Kildee, Good-
ling, Erdahl, and Petri.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel and Nancy Kober, legis-
lative pecialist.

Ch: irman PERKINS. Would all the witnesses please come forward,
Ms. Foxx, Dr. Brenner, all the rest of you?

The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education is continuing hearings this morning on the reauthoriza-
tion of the Vocational Education Act. Today and tomorrow, we will
be focusing on the issue of sex equity in vocational education.

These will conclude our vocational educational hearings for this
year. We will resume these hearings next year.

The 1976 amendments to the Vocational Education Act included
several provisions ir tended to eliminate sex bias and sex stereotyp-
ing in vocational education. Among these provisions are require-
ments for a vocational sex equity coordinator in every state, for
representation of women on state advisory councils, and for each
state to spend $50,000 of its federal vocational educational grant on
sex equity personnel.

In addition, the amendments authorized federal funds to be used
for development of nontraditional occupational programs, non-
biased instructional materials, and other projects to overcome sex
bias.

This morning, we have a knowledgeable panel of individuals
who, we hope, can tell us what the impact of the 1976 amendments
has been, including what has been accomplished and what prob-
lems remain.

We are also interested in knowing any recommendations the wit-
nesses have for improving the authorizing legislation.

We will commence with you, Ms. Foxx, first. Go ahead.
(1)

/;
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STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA FOXX, VICE CHAIR, NATIONAL ADVI-
SORY COUNCIL ON WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, AC-
COMPANIED BY CHRISTINE LONG, MEMBER, NATIONAL ADVI-
SORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Ms. Foxx. Good morning, Chairman Perkins.
I am Virgiria Foxx of Banner Elk, N.C. I am instructor of soci-

ology and assistant dean of the General College at Appalachian
State University and chair of the Wataugua County Board of Edu-
cation.

As Vice Chair of the National Advisory Council on Women's
Educational Programs, I am pleased and honored to have the op-
portunity to present to this subcommittee the Council's concerns
related to reauthorization of the sex equity provisions of the Voca-
tional Education Act.

Also with me here today is Christine Long, a member of the Na-
tional Advisory Council on Vocational Education, which co-spon-
sored this study with us, which has been given to the subcommit-
tee.

Ms. LONG. Mr. Chairman, I am Christine Long of Chicago, presi-
dent of C. J. Communications Services, a management consultant
firm. I am the designated liaison person between my council and
the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs.
For that reason, I have been involved in the sex equity study. I am
pleased to join with Virginia Foxx in this presentation to the sub-
committee.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your prepared statements
will be inserted in the record.

[The prepared statements of Virginia Foxx and Christine Long
follow]

--,
i
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA A. FOXX, VICE CHAIR, NATIONAL
ADVMORY COUNCIL ON WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Good morning, Chairman Perkins and other members of the Subcommittee. I

as Virginia Fox., of Banner !lk, North Carolina, Instructor of Sociology

and Assistant Dean of the General College at Appalachian State

University, and Chair of the Watauga County Board of Education. As

Vice-chair of the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational

Programs, I as pleased and honored to have the opportunity to present to

this Subcommittee the Council's concerns related to reauthorization of

the sex equity provisions of* Vocational Education Act. Also with a.

here today is Christine Long, a member of the National Advisory Council

on Vocational Education which co-sponsored this study with us.

Mr. Chairman. I as Christine Long, of Chicago, President of C/J

Communication. Services, a management consultant firs. As the

designated liaison person between ay Council and the National Advisory

Council on Women's Educational Programs, I am very pleased to join with

Virginia Fos in this presentation to the Subcommittee. Because of a

=wad concern regarding sex equity in vocational education, and clear

responsibilities under our separate statutes, our two Advisory Councils

pooled resources through a Joint Task Force, to examine whether the sex

equity mandates of the vocational education legislation had resulted in

equal access. All current members of the Committee on Education and

Labor were sent copies of the report earlier this year, and it is being

submitted for the hearing record.

The findings are listed in the report' executive summary (Appendix A),

and we will not reiterate them here. The National Advisory Council on

Vocational Education has submitted a written statement as well,

including sore recent data regarding the continuing need. f'sf women for

quality vocational education and for concerted efforts to insure them

equal access to such opportunities. Ma. Foxx will summarize sone

Increasing San Equity: The Impact of the 1976 Vocational Education
Amendments on Sex Equity in Vocational Education, Report of the
National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs and the
Notional Advisory Council on Vocational Education, Washington, D.C.,
by the Institute for Women's Concerns, December 1930.
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aspects of the report which are particularly significant for

reauthorization of the law and we would both be happy to answer any

questions you may have afterward.

The National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs was

established to advise Congress and Federal officials regarding the

educational needs of women. As a top priority, we have supported

programs and policies to increase educational options for women and

girls based on their interests and aptitudes rather than on "expected"

sex-related roles. We brought these sane concerns to our eventuation of

the 1976 sex equity provisions for vocational education. As you know,

these provisions of the law are the result of the extensive and

compelling testimony before this same Subcommittee in 1975 which

documented the serious inequities for women in access to and benefit

from vocational education.

Since 1975, the litany of reasons why women need education for more

varied and better paying vocations has begun to seep into the

consciousness of this nation. But -- the facts remain quite shocking:

o Nearly two-thirds of all women in the labor force in 1979 were
single, widowed, divorced, or separated, or had husbands who
earned less than $10,000.

o The average woman worker still earns only 59 cents for every
dollar that a man earns, even when both work full time, year

round.

o In 1979, half of all poor families were headed by mean,
compared to only about one third of such families in 1969.

o Black teenage girls have the highest unemployment rate of all
workers, male and female.

o Hispanic women have the lwoest median income of all workers,
male and female.

The pertinent question is, have these sex equity provisions bean

effective in improving the educational lot of women. The answer is,

yes, they have made a good start. Our study showed that these serious

needs are being addressed; however, the pace is slow and uneven. Much
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remains to be done in righting the balance of vocational education

provided to YOU= and men. Both Councils strongly recommend that

continued national, state and localeefforts are essential to eliminate

sex discrimination, bias, and stereotyping; and to insure the progress

necessary for women and the country as a whole.

ENROLLMENT CHANCES

The most Important evidence we to...sd that the sex equity provisions are

achieving their intended purpose is that nationally the enrollment of

women is increasing in vocational programs other than those which

traditionally have been taken by women. (See Appendices B A c.) The

enrollment of women in courses which have been predominantly sale, such

as Forest Technology, was up 2 percentpsInce 1976, to a total of 11

percent in 1978.

Enrollment of women in the so-called "mixed" programs, those not

characterized by predominance of either men or women, such as Computer

Programming, is also up -- by 4 percent, reaching 56 percent in 1978.

And I would like to stress here that these increases occurred in only

two years. We will be analysing the 1980 enrollment data as soon as

they are available and expect co f nd that the representation of women

in such programs has continued to Increase.

Adding to the significanze of these percentage changes is the fact that

the number of women enrolled in vocational education was also expanding

quite rapidly. As a result, women are now 46 vercent of all st Unto

enrolled in vocational education. Nationwide, women are increasingly

taken= advantage of the opportunities offered by vocational educatimac

and they are beginning to train for broader range of jobs than they

have in the past -- jobs that offer substantial challenges and salary

potential.

Our study found encouraging progress at the state and local levels as

well. We analysed the state plans, annual reports, and enrollment data

0
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from 15 states (representing over half of all the United States

vocational education enrollments.) We found that in several states

where state plans required goals and tiettablles, plans from the local

education agencies for increasing sex equity, and specific assurances

that such plans would be achieved, there was a concomitant increase in

the number of women enrolled in non-traditional programs. The greatest

gains were in ctates with detailed plans for the eradication of

identified sex equity problems -- plans which extended beyond a were

rehashing of the verbiage of the law and regulation. In short, it

appears that the achievement of sex equity requires not only the

commitment of funds but also the establishment of a system that

require., as well as encourages, such planning activity.

Our study showed that many of the sex equity activities "allowed" but

not mandated by the 1976 Act were not funded by the states. Even more

disturbing, many of the mandated activities were not funded or not fully

implemented. Some states did not even spend all of the $50,000

specifically allocated to the work of the full-time sex equity

personnel.

The Council also recently completed a report on Title IX cf the 1972

Education Amendments which contains numerous accounts of sex equity

progress in vocational education at the local level. We are submitting

that report for the record as well.

1. Based on our research and regional public hearings, the Council

recommends, first and foremost, that sex equity must continue as a

for purpose in the reauthorized Vocational Education Act.

Progress has been made, but the goal is far from being achieved,

and the Council is not convinced that progress will continue at the

same pace if the Federal focus on sex equity is dropped or severely

curtailed. Already we hear of local sex equity activities being

Title IX: The Ralf Full, Ralf Empty Glass, National Advisory Council
on Women's Educational Programs, Washington, D.C., Fall 1981.
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reduced in anticipation of a weakening of Title IX, and we found no

evidence that vocational education would be an exception to this

trend,

2. On the other hand, however, the law clearly can and must be

simplified. The sex equity provisions should be consolidated and

streamlined to focus effort on the most effective mechanisms at

each level of government. We need considerably more emphasis at

all levels of government on overcoming inequities in addition to

discovering them.

WHAT SHOULD RE PROVIDED

3. Many State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education or

participants at public hearings on state plans recommended that

states should be funding comprehensive programs to deal with sex

equity issues. These programs should establish a liaison with

potential employers, provide participants with support services and

orientation to the program, obtain full suyport from and

integration with the host agency, institute comprehensive

evaluation, and employ competent and dedicated staff.

The Vocational Education Act should provide for special prograc^

and supportive services to persons who suffer economic hardship due

to sex bias and discrimination in education and employment, and to

persons considering and actually enrolled in courses

non-traditional for their sex. Iiinority women, single heads of

households, disabled women, teenage parents, and older women have

especially serious needs for such services. Day care is one

activity allowable under the 1976 law which was highlighted at both

our regional hearings as being critically necessary but seldom

provided. Women's need for better transportation to vocational

education programs was also fequently mentioned.
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SEX EQUITY COORDINATORS

4. Our study found that most of the current functions of the state sex

equity personnel are essential to the task of achieving equity in a

state system. But across-the-board funding of $50,000 is not

sufficient in every state to accomplish these functions. Testimony

at our regional hearings showed that the full-time state sex equity

coordinator has been a very effective mechanism for accomplishing

equity goals. Many with successful enrollment results haw.

also made serious efforts to utilize a broad spectrum of

staff to address sex equity issues.

as'
ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

S. In addition to programs and services recommended above for women

who suffer "double jeopardy" because of their age, race, ethnicity,

or disability, tt. ecomends that the Vocational Education

Act require both enrollment and staffing_ data to be cross-tabulated

by race/ethnicity, by sex, by age, and disability. Congress will

need such essential information in determining whethe.. the equity

goals of the law are being set. In addition, a clear distinction

should continue to be made between enrollment leading to gainful

and to non-gainful occupations. Given the severe economic needs of

minority women mentioned earlier, their high enrollment in

non - gainful courses, as shown by the Vocational Education Data

System, must continue to receive serious scrutiny.

LEVELS OF EDUCATION

6. Since sex bias and stereotyping exist at all levels of the

vocational education system, the reauthorized law should assure

that sex equity efforts extend across the board. Special emphasis

should be placid on vocational exploration programs at the junior

high level. Also critical are programs for women entering or
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re-entering the labor market and women who, after working in

low-paying, traditionally female jobs, are willing to explore

non-traditional job training.

7. The Federal law should facilitate the involvement of non-profit

agencies and community groups as service providers or advisors

where they are the best qualified to assist in recruitment and

retention of women and men in a broad array of vocational programs.

STAr-F 'RAINING

8. The Vocational Education Data System recently documented that

female vocational education staff are also concentrated in

instructional areas which are traditional for their sex and that

supervisory positions are held predominantly by males. Therefore,

major emphasis of the new law should be on training can and women

as instructors in non-traditional programs and on preparing women

and minorities to be administrators of vocational education. The

program should explore innovative training and credentialling for

relevant life experiences as possible swans to speed the

preparation of persons for these positions.

Training of counselors and teachers at junior and senior high

schools which "feed" students to vocational schools should be an

allowable activity for Federal sex equity program funds. Rands-on

training for such counselors in programs which are non-traditional

for their sex is an especially presaging option which should be

seriously encouraged.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

9. The Council continues to support vigorous enforcement of Federal

laws that protect the civil rights of women and c.her beneficiaries

of the vocational education programs of this country. As one swans
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to this end, we support continuation of a mechanism for public

involvement in and state accountability for deciding how Federal

funds will be spent.

The state plan and public hearing process are only moderately

successful as vehicles for increasing public involvement in

vocational education. In zesty cases, persons trying to get

involved were discouraged by the extreme complexity of the plans.

Furthermore, state administrators were rarely responsive to

recommendations from the State Advisory Councils on Vocational

Education or to the state plan public hearings.

The challenge before Congress is to achieve an optimal blend of

relevant information at each level of government to allow both

citizens and officals to insure accountability without undue

burdens.

As Congress fashions a revised Vocational Education Act for the United

States, there is a fortunate opportunity to meet the needs of a large

number of citizens who have lacked equal access to vocational training,

while at the same time facilitating the reindustrialization so critical

to our economy. In developing a skilled labor force for the difficult

years shead, this country must not be deprived of half the human

resources available to us. Equity and sound economic planning both

require Federal leadership and support, for improved vocational education

for women p d girls throughout the educational system.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present the view of the

National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs.

13
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Appendix A

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
of

Increasing Sex Equity: The Impact of the 1976 Vocational
Education Amendments on Sex Equity in Vocational Education

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and the National

Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs initiated this joint

study of the sex equity provisions of the 1976 Vocational Education

Amendments to examine whether their implementation had resulted in

equitable access to and benefit frail the nation's vocational education

system by women and men, girls and boys.

The study results will assist the Councils in providing, under their

respective legislative mandates, substmui.:e comments and recommendations

to the Secretary of Education, the Congress, and the President regarding

the upcoming horization of this legislation; they should also prove

1 to educators, students, and citizens involved in vocational

education.

The various phases of the study focused on such cre.scutting issues as

funding mechanisms; Federal and state roles; local L-dlementation; special

needs of women; state Sex Equity Coordinators; State Plans, Reports, and

public hearings; administrators, counselors, and instructors; curricula

and texts; and related legislation. The study included a meeting with

Sex Equity Coordinators; preliminary interviews and a subsequent forum

with interested agencies and organizations to discuss the critical

issues; two regional public hearings attended by persons from 21 states;

detailed analysis of enrollment data and various state plans and reports

from 15 selected states (representing SS% of all vocational enrollments);

and review of recent research relevant to the study. The major findings

of the study art summarized below.

Review of Recent I

Those schools putting the most effort into various activities to

further equity were also those with the highest Non-traditienal
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enrollment of women. Furthermore, the sore attention the state paid

to what the school was doing, the sore the school tended to do.

There must he considerably more emphasis at all levels on activities

designed to overcome inequities in addition to the monitoring and

reviewing designed to discover such inequities.

Successful sex equity programs established Liaison with potential

employers, provided participants with support services and orienta-

tion to the program, instituted comprehensive evaluation, and

employed competent and dedicated staff. More identification and

dissemination of such programs is needed.

There have been significantly greater increases in adult women's

enrollment in Non-traditional programs through post-secondary and

adult education than in high school women's enrollment in Non-

traditional programs.

As of 1975, the vocational expectations and occupational choices of

working class women were conspicuously absent fom h litera-

ture, despite the fact that most are employed a large part of heir
lives.

State Plan and Reports

ost of the,selected State Plans contained general statements

indicating good intentions without defining specific methods for

carrying out these intentions.

Although the legislation mandates that women knowledgeable in sex

equity issues be represented on State Advisory Councils for Voca-

tional Education (SACVEs), and in addition that minority women be

rep 442, information available in eports made it diffi-

cult to discern if these mandates were followed.

I 7
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Attempts by most of the states to provide financial incentives for

efforts to address sex equity were diverse but relatively minor and
. often bard to identify within broader projects.

Comparison of State Plans with Accountability Reports showed that

many states did not expend the full $50,000 specifically allocated

to the work of the Sex Equity Coordinator and there was no evidence

that unexpended balances were carried over to the following years'

budgets.

Although a large number of the states committed funds to displaced

homemaker services, there was no evidence that these funds were

being used as was legislatively mandated.

Most states reported that they were monitoring and reviewing for

sex equity, but there was little information regarding what happened

once plans, proposals, and activities were reviewed.

Several states reported that they encouraged the entire state staff

to become aware of and assume responsibility for sex equity activi-

ties, but the specific activities which resulted were not reported.

Within all of the selected , the major effort of Sex Equity

Coordinators, in addition to monitoring and reviewing, was conduct-

ing workshops and seminars and disseminating related information.

In most cases the State Plan responded to the requirements of the

Federal regulations, however, in only a few did the state

attempt to go further and define its problems or offer system or

method for eliminating sex bias at the local level.

Katy SACVEs or participants at public bearings on State Plans

recommended that the hould be funding programs to deal with

SOX equity issues. Nevertheless, only a few states allocated

additional funds for programs, and many states that allocated funds

did not expend them.
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States rarely appeared to have been influenced by other recommenda-

tions from SALVEs or from the State Plan public hearings.

The impact of the 8 f Occupational and Adult Education's

Management Evaluation Reviews for Compliance and Quality and staff

reports on the State Plans was difficult to assess.

Enrollment Data (1972-1978)

National enrollments in all occupational training increased

by 44%, with an influx of over three million additional students.

The enrollment increase was g r for women than for men. *men

increased by 1.8 million (60% more than their enrollment in 1972),

while men increased by 1.4 million (32% more than their enrollment

in 1972.)

While the actual number of women enrolled lly in Traditional

vocational programs increased by 723,700, the percent (i.e., concea-

1 of all women vocational students who were in Traditional

programs decreased by 9 points, from 65% to 56%.

Women made greater enrollment gains in Mixed programs than in

Non-traditional programs. The number of women in Mixed programs

increased by 756,500 (up 5%) while the number in Non-traditional

programs increased by 312,300 (up 4%).

Increases in women's enrollment in Non-traditional programs were

in Technical and in Agricultural programs than in Trade bnd

Industrial programs.

Percent increases in women's enrollment in Non-traditional Trade

and Industrial programs occurred in courses without a strong sex

role image, such as drafting, law enforcement, awd graphic arts,

rather than in courses with a strong male role image such as con-

struction, police science, and machine shop.
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In the 15 states studied, there were g i in the

percent of women enrolled in Non-traditional programs between 1972

and 1976 than between 1976 and 1978, even considering that the

first time period is twice as long as the second.

The mount and type of detail provided in the Plans of the 15

states regarding implementation of the sex equity provisions varied

and sometimes correlated with improved enrollment patterns for

women. Greatest increases in enrollment of women in Non-traditional

program occurred in where planning and monitoring systems

were established to meet equity goals, where funds were committed

to establish equity programs, and where efforts were made to utilize

the entire state staff to address sex equity issues.

Public Nearing:

Negative attitudes oho., non-traditional training choices and

expansion of male/female roles are still prevalent in 'eli-

cits, school districts, and communities, and constitute a major

barrier to equity.

More focus is needed on pre-service and in-service training of

vocational education staff, especially to get more wonen into

administrative positions, and men and women into non-traditional

teaching positions.

There is a crucial need for adequate, affordable childcare services.

Transportation and other supportive services are often critical,

especially to poor or rural women's participation in a vocational

program.

Witnesses felt that the law is too vague or lenient in the

childcare, displaced homemakers, curriculum revision, training and

personnel development, guidance and counseling, and assistance

to women in preparing for and obtaining non-traditional employment.
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The role of the Sex Equity Coordinator is viewed as essential to

the task of achieving equity.

The across-the-board funding of $50,000 is not sufficient in every

for full-time sex equity personnel and many Coordinators have

been unable to secure additional funds to implement programs.

Sex equity must be viewed as a human issue that affects men as well

as women.

Minority women need supportive services, programs which address

their cultural differences, and outreach efforts to change the

negative image of vocational education in their communities.

Attempts by persons outside of the vocational education system to

monitor and review State Plans and testify at the mandated public

hearings had shown mixed results, and often proved extremely frust-

rating.

More sex-fair textbooks and materials infused into the curricula

are needed to expand students' views of their potential T.

options and expose them to women and men in non-traditional jobs.

Exploratory vocational programs at the junior high school level

help students make better career decisions in high school, when

peer plesure to conform to traditional sex roles is strongest.

More emphasis on sex equity in postsecondary vocational education

is needed to meet the needs of those adult women who make career

decisions later in life than men.

The problem of sexual harassment is increasing as more women enter

non-traditional el

Broad legislative coordination with other youth, education, and

employment programs is needed in order to achieve sex equity in

vocational education.
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Appendix D

We enrolled in Non-traditional. Mixed and Traditional categories *
by occupational training area and year, United States

1976 1978
(percent)

lien-traditional: Total 5.4 8.8 11.1 I

Trades and Industry 5.4 7.8 9.5

Agriculture 3.9 9.6 13.1

Dintributivs Education 14.6 23.4 16.1

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 8.6 12.2 16.7

I

Mixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful

Gainful Only

52.8

50.5

53.1

51.8

56.8

55.7

Trades and Industry 40.6 38.0 46.7

Agriculture 26.9 40.5 45.0

Distributive Education 46.3 48.7 52.2

Beath 63.2 56.1 57.7

Nome teammates (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

&mamas 56.8 57.1 60.5

Technical 31.8 46.6 46.2

Nome Economics (Non - gainful) 73.8 72.8 69.8

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 90.4 84.7 83.4

Gainful Only 86.7 85.8 85.7

Trades end Industry 87.1 85.1 d6.2

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Meath 90.9 89.2 89.3

Some Icononice (Gainful) 86.1 84.7 82.5

lusinaas 86.0 85.4 85.6

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome leonomics (Non-gainful) 93.3 83.7 81.3

SONO: lased on data iron U.S. Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

d Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Nbartraditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Mixed (N) 25.12 to 75.02,
Traditional (I) 75.12 to 1002.

hr
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Appendix C

Vocational Programs Designated as Non-traditional for Women *

Agricultural

Agricultural Supplies/Services
Agricultural Mechanics
Agricultural Products
Agricultural Production
Agricultural Resources
Forestry
Agriculture, Other

Distributive

Automotive Sales
Building, Hardware
Petroleum

Health

None

Home Economics Gainful i Non-Gainful

Moot

Business and Office

None

Technical

Chemical Technology
Aeronautical Technology
Architectural Technology
Automotive Technology
Civil Technology
Electrical Technology
Electronic Technology
Electromechanical Technology
Environmental Control

Industrial Technology
Instrumentation Technology
Mechanical Technology
Metallurgical Technology
Commercial Pilot Training
Fire and Fire Safety Technology
F o ry Technology
Oceanographic Technology
Air Polution
Miscellaneous Technology, Other

Technical (continued)

Police Science
Water and Waste Water Technology

Trade and Induot.ial (1.141

Plastics Occupations
Air Conditioning
Aviation
Appliance Repair
Body and Fender Repair
Auto Mechanics i Other Auto Trng.
Blueprint Reading
Business Machine Maintenance
Commercial Fishery Occupations
Carpentry
Custodial Services
Diesel Mechanics
Drafting Occupations
Electronic Occupations
Graphic Arts Occupations
Law Enforcement Training
Metalworking Occupations
Machine Shop
Machine Tool Operations
Welding and Cutting
Tool and Die Making
Metallurgy Occupations
Small Engine Repair
Woodworking Occupations
Masonry
Plumbing and Pipefitting
Leather Working
Firefighter Training
Instrument Maintenance Repair
Maritime Occupations
Refrigeration
Management Development
Sheet Metal
Other Metalworking
Barbering
Stationary Energy
Atomic Energy
Electricity
Other Construction
Electrical Occupations
Trade and Industrial Occupations,

Other

Non-traditional (NT) program a program in which women students enrolled
nationally in 1972 comprised 0.0 to 25.0% of all enrolled students. Be-

cause of enrollment shifts, several programs would have moved from Non-
traditional to Mixed, or from Traditional to Mixed since 1972. The catego-
ries have been kept constant, however, so that such changes are not obscured.

23
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Vocational Programs Designated as Traditional for *men *

Agricultural

None

Distributive

Nome

Health

Dental Assistant
Decal lygienist (Associate Degree)
Nursing (Associate Degree)
Other Nursing
Practical (Voc.) Nursing
* orgies Assistant (Aide)
Occupational Therapy
Medical Assistant
Medical labAssistant
Rehabilitatioe, Other
Radielegic, Other
H ealth Aide

Medical Lab. Techn., Other
Surgical Technology

Nome Beats:aim Ion - gainful

Comprehensive Nommasking
Child Development
Clothing and Textiles
Consumer Sduration
Food and Nutlition

*

Nome Bconomics. Non-Gainful (continued)

lousing and Nome Furnishing
N ome Management

Other Non-gainful Consumer and
Nenemaking

Nose Sconomice. gainful

Institutional & mom Masagmaest
Clothing Mgt., Prod., & Services
N ome Furnishing, Sept., & Services
Care and guidance of Children
Food Mgt., Production, & Services
Other Occupational Preparation

Business and Office

Filing and Office Machine
Operations

Stenographic,.Secretarial, and
Related Occupations

Typing and Related Occupations

Technical

Nose

Trade and Industrial (T&I)

Cosmetology
Textile Production and Fabrication
Other Personal Services

Traditional (r) program m program in which women students enrolled
satiosally is 1972 comprised 75.1 to 100% of all enrolled students.
Because of earollment shifts, several programs would have moved from
log- traditional to Mixed, or from Traditional to Mixed since 1972.
The categories have been kept toestant, however, so that such changes
are met obscured.

2 .1
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Vocational Programs Designated as Mixed *

Agricultural

Ornamental Horticulture

Distributive

.atrial Marketing
.asportatios

International Trade
Advertising Services
Finance and Credit
Food Services
General Merchandise Sales
Real I Sales
Recreation and Tourism
Wholesale Trade, Other
Retail Trade, Other
Food Distribution
Motel and Lodging
Insur.nce
Personal Services
Distributive Education, Other
Apparel and Accessories
Nome Furnishings
Floristry

N ealth

Physical Therapy
Radiologic Technology
Mental health Technology
Inhalation Therapy Technology
Dental Laboratory Technology
Opthalmic
Environmental Nealth
Nuclear Medical Technology
Dental, Other
Miscellaneous health Occupations,

Other

Health (continued)

Mortuary Science
Medical Emergency Technician

Nome Economics, Non-Gainful

Family Relations

Rome Economics, Gainful

None

Business and Office

Accounting and Computing
Occupations

Personnel Training and Related
Occupations

Information Communications
Materials Support
Office Occupations, Other
Programmers
Computer and Console Ope
Other Business Data Processing
Supervisory and Administrative

Managesent

Techical

Scientific Data Processing

Trade and Industrial (T&I)

Other Public Services
Commercial Art Occupations
Quantity Food Occupations
Upholstering
Commerical Photography Occupations
Fabric Maintenance Services

Nixed (N) program program in which women students enrolled nationally
in 1972 comprised 25.1 to 75.0% of all enrolled students. Because of enroll-
ment shifts, 1 programs would have moved from Non-traditional to Mixed,
or from Traditional to Mixed since 1972. The categories have been kept
c however, so that such changes are not obscured.

2.)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE LONG FOR THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Cpwasteiv. I am Christine Long, of Chicago, President of C/J Communica-
tions Services, and a Member of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation. As the designated liaison perion between my Council and the National Advi-
sory Council on Women's Educational Programs, I am very pleased to have the op-portunity to join in presenting to this Subcommittee the findings of our report onthe impact of the 1976 Amendments on Sex Equity in Vocational Education. I would
like to discuss what I consider to be some of the more significant aspects of the
report.

While we found great diversity among the various States with respect to effortsand results, there were modest gains overall. There was a tremendous increase in
voc ed enrollment generally between 1972 and 1978 in all occupational areas. Three
million additional students enrolled, an increase of 44 percent. The increase wasgreater for women than for men. Women increased by 1.8 n- 'Ilion, or 60 percent of
their 1972 enrollment. Men increased by 1.4 million, 32 percent of their 1972 enroll-ment.

There was considerable variation in the extent to which the increased numbers of
students were distributed among the categories of Traditional, Mixed, and Non-tra-ditional programs. In 1972, 60 percent of the women enrolled in gainful occupational
training were in Business and Office programs. This had dropped to 53 percent by1978. the concentration of women in these programs, which traditionally had en-rolled the largest percentage of women preparing for gainful employment, had de-
creased. Women are moving increasingly to Mixed and Non-traditional programs,and the percentages are significant because of the large increase in actual numbers
of women in vocational education during this period.

The increase of women in so-called Mixed programs between 1972 and 1978 was756,500, a rise of 5 points from 29 percent to 34 percent, which widened their num-bers over men in these programs. The increase ofmen (443,200) was a rise of only 3points, from 20 percent to 23 percent.
In programs Non-traditional for women, the percentage of women rose from 6 per-cent in 1972 to 10 percent in 1978. Within the non-traditional areas, women's in-creased enrollment was greater in Technical and Agriculture programs than inTrade and Industrial. Technical: 8.6 percent to 16.7 percent; Agriculture: 3.9 per-cent to 13.1 percent; Trades and Industry: 5.4 percent to 9.5 percent). In Trade andIndustrial programs that are Non-traditional for women, their enrollment percent

increases were in courses without a strong sex role image, such as drafting,
percent

en-forcement, and graphic arts, rather than in courses with a strong male role imagesuch as construction, auto mechanics, and machine shop. The national enrollmentdata used in this study combined secondary and postsecondary vocational education.Previous studies have found that there have been significantly greater increases inwomen's enrollment in non-traditional programs through postsecondary and adulteducation than in high school.
Another aspect of the data is the change in enrollment patterns for men. The en-rollment of men in programs traditional for women, such a health care and clerical,increased by only one percent between 1972 and 1978. there was a greater enroll-ment increase for men in the mixed programs, but by far the largest male enroll-

ments continued to be in programs traditional for men.
The National Commission for Employment Policy, in its report, "Increasing the

Earnings of Disadvantaged Women' (January, 1981), concludes on the basis of itsstudies: The prospects for progress toward sex equity in vocational education are
mixed. There appears to be slow but discernible progress in moving women intotraining in agricultural and technical fields, but very little change in the proportionof women in the two largest programs foi paid employment, business and office, andtrades and industry. Evaluations of the implementation Act indicate only slow prog-ress toward compliance. This is unfortunate since there is evidence of progress
toward non-traditional enrollments in schools where the legislation had been en-forced. At the same time, more examples of successful programs are needed.

I would recommend that the Subcommittee review this report and its recommen-
dations. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education is a statutorymember of the National Commission for Employment Policy.

Mr. Chairman, while the statistics of these reports are interesting, we must lookbehind the figures to see the real significance o efforts to eliminate sex stereotyp-ing and sex bias. When we talk about occupations traditional for women, we aretalking about jobs at the low end of the pay scale. By far the largest perecentage of
female enrollment is still in traditional programs which train for low-paying jobs,

0
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i.e., Health 89.3 percent, Business 85.6 percent, Home Economics (Gainful) 82.5 per-
cent.

Why do people elect to enroll in training programs which are sex stereotyped and
lead to low-paying jobs'? Why do they choose programs which are out-moded and
lead to dead-end jobs, or no jobs at all? There is no simple answer to those ques-
tions. Societal and peer pressures are partly responsible, it is true. But a major
reason is the lack of responsiveness of those school systems which do not provide lip-
to-date information and guidance, do not keep programs current and relate them to
the job market, and which are content with the status quo.

We must combat this kind of inertia and continue a concerted effort to eliminate
sex bias and stereotyping in training programs and employment to allow women to
compete on an equal basis in the job market. Success will not be measured by a
statistical numbers game, but by real increases in the earning power of working
women, and ultimately the impact that will have on our economy.

The modest progress described by our report pales in contrast to the real needs.
The days are gone when a woman s earnings were important only for family luxu-
ries. Today, over half the workforce is made up of women, and most work one and
sometimes two jobs out of necessity, either as the sole supporter of themselves and
their family, or to supplement the family income just to make ends meet.

There is a particular need to expand sex bias-free training opportunities for Black
women. In 1978, the median income of households headed by Black females was
$5,082. Such households contain 41.9 percent of all Black children. This compares
with 12.5 percent of white children who live with their mothers only. Minorities,
including minority women, will make up an increasingly larger percentage of the
workforce in the future. The minority population, including Hispanics, in the 16-24
year age group will increase to 22.1 percent in 1995. Minorities are expected to
make up 30 percent of the labor force by the late 1980's. These figures indicate that
there will he a greater demand in the 80's and 90's for high quality, up-to-date voca-
tional training for all segments of the population.

With the large increase of women in the workforce, we can no longer assume that
working class women have low motivation and lack career interest, if indeed that
ever was true. Where there appears to be low motivation, I suspect it is born of lack
of opportunity and a sense of resignation in the face of perpetuated stereotypes.
With the increase of working mothers, an entirely new set of role models is emerg-
ing for the younger generation. We must be careful that we do not build into those
models the perception that women are qualified only for training in the lowest
paying occupations.

There have been great changes in the attitudes and aspirations of young women
to work. Only 25 percent of the females surveyed in the 1979 National Longitudinal
Study reported that they wanted to be exclusively homemakers at the age of 35.
This is a decrease of 35 percent since the 1968 NIS.

A November, 1980 stilt!), by the Joint Economic Committee observes:
Much of the employment growth in the past decade had been in the service

sector, where jobs are traditionally filled by women and younger workers. The con-
tinuing shift of the economy toward services will provide employment for many
women, but women in the 1980', are still likely to experience higher than average
rates of unemployment and underemployment. The bunching of the middle layers of
workers is likely to lessen the promotion opportunities for women and minorities as
well as prime-age workers, as competition intensifies.

These developments could influence women to move to previously male-dominated
areas of employment and away from the traditional female jobs; even though, as
yet, societal sex rolesparticularly in the job markethave not been overturned.
This is supported in studies of wages for men and women. Contrary to popular per-
ceptions, women's earnings are now less in relation to men's than they were 20
years ago. This is partly a result of occupational differences. In 1978, women em
ployed full time and year-round made 59.4 percent of what men earned compared to
60 5 percent in 1969 and 61.3 percent in 1959. More than two-thirds of employed
women now hold traditional female jobs such as teaching and nursing.

The report points out that, as more women enter the labor force, the wages in
female-oriented occupations will probably be driven down further.

In light of these changes, we cannot tolerate business as usual. When the voca-
tional education system, at any level, permits outmoded stereotypes to limit train-
ing opportunities, it is failing in its responsibilities to the students and to the
Nation.

The needs of women for access to better paying jobs is justification in itself for the
`arts we make to eliminate occupational stereotyping. But we must also ccnsider

needs of our economy for skilled workers now and in the future. Three out of

2''
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four jobs in the 1980's will require technical training below the baccalaureate level.
Yet more students than ever are dropping out of science and mathematics after the
tenth grade, eliminating themselves from technical careers, according to a recent
report by the National Science Foundation. There is a growing mismatch between
the needs of the workplace and the skills of U.S. workers.

The Nation's workforce is aging. The average age of tool and die workers is 47.
Forty percent of the engineers are 40 or more years of age. The group of people 65
and over is growing about twice as fast as the population as a whole. By 1990 there
will be about three million more people at the high end of the population-75 and
olderthan there are today. These workers must be replaced. In addition, workers
must be trained for a whole new generation of high-technology jobs which never ex-
isted before.

The skilled labor shortage also has an effect on the readiness of the military.
Lester C. Thurow, professor of economics and management at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, says that "Employers are raiding the military for skilled tech-
nicians." The Armed Forces find that they cannot maintain their equipment be-
cause they have lost their skilled blue-collar workers.

It is sometimes suggested that existing unemployed persons could be moved into
these jobs. But as the House Armed Services Committee observes, training takes
time. As in World War II, the Committee says, "the solution to this national prob-
lem will require a national commitment." Unlike World War II, however, today's
manpower shortages will not respond to a quick-fix solution. The Committee ob-
served: Today . . . you can't just take someone off a farm or out of a kitchen and
expect him or her to build aircraft engines. The technology is too advanced, the tol-
erances too tight, the equipment too sophisticated. It takes three years for a machin-
ist apprentice to complete his rigorous course. It takes the better part of a year to
retrain someone from producing autos, for example, to work in high-technology
atrospace parts.

Developing skills of the American people remains one of the greatest challenges
f-zing our Nation. A $1.4 trillion investment in sophisticated machinery and weep-
one. will not solve the defense needs of our Nation, nor will the productivity of our
economy over-all increase, if we do not have trained people to build, run, and repair
the equipment.

As we develop polici As to meet these growing needs, there can be no room for pro-
grams which limit, rather than expand, opportunities. If vocational education is to
make good on its claim that it contributes to the Nation's productivity, then it must
be aggressive in its determination to eliminate policies and practices which would
restrict the opportunities and productivity of any of its students. While we continue
efforts to eliminate existing occupational sex stereotyping, we must all insure that
there be parity between males and females in new emerging occupational fields. We
must not let new jobs become categorized as "male" or "female."

Obviously, vocational education alone is not going to end sex stereotyping in our
society, but it had the responsibility to take the lead in education and the broader
community to change attitudes which restrict individual choice, and which, in the
long run, could hinder the development of an adequately trained workforce. When
the needs become acute, American business and industry will hire the persons
trained to do the job with little regard for gender, color, or other non-relevant fac-
tor'. Vocational educational must act affirmatively now to provide the training for
such a workforce.

Our sex equity study indicated that most activity under the 1976 Amendments
had been to identify and monitor sex equity issues and problems. Such activity,
along with other equity legislation such as Title IX, has helped to increase aware-
ness. In those States where there is sensitivity and commitment to equity issues,
this has stimulated other activity and produmd the best results. In other States, it
was found that little is done beyond what is required for minimal compliance with
the provisions of the Act. In most States, little if any discretionary program im-
provement or research funds appear to have been used for sex equity purposes.

Since passage of the 1976 Amendments, the majority of State Advisory Councils
identified sex equity as an area where greater efforts are needed. The Overview of
the 1979 Reports of the State Advisory Councils, prepared by the National Advisory
Council, finds that sex equity concerns were included in two of the top ten most
prevalent issuesthat is, program access by special needs populations, and guidance
and counseling. This Overview report was sent to all Members of Congress and the
Subcommittee staff earlier this year.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education had concluded that the
elimination of sex bias and stereotyping is in the National interest, and a concerted
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effort must be made to break down the artificial barriers which delineate the sex
role designation of many occupational classifications

In its Policy Statement on Reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act (Octo-
ber, 1981), the council recommended that the scope of the Act be narrowed, and Fed-
eral funds be focused on two major areasprogram improvement and access/equity
(including sex equity, The Council believes that Federal funds should supplement
and enhance the basic on-going programs, which should be supported primarily with
State and local funds.

Under this approach, Federal funds would not be used to maintain basic, on-going
programs. This would make a greater portion of the Federal funds available to
States to mount the innovative programs and services needed to achieve sex equity,
and access and equity in other areas. The Council would urge-that States be allowed
greater flexibility in the approaches they take to deal with issues such as sex equity,
but at the same time would demand greater accountability for results.

It is time to move beyond identifying and monitoring the problem, to mounting
exemplary and innovative efforts designed to bring about significant change

Such efforts should include making available better career information to guid-
ance counselors and classroom teachers. There should be in-service training for ad-
ministrators and teachers. It must be a coordinated effort between voc ed and other
segments of the educational community at the elementary and secondary levels as
well as the postsecondary and adult levels. There should be joint projects with busi-
ness, labor, and other community interests to assist in school-to-work transition
problems and job placement. There should be support services, such as child care
and counseling, especially for displaced adult women returning to school and the
workplace. There should be an oversight role for State Advisory councils in evaluat-
ing the responsiveness of State and local efforts, and the effects of the programs
which they may undertake to deal with sex equity problems. There must be strong
leadership and technical assistance available to the States from the U S. Depart-
ment of Education to bring about change

Change will not occur without commitment, leadership, and funding from the
Federal Government. State and local resources are limited, and administrators are
preoccupied with keeping schools open and programs operating

The impetus must be provided through the Vocational Education Act. We must
continue a strong focus on sex equity, and provide the resources needed to expand
efforts in this area. Such efforts will provide expanded opportunities for women in
the job market, and address a national need for an expanded, skilled workforce.
Elimination of sex stereotyping is not a "luxury item." It should be viewed as part
of an ongoing strategy to prevent shortages of vital skilled workers in the future.

On behalf of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, I want to
thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony. I hope the subcommittee
will find the Sex Equity Report to be useful as you continue deliberations on this
issue

Ms. Foxx. The National Advisory Council on Women's Educa-
tional Programs was established to advise Congress and Federal of-
ficials regarding the educational needs of women. As a top priority,
we have supported programs and policies to increase educational
options for women and girls based on their interests and aptitudes
rather than on expected sex-related roles.

Since 1975, the litany of reasons why women needed far more
varied and better paying vocations has begun to seep into the con-
sciousness of this Nation. But, the facts remain quite shocking.
Nearly two-thirds of all women in the labor force in 1979 were
single, widowed, divorced or separated, or had husbands who
earned less than $10,000.

The average woman worker still earns only 59 cents for every
dollar that a man earns, even when both work full time, year
around. This is a drop in what women earned in 1959.

In 1979, half of all poor families were headed by women, com-
pared to only about one-third of such families in 1969. Black teen-
age girls have the highest unemployment rate of all workers, male
and female.
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The pertinent question is, have these sex equity provisions been
effective in improving the educational lot of women? The answer is,
yes, they have made a good start. Our study showed that these seri-
ous needs are being addressed, however, the pace is slow and
uneven. Much remains to be done in righting the balance of voca-
tional education provided to women and men.

Both councils strongly recommend that continued national, State
and local efforts are essential to eliminate sex discrimination, bias
and stereotyping, and to ensure the progress necessary for women
and the country as a whole.

The most important evidence we found that the sex equity provi-
sions are achieving their intended purpose is that nationally, the
enrollment of women is increasing in vocational programs other
than those which traditionally have been taken by women.

Nationwide, women are increasingly taking advantage of the op-
portunities offered by vocational education, and 'hey are beginning
to train for a broader range of jobs than they have in the past, jobs
that offer substantial challenges and salary potentials.

Our study found encouraging progress at the State and local
levels as well. We found that in several States where State plans
required goals and timetables, plans from the local education agen-
cies for increasing sex equity, and specific assurances that such
plans would be achieved, there was a concomitant increase in the
number of women enrolled in nontraditional p .

The greatest gains were in States where de ed plans for eradi-
cation of identified sex equity problems, plans which extended
beyond a mere rehashing of the verbiage of the law and regula-
tions. In short, it appears that the achievement of sex equity re-
quires not only the commitment of funds but also the establish-
ment of a system that requires, as well as encourages, such plan-
ning activity.

Our study showed that many of the sex equity activities allowed
but not mandated by the 1976 act were not funded by the States.
Even more disturbing, many of the mandated activities were not
funded or not fully implemented.

Based on our research and regional public hearings, the council
recommends, first and foremost, ti at, sex equity must continue as a
major purpose in the reauthorized Vocational Education Act. Prog-
ress has been made, but the goal is far from being achieved, and
the council is not convinced that progress will continue at the same
pace if the Federal focus on sex equity is dropped or severely cur-
tailed.

Already we hear of local sex equity activities being reduced in
anticipation of a wakening of title IX, and we found no evidence
that vocational education would be an exception to this trend. In
talking with vocational education coordinators in North Carolina,
they have assured me that if there are not the Federal mandate,
that sex equity will be left out of the future activities.

On the other hand, the law clearly can and must be simplified.
We need considerably more emphasis at all levels of government
on overcoming inequities in addition to discovering them.

I think all of usnot all of usbut many of us are well aware
that they are there. The Vocational Education Act should provide
for special programs and supportive services to persons who suffer
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economic hardship due to sex bias and discrimination in education
and employment, and to persons considering and actually enrolled
in courses nontraditional for their sex. Minority women, single
heads of households, disabled women, teenage parents and older
women have especially serious needs for such services.

Daycare is one activity allowable under the 1976 law which was
highlighted at both our regional hearings as being critically neces-
sary seldom provided. Our study found that most of the current
functions of the State sex equity personnel are essential to the task
cf achieving equity in a State system.

But across the board funding of $50,000 is not sufficient in every
State to accomplish these functions. Testimony at our regional
hearings showed that the full time State sex equity coordinator has
been a very effective mechanism for accomplishing equity goals.

In addition to programs and services recommended above for
women who suffer double jeopardy because of their age, race, eth-
nicity or disability, the council recommends that the Vocational
Education Act require both enrollment and staffing data to be
cross tabulated by race and ethnicity, by sex, by age and by disabil-
ity.

Congress will need such essential information in determining
whether the equity goals of the law are being met. In addition a
clear distinction should continue to be made between enrollment
leading to gainful and to non-gainful occupations.

Since sex bias and stereotyping exist at all levels of the vocation-
al education system, the reauthorized law should assure that sex
equity efforts extend across the board. Special emphasis should be
placed on vocational exploration programs at the junior high level.
Also critical are programs for womin entering or reentering the
labor market and women who, after working in low paying, tradi-
tionally female jobs, are willing to explore nontraditional job train-
ing.

The vocational education data system recently documented the
female vocational education staff are also concentrated in instruc-
tional areas which are traditional for their sex and that supervi-
sory positions are held predominantly by males.

Therefore, a major emphasis of the new law should be on train-
ing men and women as instructors in nontraditional programs and
on preparing women and minorities to be administrators of voca-
tional education.

Training of counsellors and teachers at junior and senior high
schools which feed students to vocational schools should be an al-
lowable activity for Federal sex equity program funds.

The council continues to support vigorous enforcement of Federal
laws that protect the civil rights of women and other beneficiaries
of the vocational education programs of this country. As one means
to this end, we support continuation of a mechanism for public in-
volvement in and State accountability for deciding how Federal
funds will be spent.

The State plan and public hearing processes are only moderately
successful as vehicles for increasing public involvement in vocation-
al education. In many cases, persons trying to get involved were
discouraged by the extreme complexity of the plans.
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As Congress fashions a revised vocational education act for the
United States, there is a fortunate opportunity to meet the needs of
a large number of citizens who have lacked equal access to voca-
tional training, while at the same time facilitating the leindustria-
lization so critical to our economy.

In developing a skilled labor force for the difficult years ahead,
this country must not be deprived of half the human r?sources
available to us. Equity and sound economic planning both require
Federal leadership and support for improved vocational education
for women and girls throughout the educational system.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present the
view of the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational
Programs

Mr. MILLER. Thank you. Next, the committee will hear from Ms.
Long. You may go ahead.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE LONG, MEMBER, NATIONAL
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Ms. LONG. I'd like to add some testimony on behalf of the Na-
tional Advisory Commission for Vocational Education, since we
were involved in a joint study with the National Advisory Council
for Women's Educational Programs.

I will not attempt to repeat many of the statements made by Ms.
Foxx in the interest of the time commitment. However, I would
like to offer some comments of emphasis that derived from the
work of the National Advisory Commission for Vocational Educa-
tion.

We support those statements about their data for employment
history for women in the--we support those statements made by
the National Advisory Commission for Women's Educational Pro-
grams, the need for sex equities. However, our thrust is somewhat
different. For example, our concerns include questions about the
statistics which, while they are interesting, requires looking beyond
figures and seeing, perhaps, the real significance of efforts to elimi-
nate sex stereotyping and sex bias.

When we talk about occupations traditional to women, we are
talking about jobs at the low end of the pay scale. While the earlier
testimony spoke of some changes in participation among women
and the full spectrum of jobs, nevertheless, women still remain iso-
lated in some occupational sectors. Those sectors, indeed, are at the
low end of the scale. We have asked such questions as why do
people elect to enroll in training programs which are sex stereo-
typed and which lead to low paying jobs? Why do they choose pro-
grams which are outmoded and lead to dead end jobs or no jobs at
all?

There is no simple answer to those questions and societal and
peer pressures are partially responsible. But a major reason is the
lack of responsiveness in school systems which do not provide up-
to-date information and guidelines, which do not keep programs
current and relate them to the job market, and which are content
with the status quo.

We believe that we must combat this inertia and continue a con-
certed effort to eliminate sex bias and stereotyping in training pro-
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grams and employment, to allow women to compete on an equal
basis in the job market. The modest progress which was described
in our report pales in comparison to the real needs. The days are
gone when women's earnings were important only for luxuries. It
is particula important to expand sex business training opportu-
nities for bls ck women.

There has been a large increase of women in the working force.
We cannot longer assume that working class women have low mo-
tivation and lack career interest, if indeed that ever was true.
Where there appears to be low motivation, I suspect it is born of
lack of opportunity and a sense of resignation in the face of perpet-
uated stereotypes. With the increase of working mothers, an entire-
ly new set of role models is emerging for our younger generation.
We must be careful that we do not build into those models the per-
ception that women are qualified only for training in the lowest
paying occupations.

There has been a great change in the attitudes and aspirations of
young women to work. Only 25 percent of the females surveyed in
the 19'79 National Longitudinal Study reported that they wanted to
be exclusively homemakers at the age of 35. This is a decrease of
35 percent since the 1968 NLS. The report further points out that
as more women enter the labor force, the wages in female-oriented
occupations will probably be driven down further.

In light of these changes, we cannot tolerate business as usual.
Whek the vocational 'ducation system, at any level, permits out-
moded stereotypes to limit training opportunities, it is failing in its
responsibilities to the students and to the Nation.

There is a growing mismatch also, we believe, between the needs
of the workplace and the skills of U.S. workers. The Nation's work
force is aging. I have some regular contact with a community col-
lege in my area, Trident College, they are continually struggling
with the need to secure persons. For example, in the field of tool
and c ye, or dye castiig, they find on a repeated basis that there
are shortages in those areas. The Nation's work force is aging. Nev-
ertheless, there has not been a concerted effort to recruit another
qualified work forcequalified group into that work force, to
secure women's enrollment in those training programs.

These workers must be replaced when, for example, the average
age of tool and dye workers is A.7 years old. Presumably, if we are
going to deal with productivity in our Nation, we need to replace
those workers. In addition, workers must be trained for a whole
new generation of high technology jobs which never existed before.
The skilled labor shortage has an effect on the readiness of the mil-
itary, both in terms of members of the military and also in those
industries which provide for defense needs.

Developing skills of the American people remains one of the
greatest challenges facing our Nation. There can be no room for
programs which limit, rather than expand, opportunities. If voca-
tional education is to make good on its claim that it contributes to
the Nation's productivity, then it must be aggressive in its determi-
nation to eliminate policies and programs which would restrict the
opportunities and productivity of any of its students.

Obviously, vocational education alone is not going to end sex ste-
reotyping in our society, but it has the responsibility to take the
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lead in education and the broader commitment to change attitudes
which restrict individual choices, and which, in the long run, could
hinder the development of an adequately trained work force.

When the needs become acute, American business and industry
will hire the persons trained to do the job with little regard for
gender, color, or other nonrelevant factors. Vocational education
must act affirmatively now to provide the training for such a work
force.

Our sex equity study indicated that most activity under the 1976
amendments has been to identify and monitor sex equity issues
and problems. Such activity, along with other equity legislation
such as title IX, has helped to increase awareness. In those States
where there is sensitivity and commitment to equity issues, this
has stimulated other activity and produced the best results. In
other States, it was found that little is done beyond what is re-
quired for minimal compliance with the provisions of the act. Since
passage of the 1976 amendments, the majority of States' advisory
councils identified sex equity as an area where greater efforts are
needed.

The Nations! Advisory Council on Vocational Education has con-
cluded that the elimination of sex bias and stereotyping is in the
national interest, and a concerted effort must be made to break
down the artificial barriers which delineate the sex role designa-
tion of many occupational classifications.

In its policy statement on reauthorization of the Vocational Edu-
cation Act in October 1981, the Council recommended that the
scope of the act be narrowed, and Federal funds be focused on two
major areasprogram improvement and access and equity, includ-
ing sex equity. The Council believes that Federal funds should sup-
plement and enhance the basic ongoing programs, which should be
supported primarily with State and local funds.

Under this approach, Federal funds would not be used to main-
tain basic, ongoing programs. This would make a greater portion of
the Federal funds available to States to mount the innovative pro-
grams and services needed to achieve sex equity, and access and
equity in other areas. The Council would urge that States be al-
lowed greater flexibility in the approaches that they take to deal
with issues such as sex equity, but at the same time, would demand
greater accountability for results.

It is time to move beyond identifying and monitoring the prob-
lem, to mounting exemplary and innovative efforts designed to
bring about significant change. Such efforts would include making
available better career information to guidance counselors and
classroom teachers. There should be in-service training for adminis-
trators and teachers. It must be a coordinated effort between voca-
tion education and other segments of the educational community
at the elementary and secondary levels, as well as the postsecon-
dary and adult levels. There should be joint projects with business,
labor, and other community interests to assist in school-to-work
transition problems and job placement.

There should be support services such as child care and counsel-
ing, especially for displaced adult women returning to school and
the workplace. There should be an oversight role for State advisory
counsels in evaluating the responsiveness of State and local efforts,
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and the effects of the programs which they may undertake to deal
with sex equity problems. There must be strong leadership and
technical assistance available to the States from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education to bring about change.

Change will not occur without commitment, leadership, and
funding from the Federal Government. State and local resources
are limited; and administrators are preoccupied with keeping
schools open and programs operating.

The impetus must be provided through the Vocational Education
Act. We must continue a strong focus on sex equity, and provide
the resources needed to expand our efforts in this area.

On behalf of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-
tion, I want to thank you for the opportunity to present this testi-
mony. I hope the subcommittee will find the sex equity report to be
useful as you continue deliberations on this issue. Thank you.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
I don't know if the chairman brought this up, but at some point,

we are going to get into a whole series of votes. To the extent to
which you can summarize and provide us the opportunity to ask
questions, everything will be put in the record in its entirety.

STATEMENT OF RALPH E. SMITH, ECONOMIST AND DEPUTY
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY

Dr. Spam. I am Ralph Smith, the Deputy Director of the Nation-
al Commission for Employment Policies. I would like to say a few
words and then turn the testimony over to Pat Brenner who direct-
ed our studies on vocational education.

I would like to begin by commending this subcommittee and the
congress for its actions in 1976 in reporting out and enacting the
sex equity amendments. It was a useful and important thing to do
in 1976. The point that I want to make this morning is that it
would be just as useful and as important to continue that effort in
1981 for several reasons.

First, more and more women are continuing to come into the
labor force. Last month, over 52 percent of working age women had
jobs or were looking for work. Many of them are simply not well
prepared to participate in the labor market today.

Once women get into the labor market, they continue to be
mainly in the stereotypical female jobs, jobs that have low wages
and few opportunities for advancement.

One reason why they are getting low paying jobs is that the edu-
cation that they are receiving, including vocational education, I am
afraid, is often equipping them only for the stereotypically female
jobs. Young women need to be prepared for the full range of occu-
pations. It is important, especially for women who are going to
head their own families today.

Over half of all poor families in this country are families that
are maintained by women, and vocational education could be a
means for helping such women to prepare for better jobs.

The testimony that we are presenting this morning is based on a
major study that our Commission did in 1980 on efforts to increase
the earnings of disadvantaged women through education, employ-
ment and training programs. I should point out that since then, we
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have had a change of membership on the Commission and the
views that we are expressing and the recommendations that we are
reporting on do not necessarily reflect the views of the present
members.

I would like to now have Pat Brenner continue with our
testimony.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA BRENNER, STAFF ASSOCIATE, NATION-
AL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY, ACCOMPANIED
BY RALPH E. SMITH, ECONOMIST AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR
Dr. BRENNER. I think Ralph has given you a good general picture

of why the Commission was concerned with the problems of disad-
vantaged women and why we addressed how to increase the earn-
ings of disadvantaged women through the strategy of analyzing
those institutions that seem to contribute to the crowding of
women into a few low paying occupations.

We do find that vocational education affects the occupational
qualifications and aspirations of women, and thus the jobs they
eventually take. We also found in our study that too often, voca-
tional education promotes occupational stereotyping.

But I think the third important point to make is that we have
found that the sex equity provisions of 1976 amendments have
been helpful at combating that occupational stereotyping.

As we looked at the probems of disadvantaged women, we did not
just address vocational education. We looked at the education
system more generally and we also studied the effects of employ-
ment and training programs on women. The Commission did make
a set of recommendations on improving the earnings of disadvan-
taged women.

Ten of those address sex equity and vocational education. Ten ad-
dress the same issues in Federal employment and training pro-
grams. Appended to our testimony is a copy of those recommenda-
tions with some rationale for each of the recommendations.

We found, of course, that vocational education is not the only in-
stitution that affects the aspirations and qualifications of students.
Home, family, and community certainly are important and perva-
sive influences. But we find that the schools are also important.

Within the schools, there were several reasot.s why we focused
especially on vocational education. First, vocational education is a
curriculum that is intended to prepare students for work. Most of
the students who concentrated their courses in vocational educa-
tion do not expect to go on to college and they do not in fact go on
to college.

Second, the Federal Government makes a substantial contribu-
tion to vocational education and therefore, this is an area where
we might expect the Federal Government to have some impact.
The contribution through the Vocational Education Act is some-
thing less than $1 billion, but we estimate that if you add in the
money that flows to vocational education, through CETA, the
money that flows through voucher programs like the basic educa-
tional opportunity grants, the veterans grants, that in 1980, if we
count those together, the Federal Government probably contributes
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about 25 percent of the total public funds that went into vocational
education.

A third reason for addressing vocational education particularly is
that the Congress has already addressed sex equity in vocational
education to a greater extent than any other education program.

As you know, one of the four major goals of the 1976 amend-
ments was to promote sex equity, and the 1976 amendments do
contain extensive provisions to enable State programs to overcome
sex discrimination and sex bias.

For these reasons, we thought that it was worth while and would
be an effective strategy to look at the promotion of sex equity in
vocational education.

In looking at vocational education programs, the Commission, as
in most of its work, tries to take a national perspective so that we
try to look at the national data base and the national studies that
are available to get some idea of what is happening around the
country as a whole.

Of course it is important to know about individual cases, too, and
I know that several of the people who will testify here can tell you
more fully about programs in their own particular areas.

In the written testimony, I provided several tables. First, I would
like to address the data on overall participation in vocational edu-
cation by women. Of course what we find is that sex inequity in
vocational education does not mean that women are underrepre-
sented overall. In one of the tables that I have in the testimony, I
show the percentage distribution of class hours by subject of course
of high school seniors in 1972. Again, this is nationwide data. What
we see in that table is that while senior men and women took
almost the same percentage of their course work in the humanities
in 1972, about 42 percent of their course work, the English, history,
what we see is that women took significantly more vocational edu-
cation and less natural sciences, including mathematics.

In fact, almost all of the differential between, if you look at the
pattern of courses taken by men and women, almost all differential
can be accounted for by the difference that women take about 35
percent of their course work in vocational education and men take
about 25 percent of their course work in vocational education, and
almost all of that can be accounted for by women taking more of
their course work in home economics and men taking more of their
course work in natural sciences and mathematics.

I know this subcommittee is especially interested in the effects of
the 1976 amendments. I would like to address three sources of in-
formation on that topic.

First, program data collected by the Department, formerly the
Office of Education, the congressionally mandated study of educa-
tion conducted by the American Institute for Research, and third,
information from a conference on education sex equity and occupa-
tional stereotyping conducted by the Commission in May 1980.

Again, I have a table looking at the enrollment in vocational
education by program. In this table, I have the percentage female
for 1972, 1976 and 1978. What we can see is that while there have
been some changes since 1972, in 1978, women continued to pre-
dominate and constitute over 75 percent of the enrollment in these
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programs: health occupations, home economics, and business and
office programs.

Men continued to dominate and constitute over 75 percent of the
enrollment in agriculture, trade and industry, and the technical
areas. Only one area, the relatively small retail sales category, was
about 50 percent female.

Turning to data that was generated through the study conducted
by the American Institute for Research, they also collected nation-
al data from about 3,300 students in schools around the country.
One of the important things that they did was to disaggregate en-
rollments within each of the seven broad areas.

I think this breakdown is important because it allows us to see
whether increased female enrollments within a category has oc-
curred because more women enrolled in a predominantly female
field or whether they moved into predominantly male fields such
as tool and diemaking within trade and industry.

If I could summarize all this, I would say that the data appeared
to converge on the following patterns. The apparent downturn in
the concentration of women in health between 1972 and 1976 ap-
pears to have leveled off by 1978. Second, while the participation of
women in traditionally male programs in agriculture and technical
occupations, has continued to increase modestly, the participation
of women in predominantly male programs in trades and indus-
tries, has leveled off.

The movement of women into programs that had been predomi-
nantly male has been more than the movement of men into pro-
grams that had been predominantly female. Again, I would say
that progress has been made, but we will have to continue in our
efforts if we are to continue to make progress toward enrolling
women in training for occupations that have been predominantly
occupied by men.

Another important issue that the AIR study addressed was
whether schools could in fact make a difference in encouraging
nontraditional enrollments, considering the impact of other institu-
tions.

Mr. MILLER. We are going to have to vote. We will be right back.
[Voting recess.]
Mr. MILLER. Go ahead.
Dr. BRENNER. I'll try to finish briefly.
I was saying that the AIR study found that when schools made

an effort to encourage students to enroll in nontraditional pro-
grams, they found that more students did so.

We think that Congress acted in a timely, forward looking way
in 1975 when it held the oversight hearings that resulted in the sex
equity provisions of the 1976 provisions.

We did find, however, that the laws and regulations providing for
sex equity in vocational education had not been vigorously enforced
by the Office of Vocational and Adult Education nor by the Office
of Civil Rights at the Department of Education.

We think that the enforcement activities need ti I strengthened
if we are to make progress in this area.

Finally, the Commission Study on Disadvantaged Women evalu-
ated the treatment of women in vocational education at the same
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time it considered their treatment in the education system general-
ly, and training programs funded by the government.

The tendency to train women is endemic in all these institutions.
We don't expect these changes to result in massive changes in soci-
ety or in the occupations women hold.

But because vocational education already affects the aspirations
of women, we believe it ought to do a better job in training women
in fields that offer higher rates of pay than most predominantly
female occupations.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Patricia D. Brenner and Ralph Smith

followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. PATRICIA D. BRENNER, ECONOMIST AND DR. RALPH E.
SMITH, ECONOMIST AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOY-MENT Poucv

Mr. Chairman, Members of the subcommittee, Thank you for inviting us to dis-
cuss Commission findings and recommendations concerning sex equity in vocational
education. Our testimony today reflects the results of the Commission's study on im-proving the earnings of disadvantaged women and of continuing work the Commis-
sion has done on vocational education reauthorization.

The Commission's report, "Increasing the Earnings of Disadvantaged Women,"
was transmitted to the President and the Congress in January 1981. The
Commission's recommendations concerning sex in vocational education and in em-
ployment and training programs are appended to this testimony. These recommen,
dations do not necessarily represent the positions of the current Federal members ofthe Commission nor of the members of the public recently designated by the Presi-dent to serve on the Commission.

In summary, the Commission recommended that Congress should continue tostress sex equity in the Vocational Education Act as an important part of the legis-lation and that the Department of Education should stress sex equity both in the
supportive services it provides to State and local vocational authorities and in its
legislative enforcement efforts. These recommendations arose from several findings.

First, vocational education as part of the education and training system affects
the occupational qualifications and aspirations of women, and thus the jobs they
eventually hold. Second, too often the vocational education system promotes occupa-
tional stereotyping that has held down women's earnings by training women in pre-
dominantly female fields. Third, while much progress still needs to be made, the sex
equity provisions of the 1976 amendments have been helpful at reducing occupation-al stereotyping in vocational education program. Based on these findings, the Com-
mission strongly supported the sex equity provisions of the 1976 legislation. The restof my testimony will expand these summary findings and recommendations.

A substantial part of the Commission's resources during 1980 were devoted to ex-
amining ways to encourage education and training programs to help improve the
economic situation of disadvantaged women. Our concern arose from several obser-
vations about the status of women in the United States: (1) a large and growing pro-
portion of the poor are women or are in families supported by women; (2) the earn-
ings of women remain considerably below those of men; (3) occupational tionby sex is an important factor in accounting for women's lower earnings; EllineldrIffaedu-
cation and training programs, including vocational education, can help to prepare
disadvantaged women for better paying occupations.

In 1978, among persons who were in the age groups most likely to be working
(ages 18-64), 63 percent of the poor were female. The higher incidence of poverty
among woemn primarily reflects the considerable amount of poverty in families
without a husband present: one-seventh of all familes in the U.S. are supported by
women, yet these families account for one-half of all poor families. The median
income of households headed by women in 1978 was only 48 percent of that of fami-
lies overall. Virtually all of the growth in the number of poor families during the
past decade can be accounted for by growth in the number of poor families withouthusbands.

The considerable amount of poverty among families supported by women is due,in part, to the absence of another potential earner and to the difficulty that many of
these women have in working outside the home, especially on a full-time schedule.
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Nevertheless, women maintaining families with no husband present are more likely
to be in the labor force than women in married couple families Female heads-of-
family share with other women a more basic problem when they do work outside
the home, their earnings are likely to be low relative to the earnings of men with
similar levels of education.

The incidence of poverty among minority women and their families is especially
high. For example, in 1978, 52 percent of black families and 53 percent of the His-
panic families with a temale householder were poor, compared with 24 percent of
the white families. Exacerbating the problem is the much higher percentage of mi-
nority families without husbands present: 40 percent of black families, 20 percent of
Hispanic families, and 12 percent of white families were supported by women.

In our study of the ways that the Federal Government might improve the eco-
nomic circumstances of poor women, we concentrated on strategies to increase their
earnings. Although many women who head households are out of the labor force
and dependent on welfare, an increasing percentage of those with children are in
the labor force (66 percent in 1979 compared with 59 percent in 1970) and rely on
labor market earnings for their family income. We believe that preparation for jobs
with higher earnings can be used to prevent poverty, as well as helping people to
move out of poverty. This approach is of particular importance to woolen who are or
may become the main support of their families and to minority women, since these
women and their families are much more likely than others to be poor.

Why do women earn less than men of the same age and educational attainment
and wLy is there so little earnings growth for women as they age? The answers in-
volve many factors, some concerning the characteristics and behavior of the female
workers, themselves, and others involving employer behavior. On the supply side,
for example, women on average have less work experience than men and this differ-
ence increases with age. On the demand side, some employers may prefer men for
certain jobs and women for other jobs; the jobs for which they will hire women may
pay less and may provide fewer opportunities for advancement.

Clearly, supply and demand factors interact with one another. Women may not
prepare for jobs for which they believe employers will not hire women; employers
may not hire women for jobs for which they believe women are not prepared. But it
is clear that, no matter what the causes, the pattern of occupational ation of
the sexes is an important factor in producing and maintaining the wags:gdrieWerential.
The pervasiveness of occupational segregation is illustrated in table 1.

Our study of the determinants of occupational stereotyping found that home,
family and community have as much or more influence on occupational choice as
the school system. But we also found that the schools do help establish the occupa-
tional qualifications and aspirations of women, and therefore affect their later
earnings.

The Commission's study of disadvantaged women evaluated the treatment of
women in vocational education at the same time that it considered their treatment
in the education system and in the training programs funded by the Federal Gov-
ernment. There were several reasons to focus on vocational education. First, it is a
curriculum whose intent is to prepare individuals fot work. Largely because of this
employment linkage, It is the only high school curriculum that receives direct Fed-
eral funding. Most students who choose the vocational curriculum do not go on to
college.

TABLE 1.-OCCUPATION OF EMPLOYED PERSONS, BY SEX, RACE AND HISPANIC ORIGIN, 1978 1

Total Ode Black ad
other

Mew I

Females

Total employed (thousands) 30 982 33,943 4,938 1,677rand 100.0 100 0 100 0 100 0
V/htte mllar teaches. . 63 2 65 5 471 48.2

Profess:cal, technical, and kindred 15 9 15 9 13 8 7 5
tamps and administrators, excluding term 61 6 5 2 9 3.7
Sales . . 69 74 3.1 53
anal and lorded .. 34 6 35 7 27 2 31.7

Blue collar metes . 14 8 14 3 18.6 28.4
Craft and lunched. . 18 19 13 21
Operabxes . . . . 118 112 15.8 25 2
laborers, tackling tam 13 12 14 1 1
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TABLE 1.OCCUPATION OF EMPLOYED PERSONS, BY SEX, ME AND HISPANIC ORIGIN, 1978 1
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Second, while the Federal Government is certainly a junior partner in the fund-
ing of vocational education, its contribution has been substantial. Counting not only
Vocational Education Act funds, but also Federal funds that flow to vocational edu-
cation through CETA, Basic Educational Opportunity Grant and other grant pro-
grams, the Federal Government may have contributed as much as 25 percent of
total public funds for vocational education in 1980.

Third, to a greater degree than in any other education program the Federal Gov-
ernment has already Wronged sex equity in vocational education through congres-
sional legislation. Sex equity is one of the four main goals of the Vocational

Act as amended in 1976, and the Act contains extensive provisions designed to
enable State vocational programs to overcome sex discrimination and sex stereotyp-

ore looking at program enrollments among students who take vocational edu-
cation, it is useful to consider the overall pattern of course-taking by high school
students. (See table 232 While senior men and women took almost the same percent-
age of their counework in the humanities in 1972, women took significantly more
vocational education and less natural science, including mathematics. Almost all of
the vocational/natural science differential can be accounted for by the taking of
Lome scow mica by women.

In testimony before this Subcommittee on November 13, we pointed out that evi-
dence suggests that consumer and homemaking programs do not contribute to the
long-run employability or self- sufficiency of participants and may be harmful to
later earnings. For these and other reasons explained more fully in our earlier testi-
mony, the Commission has recommended that separate funding in the Vocational
Education Act tot consumer and homemaking programs be removed.

We will turn now to a discussion of what is known about the effects of the 1976
amendments to the Vocational Education A ct on program enrollments by men and
women. Our information is drawn primarily from 3 sources: program data collected
by the Department (formerly Office) of Education; the congressionally mandated

Regulations provide the following definitions. "Sex discrimination" means any action which
limits or denies a person or a group of persons opportunities, privileges. roles or rewards on the
basis of sex "Sex stereotyping" means attributing behaviors, abilities, interests, values, and
roles to a person or group of persons on the basis of sex.

IRobert Meyer has conducted research for the Commission on several important questions
concerning the labor market and other effects of vocational education, based on nationally rep-
resentative data from the National Longitudinal Survey of the High School Class of 1972. The
table comes from Meyer's work. which is pending Commission publication
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study of equity in vocational education conducted by the American Institutes for Re-
search (AIR); and a conference on education, sex equity, and occupational stereotyp-
ing conducted by the Commission in May 1980.

TABLE 2.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS HOURS BY SUBJECT OF COURSE, HIGH SCHOOL

SENIORS, BY SEX, SPRING, 1972

What Women teen

Natural saence 21 I 261
*mamba 42 8 43 2

folln language 6 7 5 7

Vocational 29 3 24 9

Occupahonal 23 9 24 9

latne maxima 5 4

Total class hours per week 22 8 22 0

Observations 10,585 10,452

Sane Nobel Meyer, Table 3/ of 'Vocational Education Now should it be measured"' " Economic Mays of High School Vocational
Who& Nab Commessom to Employment Poky, torthcornms

Although women take as much or more of their coursework in vocational educa-
tion as men, program enrollments within vocational education are clearly segre-
gated by sex, as shown in program data collected by the Department of Education
(table 3). Wt. ile there have been some changes since 1972, in 1978 women continued
to predominate and constitute over 75 percent of the enrollments in three areas:
health, home economics, and business and office. Males continue to predominate
and constitute over 75 percent of the enrollments in three areas: agriculture, trade
and industry and technical. The remaining categorydistribution, or retail sales
was about 50 percent female.

As part of its congressionally mandated study of equity in vocational education,
the American Institutes for Research (AIR) collected a national sample of approxi-
mately 3,300 vocational education students, half male and half female, in public in-
stitutions that offer five or more vocational programs. The AIR study estimated the
concentration of students by sex in the seven major occupational areas. The study
also disaggregated the enrollments within each of the seven broad occupational
areas. This breakdown is important because it allows a determination of whether
increased female enrollments in a particular broad category, such r.a. trades and in-
dustry, occurred because more women enrolled in a predominantly female field laze
cosmetology or in a predominantly male field such as tool and die making.

TABLE 3.-ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION BY PROGRAM FOR PROGRAM YEAR 1978, AND

PERCENTAGE FEMALE BY PROGRAM, 1972, 1976 AND 1978

Rooms To female
Percent
female
1978

Percent
km*
1976

Pawl
female
1972

Grand total (unduplicated) 16,704,926 8,419,428 50 4 512 55 3

Fa employment 10,429,A27 4,766,802 45 7 36 6 41 I
Agriculture 1;3;6,542 173,824 17 3 II 3 5 3
Dianbution 962,009 495,738 515 408 452
Health 758,808 591,764 78 0 78 7 84.6
Occupational home economics 459,590 378,965 82 4 84 7 86 0
Office 3,312,475 2,506,368 75 6 751 /6 3
Talmo( 527,681 93.001 17 6 II 3 9 7
Trades and industry 3,402,722 527,142 It; 4 12 7 II 6

Consumer and homemaking 1659,441 2,946,101 80 2 83 2 92 I
Special programs 3,509,351 1.139.720 32 5 33 8 44 7

Guyana 1,508.189 702,036 46 5 48 8 (2)
Remakal 101,9(4 45,844 45 0 441 42 3
inctustral arts 1,492,790 256,611 17 2 114 (2)
Other N E C 406,468 135,229 33 3 212 (2)

4
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,Based on figures from U S Mice of Educate Sonmary Data for 1912 1976 and 1918 As of January 1981 1918 was the latest year for
which the National Center for Education Statistics was able to provide national summary data for vocational education Data collected by the Office
for CM Rnghts in the fall of 19/9 from institutions with inn or mere vocational programs is not directly comparable to national summary data

'Not provided in summary data for these categories in 19/2

Scone U S Commissioner of Education. 'Status of Vocatonal Education in Fiscal Year 19/8, A Report to the Congress by the U S
Commissioner of Educate (rid f US Department of Health Education and Wetfare Ma of Education Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education, Office of Mutt Vocational, Technical and Manpower Education, Division of Vocational and technical Education, Summary Data, vocational
Education, Program Year 19/8" (Washington, DC US Department of Health, Education and Wetfare, nd

AIR compared their data with that from the Office of Vocational and Adult Edu-
cation (OVAE and formerly Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education) annual
data and a special 1974 Office of Civil Rights Survey of area vocational schools.'
The data appear to converge on the following patterns. First, the apparent down-
turn in the concentration of women in business and office, occupational home eco-
nomics, and health between 1972 and 1976 appears to have leveled off by 1978.
Second, while the participation of women in traditionally male programs in agricul-
ture and technical occupations has continued to increase modestly, the particpation
of women in predominantly male programs in trades and industry has leveled off.
Third, the movement of women into programs that had been predominantly male
has been more marked than the movement of men into programs that had been pre-
dominantly female. Apparently, continued efforts are necessary if progress is to be
made toward enrolling women in training for occupations that have been predomi-
nantly occupied by men.

One difficulty in assessing progress toward sex equity in vocational education is
the determination of how quickly changes in enrollment should be expected. It ap-
pears that greater changes have been effected in the career aspirations of college-
bound girls than in those of girls who do not go on to college. For example, the
female percentage of law degrees conferred rose from 5 percent in 1969-70 to 29 per-
cent an 1978-79, and the female percentage of medical degrees conferred rose from
8.4 percent in 1969-70 to 23 percent in 1978-79. These changes are much more dra-
matic than enrollment changes found in vocational education programs.

The AIR study addressed whether schools could make a difference in encouraging
nontraditional enrollments, considering the powerful influences of sex-role socializa-
tion on the aspirations of young people. The study found that when schools conduct-
ed programs to encourage students to enter nontraditional programs, more students
did so.4

Consistent with the AIR finding that schools can be successful at encouraging stu-
dents to take nontraditional programs were the observations of several participants
in a Commission-sponsored conference on education, sex equity, and occupational
stereotyping.° While describing sex equity efforts in New York, sex equity coordina-
tor Carol Jabonaski listed several factors that are contributing to a successful pro-
gram in her State. Jabonaski, who has a staff of seven and a budget that includes
both Federal and State funds, was appointed to her position promptly after enact-
ment of the 1976 amendments and thus had ti.ne to develop specific programs. She
reports directly to the State Director of Vocational Education and thus commands a
relatively senior position in the State education hierarchy. The New York case ap-
pears to confirm that when a State makes a real commitment, backed up with ade-
quate funding, reduction in sex stereotyping does occur.

This subcommittee is especially concerned with the effects of the sex equity provi-
sions of the 1976 amendments to the Vocational Education Act. The foregoing evi-
dence suggests that the sex equity provisions have helped promote discernible prog-
ress toward moving women into programs that have been predominantly male.

While substantial information is already available, it should be recognized that
any new legislation takes time to be implemented fully. Regulations implementing
the 1976 legislation were not available until October 1977, so that from VEDS (Vo-
cational Education Data System) program data we have only 1978-79 as a point of
comparison with what was happening before the 1976 amendments. The VEDS
office has indicated that 1979-80 data should be released soon. That data should be
examined earefally for information it may yield about the effects of the 1976 amend-
ments.

'In September 1979, the Office of Civil Rights of the Department of Education conducted an-
other survey of vocational schools. While not strictly comparable to the 1974 OCR survey, the
Wads in hoods enrollments are similar to those shown in OVAE data.

4Amerieen Institutes for Research, "The Vocational Education Equity Study," Laurie R Har-
rison et vol. I: Primary Data (Wh ashington. D.C.: American Institutes for Research. April

11841tmediess, Sox Equity and Occupational Stereotyping," Conference Report, Special Report
No. IL National Onnindesion for Employment Policy, Washington, D C., October 1980
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As new data becomes available we need to examine the experience of women in
vocational education more carefully There has not been a systematic national study
of labor market outcomes for women who undertook vocational education in pre-
dominantly male programs, simply because so few women took such programs The
new cohorts of high school students should be examined for these effects.

We believe that Congress acted in a timely and forward-loo:zing way in 1975 when
It held oversight hearings on sex equity in vocational education that led to the sex
equity provisions of the 1976 amendments. Our study found, however, that the laws
and regulations providing for sex equity in vocational education have not been vig-
orously enforced As a result, progress toward the achievement of sex equity in voca-
tional education has been slow. Both the Office for Vocational and Adult Education
(OVAE) and the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) need to strengthen their enforcement
activities. We urge this Subcommittee to keep the provisions for sex equity in the
legislation, for without strong enforcement provisions in the statute, we do not be-
lieve that the slow progress toward Increasing nontraditional enrollments will be
sustained.

In conclusion, the Commission's study of disadvantaged women evaluated the
treatment of women in vocational education at the same time that It considered
their treatment in the education system and in the training programs funded by the
Federal Government Certain problemsespecially the tendency to train women in
a limited number of programsappear to be endemic in all these institutions We
do not expect marginal changes in vocational education to result in massive changes
in society or in the occupations women hold. But because vocational education al-
ready affects the occupational qualifications and aspiration:, of women, we believe it
ought to do a better job of encouraging women to obtain tra.-1-1 in fields that offer
higher rates of pay than most predominantly female occupati,

4 i
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Ir. TEXT OF RECOMMENDATIONS

A. A National "Mort to Increase the Earninas of
Disadvantaged Women

The National Commission for Employment Policy has long
sought ways of helping economically disadvantaged people
prepare for and obtain better Sobs. The labor market problems
of women have been of increasing concern to the Commission.
Despite the rapid movement of women into the labor force, women
and households supported by women account for a
disproportionate amount of all poverty in America. As
documented in the accompanying staff report, half of all poor
families are maintained by women.

One facet of the problem is that women, on the average, who
work outside the home earn far less than men. For example, in
the third quarter of 1980, the average weekly earnings of women
working full time were 5200, only 64 percent of the earnings of
men. The average earnings of employed black and Hispanic women
were even lower. To raise the earnings of women will require
actions on many fronts. The Commission, in this report, is
focusing on one approach, albeit a critical one: strengthening
the preparation of disadvantaged women through vocational
education and employment and training systems to improve their
access to better jobs.

The Commission calls upon the new Administration and the
97th Congress to review this report and its recommendations and
to take early remedial action. The Commission is impressed by
the potential contribution of vocational education ano
employment and training programs to prepare disadvantaged
women for better jobs and by the steps that have already been
taken to do so. Nonetheless, more can and should be done. The
Commission's recommendations focus on actions that lie within
the province of the Federal Government. However, success in
overcoming the problems faced by disadvantaged women will also
require the ongoing commitment and cooperation of other levels
of government, the educational authorities, employers, and the
support of the public at large.

B. Sex Equity in Education

Occupational stereotyping is a complex phenomenon with
roots deep in the social structure. Home, family, and
community have as much or more influence on occupational choice
than does the school system. It is unreasonable to expect the
educational system alone to be successful in combating sex-
role stereotyping. But it is reasonable--and critical- -
that the education system respond more effectively to the needs
of a society in which family roles and the labor market are
changing rapidly.

A rio
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The socialization of sex roles in elementary a secondary
schools takes many forms. Teachers often treat toys and girls
differently in the classroom; textbooks portray men and women
in different occupations; guidance counselors offer different
advice to members of the two sexes; young women in high school
tend to select fewer math and physical science courses than
young men. These cifferences influence in varying degrees the
career preparation of young women from every income level,
regardless of whether they go on to college.

The recommendations presented below address sex equity
issues in vocational education. Vocational education is a
curriculum intended to facilitate movement from education to
employment, particularly for stuoents who are not planning to
attend college. Hence, it can be especially important for
youth from low-income families. Although most of the funds for
vocational education are provided by State and local
governments, Federal support has been provided since.1917. The
Vocational Education Act expires at the end of fiscal year
1982. As the Administration and Congress consider
reauthorization, it is important that they focus on the role of
vocational education in improving the earnings of youth,
including young women, from economically disadvantaged
families. The first five recommendations are addressed to the
Congress, especially as ft considers the reauthorization of the
Vocational Education Act. Recommendations 6 through 10 are
directed to the Department of Education.

1. Congressional Review *

Congress acted in a timely and forward-looking way in
197S when it held oversight hearings on sex equity in voca-
tional education that led to the sex equity provisions of
the 1976 amendments. As a result, the Vocational Education
Act (hereafter the Act) is specific in hot!, the emphasis
which the States should place on sex equity is vocational
education programs and on a range of mechanisms for encourag
Jog the States to promote sex equity. The sex equity
provisions of the Act were intended to supplement the
genera,' provisions of title IS of the Education Amendments
of 1972 that prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex
in any program receiving Federal education funds. The
major stuMbling block to fulfilling congressional intent to
implement sex equity in vocational education is lack of
enforcement at the Federal, State, and local levels.

*Since the Department of Education'is in the process of
developing legislative proposals for the reauthorization of
the Vocational Education Act, it would be inappropriate for
it to support specific recommendations to the Congress on the
reauthorization at this time. Therefore, the Department does
not take a position on Recommendations 1 through S.

11 I
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Recommendation 1: Congress, which will soon consider the
renewal of the Vocational Education Act,
should again focus attention on the
treatment of women in vocational education.
Hearings should be held on the progress that
has been made as a result of the past
amendments and on the identification of
barriers that remain. Based on such
hearings, Congress will be better positioned
to decide nn huw to strengthen the
enforcement provisions of the statute.

Sufficient information already exists to make several more
specific recommendations with regard to reauthorization. As a
result of congressional mandates, several studies have been
undertaken or are underway concerning sex equity in vocational
education. In addition, new data on participation in
vocational education programs by sex have been collected by the
Vocational Education Data System and by the Office for Civil
Rights at the Department of Education. However, no overall
report has been issued evaluating the Nation's progress in
opening new occupational opportunities for women through
vocational education.

Recommendation 2: Congress should request the Secretary of
Education to submit a report describing the
progress that has been made in implementing
the sex equity provisions of existing
education legislation and the actions that
the Department has taken in response to the
studies of sex equity that it had earlier
funded. This report should be available in
time for the Above-mentioned hearings and
Congress should request that a followup
report be submitted within 3 years.

The Vocational Education Act requires each State to
submit a Five Tear Plan that in part cats forth policies
and procedures which the State will follow to move toward
sex equity in vocational education. The Act emphasises
procedures and planning, but devotes insufficient attention
to outcomes.

jhugnpH gatio3s Congress should consider amending the
Vocational Education Act to require that the
annual plans and accountability reports
submitted to the Department of Education by
the States should specifically address the
progress that is being made in achieving sex
equity.
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2. Consumer and Homemaking Programs

Consumer and homemaking programs receive a special
set-aside in the legislation of over $40 million annually.
This is the only program-specific set-asidi in the Vocational
Education Act. This set-aside does not appear to contribute
significantly to the long-run employability or economic
self-sufficiency of women or men. Selection of a curriculum
that does not add directly to the employability skills may
preclude an individual from taking other vocational programs
that are more directly job relevant. Consumer and homemaking
programs should compete fe w. funds with the other vocational
education programs. Such ,..4.petition will not interfere with
States that want to continue to fund these programs.

Recommendation 4: Separate funding in the Vocational Education
Act for the Consumer and Hosesating Programs
should be removed. These programs should
compete for funds out of each State's basic
grant.

3. Model Programs

The law authorises the Secretary of Education to make
'tarts to the States to conduct a variety of activities
designed to strengthen vocational education programs. These
include research, curriculum development, personnel training.
vocational guidance, counseling, and exemplary and innovative
programs. The law sets forth within each of the above
categorise projects to overcome sex stereotyping and to
promote sex equity. it further requires States to give
priority in funding exemplary and innovative programs to
those designed to reduce sex stereotyping in vocational
education. In program year MS, $54 million was distributed
to the States for these activities, but only $1 million was
used for grants specifically aimed at overcoming sex bias.

Eecommendation Ss Congress should require that a specific
amount of the basic grant funds provided
to the States under the Vocational
Education Act be used for the develop-
ment of model programs to overcome sex
stereotyping.

4. Implementation by the Department of Education

The sex equity provisions of the Act are primarily directed
toward the States. There are five major requirements placed on
State vocational programs. In abbreviated form, these are:
designation of a full-time Sex Equity Coordinator; inclusion in

4J
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the State Five Year Plan for vocational education of policies
and procedures to assure equal access to programs by men and
women and to overcome sex bias, sex stereotyping and sex
discrimination; inclusion in the State Annual Plan of a report
on compliance as described in the Five Year Plan; assurance of
repregention of women's issues on State and local vocational
education advisory councils; and collection of data and
evaluation of programs for service to women.

One of the four major purposes of the Act is to develop
and carry out such programs of vocational education within each
State so as to overcome sex discrimination and sex stereotyping
in vocational education programs . . . Given the large
number of requirements placed on States, and the magnitude of
the job to be done, one should not expect these requirements to
be fulfilled without continuing oversight and assistance from
the federal Government. The legislation is specific about what
States must do, but less so about the role of the Department of
Education in promoting sex equity in vocational eduction. The
assignment of Departmental personnel to provide information,
coordination, technical assistance and oversight of State
planning and evaluation as they relate to sex equity appears to
be inadequate.

Recommendation 6: In order for the Department of Education to
carry out its Congressional directive on sex
equity in vocational education, the
Secretary of Education should assign
adequate staff to the function.

Recommendation 7: The Department of Education should improve
the dissemination through the State Sex
Equity Coordinators of: (1) research
findings concerning sex equity in vocational
education; (2) information about model
programs; and (3) other information that
would assist State and local authorities to
achieve sex equity in vocational education.

The laws and regulations providing for sex equity in
vocational education have not been adequately enforced. As a
result, progress toward the achievement of sex equity in
vocational education has been too slow. Both the Office for
Vocational and Adult Education (OVA!) and the Office for Civil
Rights (OCR) need to strengthen their enforcement activities.

OCR has .esponsibility for vocational education under the
authority of title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
prohibits discrimination in any program or activity receiving
Federal assistance, and under title Ix of the Education

10437 0-82-4
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Amendments of 1972, which prohibits discrimination on the basis
of sex in education programs receiving or benefiting from
Federal financial assistance.

Ensuring compliance with civil rights legislation is only
the first step in achieving sex equity in vocational
education. Considering the lengthy history of sex-segregated
patterns in vocational education and in the labor force, these
patterns are likely to be continued by sex-stereotyped
attitudes of students and staff even after the most blatantly
discriminatory practices are eliminated by enforcement of
title IX. If sex-stereotyped patterns are to be eradicated,
active efforts must be taken to encourage students of both
sexes to reevaluate sex stereotypes and to pursue for
themselves the equal opportunities guaranteed by law.

While OCR is charged with the primary responsibility for
enforcing the relevant civil rights legislation as it bears on
sex equity in vocational education, OVAE has the primary
responsibility for enforcing the sex equity provisions of the
1978 Vocational Education Act. Some coordination has taken
place, but the enforcement process remains slow and
cumbersome. An integrated effort by OVAE and OCR could lead to
a much stronger enforcement process.

Recommendation 8: The Secretary of Education should direct the
Office of Vocational and Adult Education and
the Office of Civil Rights to recognise
equity in vocational education as a priority
goal and to work together in the enforcement
effort.

5. Supportive Services

Currently, the law gives States the option of using basic
grant money to: (1) "provide support services for women who
enter programs designed to prepare individuals for employment
in jobs which have been traditionally limited to men, including
counseling as to the nature of such programs and the
difficulties which may be encountered by women in such
programs, and job development and job followup services' and
(2) "day care services for children of students in secondary
and postsecondary vocational education programs." Few States
are actually providing funds for supportive services, including
day care. Unfortunately, without such supportive services, it
is often impossible for the most disadvantaged women--pregnant
teenagers, displaced homemakers, and single heads of
household--to enter and pursue vocational education.

51
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Recommendation 9: The Department of nducation should encourage
States to improve their coordination with
providers of social services (including
child care under title XX of the Social
Security Act) to ensure that individuals
are not denied access to vocational
education due to the lack of availability
of supportive services.

6. Sex Equity Coordinators

One of the requirements of the Act is that each State must
designate a Sex Equity Coordinator to assist the State board
in promoting sex equity. Their functions include: creating
awareness and providing information regarding sex equity
problems and solutions; gathering and analyzing data; taking
action to overcome sex bias, discrimination, and role
stereotyping; reviewing all vocational programs and all grants
and contracts; provision of technical assistance to local
education agencies; reviewing title IX self-evaluations and
the State Plan for Vocational Educations and monitoring the
implementation of equal employment laws as they relate to
vocational education. Each State is required to spend not
loss than 650,000 out of its basic grant to support the
Sex Equity Coordinator.

Experience has varied but, considering its modest size,
this program has been quite successful in promoting awareness
of sex equity problems in vocational education. In addition.
the Sex Equity Coordinators have been effective in assisting
local education agencies and other institutions that deliver
vocational education in their efforts to expand vocational
education opportunities for women.

Recommendation 10: The Department of Education should
encourage states to supplement Federal
funds to support the work of Sax Equity
Coordinators. State education agencies
should involve these coordinators in the
develo msnt Of State vocational education
p ans . as well as in :weir review.
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C. Employment and Training Programs

Federally funded employment and training programs are
Important mechanisms for helping economically disadvantaged
women prepare for better paying employment. The
recommendations made here are directed toward the improvement
of the quality of services provided by CETA and other programs
(Recommendations 11 -14) and the expansion of access of women to
the programs (Recommendations 15-20).

Many of the issues raised in the Commission's examination
of the treatment of women are relevant to the treatment of
disadvantaged men as well. For both groups, the underlying
question is how to use employment and training programs more
effectively to increase the long-run earnings of the
participants. For women more than men, though, there is the
added concern that long-term success will often require helping
those who wish to move out of the narrow range of low-wage jobs
where most of them are crowded. CETA, the Work Incentive (WIN)
program, and related programs can be used, as they have been,
to assist in the achievement of this goal. But more needs to
be dons.

1. Preparation for Better Paying Occupations

There is a pressure both from Congress and the
Administration to use limited employment and training funds to
serve as many people as possible and to place participants as
quickly as possible into unsubsidized employment. However,
such short-ter objectives can conflict with the long-term goal
of helping disadvantaged people prepare for occupations that
will enable them to become and remain self-sufficient. For
women, a quick placement is more likely to be in a
traditionally female, lower paying job. Achievement of
self-sufficiency will require that many undergo special
preparation for a wider range of occupations.

At present, program operators have few, if any, incentives
to conduct intensive training that will have a long-run impact
on an individual's earnings, even if the benefits exceed the
costs. In fact, there are several disincentives. For example,
assessments rely heavily on numbers of participants and costs
per placement, rather than on the quality of placement. CETA
reporting systems do not include information on the quality of
placement. Evaluations of programs, until recently, focused on
short-run measures of success, such as positive terminations or
placements in unsubsidized employment

5j
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However, CETA amendments in 1978 and recent regulations
promulgated by the Department of Labor recognize the importance
of using the program to widen the range of occupations
available to disadvantaged women. prime sponsors are
instructed to find ways of overcoming sex-role stereotyping and
artificial barriers to employment and to take affirmative steps
.0 move women into predominantly male occupations (and vice
versa). Nonetheless, the CETA system provides no rewards for
prime sponsors who succeed.

Similarly, WIN has a strong emphasis on placement
regardless of job quality. Local programs are evaluated on
short-run performance standards that stress immediate
placements but do not address their quality. The disbursements
of a large percentage of WIN funds (i.e., the discretionary
allocations) are based on these performance standards. Besides
ignoring the type and quality of placements, this disbursement
formula has a negative impact on the quantity of services to
women as it discriminates against those localities whose
eligible population has an overrepresentation of those who are
most difficult to serve..

Moving women into nontraditional jobs is not easy. But
difficult though it may be, it is not impossible. There are
numerous nontraditional programs that have been successful at a
relatively low cost, placing women in nontraditional, higher
paying jobs.

Recommendation 11: Congress and the Department of Labor should
enable employment and training programs to
provide opportunities for intensive training
leading to a regular job, even if such
actions increase the cost per participant.

Recommendation 12: The Department of Labor should evaluate CETA
prime sponsors and the officials responsible
for the Work Incentive (MIN) program on the
quality of services provided to participants
in training programs. In order to do so,
the Department should routinely collect
information on the quality of services that
are provided.

Recommendation 13: The Department of Labor should disseminate
information about programs that are enabling
women to obtain nontraditional, higher
paying jobs. Organizations with experience
in operating such successful nontraditional
programs should be used to provide technical
assistance to other program operators.
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2. Linkage to Unsubsidized Employment

CETA and related training programs can help move
disadvantaged women into better dohs only if women acquire the
requisite skills and are assisted in their placement.
Effective linkages between employment and training programs and
tha private sector can facilitate this process. In 1979, the
Department of Labor initiated a project to link firms that are
not in compliance with Executive Order 11246 with Federal
employment and training programs. Through this project, women
(and minorities) vho have been trained for nontraditionally
female (and nontraditionally minority) occupations can be
referred to employers who seek to increase their employment of
such persons. This Employe nt and Training Administration -
Office of Federal Contract Compliance linkage project, while
still in its developmental stage, should be encouraged. One
early finding suggests that, while firms have an incentive to
participate, prime sponsors do not.

Recommendation 14: The Departmer of Labor should encourage
crime sponsc participate in the
Employment a. .fining Administration -
Office of Federal Contract Compliance
(ETA-OFCCP) linkage project to facilitate
the placement in unsubsidized employment of
women who have been trained in
nontraditional occupations.

3. Serving Significant Segments of the Eligible Population

CETA prime sponsors are required to identify and equitably
serve significant segments of their eligible population,
including women. There are numerous obstacles to their doing
so, including various provisions of the CETA law, regulations
and program operations, and other laws, regulations and
procedures that affect CETA program operations. The
recommendations presented below are intended to make CTA and
relata3 programs more accessible to disadvantaged women. These
recommendations involve: the Department of Labor's assessment
of prime sponsor plans and program activities (15), suprortive
services (16), women who have recently been separated (17),
CETA national programs (18), the preference for unemployed
fathers in WIN (19), and age limits in apprenticeships (20).

Currently there is little or no substantive monitoring of
prime sponsors to assure that significant segments of the
population are equitably served. Since Congress is
particularly concerned with eliminating fraud and abuse, the
majority of the Department's monitoring is limited to that
area. Prime sponsors should also be monitored on their
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provision of services, so that all key groups receive their
fair share of services to which they are entitled under the
law. Congress placed the responsibility for the substantive
monitoring of CtTA programs on the Department of Labor. The
Department should develop a well-defined process for substan-
tive monitoring of annual plans and program activities and a
list of sanctions that might reasonably be imposed upon prime
sponsors who repeatedly underserve significant segments and
who refuse to take corrective action.

Recommendation 15: The Department of Labor should undertake a
substantive review of the plans and program
data of CETA prime sponsors to be Aire that
significant segments of the eligible
population are being equitably as d. Thz
Department should take corrective *ion in
cases where prime sponsors repeateoly
underserve one or more key groups.

4. Supportive Services

One way to improve the economic situation of disadvantaged
women is to encourage them to participate in CETA. But in many
cases this participation is conditional on receipt of certain
supportive services, such as counseling, child care, and
transportation. Provision of these services increases the per
capita costs associated with placements.

Currently, there is no national performance assessment
system in CETA that provides the basis for the disbursement of
funds to prime sponsors. However, performance data such as
cost per placement are reported to the national level by prime
sponsors, and subcontractors are often evaluated on the basis
of such measures. These types of performance standards may
inhibit program operators from serving those who are more
expensive to serve and who are often most in need. The
Department is currently involved in the development of a set of
national performance standards. In this process, it should
ensure that incentives not be created to avoid serving those
most in need. One possibility is to broa4en performance
indicators to account for the differences in the demographic
characteristics of the prime sponsor's eligible population; the
composition of these characteristics affects traditional
performance measures. Another possibility is to require the
reporting of and evaluation of prime sponsors on performance
measures for certain subgrouvs (e.g., women, handicapped,
teenage mothers, and disabled veterans) so that a prime sponsor
Cannot boost the overall performance measures by including in
the program an overrepresentation of those who are least costly
to serve.
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Some of the costs of supportive services, such as child
care, need not be paid with CETA funds. Local program
operators should be encouraged to coordlnate their activities
with other sources of support, including title XX of the Social
Security Act.

Recommendation 16: CETA prime sponsors and their subcontractors
should ensure that women are not prohibited
from participation by lack of supportive
services. The Department of Labor, in
constructing its national performance
assessment system, should ensure that
disincentives are not created to serving
persons who may require child care,
transportation, counseling, or other
supportive services.

5. Recently Separated kicmen

One group that often is in urgent need of preparation for
employment is women who have been recently separated from
their husbands. They frequently are not eligible for
participation in CETA employment and training programs because
of the way that the regulations define family income. The
income determination period is the previous six months. During
any part of that period in which a woman was living with her
husband, the husband's income must be included. Hence, the
husband's income affects the eligibility of a separated woman
for CETA services for up to six months after the separation
occurred.

Recommendation 17: The Department of Labor should reassess the
method by which family income is calculated
in determining the eligibilty of recently
separated women for CETA participation.
Such women who live in poverty should be
eligible to participate in CETA.

6. National Programs

Under title IIIA of CETA, the Department of Labor
administers national programs that fund a wide array of
activities. These include training and employment-related
services to groups that are experiencing particularly severe
disadvantages in the labor market and activities to strengthen
and improve the effectiveness of the CETA system itself. The
legislation specifically identifies ex-offenders, persons of
limited English language proficiency, handicapped, women,
single parents, displaced homemakers, youth, older workers,
individuals who lack educational credentials, public assistance
recipients, Native Americans, migrant and seasonal farm
workers, veterans, and other persons whom the Secretary deems
to be in need of such services.

5
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In itddition to being designated as a specific group in need
of services, women also uccount for the vast majority of such
groups as single parents, displaced homemakers, and public
assistance recipients, and close to half of the other groups,
e xcept for veterans and ex-offenders.

Adequate data on program activities and on the
characteristics of participants are not available. However, of
the national program funds over which the Department of Labor
has some discretion (that is, excluding funds for Native
Americans, migrant and seasonal farm workers), about one-third
goes to programs with a low goal for women (20 percent) and an
additional one-seventh goes to a program for veterans.

There are several options for increasing the funds and
services going to women in title IIIA. First, the Office of
N ational Programs could seek to increase the proportion of
women it their current programs. Second, they could fund more
programb whose main purpose is to serve the employment needs of
disadvantaged women. Third, national women's community-based
organisations (CBOs) cculd receive funds under 'Operational
Funds for Community-Based Organizations, a program funded in
title IIIA whereby national CBOs receive funds to provide
technical assistance to their local affiliates. Fourth,
operators of success:IA nontraditional programs for women could
be funded to provide technical assistance to title IIIA
grantees and to prize sponsors on how to overcome sex
stereotyping and how to accelerate the movement of women into
nontraditionally female, higher paying jobs.

Recommendation 18: The Department of Labor should seek to
increase the participation of women in the
national programs funded under title IIIA of
CETA. The Office of National Programs
should monitor programs within its
jurisdiction and should take corrective
action when such programs repeatedly fail to
meet their goals. To do so, the Office of
National Programs should require such
programs to report information on the
characteristics of participants, including
sex, race, and national origin.

7. Work Incentive Program

The Work Incentive (WIN) program is designed to help
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children obtain
employment and become self-sufficient. Three-quarters of all
persons registered in WIN are female, but a slightly smaller
proportion of the persons placed in employment are female.
Some of the disparity is due to an explicit preference in the
legislation given to unemployed fathers over all other WIN
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registrarts. In view of the trend away from gender-specific
distinctions in legislation, this preference is anachronistic
and should be eliminated.

Recommendation 19: Congress should eliminate the preference
given unemployed fathers over all other work
Incentive (WIN) program registrants.

O. Apprenticeships

Upper age limits in apprenticeship programs limit the
access of women to preparation for many skilled occupations.
Currently many programs require that persons be under the age
of 26 in order to be eligible for an apprenticeship. Women are
more likely than men to be adversely affected by such age
limits because: (1) they have been discriminated against in
their younger years in gaining access to such programs and thus
often apply at older ages; (2) often, young women do not
develop nontraditional career aspirations until they reach
their mid-twenties (after a few years working at a low paying
traditionally female job or when they are mature enough to go
against societal norms); and (3) they may have experienced
interruptions in employment for childbearing reasons (or may
have worked only part time during their early twenties).

Lifting the age limit might also increase the number of
minority males who would enter apprenticeship programs. Many
minority males, especially those who were raised in ghettos,
might not apply for apprenticeships until they are older.
Indeed, many apprenticeship programs have had to increase their
upper age limits to attract minority males to meet goals set by
the Department of Labor. Veterans constitute another group who may
need to apply at a later age. But they often are already given
an exclusion from the age limit, along with current employees.
Havtng rectified the problem for some older workers, it is
difficult to justify an upper age limit on the ground of
business necessity for other groups.

The Impartment of Labor's Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training continues to register apprenticeship programs with
upper age limits. In September 1980, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission proposed to eliminate the exemption
of apprenticeship programs from the jurisdiction of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act. However, in January the
Commission, in a tie vote, failed to make the proposed rule
final.

Recommendation 20: The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
of the Department of Labor should no longer
register apprenticeship programs that have
upper age limits on participation. The

Commission supports the guidelines earlier
proposed by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to eliminate the exemption of
apprenticeships from the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act and urges the EEOC to
promulgate these guidelines.

5J
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Mr. Mugs. The next is Carol Jabonaski.

STATEMENT OF CAROL JABONASKI, COORDINATOR, OCCUPA-
TIONAL EDUCATION, CIVIL RIGHTS UNIT, NEW YORK STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Ms. JABONASKI. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommit-
tee, I am pleased to have this opportunity to share with you some
of the activities that have happened in New York State as a result
of the 1976 amendments.

I was formerly the sex equity coordinator for the State, and have
recently moved into a new position. New York State in addressing
the mandates, I believe, took a very pro-active role.

I will try quickly to summarize some of the accomplishments,
identify some of the problems that we see that still exist, and some
of the recommendations that we feel are important.

The office was established very quickly after the legislation was
enacted. Funds were allocated in a variety of categories, including
grants to overcome sex bias. It was through that system that we
were able to create many different kinds of programs and activities
which have had an impact in the State.

As you look at each of the responsibilities we targeted funds for
implementation of activities to meet those mandates.

Under creating awareness, we have conducted workshops and
seminars, a variety of programs and presentations throughout the
state. A major activity was a six-credit course which is offered each
year on a statewide basis.

We have had 800-plus vocational educators take that program.
As a part of the program, they are required to work with local
school people or students and they have made about 178 contacts.

We also establishes a resource center, a statewide resource
center. We have prepared resource materials such as a youth grour
kit which talks about youth organizations and implementing sex
equity through the youth organizations.

We have prepared "An Expanding Role, Adolescent Expecta-
tions," which is a source book of teachers. We have distributed over
20,000 copies of that book statewide and nationally.

We have prepared film strips which have been used in local
schools and vocational centers throughout the State. We have also
prepared two films which have had quite an impact in our State,
one called "Turning Points," which is a documentary on women re-
turning to the postsecondary level for occupational training.

We are very pleased that that film received an American Film
Festival award.

"A Man's Place" was a second followup film which dealt with
social changes that men are now undergoing. We have .found .a
great need in addressing the needs of men as we take a look at
total sex equity.

We had a poster contest and we have prepared and distributed
150 copies of a news letter called "Voice" throughout the State.
That goes out about three times a year.

We did a comic book for elementary children to try to bring to
them some of the concepts that we are talking about in eliminating
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sex bias and stereotyping, and distributed somewhere over 100,000
copies of that comic book.

We have recently had a conference in our State pulling together
many of the people who have implemented programs locally. About
370 people attended that conference. We have also had several
people from other States participate.

As we took a look at section B, which is gathering and analyzing
data, we found that there were some problems in the data base
that we were using. Data was not collected in a form at the begin-
ning of our work so that it could be compared from one year to an-
other.

So we have still had some problem with that. But as we have
looked at the data and have done some analysis, we have discov-
ered that we really have only three programs left in the State that
are actually single-sex enrollments. No cross-sex enrollments in
any of those programs.

Those programs do change, however, from year to year. This last
year, it was automotive technology, tool and diemaking were two of
them. But we have seen that some change has taken place in agri-
culture, technical trades, and industries which were previously
dominated by males.

Since 1976, there has been an increase of 6 percent in agricul-
ture, 6.1 percent in technical, and 6.4 percent in trade and indus-
try, an increase of females entering those programs. There are
charts in the prepared testimony that spell all of that out.

In developing strategies to correct the problems, we felt that it
was important to have a system that would be statewide that
wc11,1 have all the schools. So we have implemented a system of
action planning.

Every school district, every occupational center, postsecondary
institution, and all of the large industries are required to do an
action plan, how they are going to implement sex equity within
their schools.

That plan is used as a criteria for vocational education funding.
We have a tremendous success in seeing activities actually being
implemented and change taking place at the local level through
that planning process. We feel it is because of the planning process
that many of the people across the State, at least, know and under-
stand what the issue is, what the problems are, and how to begin to
address those problems.

We have also funded 115 programs over the last few years, model
programs that have helped set the base for how you actually go
about creating change.

In reviewing the distribution of grants, we have a system built
into our regular review process so that as we have reviewed each
grant that has come into the state for VEA funding, somewhere
over 3,000 grants, there is a system where each grant is reviewed
to insure that there is no bias or stereotyping or sex discrimina-
tion.

Those grants are reviewed by all of the staff who have that as a
regular responsibility, and then are surveyed by the sex equity and
civil rights staffs. In reviewing programs, we have focused in on
100 institutions, asking people within the agency itself after having
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been trained and looking for sex bias issues, to review those pro-
grams.

In addition to that, the State has in response to the OCR guide-
lines, developed a unit, civil rights unit. We do on a regular basis a
review of all programs, not only for sex discrimination, but for race
and handicap discrimination as well.

As we have done those reviews of local programs, we have found
that there is still sex stereotype materials being used, guidance and
counseling procedures which are still stereotyped.

Some districts have not yet even completed the requirements of
title IX. We find that many counseling practices that go on are still
predicting students success based on gender.

There are certainly a variety of other kinds of areas of discrimi-
natory practices which we have also found.

Monitoring the implementation of laws prohibiting sex discrimi-
nation in hiring and firing was one of the greatest challenges for
us in our State as we are a very large State and we have 700-plus
institutions plus postsecondary institutions.

We found as we took a look at the information in 1976 that there
were only five female superintendents and only one female occupa-
tional education director in the State out of some 798 school dis-
tricts and out of some 660 occupational directors.

We have implemented the job network information service, a
system whereby we provide job information to the school districts.
This is on a voluntary basis. We have had tremendous success with
the system.

In 1978, we advertised 332 administrative vacancies. In 1980, 544.
So far this year, about 415 vacancies, administrative positions, have
been advertised. We also have the candidate pool where we have
both men and women registered in the pool who are looking for a
job. Then we publish that list. It is sent to all of the school districts
or to anyone hiring administrators.

We find that as we have looked at the data, one of the problems
that school superintendents were having is they claimed there
were no women available or prepared for h*h level administrative
positions. So as we did an analysis for one year, we discovered that
there were 4,000 women in our State who did have the certification
required for those positions.

When you fmd that you have only five who are employed, it
seems to me that there is something happening not to utilize those
people who were prepared.

We now have 20 females who are school superintendents. For the
first time this year, we have a black female in upstate New York.
We have now three females who are occupational directors moving
up from the one.

Assisting local agencies in improving vocational opporWittiggl for
women, we have implemented several programs dealinerlIth._ dis-
placed homemakers, single heads of households, special projects,
counseling centers have been set up.

Job training programs have been set up. Special seminars have
been instituted around the State. They have had tremendous suc-
cess in getting large numbers of women to come in and begin job
training. Many will come in initially for the seminars and then the

6
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numbers dwindle down as they begin to actually dig in for job
training and look for jobs.

We may serve probably 24 to 30 women in each of those pro-
grams and we have had tremendous success in employing them.We find that when the women have been employed or trained in
the nontraditional positions, that it is very easy to find positions
for them. Especially at the postsecondary level.

We have also conducted a study for displaced homemakers togive us an idea of the numbers we might be talking about and how
we might allocate additional funds to serve that group. We have
discovered that there are approximately 680,000-plus displaced
homemakers in the State with that number increasing by about57,000 a year.

We find that that is an area where we have to spend more re-sources and time in order to meet those particular needs.
The next function is to make available to the general public in-

formation. This is generally very difficult to do in a very large
State, and outside of running a column in the New York Times orsomething on the Today Show every week, we were not sure how
we were going to respond to that.

But the department did respond in that we put out a number of
publications and news letters which go out on a continuous basis
through the education department, as well as locally.

We have encouraged all of the local agencies to continuously ad-
vertise what it is they are doing, to put articles in the newspaper,
and to make people locally know and understand the accomplish-mentsments which are going on.

The self-evaluations under title IX are reviewed by our State
agency. Any local district requesting vocational education fundsmust have their title IX self-evaluation on board. We have re-
viewed about 260 of those to date.

As you take a look at the accomplishments, and we have had
many, we see that there are still problems. There are still some
gaps in reaching students, helping them to understand that they
have an opportunity to select job training programs oc career op-tions which are not based on traditional stereotypes. It takes a long
time to overcome those social factors.

It also takes a great deal of time to change the attitudes of teach-
ers and administrators and parents. We have seen, those, as the
economy has changed, and we find that more women are moving
into the labor market, that need is beginning to move down to
younger women. We find certainly that it is much easier to talk
with older women who have been out in the labor market and whohave seen that there are more financial gains and opportunities in
going into nontraditional programs.

That is still an area we need to work very hard on with second-
ary students. As we have taken a look at vocational education andrealizing that it is a link between school and the world of work, we
are concerned that the female population be well served and thatthey be given an opportunity as anyone else is given an opportuni-
ty for advancement and for job training that will be meaningful forthem.

New York State would like to make three very general recom-
mendations. First, that the vocational education amendment

,
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should continue to promote sex equity in both planning, program
and funding. Second that funding and program requirements for
sex equity should be integrated into the entire vocational education
system for greatest effectiveness, and third, that vocational educa-
tion priorities must be targeted to meet the needs of special groups,
displaced' homemakers, pregnant teenagers, single heads of house-
holds and men and women entering nontraditional jobs.

We feel that the achievements made in the last 5 years will con-
tinue and we will be able to emphasize the efforts and the commit-
ments which have been made around the country. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Carol Jabonaski follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROL JABONASKI, COORDINATOR, OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION
CIVIL RIGHTS COORDINATING UNIT, NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

SEX EQUITY IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN NEW YORK STATE

Chairman Perkins and members of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary
and Vocational Education, thank you for the opportunity to talk with you today
about sex equity in vocational education in New York State. My name is Carol Ja-
bonaski and I am the Coordinator of the Occupational Education Civil Rights Co-
ordinating Unit of the New York State Education Department. Before I began in
this position in June, 1980, I was the Supervisor of the Occupational Education Spe-
cial Programs, also known as the Sex Equity Office, in the State Education Depart-
ment, a position I held for about three and a halt' years. I have also taught elemen-
tary and secondary Home Economics and Health, and taught Hotel Technology at a
community college. Througl. ...A of these experiences, and especially in the last 5
years that I have been directly involved with sex equity in vocational education, I
have developed a deep commitment to creating and ensuring that both girls and
boys have equal opportunities in selecting the educational programs and careers of
their choice, unrestricted by sex role stereotypes.

I would like to share with you the perspective of New York State on the achieve-
ments and problems in the area of sex equity in vocational education. In my testi-
mony, I will briefly review the problems that began to focus attentio on sex bias,
stereotyping and discrimination in occupational education. I will then discuss the
achievements made in my State, according to the mandates of section 104 of the
Vocational Education Amendments of 1976. I will conclude with an assessment of
the problems that still remain in the development of sex-fair vocational education
and offer recommendations for the continuation of sex equity efforts in the reauth-
orization of the Vocational Education Act.

SECTION I: OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

During the hearings before Congress prior to the enactment of the Education
Amendments of 1976, occupational education was described as a perpetuator of sex
discrimination, sex bias and sex stereotyping. Occupational education was correctly
pictured as reinforcing the socialization process by which women were being chan-
neled into stereotyped, lower paying occupations. Indeed, the statistics clearly de-
picted situations in which disproportionate numbers of women were confined to low-
paying, dead end "female" jobs. The situation has improved somewhat since that
time, due to sex equity efforts in occupational education and in other fields. Increas-
ing awareness of women's issues has also been a factor. However, problems still
remain:

In 1974, women comprised 46 percent of the labor force and a majority of women
over 18 were in the labor market;

In 1981, approximately half of all women **working, and nearly two-thirds of all
women in the labor force in 1979 were single, widowed, divorced or separated or had
husbands earning leas than $10,000;

Approximately 90 percent of all women work outside of the home at some time
during their lives an :root will go to work because of economic need;

In 1950, 62 percent or all clerical workers and 45 percent of all service workers
were women, and in 1919 these percentages had risen to 80 percent and 60 percent,
respectively;
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In 1939, the median income of a full time female worker was 58 percent of the
median income of a full time male worker and in 1977, women were earning, on theaverage, 59 percent of men's earnings;

Approximately the same ratio of earnings held for the second quarter of 1979,
The average woman worker is as well educated as the average man worker, both

having completed a median of 12.6 years of schooling;
Although women (and men) are beginning to move into career areas nontradi-

tional for their sex, the "ghettoization' of "women's work" still exists; (U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics)

The same disproportionate patterns are found in occupational education. Both
staffing and enrollments were heavily stereotyped. In New York State, male admin-
istrators dominated all positions except those typically female areas such as health
and home economics Le-al directors of occupational education were overwhelming-
ly male: only one of 0,out 60 positions was held by a woman in New York State in
1977. There are now tiree women occupational education directors, this is progress,but the ratio is still ou, of balance. The instructional staff reflected the traditional
pattern of male and female jobs. For example, in 1977-78, 98 percent of professional
positions in Industrial Arts were held by men and 92 percent of prnfessional posi-
tions in Home Economics were held by women. Males dominated, and continue to
dominate, at the higher levels of education administration In 1976, only 15 of 798
school superintendent positions were held by women. In 1980, 20 school superinten-
dents were women. There are stilt no women and no minorities among the 44 dis-
trict superintendents in New York State. Student enrollments in occupational edu-
cation program areas were also heavily stereotyped, with males dominating agricul-
ture, technical, trade and industry, and industrial arts programs and a dispropor-
tionate number of females enrolled in business, health and home economics pro-grams.

Sex stereotyped barriers in occupational education also contributed to the genera-
tion of a sex biased labor force. Examples of such barriers include:

Single sex occupational education institutions that excluded women by policy andpractice;
Course restrictions by sex, usually implied by sex stereotyped course descriptionsor brochures;
Use of sex biased and stereotyped guidance and recruitment materials that reflect

sex stereotyping in interest measurement or career goal recommendat
Guidance and counseling practices that channel students into sex stereotyped oc-

cupational training;
Discriminatory critena for selection of students for admission to occupational edu-cation programs;
Separate career days or programs for males and females;
Activities such as union apprenticeship training programs limited to members ofone sex;
Failure to collect data to identify and remediate discriminatory occupational edu-cation programs
Although much attention and research has focused on the impact of sex discrimi-

nation, bias and stereotyping on females, concern also extends to the negative ef-
fects of sexism on males. Traditional roles constrict the choices of males as well as
females, although the economic penalties of these limited choices have not been as

idrastic for men as the statistics indicate. Instead, the penalties of the male role tend
to be exacted in personal pain. It has been established that the life expectancy of
the average male is significantly shorter than the average female life expectancy.

The male stereotype is typified by the expectation that men be and act strong and
tough, suppressing their feelings and always being in control of the situation. Men
have traditionally been expected by society and by themselves to provide the sole
means of support for their families However, the changing social and economic en-
vironment has made many of these assumptions less valid Men and women are in-
creasingly sharing the family's economic responsibility.

A narrow set of expectations, based on sex, limits the range of choices available to
both women and men. One of the primary efforts of sex equity in education is to
develop expanding roles for both males and females, freeing people to make life de-
cisions based on individual aptitudes, interests and abilities rather than on the arbi-trary determinant of gender. Before such opportunities can be created and madeavailable in education, attitudes and behaviors must be examined and chen(md. By
its very nature, this effort must be long, slow and careful proceqa Pdta musi. be
gathered and studies made Training programs must be designed, developed and ti
plemented on a wide scale Materials, strategies and skills must be created and uti-lized All of these factors, then, contribute to the potential success of educational

65
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programs that will be equally available and worthwhile for all students, regardless
of their sex.

Although federal laws prohibit occupational education programs from engaging in
activities that create barriers to equal access, many problems still exist. Although
considerable progress has been made toward informing and assisting local education
agencies with regard to sex equity problems and approaches, there is a felt need for
the continuation of these efforts. Sex equity efforts involve changing long-held atti-tudes and habits as well as identifying and removing illegal and restrictive practices
and policies. There is a great deal of work yet to be done. The support and leader-
ship of the Federal Government, as expressed through the reauthorization of the
Vocational Education Act, is a crucial element in the continuation of planned, co-
ordinated and effective sex equity efforts across the country. Failure to reaffirm a
strong commitment to sex equity in occupational education would represent an un-
thinkable betrayal of our achievements to date and of all the women and girls who
are in or will enter the labor market to earn their livings

SECTION II' NEW YORK STATE SEX EQUITY ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In response to the mandates of section 104 of the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1976, the State Education Department established the Office of Occupa-tional and Continuing Education, Special Programs (Sex Equity Office) Appoint-ments to the New York State Advisory Council on Vocational Education insured
that women were adequately represented Policies and procedures to assure equal
access to occupational education programs were included in State plans. Funds for
programs for displaced homemakers and for the achievement ofsex equity were al-located, as Illustrated by the following table

VEA SEX EQUITY FUNDING

1978 1919

Fiscal year --

1980 1981 1982

Displaced homemakers 81.709 351,859 455.122 295.944 275,000
Research 23,604 65,421 44.914 0 0
Guidance and counseling 111 597 54,647 62,284 0 0
Overcoming sex bias 894.429 640.082 783,358 7$4,926 450,000
Support services for women 0 0 0 0 75,000

Total 1,161,339 1,162.009 1,395,678 1.130,870 975,000

Highlights of accomplishments from fiscal year 1977 to fiscal year 1981 are sum-
marized below, grouped by major function.
A. Create awareness of programs and activities in vocational education designed to

reduce sex bias and sex stereotyping in all vocational education programs
Provided leadership in planning and conducting workshops, seminars and infor-

mational meetings; held statewide sex equity seminars for vocational students and
educators; made presentations to community organizations and local educational
agencies, funded a university 6 credit hour inservice course on sex equity for voca-
tional educators, which trained over 820 vocational educators as change agents for
facilitating sex equity who made more than 178,000 contacts with students, teach-
ers, parents, and others relative to sex equity and conducted inservice sex equity
workshops, established sex equity resource centers and revised sex-biased curricu-lum, assisted Cornell University in producing a Youth Group Program activity kitdeveloped by students (distributed over 500 copies) and an audio filmstrip and
source book, "Expanding Adolescent Role Expectations," (distributed over 20,000
books and 2,000 filmstrips); a mailing list of over 5,000 has been developed; devel-
oped numerous resources to create awareness of sex equity; developed four audiotu-
torial modules for reducing sex bias; produced ''Turning Points, a documentaryfilm depicting tne problems and experiences of women pursuing careers; produce "A,
fVfpn's Place,' a documentary film dealing with society's changing masculine role;conducted a student poster contest; prepared and distributed 150,000 copies of the
VOICE (Vocational Options in Creating Equality) newsletter; prepared articles forState and National publications; produced s-Nen series of public service announce-
ments for television; distributed over 100,000 copies of the comic book "Super
People," designed to develop awareness of sex role stereotyping, to elementary

99-337 0-82-1
fl
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school students These four years of accomplishments culminated in the New York
State Sex Equity Conference held at Grossingers, New York on November 11-13,
1981 This conference was attended by approximately 375 educators and representa-
tives of government, business and industry within and outside New York State
Fifty-three programs on various equity topics were presented The Conference was
cosponsored by the State Education Department, Division of Occupational and Con-
tinuing Education and the Consortium for Educational Equity at Rutgers Universi-
ty, and the State University of New York at Oswego.

B Gather, analyze. and disseminate data on the status of men and women, students,
and employees in vocational education programs.

Collected data through the State Education Department's data collection center;
worked with other organizational units to identify necessary procedural changes to
meet data collection requirements, analyzed collected data and prepared statistical
reports.

For 1980-81 secondary occupational education enrollments, only three programs
had no cross-sex enrollment (sections of Industrial Technology, Automotive Tech-
nology, and Tool and Die Making, each all-male with low enrollments). Although
certain occupational education program areas such as Agriculture, Technical, and
Trade and Industry are dominated by males, female enrollments have increased 6
percent, 6 1 percent and 4 6 percent respectively since 1976 The following tables il-
lustrate changing enrollment patterns by sex. Table I shows enrollment figures and
Table II shows percentages by sex and program area from 1976-77 to 1980-81

TABLE I.-MALE/FEMALE SECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT BY USOE PROGRAM

CATEGORY

uSOf xcupabonai educate program category
1976 17 1977-78

Secondary

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

Male 10,850 11,078 8,446 7,988 6.866
Female 2,621 3,421 2,500 2,577 2,356

Agriculture, total 13,471 14 499 10,946 10.565 9,222

Male 10.010 9,385 8,966 9.511 8,065
Female 11,544 10.692 10,272 11,302 9,803

Distributive educatron, total 21.554 20.011 19,238 20.813 17,868

Male 971 2,037 1,068 1,463 1,661

Female 12.430 15,991 11,216 11,113 10,925

Health total 13,401 18.028 12,284 12,576 12,586

Male 1,750 1,488 1,515 1.078 907
Female 7 487 6,196 5,337 4,099 3.030

Home economies total ' 9,237 7,684 6,852 5.177 3.937

Male 69,025 72.106 66,849 65.580 58,792

female 195,986 208.817 192.544 182.672 152,004

Office and business total 265,011 280,923 259,393 248 252 210.796

Male 10.348 10,420 6,648 7,604 8.358
Female 2 412 2.561 1,341 2 537 2,779

Technical total 12 760 12,981 7,988 10,141 11.137

Male 80,904 76 761 61 259 61,249 61,543
Female 20,674 20.035 18,384 18,730 20,508

Trade and industry total 101 578 96 796 79,634 79,979 81,963

Male 183,858 183,275 154,751 154,413 146.104
Female 253,154 267,713 241,594 233,030 201,405

Total all areas 437 012 450.988 396,345 387,503 341,509

iOccuoatronal home economics only
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TABLE II -MALE/FEMALE SECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT BY USOE PROGRAM

CATEGORY (IN PERCENTAGES)

uSOt occupational education program
1976

category
17 1977 18 1978 19 1919 80 1980 81

Percent

increase m
nontraditional

enrollment
since 1976

Agriculture

Male 805 1b4 111 /56 145
Female 19 5 23 6 22 9 24 4 25 5 6

Destnct education

Male 46 4 451 46 6 451 451
Female 53 6 53 3 53 4 54 3 54 9 NA

Health

Male 12 II 3 8 1 116 13 2 6
Female 92 8 881 91 3 89 4 86 8

Home economics '

Male 189 193 221 208 230 41
Female 81 1 801 119 19 2 110

Office and business

Male 26 0 25 6 251 26 4 219 19
Female 140 )44 143 136 121

Technical z
Male 811 80 2 83 2 15 0 15 0 61
Femare 18 9 19 8 16 8 26 0 25 0

Trade and industry

Male 196 293 169 166 150 46
Female 20 4 20 1 231 23 4 25 0

Total, all areas

Male 420 406 390 399 420
Female 58 0 59 4 610 601 58 0 NA

Occupd.dnal home KOnofmcs only

C Develop strategies to correct problems of Inequity in vocational education programs
Annually, provided technical assistance to local educational agencies (including

Boards of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCESI, large city school districts, and
postsecondary institutions) and to Education Department Bureaus in the develop-
ment of sex equity actions, collected and analyzed status report on action plans and
made recommendations for future action, this year, to date, action plans have been
receiveti for review from all 44 BOCES, 15 city school districts and 175 LEAs; 4010
copies of the planning guide, "Actions For Change" have been disseminated; devel-
oped procedures for requesting proposals for grants to overcome sex bias; promoted
the appointment of a representative number of women to local advisory councils to
gain support and assistance in carrying out sex equity responsibilities; provided sex
equity information to the New York State Commissioner of Education Advisory
Council on Equal Opportunity for Women, worked with the New York State
Department's Irternal Task Force on Sex Equity to Identify types of staff involve-
ment, developed learning packets from identified needs to provide technical assist-
ance to local educational agencies, developed resources and guidelines to assist local
administrators, and funded 115 programs through VEA grants to overcome sex buts

Funded programs provide development of equity materials and resources; training
for students, parents, educators, administrators and business and industry; pro-
grams for nontraditional students and other special populations, and efforts to elim-
inate sex bias, stereotyping and discrimination in vocational education

6j
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D. Rectew the distribution of grants and contracts by the State Board to assure that
interests and needs of women are addressed in all projects assisted under thisAt

Developed sex equity critena, guidelines and procedures to be used in the review
of all proposals; provided assistance to supervisory staff in reviewing 3,733 proposals
for compliance v NI sex equity provisions of the Act; co-.....ucted a compliance review
of A sample of funded programs and made recommendations for follow-up action
where necessary

E. Review all vocational education prxgrams in the State for sex bias
Conducted vocational education program reviews through the assistance of State

Education Department Occupational ,?ducation Staff in approximately 100 second-
ary institutions; required local education agencies to submit program self-evalua-
tions to reflect sex equity status.

In addition to efforts to meet the needs of special populations, the Department is
carrying out its responsibilities under the federal Office of Civil Rights' (OCR)
"Guidelines for Eliminating Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of
Race. Color, National Origin, Sex and Handicap in Vocational Education" issued on
March 21, 1979.

As required by the OCR Guidelines, New York State has prepared and submitted
to Washington the Methods of Administration and Related Procedures for Compli-
ance with the Civil Rights Authorities in Vocational V.tication (MOA). The MOA
describes the compliance program adopted by the New Yot r. State Education De-
partment and the nrocedures to be used in carrying it out.

Standards Governing Civil Rights in Vocational Educatio-.1 Programs were eevel-
oped by the Department and are used as the criterion upon which an agency's com-
pliance with federal civil rights statutes can be determined. The Standards are orga-

_nizedintnaix-sectionic 1) General Provisions, 2) Entablishment-of Vocational Educe--
tion Programs and Facilities, 3) Recruitment and Admission, 4) Treatment of Stu-
dents in Vocational Education Programs, Services, and Activities, 5) Employment,
and 6) Age Discrimination

The following are some of the typical areas where findings of noncompliance re-
lated to sex discrimination have beeen cited as a result of on-site reviews:

Sex-sterotyped home school and BOCES recruitment materials (slide presenta-
tions, posters, brochures) that 1) depict male and female students only in tradition-
al program areas; and 2) list course requirements that appear to discriminate
against students on the basis of sex, such as "able to safely lift 65 pounds," when
such requireniAms have not been validated as essential to course participation.

Lack of documented efforts to promote nontraditional career opportunities
Some districts not issuing public announcements of vocational education opportu-

nities offered i/ithout regard to sex, race, color, national origin or handicap
Of those district issuing such announ:.ements, many have not included required

information regarding Title IX
Establishment by some component school districts of attendance and academic cri-

teria for BOCES enrollment, which has potential for excluding females in nontradi-
tional programs

Counseling oc students, predicting success in home economics and industriso arts
and other traditional program areas on the basis of gender

Use of sex as a selection criterion for entrance into home economics and industri-
al arts courses

Some student awards in occupational education program areas exist in which
gender is used as a basis for eligibility

VLitten agreements for the referral or assignment of students frequently do not
include the required ...ances from the union, sponsor or employer that students
will be treated equally without regard to sex, race, color, national origin, or handi-
cap

Applications for teaching and non-teaching positions frequently include requests
fol information regarding the applicant's sex, marital status and physical defects or
limitations

Advertisement of job openings IS frequently limited to word-of-mouth, and prefer-
ence given to residents of the district These practices tend to perpetuate exclusion
of minorities and exclusion (4-' women from adtnitostrative positions

egnar*cy is often treated differently from other temporary disabilities in that
women returning from maternity leave in some districts are required to produce a
d6ctor's statement indicating they may return to work This is not a requirement
for other medical leaves of absence
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I iscriuzination against males exists in some districts wiiere parental leave is al-
lowable for female employees only.

At the postsecondary level the Bureau of Grants Administration reviews all post-
secondary institutions for compliance with the U.S. Office for Civil Rights' "Guide-
lines for Eliminating Diseei-nination and Denial of Services in Vocational Education
on the Basis of Race, C::or, National Origin, Sex and Handicap."

F. Monitor the implementation of laws rohibiting sex discrimination in hiring,
firing, and promotion procedures relapting to vocational education within the
State

The Job Network Information Service (JNISI, in operation since 1978, implements
a Statewide candidate pool and job information service. JNIS was established in re-
sponse to the minimal number of women in administrative positions in the educa-
tional system of this State. Even though women comprise a substantial portion of
the professional staff in education, their numbers are almost absent in school ad-
ministrative positions.

JNIS affords women an equal opportunity to ascend the career ladder and gain
employment in school administration, first, by widely publicizing the location and
type of administrative vacancies and, second, by maintaining a resource pool of
qualified women administrators. The number of administrative vacancies in public
school management advertised by the Network has steadily increased since the
Network's establishment. In the Network's first year of operation, 1978, 332 admin-
istrative vacancies were advertised. In 1980, 544 administrative vacancies were ad-
vertised. Over a two-year period, the number of administrative vacancies advertised
by JNIS increased by 64% To date, 415 Liministrative vacancies have been adver-
tised for 1981

The Network's Candidate Pool List shich is distributed to all Chief
School Officers identifies women qualified for employment as administrators and de-
lineates pertinent employment information for won registered with JNIS. Ap-
pointment-officers thus- can-contact qualified women-t., interview for vacant admin-
istrative positions. Most importantly, JNIS provides a mechanism to monitor admin-
istrative vacancies and hirings Regionally, twenty-five members of the
Commissioner's Statewide Advisory Council on Equal Opportunity for Women moni-
tor the Network. Council members notify JNIS of vacancies which were not previ-
ously listed and can confirm appointment information. Statewide, Chief School Offi-
cers provide the Network with pertinent information on administrative appoint-
ments for positions previously listed in the Network on a voluntary basis This in-
formation includes the name and racial/ethnic identification of the appointee and a
breakdown of the number of female and male applicants.

The number of women registered with the Network has steadily increased. In
1979, 241 women were registered. To date, 498 women are registered. The number of
women registered with the Network has increased by 88 percent. Various factors
contributed to the increase of JNIS, extensive recruiting and promotion efforts to
enlist the participation of candidates and administrators by staff members responsi-
ble for operating the Network, broader dissemination of Administrative Job Open-
ing Listings and updated JNIS information materials Presently, the New York City
Board of Education participates in the Network and JNIS services are available
through all State University of New York and City University of New York Student
Placement Centers and Job Information Centers in the New York State Library
System.

To guard against unlewful discrimination in employment in the Department's
Office of Occupational and Continuing Education, a an for Equal Access in Em-
ployment for Vocational Education was developed and implemented This plan, dis-
tributed to the Office's hiring officials. supplements the Department's Affirmative
Action Plan and specifically establishes uniform procedures for revising job descrip-
tions, maintaining a qualified candidate pool, advertising job openings, screening ap-
plicants, developing oral examinations, and making permanent, non-competitive or
labor class, and provisional appointments. Procedures governing authorization of ap-
pointments outlire prohibitions against discrimination on the basis of sex, handicap,
race, color, or national origin Appointment monitoring procedures include provi-
sions of assurances of non-discrimination be provided to the appointing authority
G. Assist local educational agencies and other interested parties in the State in im-

proving vocational education opportunities for women
Established model programs at the adult and postsecondary levels to address the

needs of displaced homemakers and other special groups, coordinated the efforts of
the Education Department and the Department of Labor to provide total services to
participants in model programs; used mediaVOICE Newsletter, public service an-

. 7
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nouncements for TV, and the Region II Disser.,:nation Network to publicize opportu-
nities for women in occupational education in local education agencies, provided
technical assistance to local education agencies; funded in-service programs for
teachers and administrators; and distributed materials on improving services.

A needs assessment for child care services among women in New York State occu-
pational programs was completed in 1980. The research assessed the need for child
care services among current and prospective female occupational students, with
children, in New York State Boards of Cooperative Educational Services and Com-
munity College, determined the extent to which child care needs present a barrier
to occupational education program access for these women, investigated the feasibil-
ity of providing on-site, or campus, child care services and determined the probable
use of on-site services Over 150 copies of this report were disseminated Statewide

The need for child cal as a support service for adult students has already been
recognized by many postsecondary educational institutions. In New York State, a
1978 survey of SUNY Community Colleges revealed that child care services are al-
ready provided on close to half of these campuses

Another significant study was conducted in 1979, contributing to the development
of more accurate statistical information on the numbers and needs of displaced
homemakers in New York State The purpose of the project was to provide esti-
mates of the needed base-line data necessary for effective public policy and program
planning The study resulted in a maximum estimate of 683,700 individuals who
may now be displaced homemakers and an estimate of 57,470 new displaced home-
makers each year.

The study also addresoed the priority needs of displaced hoinemakers (1) Person-
nal Adjustment (2) Career Adjustment; (3) Program Participation; and (4) Support
and Follow-up

The priority given by displaced homemakers to occupational dimensions is clearly
identified in this study Nursing, driving, flight training, sales and advertising, man-
agement skills, industrial trade/tech skills, engineering and high school equivalency
were-the most frequently identified learning interests The vocational emphasis sup-
ports the job-related needs critical to and the greatest priority of, displaced home-
makers

The priority of job and job-training needs of displaced homemakers is emphasized
by the participant turnout at a career - information day in western New York State
early this year Over 200 women voluntarily attended this session on a cold, snowy
Saturday in January

Displaced homemaker projects funded in New York State from FY '77-82 were in
excess of one million dollars These projects included the provision of vocational
education instruction needed for employment, instruction in seeking employment,
placement services; life skills development, visits to work and training sites; access
to support networks; counseling, referrals for employment, remedial reading and
math classes, development of local school capabilities to serve the needs of displaced
homemakers, and career planning
H. Make available to the general public and to specified States and federal agencies

information relating to procedures and plans for overtop ng sex bias
Increased public awareness of activities conducted by local educational agencies to

promote sex equity, local education agencies include information on sex equity in
local public relations materials and releases, prepared newspaper articles on sex
equity program activities, reported on sex equity program progress and activities to
the Department's Deputy Commissioner for Elementary, Secondary and Continuing
Education, announced sex equity program activities to local educational agencies
through the Department's School District Administrator's Newsletter; participated
in TV and radio interviews on program activities; disseminated over 1100 copies of
"Resources for Meeting he Challenge.' to local educational agencies; disseminated
report on the status of women and men students and employees Statewise, funded
the conduct of a longitudinal study of sex equity in postsecondary education

I Review selfecaluattons required by title IX
Established procedures for reviewing Title IX self-evaluations, reviewed 260 Title

IX Self-Evaluations for all agencies requesting VEA funding
Review and submit recommendations related to overcoming sex btas and sex stereo-

trang in vocational education programs for the flue-year State plan and its
annual program prior to their submission to the secretary

Sex Equity Coordinator is a member of the State Plan Planning Committee, has
submitted recommendations for improving sex equity provisions in the Plan, devel-
oped State Plan objectives regarding eliminating sex bias and sex stereotyping, pub-

rt
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licized public hearings for the State Plan input to required recipients through De-
partmental Statewide mailings and newspaper announcements, and disseminated
this information Statewide to women's organizations and equity-concerned commu-
nity organizations and labor groups

Summary of problem areas
Although activities to promote sex equity within vocational education have been

implemented during the past five years, and although significant progress has been
made, common problems in meeting legislative mandates still exist Patterns that
limit and restrict nontraditional choices in educational development are still fre-
quently observed

Reviews of local education agencies have revealed that there are often gaps and
omissions in compliance with provisions of Title IX that promote students, staff and
general public awareness of sex equity requirements in education. The lack of ad-
ministrative support for sex equity issues in vocational education, along with uncon-
cious biased attitudes of administrators, teachers and counselors, constitutes a bar-
rier to sex-fair education and impedes the removal of existing problems. These prob-
lems include the use of recruitment and promotional materials that depict students
in courses and programs traditional for their gender, the lack of role models among
teachers for nontraditional career choices, negative comments and jokes about stu-
dents based on sex, counseling practices that discourage nontraditional enrollments
and the use of biased and stereotyped instructional materials

The cumulative effect of sex bias, stereotyping and discrimination in vocational
education is to reinforce existing social stereotypes that limit the full range of
choices and options available to students With gender as a dividing line, other in-
terests, aptitudes and skills are ignored in favor of an arbitrary determinant Be-
cause the reality of sexism is deeply rooted in this society, efforts to eliminate its
effects in education must continue Our commitment to equal opportunity for stu-
dents must not waver now

Recommendations
Vocational education is one link between school and the world of work Although

sex equity concerns are a relatively new aspect of vocation education, efforts made
in this area have provided positive benefits for education, business and Industry in
response to the changing work force and the needs of employers This section pre-
sents recommendations for the reauthorized Vocational Education Amendments.
These recommendations flow from the previous sex equity provisions of the 1976
VEA. from studies of the activities and achievements that have resulted, and from
the convictions of the New York State Education Department in this area during
the past five years The following elements must be included in the central focus of
vocational education in the years to come'

I. the Vocational Education Amendments should continue to promote sex equity
in planning, programming and funding,

2 funding and program requirements for sex equity should be integrated into the
entire vocational education system for greatest effectiveness;

3 vocational education priorities must include meeting the needs of special groups
such as displaced homemakers, pregnant teenagers, single heads of households. the
elderly, and men and women entering non-traditional jobs

With these priorities in place, the achievements made in the past five years will
continue In conclusion, I wish to emphasize that the efforts and commitment made
on behalf of sex equity in vocational education truly contribute to a larger concept
of equal opportunity and worth for all students This is the foremost goal of educa-
tion. the opportunity for each student to develop, grow and achieve to his or her
maximum potential Maintaining the commitment to sex equity in vocational educa-
tion is integral to the achievement of this goal Thank you very much

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much. Again your written testimo-
ny will be put in the record in its entirety. You may proceed in any
fashion you desire.

STATEMENT OF CONNIE GIPSON, CONSULTANT, VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Ms. GirsoN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
thank you for giving me the opportunity to come to you today. I
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am Connie Gipson, sex equity coordinator from California. I will
try to be brief since I do have the written testimony.

You have asked me to tell you what has gone on in our State and
what the problems have been, where we are going in the future.
We are a very large State in California. We have 350 programs at
the secondary level. In comprehensive high school, 76 regional oc-
cupational programs, 107 community colleges, 1,046 school districts.
In looking at the laws, we have had some problems.

Sizc was a big thing in our State. So therefore, I come to you
today to say that our State was committed. We have a joint policy
council formed with members of the board of Governors and the
State board of education. They showed their commitment early on
by appointing a project to look over the State's efforts to make sure
that the sex equity provisions of the act were met.

This project reported directly to them because they felt very
stongly thatI should say right off that our State matched the
$50,000 and appointed the sex equity coordinator at the State de-
partment of education and at the chancellor's office.

We went above and beyond that with funds. Most of our efforts
have been jointly funded. We feel that we have donewe have
evolved. We have had things in place before the legislation. We
started out with Future Farmers of America, getting women in. We
had a large number of women going through teacher training in
agriculture.

So, some things were already happening. We had already ad-
dressed displaced homemakers. That movement started at Mills
College. We had women senators going through and they spread all
over California. There were some things in place but the legislation
provided the impetus that we needed at that particular time. We
think our program areas had already started to address the issue.

We had a large number of advocacy groups in California who
were there from day 1 waiting to see what the State was going to
do in this arena. I am proud to say at this particular time, we have
a network of many people, educators, labor, management, commu-
nity based organizations, all working together to meet the man-
dates of the act.

Our first State president, is female, from Future Farmers of
America. Our director of California directors of vocational educa-
tion is female. Finally, our new State director of vocational educa-
tion is female. Our girls have taken the top prizes in competition in
all kinds of competition and they are just walking away with that.

Some fellows are unhappy about that. I provided you with enroll-
ment data on our programs. I won't go into that except tc say we
are n.oud of the efforts we made. When I hear about agriculture, I
alrez ly know that over a third of our agriculture students are
female. We are looking at the heart of things now like auto me-
chanics.

We have gone past agriculture production and services. Like the
great State of New York, size is a major barrier when it came to
our State, so we had to do things on a geograph; 7 basis. We pro-
vided coordinators in areas. For instance, we have a coordinator
that does just Los Angeles city by herself. There were some sleep-
ers in this legislation that I think you ought to be aware of. One
was the incentive requirement that was placed in this legislaticn.
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I think that was a very good provision of this legislation. That
incentive requirement enabled us to do many things in our State.
We were able to set aside $250,000 for campus sex equity coordina-
tors out of that piece of legislation. We funded demonstration sites
at the secondary level that developed program strategies. This
year, 90 districts instead of the 30 will be developing strategies to
address equity. Sex equity was infused into a State to the point
where we think it has permeated into our thinking.

Whenever we are about to do anything, we automatically address
sex equity. We made a point to increase the number of women who
reviewed proposals, received contracts and did all of those kinds of
things. We found out we did have a job to do in that arena. One of
our major accomplishments I feel was the developing collaborative
efforts with other agencies. This was important in California.

We had a lot of community based organizations that frankly
were really doing a good job in job development and placement for
nontraditional. We funded them out of vocational education funds
initially. They taught us some things. They taught us how to do job
development and placement. They used our services as well. So we
did some linkages with community based organizations.

Most of them ended up with partly funded by vocational educa-
tion and partly funded by CETA. Unfortunately their CETA fund-
ing has been cut and many of them are now out of existence, which
we are now having to pick the ball up. Everybody is looking to vo-
cational education to pick up the ball because many of the organi-
zations that we had that were serving the people are gone.

We have done some things with our CETA prime sponsors and
their staffs in teaching them to do nontraditional because there
was some help that they needed there. We have had unparalleled
support from labor and management in our State. In our series the
sex equity in apprenticeship, we had over 75 firms and 30 unions
working with us.

Our chair for that, that series is cochaired by two men from op-
erating and engineers' local No. 3. They have been very supportive
with u i'-ey have just ga-nered all kinds of labor support to the
point I have got to go back tomorrow to meet the sheetmetal and
plumbers because we are doing some things with them tomorrow.

These slide tape shows are about apprenticeship, not sex equity.
We started out thinking women did not know anything about ap-
prenticeship. We found out the men didn't, either. So that has been
a real good plus for vocational education. It came about through
sex equity. The equity information on apprenticeship just was not
there.

We have had major support from our governmental institutions.
We are working with a department of corrections, the division of
apprenticeship standards, tlic CYA, the California Youth Authori-
ty, because we brought information on nontraditional to inmates in
our penal institutions.

We found there were some people who still thought that women
inmates should be trained to be housewives. That was appalling to
me. The data collection caused us to look at our students. We had
some idea that our students all-still looked like Dick and Jane in
the first reader.

7 -;
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We took a look and they didn't. We had teenage parents, women
in continuation schools, we had all kinds of different people. So we
used another sleeper in the legislation that we think was really
critical and that is the support services for women section in the
legislation. We gave $50,000 grants to the large urban districts, Los
Angeles Unified, Oakland, San Diego and Sacramento got large
grants in support services for women.

Those have been some of our big winners because they provide
women with information that they need. The emn:oyers are al-
ready built in. The math teachers and the science teachers have to
work with the vocational educators. We have through that little
grant, PE teachers who are identifying girls to go into vocational
education. We have been overwhelmed with success in those.
Eighty-six girls in one Oakland high school signed up in 1 day.
Now we have 300 girls in Oakland trying to get into that project.

I think it is because they realize that they have got to do some-
thing in the world of work. It is heartbreaking in a sense that
those projects have been successful because we perceived that the
need was always there. I want to tell you nicely, those projects
have been refunded. Those projects have to serve adult women and
girls in high school.

We have had women who are welfare women who came into
them who are receiving $20 an hour. They are just overwhelmed
with that. We are moving now to the point where we have county
welfare directors identifying women to go to our displaced home-
maker programs and get vocational training. We are getting that
together where EDV, the county welfare workers and our educa-
tion are jointly together to do that.

So I think things are moving in California.
You have asked me to point out where the problems are and

%hat portions of the act should be revised. We have had problems
because the legislation is not clear on where we can recruit. Let's
face it. Displaced homemakers are not going to leave Days of Our
Lives and drive to the community college and park their car, come
in and enroll in a vocational program.

We have some people who think they have to be in the program
before vocational education can serve them. That has been a real
problem. I think that we would like to have the support services
portions of the act revised so we can include men. We feel very
strongly we have got a job to do with the men in our State.

They need help. Our data show that the men need help. Health
care in particular is critical. We need the legislation permissive so
we can address men who go into health care. It is a very big prob-
lem. We have men who are single parents in California.

One of our disc jockeys heard one of our displaced homemaker
programs advertised and he said hey, we need that, too, men. Men
stopped their cars, got off the freeways and called. Now we have
men's groups talking about they need help being single parents.
We have taken a look at business and industry and found we have
a job to do in California.

We have a high technology and we find we are going to have to
address that. This year, we are bringing in 100 business leaders to
tell us what to do about our students because there is a gap be-
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tween what students want to do and what business and industry
needs in California. We are going to work with that.

In closing, I think what I mean to say and really want to say to
you strongly, we are committed in California and we want to keep
on doing that. We are committed to competence. We have a net-
work in California and it includes blacks, whites, females, you
name it, Hispanics. Even in our State, we know we have got a job
to do. We have not gone to address the needs of rural and minority
women yet.

We have a big job to do in that arena. We would like the legisla-
tion to continue. We think with your help, we will do it. Thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Constance Gipson follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CONSTANCE F. GIPSON, CONSULTANT, VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

I have been requested to give you a brief assessment of what has happened in
California since the passage of the legislation, what the positive outcomes have
been, where the problems have occurred, what revisions in the legislation we would
like to see, and what we plan to do in the future. First, I will give you some back-
ground and an assessment of what has happened since 1976.

Our vocational education delivery system is composed of secondary vocational
education programs, found in over 350 secondary districts and 76 regional occupa-
tion programs or centers, under the governance of the State Department of Educa-
tion, and postsecondary education at 107 community colleges, under the governance
of the Board of Governors The two boards work cooperatively under a joint policy
council which was formerly called the Joint Committee on Vocational Education. In
1977, as evidence of their commitment, the joint committee funded an external pro-
ject, reporting to them, to monitor the State s efforts in meeting the sex equity man-
dates of the act.

California matched the $50,000 set-aside and has funded another full-time coordi-
nator for sex equity in vocational education at the chancellor's office, California
community colleges. A significant percentage of all sex equity projects have been
jointly funded.

The movement toward sex equity in California began before the 1976 legislation.
Females had been admitted to Future Farmers of America and women were going
through the teacher training institutions majoring in agriculture. Business educa-
tion was cognizant of the upsurge in opportunities for women in the business world.
Consumer and home economics education had developed curriculum on sex equity.
The first reentry program for women had started and spread throughout California,
and women's centers were established on many campuses.

Outside public education the first displaced homemaker program had been estab-
lished at Mills College California was the first State to have goals and timetables
for women as well as minorities in apprenticeship, and we had advocacy groups who
were pushing equity in many areas.

At the State level, the provisions of Public Law 94-482 were viewed initially with
concern Faced with declining enrollments, we wondered how a new thrust would be
viewed by local school districts and many felt our best posture would be to maintain
quality programs without worrying about the comoosition of those programs. We
were pleasantly surprised to find that many local districts were already addressing
the issue Today, we have a network composed of persons from education, communi-
ty-based organizations, governmental agencies, business, and labor who have moved
through the stages of changefrom not being aware of the problem to acceptance of
the problem, to taking action to eliminate the problem, to creatively thinking of
ways to overcome sex bias. Districts have reviewed materials for bias, ideatified bar-
riers to equal access and have employed various strategies to recruit students into
nontraditional classes

Females have taken the top local and state prizes in vocational Industrial clubs of
America competition and our State president of Future Farmers of America is
female.

We have our first female StatP consultant in agriculture The president of Califor-
nia directors of vocational education and our new State director of vocational educa-
tion are female
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I have provided you with enrollment data on our programs in the written portions
of this testimony. We are proud of our record but feel it could not have been accom-
plished without the legislation

The size of the State was a major barrier in addressing the 10 mandated functions
of the coordinator. The two sex equity coordinators are managers of projects that
provide for the services that are mandated, rather than performing the required
duties themselves.

We began our implementation phase with a project that provided inservice train-
ing for one male and one female from every high school and community college in
the State. This project utilized 12 secondary consultants and 7 postsecondary
consultants who were assigned on a geographic basis. An additional seven geograph-
ic consultants provided technical assistance to each community college.

The incentive requirement of the act was utilized for the next phases of imple-
mentation. Thirty secondary districts received funds to develop equity strategies for
each program area. Each community college received funds to implement equity
and were asked to appoint a campus sex equity coordinator

Sex equity was infused into our regular ongoing systems for applications monitor-
ing compliance, and evaluation We made a conscious effort to increase the number
of women who participated on advisory committees and on the State planning com-
mittee, reviewed proposals and received contracts.

In sex equity we assisted vocational education in developing collaborative efforts
with other agencies and organizations

We funded community based organizations to provide support services for women
and displaced homemakers. These are two distinct populations with little overlap.
Community-based organizations have provided secondary and postsecondary stu-
dents, teachers, counselors, and administrators with information on our industries.
We have learned job development and placement from them and they have used our
resources

Sex equity geographic consultants have provided inservice training on job develop-
ment and placement not only for educators but for CETA prime sponsors. their
staffs, and Government officials

We have had unparalleled support from labor and management in our State. Over
75 firms and 30 unions helped to develop one of our major projects, "The Sex Equity
in Apprenticeship Series." These slide tape shows are about apprenticeship, not sex
equity, and use real apprentices and journey-level workers, with the composite truly
representative of California's work force While developing components of the series,
members of statewide joint apprenticeship committees work side by side with sex
equity personnel.

The purpose of the series was to bring accurate information on apprenticeship to
students, males as well as females, counselors, teachers, and administrators who we
found did not know any more about apprenticeship than female students did.

The development of this series has led to manyyositive outcomes The advisory
committee for sex equity in apprenticeship is cochaired by two officials from Operat-
ing Engineers Local No. 3 Last year, Local 3 disseminated notices of its examina-
tion to the local sex equity coordinators

We have had major support from the governmental agencies, from the Women's
Bureau and the Division of Apprenticeship Standards to the California youth au-
thority and the Department of Corrections where we are introducing nontraditional
careers, with success, to inmates in our penal institutions

The data collection and analysis required by the legislation caused us to take a
fresh icak at our students who no longer all look like Dick and Jane We gave
$50,000 grants to four large urban de,itr,..ts to provide support services for women in
nontraditional programs

The projects serve junior and senior high school women, women in continuation
..hoots, teenage parents, and adults For many, this will be the last time they will
be served by an educational institution They have received counseling. training,
and placement in nontraditional fields that are well-paying Originally designed to
serve 1.10 girls at each site during the recruitment phase, they now have more appli-
cants than they can handle Eighty six girls from one Oakland High School signed
up in 1 day Adult women have received jobs paying up to $20 an hour They have
become electronic technicians, computer programmers, machinists, and emergency
medical technicidns Pacific Telephone is now asking I. A Unified to start a pro-
gram for women to become installers and technicians

You have dsked me to point out problems and areas of the legislation that should
be revised We urge that the legislation be revised to clarify which portions of the
act may be used for fiscal incentives We urge that portions of the regulations per-
taining to support services and displaced homemakers he clarified to show perm's-
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!Non to use funds to recruit those populations We still have people who feel dis-
placed homemakers and persons seeking non-traditional programs must enroll in
vocational education before vocational education can serve them. We urge that the
support services for women in nontraditional occupations be revised to include men
as well

Where are we now and what do we plan for the future'?
We have taken a new look at business and industry and found we have a major

job to do to prepare students for employment. If we are to succeed, there must be a
match between what industry needs, what education is preparing students for, and
what students want to do. California's industries are becoming more and more high
technology industries where the demand for workers is in such fields as electronics,
computer programming and operation, machining, and machine repair. Our indus-
tries more and more require workers with a strong background in reading, math-
ematics, science, and mechanical ability. According to 1980-81 figures, 57 percent of
our males and 38 percent of our females take 4 or more years cf mathematics. Fif-
teen percent of our males and 7 percent of our females take 3 or more years of high
school physical science The number of industrial education courses offered has de-
clined at a significant rate due to budget cuts.

Do students want to do the occupations that industry needs and are they familiar
with these occupations? The most popular career choices in a survey of 9th and 11th
grade students in Fremont, Palo Alto, Los Altos, and Mountain View Districts,
which are surrounded by technological industries, were performing artist, doctor,
pilot, lawyer, and professional athlete.

Students are still told in many ways that they should get a 4-year degree to be
valuable and if they can't achieve that, they should try the next level down, and if
they can't achieve that, they can become a machinist, or a tool and dye operator.
Perhaps what the average American worker does seems to be of little value to our
students

Even advocates who are urging females to take mathematics and science classes
are more familiar with the lack of these courses as they relate to occupations such
as engineering, but seem to be less knowledgeable about the effect on technical
careers

At the same time, competition seems to have become keener in the employmentfield I have met a millwright apprentice who had a master's degree in ancient
Greek from Duke and a female with a physics degree who wanted to get into the
surveyor's apprenticeship program The people who ranked in the top 20 on the
carpenter's list in Fresno could have made it into any corporate training program.

We want to continue to show through media, posters, and brochures that it is all
right to be the average American worker

In the fall, 100 business leaders will attend a conference sponsored by sex equity
and will give us an assessment of what they feel we should do doing to train
tomorrow's workers. We plan to assess and meet the needs of rural and minority
women since we have a large percentage of both populations We would like to re-
train female teachers to become industrial arts teachers since there is a shortage in
this area This action may help districts who are being forced to uff good teach-
ers We would like to pay more attention to the recruitment of males into the
health occupations since the shortage of health workers has become critical in Cali-
fornia Due to the assessment of displaced homemakers, we now know that in 1980,
there were 580,000 displaced homemakers in California and since the McCarty deci-
sion, the number has significantly increased due to the large number of ex-military
wives that we have in our State We expect to play a bigger role in providing serv-
ices in this area since cut.' in CETA funding have driven many organizations that
serve women out of existence

In California, we are committed to competence We believe that our students
should know that employees have to make money for their employers and that the
person who does that best is going to get the job

We are also committed to tqual opportunity not only for wcmen and minorities,
but for the white disadvantaged who feel they must choose a career in line with
their class. We are equally committed to white students who are not disadvantaged
and not handicapped and we are proud of the large number of white males in our
State who are fighting for equal opportunity for all. People tend to do best what
they want to do. If we are to succeed in increasing our productivity as a Nation, we
must assure that all people who have the possibility of being good workers have the
chance to succeed in their chosen field

We feel strongly that our results could not have been accomplished without the
provisions of Public Law 94-482. We are prepared to continue making progress, but
we need to know through legislation that the preparation of males and females in

,.;
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becoming skilled workers is a national pnority. With supportive legislation from
you, we feel we can make a significant contribution to the increased productivity of
our Nation as we move into the 20th century

ENROLLMENT DATA ON SELECTED SECONDARY PROGRAMS 1979-80

Total Female Peralltale

01 0100
01 0200
010300

Agrmuttury production

Agrmutture supplies/services

Agrmultury medusa

7,515
939

5,234

2,766

409
374

368
43 6
715

01 0500 Horticulture 7.687 2,996 39 0
01 0700 Forestry .. 976 283 30 0

01 9900 Other agriculture 1,096 646 58 9
14 0100 Accounting and computing occupations 16,171 11,584 716
14 0201 Computer and console operators 1,895 1,360 718
14 0203 Programmers 391 172 44 0
17 0301 Body and fender repair 3,918 80 2 0
17 0303 Auto mechanics 18,574 936 5 0
17 1500 Electronics occupations 6,841 854 12 5

17 2306 Welding and cutting 3,424 89 2 6

17 2801 Fire trammg 560 76 13 6

17 2802 Law enforcement framing 1,168 466 40 0
17 2900 Quality food occupations 3,025 1,505 49 8

ENROLLMENT DATA ON SELECTED SECONDARY PROGRAMS 1979-80

Total Maks Percentage

04 0600 Food crishibution 1,467 546 37 2
04 1100 Hotel and lodging 505 237 46 9

04 0800 General merchandise 15,199 4.227 27 8
04 0180 Recreation and tourism 429 125 291
07 1161 Dental assistmg 1,084 83 7 7

07 0203 Medical laboratory assistmg 224 90 40 2
07 0303 Nursing assistance 4,738 459 9 7

09 0201 Care and guidance of children 7,099 447 6 3
09 0203 Food management, production and servos 3,531 1.510 42 8
09 0205 Institutional and home management and supporting services 535 140 26 2

14 0700 Stenographic. secretarial and related occupations 25,190 2,154 8 6
1,7 2602 Cosmetology 5.530 185 3 3

CHANGES IN POSTSECONDARY ENROLLMENTS

[Percent mJej

1911 /8 19]849

Agriculture mechanics 95 85
Power and machine 85 72

Forests 83 65
Health occupations education 2 13

Dental assisting 4 12

Nursing, other 17 28
Typist 9 15

Information, communications 18 24
Technical education 85 76

Engineering related 84 73

Cml technology 90 85
Industrial technology 93 83
Forestry 82 74

Roofing 100 95
Maritime occupations 94 89
Small engine repair 95 90
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CHANGES IN POSTSECONDARY ENROLLMENTSContinued

[Percent malej

1971 -18 1978-79

Whni/cabinet work
90 75

Soma Came Education Manalement Mamma "Year End Report on the Thad-Party Evaluator of the See Equity Actnithes Undertaken By the
State m Vocational Education 1911-80'

STAFFING PATTERNS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS 1918 -19

Total Female

Percentaroconf

cIrril to
1918-19

Instruction

P culture
799 81 +35 0

thstributwe education
515 232 +6 4

Technical education
24 1 +100 0

Trade and Industry
3,370 332 +25 3

Indstrial arts
1,984 51 + 142 9

Source. EDVI DPA8P/ED 116

Percentage of
Total Male change from

1171-18

Health
517 47 17 5

Occupational home economics
366 24 +27 3

Consumer and hone economics
2,049 42 +35 4

Office education
4,058 1,651 +90 0

Source EDVE DPAB/VED 716

PerchanyceMarrogTotal Female

190-18

Administration

local administration/supervision
637 124 4 66 8

Local ptovam/supennsion
3.106 1,796 +158

Source WYE WARMED 116

STATEMENT OF NANCY SMITH EVANS, SUPERVISOR, SEX EQUITY
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, OHIO STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION, REPRESENTING AMERICAN VOCATION-
AL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY EUGENE LEHRMANN,
PAST PRESIDENT, AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Ms. EVANS. Good morning. Thank you for the opportunity to tes-

tify. I am Nancy Evans with Sex Equity, supervisor with the Stateof Ohio. I am representing the American Vocational Associationtoday.
I have with me Dr. Eugene Lehrmann, past president of the asso-

ciation, who will be available for any qLestions you may have later.
Although my colleagues at the table have talked about many of the
successes and accomplishments we have been working on through
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the education amendments of 1976, I can reiterate that we have
begun to make changes in vocational education through curricu-
lum, through policies and procedures, through creating awareness
as Dr. Henry David mentioned and also, we have begun to develop
some new creativeness in terms of truly serving both business and
industry and the special populations we have within each of our
States.

In the interest of time, I will skip through some of these things
that they have so ably mentioned. But I'd like to indicate that the
cost effectiveness of this kind of expenditure has been truly an ac-
countable one. The ticket price, if we were to look at 50 percent
State and the District of Columbia, in 1979, the Federal vocational
education expenditures, that only amounted to 0.5 percent of ex-
penditures for sex equity. As you can imagine, if you look through
the paper that we have provided for you, each of the States has
been very creative in utilizing that to expand services. I'd like to
move immediately to some of those things that we have for recom-
mendation from the association.

First of all, we strongly recommend continued assurance of equal
access to programs of vocational education by all individuals, espe-
cially those who have not always been afforded the opportunity,
due to traditional conditioning. Right now, in each of our States,
we are facing just like on the Federal level, shrinking resources,
deregulation and, of course, those of us in differing agencies are
really being hit by political buckpassing, of who is going to be re-
sponsible for what kinds of services. Americans need bootstraps
and we need your type of assurance that more Americans can con-
tinue to have more access to vocational programs from which they
can benefit.

The association also strongly recommends the maintenance of
the full-time personnel, the mandated functions and the $50,000
set-aside. Over a year ago when we started to collect the informa-
tion in the paper that we have provided, we were very impressed
by how the congressional committee was so forward thinking in
what they were doing. However, as the economics of today are
starting to hit, it is quite obvious that we haven't even begun to hit
the tip of the iceberg with the many situations that are involved.
Maintaining the full-time personnel, for this kind of focus, may al-
leviate some of the current problems that we are facing in meeting
these special populations and also may alleviate some financial
curves that we are headed for in the next 2 years. In light of the
economic status of many of our State boards, it is critical that we
have this kind of Federal mandate in order for State agencies to be
allowed to continue many of the services that you have already ini-
tiated under the 1976 amendments.

We'd also like to recommend State and local planning processes
that need to indicate how Federal dollars will be directed at meet-
ing Federal objectives, including those of sex equity. It is not only
equitable processes that we'd like to recommend, but it would also
help to create awareness at the grassroots level and allow for more
self-evaluation and improvement from the local level.

We'd like to recommend Federal funding be used to improve the
quality of existing programs. This is especially crucial in those
areas where women are traditionally going into traditional pro-
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grams. As more and more women enter the programs, as the data
shows, they are going into traditional female programs which are
often low paying, dead end jobs. It is clear those jobs are necessary
in our society. But it is extremely critical that the curriculum in
those programs be updated so that the products coming off those
programs are really more prepared to meet the competitive wcrk
force and can really start to ask for salaries which can help to
maintain families.

We'd also like to recommend that funding continue to be needed
to develop programs in the new high technical programs such as
Connie talked about. These are extremely important. Those of us
concerned with sexual stereotyping know that these are emerging
occupations and have not been sexually stereotyped and yet do
allow for flow of special populations into those.

We'd like to recommend also to establish a youth emphasis board
to include the concepts of sex equity, to develop the skills, knowl-
edge, and attitudes necessary for successful participation in the pri-
vate employment sector. This should include prevocational counsel-
ing, also. Many students don't even know what's involved in voca-
tional opportunities. We do need that prevocational counseling to
include an emphasis in nontraditional opportunities as well as
those which are traditional.

We also recommend a provision for a transitional base for
women who are reentering the labor market to adjust to the job
availability of the private sector. W _ desperately need the continu-
ance of concerns for the displaced homemaker. While not all
women are classified as displaced homemakers, which was a misno-
mer in some States, the needs of wome are unique, especially in
the reentry area. From an educational view, we feel that we can
create the most emphasis on working with the adults in this area.

Those individuals who are out of school with families often have
the highest amount of motivation. They have experience, they have
maturity, and they have a sense of responsibility which help to
make them very productive individuals, once in the work force.
From a Government perspective, this is an obviously better alter-
native, cost-effective alternative, to that of those same individuals
who may have to turn to Government subsidies for existence.

We'd also recommend the need to provide for research and devel-
opment to help create a means whereby vocational educational pro-
grams might be recommended to address the quality of opportunity
goals of the Nation Educators, for the most part, are very well-in-
tentioned individuals, but we need continual help in knowing what
directions to go and how we can improve ourselves.

We recommend to provide funding for consumer and homemak-
ing education programs to increase outreach and instructional ef-
forts which enable both men and women to be self-sufficient as
they pursue the responsibility of maintaining a home.

We are hoping that as we seek to relieve tension and increased
productivity in the work force, that we can also do that within the
homefront. In many testimonies there has been a conflict of excel-
lent versus equity. Although key words within our States and
within our locals have been excellence, productivity, I'd like to sug-
gest that equity is the tool to reaching those types of elements,
rather than a part to be competitive with.

N'I- 1.17 0 ..!
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The American Vocational Association suggests that we need to
continue the efforts within the sex equity elements and to increase
options for considered choices.

[The prepared statement of Nancy Evans follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY E. SMITH EVANS, SEX EQUITY SUPERVISOR, DIVISION
OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO,
ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ARLINGTON, VA.

Reauthorized Legislation for Vocational Education Should:
1 Assure equal access to programs of vocational education by all Individuals, es-

pecially those ho have not always been afforded the opportunity due to traditional
conditioning.

2. Fund state boards of vocational education to assign full time personnel to pro-
vide leadership in achieving equality of opportunity for men and women through
vor itional education. A minimum of $50,000 per state should be allocated to carry
out functions called for in federal legislation.

3. Call for state and local planning processes that indicate how the federal dollar
will be directed at meeting federal objectives, including those of sex equity.

4. Require federal funding be used to improve the quality of existing programs
and to develop programs in the new high technology occupations which could enroll
more women.

5 Establi" I a youth emphasis filch will develop the skills, knowledge and atti-
tudes necessary for successful patcacipation in the private employment sector.

6. Provide for a transitional base for wcTrien who are re-entering the labor market
to adjust to the job availability of the private sector including programs for the dis-
placed homemaker.

7. Provide for research and development to help create a means whereby vocation-
al education programs might be reformed to address the equality of opportunity
goals of the nation.

8. Provide funding for consumer and homemaking education progran,s tc increase
outreach and instructional efforts which enable men mid women to be self sufficient
as they pursue the responsibility of maintaining a home

In summery, any new reauthorizing legislation should provide resources to enable
vocational education to offer all individuals equal opportunity to understand, to con-
sider, to choose and to pursue traditional and non-traditional occupational pro-
grams Resources must be sufficient to provide the extra services which enable indi-
viduals to succeed. This includes outreach, assessment, related basic skills training,
counseling and extra time in instructional programs. Vocational education can then
be held accountable for the quality of effort extended to assure all individuals equal
access and equal success in its programs

I would like to thank the Chairman and members of the committee for this oppor-
tunity to testify on behalf of vocational education in general, and more specifically
on sex equity in vocational education programs and activities. In a federal level cli-
mate of deregulation and limited funds, this committee faces difficult chokes in how
to direct the fulfillment of the vocational education mission.

As a representative of the vocational education community, I strongly recommend
that there is no mom appropriate role for federal government than that of continu-
ing to assure equal access to vocational programs for those groups of Americans who
have previously been denied the opportunities to develop employment and life skills
necessary for adult survival. In Public Law 94-482, the legislature took an unprec-
edented leadership role by requiring vocational programs to take actions in over-
coming sex bias, sex stereotyping, and sex discrimination. The requirement of a full-
time personnel, the tasks of the nine functions, and the $50,000 set-aside provided
one of the must cost-effective, accountable frameworks for implementing the demo-
cratic ideal of equity. In a time of uncertainty over funding of governmental subsi-
dies and in lationary crises faced by families, the federal emphasis on sex equity has
opened up new channels to an employability program which is a cost-effective in-
vestment in people and an attractive alternative to other forms of public assistance.

The leadership and influence of state agency full-time personnel have caused the
issue of equal access to move from an American ideal to the edges of reality. Sex
equity coordinators are providing technical assistance, resource materials, and in-
zentives to motivate and direct the necessary changes. Special projects and products
ire serving as model programs to provide vehicles far equal access of both sexes to
all vocational programs anti activities Although each state has a different annual

S
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program of work, state reports indicate similar sex equity activities and trends in
results

As reported by Henry David, director of the N I E legislatively mandated voca-
tional education study, The Vocational F,ducation Study The Final Report" Liep-
tember, 19.41i, the coordinators' efforts have been most prevalent in state and local
"consciousness- raising" programs for vocational administrators and teachers The
focus and design of these programs have shown a steady change, reflecting the ma-
turity and integration of the issue into a comprehensible framework for action
Many coordinators developed their Initial activi Js a and the regulation require-
ment "creating awareness The first stage of activit , in most states, centered
about helping vocational personnel to identify sexist ba iers that prevent students
from entering vocational programs This state also es Wished a knowledge base
about the resulting pol.'ocal, economic, and social i i lications resulting from
sexism A great amount of time, energy and resources was pended in this stage in
order to alleviate the emotional straw associated with the introduction of a radical
change in vocational education traditional sex-role expectations

The second stage of awareness centered about the development of an updated vo-
cational education image This emerging image highlights the mission of preparing
students for the competitive 1980's job market and also includes the adjunct role of
preparing students to be homemakers The image promotes vocational education as
a viable career preparation choice for more individuals, especially those persons
who may benefit from occupational preparation that is nontraditional for members
of their sex

Behavioral changes of educators was the target of the third awareness stage In
an effort to meet the Congressional intent of the Education Amendments of 1976,
Title II. actions were taken to eliminate the overtly discriminatory aspects of the
vocational programs such as written policies and procedures limiting course enrolle-
ments to one sex Model programs also were initiated to develop effective recruit-
ment and retention strategies for nontradtional programs These models were de-
signed to remediate the years of sex-role conditioning encountered by women and
men in career planning and to aid in the crisis-laden transitions required in chang-
ing to a different occupation And finally, activities of this stage have dealt with the
more subtle biases of both educators and prospective students The cultural subtle-
ties, reinforced by social environment, have helped to maintain the sexist decisions
and expectations of teachers, students, parents and employers

A very few coordinators, strengthened by additional financial and state agency
support, have begun to touch upon the fourth stage of awareness This stage in-
cludes a critical analysis of the business and industrial, societal and economic forces
which control the occupational preparation needs of the pre-1990 work force The
employment market is moving from production of goods to production of services,
and from managing resources to managing information systems Vocational educa-
tion must provide for the pre-1990 work force training for women and men to assure
that-

Skilled workers will he available in industries and job categories where shortages
are predicted,

Worker productivity will increase as the skills of men and women arc- matched
with available jobs, thereby increasing job satisfaction,

Industry in low employment areas is encouraged by ensuring a skilled and diverse
work force,

Welfare deperdency is reduced and tax revenues are increased through lowering
unemployment and under-employment rates,

Economic strain within the family is minim zed, increasing the value, respect and
dignity of all women and men in the family who are in the work force,

Vocational education programs meet emerging occupational demands,
Vocational education curricula are revised to challenge and eliminate obsolete as-

.4umptions and teaching methods.
Declining enrollments are increased by recruiting nontraditional students.
The achievements of vocational education students are publicized
Vocational personnel working toward sex equity have accomplished and continueto
Promote institutional policies that encourage females and males to acquire skills

in nontraditional areas,
Provide outreach programs to recruit and counsel males, females to enter nontra-

ditional areas,
Provide appropriate e,,.grams for target groups such as displaced homemakers,

single heads of househilds. pregnant teenagers and the elderly.

yr
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Provide staff development activities, such as inservice workshops and conferences,
so that administrators, counselors and teachers can meet the needs of students in
nontraditional programs,

Provide necessary retraining for vocational education staff so they can provide
role models in occupations nontraditional to their sex

Provide resource:, such as model programs, non-sexist curricula, non-biased
career counseling techniques, and recruitment procedures targeted for special
groups,

Provide increased commitnication and cooperation among educational agencies.
business, labor unions and community agencies,

Increase the awareness of educators and the community of the opportunities of-
fered by vocational education.

INCREASED ENROLLMENTS IN NONTRADITIONAL PROGRAMS

In the five years since the e of the Vocational Education Amendments of
l976, efforts to expand the roes of and women in vocational education have
brought about many changes, including Increased enrollments in nontraditional pro-
grams The following chart shows a three-year Increase in female and male enroll-
ments in occupational areas that have been traditionally for one gender:

FEMALE AND MALE SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY ENROLLMENTS IN NONTRADITIONAL

PROGRAMS

1,, percent]

1577 i978 197?,

cernale program

Agriculture 14 9 17 3 19 4

Distributive eaucation 49 7 5: 4 54 0

Technical 17 0 11 6 19 8

Trades and industry 14 1 15 4 17 5

Male program

Consumer 3rd homemaking 18 4 19 8 21 5

Occupational home economics 16 1 17 6 13 3

Mice 24 6 24 4 27 0

Health 218 221 161

Soure US Ce,:qrtrneut 0 Educatiou ae Ir ',Whim] and Adult Education and the haPoual Cer.Ter on Educa'n StatIctut

Progress has resulted from VEA funded programs and the active role assumed by
state sex equity coordinators In addition to increased nontraditional enrollments,
achievements include

Better enrollment and staffing data being reported to the U S Department of
Education,

Development and sharing of model sex equity programs,
Changing attitudes among educators regarding male and female roles,
Sex equity efforts developing from an awareness level to an action level,
Sex equity efforts reaching more educators, students, employers and community

groups,
Labor unions offering apprenticeships to women,
Increase in the number of females ,n vocational education administration.
Students and workers in nontraditional areas developing support systems,
Ability and skills. rather than gender, empLisized in vocational education pro-

grams.
More states requiring proof of sex equity competency for teaching and counseling

certification in vocational education,
Development of program areas combining skills from diverse courses, such as Con-

su:ner-liamemaking and Industrial Arts,
Training provided, in some schools, for women in nontraditional occupations

where physical endurance is needed,
More women being trained in math, science, and technical skills,
Increasing coord,nation between vocational education agencies and business and

industry in planning for nontraditional workers;
More life skills and experiences being transferred for credits in vocational educa-

tion programs and for pay in the work force;
More men and women working cooperatively, in and out of the home,

S 0
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Standards for measuring progress in sex equity being established
Continued expansion of sex equity efforts must be an ongoing process. Although

men and women are beginning to enjoy chosen roles and occupations, one-gender
domination of certain areas still exists For example, the following chart shows that
vocational education staffing profiles remain fairly traditional in specific programs:

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF PROFILES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Iln percent!

Program Female staff Male staff

Health 95 5 4 5
Home economics 88 7 113
Business and office 69 8 30 2
Distributive education 25 4 14 6
Agricutture 12 3 87 7
Trade and industrial 5 5 94 5
Technical occupations 4 5 95 5

vbcational Education Equity Study The Amman Institute for Research April 1919 (staffing profiles for 19/8)

The chart indicates that more than 80 percent of one gender dominates the fields
of Agriculture, Technical Occupations, Trade and Industry, Home Economics ar.d
Health At the State level, white males dominate in all areas except Home Econom-
ics and Health At the district level, 90 percent of directors of vocational education
and 59 percent of the counselors are male (Successful activities of each state are
listed in Appendix A

NEED FOR CHANGE

With increased participation of women in the paid work force, the relationships
among the individual worker, the family and the employer must be re-examined.
The large number of women in the paid work force has emphasized the need to be
concerned with equal opportunity for all workers Vocational education provides op-
portunities for increased participation of women and men in fields traditionally ac-
ceptable for only one sex The issues of unemployment and underemployment, dis-
placement of workers, shortage of skilled workers, job dissatisfaction, occupational
segregation, lower wages for women, poor productivity, harassment in the work
place, and treatment of aging workers are addressed by sex equity efforts in voca-
tional education

THE. FAMILY

The average American family is no longer the traditional nuclear family com-
posed of a working father, full-time homemaker mother, and two children Only one
in seven families conforms to this profile In six out of ten families, both husband
and wife work In 1978, one it seven families had a female f.ead of household as its
sole support Almost 50 percent of all married women work, 62 percent of all single
women, and 43 percent of divorced and widowed women work Fifty-three percent of
all mothers with children under 18 years old were in the labor force in 1978

Disadvantaged families have encountered especially intense pressures during this
same period of' family role changes Special efforts by vocational educators in non-
traditional recruitment have resulted in vocational programs being the "bootstrap"
for people an government subsidies who want to become self-supporting Laurie
Sabin, recent graduate of' the electronics program, Morehead Area Vocational-Tech-
nical Institute, Minnesota, explains I have just graduated from Morehead AVTI'
two-year electronic program As you know, this is a nontradiiional program I was
the only female student in my class I am a single on A F DC Before school I was
working at a dead-end job with no marketable skills Wanting to improve my
chances of becoming self supporting, I contacted WIN and they funded me totally
the first year and partially the second year Everyone was supportive to me my
friends, my family The guys in my class seemed to have accepted me even though
we did not sharp many interests I noticed no rejection of me by the staff They were
all quite friendly During the last part of my sc:end year, I noticed large push in
making people aware of students in nontraditional fields I wish that had started
back in the first year I would like to have gotten together with more women in the
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same program I would have liked to have seen a day-care center near the school
that had the hours similar to the school

Changes in the traditional household have changed the needs of workers The
need for better child care facilities, both at work and outside, has Increased as
women go to work Displaced homemakers, single heads of households and teenage
mothers cannot work at all if child care facilities are unavailable to them The final
report of a successful outreach program designed to assist women in finding and
succeeding in nontraditional employment in Akron, Ohio, states Nearly halfway
through the program, we learned a basic lesson child care is essential Without ex-
tended families or money for baby sitters, many of our clients were simply unable to
attend sessions Child care was a key factor, and when it was provided, our program
became phenomenally successful We tried to arrange in-home child care if absolute-
ly necessary, or at the least, a "drop-in" center or regularly scheduled child care
services during times when programs were scheduled We strongly recommend that
no similar program be commenced without child care services

Even older citizens have been able to make successful career changes through the
aid of sex equity initiated programs Agnes Weber, a student in the Austin, Minne-
sota Area Vocational-Technical Institute, stated, "I am a senior citizen and was re-
'ently thrown into the work force I was in a state of confusion and panic Then I
enrolled in 'Expanded Career Choices The course gave me confidence, self-accept-
ance, poise, assertivene&s, and a positive desire to set goals, make decisions, and
then move out to reala them I know there are many older women like myself, who
would benefit from programs like 'Expanded Career Choices' if only to find them-
selves and seek the courage to explore the working world

Homemaking skills, which enable men and women to be self-sufficient, are im-
perative, as households are increasingly composed of single individuals Shared le-
sponsibility for homemaking tasks is being assumed by both spouses, as well as by
children

The work environment must change in response to a changing society Men and
women must learn to accept each other as co-workers and establish a work place
free of harassment and stress Vocational education, through curricula sensitive to
the new roles of men and women, can assist workers in their efforts to achieve these
goals Through positive action, Naational education can help provide the opportuni-
ties for all worker, to be successful productive employees In a supporting letter for
sex equity project in his community, the president of a Mansfield. Ohio manufactur-
ing company wrote "The worst thing which can happen to us is to employ a person
and then find out a year later they are a square peg in a round hole Not only have
WP lost considerable time and expense, but you have a very discouraged individual
The best way to combat unemployment and unproductivitv is to prepare individuals
for a useful and meaningful career But, first they need to know what careers match
their abilitws and aptitudes The (project, will provide this much needed service lot
OW area

THE EMPLONEEE

Of all women over the age of lb years, 1 percent are in the paid labor force The
average woman entering the labor pool ,,t ige 16 can expect to work for ti years
Fitty three percent of rill Black women and ) ) percent of all Hispanic women were
in the labor tort,. to 197S With the influx of large numbers of women in the paid
labor force in the 1970 s, four major equal opportunity issues emerged occupational
segregation wage-. job satisfaction and displacement

cut.atttmal segregation has been recognized as a major concern for women Leg-
i ,lation. in( biding the 1976 Vocatiooal Ekiucation Amilidments, emphasizes the Im-
portance of an .n'egrated work force The 1)-partmnt of Labor, Women's Bureau.
states "The /mist noticeable feature, of the American lahm market are the indus-
trial and oetupntional segregation of mon and women, differences in the level of re-
,ponsihilitsr trio, are g en, ind in their opportunities for advancement fact, this
,egregation is re, ogniiied a, the single most important problem facing women in the
Libor force because it is intirrately tied to women's lower earnings (August.
19Sti poblii. allow

Lovker pas, -vale, are another Pm plo, tnent issue for women On the at Prago,
women earn -i`ic for et et '41 00 t hat ,neon earn hi 1979, one-third of all ti.:,trieti were
nploscid onto ter: occupatanial areas secretary bookkeepur, -ales- clerk.
waitress re,ii,tered nuri olement AM: ,C11001 tea( hPr prii.ate household worker,
tpist and s aide 0, the .'17 mdlipn people fu I .c the oNert) level 111 1977

prcert wire wnmei. and fc male hildren In while women maintained
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about 14 percent of all families, they maintained 49 percent of the families below
the poverty level

In Gunther v County of Washington t 19814 the court decided that salary rate
could not be assigned based on whether the occupation was dominated by men or by
women Vocational education sex equity efforts indicate to future employers and
employees that comparable worth in a skilled field is the basis upon which to assign
a salary rate

Integration of the work force and comparable pay rates for women can be success-
fully accomplished through the cooperative efforts of vocational education, business
and industry For example, labor shortages exist in areas which require skilled tech-
nicians, such as machines, machine operating tool and die making, machine repa.r,
industrial computer programming, industrial system analysis and engineering tech-
nology Vocational education can respond by providing training programs designed
to meet these employment needs By helping industry refocus resources, coordinate
funding, and develop a commitment to equal opportunity for women and men, the
needs of employers and the skills of workers can be matched. Unemployment and
underemployment can then be significantly decreased. Additionally, through re-
evaluation of traditional occupations, vocational education can encourage men and
women to move Into fields of their choice, regardless of past dominance by one
gender This can help reduce tensions in the work place resulting from stereotyping
skills and contribute to the development of a professional staff

Nationally, there has-been a shift from business and industry that produces goods,
to business and industry that produces services Projected changes in employment
from 197k to 1990 indicate that the greatest percentage of change will occur in two
occupational groups service workers (35 2 percent increase) and clerical workers
t2t 4 percent increase) A shortage of a quarter of a million secretaries is expected
by 19/45

This change in the locus of business and Industry has also been affected by in-
creasing energy costs that have decreased employment to conserve energy The shift
to services is also apparent in the growth of large, complex organizations, with in-
creased paperwork needed to manage complex information systems Thus, computer
technology in information management has also been a factor affecting the labor
force

These changes in the work environment mean that nontraditional choices for
women may become more limited than previously Workers, particularly men, may
be displaced from their traditional occupations because of reduced labor needs Com-
petition for available jobs may become more intense The changes require that tradi-
tional work roles be re-evaluated, in order to meet workers' needs for both employ-

- ment and job satisfaction
According to research published in the Harvard Business Review (January-Febru-

ary, 1979) since 1950. clerical and hourly wage workers have been expressing de-
creasing satisfaction with the.r work and work place Even in situations where
these workers are satisfied with the security and salary aspects, they express dissat-
isfaction with esteem-related (actors. le, opportunity for advancement, feeling one
is respected by the company, believing that the company listens and responds, and
sensing that the company treats one fairly Since the workers interviewed for this
research expressed dissatisfaction with these esteem factors, it was concluded that
they had strong disincentives to perform well on the job, since some of the major
rewards for goon performance were missing Office worker dissatisfaction has oc-
curred at the same time as employer demand for office workers has increaser' With
the opportunities presented by vocational education incentives, employers cin en-
courage both men and women to assume office positions and restructure values and
customs At the same time, equal opportunity advancement can be increased

Another major concern of both men and women workers is displacement Changes
in the focus of business and industry often require retraining of people already in
the labor pool This means that the work force must be increasingly flexible, with
employees able to move easily into new occupational areas Speaking to the need foe
a relevant sex equity program to serve Ashland, Ohio, residents, an industrial rela-
tions manager for a manufacturing company stresses the need "Improperly placed
employees detract from motivation and create morale and productivity problems
Most people, I find, after a number of years in the personnel field need help in this
area Without the_program. industry will not achieve the productivity needed to
overcome our economic condition

For industry, displacement means major financial investments to update facilities
and equipment For workers, it means retraining, skill development, and new occu-
pational placement Occupational education can facilitate these changes by provid-
ing equity efforts, retraining programs, linkage with community resources. and
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target funding to meet the needs of workers to enter and move within the labor pool
to new occupational areas as needed Integration of the work force, comparable
salary scales for women, and a reassessment of the values of work will help meet
the demands of iorkers in the 1980's

THE EMPLO1

Since 1978, industrial productivity in the United States has declined American
industry has seen the increase of the power of competitive foreign countries The
result has been a reduction in demand, profit, and work force, as well as increases
in energy costs Vocational education can contribute to boosting productivity in the
following ways.

In cooperation with employers, vocational education programs can give the work
force the flexibility necessary to meet the changing skills market; sex equity efforts
are increasingly needed in order to remove barriers to movement within the labor
pool and to reshape work attitudes, cooperation and values

In cooperation with employers, vocational education programs can retrain older
workers and develop skills in new workers, so that productivity and job satisfaction
can be achieved

Vocational education can provide updated training as new skills are needed in In-
dustry

Vocational education can provide linkage between the family, the community and
work to help men and women realize their full potential

Vocational education sex equity personnel have begun to make the linkages
among the community groups who can help make the differences From Fort Worth,
Texas, A G Hays, Coordinator of Hoisting and Portable Engineers Local Union
#819, reports "Approximately 1,000 women had access to the film, 'Breaking Out,'
as it was shown in the Department of Labor booth of the Fort Worth Building and
Trades Convention Many of them did not know that women were in the apprentice-
ship program The crafts are pleased with the results Since the conference, many of
the female apprentices have been asked to speak to women's groups and school
career days

Employers value and advocate the approach of the sex equity programs In a
letter from a maintenance and fabrication manager of the Ferro Corporation was a
message about one of the nontraditional employees who had been trained in a non-
traditional vocational education program The manager states "Ms. Lonnie May
Course Kency has been with our company nearly a year In that time she has
proven herself to be one of the best employees we have. She is among the very top
few in attendance, persistence, loyalty, and dedication. She will not do anything less
than her very best The quality of her work is better than most men's Ms Kency is
one of the few people left who take pride in her work, always trying to do better the
next time I wish there were more like her Motivation productivity, and satisfac-
tion underline cmployer's needs and the goals of sex-fair outreach programs

SUPPORT SERVICES

Clearly. before potential vocational students can make viable decisions about
career choices, they must have access to information about job demands in a com-
munity, occupational program availability, and salary potentials To meet this need,
prevocational counseling and assessment must be of high quality and readily availa-
ble to both students and displaced workers Supportive services as initiated by the
sex equity mandates are crucial components to helping members of our society
adjust to the current crises of personal and occupational transitions The followi^g
testimonials depict some of the ways that activities have touched upon solutions to
the problems

Lorna E Carpenter. personnel officer of the Waukesha County Division of Abex
Corporation, said The women's development center has played an integral part in
bringing women in the community together with industries such as Waukesha
Foundary In performing this function the center has become a central resource for
teaching woman and displaced homemakers in realizing their needs and achieving
their goals The dedication, concern, and effort of individuals affiliated with the
center continues to promote and advance women into the industrial setting

From Genelle G Grant, president of the Women's Center at New Hampshire Fed-
eral of Youth Services In the spring of 1980, the Women's Center was awarded
funds by the New Hampshire Division of Vocational- Technical Education. to orga-
nize tradeswomen workshops in six high schools throughout the state These work-
shops were designed to allow high school students the opportunity to meet with
women in the trades of graphic arts, carpentry, electrical work, small business and
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media operations Each of the 350 participants tried his or her hands at using some
of the tools of the different trades Tradeswoman was a tremendous success but only
a beginning. Thousands of young women and men in New Hampshire's high schools
still need exposure and encouragement. They need to hear that it is okay to enter
career areas that have heretofore been stereotyped as male or female. The equal
access program has provided the means to make inroads in the inequities by sex of
vocational education. However, the obstacles are persistent and deeply engraved in
this conservative state. To continue the efforts which will provide for the larger pool
of trained and talented workers, more funds and resources are needed.

John H Mueller, employment manager of Envirex Company in Waukesha, Wis-
consi said: I would like to take this opportunity to reaffirm our support of the
wome s development center of Waukesha County Technical Institute. We have uti-
lized the center as a source of qualified applicants to meet our employment needs as
well as our commitments to equal opportunity and affirmative action. We have
worked closely with the women's development center providing information on the
types of work available, plant tours, career information and Individual counseling
with our clients. I believe that the women's development center is a proven, valua-
ble community resource The work with women and homemakers re-entering the
work force is of particular note. The center's efforts are helping to direct and devel-
op the skills of this important work force element in the Waukesha area.

Ada P. Rippberger, cabinetmaker and graduate student in industrial educationsaid: As a young girl 1 always helped my father do odd jobs around the house.
Therefore, I developed the assumption it was okay for me to do anything I had a
friend who let me work in his workshop as well as learning some of the finer skills
of cabinetmaking. My first attempts for obtaining a cabinetmaker job were most de-
pressing Employers varied from very rude about my presumption of being a cabi-
netmaker to laughing in my face I finally managed to get a job at a local factory-
type cabinet shop. I was excited until I found that I would not be allowed to usesome of my skills.

Attitudes of male workers in the trades are barely starting to improve. Organiza-
tions like the women's trade center and state vocational equity must be funded tohelp speed up the change so that women are allowed fully to do the trade they have
selected. Much education is needed, both in the public school system and in indus-
try The barriers to young girls taking industrial arts classes as well as problems forother women getting into apprentice programs need to be removed. A woman
should not have to continually prove herself by outworking others in order to keepher job. Until a more equal base is established, women are going to need support
systems and extra help to get into and stay in trades nontraditional to women

Jscquie Kurland from Albuquerque, New Mexico, a woman in her third year of a
four-year national apprenticeship program with the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, states: I would like to affirm the necessity, moreover the urgen-
cy of the women's trade center By establishing an informational clearinghouse be-tween employers and prospective employers as well as catering to the needs of
women already in the trades through the formation of support groups, the center is
providing an invaluable service to women in the community at large. Maintaining
support groups is essential to our survival in the trades. As difficult as It is getting
contractors to abide by the Federal guidelines of hiring women, it is equally difficult
to convince women that completing apprenticeship programs is worth all the strug-gle I, myself, had considered dropping out of the program until I discovered,
through the women's trade center, support and encou.agement of other women who
are undergoing similar harassment on the job

EVIDENCE OF A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT

Havelock and Havelock 119731 have pointed out that any major educational
change probably requires long-term planning, ten years lead time or more. Case
studies indicate that comprehensive structural changes in the system from the
northern European country, Sweden. required 23 years for full implementation. The
Have locks indicate that, for curriculum changes, a 10-year cycle may be possible A
national sampling of individuals who have begun to work in the area of vocational
education sex equity shows that we have only touched the tip of the iceberg.

Susan C White, senior counselor from Tiverton High School in Rhode Island,stated' Over the last two-and-a-half years. I have bt..en impressed with my connec-
tion with the sex equity division of the Bureau of Vocational-Technical Education I
have watched "sex equity" become a household word as It were throughout the vo-
cational education departments in Rhode Island's school system I know that thishas been due largely to the funding provided for sex equity, for it is with monetary



support that ideals in equality are taken seriously The promotion of sex equliv, es-
pecially in education and job opportunities, cannot be left to chance or voiuntee, ism
to evolve The moneys you have received, I feel, have been used wisely, for your
name and your mission are known throughout the State At present, you have the
beginnings of a grass-roots campaign developing in the schools

Sylvia D Feldman, affirmative action officer at the University of Rhode Island,
stated The work is not near completion A great deal more remains to be done To
rite a few examples parents and community Involvement in vocational education
needs to be expanded, reviews of curriculum need to be conducted so that eventually
a new curriculum eliminating sex bias will be developed, educators need further
training to ensure that the concept of sex equity is fully understood and fully imple-
mented, educators need technical assistance to assure that programs meet Federal
requirements concerning sex equity

From the East Central Multi-District in Brookings, South Dakota, one official
stated This school has done a complete turn-about The staff was not open to sex
equity ideas or suggestions, especially in the traditional male program. The East
Central Multi-District volunteered to be a pilot school to infuse sex equity Into their
total program The director today Is the strongest advocate for sex equity

Director Bob Andera said At first I was very apprehensive about the equity issue
Today I realize it's people going to school, learning vocational skills together Our
students are no longer thinking boy and girl classes

Connie Hinkle L.einfelder, admissions counselor at 916 Area Vocational-Technical
Institute in White Bear Lake, Minnesota, said after praising the support received
from the sex equity office in the vocational education department However, 916
AVTI staff have just begun to acknowledge sex equity and refused to see where
problems exist There is much to do if women and men are ever going to go beyond
the current biases and prejudices We need the support of your office and your valu-
able information to continue growing and changing the inequities that exist in this
school

COST EFFECT] V EN ESS

The activities and accomplishments of the full-time personnel have been extensive
in efforts to comply with the regulation mandates The ticket price for this impact
has been phenomenally small Assuming that $50,000 was used for the 50 States and
Washington. DC, the yearly amount of $2,550,000 was expended for the national
program Compared with the total vocational education program costs, the dollar in-
vestment in sex equity programs has extemely high return value

/979 Erpenditurcs

Prognon,
Percent of fund,
1nr ,ex equit5

aside
percent,

1,'04.ational education
Federal. total $5-4),/oiii 000 0 5
Federal State. local total $.1.,171 27000 0:39

Public [duration expfoldit ures !including kocational education) total
$121.100 igi0.000 002

In an N I E study of vocational education efforts in sex equity +Benson, 19811,
1.200 LEA's in 111 Suites were surveyed Of the secondary education agencies con-
tacted, only 22 aercent spent funds to promote f;ex equity Of those spending funds,
over h6 percen. indicated that they had spent less than $1,000 Of the 44 percent
postsecondary institutions that spent funds to promote sex equity, about 66 percent
spent less than $S,000 Comparing the sex equity accomplishments outlined earlier
with the small amount of funds spent to meet those goals, one certainly can con-
clude that an investment in sex equity is an Investment in good business

One of the major purposes of Title II of the Education Amendments of 1976 was
To develop and carry out such programs of vocational education within each State
so as to overcome sex discrimination and sex stereotyping in vocational education
programs and thereby furnish equal educational opportunities in vocational
education to persons of both sexes

The Title II provisions were not simply anti-discrimination regulations nor were
they simply requirements to provide equal access The Title II provisions authorised

( 4
ti 4
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States to spend Federal funds for the remedial actions necessary to insure equal
access The Title II provisions attempted to integrate efforts to promote sex equity
into every aspect of the vocational education system

In September 1980, the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and
the National Advisory Council on Women's Education Programs published a report
entitled, "Increasing Sex Equity- A Study of the Impact of the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1976 on Sex Equity in Vocational Education " In reviewing the ef-
forts of the States, the study reports that the greatest gains appear to have been
made in States- Where monitoring systems to achieve goals and timetables were es-
tablished; where monitoring systems were established; where funds have been com-
mitted to establish sex equity; and, where efforts have been made to utilize the
entire State staff to address sex equity issues

It appears that it is not only the commitment of major funding, but rather the
establishment of an entire system that requires, as well as encourages, such activity
if sex equity is to be achieved.

Recommendations for further legislation have four underlying themes
The Vocational Education Amendments should continue to promote sex equity in

planning, programming, ante funding actions beyond "equal access."
Funding and program requirements for sex equity should be integrated into the

entire vocational education system for greatest effectiveness.
Sex equity efforts continue to need representatives in each state: sex equity coor-

dinators, members of state and local advisory councils, and members of state plan-
ning committees

Vocational education funds need to be targeted to meet the needs of special
groups such as displaced homemakers, pregnant teener;ers, single heads of house-
holds and the elderly

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION

Given the social, political, and economic climates in which many of the state
boards of vocational education function, it is imperative that the Federal role in
education continue to be that of assuring equal access to all individuals, especially
those which have not always been afforded the opportunity in the past due to tradi-
tional conditioning.

Legislation must include the retention of the full-time personnel (sex equity coor-
dinator), the nine functions and the allocation of a minimum of $50,000 While most
state boards of education acknowledge the need for these elements, they cannot con-
tinue this emphasis unless It is a legislated condition of the vocational education
authorization

State and local planning processes must indicate how their use of federal voca-
tional dollars is directed at meeting the federal objectives, including those of sex
equity In meeting the mission of vocational education of preparing the most produc-
tive, highly motivated and skilled work force, it is vital that all components of the
supply system understand the benefits of the right person for the right job, regard-
less of sex, race, handicap, age, or chsadvantagement

There must be legislative directives which require the use of federal dollars to im-
prove the quality of existing programs and to develop programs in some of the new
high-technology occupations. While females continue to enter traditional female oc-
cupational preparation i.rograms at large rates, curriculum within these programs
continue to become dated and obsolete Federal initiatives in these traditional pro-
grams and in those occupations that have not yet been sex-role stereotyped are nec-
essary for adequate preparation that will lead to higher paying positions.

Federal leadership is needed for establishment of a youth emphasis which will de-
velop the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary for successful participacien
within the private employment sector Nontraditional employment of women, mi-
norities and disadvantaged requires unique support services that make the transi-
tion cost-effective for individuals, employers, and the general taxpayers.

Federal initiative is needed for vocational education to continue to provide the
transitional base required by adults for adjusting to the job availability of the pri-
vate sector and in the economic development link of reindustrialization, Sex equity
in vocational education will make the greatest progress with women reentering the
labor force as opposed to young women just beginning

Federal support is needed in vocational research and development to help create a
means through which vocational programs might be reformed to address the equali-
ty of opportunity goals of this nation

1.I
I,. ...
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APPENDIX STATE SUMMARIES

Sex Equity Coordinators are providing technical assistance, resource materials
and Incentives to motivate change Special projects and products are serving as
model programs to ensure that there will be equal access for both sexes to all voca-
tional programs and activities Each state has a different annual program of work
However, the state reports indicate similar sex equity activities, a familiar pattern
of changes in nontraditional program enrollment statistics, and indication of low'
nontraditional program enrollment in the same programs in each state

Activities of Sex Equity Coordinators have continued to change since 1977 The
past two years show more "action" and less "creating awareness" of sex equity in
vocational education Coordinators are providing more technical assistance, data is
being carefully analyzed, programs that encourage nontraditional training and
those providing special services for displaced homemakers continue to promote
equal opportunities for students

The following pages summarize the unique ways in which each of the states is
promoting sex equity in socational education Included are brief summaries by
state, state profiles of incentives, activity highlights, and enrollment data

This section of the position paper sketches a picture of ways in which the 1976
Vocational Education Amendments provided the vehicle for action to eliminate sex
bias, sex discrimination and sex stereotyping in vocational education programs and
activities

BRIEF SI'MMARY BY STATE

Alabama provided funding for all eligible recipients of federal vocational educa-
tion dollars who submitted a proposal for an exploratory sex equity program Forty
percent of the recipients were identified as model programs that encouraged nontra-
ditional enrollments

A statewide "talent bank" of local personnel has been set up in Alaska to assist
school districts in sex equity training The widespread geographic range and inclem-
ent winter weather demand a telephone and television communications network as
well as locally-trained vocational educators to provide technical assistance on sex
equity

Arizona is media-product oriented and has produced films, slide-shows, manuals,
newsletters, and simulation games to be used by vocational educators, community
groups, and to share with other states The sex equity program is dependent on suc-
cessful community networking

There is recognition in Arkansas that teachers and administrators are meeting
the sex equity guidelines ut P L 91-182, but the real challenge hes in changing the
attitudes of administrators, teachers parents, students and the business community
Priorities are directed at attitudinal change

The "World of Apprenticeship" is California's film series contribution to sex
tquitv with presentations on operating engineers, the culinary trades, carpenters,
and the automotive trades California serves as a model state for developing cooper-
ative programs with labor agencies and vocational education to recruit females into
nontraditional txcupations They also have 61)4) trainers ready to conduct school-site
workshops

Business, community based organizations and educational Institutions are part of
a Colorado sex equity communications network Materials, purposes, needs and
other information are collected, analv.ied and disseminated Critical issues for sex
equity planning began with gathering opinions of vocational education personnel
and with a priority-establishing task force

Connecticut holds Women's Technology Exploration Day" for the general public,
high chnol seniors, undergraduates with undeclared majors, and displaced home-
r-pikers They work on math anxiety, listen to women working in technology, and
have hands-on tours in graphics, construction, manufacturing, power systems, voca-
tional technical education and industrial arts education There is someone responsi-
hle for sex equity in esery institution with vocational approval

There is a 2.1 member state-wide sex equity task force in Delaware that has been
operating over 3 years They have helped develop workshops serving more than
:),000 persons College credit was offered to some Many Junior high schools are
adopting mandated rotations of mai*. And female students in homemaking and n-
dustrial arts programs

('ooperatise vocational education is providing work experience in nontraditional
o(cupation for females in the District of Columbia The program is done in coopera-
tion with the (' & 'I' Telephone Company, thane Foods ('orporation, Washington
Na % al Yard, and the 1)C Department of Transportation A Project with the Depart-

(,p
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ment of Housing and Community Development and the District of Columbia Foun-
dation for Vocational Training helped four female carpentry trainees restore a
home damaged by fire

All model program projects funded in Florida through vocational education are
required to coordinate with other agencies working toward increasing the numbers
of women in nontraditional occupations A Santa Fe Community College project was
recognized by CETA as one of 25 outstanding nontraditional programs in the nation

Each vocational area in Georgia provides an outlined summary of progress for sex
equity activities. For instance, the home economics program goal was to encourage
male members in FHA All requests for proposals for curriculum development in-
clude instructions on addressing sex bias and sex sterotyping Materials leaving the
curriculum center are labeled "non-biased."

Staff incentives for Hawaii's model programs and exemplary projects have been in
the form of college credits, stipends, release time, and special publicity for the pro-
ject During a five-year period, every high school in the state will have administra-
tors, instructors and counselors participating in an equal goals in occupations work-
shop.

Idaho provided mini-grants of less than $1,000 each to LEA's for projects and pro-
grams to overcome sex discrimination, and for those that address the needs of
women A self-evaluation checklist is used to ensure that sex equity concepts are
included in the development and implementation of all program standards.

There is a special program in Illinois to identify and develop techniques for stu-
dent recruitment that is fair in terms of sex, age, race and ethnic background A
cement mason's/laborer's apprenctice training program is currently training 20
women for jobs as cement mason apprentices or construction laborers in Illinois.

A sex equity component is included in every Indiana workshop and inservice
training activity sponsored by the state board Agencies developing model programs
that reduce sex bias and sex stereotyping and those that encourage nontraditional
enrollments will be recognized at the annual vocational conference

All area schools in Iowa insure in writing that they have made an effort to pro-
vide catalogs, borchures and guidance activities that are free of sex-role sterotyping
and bias. Ceitificates of recognition are awarded vocational student organizations
for developing and disseminating materials to increase the participation of both
males and females in nontraditional occupations

Kansas has a directory of nontraditional workers and a strategies handbook for
use with the directory. There was a special project on employment barriers related
to sex fairness The 1981 annual program plan includes establishing pilot multi-pur-
pose centers for displaced homemakers and other special groups

Three major barriers to nontraditional vocational enrollments in Kentucky were
identified in a study done in 1979 There is indication that performance skills are
being compared between male and female students. Students believe that nontradi-
tional enrollees are uncomfortable in class Parents of nontraditional students felt
that certain vocational courses were more appropriate for one sex than the other.

Sex equity materials from Louisiana were displayed and shared at the vocational
association conference, the association of educators conferences, and the state fair.
Officers of vocational student organizations were part of the sex equity advisory
council

Maine provides sex equity mini-grants to correct identified problems A "resource
bank" lists individuals and organizations that are available to assist in promoting
sex equity concepts in local agencies Studies are supported that help improve non-
traditional enrollments Vocational agencies must submit a plan for nontraditional
recruitment by January 1981

Maryland has almost 40 percent enrollment of women in postsecondary trade and
industrial programs The "New Directions for Women" center for displaced home-
makers in Baltimore has provided serv'ces to over 4,000 women since 1976 The
center trains displaced homemakers to present sex equity workshops for high school
students as part of their comprehensive program

An annual admissions update plan is required in selected secondary vocational
schools in Massachusetts Admissions procedures, practices and policies are de-
scribed on the basis of applications, acceptances, and enrollments by sex, special
needs, lim,ted English speaking, and ethnic origin Nontraditional vocational stu-
dents produced four booklets to help others start nontraditional support groups.

A Michigan study of the earnings gap b,...tween male and female graduates for
1977 and 1978 shows that men continue to earn higher salaries than women though
there are signs toward salary equalization in the health occupations Program im-
provement grants for sex equity materials went to 480 secondary agencies and 29
community colleges
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Local education agencies in Minnesota prepare "Five Year Sex Equity Plans of
Action" which are approved by the local school board Technical assistance and a
handbook on developing action plans come from the sex equity coordinator Each
area vocational-technical institute has a sex equity committee

A state sex equity poster contest was held in Mississippi in 1980 The three win-
ners received cash prizes at a special awards ceremony The first place poster was
printed and disseminated to all state educational instituions Many local districts
held their own contests

There were $100,000 worth of free public service announcements on vocational
education sex equity on Missouri television and radio stations Project priorities en-
couraged nontraditional enrollments, and included handbooks for recruiting females
Into trade and industrial programs and males into health occupations Twenty
LEA's will receive special funds for increasing nontraditional enrollments by 10%

Nontraditional and equal access to vocational programs was the subject of
Montana's Superintendent of Public Instruction's radio announcements. Three-day
workshops were held for vocational instructors in five locations Travel reimburse-
ment, lodging and per diem were offered as incentives

An evaluation instrument in Nebraska contains quality indicators designed to
identify potential obstacles to equal access. A research project on males and females
in nontraditional occupations is looking at successes, problems, positions, and sala-
ries of nontradition workers Two projects have been funded to enhance minority
women's success in vocational training and employment

1n-service training on sex equity was provided to all Nevada vocational confer-
ence There was a brochure and bulletin board project to encourage males to enroll
in home economics programs Another project encouraged 30 to 50 year olds to
return to school and train in nontraditional programs

Teacher certification requirements in New Hamphsire include competency in both
sex and race equity Dollars were made available to help train two female industrial
arts teachers Proposal writers have received guidelines on how to prepare a sex-fair
proposal

New Jersey was the first state to develop a director of people in nontraditional
jobs Presentations on nontraditional careers and related in service activities for
teachers traveled in a mobile van to various school sites A special project was
funded to improve the career aspirations of female Hispanic youth

A statewide senior essay contest was held in New Mexico on "How Sex Stereotyp
ing Can Affect My Career Choice Prizes were a $50 savings bond, and a commemo-
rative plaque A young mother's center provides support services for sctool-aged
parents who need to continue high school and to enter the work world

Special recognition has been given to New York sex equity documentaries in fil'ii
festivals Public service announcements have been aired :400.000 times P. lob net-
work information service announces administrative job openings and maim.. nt a
pool of over 500 job applicants, resulting in fi 100r4 increase in the number ,f
female educational administrators

The sex equity incentive system in North Carolina pros ides certificates of achieve-
ment and press coverage to LEA's showing nontraditional enrollment changes, staff
development programs, and local action plans CETA funds managed through the
Council on the Status of Women, helped train women in bricklaying, carpentry.
heavy equipment operation and electrical wiring

There are regional SPX equity activities in North Dakota that include equity work-
shops for vocational educators Each educator from the eight regions is required to
do an activity in his her own school Mini-grants are offered to LEA's

Males and females are changing their thinking in Ohio as females have signifi-
cantly increased enrollments in .)$ nontraditional programs and males have in-
creased enrollments 19 32 nontraditional programs over a three-year period A pub-
lication on improving sex equity in career education and vocational classrooms has
scived as a self -help document for vocational personnel

There are three rural displaced homemaker programs in Oklahoma that are a co
operative effort between the State Departments of Vocational-Technical Education,
Economic and Community Affairs, and the regional office of the Department of
Labor "Vox -Tech Encounters of the Nontraditional Kind- was the clever title of
area workshops

A phone -in education project in Oregon helps displaced homemakers, single pat-
ents, part-time workers, ind handicapped persons improve their job skills. panful.
tarty business math and baste skulk Another project seeks jobs with priyate indus-
try Int women who, are n«,notrically disadyieitaged, unemployed and underm-
ployed

;
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Pennsylvania's program to coordinate sex equity efforts between vocational educa-
tion and CET.: prime sponsors is unique The state board policy on sex equity en-
courages the Involvement of parents and the community as well as sex-fair instruc-
tion and counseling

Sex equity materials are presented in Spanish in Puerto Rico where a top priority
is the recruitment, retention, and placement of women in nontraditional vocational
programs In agricultural production there has been a change from 65 females in
1977 to 152 females in 1979 and in child development and guidance from 36 males in
1977 to 101 in 1979

There have been thre' atewide sex equity conferences in Rhode Island for edu-
cators, legislators, comm ty-based agency personnel, and parents A separate non-
traditional options works!. 'p was held for parents of ninth grade students Over 350
women attended a job information fair sponsored jointly by the Associated General
Contractors and the Bureau of Vocational-Technical Education

Prospective employers of nontraditional workers in South Carolina were consulted
for suggestions on how to effectively place women in the work force An exploratory
program for females in welding includes on-site visitations of welding industries for
counselors, principals, district office staff, and welding teachers.

South Dakota held a youth organization cartoon contest entitled, "Sex Equity in
Today's Life The State Board staff works with the Board of Charities and Correc-
tions to provide apprenticeship or cooperative education work placement release op-
portunities, emphasizing nontraditional opportunities for Inmates of the women's
correction facilities

More than 500 Tennessee vocational programs were reviewed in 1980 for progress
in sex equity Representation of women on vocational advisory committees was a
priority Curriculum materials were updated to be sex-fair in most programs

Three years ago, there were no female welding students in Texas. A special pro-
ject encouraged 85 women to enroll Twenty-five thousand sex-fair vocational pro-
gram brochures were printed and mailed to local independent school districts A
current thrust to Increase equal access and equal opportunity concepts to voca-
tional guidance personnel

A four-year Utah program encourages vocational opportunities through equity in
21 education agencies Workshops for students and parents, sex-fair instructional ac-
tivities, employer tours, media production, and development of an equity indicator
instrument are all part of the expanded career selection project,

Nontraditional careers are promoted in Vermont and a thrust has been made to
encourage the recruitment of nontraditional vocational teacher training Melia cov-
erage of exceptional programs, commendation letters to school districts an ,1 award
certificates to teachers are annual incentives

The Virginia vocational sex equity office provided funds for a workshop to pre-
pare home economics teachers to work with displaced homemakers Aviation ca-
reers were explored in a 12-week orientation and ground school program Partici-
pants completed the federal aviation administration examination Four college
scholarships were given to students preparing to teach in a nontraditional program

Each community college in Washington has programs and services for displaced
homemakers and support services for women partially supported through federal
vocational funds A K -12 equity network meets bimonthly to discuss and share ma-
terials and information The sex equity resource library disseminates over 3,000 re-
quests annually

There are more than 10% females in all but ten of West Virginia's trade and in-
dustrial programs Each LEA is required to submit an annual plan for recruiting
males and females Into nontraditional programs Specific emphasis is on the place-
ment and follow-up of nontraditional program completeis

The sex equity awareness for parents compaign in Wisconsin consisted of nontra-
ditional career brochures, radio announcements, posters and role models for parents
to encourage their children to consider nontraditional programs A vocational equity
iraviltive system provides up to 15 points each fiscal year toward federal reimburse-
ment dollars to LEA's More than half of the eligible recipients participated

A study of the barriers to employment and vocational educat-on services in Wyo-
ming a, perceived by rural women was conducted in six counties Emphasis on in-
service training for state and university staff on sex equity materials and tech-
niques is a priority for 1980-1982 Special projects encouraged women to enter agri-
culture and construction technology programs
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STATE PROFILES

Alabama
Grants were provided for model programs to reduce sex bias and sex-role stereo-

typing. Among them was a handbook "Equity for Local Superintendents and Local
Directors of Vocational Education, Title DC Coordinators and Section 504 Coordina-
tors." Special programs supporting women in nontraditional roles attracted over 500
participants. Displaced homemakers were a priority in the postsecondary schools.
Cooperation between women's groups and CETA helped with services in job explora-
tion, job seeking, and job interviewing.

The sex equity coordinator participated in on-site reviews and monitored the sex
equity plans in 127 annual applications. Special efforts were made to ensure equal
facilities and equipment for both sexes.

Enrollments from 1977 to 1980 show an increase of females in 7 Agriculture pro-
grams and 11 Trade and Industrial programs. Male enrollments in nontraditional
programs increased in Health Occupations and Home Economics Distributive Edu-
cation is tending to equalize male/female enrollments throughout the programs. En-
rollment data were distributed to local area personnel along with recommendations
for providing nontraditional training opportunities
Alaska

Sex equity self-evaluations were completed by all local school districts and techni-
cal assistance was provided to help efforts in reducing sex sterotyping in vocational
Programs A statewide talent bank of administrators, counselors, and vocational
educators were trained to assist local districts in promoting sex equity.

Follow-up surveys from local counselors and administrators identified problem
areas that needed attention. This included the lack of women vocational education
instructors in nontraditional areas and recognition of a retention problem of males
and females enrolled in nontraditional courses.

Enrollment data shows few students in nontraditional training and special efforts
are being made to Improve enrollment patterns. Data is distributed to the State
School Board, the State Advisory Board for Career and Vocational Education, the
State Commission on the Status of Women and the central public
Arizona

A citizen's task force on sex equity was formed at one community college and in-
cluded representatives from business and industry, education, and government.
Television public awareness programs and numerous audio visual products helped
citizens accept men and women in nontraditional jobs.

All the high schools in one county benefited from a project called "New Fron-
tiers," developed for teachers, parents and students. One phase of the project was a
summer institute for selected junior high school students to introduce them to a va-
riety of vocational curricula.

Six displaced homemaker programs were funded to provide educational programs
to prepare displaced homemakers for seeking employment. A statewide technical as-
sistance project provides assistance to educators working with displaced homemak-
ers. Activities included a statewide conference on displaced homemakers, four
widely-distributed newsletters, and regional workshops.
Arkansas

Career fairs are sponsored in schools to e students the opportunity to explore
nontraditional careers with nontraditional workers Students are recruited in junior
high to go into nontraditional programs in high school Exploratory courses are rec-
ommended and field trips are taken to observe nontraditional employees on-the-job

Special committees review sex equity guidelines and monitor for sex equity com-
pliance. Local advisory boards are utilized in recommending further action. Stu-
dents are encouraged to enter nontraditional competitive events in student organi-
zations. Junior executive training programs that show equal number of males and
females have been developed. Family living classes encourage males to learn house-
hold responsibilities.

Female enrollments have increased greatly in agriculture production, carpentry,
drafting, electronics, graphic arts, and distributive education. Male enrollments
have a large increase in home economics, commercial art, quantity foods, typing,nurse aide, and textile production and fabrication.
California

Community cc''eges have funds to develop plans to recruit, retain and place non-
traditional vocational students. Secondary districts have special projects to modify
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one or more programs to achieve sex equity :entives are provided for model pro-
grams to increase nontraditional enrollmet All community colleges were required
to use 50% of their subpart 3 allocation for sex equity in 1980-81.

"The World of Apprenticeship" is a series of four slide/tape programs that show
nontraditional roles in construction, operating engineering, culinary art, and the
auto mechanics. Labor unions are playing a major role in developing this series. The
materials have been made available for use throughout the country "Jack and Jill
of All Trades" is a project that developed recruitment posters and brochures for
each vocational program area.

Linkages between the Department of Labor agencies and the Department of Edu-
cation agencies have resulted from the Sex Equity Coordinator's efforts The Coordi-
nator is a member of the Women in Apprenticeship Committee sponsored by the
Division of Apprenticeship Standards A coalition has formed between labor and
education to recruit females into nontraditional occupations

Enrollments show a trend toward 25% to 75% of one sex or another in most pro-
grams. There are significant increases in male enrollments in Health Occupations
and Office Occupations.

Colorado
A "Sex Equity Communications Network" links Colorado businesses, community-

based organizations and educational institutions throughout the state. These groups
send sex equity needs and purposes to the network office where they are analyzed
and compiled and disseminated upon request

A statewide 'opinionnaire' was distributed to vocational personnel requesting
Identification of critical areas for study in sex equity. A slide/tape presentation enti-
tled, "Exploring Nontraditional Careers in Vocational Occupations" was developed
for persons up to age 21 who need help in deciding on career goals. It includes infor-
mation on the state's role in vocational education, discussions with students and em-
ployees in nontraditional careers, salary Information, how to apply for courses and
receive financial aid where necessary.

Enrollments at the secondary level which show an increase in nontraditional par-
ticipation include cooperative merchandising, food management, business data proc-
essing, ornamental horticulture, criminal justice, commercial art, banking and fi-
nance. Postsecondary education enrollments showing a 40-60% nontraditional en-
rollment include: greenhouse operation, nursery operation, real estate, food services,
computer programming, petroleum technology, urban planning, environmental pro-
tection, and electronics.
Connecticut

During 1980-81 a special emphasis was placed on increasing the participation of
adult women in technical and trade training and Increasing inservice training in
sex equity for administrators, counselors and instructors in vocational programs.

A mini-grant program aimed at increasing emphasis in specific sex equity pro-
grams substantially increased the displaced homemaker program from $20,000 to
$128,000. Where extra support has been added to nontraditional programs, enroll-
ment of women has moved from 18% to 35% in one year '1979-80)

Eleven mini-grants were funded and included "A Model for Providing Parental
Awareness of Sex-Role Stereotyping:" "Women's Technology Exploration Day."
"Equalizing Opportunity in Vocational Education at the Junior High/Middle
Schools," "Eliminating Vocational Sex-Role Stereotypes by Children Through Cre-
ative Activity in Playwriting and Musical Composition," and "Programs for Dis-
placed Homemakers and Women Seeking Technical Careers

Enrollments at the secondary level have shown an Increase in females in carpen-
try, industrial drafting, electrical, electronics, plumbing, sheet metal and welding.
At the postsecondary level, increased male enrollments are evidenced in homemak-
ing and stenography, secretarial and related, health service occupations and person -
net training
Delaware

Special projects have been funded to include sex equity in occupational materials,
introduction-to nontraditional careers for women, chr. ging work roles for men and
women, nontraditional business careers, and Vocational Education Work Experience
and Survival Workshop for Displaced Homemakers

quarterly reports on sex equity activities are submitted to the State Board of Edu-
cation, the Governor's Commission on the Status of Women, the Advisory Council
on Career and Vocational Education, the Task Force on Sex Equity and to other
intereted persons. Activities include a workshop entitled "Women Get In Gear"
which focused on nontraditional jobs in trades and technologies The sex equity co-

M9-331 0--A2 - 7 9J
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orcnator approved over 1,000 projects which addressed sex equity as a major objec-tive or activity.
Some junior high schools have adopted rotations of students through homemakingand industrial arts education programs; and two voc-tech institutes have offered

summer programs for seventh and eighth grade students to explore nontraditionalcareer options
From 1977 to 1979 there has been an increase of females in agri-production, agri-

products, horticulture and forestry There has been an increase of males in health
occupations and dental assisting, care and guidance of children, clothing manage-ment and food production and services. Technology programs have seen a large in-crease of women in architectural, civil, mechanical, fire and fire safety, and waterand waste water technology There has been an increase in male enrollments in
filing, office machines and clerical occi.ltions
Distnct of Columbia

A cooperative education on-the-job training project for females was supported bythe Telephone Company. Giant Food, Washington Navy Yard and the Department
of Transportation. Four female carpentry trainees worked on a project to restore ahome completely gutted by fire A cadre of student leaders was trained to present
sex equity mini-workshops to students in thirty junior high schools. A 60-minutefilm called "Profile of Women in Nontraditional Trade Areas in the District of Co-lumbia Metropolitan Area" was produced.

Cooperating organizations Included Wider Opportunities for Women, DC Commis-sion for Women, Minority Women in Government, Local Advisory Councils for Vo-cational Education, Roving Leaders (a DC recreation group), Far-East Community
Services, Community Improvement Services and the United Planning Organization.

Enrollments over a three-year period indicate an increase of females working innontraditional roles of hotel/lodging, drafting and electronic occupations. There wasan increase in the number of males in clothing/textiles, consumer education, homemanagement, accounting and computing occupations, filing, office machines, clericaland stenographer- secretarial related occupations.
Florida

Funds are made available in all program areas to assure equal access and equalopportunity in vocational training. Exemplary sex equity programs are honoredmonthly in the Florida Journal of Vocational Education. A State Advisory Councilfor Sex Equity makes recommendations to the State Director of Vocational Educa-tion
All sex equity projects that are funded as model programs are required to linkwith other agencies that have a priority of increasing the representation of womenin nontraditional occupations Cooperating agencies include CETA, higher educationand Title I programs One of these projects was recognized by CETA as one of 25outstanding vocational education programs in the country.
More than 22,000 equity posters were distributed in the state. A series of eightvideotapes on how to organize a support system 1, rogram for nontraditional studentswas developed for administrators as well as a slide -tape course on sex stereotyping

for vocational guidance personnel.
All vocational programs have at least 15 percent males or females. Male enroll-ments have shown the greatest increase in home economics, business occupations

and health occupations over the past four years The greatest female enrollment in-creases have been in distributive education programs
Georgia

Twenty vocational educators were trained from postsecondary educational voca-tional schools, CESA districts and selected school systems to conduct sex equityworkshops in local education agencies. "Project Explore," funded by the Georgia
Employment and Training Council is aimed at increasing the enrollment of CETAeligible males and females in nontraditional programs. Brochures to advertise T & Iprograms were developed. The Marketing and Distribution staff encourages teachersto place male and female students with employers who are using the targeted tax
credit program. The "Report on the Status of Males and Females in Vocational Edu-
cation in Georgia," developed in 1980, includes a summary of the percentage ofmales and females in the vocational teaching staff, local and state administration,as well as student enrollment, completions and placements in vocational programsand CETA programs

Enrollments show an increase of females at the secondary level in 14 trade and
industrial courses. Male enrollment at the sacondary level has increased in health
occupations, homemaking, industrial arts and business education In postsecondary
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schools increasing female enrollments are shown in forestry, civil technician, elec-
trical technician, electronics technician electro-mechanical technician, and mechani-
cal technician. Male enrollment at the postsecondary level has increased in practi-
cal mursing and nursing aide.
Hawaii

Several model programs and exemplary projects were developed at the secondary
and postsecondary levels Project participants received college credits, stipends, pub-
licity, travel funds, and release time as incentives.

One community college developed a profile of sex inequities in the vocational pro-
gram of their own campus and students participated in the project by collecting and
analyzing data. Brochures were prepared to encourage female participation in male-
dominated training programs and male participation in female-dominated programs.
A video-tape of students and instructors discussing their successes in dealing with
sex-role stereotyping has been produced. Large photographic display cubes were con-
structed and are on display in a community college career center.

A high school participated in a project identifying barriers to achieving sex equity
and suggesting strategies to overcome these barriers A statewide plan calls for the
participation of all high schools in the state in an EGO (Equal Goals in Occupations)
project within three years.

Special projects include the design of eight posters depicting men and women in
nontraditional careers; workshops on each community college campus and a
statewide workshop for secondary schools personnel to discuss strategories to
achieve sex equity a monthly newsletter informing schools about model projects, re-
search reports and strategies to increase sex equity; and a directory of people in
nontraditional careers.

The number of females enrolled in traditionally male-dominated programs, at the
secondary level, has more than doubled between 1976-77 and 1978-79. Male enroll-
ment in the traditionally female-dominated programs of clothing, food, and home
management has increased by 53 percent. The community college system vocational
enrollments show an increase of females in the two-year management program,
mid-management merchandising, aeronautics technology, agriculture, graphic arts,
carPeetrY, drafting technology and marine technology. There was and increase in
male enrollment at the community college level in associate degree nursing and ra-
diologic technology.
Idaho

Mini-grants were offered to LEA's for projects and programs designed to encour-
age men and women to enroll in courses considered nontradional for their sex. The
grants were in the amounts of $300, $500, and $1,000. The state has a set of stand-
ards for sex equity in vocational education that are supported at the state and locallevels.

Special projects included a fourteen-hour sex equity program for counselors that
was presented regionally; workshops on sex equity concepts in curriculum were pre-
sented to vocational instructors in secondary and postsecondary institutions; the sex
equity coordinator conducted awareness workshops for outside interest groups (De-
partment of Labor, AAUW, YWCA, League of Women Voters, Department of Ecol-
ogy); a resource center for the LEA's which includes audio-visual materials, refer-
ence and bibliographies was maintained; and research was completed to analyze stu-
dent enrollment paterns in vocational programs, student perceptions, and salary
and staffing patterns of faculty.

Illinois
Seventeen mini-grants were awarded to LEA's to support model or exemplary pro-

grams and activities to eliminate sex discrimination, sex bias and sex stereotypingin vocational education.
The Resource Center on Sex Equity produced a resource packet to assist LEA's in

implementing staff development, continuation training and technical assistance ac-
tivities. This project included a two-day training program for state staff and a four-
day training of trainers program for a cadre of vocational educators.

One project identified and developed fair techniques for student recruitment in
terms of sex, age, race and ethnic background that are to be used by high schools,
area vocational centers and community colleges as they rectuit students. Two pro-
jects targeting the needs of women are: an exemplary women's program that focuses
on occupational development for community colleges, and a program for women in
vocational education administration. In addition, a cement-mason's/laborer's ap-
prentice training program was funded to train twenty women. This project was co-
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ordinated directly with the Cement Masons International Association, Local 90; and
the Laborers International Union, Local 100 A curriculum provides classroom ma-
terials which create awareness and help eliminate sex bias, sex-role sterotyping and
sex discrimination.

There has been an increase in the number of males enrolled in food services, rec-
reation/tourism, associate degree nursing, practical nursing, medical assistant,
nealth aide, food management/production services, other personal services and up-holstering

Examples of enrollment increases of females in nontraditional occupations are in
three agriculture programs, five marketing and distribution programs, eleven tech-
nology and sixteen trade and industr: - programs including firefighter training and
law enforcement training

Indiana
Projects for displaced homemakers include "Training Programs and Support Serv-

ices Necessary to Meet the Needs of Displaced Homemakers: A Regional Model"
and "Matching Displaced Homemakers with Vocational OpportunitiesSupport
ServicesReferral Agencies." "Gender, The Irrelevant Variable" is a guide for com-
batting sex bias with training for administrators and counselors. A component of
sex equity is included in every workshop and inservice training program sponsored
by the State Board. Twelve workshops were held in the summer of 1980 and over
1,000 handouts were disseminated at these meetings. The State Board facilitates a
round-table forum that includes all social service agencies involved in providing
services for displaced homemakers and other special groups and makes recommen-
dations for future programs, services and activities.

Secondary female enrollments in agriculture have gradually increased each year
by about 1% Male enrollments at the secondary level in the health area have in-
creased by 3% each year.

At the postsecondary level, the greatest gains in female enrollments are in agri-
culture production, horticulture and cooperative programs. Civil technology, indus-
trial technology, auto mechancies, commercial art, photography, carpentry, con-
struction and maintenance, supervisor, graphic arts, machine tool and welding also
show positive gains at the postsecondary level.

Nontraditional enrollment increases for males are in health occupations and occu-
pational home economics Slight gains were in nursing, mental health technology,
food management courses, care and guidance of children and cooperative programs.

At the adult level, females increased their participation in agriculture production,
mechanics and horticulture. Males gained in occupational home economics.
Iowa

Local education agencies selected among the following projects to receive funding
for sex equity projects: develop a model program promoting sex equity and encour-
aging nontraditional enrollment, develop, print and distribute local policy and pro-
cedure bulletins and booklets to reduce sex bias or sex-rcle stereotyping and encour-
aging nontraditional enrollments; conduct or provide staff development activities
which are designed to reduce sex bias and sex-role stereotyping and encourage non-
traditional enrollment develop, print and distribute a wide variety of sex equitable
media, print and nonprint to be used in recruiting students in nontraditional ca-
reers, develop awareness activities for employers designed to reduce sex bias and/or
sexrole stereotyping as it relates to occupational placement; develop support serv-
ices for students enrolled in nontraditional training programs.

Multi-cultural nonsexist state conferences for math science, social studies, lan-
guage arts and physical education and health were conducted. A simulation work-
shop on craftswomen in the schools was held by the Commission on the Status of
Women in cooperation with sex equity coordinators in nine high schools across the
state

Area schools provide catalogs, brochures and guidance to students which are free
of sex-role stereotyping and bias "Promoting Sex Equity in the Classroom A Re-
source for TeachersVoctional and Technical Education" includes 12 modules
which deal with eliminating :,ex stereotyping in programs and courses

There is progress in nont--citional female enrollments at the secondary level in
industrial marketing, agricutural products, and small engine repair. At the postsec-
ondary level, there is an increase of males in hotel/lodging and in environmental
health and of females in police science technology and machine shop. At the adult
supplmentary level, there is an increase of males in uphostery
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Kansas
Thirty sex-fairness packets contained instructions and visual aids to help voca-

tional teachers achieve sex equity "Expanding Student Options" is a handbook that
was disseminattid statewide One special project was a Directory of Non-Traditional
Workers Another identified sex bias barrier to urban and rural employment. Sex-
fair criteria for reviewing proposals were distributed and all projects and grants
were reviewed for sex bias

Displaced homemaker projects included identification of needs, a rural outreach
model program, and special workshops for vocational educators serving displacedhomemakers. A pilot multi-rurpose center was established in 1981 to provide sup-
port services to displaced homemakers and other special groups

Nontraditional female enrollments have increased in 15 programs that Include
body and fender repair, carpentry, small engine repair diesel mechanics, machine
shop, welding, and firefighter training Male enrollments at the secondary level are
increasing in home economics, office occupations, health occupations and cosmetolo-
gy. In postsecondary- programs, male enrollments have Increased in most health
technology programs, care and guidance of children, food management, office occu-
pations, veterinarian assistant, and cosmetology
Kentucky

Manuals were developed to provide sex equity strategies for vocational teachers,
counselors and administrators They included ideas on recruiting nontraditional stu-
dents, sex-fair teaching techniques, checklists for evaluating materials and guidance
tests, ideas on who should provide support services for nontraditional students,
grievance procedures and several awareness and enforcement activities.

"The Coal Employment Project" is a model program to train women for entry-
level coal mining occupations and how to cope in a field dominated by men The
course has 15 hours of orientation and 48 hours on safety in mining jobs

Another project was done to increase nontraditional enrollments and prcaided co-
operative vocational work experience for students. Coordination was done with the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, the Veteran's Administration, the Bureau
of Manpower Services, the Bureau of Rehabilitation Services, job placement centers.P :son staff, and the local news media.

Female nontraditional enrollments increased in 26 programs such as civil technol-
ogy, natural resources, computing occupations, electronics and drafting Male enroll-ments increased in clothing, food management, and institutional and home manage-ment.

Louisiana
"Change" is the appropriate name for a newsletter published by the sex equity

coordinator's office. Materials developed by the office have been disseminated
through an information booth at professional conferences and at the state fair In-
cluded is information on a Speaker's Bureau and data on enrollment, placement,and compensation of students in cooperative work study verifying equity in the
numbers of male and female students

The sex equity coordinator participated in a TV talk show that reached 25,000
households Public service announcements on sex equity in vocational education
were aired throughout the state on commercial and educt.tional TV. Sex Equity Ad-
visory Council meetings include officers of vocational student organizations.

needs assessment was done on oppoitunities for women that resulted in a proj-ect to help upper high school females become a'vare of opportunities in industrial
arts These young women were provided hands-on experiences in woodworking, car-
pentry, drafting and painting Another vocational project was a displaced home-maker center

Female enrollments have increased in 17 areas including forestry and scientificdata, business machine ma:ntenance, masonry, small engine repair, aviation occupa-
ti ms and blue print reading Male enrollments have increased in 12 areas as food
di.trrbution, personal services, health occupations and cosmetology
Maine

Mini-grants were awarded that provided a range of sex equity activities including
model sex equity programs, public service announcements and sex-fair brochures
announcing vocational programs A special project supports studies of programs
that continue to represent low male or female enrollments

Media was displayed at two fairs, as public service anno incements on TV sta-
tions, and througha slide/tape presentation of male and female students in nontra-
ditional vocational programs Special Efforts have been made to identify resource
persons to promote sex equity concepts with local education agencies
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Project BEACON (Building Equity and Creating Options Now) was developed to
promote sex equity among students and faculty In 1981, vocational centers, regions
and institutions were required to plan for recruitment of persons into nontradi-
tional programs. A pre-vocational training program for displaced htmnemakers has
been established in one vocational-technical institute

The sex equity coordinator reviews affirmative action plans as they relate to em-
ployment hiring, firing and promotion

Vocational institutes had an increase since 1977 in 12 vocational areas that would
be considered nontraditional for women and in two programs considered nontradi-
tional for men.
Maryland

A cooperative project with the Commission for Women called "New Directions for
Women has been funded since 1976 The major activity is a center for displaced
homemakers which has provided support services to more than 4,000 women over 35
years old. Other activities include pre-training for females in nontraditional occupa-
tions, job development and training, conducting sex equity training programs for
employers and community groups, training displaced homemakers to do sex equity
workshops for high school students, and developing media and materials on sex
equity.

Studies were done on the value and effects of vocational education and on student
perceptions of counselors and counseling services Both studies indicated the need
for further research in sex equity.

Enrollment data shows an increase of female students in agriculture and trade
and industrial programs Male enrollments have increased in vocational home eco-
nomics, consumer and homemaking, and business and office education.

There are approximately twice as many women nontraditional students in post-
secondary programs as there are in secondary programs. It is projected that there
would be 40% female enrollments in trade and industrial programs by 1982.
Massachusetts

All applications for vocational education funds submitted by local agencies in-
clude: a plan for recruiting nontraditional students; efforts for reducing sex bias; a
commitment to review all materials for sex and ethnic stereotyping; and documenta-
tion of affirmative action employment practices

The staff of each Regional Education Center have been trained to provide techni-
cal assistance on sex equity to local schools. 1n-service training funds for eliminating
sex bias are available for local vocational educators.

Recent graduates of vocational programs have been instrumental in producing
four booklets to inspire peer-support-groups for students in nontraditional vocation-al areas. "Portraits is a collection of character sketches of students in nontradi-
tional programs A guide was produced to help vocational educators develop ways to
increase access to all programs for all students.

Eleven special programs fnr displaced homemakers provided outreach, assess-
ment, counseling, skills training, placement, and follow-up Emphasis was placed on
non-stereotyped skills training such as electronics technology, word processing and
metal fabrication

The enrollment of females in vocational programs has increased over 20% since
1977. The greatest increase has been in the following order technical education, ag-
riclilture and trade and industrial education
Michigan

Grants were given to local agencies to field test a model placement program with
a goal of increasing nontraditional job placements Funds to develop sex equity ma-
terials went to 480 secondary schools and 29 community colleges Additional dollars
were awarded to plan and implement programs to recruit males and females into
nontradtional programs and courses.

There are three displaced homemaker centers throughout the state, women's re-
source centers in 14 community colleges and 26 other agencies, and a tuition reim-
bursement program for displaced homemakers in 29 community colleges.

Secondary female nontraditional enrollments show an increase in agriculture and
trade and industrial programs, particularly in electricity, drafting, and graphic arts.
Male enrollments have increased in medical lab assistant, dental assisting, nursing
assistant aide, associate degree nursing and institutional home management

The greatest increase of female nontraditional enrollment has been in graphic
arts, carpentry, auto mechanics, electronics, aviation, and air conditioning. There
are equal or balance enrollments in horticulture, food distribution, general mer-
chandise, food management, commercial art, and commercial photography
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Minnesota
Thre' projects aimed at helping displaced homemakers were developed. They con-sisted of an outreach program, inservice recruitment ideas, part-time training oppor-

tunities, resource materials, and a sound/slide presentation that explains the prob-
lems displaced homemakers face and offers solutions to these problems.

A survey of women in nontraditional vocational programs was done to determine
the support needs of women. Project GATE (Growth in Agriculture Through Equali-ty) en ag career choices for women of all ages in agriculture and agri-business
through a slide /cassette presentation and a handbook.

An organization of female apprentices called "Women In The Trades" was estab-
lished and scholarships awarded to students in nontraditional programs at one voca-
tional-technical institute. "Guide for the Student Seeking Information About Non-traditional Careers, Child Care, Community Services and Support Services" is apublication of one area VTI.

There has been an increase in male enrollment in health occupations, care and
guidance of children, clerical, filing and records keeping, stenographer and secre-
tarial-related programs. An increased female enrollment has occurred in agriculture
supplies/services, logging, distribution and insurance, electricity technology, con-struction and maintenance trades, plumbing and pipefitting, custodial services, ma-chine tool operator, welding and cutting, tool and diemaking, and small enginerepair.
Mississippi

There are displaced homemaker centers at four junior college campuses in Missis-sippi and a CETA-funded project of $140,000 was awarded to expand the services of
one junior college center. Each center has a full-time coordinator. The centers havea basic two-week program for students that includes self-assessment, understandingvalues and goals, communications, career decisions, career exploration, personal ap-
pearance, interview skills and application and resume preparation. Each center's co-ordinator works with state employment services on a continuing basis in order to
locate jobs for students. Referral services are provided as well as outreach activities.

A poster contest was implemented in 1980 through the vocational guidance office.The first, second and third place winners were presented cash prizes at a special
awards ceremony. The first place poster was printed for dissemination to all schoolswithin the state.

Mississippi has had some shifts toward nontraditional enrollment for women atthe secondary level in the following programs: agriculture products, ornamental
horticulture, forestry, hotel/lodging, custodial services, electrical occupations and
communications. Male enrollments that have increased at the secondary level werein automotive and institutional home management.

Postsecondary increases in women's enrollment were in animal science, inhala-tion therapy, accounting, nuclear technology, drafting, printing press, barbering and
upholstering. Male enrollments at the postsecondary level were in food distribution,
medical lab assistant and food services.

There were equal enrollments of 40 to 60 percent male or female in FY 79 at thesecondary level in floristry, real estate, business data processing and home manage-
ment, and equal enrollments of 40 to 60 percent male or female at the postsecon-dary level in general merchandise.
Missouri

In FY 1980, six grants to overcome sex bias and sex stereotyping were issued and
fourteen special incentive projects for overcoming sex bias and sex stereotyping
were implemented. An audio-visual aimed at attracting males in home eco-
nomics was developed and a workshop was presented to increase awareness of op-
portunities for women in math and science-related fields.

Six displaced homemaker centers were funded out of vocational education and
CETA funds. One of the well-known slide/tape presentations. "There is a Kangarooin My Classroom ' contains recruitment strategies to increase nontraditional enroll-
ments. Public service ;spot announcements were televised and broadcast on radio;
slide/tape presentations for recruiting students were produced in welding, health oc-
cupations. Titles included "It's Your Right", "Oh, Yes You Can", "It's Time", "Menand Women in Office lccupations," and "Moving Up in BusinessRewards andSacrifr "

19'76
supt i

--ms showed a significant nontraditional enrollment change from
grams with increased female enrollments were in agriculture
culture products, insurance, construction technician, custodial

,pt.J1 voi king occupations, and law enforcement training. Programs
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with a significant change in male enrollments are in floristry, dental assisting, com-
prehensive homemaking, child development, home furnishings, institutional home
management, and personnel tramingirelated

Montana
Reimbursement for travel, lodging and per diem to attend training workshops;

free resource materials, and mini - grant- awards were among Incentives offered to
local school districts.

Radio spot announcements were produced including reports from the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction; three-day sex equity workshops were conducted in five
sites; a survey was done to assess the needs of displaced homemakers and single
heads of households which resulted in job readiness workshops and career/life plan-
ning workshops.

There has been an increase in women's enrollment in three nontraditional pro-
grams. agri-mechanics, electrical technology, and Instrument maintenance repair.
Male enrollments increased in five nontraditional programs two in health occupa-
tions, two in business and office occupations, and on in comprehensive homemak-
ing.

Nebraska
Numerous special activities and projects relating to sex equity in vocational edu-

cation have been conducted. Packets entitied, "Free to Be,' have been assembled
and are being distributed to local vocational educators. Field trips were provided for
students to view nontraditional occupations with orientation sessions before the trip
and a follow-up survey after the project was completed

"Women in Transition" was implemented with the help of the Nebraska legisla-
ture and the Nebraska Equal Opportunities for Displaced Homemakers Act and pro-
vided two centers for displaced homemakers. Center services included aptitude as-
sessment, workshops on job readiness, job seeking and job retention, and referrals to
community services training and placement programs.

There has been an increase of female enrollments in agriculture production, orna-
mental horticulture, industrial marketing, air conditioning, body and fender repair,
commercial art, commercial photography and quantity food occupations.

Male enrollments have increased in filing, office machines, clerical occupations,
clothing management and production, food management and production, clothing
and textiles, family relations, food and nutrition, and home management.
Nevada

Incentives to encourage sex equity in vocational education include making funds
available to LEA's to develop bias-free curriculum materials, recruitment proce-
dures and materials, model programs and buts-free tests in vocational education.

Radio commercials for all occupational programs with emphasis on equal access
were produced. A special project called, "Back to School, Back to Work," encouraged
30-50 year olds to return to school and enter nontraditional vocational programs.

School districts and community colleges were awarded mini-grants to assist in de-
veloping innovative techniques in increasing their efforts and promoting equal op-
portunities. A pamphlet called "Equal Vocational Education" was distributed to all
vocational administrators, vocational teachers and counselors in secondary and post-
secondary institutions.

New Hampshire
Discretionary funds have been provided to update data so that the management

information system can include data on males and females, students and employers
in vocational education. Grants are also offered to provide funds for teacher-educa-
tion programs that encourage nontraditional students.

Special activities Include workshops called "Tradeswoman" conducted by women
already employed in nontraditional occupations A booklet and slide/tape were com-
pleted called "New Approaches to Old Careers." A CETA-funded project, "Work Op-
portunities for Women encourages women into nontraditional occupations Guide-
lines have been developed for all personnel to follow when purchasing and using
textbooks and other instructional materials

There has been an increase of females in agriculture production, agricultural me.
chanics, general merchandise, accounting and computing, auto mechanics, carpen-
try, electricity, drafting, electrical occupations and graphic arts occupations

There has been an increase of males in associate degree nursing, radiology tech-
nology and inhalation therapy
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New Jersey
Incentives to develop, expand an' improve vocational education programs to elim-

inate sex-role stereotyping are provided to local education agencies. For example,
fiscal support is offered to eliminate sex bias and stereotyping; inservice programs
were given to administrators, teachers, counselors and agency personnel; curriculum
guides were revised to be made bias free; special publicity was given to exemplary
and model programs.

A project entitled "Overcome Sex-Role Stereotyping in Office Occupations" helps
butriness and office educators teach sex fairness with students. "Electricity/Electron-

,zcs Curriculum Development," examines career opportunities in the areas of elec-
tricity and electronics and includes the development of curriculum resource guides,
recruitment brochures and inservice programs

Enrollments showing an increase in females from 1972 .0 1979 were. agriculture
occupations, technical occupations and trade and industrial occupations Males en-
rolled in increasing numbers in health occupations, occupational home economics,
and business and office occupations

New Mexico
A vocational equity center has been established which addresses educational

equity issues for both females and males. Staff provides technical assistance, a re-
source library, printed and audio-visual materials, program planning assistance, and
workshops for personnel from secondary and postsecondary institutions A filmstrip
entitled, "Changing," addresses the myths and stereotypes which prevent students
from enrolling in nontraditional vocational training

A statewide senior student essay contest, "How Stereotyping Can Affect My
Career Choice," honored two students with plaques and $50 savings bonds A
women's resource center was funded in Albuquerque to develop and provide pro-
grams to assist clients through a series of life changes that occar from youth to
adulthood

The State Sex Equity Advisory Committee in conjunction with the state coordina
for compiled and cataloged proposals submitted in other states for a Sex Equity Pro-
posals Exchange project.

There has been an increase in female enrollment in agriculture production, orna-
mental horticulture, mechanical occupations, construction and maintenance trades,
petroleum, electronic technology, water and wastewater technology over a three-
year period.

There has been an increase in male enrollment in health occupations, consumer
and homemaking education and office occupations
New York

A six credit university inservice emir.* on sex equity for vocational educators
trained over 225 vocational educators as change agents for facilitating sex equity.
That group made over 56,000 contacts with students, teachers, and parents provid-
ing information on sex equity in vocational programs

Two films de/eloped in the sex equity coordinator's office received special recogni-
tion at a film festival "Turning Points", is a documentary film depicting problems
and experiences of women pursuing careers. "Men's Lives concerns changing mas-culine roles

A job network information service was established to find qualified nontraditional
teachers and administrators. The service lists administrative job openings in LEA's
and in state departments Over 380 jobs had been advertised through early 1981 and
a pool of over 500 qualified applicants is maintained

There was an increase of 20 percent of women enrolled in agriculture programs
from 1976-79; an increase of women in technical areas of 11 percent, and an in-
crease in trades and industrial programs of 13 percent

Men increased enrollment by 18 percent in home economics and by 2 percent in
business and office programs
North Carolina

Certificates of award and media coverage were given to 15 local education agen-
cies doing an exemplary job of sex equity plans, inservice workshops and nontradi-
tional enrollment changes Special institutes trained 48 vocational educators to con-
duct local sex equity workshops Plans to prorr )te sex equity were a priority for 8
regional workshops

A special project assessed business and industry's efforts and needs to provide-op-
portunities for nontiaditional employees Newsletters on sex equity issues are dis-
seminated quarterly. Information on women eligible to be vocational administrators
has been made available for those interested
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"Work Options for Women" and "Wider Opportunities for Women" were pro-
grams that provided support services for women in nontraditional vocational areas
and gave the women hands-on experience in 8 different trades.

Student organizations are promo -ing sex equity by encouraging both sexes to run
for club office, stressing that membership is open to all vocational students, and by
publicizing club activities with sex-fair pictures, posters and slides

Female enrollments have increased in 18 secondary programs Including forestry,
appliance repair, millwright, diesel mechanics, and barbering. Post-secondary
female enrollments have increased in 17 nontraditional programs Nontraditional
male enrollments have increased in 19 secondary areas in health occupations, con-
sumer and homemaking and business occupations Post-secondary male enrollments
have increased in 10 nontraditional areas.
North Dakota

Mini grants were avolable to recipients of Federal vocational funds that resulted
in several model programs and projects Equity workshops were done in eight re-
gions throughout the state Each workshop participant was committed to imple-
menting a sex equity related activity in his/her own school Following regional
workshops, there were approximately 4,500 hours of inservice activities on sex
equity in local school districts.

Filmstrips on equal access and opportunities were done for student organizations,
special brochures were written on nontraditional courses and programs for women,
and a Title IX brochure was cooperatively done by the Governor's Commission on
the Status of Women and the Department of Public Instruction.

Nontraditional enrollment increases over a four-year period show a 9 percent in-
crease of males in home economics programs; a 2 percent increase in number of
males in office education; a 6 percent increase in females in agriculure; a 4 percent
increase in females in technical education, and a 2 percent increase in trade and
industrial education
Ohio

Over 40 sex equity grants were awarded to LEA's to develop action plans and sex-
fair materials. Three grants were given for graduae study in sex equity in vocation-
al education Twenty-six displaced homemaker centers were funded during 1981
with cooperative dollars from the Ohio Department of Education and CETA.

Each vo,:ation education planning district and each vocational education service
area has a sex equity plan of action that includes assurances on nine goals to
achieve sex equity.

Projects have included a model for summer school experiences in nontraditional
programs; a pre-vocational curriculum model to eliminate sex barriers in career
decisionmaking; a recruitment, retention aad placement model: and a newsletter
dissemination service for sex equity information reaches 10,000 state educaors In
1979, 43 percent of all women enrolled in vocational education were in short-term
adult courses

From 1972 to 1979, the percent of women in nontraditional programs doubled
from 5 5 percent to 10 8 percent. In nontraditional agriculture and distributive edu-
cation programs, the percent nearly tripled. Women's enrollment has appreciably
increased in all areas, particularly in 11 technical programs and 16 trade and indus-
trial programs Men's enrollment has increased in 11 nontraditional programs. In-
cluded are floristry, home economics useful, bank teller and general office pro-
grams

Oklahoma
A model program for adult students provided exploratory work experiences in

nontraditional occupations, supported these students to get into nontraditional
training progams, and provided placement services There were 275 students in-
volved Employers in the area were contacted for prospective work experience sta-
tions.

Child-care referral services are provided by the State Department of Vocational-
Technical Education and in area vocation schools The State Advisory Council on
Vocational Education funded "Sex Bias Barriers to Vocational Education Enroll-
ment," a research project. A member of the vocational education equity staffserves
on a state department of vocational-technical education salary review committee
"Futures Unlimited" is a slide/tape program for students, staff and community
groups

Services for displaced homemakers show that 43 percent of those going throLgh
one program were placed in jobs Three rural displaced homemaker programs are
cooperatively provided with funds from the State Department of Vocationcl-Techni-
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cal Education, the State Department of Economic and Community Affairs and the
regional office of the Department of Labor.

Nontraditional enrollments for females show an increase in 24 programs includ-
ing 5 in agriculture, transportation, appliance repair, sheet metal, welding and
small.engine repair. There was an increase in 10 nontraditional programs for males
with the major increases in the health occupations.

Oregon
A telephone education program was provided for displaced homemakers, single

_parents, part-time workers, and handicapped persons who need to improve their job
skills. Lessons in business, math, and basic skills were produced on cassett tapes to
be played over the telephone. Each student had an accompanying workbook In-
structors visited the students homes at least every two weeks to monitor programs
and administer tests

"Balancing Vocational Opportunities" Included an attitudinal survey toward sex-
role stereotyping, provided workshops, developed materials, and trained a cadre of
vocational educators in the elimination of sex bias. Female enrollments increased in
marketing, metals, drafting, graphics end forestry and male enrollments increased
in secretarial and child care clusters as a result of the project.

Special projects provide exploratory experiences, support services, and cooperative
work experiences for women in nontraditional vocational-technical areas. Other pro-
grams work with college and community resources to find jobs in private industry
for women who are economically disadvantaged, unemployed and underemployed.
There were 8 displaced homemaker projects, 13 support services for women, and 13
nontraditional roles and re-entry programs. The Department of Labor, CETA,
Women's Educational Equity Act, National Science Foundation, Urban League, Kel-
logg Foundation, Associated General Contractors, and the State Highway Depart-
ment all participated in funding sex equity projects.
Pennsylvania

Schools are encouraged to involve parents and the community in achieving sex
equity The Department of Education endorses the principle of sex equity nd encour-
ages schools to educate students in a sex-fair manner

Projects include a directory of nontraditional workers,a sex-fair career day guide,
implementation of sex-fair career days, and a statewide sex-fair counseling work-
shop. "Vocational Education for a Changing World" is a multi-media presentation
for community and school organizations on the changing roles of men and women in
the workforce. The intent is to assist children base their career decisions on interest
and ability and to promote nontraditional careers.

There has been an increase in female enrol=ments in 51 programs considered non-
traditional for that sex with the greatest =tuber in 30 trade and industrial areas.
Nontraditional enrollments for men have increased in the areas of dental assisting,
dental lab technician, medical lab assistant, medical assistant, clothing and textiles.
childcare and guidance, clothing managment and general clerical.
Puerto Rico

Five regional supervisors were trained to give technical assistance to all vocation-
al education personnel to place women in nontraditional programs. Goals were to
increase the enrollment of women by 1 percent in agriculture, 32 percent in techni-
cal education, 2 percent in industrial arts, and 3 percent in vocational industrial
occupations. Male enrollments are projected to increase 1 percent in health occupa-
tions, 2 percent in office occupations, and 2 percent in consumer education.

Sex equity workshops are developed with technical teaching materials in the
Spanish language. School directors are promoting women in nontraditional voca-
tional training through the media, workshops, and staff development.

Women's enrollment in nontraditional programs has increased from 1977-79 in
two agriculture programs, three distributive education programs, seven technical
education programs and nine trade and industrial programs Men's enrollment over
that same period in nontraditional programs increased in one health occupation,
four consumer and homemaking programs and three office occupations programs.

The overall enrollments of female by divisio.i for this period were: increases in
agriculture from 4 percent to 10 percent; increases in trade and industry from 23
percent to 26 percent, increases in technical education from 8 percent to 18 percent.
Male enrollments in home economics increased from 14 percent to 19 percent and in
health occupations from II percent to 14 percent.
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Rhode Island
Rhode Island College has a three-credit course on the exploration of sex roles in

vocational education that is recommended for all students majoring in vocational
education A pilot project to acquaint parents with issues related to sex equity was
conducted. Its aim was to encourage parents to help their children explore nontradi-
tional vocational opportunities.

A joint project between the Bureau of Vocational-Technical Education and the As-
sociated General Contractors of Rhode Island resulted in a job information fair to
acquaint women with job and apprenticeship opportunities in construction. Approxi-
mately 350 women attended.

There have been increased female enrollments in agriculture production, account-
ing and computer occupations, environmental control technology, machine shop, law
enforcement, electronic technology, fire and fire safety technology.

There have been increased male enrollments in horticulture, nurse assistant,
homemaking, dental assistant, medical lab assistant, stenography, practical nurse,
and secretarial occupations

South Carolina
Several special projects were devised to encourage women into nontraditional pro-

grams. "Entrys" (Engineering, Technology Resources for Young Female Students),
was designed to reach female high school students who have an interest in math
and science "Exploratory Assistance Programs for Females in Welding" was de-
signed to provide occupational information to females regarding opportunities in thewelding trades

Public service announcements went to 12 major TV stations and nearly $15,000
worth of free air time was granted.

There has be. -,Tease in female enrollment in Agriculture, 2% in T&I,
and 6% in Industrial Arts An increase of enrollment for males shows 5% in con-
sumer and homemaking 4% in occupational homemaking, and 3% in business andoffice occupations

South Dakota
A film entitled "Freedom Through Access" was prociuced and used extensively in

special mini-conferences Access is an acronym for "Ascertaining Career Choices
While Liminating Sex Stereotypes" A youth cartoon contest, "Sex Equity in
Today's Life" was coordinated by the Sex Equity Coordinator and vocational youth
groups Winning cartoons will be reprinted and distributed as posters around thestate.

Programs with increased female enrollments are agriculture production, agricul-
tural mechanics, machine shop, radio and TV produ tion, auto parts management,
and drafting.

Males are enrolling in nurse assistant, consumer and homemaking, care and guid-
ance o: children, office machines, clerical occupations, and dental lab technology.
Tennessee

The Sex Equity Coordinator works with the State Advisory Council in all areas of
vocational education The coordinator also cooperates with the presidents of techni-
cal institutes, the Commission on the Status of Women, the NAACP and the YMCA

Curriculum materials were updated to eliminate references to sex-role portrayals
in Ornamental Horticulture, Marketing 1, Practical Nursing, Family Living, Trans-
portation, Business Data Processing and Automotive Mechanics.

All vocational programs were reviewed for progress in sex equity. Written re-
sponses and recommendations were made for 477 secondary programs. 47 adult pro-
grams. and 30 postsecondary programs Approximately 60,000 students were repre-
sented

Enrollments show increases in femr'es nontraditional students in agriculture, in-
dustrial arts, technical 148%), and trade and industrial education Male enrollments
have increased in health occupations, occupational homemaking and office occupa-tions

Texas

The Texas Education Agency funded a video-cassette program named "Break
Out as a recruitment tool to bring nontraditional role models to students A studyentitled "An Analysis of Problems as Perceived by Male Students in Vocational
Homemaking," will result in improved teaching techniques or curriculum develop-ment
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Apprenticeship advisory board members produced posters of women in nontradi-
tional roles as a means of recruiting more women in apprenticeship programs. Over
500 posters were distributed to vocational counselors and placement offices.

Sex-fair brochures on secondary vocational education programs were designed and
used for student recruitment by local school districts Forty-six thousand brochures
have been printed and disseminated to both female and male students.

There has been a 2% increase of males in health occupations and a 7% increase
of males in homemaking education Since 1976. female participation in nontradi-
tional industrial education has grown from 2% to 16%
Utah

The sex equity coordinator reviews all guidelines, checklists and evaluation in-
struments used by the division of vocational education for possible bias and stereo-
typing. A nondiscrimination statement is included in all curriculum materials and
documents disseminated through thc vocational education division

A four-year project on vocational opportunities through equity (Project VOTE)consists of strategies to assist vocational educators in decreasing sex stereotyping in
courses and on student career selection. Twenty local agencies are participating in
the four stages of development, field testing, implementation and dissemination.
Learning modules being tested are: (1) Support Yourself, (2) Career Conversation, (3)
Looking Out for Life, (4) Equity Ideas, and (5) Opening Doors to Nontraditional Em-ployment

Leadership training in sex equity is provided to vocational directors and at least
one person from each local agency who will serve as liaison to the director on equityissues.

Vermont
A TV program called "Across the Fence" highlights special projects which are

being offered to overcome sex stereotyping. Newspaper coverage is given to excep-
tional programs and letters of commendation are sent to school districts demonstrat-
ing exceptional sex equity efforts.

Projects have been funded to orient high school personnel to opportunities for
women in technical careers. Workshops have been designed to deal with student at-
titudes. A media presentation was developed to encourage students to explore non-traditional career options.

There has been an increase in female enrollments over a three-year period in ag-
riculture production, ornamental horticulture, accounting and computing occupa-
tions, commercial art occupations, graphics art occupations and quantity foods occu-pations. There have been increased male enrollments inpractical nursing, and careand guidance of children.
Virginia

Three projects for displaced homemakers were funded by the vocational sex
equity office. One was a workshop to prepare vocational home economics teacherswith the skills needed to work with displaced homemakers. A second project pro-vided internships and two seminars tc prepare displaced homemakers for entry into
the job market. The third was a project called "Preparation for Employment for Dis-
placed Homemakers" in which 20 persons were provided job search skills and indi-vidual counseling

A shdettape presentation for use in recruiting students, "Business and Office
Education Recruitment Materials" was developed and field tested in August, 1980
"Encouraging Sex Equity in Home Economics" was done to attract males into home
economics ,,rograms.

Virginia's program enrollments for 1978-79 show more women entering programs
in agriculture, industrial arts and trade and industrial education Men are increas-ing in numbers in health occupations and home economics.
Washington

The State Board for Community College Education elected to provide 3% of theirbasic grant for displaced homemaker programs and 2% for support services for
women for three years. As a result, there are special services, programs or centers
for women and displaced h.nnemakers in 27 communitycolleges.

Several sex equity oriented program improvement and disadvantaged projects
were funded through the Research Coordinating Unit "New Career Horizons" is a
rural outreach program that provides problem sclving. job training and joo place-
ment to unemployed, disadvantaged, single heads of households A nontraditional
career information and counseling center provides recruitment, referral, trainingand placement of men and women in nontraditional occupations
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"Dial Women" is a toll-free telepkone service for rural women needing advice and
assistance in finding vocational training and job opportunities Another project pro-
vides job-seeking skills for victims of domestic violence. A three-day conference for
11 Western states for women in fire service was sponsored by the State Commission
for Vocational Education and the U.S Fire Administration.

Male enrollments in nontraditional vocational programs have increased in 18
areas and female enrollments have increased in 51 programs including 23 in trade
and industrial education programs
West Virginia

Dollars were provided for grants to support activities to overcome sex bias and sex
stereotyping and for support services for women Priorities of those projects were
nontraditional recruiting programs, sex-fair materials development, attitudes
toward nontraditional occupations, and vocational exploration in nontraditional
areas.

One project trained counselors to assist girls in choosing career and a local project
helped counselors, administrators and teachers overcome sex stereotyping. Two
career awareness programs for women presented a realistic view of nontraditional
occupations A directory of workers employed in nontraditional occupations was de-
veloped.

Each local agency was required to develop and implement a plan for the elimina-
tion of sex bias and stereotyping in vocational education The local plan also met
the federal guidelines for having appropriate representation of males, females, mi-
normes and handicapped persons on advisory councils.

Reports indicate an increase in nontraditional female enrollments in 11 programs
and an increase in male nontraditional enrollments in 9 programs.
Wisconsin

An incentive system provided extra reimbursement points i,o school districts that
did a sex equity needs assessment, developed and implemented an action plan, and
provided a related staff training program Over half of the 286 secondary school dis-
tricts participated Postsecondary funding incentives encouraged women's centers,
special services for nontraditional students, and displaced homemaker services

Among special activities were an awareness campaign for parents to encourage
children to consider nontraditional vocational programs; handbooks for promoting
sex equity; a booklet highlighting twelve nontraditional students; materials used by
counselors, teachers, community organizations, and CETA program directors, and
needs assessment instruments and plans for postsecondary districts to develop dis-
placed homemaker service centers.

The Governor proclaimed "Pioneering Through Vocational Education Month" in
October of 1979 and special effo is were made to encourage nontraditional enroll-
ments The Resource Center on Sex Equity trained 35 vocational educators to serve
their local regions. A bimonthly equity newsletter and a monthly job opportunities
bulletin were part of the sex equity coordinator's tasks

The nontraditional enrollment summary shows an increase of males in eight
home economics areas and five business occupational programs There were signifi-
cant increases of women in agriculture, industrial education. graphic arts, plastics,
and construction.
Wyoming

Special efforts were made to help vocational student organizations understand
equal vocational education opportunities. The state awarded five grants to develop
model sex equity programs in local agencies. A videotaped program on women in
nontraditional roles was created and an A-V recruitment package provided encour-
agement for women in construction technology

A survey was done to discover barriers to vocational education services and em-
ployment in rural parts of the state and included a needs assessment in a six-county
area Another project provides guidance in making career decisions and employabil-
ity skills to single heads of households, persons who are currently homemakers
seeking employment, part-time workers who wish to secure full-time jobs, and dis-
placed homemakers

Two workshops per year are provided for state staff and university staff who use
materials for eliminating sex bias. Four regional workshops are provided each year
for teachers, administrators, and parents on eliminating sex bias

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Let me ask you, if you take the collective testimony you have

presented to the committee and Ms. Evans, you said educators are

1 i
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well intentioned people but they needed guidance where to go,
what is it in the law that prevents you from doing what the testi-
mony suggests desperately needs to be done? Anybody can respond.
The overall figures by themselves basically paint the same picture
that was painted, basically. The percentages change. The solution
numbers are disgraceful.

It paints the same picture that caused Ms. Chisholm and me to
raise this issue in 1975. I am at a loss when we were constantly
told that only $10 out of $100 comes from the Federal level al-
though I think the earlier testimony suggests that if you really
look at all of the funding, there will be substantially more there, I
am at a loss; what in the Federal law prevents State and local
agencies from taking the necessary action to achieve equity? What
would you have us change? The word "require" is in many of the
pieces of testimony, the mandate, which obviously the second half
of mandate is funding. That's a separate issue. What is it that is
the prohibition to achieving the equity that I suspect almost every
policy maker would suggect 's just a matter of fact, that's the way
it ought to be?

With some minor exceptions, I can give you a list of people in the
Congress who suggest that that's not the way it ought to be. I
wonder what it is that is the stumbling block? I believe the stum
bling block is the vocational system in this country. You keep talk-
ing to me about rescuing people from the system that if left to its
own inertia would devour them. Devour them today just as it de-
voured them in 1975. It would either dcwour them in the sense that
it is leading them to a dead end job, a low paying job, or it presents
such barriers to entering because it doesn't offer an opportunity to
a displaced homemaker, to women in special circumstances, that
even the opportunity of a low paying job is denied.

I don't know what I can do to change that system.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE LEHRMANN. PAST PRESIDENT.
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL. ASSOCIATION

Dr. LEHRMANN. Congressman, I am Eugene Lehrmann, past
president of the American Vocational Association. When you talk
about what is there in the law that should be changed, I know the
law gives us direction.

Mr. MILLER. The exact question is what is it in the law that pro-
hibits you from doing what the testimony has this morning,
has said should be done, assuming they are all right-thinking
people?

Dr. LEHRMANN. I'd have to say that the law doesn't preclude us
from doing the things that all of us want to have done. I think the
people that are here to testify, I came from Wisconsin today to be
here to respond, because I believe that the law gives us the latitude
to get these things done.

However, in the process of doing so, it has taken some time to
get things in motion. In our statement which in comparison to the
rest of States the have testified here, we moved in the direction of
making some accomplishments within the system. We have in
every one of our secondary districts, women's centers to concen-
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trate on nontraditional enrollment. It is working in that direction.
I don't believe it's a limitation within the law.

I think that there are things that must be put in place. Our
State, for example, this year, as a result of the initiative started
with the 1976 amendments, I'd say, voted $325,000 of Federal funds
for displaced homemakersState funds for displaced homemakers,
separate and apart from anything that we have found. It is this
kind of initiative that came from the vocational system to help ac-
complish what we see is a real need.

I think we have to be wisely self-Fafficient, regardless of where
we are coming from, whether it is within or without of the voca-
tional educational movement. As technology and employment
changes, we are going to need all the available human resources
we have to get the job done. I believe that you will find vocational
educators within the system are willing to respond to this initia-
tive.

I don't think it's the Federal Act. I think the Federal Act has
served as an excellent incentive, myself. In our State, we are going
to spend next year a little over $1 million at the secondary and
post-secondary level in trying to accomplish the purposes set forth
in the act. So there has been movement, although I'd be the first to
admit, it has been rather slow in getting started.

Ms. Foxx. I think the question is again not the legislation, but
the attitudes of people. You talk about making a list of the people
in Congress who would favor what we are talking about here.

I think if you look at that time the Congress as a microcosm of
the society that we live in and you realize that there is a small
group of people here.

But when you look at the fact that there are five female superin-
tendents in the State of California, two female superintendents in
the State of North Carolina, then you realize that there is not a lot
of support coming from the people who have been in the education-
al system for so long, who see their positions threatened.

It is absolutely imperative that the legislation be there and that
the Federal Government say, "We are not going to put up with this
kind of attitude any longer. You just cannot continue in the ab-
sence of legislation to continue to discriminate against people on
the basis of sex."

I think that is a major part of the problem. You've got to tough-
en up on what happens in terms of legislation. I don't think the
law itself is the problem. It's overcoming those attitudes that have
been OK'd for so long.

Ms. GIPSON. I think that there is nothing in the legislation that
prohibits us doing what we want to do. I believe it is very impor-
tant to say that in our State, we have looked up and found that
vocational educators were in the forefront of doing these things.
Much to our surprise and almost to my dismay. we are at the fore-
front in California to bring about chango.

The innovative things are happening through vocational educa-
tion. We don't want to drop the ball now, because we have left the
back of the bus and moved to the driver's seat. We want to keep on
driving.

I don't think there is anything that .seeds to help except continu-
ance of the legislation.
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Dr. BRENNER. You seem to be asking why is there injustice and
discrimination in society and what can the Federal Government do
about it if there is.

I think we do have some precedence here in the area of civil
rights. I think the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the effects were not im-
mediate, perhaps, but over a long period of time, I think that it is
true that you can't legislate against discrimination if people want
to discriminate.

But you can make it more expensive for them to do that. You
can provide the legislative framework for people to resist if they
are discriminated against. I think in this particular area, because
what we see is that there is not discrimination in access overall,
that the sex inequity in vocational education is harder to get at
than simply counting the number of bodies.

I do think that in this area, the sex equity provisions have been
effective. One may ask wasn't there other legislation that could
have covered that, like Title IX. ,; some extent the answer is yes,
it should have, but it didn't. You sometimes' need more than one
piece of legislation to change something that's very embedded.

I guess I would agree with the other people who have said, "I
think we have the right legislation here." But I think that it has to
be reinforced again if we expect the progress to continue that has
been started on the basis of this legislation.

Mr. MILLER. Reinforced in what ,nanner?
Dr. BRENNER. Basically retaining the provisimis that are already

in the legislation. There are several specific, more specific provi-
sions that I could talk about that I think would be a reinforcement.

If you want to take the model programs area, for example, the
legislation currently has in it provisions to provide money to the
States to make grants for innovative programs, curriculum devel-
opment.

The legislation further says that projects which would reduce sex
discrimination and sex bias in vocational programs are to be given
priority in considering the application for these programs.

In 1978, $64 million was spent for this whole set of programs. $1
million, less than $1 million, was spent on programs to combat sex
stereotyping and sex discrimination.

Mr. MILLER. Why?
Dr. BRENNER. It seems to me, as I indicated previously, I don't

think that the Office of Vocational and Adult Education and the
Office of Civil Rights have taken up this legislation as their own
and tried to enforce it in State and local areas.

Ms. JABONASKI. If I may also respond to that point, it is not that
people are not willing and certainly vocational education, as
Connie mentioned, in California and New York is in the forefront.

If you were to take a look at education in job, you would find
that most of the efforts to increase opportunities, especially for
women, have been in the area of vocational education.

That's where the training takes place. That's where the basics
are dealt with There have been some efforts in that area. I think
one of the major problems and the problem with the legislation, it
is a good piece of legislation, and we want to see it continue.

We need those efforts. It's a problem of priority. What becomes
more important and how do you allocate resources to meet what is
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most important? It takes time to develop the attitudes and to help
people across the country, especially in my State, across the State,
to see that improving opportunities for women and eliminating
barriers is as important as buying new equipment which is also a
high priority so that you have equipment to train people on for
jobs.

There are x number of dollars. Sex equity does not necessarily
require tremendous resources. But it does require time and effort
and planning and understanding of what the basic problems are,
and how you deal with those.

This is one of the reasons we made inservice a high priority.
Once that classroom door is closed and that teacher is in there
with those kids, that is where the action takes place. Until a teach-
er knows what treating students on an equal basis is all about, and
providing for their needs, it doesn't happen.

You can't legislate. It takes time to develop those expectancies
and skills and understandings.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I regret that

because of some other commitments and phone calls, I haven't
been able to listen to all the testimony today. Maybe this is a fol-
lowup and a bit redundant to the question asked by my colleague
from California.

It seems as we look at this whole area in a broad way first off,
that the real problem is not necessarily one of access, Maybe that
is. But to me, I'm not so bothered by the fact that we have a higher
percentage of young ladies involved in home economics and a
higher percentage of young men involved in auto mechanics, what-
ever it might be, as long as the options are there for the young
men to get involved in home economics and for the young women
to get involved in mechanics, or whatever it might be.

So, the whole situation seems to be, unless I misread it, not
really one of access or options, but one of stereotypes, of attitudes
in this whole area. Maybe you will elaborate on that.

Why don't you identify yourself again?
Ms. Foxx. I am Virginia Foxx from Banner Elk. I am on the

Board of Education in Watauga County.
I think I've an excellent story to tell you to respond to that.
Mr. ERDAHL. Go ahead.
Ms. Foxx. As a member of the boa/ ti of education, I'm on the

curriculum committee for our high school and our elementary
school in our county. Last year, we were dealing with preregistra-
tion for high school classes.

We came to the area of vocational education. We had 57 people
who said they wanted to go into auto mechanics. We could only
take 25 students into that class. We were hassling with how are we
going to take care of the requests for this class?

The director of vocational education in our county said: "I have
looked at the list of students who have preregistered for that class.
There are three girls signed up for that class. We can eliminate
those. Now, that brings us down to 54."

Mr. ERDAHL. Who was the person that said: "We can eliminate
the three girls"?
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Ms. Foxx. The director of vocational education in our county. I
want to say that I agree with these people. There are lots of people
in the area of vocational education who are very, very much in
favor of sex equity and who are working very hard in that area.

But there are also some who have very strong stereotypical no-
tions of what people should do, males and females.

And so, here we were, you talk about options, and I think all of
us would agree that the major emphasis ought to be on presenting
options to students, not requiring females to go into nontraditional
jobs, or males to into nontraditional jobs, simply to say "We have
done something with this legislation; we have done something in
this country."

But I think these young women were going to be dropped from
that class without even having the option available to them. Ithink it's a really serious problem that we are facing.

The other issue about counseling the students early in life to let
them know that it is OK to go into nontraditional jobs. I'm not
sure that we are doing what needs to be done in the area of occupa-
tions because there are still too many people who believe that
women shouldn't do this kind of work, and men shouldn't do thatkind of work.

So the options at.t effectively closed to these students because the
minds of the people who should be helping them think about those
options are closed. I think that's a really serious problem.

Mr. ERDAHL. If I could follow up on that, we have a couple of
little girls in our family. I think those are attitudes that we as par-
ents or as adults or as a society transmit to children at a very early
age.

I think in the schools and the home, if you are going to provide
the attitudinal options, if we could use that term, it seems to me
we have to be talking to the young girls not only in high school or
junior high or grade school, I think you have to talk to them in
kindergarten.

We have to see that children and youth know that these options
are there. As some of you know, I had the privilege of speaking at
the vocational conference in Virginia a couple of weeks ago. At one
of the meetings, the person that was picked as the outstanding vo-
cational student from Virginia was a very attractive young lady
who was in aircraft mechanics.

Evidently she was going around the State talking in a positive
and I think a very effective way about not forcingI think that's a
very key pointnot forcing people to choose either traditional or
male nontraditional roles.

But to give people the options and the choice, it seems to me it
has to be established much earlier than high school.

Ms. LONG. I would like to comment. The very fact that you men-
tioned your children suggests to me an avenue of thought that's
really important. I too am a parent.

What every parent wants for his young is the best possible life, it
seems to me. While I have always wanted for both my sons and my
daughter a productive life, I have not entered ordinarily into coun-
seling the counselors.

That, I truly believe, is an area of real concern. I can remember
fighting my educational system very hard on something as simple
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as a son who has a high IQ who wanted to take a vocational educa-
tion course, because after all, there is no reason on earth that
anyone with and IQ over 125 should be in the metal shop.

I found that reprehensible. I find it also reprehensible, however,
when counselors are not well informed about real occupational op-
portunities I think there is a significant lack across the board in
that respect.

For instance, new and emerging occupations are not in fact sug-
gested to others. If you don't know an occupation even exists, you
can't direct your life toward those goals. I would hope that in new
fields like laser technology, one could make an effort to direct on
an equitable basis persons to enter the field, if one could only
inform counselors of the very existence of the fields.

I think those are really important questions that perhaps the leg-
islation can look to.

Mr. MILLER. Let me interrupt. I have a hard time with that. If
somebody is counseling my children and Mr. Erdahl's children and
your children, at the elementary and secondary level about careers,
you tell me that they don't know the availability? That person is
incompetent to be a counselor. I can't deal with that at the Federal
level. If you think there is resistance to attitudes in this one, if I
start firing your local counselors. there will be a hell of a lot more
resistance. But I can't deal with that. For me to, for the moment,
suggest that I have to pour more money in at the top while I am
dealing with a counselor who is not aware of job opportunities in a
geographical area or that an industry will take properly trained,
qualified women to do what has traditionally been a male job, I am
at a loss. I am not sure dissemination of information is going to
help that individual. Apparently, they haven't been reading the
materials and information they already have.

Ms. LONG. I think that inertia is one of the things about life
that's real. Inertia exists. I do believe that counselors, maybe with
good will, are simplythey need to be pushed.

Mr. MILLER. The road to hell is paved with good intentions.
MS. LONG It seems to me that's what the sex equity coordinators

position has done, to push against inertia and to focus on an Lrea.
There have been, as a matter of fact, slight improvements.

Mr. MILLER. My problem is that this country has undergone
what many people would consider a major revolution in terms of
the role of women in our society, and the expectations, and the
rights of all women in our society, and you're telling me that after
that event, we still have counselors in the system which suggest
they are either ignorant of the facts or they are still swimming
against that revolution?

Ms. Fuxx. I think that's true.
Mr. MILLER. I'm sure it's true.
I don't think this legislation can do it all But one of the things

that I have heard from vocational counselors isI am not talking
against this legislation. I'm worried that you are worried that this
legislation is going to be repealed. We have been through those
fights on reconciliation. I am more concerned about the response to
the legislation. All the testimony in hell is not going to get Ronald
Reagan to pour billions of dollars into the top of this program. I am
more concerned about the responsibility and the point that was
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raised earlier about enforcement. I am not sure I can even enforce
a program, if the local educational agency will continue to tolerate
people who do not have the basic facts at hand to impart to the
students of whom they are the trustees.

Ms. Foxx. If we don't have some undergirding for that, if thereisn't that model
Mr. MILLER. Give them Time magazine to read once a week.
Ms. Foxx. I teach marriage and the family and most of my stu-

dents who are very traditional, you say there has been a revolution
in this area and I talk to the women and the men in those classes.
They have not yet internalized the revolution. Most of them think
that they are going to work a few years and stay at home and take
care of their children. Their husbands are going to make enough
money to take care of them and they are not going to have to
work.

Mr. MILLER. When I got married, nobody thought they were
going to work a few years. That's a revolution.

Ms. Foxx. But the statistics that show that they are going to
work a long time, this is not internalized themselves.

Ms. GIPSON. Could I say one thing? I think that there is one
thing that I have learned as sex equity coordinator, how to judge
change and how to look at change and how long it takes for change
to come. I really think in working with the other sex equity coor-
dinators that some States are not at the same spot. I think that
some things that we see happening in some States, I have to be
honest and say in our State we were there maybe 7 or 8 years ago.
We, too, had the problems of access. Yet, we went out this year and
aske6 our students did they have equal access. The overwhelming
majority of our students said, "Yes,' they felt they could get into
any occupational program that they wanted to get into.

But after you do the access, and I really want to say this to Mr.
Erdahl as well, after you do the access thing, I think that's the first
stage, the inservice training, then you can move to the other
things, really looking at getting people employed. But you have to
do the access things first. Everything goes in stages.

I think what I want to say most, is we have to give the States,
individual States, time to move to where some of the other States
are. They can't do that without the legislation.

Mr. MILLER. You're not going to get any disagreement on that.
At best, the legislation is a floor below which no State will fall. If
there is ever a regional program, vocational education is it. That's
how the program started. It continues to be a very traditionally i-e-
gionally oriented program in many parts of the country.

At the same time today, in my other committee, we have the seg-
ment of labor and other people who design an economic system
who tell people that they must leave those regions to migrate to
other regions to take brandnew jobs. I suggest that this program
doesn't address itself to that in many instances. That's a regional
problem. I'm not sure I can change that from the Federal level.

California may have been there. When you see 60 percent of the
money was spent in California, Oregon, and Washington, I suggest
that somebody was there and somebody wasn't.

If you're really talking about sex equity, I guess I'd have a hard
time, given the testimony we heard some months ago, of suggesting
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to a woman that she engage in vocational education as we now
define it. She has a much better chance at that other job if she
goes through the academic programs, breaking them down along
their traditional lines that yolk suggested, why would anybody who
was qualified for academic programs take that risk that is there
and I am sure continues.

I know it continues but I am not sure that this program, as it is
currently constructed, even with the sex equity provisions, is the
road to sex equity. I am not sure that this program addresses the
occupations of today or tomorrow. But that is a generic defect in
the program.

Now, I can show you rich examples of where it does. I can show
you rich examples in schools in my own district where with indus-
try and schools that are provided the latest technology and you
have a couple of hundred kids involved in it. But on the main
point, I am not sure it really does, even with these provisions.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being
tardy. I was at an intercommittee markup.

I think the step we took in 1976 was a very important step. I
think we have to take at least a second step. I have introduced a
bill on counseling in vocational education. I think there is a very
close link that if it isn't already there, can be forged between coun-
seling and sex equity. I think that is where we do find a number of
problems.

Somebody mentioned perhaps the parents have to counsel the
counselors. Well, I think in any profession, we try to enhance the
role of those whose roles should be very important, not only in
counseling, but in any phases of education. But I think unless the
counselors are sensitive to this question of sex equity, we are going
to continue to have problems. They are the ones who will be steer-
ing them in or steering them away from certain programs. So I'd
think that perhaps the bill which I have introduced is looked at by
myself and others as a way to forge some links between this coun-
seling element and the sex equity part.

I am reminded of a few years ago, Mr. Erdahl and I have dis-
cussed this before. My wife and I were flying with three children
down this area of the country. The flight attendant came by and
gave my two sons pilot wings and gave my daughter a flight
attendant bag. My wife turned to her and said: "Well, she may
want the pilot wings." I think the-parents not only have to counsel
the counselors, but counsel a lot of people with regard to sex ste-
reotypes. Bait you really think counseling is very important. I think
that's a very important portion.

I again, Mr. Chairman, feel that that act in 1976 was only a first
stop. You want to see how that is working. The Federal Govern-
ment still has a very important role. Albeit the present administra-
tion is trying to diminish the role of the Federal Government in
education, but I think it has an important role to assist those who
are working with their children to work with them better.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me follow up on a couple of points. It seems to me a key

thing in this whole business is that we have to have a linkage be-
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tween the traditional academic education and the training with the
job later on. We in Government and industry must be able to put
this association together and especially, I think, that the concept of
sex equity would assure that if a woman goes through training,
that she receive equal pay for equal work. That still is not always
the case.

Let me move to another area, because I think it is so important
and probably in the future will even achieve a greater importance
and that is opportunities for the crsplaced homemaker, the person
who had the idea of settling down with the cottage, the kids, and
the husband, and tie whole bit, and all of a sudden, things change.

Is there an emphasis, for such persons to get some type of train-
ing or maybe some jcind of as an insurance policy, before the time
actually comes when this person is in that situation when they
need to go to work? I see several of you are nodding. It came to
mind. It seems if we could do that, it would be good for individuals
and good for society.k Any of you care to respond to that general
area? ,

Ms. JABONASKI. I th
we are working with
their attention that t
that they may have
mothers, or grandmoth
they will not be settling
of the families in this
mother stays home full
children see that as a rol
portant tradition as the A

We are beginning to see
nixing the fact that they do
plan for those careers. We
this particular topic. We live worked with young women and
young men. We have done seine attitude surveys to try to find out
what students think about thArnselves and what may happen in the
future. We have found that the young females are beginning to see
dual roles, homemaker and career. The young males, however, are
still seeing themselves as the sole breadwinner and that the fe-
males will be at home. That pre rents a conflict.

So we have to continue to work on what is going to be realistic in
socic.y for both males and females. Until some of those problems
are resolved, we are going to continue to have conflict. We think
that this is one of the major reasons that so many young people are
not marrying as early or are divorcing at a higher rate.

These conflicts are there and no one has helped to train them or
to let them understand that it is OK not to be in the home full
time and that it is OK to have an alternative lifestyle. All of that
area still needs to be addressed.

Ms. EVANS. One of the areas where that could be considered is in
the area of consumer and homemaking. As we have more individ-
uals move into the marketplace, that area has the potential to help
them balance worklife and maintenanceof the home.

It could be a crucial area that they could make an impact within
the area of sex equity.

k that that's beginning to happen, that as
ondary students, we are trying to bring to
world is changing and that the lifestyle

11 be quite different than, perhaps, their
rs, or great grandmothers had, and that
*nto a home, probably, that only 7 percent

untry do have that lifestyle where the
me and the father works full time. The
model, accept that role model is still im-
erican way of life in this country.
hat younger female students are recog-

ave to work and they are beginning to
ve done a lot of work in New York on
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Ms. GIPSON. We are looking at the students in agriculture and
industrial education who, if they are male, we certainly want them
to know that they may have to do some household chores if it takes
two people to earn a living or to buy the home.

What we are doing is putting out a brochure to all of our stu-
dents in secondary education that will be out next month that will
talk about displaced homemakers, and their problems, and what
happens. And males with single life.

We have taken an affirmative stand to get that information to
all of our students, -male and female. I think that has to be a part
of guidance and counseling, too.

Dr. SmrrH. Reference was made to consumer and homemaking. I
would like to go back to a point that Mr. Miller raised about per-
haps general inadequacy of vocational education as a career prepa-
ration curriculum.

I think that consumer and homemaking program is the extreme
example on that. Studies that our commission has sponsored clear-
ly indicate that consumer and homemaking programs certainly do
not help young women to increase their earnings in the labor force
and indeed, may actually be a detriment to their ability to get good
jobs after they leave high school simply because it keepstime
taken the traditional consumer and homemaking courses is time
taken away from other general preparation courses.

To my own taste, I would much rather see young men and young
women spending the time in school learning the basic reading,
writing, computing, and science courses. I think that is the best
preparation for work.

Ms. JABONASKI. The purpose of consumer and homemaking is not
necessarily to prepare someone for a job outside the home, but to
deal with those issues which are important for improving the qual-
ity of their life.

.

To deal with what happens outside of the world of work and that
other portion of their life, and what has happened in the consumer
and homemaking education traditionally, and is beginning to
change, but it is certainly not changing at any great rate, is that
they have done a tremendous job on teaching women what the
homemaking role is all about, but they have neglected teaching
men what that role is about.

As you have more women in the labor market, you are going to
have more men sharing those responsibilities in the home. It is
critical because it takes a look at the total person.

What happens in the family and in your personal life is dealt
with in that program area. That is a part of the training to make a
total person, not just preparing for the job.

Mr. ERDAHL. What we have been hearing today is basic; one
could say the essence of freedom is to have options. If because of
sex, financial situation, because of race, because of geography, a lot
of other things, that people don't have full range of options, then
these individuals have less of the freedom and the equity that we
in this society like to see our citizens have.

You want to add something?
Ms. JABONASKI. I think that we have certainly gotten to a point

that people do have a wide variety of options. There has been a
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major revolution. But there is still the problem that not everyone
knows what those options are.

In guidance and counseling in our State, if the objective has been
on directive, they have achieved that. We review many, many
schools and interview hundreds of guidance counselors.

Let me assure you, not to say anything that would be detrimen-
tal to the State of New York, that many of those guidance counsel-
ors do not know what vocational education is, nor do they talk
about it, nor do they counsel students to do anything.

They are there. Sometimes their purpose is not always clear to
us, nor is it clear to them. That is a major problem because they
are not providing information so that students can make any kind
of a choice, so that they know what equal access is all about and
what options are actually available to them.

They are not preventing students from going into programs. We
have not yet found one counselor that has ever said to a student:
"You are a girl, and you can't go into agriculture, mechanics," or
"You are a boy; you better not go to home economics."

But they don't tell them anything about any of those programs
that are available to them. That is a major problem.

Ms. LONG. There is a need to look at some historical perspective.
We have talked about a revolution several times at this table. But
in _point of fact, it is a rather short-lived one.

There have been other times in our history in this country where
indeed women were involved all across the work force. That existed
during both World War I and World War II. Indeed, when that dis-
posable population became unnecessary in the work force, they
moved out.

That's what happened when I was going to school in the 1950's. I
came from a heritage of Eastern Europeans who were very busy
talking about the work force right now in Poland. One of the
things I learned from my parents was that indeed, women had to
be qualified and men had to be qualified, not only to use their
brains, but also to use their hands.

You could never tell when you had to earn a living another way.
I think that's an important method that we need to get across to
the vocationttl education establishment. As well as to students, as
well as to the Congress of the United States, that we need to have
a force prepared to make a living with their brains and with their
hands.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you. Given your comments about your philos-

ophy about homemaking, do either of you believe that it should
still be an earmarked portion of the Federal expenditure for voca-
tional education?

Ms. Smith commented that it did present some barriers to the
training for nontraditional jobs. You suggested that this was an im-
portant component to training the whole person.

I wondered about your views on continuing to have this $30 mil-
lion to $40 million that is earmarked for this special provision of
education.

Ms. JABONASKI. Well, to comment on that, my State would like to
have vocational education dollars that they could determine how
those moneys would be used. But again, when you look at priorities
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and trying to decide how that money might be distributed, it
makes you wonder whether any of those dollars would go to con-sumer and homemaking.

Personally, and being a home economist and having spent many
years in my field, and having worked with consumer and home-
making provisions in the act before I moved into the sex equity and
civil rights world, we have seen tremendous improvements because
of the use of those dollars.

We don't put any dollars in New York State into secondary pro-grams. That is a state supported part of vocational education. Ourdollars in New York are employed in programs for disadvantaged
adults in improving their homemaking skills and the quality of
life.

But I would certainly say personally that I would feel verystrongly that those dollars should be earmarked for consumer and
homemaking, that that might be somewhat difficult than the posi-tion of the State, who would like that option, and I think they
should have that option to make those decisions.

Mr. MILLER. It is the earmarking which preserves what you do in
New York, or is it New York that chooses to--

Ms. JABONASKI. Earmarking has been very important because wehave had those moneys and so a lot of things have happened. I
think that those programs would still be maintained.

I don't think they would probably be maintained at the samelevel. But I think there would still be a priority there, whether the
moneys were earmarked or not, in my State.

Dr. Ssirrx. I think that before the Federal Government should
specifically earmark money for a program, there should be a com-pelling Federal interest, as I think there is, for sex equitycoordinators.

I do not think that there is a compelling Federal interest in
budget set-aside for consumer and homemaking activities. I think
that again, indeed it is a program which many States, I assume all
States, would want to continue funding out of their own moneys.But I think it is frankly silly for the Federal Government to berequiring them to spend a certain amount on that program, possi-
bly to the detriment of other activities that would be more directlyrelated to helping disadvantaged and others to increase their earn-ings once they leave school.

Ms. JABONASKI, One of the recommendations that we did make
was the need to continue to support existing programs for the pur-
pose; of updating curriculum. As you reported in your data, females
are continuing to enroll in consumer and homemaking programs.It is critical that the curriculum within those programs start to
reflect the changing needs of the individual within our communi-
ties right now.. We havemost of us will be in the work force. Most
of us will also have to have the home.

Resources in both of those parts of our lives, the management of
those resources is extremely critical. As young women continue to
enter into that consumer homemaking program, that's a very spe-
cial place where we could seriously give information about adultlife, about the work force, about career options, and about looking
critically at the manipulation of personal resources so that they
can be balanced within a framework of operation.
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Mr. MILLER. Why don't you do that in the homeroom? Why don't
you do that in the classroom where there are men and wom n sit-
ting together in the classroom, and tell them about the need of
having a nice home and about treating one another with dignity,
and picking up their clothes and helping out, and doing all those
things?

Why is that vocational education? That's education, as best I can
-tell.

With young, minority females, the chances are they are going to
end up with a home where they are the sole support. They have
been saying for years they shouldn't be segregated. They are.

Ms. JABONASKI. That is a priority that we have been trying to
work on.

Mr. MILLER. We can have separate but equal, but we don't even
have separate. I just wondered because it seems to me that there is
a statement in the earmarking by the Federal Government which
suggests to States that if you want to be more aL,Tessive, as my
State has in this field or New York has or apparently Washington
has in dealing with displaced homemakers or if you want to ad-
dress some of the problems that were in your New York testimony
about the lack of superintendents or what have you, whatever it is
you want to do to coordinate this program to achieve the goals that
everybody in vocational education has suggested it is just around
the cower, it seems to me that we are misleading.

I guess there is some evidence that this money is substantially
overmatched with respect to other Federal moneys that flow to vo-
cational education. I think that may be the situation. I may be cor-
rect on that. Eut we segregate these things out into nonvocational
and vocational education. I suspect they are educational. If you
look at the statistics, the testimony of Dr. Smith and Dr. Brenner,
they suggest a much better chance of getting a young woman into
law school. If I am waiting for the percentage of change to sweep
up women, if I wait for the percentage of change to sweep up
women in traditional vocational education be they male or female
components or I wait for that change to sweep up into graduate
school, she has a chance of getting swept into graduate school.

We certainly know that that is not a dead-end job in most in-
stances. I am trying toI feel like I am a technician going through
and checking all of the soldering points on the circuit here. Some-
how, this thing is getting short circuited.

I questionwe send you a message a $2.5 million message on sex
equity and we send you a $40 million message on home economics.
I know what I would do if I were a State. I think that may be the
problem or at least part of the problem. Maybe part of the problem
is that there is a very clear, mixed message. It is a very political
one from this side of the bench, let me tell you, when you start
tampering with those.

We go back to Mr. Smith. His wife understood equity. She got
$40 million for homemaking. But I am terribly concerned about the
achievement of those big swings. Apparently nobody who is alert
today will suggest that a woman cannot be an aerospace mechanic,
or a phone technician, or a lineman, or a plumber if that is what
they choose. But we still have these front-end problems within this
system that is called vocational education.
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I just think to some extent that there is a mixed message coming
from the Congress of the United States about where you put your
emphasis because one area is rewarded very heavily. Apparently
there is also an obstruction in some instances to accomplishing the
others.

Dr. LEHRMANN. Congressman Miller--
Mr. MILLER. Let me say this: It is also very clear from this testi-

mony and from other testimony that those States that want to
stretch out can do so and in fact have shown results in overcoming
these barriers that if the State department of education and relat-
ed agencies decide that ikis a goal to address these problems of this
segment of their society, they can go far beyond whatever multipli-
er there is in $2.5 million.

It is in your testimony that you bought an awfully lot more than
$50,000 worth of services. I suspect we didn't pay for all of this. If
we did, we want to know about it. [Laughter.]

Dr. LEHRMANN. I think the message that many States are getting
is that you expect a broad-based program, that sex equity is de-
signed to give us some direction in vocational education. I would
suggest that vocational education is not as inflexible as it may
sound at the surface. One thing being our reporting system which
categorizes things in terms of agriculture, for example, when in
effect agriculture is made up of a whole series of components. But
when it finally comes down to reporting, it is reported as
agriculture.

There are business programs in agriculture. There are feed, seed,
and fertilizer programs for sales. It is a wide range of mechanic
programs and the like. So part of it is the reporting.

But I think the Federal Government does send us a signal in the
sense that we want to improve home life in America. We haven't
been doing a good job in terms of spreading it out with the male
and female enrollments, that is for certain.

I believe that many States, like our State, have been using these
resources primarily for disadvantaged people, which I think is an
area that needs significant attention. So it is kind of a two-way
street. You are giving us some signals to get a job done in the home
portion of it and yet, we are responding to another set of signals.

I think by moving as rapidly as we can to developing new pro-
grams, meeting the demands of new technology and doing it within
geographic requirements that fall upon us with funding at the
State and local level.

Mr. MILLER. Let me suggest that the study that was referred to
earlier by Dr. Brenner, even when you break down within these
categories, you still find tremendous stratification by sex. If you
break down agriculture into its component parts, there is still a
dramatic stratification.

Dr. LEHRMANN. By all means. But from a period of 20 years or 15
years ago when all agricultural enrollments were male to a point
in our State where we have gone beyond that 20 percent, almost
approaches 33 percent of the enrollments being female, that is a
significant move. I think in the direction of where you are going
now, that is not true in every occupational area, believe me.

We have a long way to go. But as we move to what Congressman
Erdahl suggested to an end more closely with employers in terms
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of their needs and adjust programs as I find happening, for exam-
ple, in South Carolina and North Carolina at the postsecondary
level, particularly where they respond almost immediately to de-
mands of business and industry by customizing programs, that kind
of thing is happening all over the Nation.

Now we need the other ingredient. We need to make certain that
we open these opportunities to qualified women, give them equal
access. Believe me, I am all for that.

If industry and vocational education are wisely selfish, they are
going to be interested in it because our secondary enrollments at
the present time are declining. We are going to need more workers,
particularly in the technical fields. We can only do it by tapping, I
think the resources that we are talking about, that unused portion
of human resources, the women that are available to come into the
job market.

And then those people that we really are not serving effectively,
the disadvantaged people who for some re& 'n have not been able
to move into our work force, those are the two areas that vocation-
al education has to tackle. We know that the Federal Government
has those as priorities.

We need some help in meeting that job. I could tell you about an
evaluation I just went through in a large city where they targeted
funds at new skill occupational area and did a fine job and have
large enrollments. But in that same system, I could find programs
that were starving because they were not able to improve their fac-
ulty and to get the equipment that was necessary to do a good job.

So we are getting the sign4ls all right. We need help to get the
job done. I guess at a time when resources are diminishing, it is
going to make it extremely difficult for us to respond to all of these
things.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Unless there is something else that you want to add to what has

already been said, I thank you for your time and for your testimo-
ny that you put together for our benefit. I think it is going to be
very helpful as we continue to monitor the programs.

I can assure you in the interest of our chairman that this com-
mittee will certainly continue to do that monitoring and hopefully
will continue to ask question, and solicit your responses and your
help. These hearings are going to continue tomorrow at 9:30.

With that, the committee will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee recessed subject to call of

the Chair.]
[Report, of till National Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-

tion and the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational
Programs follow:]
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PREFACE

The Na, onal Advisory Council on Vocational Education and the National
Advisor Council on Women's Educational Programs are pleased to present
this report of our joint study of the irplementation of the sex equity
provisions of the 1976 Vocational Education Amendments. The report
culminates a fruitful, three year effort of the two Councils to provide
both policy and practical support to those responsible for actually
carrying out these provisions.

As we submit this report at the close of 1980, the eccnomic implications
of much of Its contents seem especially compelltqg. Passage of the 1976
Amendments was spurred in part by testimony regarding the inequality of
women's employment patterns Such concerns led to the special emphasis
to the 1976 reauthorization on positive action to eltmtnate sex bias and
stereotyping In order to maximize access to the full benefits of this
nation's vocational education system. Now, as another reauthorization
approaches, the National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity reports
that the increase of poverty in this country in recent years has been
almost entirely among female-headed households. Increasing attention to
the economic strength of this country is also leading to a renewed focus
on full utilization of the skills of all its citizens. We hope this
report will stimulate others to join us in a conttnutng analysts of
these issues, in preparation for the reauthorization, and to the ongoing
improvement of sex equity policy and practice to the vocational education
system.

We would especially like to acknowledge the two committees which provided
invaluable oirectio" co the project which culminated in this report--the
NACVE Special Populations Committee, co-chaired by Karen Fenton and
Lawrence Hawkins and the NACWEP Federal Poltctes, Practices, and Programs
Committee, chaired by Ellen Hoffman.

Both Councils also extend special thanks to those who testified at the
two public hearings conducted for this study, as well as to those count-
less others who assisted to the organization of the hearings and other
phases of the study

(ti, iz. c.*
Carol S Gibson, Chairperson
National Advisory Council

on Vocational Education

PI

Susan Margaret Vance, Chair
National Advisory Council

on Women's Educattona Programs
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and the National

Advisory Council on Mnmen's Educational Programs initiated this joint

study of the sex equity provisions of the 1976 Vocational Education

Amendments to examine whether their implementation had resulted in

equitable access to and benefit from the nation's vocational education

system by women and men, girls and boys.

The study results will assist the Councils in providing, under their

respective legislative mandates, substantive comments and recommendations

to the Secretary of Education, the Congress, and the President regarding

the upcoming reauthorization of this legislation; they should also prove

useful to educators, students, and citizens involved in vocational

education.

The various phases of the study focused on such crosscutting issues as

funding mechanisms; Federal and state roles; local implementation; special

needs of women; state Sex Equity Coordinators; State Plans, Reports, and

public hearings; administrators, counselors, and instructors; curricula

and texts; and related legislation. The study included a meeting with

Sex Equity Coordinators; preliminary interviews and a subsequent forum

with interested agencies and organizations to discuss the critical

issues; two regional public hearings attended by persons from 21 states;

detailed analysis of enrollment data and various state plans and reports

from 15 selected states (representing 55% of all vocational enrollments),

and a review of recent research relevant to the study. The major findings

of the study are summarized below.

Review of Recent Research

Those schools putting the most effort into various activities to

further equity were also those with the highest Non-traditional
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enrollment of women. Furthermore, the more attention the state paid

to what the school was doing, the more the school tended to do.

There must be considerably more emphasis at all levels on activities

designed to overcome inequities in addition to the monitoring and

reviewing designed to discover such inequities.

Successfil sex equity programs established a liaison with potential

employers, provided participants with support services and orienta-

tion to the program, instituted comprehensive evaluation, and

employed competent and dedicated staff. More identification and

dissemination of such programa is needed.

There have been significantly greater increases in adult women's

enrollment in Non - traditional programs through post-secondary and

adult education than in high school women's enrollment in Non-

traditional programs.

As of 1975, the vocational expectations and occupational choices of

working class women were conspicuously absent from research litera-

ture, despite the fact that most are employed a large part of their

lives.

State Plan and Reports

Moat of the selected State Plans contained general statements

indicating good intentions without defining specific methods for

carrying out these intentions.

Although the legislation mandates that women knowledgeable in sex

equity issues be represented on State Advisory Councils for Voca-

tional Education (SACVEs), and in addition that minority women be

represented, information available in state reports made it diffi-

cult to discern if these mandates were followed.

1 7
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Attempts by most of the states to provide financial incentives for

efforts to address sex equity were diverse but relatively minor and

often hard to identify within broader projects.

Comparison of State Plans with Accountability Reports showed that

many states did not expend the full $50,000 specifically allocated

to the work of the Sex Equity Coordamator and there was no evidence

that unexpended balances were carried over to the following years'

budgets.

Although a large number of the states committed funds to displaced

homemaker services, there was no evidence that these funds were

being used as was legislatively mandated.

Most states reported that they were monitoring and reviewing for

sex equity, but there was Little information regarding what happened

once plans, proposals, and activities were reviewed.

Several states reported that they encouraged the entire state staff

io become aware of and assume responsibility for sex equity activi-

ties, but the specific activities which resulted were not reported.

Within all of the selected states, the major effort of Sex Equity

Coordinators, in addition to monitoring and reviewing, was conduct-

ing workshops and seminars and disseminating related information.

In most cases the State Plan responded to the requirements of the

Federal regulations, however, in only a few cases did the state

attempt to go further and define its problems or offer a system or

method for eliminating sex bias at the local level.

Many SACVEs or participants at public hearings on State Plans

recommended that the state should be funding programs to deal with

sex equity issues. Nevertheless, only a few states allocated

additional funds for programs, and many states that allocated funds

did not expend them.

iii
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States rarely appeared to have been influenced by other recommenda-

tions from SACVEs or from the State Plan public hearings.

The impact of the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education's

Management Evaluation Reviews for Compliance and Quality and staff

reports on the State Plans was difficult to assess.

Enrollment Data (1972 -197B)

National enrollments in all occupational training areas increased

by 44%, with an influx of over three million additional students.

The enrollment increase was greater for women than for men. Women

increased by 1.8 million (60% more than their enrollment in 1972),

while men increased by 1.4 million (32% more than their enrollment

in 1972.)

While the actual number of women enrolled nationally in Traditional

vocational programs increased by 723,700, the percent (i.e., concen-

tration) of all women vocational students who were in Traditional

programs decreased by 9 points, from 65% to 56%.

Women made greater enrollment gains in Mixed programs than in

Non-traditional programs. The number of women in Mixed programs

increased by 756,500 (up 5%) while the number in Non-traditional

programs increased by 312,300 (up 4%).

Increases in women's enrollment in Non-traditional programs were

greater in Technical and in Agricultural programs than in Trade and

Industrial programs.

Percent increases in women's enrollment in Non-traditional Trade

and Industrial programs occurred in courses without a strong sex

role image, such as drafting, law enforcement, and graphic arts,

rather than in courses with a strong male role image such as con-

struction, police science, and machine shop.

iv
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In the IS states studied, there were greater increases in the

percent of women enrolled in Non-traditional programs between 1972

and 1976 than between 1976 and 1978, even considering that the

first time period is twice as long as the second.

The amount and type of detail provided in the Plans of the 15

states regarding implementation of the sex equity provisions varied

and sometimes correlated with improved enrollment patterns for

women. Greatest increases in enrollment of women in Non-traditional

programs occurred in states where planning and monitoring systems

were established to meet equity goals, where funds were committed

to establish equity programs, and where efforts were made to utilize

the entire state staff to address sex equity issues.

Public Hearin'

Negative attitudes about non-traditional training choices and

expansion of male/female roles are still prevalent in state agen-

cies, school districts, and communities, and constitute a major

barrier to equity.

More focus is needed on pre-service and in-service training of

vocational education staff, especially to get more women into

administrative positions, and men and women into non-traditional

teachitg positions.

There is a crucial need for adequate, affordable childcare services.

Transportation and other supportive services are often critical,

especially to poor or rural women's participation in a vocational

program.

Witnesses felt that the law is too vague or lenient in the areas of

childcare, displaced homemakers, curriculum revision, training and

personnel development, guidance and counseling, and assistance

to women in preparing for and obtaining non-traditional employment

v
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The role of the Sex Equity Coordinator ,s viewed as essential to

the task of achieviig equity.

the across-the-board furding of $50,000 is not sufficient in every

state for full-time sex equity personnel and many Coordinators have

been unable to secure additional funds to implement programa.

Sex equity must be viewed as a human issue that affects men as well

a.. women.

Minority women need supportive services, programs which address

their cultural differences, ..n4 outreach efforts to change the

negative image of vocational education in their communities.

Attempts by persons outside of the vocational education system to

monitor and review State Plan: and testify at the mandated public

hearings had shown mixed results, and often proved extremely frust-

rating.

More sex-fair textbooks and materials infused into the curricala

are needed to expand students' views of their potential career

options and expose them to women and men in non-traditional jobs.

Exploratory vocational programs at the junior high school level

help students make better career decisions in high school, when

peer presure to conform to traditional sex roles is strongest.

More emphasis on sex equity in postsecondary vocational education

is needed to meet the needs of those adult women who make career

decisions later in life than men.

The problem of sexual h ment is increasing as more women enter

non-traditional classes.

Broad legislative coordination with other youth, education, and

employment programs is needed in order to achieve sex equity in

vocational education.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In September 1979 the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

(NACVE) and the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-

grams ( NACWEP) initiated a joint study of the impact of the Vocational

Education Amendments of 1976 on sex equity. The Advisory Councils'

Joint Task Force or Sex Equity, concerned that vocational education be

more accessible in order to prepare women and men, girls and boys for

employment, sought to examine whether the sex equity mandates of the

legislation had resulted in equal ccess.

The study is timely, since the Federal vocational education legislative

agenda calls for Congressional reauthorization activities during the

coming year. The two National Advisory Councils, ,der their respec-

tive legislative mandates, are responsible for providing substantive

comments and recommendations to the U.S. Department of Education, the

Congress, and the President, regarding education programs -- NACVE for

vocational education, including the provision of sex equity; NACWEP for

education programs affecting women, including vocational education.

Both Councils likewise share a particular concern for the needs of

racial and ethnic minority women who often suffer double discrimination

Through this study, the NACVE-NACWEP Joint Task Force on Sex Equity

provides the respective Councils with information regarding the effects

of the 1976 legislative provisions intended to improve sex equity in

vocational education The information contained in this study report

may assist the Councils in determining which sex equity prov,sionc of

the legislation should be reauthorized, modified, or deleted, and which

new provisions might be added during the reauthorization in order to

meet previously unaddressed issues.

The study report may be of interest to others beyond the Councils --

Federal officials concerned with the extent to which the legislation has

increased sex equity; state officials seeking a context in which to

assess their efforts, local educators and school board members as well
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as community organizations and individuals concerned with the ability of

vocational education to respond to the need for equitable employment

preparation.

TAE LEGISLATION

The 1976 Vocational Education Amendments (VEA '76) were enacted during

the Nation's period of greatest growth in women's employment. The

inequity of their employment patterns, however, during this growth

period became a major concern.

The U.S. Department of Labor projected that between 1975 and 1990 twelve

million women would be added to the American labor force, reaching a

total of over 48.5 million women.
1

Statistical analyses of the labor

force data indicated that unless major changes occurred to prepare women

for entering the work force, they would continue to account for 78% of

clerical workers, 62% of service workers, 97% of household workers, and

43% of sales workers. Nearly all secretaries in 1976 were women, as

were 86% of file clerks, 85% of elementary school teachers and 97% of

nurses.
2

Twenty-five percent of all employed women were employed in

only five occupations -- elementary school teachers, typists, waitresses,

sales clerks, and secret --jobs which tend to pay low wages. Over

half of all working women clustered in 17 occupations, compared to 63

occupations for the same percentagol f men.3 This extreme occupational

segregation is to a large extent respoOsible for the continuing wage gap

which shows year-round, full-time women workers earning less than 3/5 of

1
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,
U.S. Working Women: A Data Book, 1977.

2
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,
Employment and Earnings, 1976.

3
Waldman, Elizabeth and McEaddy, Beverly J., "Where Women Work --
An Analysis of Industry and Occupations," Monthly tabor Review,
May, 1974.

2
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similarly employed men. In short, the economic differences were well

documented and spurred Congressional interest in using vocational educa-

tion as a viable resource in overcoming the inequity.

The numerous programs in vocational education prepare individuals for a

wide range of opportunities, any in expanding fields ',ith substantial

salary potential. Congress intended the 1976 Amendments to direct

efforts toward developing and providing programs to overcome sex bias,

sex discrimination and sex stereotyping, and promote equal educational

opportunity. The specific provisions are clear:

Federally asristed state vocational education programs are

subject to both Title Ie. and VEA '76 mandates to eliminate

sex discrimination and stereotyping;

Advisory Councils on Vocational Education -- National and

State -- must have women and minority women ',era know-

ledgeable about sex discrimination in employak and training;

Each state must hire full-time sex equity personnel; duties of

that person are clearly outlined and $50,000 of Federal funds

are provided for this purpose.

State Plans must describe in detail how equal access for both

sexes to vocational education will be ensured;

Public hearings on State Plans must be held and involve a wide

range of agencies and indivieuals in developing each btate's

vocational education goals and programs

Displaced homemakers and other special groups -- men and women

who are single heads of household, homemakers seeking employment,

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits sex discrimi-
tic in any education program or activity receiving Federal financial

assistance.

3
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part-time workers seeking full-time jobs, ind persons seeking

non-traditional jobs -- must have opportunity for program

participation;

Support services, day care services, vocational guidance and

counseling, as well as grants to overcome sex bias, may be

funded.

The 1976 Amendments provided the impetus to create change; this was the

first time that the need for equal access to vocational education and

job training, particularly for women and girls, had been specifically

addressed by any Federal program legislation.

THE POTENTIAL FOR IMPACT

Federal involvement in vocational education as a means of preparing

persons for employment began prior to the turn of the century, ,nd was

enlarged by the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, which strengthened state and

local vocational education in agriculture, home economics, and trade and

industrial training. Subsequent Federal legislation expanded vocational

education programs and with the 1961 Manpower Development and Training

Act began a Federal-state-local relationship between voca ional education

and employment and training programs. The Vocational Education Act of

1963 provided substantial increases in Federal appropriations for vocational

education and initiated the concept of State Plans, the annual descriptions

of programs to be funded through states to local school systems.

While these early Federal involvements had served as incentives to

building delivery sistems and programs, the 1968 Amendments to the 1963

Act increased attention to the social aspects of education and to specific

populations of students. National and State Advisory Councils on Voca-

tional Education were established to provide information to Federal and

state legislators and officials on the 'impact of national priorities to

serve persons with academic, socio-economic, and other disadvantages; on

programs for persons with handicaps; and on research and development of

exemplary and demonstration programs. The Federal legislation provided

4
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catalytic funds, yet vocational education is primarily a sate and local

system -- Federal vocational education expenditures are marched on an

ge of 1:9 by states and localities.

Related legislation, including the Civil Rights Act, Women's Educational

Equity Act, and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, has also

affected the priorities and programming in vocational education; however,

this impact, as well as that of the 1976 Amendments, filters through a

structure as couples and varied as the states themselves. Federal funds

flow by mandate to a sole state agency and are then allocated by formula

to local school districts. While the sole state agency is the fiscal

agent, it may or may not have administrative responsibility for operation

of all the funded programs. A state may have one or two autonomous

administrative systems for operating secondary programs and postsecondary

programs. Generally the State Board of Education is designated as the

sole state agency, but does not administer the postsecondary system.

Some institutions are fully funded by the state, which may have direct

authority for program administration. Locally or regionally controlled

systems for offering secondary vocational education include: 1) compre-

hensive high schools which offer vocational and general academic subjects;

2) a system of specialized vocational high schools offering full-time

study of both academic and vocational subjects; and 3) area vocational

centers which offer vocational education on a shared tin: basis to high

school students from a particular area of residence. At the postsecondary

level, one-year certificates and/or two-year associate degrees are

granted by community colleges, technical institutes, and four-year

colleges which have vocational or technical program,.

Advice, requirements, and recommendations come to the system not only

through the Federal legislation and mandated Councils, but also through

school districts, school boards, and trade councils interested in specific

programs.

The growing notional awareness of the need for training for employment,

the increase in women's employment and the related financial inequity,

5
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in combination with Federal legislative mandates and incentives, hold

the potential for substantial improvement in vocational education. This

study considers the extent to which that potential is being achieved.

THE CONDUCT AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

The National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs, mandated

to advise the U.S. Department of Education on matters relative to equal

education opportunities for women and make appropriate reports to the

President and Congress; and the National Advisory Council on Vocational

Education, which provides advice to the President, Congress, and the

U.S. Department of Education on administration, regulations, and operation

of vocational education programs, contracted with the private, non-profit

Institute for Women's Concerns to gather information regarding the

impact of the 1976 Amendments.

During the planning and initial phases of the study, issues and concerns

were raised, including the following:

Funding. Should sex equity be c:nsidered as an area for

specific funding or be incorporated into special needs in

general (including handicapped, disadvantaged)? Should the

provisions which allow states to determine the proportion of

dollars to be spent on supportive services and efforts to

reduce sex bias and sex sereotyping be more clearly defined?

Should women be targeted as a special population?

Focus on Sex Equity. The current legislation states through-

out the need to eliminate sex discrimination, sex bias, and

sex stereotyping. Has this approach been effective or should

there be a single section on sex equity? The extent to which

there is provision for assuring compliance, the results of

mandating positions for women on advisory councils, the impact

of State Plan public hearings -- all require evaluation of

their effectiveness in meeting the legislative intent.

6
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Special Needs of Women. The legislation focuses upon equity

for both . Should special provisions for women, such as

day care, be mandated as opposed to discretionary? Would low

income women and single heads of household, women re-entering

the labor force, and women exploring or enrolled in occupational

areas which have not berA traditional for their sex benefit

from such provisions?

PostsecondarY Education. Is clarification needed regarding

the role of the Sex Equity Coordinator, particularly in

states where postsecondary vocational education operates as a

system separate from the secondary level position of some

Coordinators? Does the recent increase in postsecondary

enrollments, particularly among adult women, suggest the need

for attention to this level comparable to that at the secondary

level?

Sex Equity Coordinators. Is there a need to study the relation-

ship of the Sex Equity Coordinator to the state's administrative

structure, to the requirements of related legislation, to the

available support systems, and to the monitoring and compliance

position and responsibilities required by the Office for Civil

Rights?

Public Hearing. Is the public hearings system working, i.e.

having an impact on sex equity issues addressed in the State

Plan? What role should the Federal government play in assuring

that State Plans reflect public involvement?

Administrators, Counselors, and Instructors. Are states

exercising their option to pro.ide tr.ining and retraining for

counselors and instructors to increase their knowledge of new

occupation choices, changing sex roles, and increasing oppor-

tunities for non-traditional employment? Testing and assess-

ment capacities as well as counseling and instructional metho-

dologies are additional areas to be examined.

7
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Related Legislation. The extent to which vocational education

addresses sex equity issues may or may not be influenced by

the implicit or explicit relationships established with other

governmental systems, particularly employment and training

(CETA) and the Office for Civil Rights. Have the Federal

mandated linkages and overlaps in responsibilities reduced sex

discrimination. bias, and stereotyping?

These broad issues are interrelated and cross-cutting; they are the

issues considered in the organization and conduct of the study. They

provided the focus for analyzing data, testliony, and statements from

those who have been involved in attempting to influence the vocational

education system and from those interested in insuring that vocational

education meets its mandate to promote equity for both sexes.

Two regional hearings, attended by persons from 21 states; a meeting

with state Sex Equity Coordinators; preliminary interviews and a sub -

sequent forum with interested agencies, organizations, and individuals

to discuss issues critical to legislative consideration; and careful

analysis of research and data comprised this study effort.

The report cannot provide answers to all of the kinds of questions

emanating from the issues above; however, it does present information on

many aspects of these issues which will be useful in determining legisla-

tive recommendations and future activities.

FORMAT OF THE REPORT

This report is organized by the major phases of the study:

I. INTRODUCTION

II. ANALYSIS OF STATE REPORTS AND NATIONAL AND STATE ENROLLMENT DATA

synthesizes the voluminous material complied in conducting the

study, presents data relevant to issues identified during the

course of the project, and summarizes findings from the

documentation;

8
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III. ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH STUDIES .

examines recent research conducted to identify the impact of

vocational education on women and men;

IV. HEARINGS

describes the two public h As conducted by the Councils

for this study and the content of testimony, and summarizes

the issues raised;

V. APPENDICES

contains analyses of individual state reports and enrollment

data, a matrix of the contents of State Plans, and other relevant

details of the study.

111417 0-12--10
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II. ANALYSIS OF STATE REPORTS

AND NATIONAL AND STATE ENROLLMENT DATA

In conducting this phase of the Councils' study, three sources of infor-

mation were analyzed:

The sex equity sections of various planr and reports for the

fifteen selected states];

National enrollment data compiled by BOAE for all secondary

and postsecondary vocational education students;

Enrollment data for the fifteen selected states (totalling

55% of all vocational education enrollments).

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS FROM STATE REPORTS

The 1980 State Plans and 1978 Accountability Reports of all fifteen

selected states were reviewed to determine the type and description of

activity related to the sex equity provisions of the legislation.

Additionally, State Advisory Council on Vocational Education (SACVE)

recommendations and State Plan public hearing comments regarding sex

equity were reviewed, as well as the responses of the state office of

vocational education to such proposals. Bureau of Occupational and

Adult Education (BOAE) staff reports on the State Plans were examined

1
The selected states are: Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia,
Idaho, Illinois, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas and Wyoming. This group of states includes:
(1) the five states included in all four components of the NIE Vocational
Education Study; (2) five states where enrollment of women in Non-
traditional courses was above the national average in 1972, five states
where percent of women enrolled in Non-traditional training was close
to the national average, and five states where Non-tradtional enrollment
of women was below the national average; (3) nine states which had had
a recent MERC/Q; (4) at least one state from each Federal Region except
RegiOn VII-, and (5) 55% of all national vocational education enrollments.
(See Appendices for detailed state data and information.)

1 1 7
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for comments dealing with sex equity issues in the selected states as

were Management Evaluation Review for Compliance and Equality (MERC/Q)

report findings of non-compliance with Federal regulations on sex equity

'requirements. Finally, State Plans and/or Accountability Reports were

reviewed for descriptions of programs and projects funded to eliminate

sex bias and for funds allocated and actually expended for sex equity

purposes.

Examination of these documents found the following:

Most of the selected State Plans contained general statements

indicating "good intentions" without defining specific methods

for carrying out these intentions. For example, in only 4 of

the 15 states were LEAs required to provide assurances that

programs will be conducted to reduce discrimination and stereo-

typing; 7 required a plan to eliminate sex discrimination and

sex stereotyping; 4 required active recruitment of ern and

women for non-traditional programs; 3 required submission of

an accountability report on the progress of eliminating sex

bias; 3 established goals and timetables for eliminating sex

bias; 2 required that all vocational institutions have an

affirmative action plan, and only one required dissemination

of information on administrative jobs and potential women

applicants.

Although the legislation mandates that women knowledgeable

in sex equity issues be represented on State Advisory Councils

for Vocational Education, and in addition that minority women

be represented, information available in state reports made

it difficult to discern if these mandates had been followed.

The Councils of the states reviewed had one-third or fewer

members who were women, but none had fewer than five. Members'

knowledge of sex equity issues could not be determined well

because in some state reports the Council members were not

listed by name and/or by title or affiliation which might

indicate experience or level of involvement in the issue of

14
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sex equity. Also, women were not identified in the reports by

ethnicity; therefore, it was not possible to determine if

minority women were adequately represented on these Councils.

For states which did report affiliation, there was a notable

absence of women representing community-based organizations.

Attempts by most of the states to provide financial incentives

to address_sex equity were diverse but relatively minor and

often hard to identify within broader projects. One of the

analytic problems was the lack of consistency across the state

documents. There was considerable variation in the definition

of incentive: Oklahoma used RFPs for model projects, news-

releases, films and awards for student exhibitions; Texas gave

priority to LEAs which included sex equity as part of their

proposal, but sex equity was not a requirement. This latter

example placed more ree;onsibility for promoting sex equity in

the hands of the LEAs than of the site.

Alabama allocated $500 for each of 14 model programs in FY 79.

Oklahoma allocated $5,000 for model projects. and $5,000 for

Incentives in FY 80. Ohio planned $42,000 for model projects

in FY 78 but spent only $2,000.

An additional analytic problem was that Federal monies avail-

able for program improvements and support services may be used

to fund projects for a variety of purposes, to which sex

equity was often a mere "add on". It was often virtually

impossible to determine from the descriptions of the projects

the extent to which the projects or the funding were used for

sex equity.

Comparison of State Plans with Accountability Reports showed

that many states did not expend the full $50,000 specifi-

cally allocated to work of the Sex Equity Coordinator and

there was no evidence that unexpended balances were allocated

for the following years' budgets. Only 7 of the 15 states

15
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spent their entire $50,000 in 1977-78, according to a special

1980 MAE report. None of the other 8 states studied

over their balance into 1978-79. The discrepancies between

funds allocated and funds expended warrant considerable

follow-up.

A large number of the states committed funds to displaced

homemaker services, yet there was no evidence that these funds

were used as was legislatively mandated. In the states reviewed

where displaced homemakers were served, services included

counseling, job skills training, and/or job placement. Often,

however, displaced homemakers were served not because they

have been selected as a target population, but because they

happenbd to be found in the population which received such

services. Futhersore, although some of the reviewed state

budgets identified displaced homemakers as a targeted group,

very little money was spent specifically for this purpose.

Approximately one-third of the 15 states projected expending

substantial funds for displaced homemaker services, but in

fact spent very little. For example, Georgia's projected

figure was $98,721, New Hampshire's projected figure was

$10,000 and no money was reported as actually spent in either

case. Alabama and Oregon did not even show displaced homemakers

services as a budget item. Of the states which did actually

set aside such funds, approximately 12% of the projected

amounts were used. For example: Florida planned to spend

$6.,240, but accounted for an expenditure of only $6,000;

Wyoming projected $40,000, actually spent $10,000; New Mexico

projected $61,240, actually spent $15,511; and Texas projected

spending $200,000, actually spent $5,739.

Another one-third of the states reviewed planned to provide

displaced homemaker services, but they were not operational at

that time. Nevertheless, some of these states indicated

displaced homemakers as a budget item and actually expended

funds in this area.

16



Most states reported that they
were "monitoring and reviewing"

for sex equity, but there
was little information regarding what

happened once plans, proposals,
and activities were reviewed.

Although 12 of the 15 selected
states reviewed their State

Plan for sex equity and 12
included a general commitment in

their Plan, only 5 required
an evaluation component on each

program which the states funded
to eliminate sex bias Of the

15 states, 14 reported, with
no detailed explanation of the

process, that they reviewed the
distribution of grants to

assure the needs of women
were addressed and that the state

office reviewed programs for sex bias.

Several states reported
that they encouraged the entire state

staff to necome aware
assume responsibility for sex

equity activities, but tL ,necific activities which resulted
were not reported.

The major effort within all of the selected states, of Sex
Equity Coordinators, in addition to monitoring and reviewing,
was conducting workshops and seminars, and disseminating

related information.
Additionally, 3 of the 15 states reported

that resource packages
were developed to assist the local

education agencies in implementing
in-service training to

eliminate sex stereotyping.

In most cases the State Plan responded the requiiements
of the Federal regulations,

however, in only a few cases did
the state attempt to go further and define its problems or
offer a system or method for

eliminating sex bias at the
local level. Examples of some attempts were 7 of the 15

states had established a State Advisory Council on Sex Equity
and 4 required Local Advisory

Councils to include members
aware of problems of sex discrimination and bias. While 14
states provided technical

assistance to LEAs, only 3 ttilized
the results of evaluations

and action plans in determining

state priorities, I monitored complaints, and 2 made recommen-
dations to LEAs on affirmative action While 12 of the states

17
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selected for review were involved in developing and/or reviewing

curriculum, only 2 provided training for curriculum personnel,

5 provided guidelines for curriculum development and review,

and 6 had developed sex-fair materials.

Many SACVEs or participants at public hearifts on State

Plans recommended that the state should be fi ding programs

to deal with sex equity issues. Nevertheless, only a few

states allocated additional funds for progr. and many

states that allocated funds did not expend them. Of the total

funds allocated for sex equity programs (in addition to the

work of the Coordinator) in the selected 15 states, about 40%

were expended. An approximate one-third of the states indicated

specifically that money had been allocated for grants but not

all of that money was actually spent. For example: Idaho

allocated $5,000 for sex equity grants and Oklahoma allocated

$20,000 but neither reported expenditure of those funds. Texas

indicated that $169,133 (out of $628,059 allocated) was used

to fund exemplary and innovative programs. Alabtaa described

funding 14 model programs in vocational education but no funds

were allocated specifically for sex equity. On the other

hand, New Mexico showed a budget allocation of $22,847 and

expended the same amount.

States rarely appeared to have been influenced by recommenda-

tions from SACVEs or from the State Plan public hearings.

States generally responded that either: (1) they were already

doing what is recolamended, (2) they could not carry out the

recommendation because it is too expensive, or (3) they did not

have the state or Federal legislative mandate to address the

issue of the recommendation. This was particulary true in re-

sponse to recommendations to fund day care services. Many states

claimed thAt they could not afford to carry out such functions,

or that educational funds in that state could not be expenddd

for social services.
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The impact of the MERC/Q and the BOAE staff reports was

difficult to assess. One problem was that most of the states

that had a MERC/Q report were small in population, with no or

relatively small investments in sex equity activity other than

the mandated functions of the Sex Equity Coordinator. Given

the format of the MERC/Q, minimal documented attention by a

state to each mandated activity resulted in an absence of

findings of non-compliance. The format was less involved with

evaluating the quality of the efforts dOcumented by the state

and their impact at the local level, than with basic compliance.

Pennsylvania was one heavily populated state for which a MERC/Q

report was available. The MERC/Q contained many negative find-

ings regarding sex equity The state had, however, allocated

additional funds for sex equity activities beyond the mandated

functions and had undertaken several projects to achieve equity

The MERC/Q format did not accomodate analysis of this additional

effort. Additionally, the MERC/Qs were consistent in the ques-

tions which were asked of a state but inconsistent in the evidence

of compliance which as found acceptable.

On the other hand, BOAE staff reports did not consistently ask

the same questions of all the states, but the comments they did

providL tended to address substantive and qualitative issues.

Both the MERC/Qs and the BOAE reports require improved perfor-

mance standards if they are to serve better their intended

purposes, including the achievement of sex equity.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS FROM NATIONAL ENROLLMENT DATA

The vocational education enrollment data compiled by the Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Education between 1972 and 1978 were analyzed for

this study. These years were selected to provide comparable data for

the years immediately prior and subsequent to the enactment of the
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Education Amendments of 1976.
2

All national enrollment data combine

secondary and postsecondary statistics; however, data for the Health and

the Technical training area can be considered as representative primarily

of postsecondary enrollment data.

For this analysis, a baseline of 1972 enrollments of women students was

used to develop categories of Traditional program enrollment, Mixed

program enrollment, and Non-traditioral program enrollment.3 (See Appen-

dices for a list of programs classified in each of these categories.)

AnOysis of national enrollment data, for secondary and postsecondary

students combined, resulted in the following findings:

Between 1972 and 1978 enrollments in all occupational training

areas micreased by 44%, with an influx of over three million

additioaal students into vocational education; the enrollment

tncrehse was greater for women than for men. Between 1972 and

1978 the enrollment of women in vocational education increased

by 1.8 million (60% more than their enrollment in 1972). On

the other hand, the enrollment of men in vocational education

increased by 1 4 million (32% more than their enrollment in

1972.)

2

3

National data for 1979 (1978-79 school year) were not available at
the time the analysis was conducted. Additionally, sex designations
on enrollment were not collected by BOAE for the years 1973, 1974,
and only partial data is available for 1975. Ir this study, 1976
data for California were obtained from the state's vocational educa-
tion agency because such data were not included in the BOAE statistical
report. The 1978 data reflect one year of impleientation of the '76
Amendments.

In Traditional programs women comprise over 75% of enrollment;
Mixed programs are defined as those in which women comprise 25.1 to
75% of the enrollment, Non-traditional programs are those in which
women comprise 25% or less of students enrolled. These same categories
when applied to enrollment of men can be developed to show Traditional,
Mixed, and Non-traditional programs for them as well. Thus a program
classified in 1972 as Traditional for women would be Non-traditional
for male enrollees. Once a program is categorized based on 1972 enroll-
ment, the designation is held constant for purposes of comparison.
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There was considerable variation in the extent to which the

increased numbers of students were distributed across the

seven occupational training areas and among the categories of

Traditional, Mixed, and Non-traditional. For example, in 1972

49% of men students in vocational education were enrolled in

Trade and Industrial programs, compared to 51% in 1978. In

1972, 60% of women enrolled in gainful occupational training

were participating in Business and Office programs, compared

with only 53% of women in 1978. In short, the concentration

of men in Trade and Industrial programs (which has tradition-

ally enrolled the largest percentage of men) has increased;

the concentration of womel, in Business and Office programs

(which has traditionally enrolled the largest percentage of

women students preparing for gainful employment) has decreased.

This later finding above indicates that not only have there

been marked changes in the types of programs in which women

enroll (increasingly moving to selection of Mixed and Non-

traditional programs), but also that such changes are especially

significant because of the large increase in actual numbers of

women in vocational education. The following analysis, comparing

numbers of men and women with the percentages of their participa-

tion in Traditional, Mixed and Non-traditional programs, amplifies

this point:

Traditional Programs. The increase of women's enrollment

in programs Traditional for women was 723,700, between

1972 and 1978, and men's was 145,400. In 1972, 65% of

all women students were enrolled in Traditional programs,

this dropped to 60% in 1976 and further to 56% in 1978.

The enrollment of men in programs Traditional for women

increased by only 1% between 1972 and 1978.

It is important to recognize that the percentage decrease

of women enrolled in programs Traditional for women is

21
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not a decrease in the number of women, but rather a

decrease in the percent of all women vocational education

students who enrolled in Traditional programs, i.e., the

concentration of women in Traditional programs has been

reduced.

Mixed Programs. The increase of women in Nixed programs

between 1972 and 1978, 756,500, was much greater than the

increase of men, 443,200. The percentage of women in

Mixed training rose 5 points from 292 to 342 while that

of men rose only 3 points from 202 to 23%.

Non-Traditional Programs. The increase between 1972 and

1978 of women's enrollment in programs Non-traditional

for women, 312,300, was much greater than men's increase,

145,400, in programs Traditional for women. The

percentage of women rase from 6% in 1972 to 10% in 1978.

The increase of men's enrollment between 1972 and 1978 in

programs Non-traditional for women, 806,800, was the

largest rise in any category, but the percentage of men

dropped 4 points from 73% to 69%.

The above data indicate that although there was an increase of women

participating in programs Non-traditional for women, even greater

numbers of women enrolled in Mixed programs. Similarly, while there was

a alight increase in the numbers of men enrolling in programs which have

been Traditional for women, men had a greater enrollment increase in ithe

Mixed programs, and made the greatest enrollment increase in programs

Traditional for men.

Within the increase of women in Non-traditional programs, several other

trends exist. First, examination of the occupational training areas

indicates that women's increased enrollment in Non-traditional programs

has been greater in Technical and in Agriculture programs than in Trade

and Industrial, during the period 1972-78. Second, although the national
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enrollment data in this study combine secondary and postsecondary voca-

tional education, previous studies have found that there have been

significantly greater increases in adult women's enrollment in Non-

traditional programs through postsecondary and adult education than in

high school women's enrollment in Non-traditional programs 4 Third, in

Trade and Industrial programs that are Non-traditional for women, their

enrollment percent increases were in courses without a strong sex role

image, such as drafting, law enforcement (as opposed to police science)

and graphic arts, rather than in courses that have a strong male role

image such as construction, auto mechanics or machine shop. Fourth,

there have been increases in actual numbers but not percent of women

enrolled in courses that have a practical or hobby connotation, as

opposed to one of preparation for employment (e.g. auto mechanics and

woodworking for women or consumer and homemaking for men )

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS FROM SELECTED STATE ENROLLMENT DATA

The appendices to this study contain tables of the percentage of women

enrolled by Traditional, Mixed, and Non-traditional categories for the

years of 1972, 1976, and 1978, within the seven occupational training

areas -- Agriculiural, Technical, Trade and Industrial, Business and

Office, Distributive, Health, and Consumer and Home Economics (Gainful

and Non-g inful) fc, each cf the 15 selected states, as well as the

national percentages The appendices also contain narrative analyses of

these data incorporating enrollment change in the detailed programs

where such changes have contributed to the enrollment pattern in the

overall training area These analyses of the fifteen states and the

supporting data of related appendices resulted in the following findings

4
Women in Nontraditional Training in Secondary Education,
Rj Associates. Arlington, VA, 1978

A Study of the Factors Influencing the Participation of Women
in Nontraditional Occupations in Postsecondary Area Vocational
Training Schools, Ri Associates Arlington, VA, 1977

13;
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There were substantially greater increases in the percent of

women enrolling in Von-traditional provers between 1972 and

1976 than between 1976 and 1978, even considering that the

second time period is only half as long as the first.

Most of the increases in women's enrollment in Non-traditional

proArams have occurred in Agricultural programs, excluding

Agricultural Mechanics, and in the Trade and Industrial programs

without a strong sex role image. Even in California which had

the greatest increases in the percent of women students enrolled

in Non-traditional programs, the increase of women in courses

with a strong male role image was still relatively small.

Although there was a substantial increase between 1972 and 1978

in the percent of women enrolled :11 Non-traditional Technical

programs, the rate of increase leveled off after 1976 in some

of the states, and in some cases decreased by 1978.

A total of 8 of the 15 selected states had increases of less

than the national gain (4.11) of women enrolled in Non-

traditional Trade and Industrial programs between 1972 and

1978. Of those 8 states, 6 remained below the national ge

of women in Non-traditional T&I programs in 1978: Alabama,

Georgia, Idaho, New Hampshire, New Mexico, and Ohio. The

other 2 states had only minor increases in percent of women

enrolled in Non-traditional T&I programs but remained slightly

above the national ge in 1978: Florida and Oklahoma.

Two states had substantial increases in the percent of women

enrolled in Non-traditional TO programs, but continued in

1978 to fall below the rational ge: Pennsylvania and

Texas. Oregon data indicated no increases (-0.3%); however,

in 1978 the state was still above the national average percent

of women enrolled in Non-traditional TEI programs. New York

increased 7.2% between 1972 and 1976; however, the state data

reflected a substantial decrease, falling below the national

24
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average, by 1978.5 Only 3 of the 15 states studied reported

marked increases in percent of women enrolled in Non-traditional

TO programs and were above the national average in 1978:

Califorinia, Illinois, and Wyoming.

Commentary

Based upon the data and information compiled during the conduct of this

phase of the study, several points appear appropriate for additional

comment and attention. The two most important changes for women in

vocational education have been:

The rapid expansion in enrollment of women between 1972 and

1978'

The shift of women's concentration from Traditional programs

to Nixed programs. Although progress was made in the increased

enrollment of women in Non-traditional programs, increases were

comparatively slight -- the progress has been slow.

There was not necessarily a correlation in the states between an increase

In Non-traditional enrollment by women and the sex equity content of the

State Plans and Reports. Some states detailing sex equity plans did not

show enr.Ilment changes; others with little specificity d.d have enroll-

ment changes. Where State Plans required goals and timetables, plans

from the LEAs for increasing sex equity, and specific assurances from

the LEAs that such plans will be achieved, there appears to heve been

a concomitant increase in the number of women enrolled in Non-traditional

programs, i.e...,_ there were indications that there was progress in sex

etsaly,

This shift in New York was due almost totally to the state's use
of a "Trade S Industrial Other" program classification. This is a
"catch-all" classification and may be markedly affected by the
programs offered in the state. In all other Non-traditional programs
New York showed continued gains in women's enrollment.
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It appears that the greatest increases in women's enrollment in Non-

traditional programs occurred in states where a true_plannins process

occurred, i.e., where detailed plans for the eradication of identified

problems were formulated and where efforts to achieve sex equity extended

beyond a were rehashing of the verbiage of the legislation and regulations.

The greatest gains were in California, and to some degree in New York,

where planning systems to achieve goals and timetables were established;

where monitoring systeas were established; where funds were committed to

establish sex equity.programs; and where efforts were made to utilize the

entire state staff to address sex equity issues.

Based on their state reports, major efforts clearly were mounted in

Texas and Oklahoma to achieve sex equity. The former state was so far

below the national average in 1972 in Non-traditional enrollments that,

although marked improvements were indicated by the data, it remained

below the national average in 197g. The Non-traditional enrollment of

women in Oklahoma also continued to remain below the national average.

Yet both Texas snd Oklahoma had State Plans which were clear, practical

and required assurances from their LEAs. Additionally, Texas established

specific goals and timetables by occupational training area and by

school level (secondary, postsecondary, and adult).

In summation, the detail provided in the State Plans regarding imple-

mentation of the sex equity provisions varied, and sometimes correlated

with improved enrollment patterns. It appears that the achievement of

sex equity requires not only the commitment of major funding, but also

the establishment of an entire system that requires) as well as encourages,

such planning activity.

26
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III. ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH STUDIES

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 mandate national studies of

the impact of the legislative provisions. Two which pertain to sex

equity are: (1) a study to be conducted by the Commissioner of Educa-

tion of the extent to which progress had been made in eliminating sex

discrimination ar., sex stereotyping in all vocational education programs

assisted under the Vocational Education Amendmients of 1976; and (2) a

study to be conducted by the National Institute of Education of the

impact of the 1976 Amendments, which was later designed to include sex

equity issues.

Three volumes of the Commissioner's study, reported as The Vocational

Education Equity Study' prepared by American Institutes for Research

(AIR), were reviewed for this study. In this section of the report,

Volumes 1 and 2 are summarized. A summary of important findings

from Volume 3 is in the appendices

The National Institute of Education studies are not yet complete and

data collected for the studies were unavailable for review, however,

The Planning Papers for the Vocational Education Study,2 a preliminary

document from the National Institute of Education, contains a .xamina-

tion of four major national longitudinal surveys of American yo- ±h

conducted within the past twenty years. This data sythesis is also

reviewed in the following section.

1

2

American Institutes for Research, The Vocational Education Equity
Study, Volume 1: The Primary Data, Laurie R. Harrison, et.al.
April, 1979; Volume 2: Literature and Secondary Data Review,
JoAnne Steiger, et al. March, 1979; Volume 3. Case Studies and
Promising Approaches, Jeanette D. Wheeler, et.al Palo Alto, CA,
March, 1979.

The National Institute of Education, The Planning Papers for the
Vocational Education Study, Publication No. 1, "Effect of Vocational
Education Programs. Research Findings and Issues," John T Grasso
and John R. Shea Washington, DC, 1979
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TIM VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EQUITY STUDY, VOLUME 1, THE PRIMARY DATA

Prom data and information collected during the Fall of 1978, two years

after the legislation but only one year after the implementing regulation

was published, the study reported the following findings :

State Level Activities

Two-thirds of the state Directors of Vocational Education and

the Sex Equity Coordinators reported that their states were

implementing the following four activities:

Reviewing grants made by the state to ensure the

needs of women are addressed;

Gathering, analyzing, and disseminating data on the

status of men and women students and employees;

Systematically reviewing all vocational education

programs in the state for sex equity;

Assisting local agencies to expand opportunities for

women

Personnel in slightly more than a third of the states reported

funding or sponsoring activities to create greater awareness

of inequities and nontraditional options, or to provide

special job development, placement, and follow-up services for

nontraditional students.

The activities which appeared to be receiving the least atten-

tion, and for which the greatest percentage of state Directors

reported no implementation plans were:

*
Some inconsistencies on similar questions are evident among responses
received from state, district and/or school level personnel; data are
reported here as contained in the original study

t49-387 0-82-11
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Monitoring the implementation of laws prohibiting

sex discrimination in all hiring, firing, and pro-

motion procedures at the local level,

Community liaison activities to improve opportunities

for women;

Assisting employers to improve opportunities for

women.

In general, staff at the state level reported little involve-

ment in local level staffing matters. Only one Coordinator

reported that incentives were being provided to schools to

acquire or promote staff in occupational hoch were not

traditional for their sex

Of the activities specified in the legislation, Sex Equity

Coordinators reported that on the average they were spending a

quarter of their time creating awareness programs and activities

designed to reduce inequitites. At the time of the AIR study,

they felt that these were the most useful activities for

achieving sex equity in their states.

District Level Activities

Local Directors of Vocational Education and of Guidance and

Counseling reported that LEAs were placing their greatest

effort on monitoring laws which prohibit sex discrimination in

staff hiring, firing, and promotion and on ensuring male and

female representation on all Local Advisory Councils. Close

to two-thirds reported that these activities were being imple-

mented. However, these activities had not resulted in a more

equitable distribution of men and women in vocational education

administration positions at the LEA level. There still was a

predominance of men who were local Directors of Vocational

Education (90%) and local Directors of Guidance and Counseling

(70%).
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Approximately two-thirds of the LEAs were reviewing funding

practices to assure that guidelines regarding sex equity were

carried out.

LEAs were considerably less involved in research, evaluation,

data collection, and dissemination activities than in review

and monitoring activities.

The LEA Directors were asked if their agencies had conducted Title IX

self-evaluations that included vocational education. Over 70% of the

responding Directors indicated that they had implemented or completed

reviews of all programs for sex inequities, and reviews of admission and

recruitment policies and practices. Less activity had been carried out

on the review of curriculum materials for sex inequities. Fifty-five

percent of the responding Directors indicated implementation of curriculum

reviews; however, almost 40% had initiated very little or no activity.

The Title IX reviews of vocational education programs, reported by a

majority of LEAs as already implemented, had had little effect on student

enrollment. Enrollment continued to reflect traditional enrollment
patterns

Personnel at postsecondary institutions (40%) were more likely than

personnel at secondary schools (15%) to have undertaken activities to

reduce sex inequities in staffing patterns

In general, according to LEA Directors, school level activities were

"Informally implemented." Thirty-eight percent of the LEAs had imple-

mented activities to make students aware of non-traditional options.

Although 24% of the LEAs had implemented day care and 22% had imple-

mented community liaison activities, over half had no plans to carry out

these functions. The percentage of LEAs undertaking student or community-

oriented act...ities was generally smaller than the percentage undertaking

data collection, monitoring, and review activities
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Activities of Counselors and Teachers at the School Level

Sixty-three percent of the counselors reported that programs

to encourage non-traditional enrollmeo, were being formally

and Informally implemented.

Approximately 47% of the counselors reported that their LEAs

were implementing programs to alert students to inequities and

39% were making special guidance services available tc non-

traditional students.

Twenty-two percent of the counselors reported that their LEAs

were engaged in community liaison activities. Twenty-nine

percent reported they were providing day-care services.

Instructors and counselors reported efforts to encourage students to

'After non-traditional programs; 27% of the Instructors and 37% of the

counselors reported formal implementation of this kind of activity at

the school level. However, approximately 39% of instructors and 22% of

counselors reported uo plans for or knowledge of programa of this type.

Approximately 36% (sic) of instructors and 18% of counselors reported

formal preparation for special job development or placement programs,

while approximately 50% of both groups reported no activity. At a

maximum, a little more than a third of the schools were actively spon-

soring programs for students.

Only 13% of both instructors and counselors reported that their schools

were sponsoring programs for employers or community organizations to

make them aware of problems of inequity; almost three-quarters reported

no pl.is to do so. Appro-cutely a quarter reported implementing special

guidance and counseling services for non-traditional students; approxi-

mately 14% reported that day care services were being provided. Thus,

little student or community-oriented activity appears to have been

taking place at the school level.
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Junior colleges and technical institutions appear to have been making

the greatest effort to achieve sex equity, and comprehensive high schools

and vocatic4.1 schools the least.

Perceptions of Sex Equity Problems and Progress

A quarter to a third of the respondents at the state and local

levels of the educational system generally agreed that rules

denying admission to courLes on the basis of sex, unwritten

understanding that some courses were for males and others for

females, and teacher reluctance to have non-traditional students

in their courses had all changed for the better in the past

five years. Yet, unwritten understandings and teacher reluctance

to have non-traditional students in their courses were generally

indicated as most in need of further change

Vocational educators at all levelc indicated that comnunity

attitudes and values presented the majo- constraint to sex

equity in vocational education Const. lots emanating from

parental attitudes and influences were the second most commonly

mentioned constraint

Representatives of outside organizations and agencies inter-

viewed were critical of vocational education's efforts to

address inequities. Impediments to change within vocational

education were thought to be the predominance of male instruc-

tors and administrators, and stereotyped materials. In general,

the representatives of outside organizations felt there must

be stronger enforcement of the legislation pertaining to sex

equity.

Approximately 25% of all respondents (state and local staff

plus outside respondents) felt it was justifiable to take the

sex of a student into consideration when determining the type

of work-study, cooperative education, or job placement that

was arranged However, few individuals at any level felt

34
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there were circumstances in which inequitable classroom

assignments were justified.

It is important to note that state staff indicated higher levels of

implementation of review and monitoring activities than of activities

designed for students (which were felt to be most effective by the

greatest number of state staff). Encouraging male and female represen-

tation on Advisory Councils was perceived by the greatest number of

individuals to be least effective. There appears to have been an

inconsistency between those activities which states were emphasizing and

those activities which were felt to be most productive.

State Impact on School Activities

School level activities that appeared to be most closely associated with

thos at the state level were in. reness efforts and support activities

for students. Furthermore, mon coring/review/data collection which

represented the bulk of state vel activity generally had the highest

correlation with the indicator of activity at the school level. This

is significant because it reprisents an important ltnkege between state

and school: i.e., the more attention the state paid to what the school

was doing, the more the school tended to do.

Schools that made a concerted effort to enroll non-traditional students,

to assure sex equity in student programming, and to eliminate discrimina-

tion in employment were also those in which enrollment of women in

non - traditional training was highest.

In sum, those schocls with higher activity indicato-, seemed also to

have been those with higher non- traditional enrollments. There were

more significant correlations with non-traditional female enrollment

than with non-traditional male enrollment However, those indicators

reflecting activities aimed directly at students also correlated signi-

ficantly with non-traditional male enrollment
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Conclusions of Volume I

The two conclusions of Volume I most relevant to this study were

A concerted effort must be sad, to identify and disseminate

exemplary programs and strategies for overcoming sex inequi-

ties in vocational education.

At the time of the study there were few examples of successful

efforts to reduce sex inequities in vocational training pro-
grams. It is of vital importance that information on success-

ful strategies be disseminated to the widest possible vocational

education audience.

There must be considerably more emphasis at all levels on

activities designed to overcome inequities, in addition to the

monitoring and reviewing designed to discover such inequities.

The need for efforts to overcome inequities is a major theme

throughout the legislation. However, the primary form of

activity observed consisted of reviewing and monitoring --

activities which are passive in nature. Corrective action is

needed to overcome inequities discovered. States, local

education agencies, and schools must be provided both with

ncentives to act and with examples of successful approaches

Data from this study revealed that schools which made major

efforts to address inequities had a higher proportion of

non-traditional students Concerted efforts, particularly

those which directly involve students, are crucial in reducing

inequities
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THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EQUITY STULY, VOLUME 2,

LITERATURE AND SECONDARY DATA REVIEW

This volume cited studies undertaken prior to the enactment of the Voca-

tional Education Amendments of 1976. The studies indicated that, by and

large, the schools had served to reinforce the sex stereotypes of the

larger society. Girls had been reinforced to develop "feminine" behavior

patterns and prepare for lives as wives and mothers, not as wage earners.

When girls enrolled in courses to prepare for gainful employment, they

concentrated in traditionally female fields. Several studies suggested

that girls got little encouragement from counselors to take non-traditional

courses.

Attitudes Toward VEA '76

One relevant study cited was Dykstra (1977), which. investigated the

attitudes of vocational educators in Colorado toward implementation of

the sex equity provisions of the 1976 Amendments, and their level of

agreement with each of the requirements. Sixty-six percent of the

instructors, 57% of the local Directors of Vocational Education, 38% of

the teacher educators and 28'4 of state staff disagreed with the provision

that set :side $50,000 for sex equity personnel at the state level. A

majority of respondents disapproved of the provision of day care for

children of students at the secondary level. They also disagreed with

provisions of vocational education programs for displaced homemakers;

however, 73% agreed with the required review of the distribution of

grants to assure that the needs of women are addressed. In general, the

state staff were more supportive than local staff of the new legislation.

Need for Research

A need for further research in the following areas was cited: (a) the

course entry process, (b) training in school, (c) placement of students;

1 sJ
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and (d) the attitudes and behaviors of administrators, teachers, coun-

selors, and parents, as well as students.

The authors maintained that studies generalized about vocational expec-

tations and achievements based on examinations of college graduates,

although half the population does not go to college, and far more than

half does not complete college. The working class woman and her

relationship to the occupational world was conspicuously absent from

existing research literature (Roby, 1975).

The meaning of work to working class women needs to be explored. They

are presumed to have low motivation and career interest, despite the

fact that from an early age most expect to work a good part of their

lives.

PAPER ON EFFECTS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS:

RESEARCH FINGINGS AND ISSUES

This paper, contained in The Planning Papers for the Vocational

Education Study, issued by the National Institute of Education, reviewed

and synthesized data compiled through major national logitudinal surveys

as follows: Project Talent, (1960); Youth in Transition, (1968); the

National Longitudinal Surveys (of Labor Market Experience), (1968); the

Longitudinal Study of Educational Effects (also known as the National

Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972).

TIu ,dological shortcow-'is and dates of these studies affected

their findings. The number women graduates from occupational cur-
ricula other than business and clerical was too small to permit con-

clusions regarding the effect of their high school programs on later

employment.
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Jobs Sought

The studies reiterated women's segregation in occupationally stereotyped

courses within all three curricula: college preparatory, general, and

vocational education.

According to Grasso and Shea, these 1968 National Longitudinal Survey

data are not out of date. A 1976 Gallup Youth Survey found that women

retained occupational. goals similar to those held by students in the

1960s. For example, the top career preferences of teenage girls still

included: secretary, teacher, nurse, social worker, and hairdresser,

among others. The only difference reported (Prediger, et.al., 1974) is

that the proportion of high school girls who expect to work outside the
*

home had risen over the decade.

The authors found that in contrast to the results for men, the evidence

indicated that vocational education for girls in high school strongly

benefited them later in the labor market. However, unexpectedly, it was

found that the wage and earnings statistics demonstrated that the benefit

in wages was in sex-typed occupations. This may have resulted because

only the business and clerical course had enough women students for

separate analysis.

Conclusions of the Paper

Grasso and Shea suggested that those who criticize vocational

programs on the basis of occupational sex-segregation should

carefully reconsider the alternative occupations available to

the average young woman.

Subsequent studies have noted that massive changes occurred in the
attitudes and aspirations of young females relative to work, educa-
tion, and childbearing. For example, only 257, of females surveyed
in the 1979 NLS reported that they wanted to be exclusively home-
makers at the age of 35. This is a decrease of 35% since the 1968
NLS. (Borus, et.al., 1979.)
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The results suggested that women working in non-5,,c-typed jobs

were not necessarily better off than other young women. The

effects of holding a traditional job varied by level of schooling

and by race, but apparently those with less than a baccalaureate

degree had a financial advantage working in a sex-typed job.

Commentary

The Prima Data Volume 1 The Vocational Education E uity Study by AIR

and Section II, Analysis of State Reports and National and State Enroll-

ment Data, of this current study for the two Councils reflect similar

findings regarding conditions in the state and local education agencica

and provide some insights which may be useful in considering where the

vocational education legislation may be strengthened for improved imple-

mentation.

On the other hand, the Literature and Secondary Data Review Volume 2 of

the AIR study, because of the dates of studies reviewed, merely redefined

the conditions that the sex equity provisions of the legislation were

designeu to correct Therefore, Volume 2 provides only limited insights

regarding the impact of the new mandates and provisions

It should also be noted that the research by AIR was conducted only one

year after Federal regulations for implementing VEA '76 were issued --

regulations were published in October 1977, and the data and information

collection are from the spring of 1978. Caution is warranted since the

changes reflected in the field at that time more likely resulted from

the implementation of Title IX legislation than from the sex equity

provisions of the Education Amendments of 1976. Likewise, more recent

changes as a result of VEA '76 are not reflected in these early data.

The paper on "Effects of Vocational Education Programs: Research Findings

and Issues" attempted to examine national longitudinal studies for their

relevance to vocational education, even though none reviewed was originally
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designed to analyze vocational education. Consequently, the studies'

employment-related data are inadequate for drawing precise conclusions

on vocational education. Additionally, the samples contained in the

studies are outdated -- the oldest of the studies, Project Talent,

collected data in 1960. In the interim there has been a "subtle revo-

lution" in the work patterns of women, markedly affecting their training

for work as well. The Grasso and Shea contention that conditions had not

changed for women since the 1960s cannot be validated until further

research has been undertaken. The conclusions drawn in their study,

however, may be relevant to the consideration of the need for changes in

vocational education legislation.
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IV HEARINGS

Approximately BO persons from 21 states participated in the Councils'

two public hearings on sex equity in vocational education held in May,

1980. The hearings, designed to gain the perspective of individuals and

groups affected by the sex equity provisions and those responsible for

implementing or monitoring the legislation, were held in New York City

(May 8-9) and Denver, Colorado (May 15-16). Witnesses were invited to

present testimony before members of the two Councils, and at least one

member of a State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCT OF THE HEARINGS

The regional design of the hearings -- one in the East and one in the

West -- was based upon prior studies which found that the participation

of woven in non-traditional education varies by the region of the country,

size of metropolitan/rural location, by age and by racAal/ ethnic group.'

The assumption was that, although the broad legislative issues raised in

the two locations would be similar, the variables affecting service

needs of women and- the administrative tasks of service delivery would be

different.

The two hearings were publicized through public notices, media and

letters to a wide range of organizations and associations concerned with

sex equity issues, encouraging them to attend the hearings and participate

in the discussions and/or submit written testimony A wide variety of

1

A Study_of the Factors Influencing the Participation of Women
in Non - traditional Occupations in Postsecondary Area Vocational

Training Schools, Rj Associates. Arlington, VA, 1977.

Rural Women in Postsecondary Vocational Education, Rj Associates.
Arlington, VA, 1978

Women in Non-traditional Vocational Education in Secondary Schools,
Ri Associates Arlington, VA. 1978
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knowledgeable individuals were invited to address key issues of concern

to the Councils; additionally, evening sessions provided opportunity for

the Councils to hear from other persons who wished to present testimony.

A panel format for the hearings enabled the Councils to receive testimony

focusing upon issue areas; witnesses presented testimony individually

followed by group discussion and interaction with the Council members.

Each hearing began with a panel presentation of "State Profile" -- an

overview of the progress of one state in detail (in the East) or several

states (in the West) in implementing the sex equity provisions of the

Federal legislation. The second panel at each hearing focused on the

"Perspective from Persons Outside the Vocational Education System" with

an emphasis on testimony from organizations concerned with sex equity

issues. The third panel in the East concentrated on the "Special Needs

of Minority Women;" in the West the third panel directed its attention

to the role and functions of the Sex Equity Coordinators. The fourth

and final Eastern panel examined "Supportive Services/Innovative Programs;"

the Western, "Postsecondary Vocational Education and Displaced Homemaker

Programs " An evening panel in the West also addressed the "Special

Needs of Minority Women."

A "Roundtable Discussion" on the implications of the testimony for

legislation closed each hearing This session enabled Council members

to discuss with the witnesses the issues raised during the hearings and

related concerns It also provided an oppor unity for others present to

question witnesses and Council members and to discuss the issues

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

Witnesses addressed the full range of issues of interest to the Councils

funding, the focus on sex equity, special needs of women, postsecondary

education, the role of Sex Equity Coordinators, the utility of public

hearings on State Plans, attitudes and training of vocational education

personnel, and the impact of related legislation, additionally, they
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raised several other f concern: services and programs for displaced

homemakers, the needs of minority and adult women, attitude o: parents

and peers, concerns that sex equity include accessibility for both
sexes. The role of Federal legislation and goveinment in vocational

education, curriculum, and texts, and the problems associated with

changing attitudes were covered. There was discussion of programs,

successful efforts, and barriers to the progress of sex equity.

This summary synthesizes the comments, information, and detailed

statements of witnesses on issues. It is not intended to be an

exhaustive review or replication of testimony, but rather a focus on

the substantive points of testimony and written statements received.

Federal Role

"The Vocational Education Amendments of 1976
not only outlawed discrimination in vocational
programs, but also mandated active efforts to
reduce sex bias and stereotyping. It is this
area of affirmative action that the new Federal

vocational education amendments need to address
once again with renewed strength and commitment.
The new OCR Guidelines for Vocational Education
are an encouraging sign that equity in veered
is a national priority. Adequate staffing and
accountability procedures at state, local, and
Federal levels, however, must be provided to
ensure that these new guidelines do indeed

support the full implementation of the 'spirit'
as well as the 'letter' of the law."

Sex Equity Coordinator

Many witnesses exp d concern that the law is too vaguely written. In

some cases, the "letter of the law" or the minimum requirements are

being met without any significant progress toward equity. The problem

is twofold: (1) the legislation is not flexible enough to allow the

various admluistrative and service functions within the vocational

education delivery system to operate according to the different structures
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of the states and localities; and, (2) the leniency of "may" versus

"shall" language leaves little opportunity for accountability and

enforcement of the sex equity provisions.

Serious concerns were raised, especially at the New York hearing, re-

garding whether the current vocational education system was precluding

the equity and upgrading needed by women and whether fundamental changes

would be required in order to assure equal access. While most of the

witnesses stated that their respective states met the minimum requirements

for sex equity, few cited examples of state initiative to assure that

the intent as well as the letter of the law was enforced. For example,

through the hearings only two states (New York and California) were

identified which had required LEAs to meet specific sex equity require-

ments as a condition of funding.

Witnesses suggested that, as a minimum, mandatory language be included

in the reauthorization to require: sex equity in vocational guidance

and counseling; services for displaced homemakers; curriculum revision

to eliminate sex bias and sex stereotyping; sex equity training and

personnel development for administrators, teachers, and counselors; day

care programs; and tance to women in preparing for and obtaining

non-traditional employment.

Concern regarding the Federal role extended beyond the reauthorization

of vocational education as a single piece of legislation and suggested

the need for broad legislative coordination to achieve sex equity:

"There have been many important efforts to
provide for improved coordination at the
Federal level in the area of education/ work.
Interagency coordination is taking place .

Two major national advisory councils have
joined forces to hold these hearings . . Next
year will provide an extraordinary opportunity
for fur'hering a coordinated approach if, as
may be the case, vocational education legislation
is reauthorized along with the youth programs
of CETA (the Youth Employment and Demonstration
Projects Act, or YEDPA), and in conjunction
with the new Administration proposal. As the
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broad issues of education/work are add d,
specific approaches should be identified for
meeting the needs of special populations in a
comprehensive and coordinated way at the Federal
level."

Legislative Analyst for a National
Organization of States

Witnesses generally agreed on the need for linkages between vocational

education and other work/education agencies. The Comprehensive

Employment and Training Administration (CETA) and the Office for Civil

Rights (OCR) were mentioned repeatedly as agencies which should have a

close working relationship with vocational education.

One witness suggested that a mandatory sex equity component should be

built into all Federal legislation. It was also suggested that the

Vocational Education Ameadments could require that teams of equal

education opportunity compliance officers and technical assistance

specialists be formed in every state agency and available in adequate

numbers and levels of positions to have 'he clout to enforce the OCR

guidelines at the state and local levels.

Special Needs of Women

Supportive services is one of the options the legislation leaves to

state discretion -- such services right include child care,

transportation, and attention to the needs of displaced homemakers,

minority women and adult women.

Child Care

The crucial need for adequate, affordable child care services was

addressed by a number of witnesses, as was the need for legislators

to recognize that child care is essential and clearly related to

employment. Witnesses stressed that in order for vocational

education to reach women efforts must be made to ensure that they
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remain in school. One witness pointed out thlt the dropout rate

for students entering the ninth grade in the New York City public

schools is 45%, that pregnancy is the major reason for dropping

out, and that about 80% of pregnant teenage dropouts never return

to school. Nor is the problem confined to urban areas; Maine has

the highest teenage pregnancy rate in the nation.

There an extreme shortage of day care for children under three

years old. New York City was cited as an example; there are only

eight centers for infants in the city, five in Brooklyn where they

are inaccessible to much of the population. Inability to find

affordable infant care is a problem especially for teenage parents

"in a kind of oversimPlified way and as absurd
is it may sound, I v Id say that the special
needs of minority we Ai as they pertain to
vocational education are, first and foremost,
birth control and adequate ,hildcare."

Dean of Continuing and Adult Education and
Chair of a Commission on the Status of Women

Despite the great need for child care services, only one state

represented (New Mexico) indicated that day care services were

provided through vocational education funds and this through a

joint training and service project In Oregon, the LEA decides

whether to fund day care.

Although witnesses stated the need for Federal attention to day

care, they cautioned that the approach to child care must be

flexibile. Regulations of CETA and of many state departments of

public welfare require that children be placed in a licensed day

care center Unfortunately, these centers are "day" care programs

and are not available for evening adult education students. Provisions

allowing women to pay their relatives and neighbors for child care

were suggested as a means of dealing with the time problem as well

as the shortage of available centers.
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Transportation

Accessibility to vocational education is often impeded by trans-

portation problems, a particular difficulty for low-income women

A Denver hearing witness, whose program Inc) )es job placement as

well as vocational education, noted that the costs of either owning

an automobile (payments, repairs, gasoline) or using public trans-

portation (not alwayr available) to reach school or work have

affected the program's ability to serve women. Often the problem is

compounded when child-en must be transpor.ed to day care centers as

well. Rural women, as well as men, often have no access to public

transportation and a witness from Colorado noted that only one city

in that state has even limited public transportation

Displaced Homemakers

"Most displaced homemakeis need vocational
services Most are unprepared to enter the
occupations in which there is a real demand
today. Vocational education funds coordinated
with state and CETA funds could address these
needs beautifully. A small beginning has been
made. But there is a great deal yet to do "

Director of a Displaced Homemaker
Program

Current's, only two legislative acts include displaced homemakers

among those eligible for funding in employment and training programs:

the Educational Amendments of 1976 (vocational education programs

for displaced homemakers and other special groups) and the Compre-

hensive Employment and Training Act Amendments of 1978 Some

states have passed legislation to assist displaced homemakers while

other states have provided little o, no money for assistance.

Witnesses stressed that until very recently, the plight of the

displaced homemaker had not come to the public's attention and only

in the past few years have legislators become concerned about pro-

viding services to these women
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The displaced homemaker programs represented at the hearing presented

program designs that varied in services provided and funds available

Most witnesses agreed that more support was needed from the community

and the legislature One witness expressed concern that vocational

education money earmarked for special groups had not beeu used

because no requests for proposals had been written at the state

level

The testimony contained many strategies for program Improvement,

expansion and development Some of the have already been

incorporated into the programs and some wee "think pieces," they

include the following

The term "displaced homemaker" ts for some unfamiliar

and/or has negative connotations for employees and

students :Me witness suggested that "career changers"

might be a better description

More data are required to subt,tantiate the existence and

needs of displaced homemakers

Advisory committees should he established to monitor

expenditures of vocational education funds to Insure

their appropriation to displaced homemaker programs

Program per' ainel should develop working relationships

with vocational edutatton staff at the administrative

level to coordinate efforts, provide support, ,..nd conduct

Joint planning Sessions

off-campus displated homemaker centers (as opposed to

centers at educational institutions) may provide a better

environment for women retuting to school or work

Non-traditional training should be made available through

displaced homemaker program- i hands-on curriculum

could be used to Introduce nth ti timing
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Special staff could be funded in college job placement

offices to provide job referral and placement.

One witness felt the greatest need is for synergism among

the provams, the development of a collective identity:

"...there is an enormous need for
collaboration and cooperation between
all displaced homemaker centers. The
centers which are community based
organizations and those that are housed
in educational institutions exist for
the same purpose - to help the displaced
homemaker make the transition from
being tradmatized to being made self-
sufficient, as effortlessly as possible."

Prograp Associate for a Displaced
Homemaker Program

Minority Women

Many of the issues exp d as being of particular concern to

minority women (e.g. day care, transportation, counseling) are

issues affecting all women, and minority men as well. Hispania

witnesses discussed the need for outreach to minority peoples

through community based organisations; Black, Hispanic and Indian

witnesses cited the negative image of occupational education

programs in minority communities. These negative attitudes toward

vocational education are prevalent in the minority communities

whose students have often been stereotyped as scholastically unable

to compete in academic studies. This is particularly true in the

Black community. As a result, many minority youth are encouraged

by their parents to shy away from "shop" courses and to get an

academic education which will prepare them for a white collar job.

"Specifically, there is
the Black Community the
education that elevates
advantages affv.rded one
academic education plus

a need to dissemina.e to
image of vocational
and places emphasis on the
who receives both a sound
vocational skill training."
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There was concern that vocational education work to eliminate

attitudes which cause Indians to be placed in courses based on the

assumption that they are "good with their hands" as a result of

beading and making baskets

Difficulties facing Hispanic minority women were identified.

Witnesses at the New York hearing emphasized the need for programs
sw.

designed to address unique cultural differences as a meant of

encouraging the participation of minority women in vocational

education In the West, again the hearing panel was told that

because of cultural differences many Hexican-American women were

reluctant to participate in non-traditional training. For non-

English or limited English speaking students who are preparing to

enter the work force there is a need to prepare teachers and

counselors better, and to modify curriculum. Cultural variations

were expressed-

"Indian women face a great deal of societal
pressure to marry and bear children at an early
age And the Indian mother has always been viewed
as the one most responsible for caring for and
raising the children Her family and peers tend
to value her skills in homemaking and child rearing
more than for any ambitions and abilities she may
have "

Special Projects Coordinator of an
Indian Education Program

"National programs and Federal legislation have
had an impact upon the status of black women;
however, it has not been significant. Black and
Spanish speaking women are still at the bottom of
the ladder in every instance except unemployment.
According to 1978 Bureau of Labor Statistics
Report, minority teenage garl, accounted for 34.5%
of the unemployment population, surpassing even
black teenage boys "
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In addition to the perceptions and v,laes affecting minority

interest in vocational education, there was concern for more

minority involvment in program planning and monitoring. Advisory

Councils drew attention -- one witness exp d concern that one

Black woman on an Advisory Council does not mean there is adequate

minority representation, that the needs of Hispanic and Indian

women are very different. A possible improvement might be requiring

proportional representation of the state's minority population.

Adult Women

Again, for adult women, the issues of child care, counseling, and

transportation were raised in regard to the postsecondary vocational

education delivery system. Witnesses stated that women tend to

make decisions later in life than men and suggested that

there be more emphasis on enrollment equity and program development

in postsecondary vocational education.

During the Eastern 'leering there was considerable discussion of

the b s for women seeking to enter apprenticeship programs and

non-traditional employment. Witnesses at the Western hearing also

cited a lack of action on, or even recognition of, the problems of

age discrimination as well as sex bias. They suggested the need

for changes within the delivery system itself, as well as the need

to prepare potential workers to be employed in occupations pre-

dominated by the opposite sex.

Sexual harassment and abuse were cited as critical problems for

non-traditional employment and occupational preparation and,

although no suggestions for resolving or dealing with these issues

were offered by witnesses, many questions were raised. If the

vocational education system trains women for non-traditional jobs,

will industry employ them' Can vocational educators influence

recalcitrant unions and contractors' Is there any way for vocational

educators to address the sex discrimination and age discrimination
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(many trades continue to have upper age limits for apprenticeships

despite 1978 Department of Labor affirmative action guidelines

which permit their waiver) that women in adult education programs

will later encounter'

Curricula and Texts

"Textbooks continue to reflect stereotyped views of
men and women, especially in the vocational areas
where women are virtually nonexistent."

Sex Equity Coordinator

"One woman role model can do more to effect change
than 100 planned activities. One woman to drlion-
strate the absurd nature of the present inequities.
One woman to teach, to demonstrate, to lead "

Administrator of a State Regional
Education Agency

The need to introduce students to a range of career possibilities

through infusing sex-fair materials into the curriculum was expressed by

many witnesses. It was generally agreed that the curriculum should

include techniques that serve to expand students' views of their

potential career options and expose them to women And men in non-

traditional J3bs

Witnesses suggested exploratory programs at the Junior high school level

as a means to help students make better decisions in high school

AddltIonaly, it was suggested that coordination between vocational

education and career education programs may be a means to ensure that

non-sexist career materials are infused into the curriculum at the

elementary school level.

1
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Counselors and Instructors

"Sex stereotyping is still a problem in most school
systems. Studies show that both male and female
counselors respoid more favorably to female students
who select traditional career interests. . . Very
few women are local vocational administrators or
instructors in the nontraditional programs, hence
few role models for girls to see."

Sex Equity Coordinator

Witnesses at both hearings agreed that more focus on pre-service and

in-service sex equity training for the instructors and counselOrs is

needed because they affect the students' career and training choices.

Programs that help educators to examine their personal views and

attitudes regarding vocational training and non-traditional work

opportunities for women are also needed Witnesses suggested that

attendance of counselors and teachers at workshops or seminars on sex

bias should be made mandatory.

One witness pointed out that even though funds are available to acquaint

guidance counselors with changing work patterns and sex equity require-

ments, there is little change because the funds are not used. Many

counseling departments do not give high priority to sex equity issues;

therefore, girls are not fully informed of their career options and, in

many instances, are steered away from traditional male courses such as

math and science Without a background in math or science, girls are

unable to meet requirements for entry to a majority of non-traditional

training programs.

Vocational education funds are also available for in-service training

for vocational education teachers and other staff members to overcome

sex bias and stereotyping However, the experience of many of the

witnesses was that instructors are resistant to most programs and

activities that deal with changing their attitudes Another factor

which deters instructors from taking additional training is that in

some states certified vocational instructors are not required to take
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additional course work or training in order to continue teaching. One

example is New York State where 70% of all vocational teachers are

permanently certified, 100% of all home economics teachers are female,

and 981 of the industrial arts teachers are male

Other witness suggestions included:

Vocational aptitude tests should be examined for inherent

sexism

Principals, school board administrators, and certification

committees should require in-service and pre-service sex

equity training for instructors and counselors.

More bias-free guidance materials should be developed.

Women instructors should be recruited and trained to teach

non-traditional courses

Counselors should develop support systems for girls in

non-traditional courses Often girls participating in these

courses are subjected to sexual harassment

Public Hearings

The Federal legislation mandates public hearings as part of the

development of each State Plan for vocational education Although this

mandate was not designed solely to achieve sex equity, it does theore-

tically present the opportunity for the special needs of women previously

noted in this section, as well as other sex equity issues, to be heard.

The potential is for individuals and groups to state their concerns

about existing and planned vocational education programs, and to have an

Impact on the State Plan before the state receives Federal funds.
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Several of the individuals and organization representatives outside

of the vocational education system testified on the puhlic hearing

process. Their attempts to monitor and review State Plans and their

testimony at the mandated public hearings had shown a mixed effect on

the State Plan. One witness' experience was positive:

"It is my conclusion from our experience that
recommendations will he implemented only through
the commitment of the top administration. At the
same time, the top administration will not be able
to commit itself to implementing recommendations
which are never mode. Because the recommendations
and report of t..e (State) Commission for Women were
available at the time that he took office, (Deputy
Secretary of Education) was able to move rapidly to
implement policies reflecting our concerns."

Chair of a State Commission for Women

Other witnesses stated that their comments and recon.endations at puhlic

hearings had had only limited effect; many felt their testimony had no

impact or only very minor impact on implementation of the sex equity

provisions. Another questioned the whole process.

"Vocational education should he initiating and doing,
not responding "

Director of a State Commission for Women

Witnesses cited the following problems with the public hearing process:

insufficient time to review State Plans (some Sex Equity

Coordinators also expressed this concern);

women's groups and others who may be interested in sex equity

issues are not f the public hearing process,

groups that have testified repeatedly without seeing positive

results may not feel it is an effective use of their time;
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citizens often find the language of the hearing materials

confusing One witness stated.

"It is difficult to understand the system,
and I think they like it tha_ way "

Director of a Commission on the
Status of Women

Sex Equity Coordinators

One of the major new provisions contained in the Education Amendments of

1976 was the requirement that each state employ full-time personnel

to assure implementation of sex equity Funded for a minimum of $50,000,

this Sex Equity Coordinator has ten specifically mandated functions.

The legislation allows considerable flexibility, however, regarding the

position of the Coordinator within the organization and how the functions

are accomplished One Sex Equity Coordinator's statement exemplified

the view of many

"1 can assure you that Sex Equity Coordinators
are working hard to achieve sex equity in
education. We feel strongly that every student
should have the opportunity to learn concrete
skills which will ultimately lead to gainful
employment Vocational education plays an
important part training students to enter the
world of work As the nature of our society
becomes that much more complex, the preparation
of all students for survival in that society
becomes even more vital "

Sex Equity Coordinator

The role of the Sec Equity Coordinator was viewed by witnesses as an

essential factor in dirieving equity and in eliminating sex bias. The

need for expanded support of this position was generally expressed
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Although there was general agreement regarding the necessity for such a

position, the specific responsibilities and functions d considerable

'discussion among witnesses. The following capsules highlight the issues

raised:

The ten mandated functions of the Sex Equity Coordinator require

an enormous amount of work with very little money and, in some

case, no staff beyond the Coordinator. The Coordinators need

technical assistance and training to enable them to perform their

responsibilities. These services should come from the Federal

level.

Although_the ten mandated functions are time consuming given

current staff and funding, they should be retained; all of

the functions are necessary. It was recommended that account-

ability for sex equity be built into the jobs of other state

officials so that equity becomes a responsibility which reaches

beyond the Coordinator. Witnesses suggested that some of the

duties of the Coordinator be infused into the jobs of the

local administrators, state Directors of Planning and others

in the system.

The across-the-board funding level of $50,000 for sex equity

personnel is not appropriate in every state. The current

allocation system does not take into account the major differ-

ences in the states (ares, population, number of LEAs, etc.).

Fifty thousand dollars is not enough money in most states for

sex equity programming and many coordinators have been unable

to secure additional funds. The legislation says that states

"may also use part of the grant to support additional full

time personnel." However, in many states the Sex Equity Coor-

dinator has only a secretary; in some states, not even that.

It was suggested that persons responsible for presenting

formal testimony and recommendations to Congress for reauthori-

zation should "pick the brains" of the coordinators. Their
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experiences have been invaluable and many have concrete sugges-

tions that should be included in any statement on legislative

policy

Coordinators should develop a stronger working relationship

with CETA. They should be required to sit on State Employment

and Training Planning Councils and work closely with Private

Industry Councils, local CETA Advisory Councils, and other

community groups

Some witnesses wanted the Sex Equity Coordinator to monitor

vocational education from a position outside of the department

of education. Others thought that an inside position held

cost potential for effecting change. Although most Coordinators

are located within the state vocational education unit, one

felt her placement in another part of the state department

gave her more access to resources.

Another area which generated differing opinions was the appro-

priateness and effectiveness for the Coordinator of having

compliance responsibility. Some witnesses wanted the position

coordinated with Office for Civil Rights enforcement functions.

Others felt that the Coordinator should be responsible'only

for technical assistance. They maintained that either: 1)

carrying out the "police" function detracts from the support

and trust required to bring about change; or 2) when compliance

and assistance are too closely linked, the legal clout of the

former tends to overshadow the latter. There was little

testimony to indicate whether the Sex Equity Coordinators had

established a working relationship with the state Title IX

Coordinators to combine mutual interests and similar reponsi-

bilities

Witnesses generally agreed that if the Coordinator is located

within the vocational unit, the position should be as close

administratively to the state Director of Vocational Education

1 9
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as possible. The position if the Sex Equity Coordinator in

the state hierarchies varies considerably. In some states,

the Coordinator is on the same level as the assistant

commission. ,dd is consulted regarding all programmatic

decisions; other states the Coordinator is nearly powerless,

having virt-.11y no contact with program staff, no control

over sex equity funds, and seeing the State Plan only at the

time a signature is required. Witnesses agreed that in order

for the functions of the Coordinator to be implemented, the

commitment of the state Director of Vocational Education is

essential. However, one witness strongly recommended that the:

. Sex Equity Coordinator or person
charged with elimination of sex bias be
employed outside of the vocational educa-
tion system to encourage independent
monitoring and evaluation. Minnesota's
Council on the Economic Status of Women
has a $50,000 grant to do this and in

Pennsylvania the Sex Equity Coordinator is
in the Department of Education, not the
vocational education department. Indivi-
duals located within vocational education
are subject to intimidation, compromise,
and vested job Interest."

Director of a Commission on the
Status of Women

Other Major Considerations

Two additional considerations were suggested by witnesses to the Councils:

(1) that the Councils recognize sex equity as an issue affecting men as

well as women, and, (2) that there be recognition of the difficulties

involved with changing attitudes.

Sex Equity as an Issue that Affects Men as Well as Women

The issue of sex equity is not just for women,
it is a human issue Within the area of vocational
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education sex bias and sex stereotyping limit
occupational choices made by both sexes. . . It is
significant to emphasize that males are half the
problem... if we are to make significant social
change, more emphasis must be placed upon increasing
the awareness of males."

Professor of Indust:ial Arts

Witn greed that strategies and programs should he developed

that are designed specifically to broaden students' views about

occupational options and that the focus should apply to men and

women equally.

Witnesses urged that Federal funds should not be available for home

economics or industrial arts programs which are designed exclusively

for boys Jr girls. Co-ed industrial arts and bore economics at the

junior high school level were commended as an eAcellent means to

allow boys and girls to work together on actiJities traditionally

reserved for just one sex.

Attitudes

"The law can mandate things, but it cannot mandate
commitment to change. Attitudes of people can
only be modified through intensive, meaningful, and
consistent training... Programs must be developed
which are geared to the adult population who come
into contact with our students. Local schools
must be directed to starting working with parents,
students, and the community in a planned, results-
oriented manner. This (sex equity) is a societal
problem and cannot be dealt with in isolation."

Director of a State Regional Education
Agency

This statement was reflected in the testimony of many witnesses

participating in the hearing. Repeatedly witnesses expressed

concern over widespread negative attitudes town .4 the selection by

women of non-traditional training and employment. These attitudes

are prevalent in persons of all ages and races. Students, parents,
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teachers and employers often reflect the curren- societal pressures

to conform to traditional roles. Students who do select non-

traditional vocational education courses are frequently subject to

harassment by their peers of both sexes, their parents, community

leaders, and, is some instances, teachers. Without modification of

negative attitudes and without creation of a positive awareness in

the community, there is little chance of achieving sex equity in

vocational education.

A survey conducted in a Massachusetts community by OPTION (Opening

People to Opportunities Now) in June 1979 was designed to investigate

attitudes of junior high school students, theii parents, and teachers

toward male/female roles in society, both at work and at home. The

results of the survey presented below summarize respondents' attitudes

as traditional or non-traditional:

Attitudes Students Parents Teachers

M F

Traditional 88% 57% 79% 69% 45% 30%

Non-traditional 12% 43% 21% 31% 55% 70%

The interesting implications of these data were discussed:

"Notice that the majority of both students and
their parents were traditional in their thinking
despite the fact that their teachers, especially
their female teachers, were generally non-traditional
in their attitudes. It seems to me that adult
attitudes have to change if equity is to become a
reality in the forseeable future, since parental
pressure on children to remain in the traditional
career and life patterns is evident."

Sex Equity Coordinator

In addition to the problems associated with non-traditional course

selection, there is the problem of the broad stigma attached to the

field of vocational education. One witness felt that negative
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attitudes about vocational training were the result of parents being

embarrassed because their children were not in traditional academic

prodkams. Many parents believe that occupational tric.ning means

their children are not "good enough" to complete an academic study

program and go on to college. To these parents, vocational education

prevents their children from achieving the "American Dream":

higher education, upward mobility, and a professional job.

In order to achieve equity successfully, strategies must be developed

that address attitudes and work positively to induce change.

Witnesses suggested the following programs/methods for changing

these negative attitudes:

Women who are successful it non-traditional jobs should

be asked to speak to school and community groups. They

could act as role models to encourage employers to hire

women with non-traditional training.

Materials should be developed for dissemination to students

and counselors regarding options in vocational education

courses.

Monies should be spent on providing training for

vocational education instructors and counselors.

Materials should be disseminated to promote a positive

image of vocational education by emphasizing the advan-

tages of a sound academic education accompanied by

vocational skill training. Community leaders should be

made aware of the importance of expanding career options.

Workshops and training sessions should be provided for

parents, educators, and community and religious leaders

who could then run similar workshops in the community.
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Schools should arrange career days to enable students and

parents to explore non-traditional programs, and talk to

couselors, employers, and persons working in non-traditional

fields.

Public service announcements for radio and television

should be designed and produced. This approach would

expose a broad range of people to positive statements

about vocational education and non-traditional training,

while requiring only a small expenditure of funds.

Commenta_a

The Councils' hearings resulted in the identification of controversies

on these and related issues; they pointed to the success of the legis-

lation in some states and in some areas, to shortcomings in others.

Within each of these five issue areas, there are numerous points for

discussion and deliberation.
This commentary is provided to focus such

dialogue:

Federal Role -- the extent to which vocational education

legislation should be prescriptive for the state and local

delivery system. Will flexible or mandatory language best

accomplish the intent for sex equity? Should the legislation

provide for mandated linkages with related legislation to

strengthen efforts to elminste sex dis.:rimination, sex

stereotyping and sex bias/

Special Needs of Women -- the extent to which vocational

education funding should be authorized and/or appropriated

for child care, transportation, displaced
homemaker servicest

program and services specifically for minority women and
adult women. Should appropriations be designated to meet the
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identified needs specifically of women? Should additional

incentives and means of add s these needs be explored for

possible inclusion in the Federal legislation's

Curricula and Texts/Counselors and Instructors -- the

extent to which Federal legislation should/can ensure

. improvements in staffing and viterials which affect

attitudes and accessibil'4. Should/can Federal legislation

affect these parts of the vocational education delivery system,

or are there other strategies that need to be employed?

Public Hearings -- the extent to which the process has

been effective in is; sex equity efforts. Is the

current legislation sufficient to assure that public input and

comment is being effectively received and addressed? Should

the provisions be strengthened, modified, or deleted?

Sex Equity Coordinators -- the extent to which the mandated

functions are realistic asd being implemented. Whet are the

most effective options for administrative placement of the Sex

Equity Coordinator within the states' delivery systems, for

the scope of the functions and their relationship to similar

functions of other legislation, and for the level of funding?
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V. APPENDICES

The appendices contain the following information:

A. Lists of vocational education programs designated as Non-

Traditional, Mixed, and Traditional for women in 1972.

Thess designations were retained as a base for the analysis

of enrollments in 1976 and 1978.

B. A table of the U.S. percent enrollment of women in Non-

traditional, Mixed, and Traditional categories by occupational

training area and year.

C. A table of the number and change in number of total, men, and

women students enrolled in gainful vocational education 1972-78,

for each state studied and the U.S..

D. Analyses of reports and enrollment data from the fifteen

states studied, organized in the following manner for each

state:

A summary of the analyses of the state reports and enroll-

ment data.

An analysis of the state reports, including:

Specific recommendations or findings on sex equity

floe the State Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-

tion (SACVE), the public hearing on the State Plan,

the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education

(BOAE)1 staff report on the State Plan, the BOAS

1
Data were collected prior to the establishment of the Department of
Education and its Office of Vocational and Adult Education.
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Management Evaluation Review for Compliance and

Quality (MERC/Q) report (where one was performed),

and the state's response(*) to the above (when the

state responded).

Unique components of the State Plan that were of

particular interest and/or could not be conveyed by

items in the Matrix. (See E. below.)

A short description of all sex equity programs that

were detailed is the 1980 State Plan and/or the 1978

Accountability Report.

Fiscal year 1978 budget data for sex equity activi-

ties, including purpose of funding, funds allocated,

and funds expended, from the Accountability Report.

There were discrepancies in many state Reports, but

the allocations and expenditures were reported from

the best data available. These should be checked at

the state level. Many states had an unexpended

balance in their Reports, but no evidence in their

Plans of the inclusion of carry-over funds from the

previous year.

A table of the percent enrollment of women in Non-traditional,

Mixed, and Traditional categories by occupational training

area and year.
2

An analysis of detailed enrollment data for 1972, 1976

and 1978. Unless otherwise specified, discussion of

enrollment changes refers to changes in enrollment of

women.

2
Data were obtained from ROAR. California enrollment data were
supplied by the California State Officeof Vocational Education.
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E. . matrix displaying the basic substance of sex equity activities

addressed in each of the fifteen State Plans.

P. A short description of the common elements of successful sex

equity programs featured in the Vocational Education Equity
Study, Volume 3: Case Studies and Promising Approaches.

G. Lists of witnesses at the public hearings on sex equity in

vocational education sponsored by NAM and NACMEP in New Tort

City and Denver, Colorado, Hay 1960.
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Appendix A

Vocational.Programs Designated as Non-traditional for Women *

Agricultural

Agricultural Supplies/Services
Agricultural Mechanics
Agricultural Products
Agricultural Production
Agricultural Resources
Forestry
Agriculture, Other

Distributive

Automotive Sales
Building, Hardware
Petroleum

Health

Hone

Nome Economics, Gainful & Non-Gainful

None

-Business and Office

None

Technical

Chemical Technology
Aeronautical Technology
Architectural Technology
Automotive Technology
Civil Technology
Electrical Technology
Electronic Technology
Electromechanical Technology
Environmental Control
Industrial Technology

Instrumentation Technology
Mechanical Technology
Metallurgical Technology
Commercial Pilot Training
Fire and Fire Safety Technology
Forestry Technology
Oceanographic Technology
Air Polution

Miscellaneous Technology, Other

Technical (continued)

Police Science
Water and Waste Water Technology

Trade and Industrial (TRI)

Plastics Occupations
Air Conditioning
Aviation
Appliance Repair
Body and Fender Repair

Auto Mechanics & Other Auto Trng.
Blueprint Reading
Business Machine Maintenance
Commercial Fishery Occupations
Carpentry
Custodial Services
Diesel Mechanics
Drafting Occupations
Electronic Occupations
Graphic Arts Occupations
Law Enforcement Training

Metalworking Occupations
Machine Shop
Machine Tool Operations
Welding and Cutting
Tool and Die Making
Metallurgy Occupations
Small Engine Repair
Woodworking Occupations
Masonry

Plumbing and Pipefitting
Leather Working
Firefighter Training
Instrument Maintenance Repair
Maritime Occupations
Refrigeration
Management Devel'pment
Sheet Metal
Other Metalworking
Barbering
Stationary Energy
Atomic Energy
Electricity
Other Construction
Electrical Occupations
Trade and Industrial Occupations,

Other

* Non-traditional (NT) program = program in which women students enrolled
nationally in 1972 comprised 0 0 to 25.0% of all enrolled students. Be-
cause of enrollment shifts, several programs would have moved from Non-
traditional to Mixed, or from Traditional to Mixed since 1972. The catego-
ries have been kept constant, however, so that such changes are not obscured.
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Vocrtional Programs Designated as Mixed

Agricultural

Ornamental Horticulture

Distributive

Industrial Marketing
Transportation
International Trade
Advertising Services
Finance and Credit
Food Services

General Merchandise Sales
Real Estate Sales
Recreation and Tourism
Wholesale Trade, Other
Retail Trade, Other
Food Distribution
Hotel and Lodging
Insurance

Personal Services

Distributive Education, Other
Apparel and Accessories
Home Furnishings
Floristry

Health

Physical Therapy
Radiologic Technology
Mental Health Technology
Inkalation Therapy Technology
Dental Laboratory Technology
Opthalmic

Environmental Health
Nuclear Medical Technology
Dental, Other

Miscellaneous Health Occupations,
Other

Health (continued)

Mortuary Science

Medical Emergency Technician

Home Economics, Non-Gainful

Family Relations

Home Economics, Gainful

None

Business and Office

Accounting and Computing
Occupations

Personnel Training and Related
Occupations

Information Communications
Materials Support

Office Occupations, Other
Programmers

Computer and Console Opecatnrs
Other Business Data Processing
Supervisory and Administrative

Management

Techical

Scientific Data Processing

Trade and Industrial (TO)

Other Public Services
Commercial Art Occupations
Quantity Food Occupations
Upholstering

Commerical Photography Occupations
Fabric Maintenance Services

a
Mixed (M) program = program in which

women students enrolled nationally
in 1972 comprised 25.1 to 75 0% of all enrolled students.

Because of enroll-
ment shifts, several programs would have moved from Non-traditional to !limed,
or from Traditional to Mixed since 1972. The categories have been kept
constant, however, so that such changes are not obscured.
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Vocational Programs Designated as Traditional for Women

Agricultural

None

Distributive

None

Health

Dental Assistant
Dental Hygienist (Associate Degree)
Nursing (Associate Degree)
Other Nursing
Practical (Voc.) Nursing
Nursing Assistant (Aide)
Occupational Therapy
Medical Assistant
Medical Lab. Assistant
Rehabilitation, Other
Radiologic, Other
Nealth Aide
Medical Lab. Techn., Other
Surcical Technology

Rome Economics, Non-Gainful

Comprehensive Homemaking
Child Development
Clothing and Textiles
Consumer Education
Food and Nutrition

Home Economics, Non-Gainful (continued)

Housing and Home Furnishing
Home Management
Other Non-gainful Consumer sad

Homemaking

Home Economics, Gainful

Institutional 6. Home Management
Clothing Mgt., Prod., 6 Services
Home Furnishing, Eqpt., S. Services
Care and Guidance of Children
Food Mgt., Production, S Services
Other Occupational Preparation

Business and Office

Filing and Office Machine
Operations

Stenographic, Secretarial, and
Related Occupations

Typing and Related Occupations

Technical

None

Trade and Industrial (III)

Cosmetology
Textile Production and Fabrication
Other Personal Services

Traditional (T) program = program in which women students enrolled
nationally in 1972 comprised 75.1 to 100% of all enrolled students.
Because of enrollment shifts, several programs would have moved from
Non-traditional to Mixed, or from Traditional to Mixed since 1972.
The categories have beer kept constant, however, so that such changes
are not obscured.
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Appendix

*
Hemel% enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories

by occupational training area and year, United States

1972 1976

(percent)
1978

blioeIliraditional: Total 5.4 8.8 11.1

Trades and Industry 5.4 7.8 9.5

Agriculture 3.9 9.6 13.1

Distributive Education 14.6 23.4 16.1

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 8.6 12.2 16.7

Mixed: Total Gainful & Non-gainful 52.8 53.1 56.8

Gainful Only 50.5 51.8 55.7

Trades and Industry 40.6 38.0 46.7

Agriculture 26.9 40.5 45.0

Distributive Education 46.3 48.7 52.2

Health 63.2 56.1 57.7

Hose Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 56.8 57.1 f1.5

Technical 31.8 46.6 46.2

Home Economics (Nan-gainful) 73.8 72.8 69.8

Traditional: Total Gainful S Non-gainful 90.4 84.7 83.4

Gainful Only 86.7 85.8 85.7

Trades and Industry 87.1 85.1 86.2

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 90.9 89.2 89.3

Home Economics (Gainful) 86.1 84.7 82.5

Business 85.4 85.6

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Non-gainful) 93.3 83.7 81.3

SOURCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

* Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non - traditional (NT) 0.0 to 25%, Mixed (M) 25.12 to 75.02,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 100%.
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NUMBER AND CRAM IN MISR OF TOTaL, NEN AND WHIN STUDENTS
ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (GAINFUL) 1972-78

(in thousands)*

State Tsar
Number of

Total
Students

Number of
Nan

Students

Labor of
Woman

Students

Number of Gain/Loss

All Students
1972-78

Nan Students
1972-78

Women Students
1972-78

ALABAMA
1972 114.6 82.8 31.8

40.4 . 22.3 18.1
1978 155.0 105.1 49.9

CALIFORNIA
1I1972 1,012.4 684.3 433.2

530.4 184.3 346.1
! 1978 1,542.8 763.5 779.3

FLORIDA
1972

i ---

370.2 199.2 171.0
229.8 94.5 135.3

1978 599.9 293.6 306.3

1972 223.1 127.8 95.3
-26.2 37.3 9.1GEORGIA

1978 194.9 90.5 104.4

1972 20.2 12.6 7.6
10.7 6.2 4.510410

1978 30.8 18.7 17.1

1972 567.4 316.1 251.3
98.6 45.8 52.8ILLINOIS

1978 666.0 361.9 304.1

NW 1972 16.5 8.7 7.8
3.1 4.0 -0.9

HAINTSSI1U1 1978 19.6 12.6 7.0

NEV 1972 35.8 16.8 19.0
1.5 3.4 -1.5

MEXICO 1-1;78 17.7 20.1 17.6

1972 )46.11 266.4 280.4
230.7 83.6 147.1NEW TORE

1878 777.5 349.9 427.6

1972 250.6 160.4 90.2
108.8 56.9 51.9OHIO

1978 359.4 217.3 142.1

1972 65.4 62.4 23.0
60.8 38.8 22.0

1978 146.3 101.3 45.0

* Numbers rosy not add because of rounding
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NUMBER AND CHANCE IN NUMBER OF TOTAL, MEN AND WOMEN STUDENTS

ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (GAINFUL) 1972-78

(in thousands)*

State Year

Number of
Total

Students

Number of
Men

Students

Number of
Women

Students

Number of Cain /Loss

All Students
1972-78

Men Students
1972-78

Women Students
1972-78

OREGON
1972 73.2 41.8 31.4 44.7 24.0

A

20,7

1978 117.9 65.8 52.1

PENNSYL-
VAN1A

1972 270.8 161.2 109.6
94.5 45.7 48.8 1

1978 365.3 207.0 158.3

TEXAS
1972 349.0 267.5 81.5

209.2 83.4 125.8

1978 558.3 351.0 207.3

WYOMING
1972 11.0 5.3 5.7

19.5 12.9 6.5

1978 30.4 18.1 12.3

TOTAL
15 STAIFS

1972 3,982.6 I 2,343.8 1,638.8
1,612.8 63n.3 982.5

1978 5,595.4 2,974.1 2,621.3

TOTAL-U.S.
197? 7,240.E 4,266.4 2,974.4

3,172,1 1,379.0 1,792,5

1978 10,412.9 5,646.1 4,766.8

* Numbers may not add becuaae of rounding
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Appendix D

Analyses of State Reports and Enrollment Data

ALABAMA

Summary Analysis

State Reports

Little evidence existed to show that Alabama had addressed the issue of

sex equity in any serious way except to include the ial verbiage

in the State Plan. The state was not responsive to its SACVE recommen-

dations or to its public hearing comments.

Enrollment Data

Alabama was only slightly lower than the national level in the percent

women enrolled in Non-traditional courses in 1972. The enrollment of

women in such courses did not increase much in the following years.

Thus, it was significantly below the U.S. se by 1978. The number

of women enrsiled in Mixed courses increased, and both the number and

percent of men enrolled in Consumer and Homemaking courses increased.
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Analysis of Alabama State Reports

SACVE Recomendations

Need to double the efforts to attract women to historically non-tr ditional
vocational offerings, particularly at the secondary school level.

State response. All vocational programs are available to all students.

Public Nearing Comments

Concern that more funds he budgeted; only $50,000 allocated and $17,558
expended.

State response. Other services available; no need to provide addi-
tional funds. A definite plan is followed for workshops, analyzing
data, doing on-site evaluations of local school programs, communica-
ting with interest groups, reviewing grants, and monitoring hiring
procedures.

Need for child care services.

State response. Child care can he funded at the local level. Fiscal
constraints make it impossible to fund at state level.

Counseling needed for displaced homemakers.

State response. Moat secondary schools have counseling services
available for women as well as men studez.x.

BOAE Staff Reports

No problems related to sex equity were identified.

MEM Findings

Whether state was in compliance regarding duties carried out by Sex Equity
Coordinator and role of the State Advisory Council was to he determined.

Program Descriptions

Review of 565 local programs indicated the major weakness in local programs
was that teachers were not aware of and had not moved to eliminate sex bias
and occupational stereotyping.

Funding of up to $500 each for 14 model programs in vocationai education.
Two model programs to he funded from each of the seven occupational areas.
No funds, however, were actually allocated for this purpose )
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Displaced honemakers. 7roposed afternoon and evening projects, short
courses for job seeking skills, counseling, and sone urban adult programs.
(Mb funds.)

Budget Data

FY '78 FY '78
Purpose Allocated Fxpended

Sex Bias Personnel $ 50,000 $ 17,588
NO other funds allocated
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Ibsen enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categorise*
by occupational training area and year, Alabama

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

Noe- traditional: Total 2.7 4.6 5.8

Trades and Industry 3.0 5.4 6.4

Agriculture 2.6 3.6 4.9

Distributive Education 5.7 12.6 19.5

Eselth 0.0 0.0 0.0

Moms Economics sinful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

lusiness 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 0.4 1.7 ;.6

'Mod: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 49.9 45.8 57.8

Gainful Cnly 49.3 45.5 57.7

Trades and Industry 25.7 15.5 28.1

Aviculture 38.8 38.5 44.7

Distributive Education 50.5 53.1 52.6

Esalth 57.5 68.5 77.8

Eons Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 66.1 72.0 77.6

Technical 54.1 0.0 0.0

Rome Economics (Ion-gainful) 89.6 71.6 91.3

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Eon-gainful 93.8 87.7 86.3

Gainful Only 89.3 87.9 89.3

Trade. and Industry 82.6 78.1 85.5

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ssalth 94.7 91.4 90.1

Some Economics (Gainful) 86.7 84.3 86.7

Businass 90.9 90.4 90.4

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Moms Economics (Non-gainful) 92.2 82.2 80.7

BOUNCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

* Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
197k. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Mixed (M) 25.12 to 75.02,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of Alabama Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. Total loss of 10,000 students from 1972-1978; small
rise in number and percent of women students:

IcesWen 1972 1978
Alabama 2.7% 5.8%
U.S. 5.4 11.1

Trade and Industrial. Major gain of 2,300 total students over the
six years; women increased from 1,000 in 1972 to 4,000 in 1978.

Detailed programs 1472 1978

Drafting 6.8% 12.9%
Management Development 14.2 34.5
Graphic Arts 17.0 26.1

These gains are close to those made nationally in these courses.

Mixed and Traditional

Business. Expansion in numbers but not in percents. One exception,
was a major increase of women in Accounting both in numbers and per-
cent, from 70% in 1972 to 85% in 1978.

Health. Major increase of women in all courses.

Hone Economics. Drop in number enrolled in Gainful courses, but
a rise in number of Non-gainful courses.
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CALIFORNIA

Summary Analysis

State Reports

All local educational agencies were required to give assurances annually

that sex bias, sex stereotyping, and sex discrimination would not exist

in any vocational education instruction or guidance programs, activities,

or support services.

California required mandatory affirmative action plans from LEAs and

community colleges and required that goals and timetables be established

at the LEA level before funding.

The goals and timetables established by the state required that for each

school no more than a sp ific percent of the student body be enrolled

in courses with enrollments of more than 80% of one sex. This would

appear to be on inappropriate performance measure, since it: 1) obscures

which courses are improving the balance of their enrollments; 2) obscures

whether won and /or women are moving into courses Non-traditional for

their sex; 3) obscures progress which shows up in numbers but not percent;

and 4) can be influenced by an increase in the number of Mixed courses

without any change in the balance of enrollments in Traditional courses.

The state established monitoring procedures for LEAa and third party

evaluation for all funded projects. Major funding of $753,000 was

allocated for grants to overcome sex b.as; an additional allocation of

$150,000 was made for displaced homemaker projects. All this activity

was reflected in the positive state enrollment results. If proportion-

ately similar efforts and allocations were made itt other states, similar

gains might result.

An emphasis was placed on the development of comparative data on com-

pletions vs. enrollments, and dissemination of such data at the local

les 1 to the community, the students, and the vocational education

staff.
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In California, unlike other states, initial action for the elmination of

sex bias began at the local level. Each school was required to gather

and disseminate data, and to have an affirmative action plan for hiring

staff and recruiting students. In addition to the local activities,

state level planning and activities to eliminate bias were also carried

out.

California was responsive to the SACVE recommendation, but not willing

to fund day care or supportive services.

California made funds available for personnel attending sex equity

workshops and programs.

Enrollment Data

California's increase of women and men in courses Traditional for the

oppos4_te sex was uniform across all occupational training areas. How-

ever, it occurred mainly between 1972 and 1976; there were relatively

small changes between 1976 and 1978. Additionally, the Non-traditional

courses that showed the greatest gains were predominantly the same

Non-traditional courses (Drafting, Law Enforcement, etc.) that showed

gains throughout the U.S., those without a strong male role image
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Analysis of California State Reports

SACV! Recommendations

The Council recommends that the State Board of Education and the Board
of Community Colleges carry out an evaluation of the progress of LEAs
and the community colleges in eliminating sex bias.

State response. Greater specificity will be required before LEA
plans are approved in future years. 20% of the LEAa and all
the community college are being evaluated. Results are not yet
available. An external evaluation of each funded project is being
undertaken.

The Council recommends that more funds be available for suppo
services to women.

State response. Funds available are minimal; allocation of such
funds are optional at the local level.

The Council recommends that funds be available for personnel attending
workshops and other sex equity activities.

State response. $250,000 are being allocated for this purpose.

The Council recommends that criteria be established to determine whether
as LEA or commmeity college is in compliance.

State response. A study to determine such criteria has been funded.

Public Hearing Comments

No comments related to sex equity were identified.

ROAR Staff Reports

No sex equity issues were identified.

NERC/0 Findings

No NISC/Q was conducted for California.

State Plan

All local educational agencies were required to give assurances annually
that sex bias, sex stereotyping, or sex discrimination would not exist
in any vocational education instruction or guidance programs, activities,
or support services. The following requirements were set forth is the
State Plan:
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The governing board of each local educational agency that expends
funds for vocational education under this state plan should adopt
an affirmative action plan for vocational education, or include a
section on vocational education in an existing affirmative action
plan. The plan should include but not be limited to the following:

A written policy statement of the district's commitment to
(a) equal access of all students who can profit from instruc-
tion to vocational education programs, (b) equal opportunity
in employment for all qualified persons, and (c) the prohibi-
tion of discriminatory practices in vocational education staff
employment based on race, national origin, sex, color, religion,
age, or disability

A provision for determining and comparing the percent of
grades 9-12 enrollment in secondary sch000ls or total full-
time enrollment in community colleges that is minority and
female enrollment in vocational education programs.

Procedures and timetables for actively acquiring and making
available for student and staff use occupational and career
information that is free from racial, ethnic, disability, or
sex bias.

Procedures and timetables for actively providing minority,
disabled, and female students with information about occupa-
tional opportunities and available vocational preparation,
including nontraditional occupations for women.

Procedures and timetables for comparing the percent of minority,
disabled, and female enrollment in vocational education with
the percent of minority, disabled and female students who
complete vocational and education programs

Procedures and timetables for reasonable matching of the per-
cent of minority, disabled, and female enrollment in vocational
education programs with the percent of minority, disabled, and
female students enrolled in grades 9-12 in secondary schools or
enrolled in community colleges.

A procedure for reporting the results of affirmative action
activities annually to the local governing board, the com-
munity, the students, and the vocational education staff.

Assignment of responsibility for implementing the plan.

Establishment of goals and measurable objectives with a time-
line for achievement of the objectives

California, unlike the states described in the AIR study, wrote its plan
in a manner such that the initial actions began with the local level.
It required each local school to gather and disseminate data, and have
an affirmative action plan for hiring staff and recruiting students All

state level functions were also carried out
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Program Descriptions

The following grants totalling $753,113 were awarded during 1977-78 to
support sex equity activities:

To examine the feasibility of developing a training curriculum for
poor and minority women to reduce b employment, $65,000.

To motivate girls to prepare for math-related occupations, $15,000.

To develop instructional materials in vocational guidance with em-
phasis on reduction of sex bias and sex role stereotyping, $14,495.

To develop a vocational guidance and counseling model for disadvan-
taged women, $56,474.

To train professional staff in techniques for eliminating sex
stereotyping in counseling expectant mothers, $96,500.

To eliminate sex bias and sex stereotyping in consumer and home-
making materials, $14,482.

To identify, analyze, and disseminate information about opportuni-
ties for males and females in non-traditional occupations, $43,000.

To provide personnel training to both secondary and community
college staff in common areas, including elimination of sex bias,
sex discrimination, and sex stereotyping, $172,449.

To develop and disseminate a resource list of community and women's
organizations, educational institutions, and federally funded pro-
jects that address needs of women, $37,854.

To deve:* an up-to-date handbook for use by vocational education
administrators and community groups in the analysis of sex bias
problems and to provi.4e training in the use of the handbook, $121,007.

To monitor state progress in eliminating sex bias and to establish
a state-wide network for information exchange and a procedure for
redress of sex equity grievances, $97,582.

To identify for women emergtig occupations in agriculture, $19,270.

The following programs were funded to serve displaced homemakers:

To prepare participants for employment leading to managerial
positions in business or public administration, $15,000.

To ,ounsel low-income men and women, primarily single welfare
recipients, $15,000.

To provide counseling and placement services, $20,000.
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To identify and overcome b a employment; to identify
exiJting community courses for clients, $20,000.

To provide workshops, support services, and placement for women
in apprenticeships, $20,000.

To provide workshops, recruitment, nc, support, training,
$20,000.

To develop a model of linkage between college and community,
providing counseling, flacement, follow-up, $20,000.

To provide a comprehensive plan of service for displaced home-
makers includin; counseling and train-trig in non-traditional
skills, $20,000.

All programs required an evaluation.

budget Data

FY 78 FY 78
Pu se Allocated Expended

Support Services for Women $ 150,000 -0-
Day Care Services -0- -0-
Displaced Homemakers 150,000 $ 150,000
Sex Equity Personnel 110,000 55,000
Sex Bias Grants 1,000,000 753,113
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Imam enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categorise
by occupational training area and year, California

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

illea-traditional: Total 5.4 15.9 15.6 I

Trades and Industry 3.6 12.2 12.0

_Aviculture 16.9 29.9 30.0

Distributive Education 11.6 1.6 22.8

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Wes Iconosice (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Desinass 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 8.9 20.5 20.2

INixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful

Gainful Only

Trades and Industry

Agriculture

Distributive Education

Math
Nome gccmomica (Gainful)

Business

Technical

N ome 24000S101 (Non-gainful)

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful

Gainful Only

Trades and Industry

Agriculture

Distributive Education

N aaltb

N ome gconcnice (Gainful)

B usiness

Technical

E ms gconosica (Non-gainful)

56.2

44.4

56.1

51.0

58.5

52.4

34.1 42.6 47.7

23.9 37.2 38.4

40.9 47.9 51.5

59.8 57.1 55.4

0.0 0.0 0.0

49.7 55.9 55.6

19.7 40.8 31.6

87.8 77.7 71.1

94.5 83.5 80.7

96.0 84.2 83.0

90.3 $8.2 86.3

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

93.2 89.7 88.1

88.8 84.8 84.7

86.2 83.1 81.7

0.0 0.0 0.0

92.2 82.2 80.7

N OME: lased on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) - 0.0 to 252, Mixed (N) 25.12 to 75.02,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of California Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972 -1978

Non - Traditional

California led the U.S. in 1978 in percent women enrolled in every Non-
traditional occupational training area:

1978

CaliforniaU.S.
Agricultural 13.1% 36..K.Technical 16.7 20.2
Trade & Industrial 9.5 12.0
Distributive Education 16.1 22.8

Total
----
11.1

____

15.6

The number of women ix. Non-traditional
training areas increased by more

than 3 tines between 1972 and 1976 (no gain between '76 and '78). The
total student enrollment in Technical programs dropped; the drop was
greater anon men than women. In California women increased in Trade &
Industrial Non-traditional courses 3.5 times between 1972 and 1978 from
13,700 to 47,800.

Agricultural. Total student enrollment increased by less than 50%;
women's enrollment increased 2.5 times. California exceeded the
national average for every NT Agricultural program.

Detailed programs. Major increases occurred in each program
in both numbers and percent. A major exception was Agricultural
Mechanics which reported 2.6% enrolled in 1972 and 6.21 in 1978,
but even this was more than U.S. ge in 1971.

Technical. Large increases of numbers and percentages between 1972
and 1978, similar to the national growth.

Trade 4 Industrial.

Detailed praisers. Major gains in numbers
programs:

1972

as well as percents

1978

occurred an the following

Drafting 5.3% 147%
Electronic 6.3 13.9
Management Development 12.7 35.7
Graphic Arts 9.6 26.5
Law Enforcement 11.2 23.9

In addition, the following programs had large increases in
numbers if not an perce times:

ill
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1972 1978
Auto Mechanics 174 Kit
Woodworkiag 4.6 8.5
Construction, Other 2.6 4.6

Mimed and Traditional

Susiness

Mixed. Enrollment of women increased in numbers and
riiif4,900 to 130,000 and froa 49.7% to 35.6%.

Detailed programs

percent,

1972 1978
Accounting and Computing 21,000 517350
Supervisory and Administrative 4,000 15,000
Personnel 2,000 11,000

Traditional. Enrollment of women increased from 23,51n. in 1972
to 310,000 in 1978 but their percent dropped from 86.2% to 81.7i
because of an even greater increase in the number of men.

Health

Mixed. Numbers of women doubled but percent decreased:

*omen 1972 1978
scent 347116in 337ft

Member 6,400 13,500

Traditional. Major rise in numbers of women but slight drop in
percent.

Distributive Education. Major rise in numbers; small rise in percent,
with the following exceptions:

Detailed programs

1972 1978
General Merchandise 4i7X% 4.1574%

Real Estate 31.3 41.7
Tourism 49.9 64.3
Insurance 14.8 39.3
Apparel 66.7 87.1

Trade 6 Industrial. One Mixed program, Quantity Foods, had a major
increase in both numbers and percent.

Nome Economics. loth Gainful and Non-Gainful expanded in numbers
between 1972 and 1976 an both the U.S. and in California, and the
drop in percentage points was virtually the same:

LoWmen
California
U.S.

1972 1978

1-671%
60.7

91.5%
91.6
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FLORIDA

Summary Analysis

State Reports

It was difficult to analyze the Florida reports and to determine which

programs were being contemplated and which were actually in progress.

Enrollment results were positive, but the activities of the state to

achieve the results were difficult to ascertain.

Enrollment Data

The percentage of women in Non-traditional training was higher than the

percentage in the U.S. in every program except the small Non-traditional

Distributive Education program.

Florida started with a higher level of women in Non-traditional and

Mixed occupational training areas in 1972 and remained in 197° a little

above the U.S. in almost all training areas.

Among all courses that are Traditional for women, only in Non-gainful

Home Economies did men show a gain similar to the national increase.

The state had a generally positive picture of enrollment of women in all

programs, with a major expansion in numbers, but a relatively small gain

in percentages.
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Analysis of Florida State Reports

SACVR Recommendations

Economically disadvantaged individuals under 20 years of age could parti-
cipate in post-secondary vocational education with a minimum of financial
assistance if day care services were provided.

State response. Assistance for day care will be explored.

A periodic review should be conducted of the impact of vocational and
technical education on inequality.

State response. Staff has been assigned to monitor vocational
education programs to ensure compliance with Title IX letislstion.

Public Nearing Comments

No comments related to sex equity were identified.

ROAN Staff Report

No problems related to sex equity were identified.

MIRCALFiedins.

The state is not in compliance on review of Title IX evaluations. The
local Title IX self-evaluations had not been reviewed during 1978; review
is underway during FY '79.

Programs Descriptions

Programs of awareness, improved counseling, job hunting skills, placement,
follow-up for displaced homemakers; and establishment of community infor-
mation and outreach.

pudget Data
FY '18 FY '78

Purpose Allocated Expended

Full -time Personnel $50,000 $21,127

Displaced Nomemakers 61,240* 6,000

Staff Development and Training
for Guidance Personnel 22,847 No Data

Procurement of Personnel
from filminess and Industry 50,000 No Data

Elimination 1.: ark Bias 61,824 No Data

*
Aiso reported as $150,000.
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Women enrolled in Non - traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories*

by occupational training area and year, Florida

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

[Wu-traditional: Total 9.3 11.7 12.91

Trades and Industry 7.7 10.8 10.3

Agriculture 7.7 15.6 17.7

Distributive Education 7.2 8.4 9.7

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 16.0 12.7 18.7

Mixed: Total Gainful A Non-gainful 56.2 56.1 58.5

Gainful Only 56.0 55.3 57.7

Trades and Industry 34.3 48.0 52.0

Agriculture 15.3 27.7 30.7

Distributive Education 44.7 53.4 55.8

Health 60.1 56.6 54.8

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 73.9 63.2 65.7

Technical 54.3 0.0 50.5

Home Economics (Non-gainful) 81.9 69.0 70.3

Total Gainful A Non-gainful 90.6 86.2 84.0

Gainful Only 89.7 87.4 85.7

Trades and Industry 83.7 87.9 84.8

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 93.2 89.0 90.1

Home Economics (Gainful) 86.8 83.9 80.4

Business 90.8 88.5 87.2

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Non-gainful) 91.1 84.2 81.3

SOURCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

* Percentage of loosen enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) - 0.0 to 25T, Mixed (M) 25.12 to 75.02,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of Florida Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non - Traditional

Agricultural. Major rise in numbers and percent of women:

% *men 1972 1978
Florida 7.7% 17.7%
U.S. 3.9 13.1

In all courses except Agricultural Mechanics there was a substan-
tial rise in the numbers and percent of women in Bon-traditional
Agriculture.

Technical. Large expansion in numbers of both men and women. Per-
cent women was far above national ge in 1972, but increased only
slightly by 1978:

Detailed programs

Police Science

Women 1972 1978
Florida Tru% 18.7%
U.S. 8.6 16.7

Lwomen 1972 1978
Florida 10.4%
U.S. 9.5 24.3

Trades and Industrial. Non-traditional enrollment was high:

Students 1972 1978
All Students 76,000 129,600
Women 4,300 10,000

Detailed programs. Auto Mechanics had a large increase in
numbers of women but no increase in percent. Major gains
occurred in:

1972 1978
Drafting 62% Ira
Graphic Arts 14.8 30.9
Woodworking 5.1 17.3

Mixed and Traditional

Business

Mixed. Major expansion of numbers from 50,000 to 72,700 but
a drop in percent from 73.9% in 1972 to 65.7% in 1978.

Detailed programs. Tripling of women in Accounting and
Computing. Muse expansion in Supervision and Administration
from 600 in 1972 to 7,100 in 1978.
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Traditional. Numbers almost doubled but there was a small drop
in percent. Major decrease in percent women in Typing.

Distributix Education

Mixed. Major expansion in numbers and percent:

% Women 1972 1978

Florida 44 7% 55.11%

U.S. 46.3 52 2

Detailed _prcgirams. Expansion in numbers and peent in
each program except Food Distribution and Home Furnishings.

Health

Mixed. Numbers of women enrolled increased, bu percent dropped.

Detailed_programs. Inhalation Therapy had an increase in
numbers and percent (31.7% in 1972 to 52.6% in 1978)

Traditional. Major expansion in numbers; slight drop in percent.

Home Economics. Expansion in numbers; drop in percent.

Detailed programs. Non-gainful Home Economics showed a drop
in numbers and percent, similar to U.S.

% Women 1972 1978

Florida 91.1% 81.3%
U.S. 93.3 81.3
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GEORGIA

Summary Analysis

State Reports

Problems were clearly identified by the SACVE, BOAS staff report, and

IIERC /Q but there was only one state response. The Plan showed some small

effort to impact other vocational education activities, 'iut without any

commitment of funds.

Enrollment Data

Georgia showed relatively small gains in Non-traditional enrollment

of women. Geore.a had a major drop in Agricultural enrollment, presum-
ably the result of courses closing, and no major increase of women in .

any other Non-traditional programs.

More men were enrolled in Business courses Traditional for women than

were nationally, but increased enrollment of men in other courses Tradi-

tional for women showed no pattern.

There was an increase of women in Mixed Business and Health courses

similar to the U.S. increase.
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Analysis of Georgia State Reportsi

SACVE Recommendations

The Counc.1 finds that recent studies indicate that a de facto system of
sex stereotyping persists in Georgia's vocational schools.

The Council recommends that funds be used to increase the number of
women instructors involved in training individuals for non-traditional
jobs.

The Council believes that the $50,000 Federal minimum allocated for this
office will be insufficient when compared to the magnitude of the task
to be accomplished. It recommends that additional Federal funds (and/or
a state supplement) be given to this office.

The Council recommends that funds for day care centers be included in
the State plan which would make it more feasible for women to receive
vocational training and find a job.

State response. Senior Assistant Attorney General of the state
finds that education funds cannot be used for child care. Without
increased funding, the cost of supportive services would be pro-
hibitive.

No other state response.

Public Nearing Comments

No comments related to sex equity were identified.

NOAE Staff Report

Prohibition against sex discrimination has not been included in every
publication. Students and applicants for staff positions are treated
differently on the basis of sex.

Required action. The state should undertake actions to complete
the studies recommended in the Title IX self-evaluation relating to
recruitment efforts and merit system lists.

NERC/Q Findings

No evidence that the requirement for monitoring hiring, firing, and pro-
motion procedures has been carried out by the Sex Equity Coordinator,
and the job description does not include this responsibility.

1
The FY '79 Annual Plan and FY '78 Accountability Report for Georgia
were used for this analysis since those were the most recent on
file in BOAE at the time of this study.
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No funds were expended for special programs and placement services for
displaced homemakers.

Only $17,891 of the mandated $50,000 was spent in Fiscal Year 1978;
$32,109 should be carried over to Fiscal Year 1979.

Program Descriptions

Twenty-four area vocational-technical schools will participate in
consumer education projects at the post-secondary and adult levels
including courses for displaced homemakers in managing the dual
role of homemaker/wage earner.

A minimum of one full-time Student Personnel Specialist has been

employed at each area vocational-technical school to provide counsel-
ing and guidance services to those served, including displaced
homemakers.

The guidance function will be enhanced by learning coordinators and
by developing a curriculum free of sex role stereotyping.

An individualized instruction project has the elimination of sex
bias as a major goal.

V-TECS catalogs have included a section on the elimination of sex
bias.

All curriculum development projects are eliminating sexist terms
and visuals.

Displaced homemakers. Programs are in planning stages only.

No special funding was made available for any of the above projects.

Budget Data

Sex Equity Personnel
Displaced Homemakers
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FY '78 FY '78
Allocated Expended

$ 50,000 $ 17,891
98,721 -0-
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Women enrolled is Non-traditional. Mixed and Traditional categories
by occupational training area and year. Georala

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

Non-traditional: Total 5.1 4.8 8.0

Trades and Industry 6.6 5.8 8.2

Agriculture 2.9 3.2 7.4

Distributive Education 7.6 6.2 10.5

Wealth 0.0 0.0 0.0

Roam Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 6.6 7.0 6.4

Mixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 54.7 47.6 58.3

Gainful Only 54.7 47.2 58.3

Trades and Industry 40.6 39.6 35.2

Agriculture 32.3 33.7 40.8

Distributive Education 47.7 38.8 49.7

Health 63.9 58.4 73.1

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 59.8 58.6 73.3

Technical 12.0 48.4 63.9

Home Economics (Non-gainful) 81.0 84.9 0.0

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 87.1 78.2 80.1

Gainful Only 81.3 79.2 78.5

Trades and Industry 78.5 73.4 63.9

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Wealth 87.8 85.9 100.0

Nome Rcononica (Gainful) 92.2 88.3 86.2

Business 78.4 77.8 78.2

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome Economics (Non-gainful) 92.7 76.9 82.0

SOURCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare, lureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 251, Nixed (N) 25.12 to 75.02,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of Georgia Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. Large drop in total students enrolled from 29,000 in
1972 to 12,000 in 1978; increase in percent women was much less
than U.S:

Women 1972 1978
GA 2.9% 7.4%
U.S. 2.5 13.1

Detailed programs. Malor increase of women in Forestry, almost
as great as U.S:

% Women 1972 1978
GA 0.9% 11.7%
U.S. 3.9 13.2

Number of women in Agriculture Mechanics dropped; but percent
rose more than the U.S..

% Women 1972 1978
GA 1.3% 7-3%
U.S. 1.1 4.9

Technical. The program is small with little percent change from
1972 to 1978, 6.6% to 6.4%.

Trade 8 Industrial. Little change in numbers or percent from 1972
to 1978, 6.6% to 8.2%.

Detailed programs. Women in Auto Mechanics increased slightly
in percent, 3.0% to 5.6%, and in numbers, 160 to 506. In
Drafting they doubled in numbers and increased in percent,
5.8% to 17.6%.

Mixed

Business. Women increased in numbers and made major percent gains
in every detailed program, much more than U.S. average:

lWomen 1972 1978
GA 59.8S 73.3%
U.S. 56.8 60.5

Distributive Education. Numbers of women were down; percents unchanged.

Detailed programs. Women in Transportation increased in numbers
but not in percent. In Hotel and Lodging, and Real Estate they
had a major drop in numbers.
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Health. Women increased in numbers and percent from 63.9% in 1972
to 73.1% in 1978.

Traditional

Business. Women increased in numbers but not percent.

Detailed programs
Women 1972 1978

Stenography GA 92.7% 78.9%
U.S. 93.2 94.0

Health. Numbers of women decreased but percent went up from 87.8%
to 100.0%.
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IDAHO

Summary Analysis

State Reports

Idaho was one of the few small states that actually spent as such as 86%

of its funds allocated to sex equity staff. It was,also one of the very

few states that paid for school personnel participation in sex equity

training.

The state had little on equity in its Plan, and little was required of

the LEAs.

Although there was a large increase in the numbers of men enrolled in

Consumer and Homemaking courses, this was not given major emphasis in

the State Plan.

Enrollment Data

In almost all training areas Idaho vocational education courses remained

more segregated in 1978 than national averages, with the exception of

Gainful Home Economics. There was an increase of the percent of men in

those courses but this still represented only a small number of men.

Although the state was still well below the levels of enrollment of

women that had been achieved nationally, women made major gains in

Non-traditional training from 1972 to 1976 and from 1976 to 1978.

There was an increase of men in Rome Economics, both Non-gainful and

Gainful.
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Analysis of Idaho State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

No recommendations on sex equity were identified.

Public Hearing Comments

No comments related to sex equity were identified.

MA I Staff Report

The Accountabililty Report does net describe the uses of funds for

actions to be taken to overcome sex discrimination and sex stereotyping
in state and local vocational education programs or 'neentives to encour-
age non- tr4ditional enrollments. There is no evidence that model programs
to reduce sex bias and sex stereotyping are being developed.

HERM Fias

The HERC/Q was conducted, but report was not released.

Program Descriptions

Provide reimbursement for travel and per diem at state rates to

persons attending special programs on sex equity.

Displaced homemakers. Fund a center at an AVTS to develop individual
competencies, job/school readiness, referrals, placement, and
follow-up; to be operational in 19110.

Budget Data

Purpose

Sex Sias
Displaced Homemakers
Hini-Grants for Sex Equity
Sex Equity Regional Conferences
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FY '76 FY '76

Allocated Expended

$ 50,000 $ 43,177
10,000 5,000

5,000 No data
5,000 No data
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%men enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories*
by occupational training area and year, Idaho

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

'Hon-traditional: Total 1.9 5.7 7.4

Trades and Industry 2.8 4.1 5.3

Agriculture 1.0 0.3 10.9

Distributive Education 7.0 12.5 23.0

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 1.5 1.5 6.4

Mixed: Total Gainful i Non-gainful 58.7 60.5 58.2

Gainful Only 53.7 58.7 57.2

Trades and Industry 63.5 21.2 52.5

Agriculture 6.1 47.5 52.0

Dist,ibutive Educatig 48.6 50.1 51.0

Health 15.6 83.0 82.7

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 70.9 70.0 73.8

T.chnical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Non-gainful) 94.6 83.1 70.4

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 93.3 78.5 81.4

Gainful Only 94.0 82.2 88.3

Trades and Industry. 93.7 92.1 94.7

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.1

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 98.5 71.5 96.8

Home Economics (Gainful) 71.0 34.6 55.3

Business 94.3 93.2 90.4

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

BOOR Economics (Non-gainful) 93.1 77.3 79.0

SOURCE: Rased on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
BeIfare,-lureau of Occlipatinfiti and -Adult Education.

* Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Nixed (N) 25.11 to 75.0%.
Traditional (T) 75.11 to 1002.
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Analysis of Idaho Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Mon-Traditional

The programs were small, and relatively small galas were made in most

courses.

Agricultural. Percent women increased from 1.0% in 1972 to 10.9%

in 1978.

Detailed programs. Agricultural Production showed steady
growth in numbers and percent of women from 0.8% in 1972 to
11.1% in 1978.

Technical. Only 3 courses enrolled women, for a total of 29 women
by19'787

Trades S Industrial. Percent women increased from 2.8% in 1972 to
5.3% in 197r, far below the national increase. The programa were
small, so women's gains represented very small numbers.

Mixed

Business. Numbers and percent of women enrolled increased.

Detailed programs. Women made gains in Mixed Accounting and

Computing.
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ILLINOIS

Summary Analysis

State Reports

Reporting was mainly on program components. It was difficult to

determine whether there were changes in institutional behavior at the

state or local level. In order to evaluate this state program it should

be reviewed at the local level.

Enrollment Data

Non-traditional Trade and 'ndustrial was higher than U.S., but overall

Illinois had smaller increases in Non-traditional enrollment rf women than

the U.S. The major gains for women were mainly in the Tr. 'Id Industrial

courses in which women made gains nationally Drafting and -aw Enforcement.

Changes in Mixed enrollment were erratic, varying by both occupational

training area and detailed program.

For men the major gains were in Home Economics.
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Analysis of Illinois State Reports

RACY! Recommendations

No recommendations on sex equity were identified.

Public Hearing Comments

No cements related to sex equity were identified.

IOAE Staff Report

No sex equity issues were identified.

NERC/Q Findings

No IIERC /Q was conducted for Illinois.

Program Descriptions

Each project assisted with funds available under the Vocational Education
Act was required to include a component in its proposal dealing with
evaluation of the elimination of racial and sex bias and support for
equal educational opportunity in the project. The results were to be
utilized in establishing the state's funding priorities:

In-service training for state staff to develop awareness of sex
bias in vocational education, and materials and technique.' avail-
able to assist LEAs in eliminating sex role stereotyping.

Program to acquaint counselors with the changing work patterns of
women, ways of overcoming sex stereotyping, and ways af assisting
girls and women in selecting careers solely on their occupational
needs and interests; and to develop improved career counseling
materials which are free of sex stereotyping.

Resource package to assist local educational agencies in implement-

ing in-service activities to overcome sex discrimination and sex
bias. In FY 1978, project personnel focused on a needs assessment
process for the design and development of the resource package.
Only one phase of project funded.

Development or adaptation of materials, resources, and services to
LEAs to assist in overcoming sex discrimination and sex stereotyping.
Projected outcome: 20 in-service programs for local educators.
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Dissemination of materials to LEAs for conducting in-service acti-

vities with their staff, students, and community for eliminating

sex bias in vocational education. 10 workshops to assist local

educational agencies to conduct local in-service training in sex

equity.

Support to LEAs which develop model exemplary programs for the

elimination of sex discrimination and sex bias in vocational educa-

tion.

Activities to eliminate sex stereotyping in written materials,

counseling activities, and instruction of students at all educa-

tional levels.

Program to prepare occupational materials package for the elemen-

tary level, to assist in eliminating sexism from student's acquisi-

tion of occupational data. (No submission for funding.)

Grants for improved curriculum materials for new and emerging job

fields, including a review and revision of any curricula developed

to assure that such curricula do not reflect stereotypes based on

sex, race, or national origin.

Development of curriculum, and guidance and testing materials

designed to overcome sex bias in vocational education programs and

support services designed to enable teachers to meet the needs of

individuals enrolled in programs traditionally limited to members

of the opposite sex.

Displaced homemakers. Two centers funded and operating. No detailed

description

Budget Data

Purpose

FY '78 FY '78

Allocated Expended

Sex Equity Staff (two professionals
and one support staff) $ 50,000 $ 51,956

Displaced Homemakers 275,000 34,350

Sex Bias Grants 230,500 102,661
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Women enrolled in Non-traditional,
Mixed and Traditional categories *

by occupational training area and year, cols

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

Son-traditional: Total
5.9 5.8

Trades and Industry
5.9 4.9 11.0

Agriculture
3.7 11.1 9.4

Distributive Education
14.0 14.3 7.5

Health
0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome Economics (Gainful)
0.0 0.0 0.0

Business
0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical
11.3 6.7 9.5

Mixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful
49.7 49.9 52.7

Gainful Only
48.9 49.7 52.4

Trades and Industry
52.6 46.3 51.7

Agriculture
30.7 42.1 45.6

Distributive Education
41.1 46.4 48.2

Health
71.2 60.6 63.8

Nome Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Business

51.0 51.5 54.3
Technical

27.6 0.0 22.2
BOOB Economics (Non-gainful)

64.2 74.9 68.5

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 82.6 83.0 82.5
Gainful Only

81.7 83.1 82.5
Trader and Industry

93.6 77.2 80.7
Agriculture

0.0 0.0 0.0
Distributive Education

0.0 0.0 0.0
Health

84.8 87.8 87.4
Name Economics (Gainful)

93.1 87.0 85.1
Business

77.3 80.5 80.5
Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0
Nome Economics (Non-gainful)

92.1 82.6 82.2

SOURCE: Based on data from U.S.
Department of Health, Education, andWelfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

Percentage of amen enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Mixed (N) 25.12 to 75.02,Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
IIS
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Analysis of Illinois Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Mon-Traditional

In 1972 the percent women enrolled was close to the national, but it
did not rise by 1978 as such as the national:

% Women 1972 1978
IL 5.9% 7.1%
U.S. 5.4 11.1

Agricultural. Major rise in the percent women from 1972 to 1978,
but less than the national:

% Women 1972 1978
IL 3.71, 9.4%
U.S. 3.9 13.1

Total number of students decreased by 3,000 but women increased from
1,000 to 2,400.

Detailed programa. Agricultural Production lost 6,000 total
students between 1972 and 1978, but women inc d from 500
to 1,300 in the same time period.

Technical. Illinois had an increase in number of women but a drop in
percent of women enrolled:

Women 1972 1978
IL 11.3% 9.5%
U.S. 8.6 16.7

Detailed programs

Architectural Technology - Percent women rose from 7.3% in 1972
to 11.7% in 1978, which was less than the national rise.

Electronic Technology - Increase in percent women was equal
to national increase (0.7 to 7.3%).

Trade and Industrial. There was a large Inc in percent of women
enrolled with an inc f 3,500 in numbers.

Detailed programs

Drafting - Women increased in number and percent (4.8% in 1972
to 8.0% in 1978), while the number of men dropped.

Law Enforcement - Women made major gains in number and percent
from 7.9% in 1972 to 27.5% in 1978.

Wbateorking - Total students decreased, but the number and per-
cent of women increased.
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Nixed and Traditional

Business

Nixed. Women made a large gain
in numbers, and increased

slightly in percent which was is line with the national average.

Traditional. A small drop in numbers
of women, mainly in Typing.

Distributive Education

Nixed. W.. .11 increased in numbers but de d is percent.

Detailed programs. Real Estate, Recreation and Tourism
had large increases in both numbers asd percents.

Health. The numbers doubled by 1976 and there was a large increase
of women is both Mixed sad

Traditional courses.

Trade and Industrial

Nixed. Women increased in Commercial Art and 'totography, and
dropped in both number and percent in Quantity food.

Rome Economics. Women increased in numbers and dropped in percent:

ILWarren 1972 1976

15751
61.0

Gainful

Non-gainful
93.0%
66.0
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NEW liAlIPSRIRE

Summary Analysis

State Reports

The most positive finding was that New Hampshire may be the first state
to requ re knowledge of sex equity issues as part of certification for

vocational education teachers. (Action was pending.)

State apparently needed to convert more ideas into action.

Enrollment Data

There was strong increase of women enrolled in Non-traditional Agricul-
tural, otherwise women made only small gains in Non-traditional courses.
The gain in numbers of women in Trade and Industrial was mainly in pro-
grams that had major gains nationally - Graphic Arts and Drafting.

The drop in the total number of students
in Traditional Business courses

was an unusual occurrence, particularly with
the simultaneous increase of

women in Nixed Business courses.

IIS
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Analysis of New Hampshire State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

No recommendations on sex equity were identified.

BOAS Staff Report

No sex equity issues were identified.

NIERC/Q Findings

There is no evidence that the State Advisory Council has evaluated voca-
tional education programs, services, and activities, including programs
to overcome sex bias.

There is no evidence that the State Advisory Council has assisted the
State Board in developing plans for State Board evaluations.

Although several incentives are listed in the State Plan and other
incentives are in the developmental stages, no incentives were given for
the development of model programs to reduce sex-bias/sex-stereotyping in
training and placement.

Although s needs nt study is in progress, no program were
funded under basic grants to provide vocational education programs for
displaced homemakers or to move part-time workers to full-time employment.

State has prepared excellent instrumentation for conducting the local
reviews; however, no actual evaluations of local programs have been
conducted.

Based on the evidence reviewed, compliance is to be determined. Prelim-
inary fiscal data indicates that less than $25,000 was expended on the
Sex Equity Coordinator.

Program Descriptions

Displaced homemakers. Although $5,000 was allocated for this pur-
pose, no funds were expended. The state attributed this to an
inability to determine the population of displaced homemakers.

Budget Data

Purpose

Sex Sias-Personnel
Displaced Homemakers
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Women enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories
by occupational training area and year, New Hampshire

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

INon-traditionals Total 3.5 5.2 7.2 I

Trades and Industry 3.4 3.7 5.2

Agriculture 5.5 13.9 18.2

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Acme Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

luainass 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 0.3 2.3 7.0

I

Mixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful

Gainful Only

58.2

52.1

70.1

68.6

72.7

71.4

Trades and Industry 52.2 55.2 57.6

Agriculture 25.5 25.3 37.6

Distributive Education 34.7 42.3 51.9

Health 17.8 78.2 76.0

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ilusiness 68.6 75.8 82.1

Technical 27.3 0.0 0.0

Some Ecrwmdcs (Non-gainful) 87.9 88.6 76.9

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 87.7 88.3 80.9

Gainful Only 76.9 88.8 87.5

Trail's and Industry 5.1 100.0 100.0
Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 92.2 91.4 93.7

Soma Economics (Gainful) 62.8 72.2 71.5

'misses 90.2 90.4 96.1

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0
Hose Economics (Non-gainful) 92.5 88.0 79.5

SOURCE: Eased on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfars, lures* of- Occupational and Adult Education.

a Portents*, of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Mixed (M) 25.12 to 75.02,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of New Hampshire Enrollment Data, 1972 - 1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. Small enrollments, but major percentage increase:

% Women 1972 1978
N.H. 5 5% 18.2%
U.S. 3.9 13.1

Technical. Small programs with little growth.

Trade & Industrial. Large expansion in numbers; small rise in percent.

Detailed programs. Women made major gains in Drafting and
Graphic Arts.

Mixed and Traditional

Business. Drop in total number of students enrolled.

Mixed. Increase in numbers of women and large increase in percent.

Detailed programs

% Women 1972 1978
Accounting & N.H. .68.6% 82.1%
Computing U.S. 56.8 60.5

Traditional. Large drop in total numbers of students in Tra-
ditional Business courses from 5,753 in 1972 to 1,208 in 1918;
a drop occurred in each program.

Distributive Education. Numbers of women increased from 1972 to 1978
(418 to 1,068) for Mixed courses; percent women increased sharply,
nearing the national average by 1978:

% Women 1972 1978
N.H. 34 7% 51.9%
U.S. 46.3 52.2

Health

Mixed. Women made small gains in numbers but a large gain in
percent because of the addition to the "Miscellaneous Health"
program in 1916 of course(s) enrolling mainly women.

Traditional. Percent was unchanged; but numbers of women
dropped.

Home-Economi-cm- Numbers and percents were twit in both Gainful and-
Non-gainful compared to national data. Percent women in Traditional
Gainful Home Economics increased from 1972 to 1978 from 62.8% to
71.5%; different from the national percentage which declined.

45
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NEW MEXICO

Summary Analysis

State Reports

The NERCM report addressed the content and quality of the vocational

program, with no apparent response from the state.

The state's response to the 80AE staff report indicated a very weak

commitment to taking an active role in the elimination of sex bias.

The carryover funds from the mandated $50,000 were not expended. (The

Commission on the Status of Women stated at the Denver Hearing in Nay,

1980 that they bad requested the unexpended balances. For a minimum of
three years New Mexico spent less than the $50,000 minimum required.)

Enrollment Data

Non-traditional enrollment of women was similar to U.S. data except in

Trade and Industrial which was well below U.S. average. Women did
increase in some Non-traditional courses which had a strong male role
image.

The percent of women in Nixed programs increased by 1978, but for the

occupations this did not represent a major change between 1972
and 978.

Men made no gains in programs Traditional for women except in Traditional
Trade and Industrial.
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Analysis of New Mexico State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

Although non-traditional training areas have begun to attract students
of both sexes, some resistance remains to opening up training opportuni-
ties to both sexes in non-traditional areas.

Schools which exhibit arbitrary barriers to students entering vocational
programs of their choice should receive follow-up visits.

Follow-ups should involve Codents, parents, and other community members
in developing an equal opportunity blueprint.

State staff should serve as resource personnel to assure that vocational
education eventually is made available to students regardless of sex.

Given the strong feeling of local ,nomy in many of the rural communi-
ties in New Mexic. little can b plashed unless the community and
the school are involved in a well p. Aned educational process which will
demonstrate why it is important to mike vocational programs accessible
to all students.

Publi,' Hearing Comments

No comments related to sex equity were identified.

BOAE Staff Report

The Plan does not report on the success of its provisions to ensure
equal access to programs by men and women.

MERC/Q Findings

Many Local Advisory Councils do not have adequate representation of
women.

No evidence that programs have been developed to eliminate sex bias or
to provide incentives to school districts.

No displaced homemaker funds expended, no center established.

Only 538,874 budgeted for Sex Equity Coordinator; the difference should
be carried over to 1473

Placement of students who have completed vocational education nas not
been addressed.
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Melly LEA announcements, bulletins and applications do not have a non-
discrimination statement.

No effort to eliminate sexist terminology and sex stereotyping examples
sad illustrations in curricular material is evident.

Prearam Descriptioas

Displaced homemakers. Develop center for displaced homemakers,
teenage parents, female heads of household; special services for
elderly women and other special groups, including &Atone, end

counseling, job development and placement services, and health and
legal services. One center to be established and 'rational by
the end of Fiscal Year 1980.

Budget Data

Puma!
FY '7$ FY '7$
Allocated Expended

Displaced Nonsmokers $ 61,240 -0 -
Sex lies Personnel 50,000 21,127
Day Care/Supportive Services -0- -0-
Sex Bill. Grants 22,847 22,847
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Ibsen enrolled in Non - traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories

by occupational training aryl and yoar, New Mexico

1072 1976 1978
(percent)

Nos - traditional: Total 2.7 12.7 10.8

Trades and Industry 3.1 6.8 5.6

Agriculture 1.2 19.3 21.2

Distributive Education 8.1 20.9 14.9

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

BOW Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 4.5 18.1 15.5

Mixed: Total Gainful A Non-gainful 62.5 58.4 62.8

Gainful Only 57.1 54.5 62.8

Trades and Industry 61.5 33.8 30.1

Agriculture 77.8 46.5 48.0

Distributive Education 61.3 58.3 62.6

Health 95.8 73.6 86.0

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 39.5 53.8 75.1

Technical 0.0 0.0 59.7

Room Economics (Non-gainful) 71.0 74.2 0.0

Traditional: Total Gainful A Non-gainful 85.2 86.8 84.7

Gainful Only 85.0 89.4 89.7

Trades and Industry 97.5 96.1 92.2

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 87.7 89.4 87.3

Rome Economics (Gainful) 85.8 73.9 78.9

Business 82.9 93.8 93.7

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Rome Economics (Non-gainful) 85.4 85.3 81.5

BOUNCE: lased on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Mixed (M) 25.12 to 75.0%,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 100%.
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Analysts of New Mexico Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. The percent women enrolled in Agricultural courses
Increased more from 1972 to 1978 than the U.S. average. Number of
women enrolled increased from 45 in 1972 to 1,050 in 1978:

% Women 1972 1978
NM 1.2% 21.2%
U.S. 3.9 13.1

Detailed programs. Over 90% of the women in Non-traditional
Agricultural were in Agricultural Production in 1978, wh
nationally only 72% of women in Non-traditiona. Agricultural
were in Agricultural Production.

Technical. The percent women enrolled in Technical courses increased
similarly to the U.S. Number of women in Non-traditional Technical
courses was very small with only 200 by 1978.

% Women 1972 1978

N.M. 4.5% 15.1%
U.S. 8.6 16.7

Trade and Industrial. The percent women enrolled in Trade and
Industrial courses in New Mexico in 1978 was 5.6%, an increase from
only 3.1% in 1972. In both cases percent enrollment in New Mexico
was less than the national.

Detailed programs. In 1972 women were enrolled in only 5
Trade and Industrial courses; by 1978 women were enrolled in
27 courses.

Although women increased in Drafting and Graphic Arts, as they
did elsewhere in the U.S., in New Mexico women also increased
in Other Metal Wcrking (25.3%), Woodworking (26.0%), and
Electrical (11.3%).

Mixed

The percent of women enrolled .n Mixed courses in New Mexico (62.8%) in
1978 was higher than for the U.S. (55.7%). This was particularly true
for Distributive Education (62.6% vs. 52.5%), Health (86.0% vs. 57.7%),
and Business (75.1% vs. 60.5%).

Distributive Education. Enrollment of women in Distributive courses
doubled between 1972 and 1978 from 1,000 to 2,150.

Detailed programs. Women were concentrated in General Merchan-
dise, Apparel and Accessories, Food Services, and Miscellaneous.
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Traditional

The percent of women in Traditional courses decreased between 1972 and
1918. This was related particularly to a decrease in Traditional Trade
and Industrial courses.

Trade and Industrial. Number of women in Traditional Trade and
Industrial dropped from 2,100 in 1972 to 150 in 1976 to 47 in 1978
because of a drop of enrollment in Cosmetology.

Business. Percent women decreased in Typing. Total enrollment of
students between 1972 and 1976 dropped from 9,700 to 500; the number
of women dropped from 7,500 to 450.

Health. Enrollment of women in Traditional Health courses remained
constant between 1972 and 1976 but increased between 1976 and 1978.
Most of the increase occurred in Practical Nursing and Nurses' Aide
courses.
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NEW YORK

Summary Analysis

State Reports

In addition to the complex set of equity activities in New York, the

SACVE provi'ed more recommendations than most other SACVEs and the state

responded to most of them. Even in New York, however, the state felt

that funds for day care most come from the local level because of limited

funds available at the state level.

A balanced variety of programs was funded at the $730,000 level by the
state.

The State Plan required goals and action plans at the LEA level. The

state established criteria and guidelines to assist local school per-

sonnel in improving sex equity. They required evaluation by Local

Advisory Councils and established criteria for such evaluations. They

promoted the hiring of professional women in administrative and super-

visory positions, and of men and women for non-traditional teaching

positions; and pre-service training of vocational education teachers on

elimination of sex bias.

Unlike most mates, New York addressed the problem of training for teen-
age parents.

Enrollment Data

New York had a major increase in percent women enrolled in Non-traditional

courses by 1976; but there was a drop in enrollment in Trade and Industrial

between 1976 and 1978 due almost entirely to the drop in the "Trade and

Industrial, Other" classification. Without "Trade and Industrial,

Other," the New York average was proportionately better than the U.S.

All other Non-traditional courses had increases by 1978, but the major

gains in New York, as in other states, were in those without a strong

male role image (Drafting, Graphic Arts, Law Enforcement, etc.).
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Women made major gains in Mixed training areas, particularly in Business

and Health. Men made relatively small gains in courses Traditional for

women except for their increase in Home Economics, Gainful and Non-gainful.

New York's enrollment data was not as positive as might have been expected

based on their efforts to bring about institutional change at the state

and LEA levels. The enrollment data should be watched to determihe if

additional gains are made in the next few years.

This is not to suggest that New York did not make progress; it did.

Starting with a low level of men and women in courses Non-traditional

for their sex, the state increased enrollment of women in Non-traditional

and Mixed courses. The two major areas that showed relatively little

change were enrollment of men in courses Traditional for women (except

in Home Economics), and women in Non-traditional Trade and Industrial

courses with a strong male role image.
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Analysis of New York State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

The Council recommends that staff of the Women's Unit should meet with
the staff of C Education to assure that equity issues are included
in planning for career education.

State response. Staff of the Women's Unit has met with staff of
Career Education and has made recommendations.

The Council is concerned that no funds have been made available for
child care.

State response. The state is encouraging LEAs and community
colleges to make provisions for child care locally.

The Council recommends that a survey should be made of local admini-
strators to determine what problems they are having locally la elimi-
nating sex bias.

State response. This information has been gathered through the
local action planning process. Grants have been made based on the
problems identified.

The Council recommends that more data be gathered and disseminated on
enrollment of students and employment of teachers and administrators in
non-traditional courses.

State response. All data required by the VEA regulations are being
collected and analyzed.

The Council recommends that steps to be taken to bring all units into
compliance should be issued.

State response. All occupationally related instruction units are
required to develop a plan of action to eliminate sex bias.

Council response. This is a good start, but other units, such as
Vocational Guidance and Counseling and Career Education should also
be scrutinized. Someone should be assigned to carry out this
function.

The Council recommends that the funds that are assigned are inadequate
to carry out the functions of the Sex Equity Coordinator.

State response. Additional funds have been made available.

Public Hearing Comments

No comments related to sex equity were identified.
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NERC/Q Findings

No NERC/Q was conducted for New York

State Plan

The following procedures established
by the state emphasized a required

planning procedure by the LEA which establishes
both goals and an action

plan before a LEA can obtain funding from the state:

Establish goals and action plans as part of the planning
process in all educational institutions in the state that
promote equal opportunities for all students at all educa-
tional levels.

Develop criteria, guidelines, and checklist, to assist in iden-
tifying sex bias and sex stereotyping in programs and funded
projects to help local school personnel make improvements.

Require local advisory council to develop criteria for evalu-
ating programs and procedures that encourage the elimination
of sex bias; sex stereotyping, and sex discrimination.

Promote the certification and hiring of professional women in
occupational education for adminstrative and supervisory
positions at the state and local levels

Recruit women and men for non-traditional teaching positions
to provide a positive role model for students

Assist 2 and 4 year teacher education college staff to analyze
and improve the contents and approaches used in recruiting
women in non-traditional programs.

Support efforts in pre-service education to eliminate sex bias
attitudes in the preparation of occupational teachrs, thereby
changing attitudes before they reach the classroom.

Analyze existing and/or prepare new curriculum resources and
recruiting materials that eliminate sex bias and stereotyping
and show the accomplishments and contributions of women in
various roles.

Insure that funds are allocated for program activities, ser-
vices, facilities, and equipment equally for females and
males.

Provide occupational training programs, counseling, special
services, and job placement for teenage parents, women returning
to the labor market as a result of economic need or changed
marital status, women seeking jobs in non-traditional areas,
single heads of households, and homemakers who work part-time
and desire full-time employment.
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Program Descriptions

A total of $729,671 was allocated to "Grants to Assist in Overcoming Sex
Sias." Twenty -six projects received funding:

Recruit qualified area women for the Engineering and Industrial
Technologies Program by developing new career awarenes1 literature
and by providing counseling, in-service seminars and tutorial and
job placement services.

Provide training opportunities in non-traditional for women
of all ages by developing and implementing special recruitment and
counseling strategies.

Create awareness of non-traditional career opportunities and increased
participation in such occupations throughgroup and individual coun-
seling, a lecture series on non-traditional career opportunities
for women, and seminars on job search and employment skills.

Reduce sex bias and stereotyping in occupational education through
the involvement of business and industry in work experience programs
and job placement, and through curriculum revision and development.

Raise the awareness level of administrators, parents, guidance
counselors, and students through pre-service and in-service acti-
vities, review of current guidance and recruitment materials, and
the development of a new promotional brochure on elimination of sex
bias and stereotyping in occupational education.

Conduct in three loLaitons an in-service workshop on'overcoming sex
bias and stereotyping in vocational education.

Conduct statewide training of in-service teams for reducing sex
stereotyping with the goal of eliminating sex stereotyped attitudes,

behaviors, and expectations of secondary school personnel and
adolescents, and expanding occupational and total life expectations
of adolescents.

involve teachers, guidance counselors, and administrators in a
graduate credit course for teachers on sex-fair curriculum de.'elop-
ment for occupational education.

Develop and implement program on technology for women high school
students through the joint effort of guidance counselors, faculty,

and local industry representatives, in order to bring about attitu-
dinal and behavioral changes that will make technical career training
a feasible choice for the students.

Develop recruitment materials to attract females to courses in
engineering technologies.

Conduct activities designed to reduce sex bias and stereotyping in
an attitudinal change and skill development program, in conjunction
with business and industry, in order to increase the employability
of women in the area.
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Develop a Fishbein-tvpe evaluation model that will predict the pre-
sence of sex-fair teaching behaviors in the classroom.

Assess current achievements of the New York City Board of Education
in meeting sex equity objectives; and develop capacity for meeting
these objectives in secondary and postsecondary institutions offering
occupational programs, in central office occupational administration,
and in vocational advisory councils.

Provide a summer secondary program in auto and electronics trades
to encourage movement .if women students into trades traditional
for men.

Conduct a needs assessment identifying education-related needs of
women who are highly motivated to return to school for engineering
and computer science degrees.

Provide workshop training for 350 people statewide in GAMES (Games
to Achieve the Mandate for Equality in Schools), an occupational
education project for secondary school counselors and administrators
involved with students making career decisions.

Eliminate sex bias in vocational youth organizations

Conduct in-service workshops for occupational education staff
designed to eliminate sex bias and stereotyping.

Expand career options for all students to reduce sex bias in the
schools, K-12, by developing in couselors, teachers, and administra-
tors the necessary awareness, knowledge, and skills.

Assist in the certification and promotion of four women candidates
in educational administration through paid supervised internships
and assistance in job seeking activities

Conduct in-service courses for junior and senior high school occupa-
tional education staff in a learing center; evaluate text books

and materials; meet with counselors and other staff to develop studelt
recruitment approaches for expanded vocational roles; enroll some
students in non-traditional courses; and survey learning center stu-
dents and teachers to determine perceptions of teacher attitudes and
sex biases.

Conduct a sex equity conference for guidance counselors and occupation
education teachers, a staff training course for project participants,
and group guidance sessions with 10th grade students, develop
and disseminate a bias-free guidance module for use by counselors

Centralize and update a statewide pool of qualified leaders to
enhance the potential for women administrators to enter educational
supervisory and management positions; develop in cooperation with
the Commissioner's Statewide Advisory Council on Equal Opportunity
for Women, District Superintendents, and the State Education Depart-
ment's Occupational Education Special Programs
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Develop a manual for teachers and administrators for use in working
with students in non-traditional job training; a manual for guidance
counselors to help them help students participating in non-traditional
job training; and a slide presentation and narrative in each major
occupational area in which sex stereotyping prevails.

Conduct a multi-faceted career awareness program to recruit and
train women for non-traditional occupations, including liaison with
local employers for on-site job experiences and visitations to role
models.

Displaced homemakers. Vocational Instruction and Education for
Women (VIEW), a program of career counseling, job skills development,
and supportive services targeted at area women who are heads of
households, primary wage earners, divorced, or an ethnic minority,
and are seeking career retraining.

Budget Data

Purpose
FY 1978 FY 1978
Allocated Expended

Sex Equity Personnel $ 50,000 50,000
Support Services to Women -0- -0-
Day Care -0-
Displaced Homemakers: Post-secondary 175,000 81,000

Secondary 100,000 No data
Program Improvement and Support

Services 800,000 800,000
Curriculum 1,220,000 No data
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Women =rolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories
by occupational training area and year, New York

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

Non - traditional: Total 6.0 11.8 10.1

Trades and Industry 5.1 12.3 7.8

Agriculture 6.8 16.9 22.7

Distributive Education 58.9 50.0 11.8

Health 0.04 0.0 0.0

Boss Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 7.5 7.5 13.5

Mixed: Total Gainful i Non-gainful 58.8 52.8 59.2

Gainful Only 51.8 51.2 58.4

Trades and Industry 31.9 32.1 62.0

Agriculture 23.6 53,5 57.5

Distributive Education 44.9 47.7 .54.2

Health 63.6 59.7 74.0

Boma Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 56.1 54.4 57.9

Technical 5.5 28.1 27.9

Bose Economics (Non-gainful) 98.1 84.4 85.0

Traditional: Total Gainful S Non-gainful 94.3 84.4 83.8

Gainful Only 87.9 88.7 88.1

Trades and Industry 93.3 88.0 91.3

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bealth 91.8 88.4 88.5

Base Economics (Gainful) 83.3 85.1 76.5

Eusinass 86.8 89.1 88.7

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Base Economics (Non-gainful) 98.1 81.5 80.5

SOME: Eased on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

* Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 25%, Mixed (N) 25.1% to 75.0%,
Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of New York Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. The percent women enrolled in Non-traditional Agricul-
tural courses in New York (22.7%) was much higher than that of the
U.S. in 1978 (13.1%).

Enrollment of men expanded little between 1972 and 1978 (16,500 to
17,300) while enrollment of women almost quadrupled (1100 to 3900).

Expansion occured in all programs.

Technical. The percent of women enrolled in Non-traditional
Technical courses increased between 1972 (7.5%) and 1978 (13.5%).

The number of women enrolled more than doubled between 1972 and
1978 (2350 to 5800).

Detailed programs. Areas of major expansion included:

1972 1978
Architectural Technology 6.9%

13.3%Industrial Technology 4.6 15.7
Mechanical Technolgoy 6.6 14.2
Chemical Technology 16.8 30 2

Trade and Industrial (T&I). In New York the percent women in Non-
traditional Trade and Industrial increased from 5.1% to 7.8% in 1978
while the increase for the U.S. was 5.4% to q.5% In 1976 however,
New York had 12.3 % women in Trade and Industrial while the U.S. had
only 7.8%.

The number of women enrolled in Non-traditional Trade and Industrial
was 3,700 in 1972, rose to 17,800 in 1976 and then decreased to
12,900 by 1978. The major cause of this decrease was a 6,000 drop
from 1976 to 1978 in those enrolled in "T&I, Other" courses. With-
out "T&I, Other," Non-traditional Trade and Industrial in New York
was 11.9% - higher than the U.S. without "T&I, Other," 8 2%:

Non-traditional T&I 1972 1976 1978
5.1% 12.3% 7.8%

U.S. 5.4 7 8 9.5

"T &I, Other"
N Y. 24 8% 68.6% 20.7%
U S. 18.E 26 1 24.7

Non-traditional T&I without "T&I Other"
N.Y. 3.0% 6.3% 11.9%
U S. 4.3 6.5 8.2
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Detailed programs. The major areas of expansion were:

1972 1978

Drafting T.T. 12.1%
raphic Arts P.'. 23.7

Law Enforcement 6.4 30.3

fixed

The percent of women increased; enrollment of women in Mixed courses
doubled between 1972 and 1978.

Business. Greatest expansion of enrollment was in Supervisory and
Administrative Management, and Accounting and Computing.

Health. Percent women enrolled in Mixed Health (75%) was higher

than U.S. (58%) in 1978.

Trade and Industrial. The percent women in Mixed Trade and Industrial
in New Tork (62%) was such higher than for the U.S. (47%) in 1978.

Traditional

Nome Economics. The only gain for men was in both Gainful and Non-
gainful Home Economics.
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OHIO

Summary Analysis

State Reports

Ohio's reporting system was different from other states', consisting

mainly of computer printouts. Projections based on reports of the LEAs

and community colleges are developed by computer The result is a

reporting system rather than a planning system. Therefore responses

could not be compared to other states' planning procedures, nor was

there any way to analyze the activities without
additional knowledge of

the system or descriptions of the programs Appendix G of the Plan, The

Report of the Sex Fair Coordinator, provided most of the information

used in this study to describe the Oh.o planning process

Enrollment Data

In 1972 Ohio enrollmebt of women was close to the U.S. Since then,

except in Agricultural, Ohio has fallen slightly behind the U S

In Trade and Industrial, the number of women increased in a variety of

occupational training areas, but the percent women increased mainly in

the courses without a strong sex role image such as Drafting and Graphic

Arts

There was a major increase of women in Mixed programs, except Health.

Men increased only slightly in Home Economics
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Analysis of Ohio State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

State Board should take steps to attract women and minorities to voca-
tional education and to eliminate all discrimination.

State response. Efforts are going on in terms of workshops, mate-
rials, evaluation, planning, and reporting. Workshops and materials
will be developed in FY 1979.

Vocational education and CETA should seek occupational preparation solu-
tions to unemployment.

State response. There are daily ongoing linkage between vocational
education and CETA.

Public Nearing Comments

No comments related tr sex equity were identified.

BOAS Staff Report

Five year plan should be revised to describe Ohio's program for displaced
homemakers and other special programs.

MERC/Q Findings

No MERC/Q was conducted for Ohio.

State Plan

Each Vocational Education Planning District had a sex equity plan of
action as a section of its application; it included 9 goals:

Enrollment patterns in all vocational education programs which have
80 percent or more enrollment of one sex will be examined for
indicators of sex bias, sex discrimination, and sex stereotyping.

The hiring and firing of vocational personnel will be implemented
according to state and Federal laws with regard to sex.

Recruitment and descriptive information about vocational education
programs will have statements that the program is available to all
persons regardless of sex.

Effective action will he taken toward recruiting both males and
females into programs dominated by member of one sex.
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Positive action will be taken by counselors in the state to elimin-
ate sex bias and sex stereotyping in student selection of vocational
education courses or career decision-making.

Administration, guidance, and instructional personnel will receive
training in procedures and strategies in overcoming sex stereotyping
and sex bias.

Cooperative and work experience prog.ams will make agreements only
with those employers who do not discriminate against employees on
the basis of race, sex, or other discriminatory criteria.

Currrtculum materials used in vocational education programs will be
reviewed and rev'sed for the purpose of elmtntation of sex bias,
sex stereotyping, and sex discrimination elements.

Job information about the programs will emphasize career opportuni-
ties for males and females.

Program Descriptions

Incentive grants were made for planning, materials development, and
graduate study

Plan expressed a need for research on effectiveness of vocational
education in serving needs of urban women, minority women, bilingual
women, handicapped women, Appalachian rural women, and disadvantaged
women

BuAget Data

Purpose
FY '78 FY '78
Allocated Expended

Displaced Homemakers $103,000 $ 1,000
Support for Women 1,000 1,000
Sex Bias Eradication 2,000 2,000
Sex Equity Staff 50,000 No data
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a
Musa enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories

by occupational training area and year, Ohio

1972 1976 19713

(percent)

Non-traditional: Total 5.5 8.1 9.4

trades and Industry 5.6 7.1 8.1

Agriculture 5.1 11.1 14.0

Distributive Education 6.3 10.3 11.5

Nsalth 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 5.5 8.2 11.5

Nixed: Total Gainful i Non-gainful 55.1 47.2 55.3

Gainful Only 49.6 45.6 53.7

Trades and Industry 52.7 48.0 50.7

Agriculture 43.2 56.2 62.5

Distributive Education 51.0 48.6 50.4

Health 79.9 24.6 39.8

Noma Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 46.3 50.9 73.9

Technical 21.2 0.0 0.0

Gomm Ecoaomica (Non-gainful) 65.2 65.3 67.5

Traditional: Total Gainful i Non-gainful 94.1 88.3 86.7

Gainful Only 94.5 93.6 94.2

Trains and Industry 98.3 97.7 98.1

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bealth 97.0 95.8 95.2

Nome Economics (Gainful) 86.0 85.1 85.1

Rosiness 95.5 95.8 97.1

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome Economics (Mon - gainful) 93.9 85.6 82.6

S OURCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Velfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

* Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Ion- traditional (NT) - 0.0 to 252, Nixed (N) - 25.11 to 75.01,
Traditional (T) 75.11 to 1001.
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Analysis of Ohio Detailed
Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. Increase in percent women
was similar to the nationalincrease, with Ohio consistently

at least one percentage point abovethe U.S. average.

% Women 1972 1976 1918
Ohio 5.1% 11.1% 14.0%U.S 3.9 9.6 13.1

Number of women increased
from 1,597 in 1972 to 5,029 in 1978.

Detailed programs. Most of the increase occurred in Agricul-tural Production with
4,300 women (14.8%) by 1978.

Technical. Numbers of total students
were small and dropped from1972 to 1978. The numbers of

women ,ncreased by 1978 but stillwere small, particularly
in the light of the large number of totalstudents enrolled in vocational education in Ohio.

Trade and Industrial.
Increase in percent

women enrolled in Ohiowas less than the increase in the U.S.:

% Women 1972 1978
Ohio 5.6% 8.1%
U.S. 5.4 9.5

Number of women increased from 5,100 in 1972 to 11,215 in 1978.

Detailed programs.
Major increases in percent women occurredin Other Construction (14.4%),

Custodial Services (47.5%),
Drafting (17.4%), Graphic Arts (29.3%), Law Enforcement

(10.9%),and Trade and Industrial Other (27.1%). Machine Shop (4.1%),
Electrical Occupations (4.1%), and Firefighter Training (1.4%)increased in numbers, but

percents remained low.

Mixed awl Traditional

The ni..4,er of women in Mixed c
:sea increased greatly from 1972 (34,200)to 1976 (59,500) and then

dropped slightly by 1978 (55,000). This decreaseoccurred mainly in Distributive
and Business Education.

The percent women enrolled
in Traditional courses in Ohio by 1978 (94.2%)was considerably greater than in the U.S. (85.7%).

Women's enrollment
in Traditional courses was similar to the pattern inNixed courses. Enrollment nearly doubled

between 1972 and 1976 butdecreased slightly between 1976 and 1978
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Business In 1978 the percent of women enrolled in Mixed Business

in Ohio (73.9%) was greater than in the U.S. (60.5%).

Detailed programs. In 1972, the U.S. percents of women in the

two largest Mixed Business programs were higher thar the Ohio

percents, but by 1978 Ohio's were much higher than he U.S.

averages.

Accounting E. Computing

% Women 1972 1978

Ohio 49.3% 78.2%

U.S. 59.8 66.1

Business Data Processing Ohio 41.2% 73.3%

U.S. 49.0 62.4

Distributive Education. The percent of women enrolled in Mixed
Distributive Education courses remained the same in 1972 and 1978.
However, the total number of students peaked in 1972 and dropped by

1978-

Health. In 1978 the percent women enrolled in Ohio (39.8%) was

considerably less than the U.S. (57.7%).

Number of women in Mixed Health courses increased greatly between
1972 and 1976 and again slightly between 1976 and 1978.

Trade and Industrial. Number of women in Trade and Industrial

Mixed courses continued to Increase from 1972 to 1978.

Home Economics. In both Gainful and Non-gainful Home Economics

courses the percent women decreased between 1972 and 1978. The

numbers of both men and women increased only slightly.
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OKLAHOMA

Summary Analysis

State Reports

The State Plan was practical and persuasive. A planning and priority

system was established based on careful data analysis of relevant per-

formance factors. On the basis of the Plan, the enrollment data could

have been expected to reflect more gains for women than they did.

Funds were expended on the Sex Equity Coordinator; some were to be

expended on programs as well. A displaced homemaker program was sup-

ported by a state law, and expected to be operational in 1980.

Enrollment Data

Women's gains in Non-traditional courses were greatest in Trade and

Industrial courses in which they did not make appreciable gains nation-

ally. Al.hough there were gains in Agricultural, the state's average was

very low in 1972 and still well below the national average in 1978.

There were no gains in Technical courses although Oklahoma was slightly

above the national ge in 1972

Women were above the national average in Mixed programs. There were no

gains for men in programs Traditional for women.
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Analysis of Oklahoma State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

Recommended support services to encourage more women to participate in
non-traditional programs.

State response. A number of support services for women, day care
services, and special services for homemakers are currently avail-
able in the regular programs of instruction. Programming in these
categories was limited due to limited resources.

Public Nearing Comments

No comments related to sex equity were identified.

BOAR Staff Report

No sex equity issues were identified.

NERC/Q Findings

No NERC/Q was conducted for Oklahoma.

State Plan

Established a system for analyzing male/female enrollment, and estab-
lished priorities and programs based on that analysis. Enrollment was
to be aggregated by sex, by type of institution, by level, by program
area, and by economic region. This data was to be analyzed to determine
if statistically significant changes in enrollment patterns by sex had
occurred; whether change was greater in rural or urban area, in AVTS or
comprehensive high schools, for adults or secondary students, for men or
women; and in which programmatic areas change occurred.

The Plan reported that a review of the initial 1977-1976 enrollment
indicated minor changes in male/female enrollment. There appeared to be
a higher increase in non-traditional enrollments in comprehensive high
schools than in area schools, and a slightly higher increase in non-
traditional enrollments in urban areas.

The Plan noted that answers to these questions would provide direction
1'r personnel charged with assisting the State Board in eliminating sex
bias and sex role stereotyping in vocational programs.
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Program Descriptions

Although no sex bias studies were funded, proposals for research in
Identifying sex barriers were prepared and presented to the State
Advisory Council.

Several schools established local model programs and were sharing their
experience with other schools through state department staff No supple-
mental monies were expended.

Displaced homemakers A displaced homemaker bill was passed and
signed by the Governor on March 29, 1978. The state department
issued a request for a pilot multipurpose service center for dis-
placed homemakers, to be funded in FY '80.

Budget Data

Purpose
FY .78 FY.78
Allocated* Expended

Full-time Personnel
$ 50,000 $ 52,031

Displaced Homemakers 5,000 -0-
LEA Model Projects

20,000
incentives to LEAs 10,000 1,900
Guidance and Counseling 33,153
Farenthood Education 5,000

k Annual projects from the five year plan.
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*men enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categorias
by occupational training area and year. Oklahoma

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

Eon- traditional: Total 5.0 5.4 9.0

Trades and Industry 7.2 5.8 9.8

Agriculture 1.2 3.9 7.4

Distributive Education 15.9 6.6 11.0

Esalth 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 9.8 9.1 1Q.0

Mined: Total Gainful 4 Mon - gainful 55.2 50.5 58.2

Gainful Only 54.9 51.9 61.5

Trades and Industry 44.3 51.0 57.2

Agriculture 17.7 39.7 32.9

Distributive Education 56.3 52.6 60.0

Health 88.5 62.0 65.0

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 46.8 51.3 70.3

Technical 11.9 33.0 34.8

Home Economics (Non-gainful) 74.3 42.8 46.0

Traditional: Total Gainful 4 Non-gainful 94.4 94.6 93.8

Gainful Only 92.3 91.7 93.4

Trades and Industry C1.5 94.3 95.7

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nealth 91.3 89.6 92.7

Home Economics (Gainful) 90.7 90.6 89.4

Business 93.6 93.3 95.9

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nome Economics (Non-gainful) 95.3 96.7 94.1

SOURCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Mixed (M) 25.12 to 15.02.

Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysts of Oklahoma Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. Increase in percent of women enrolled was less than
the national increase and the percent of women enrolled was substan-
tially lower than the national percent in all three years, 1972,
1976, and 1978.

Enrollment of women went from 280 in 1972, to 1,167 in 1976, to
2,600 in 1978.

Detailed programs. Increases of women occurred in every
program except Forestry with the bulk of the increase in
Agricultural Production

Technical Percent of women in Non-traditional Technical courses
was virtually the same in 1972 (9.8%) and 1978 (10.0%) while nation-
ally the percent of women in Non-traditional Technical courses rose
continually (8.6% to 16.7%)

The actual number of women enrolled was small; it increased from
480 in 1972 to 681 in 1976 and then decreased to 263 in 1978. At
the same time, enrollment of men increased from 4200 in 1972 to
7,500 in 1976 and then also dropped to 2,500 in 1978.

Detailed programs. By 1978 three out of four women in Non-
traditional Techical courses were in Police Science.

Trade & Industrial. Although the national percent of women increased
continually (5.4% to 9.5%), in Oklahoma the percent of women decreased
between 1972 (7 2%) and 1976 (5.8%). The percent of women then
increased 4 points between 1976 (5.8%) and 1978 (9.8%) even though
male enrollment increased an additional 25,000. Enrollment of
women went from 2,000 in 1972 to 6,100 in 1978.

Detailed programs. Half of the increase which occurred between
1976 and 1978 was in Electrical Occupations where enrollment
of women increased by 2,400. Enrollment of women increased by
100 or more in 10 other courses.

Mixed

The percent women enrolled in Mixed courses increased from 54.9% in 1972
to 61 5% in 1978 This pattern was similar to the national increase
from 40 6% to 46.7%, but the representation of women was much higher in
Oklahoma Enrollment of women in Mixed courses increased steadily from
1972 to 1978 (7,300 to 15,600).

Business. Increase of women in Mixed Business occurred almost
exclusively in Accounting and Computing.
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Health. Enrollment of women decreased from 1,300 in 1972 to 600 in

1978 Enrollment of men in Mixed Health also decreased.

Traditional

Total number of students in Non-gainful Home Economics tripled between

1972 and 1978. The increase occurred in Institutional and Home Manage-
ment, Care and Guidance of Children, and Food Management, Production and

Services. Enrollment of women in Non-gainful Home Economics decreased
only slightly from 30,500 in 1972 to 26,000 in 1978; the major decrease
in enrollment occurred prior to 1976. The percent women enrolINI re-

mained the same.
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OREGON

Summary Analysis

State Reports

Although the MERC/Q raised several issues of non-complian,e, Oregon was

apparently committed to sex equity. Still m g were specific provisions

requiring programs at the local level.

If the knowledge gained from the SACVE study is applied, it should prove

useful to Oregon and to other states as well.

Enrollment Data

The state had a relatively high percent of women enrolled in 1972. It

was still above the national average ii 1978, but the only major increase

between 1972 and 1976 As in Agricultural.

There was a decrease of women in all Mixed p /rams and a particularly

large decrease of women in Mixed Business courses.

Men made major gains in programs Traditional for women; this was parti-

cularly true for Non-gainful Rome Economics. The large Increase in

numbers of men in all courses affected the percents of women enrolled

in Oregon.
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Analysis of Oregon State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

There are no role models in the schools to assist in reducing sex bias
State should encourage training and placement of qualified men and women
vocational instructors in non-traditional areas.

SACVE undertook a study at the public hearing to determine whether the
Annual and t' Five Year State Plans were achieving their intended
purposes. study found that of the vocational teachers and adminis-
trators interviewed, 37% were not familiar with the State Plan, 29% had
only a vague understanding of its contents, and 34% who were familiar
with the Plan mentioned a number of problems.

Goals are too general,

Not relevant to many curricula,

Too much emphasis on disadvantaged, handicapped, and
women, and too r ny restrictions;

Top idealistic; and

No enough copies distributed.

General administrators, Advisory Council members, employers, and Board
members who were interviewed were even less familiar, as a group, with
the Annual Plan than vocational teachers and administrators Fi'ty-

seven percent indicated they had not hea7d of the Plan and 18% were on y

vaguely familiar wiLli

Most of the respondents perferred passive provision of equal opportunity
to active recruitment of students into non-traditional occupations
They based this preference on (1) community pressures and values, (2)
student values, and (3) difficulty in offering a realistic schedule of

courses for both sexes. The following improvements were suggested.

Eliminate sex bias in textbook materials

Require teachers to develop goals related to non-traditioral

7ducation in their work plans

Require attendance of vocational instructors at workshops
which explain problems of sex equity

Make udents, particulary eighth grade students, more aware
o' employment opportunities in non-traditional fields.

Publicize the advantages of entering non-traditional careers,
and reduce the stigma associated with this type of choice
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Improve guidance and couseling, especially at junior high and
elementary school levels.

Provide opportunities for students to see members of their own
sex working in non-traditional occupations.

Public Hearing,Comments

(Sex equity received specific emphasis in public notices of the hearing).
Concern was expressed regarding the insufficient preparation of vocational
instructors in the area of sex equity and regarding the insufficient
efforts being made to recruit women into non-traditional occupational
areas.

BOAE Staff Report

No sex equity issues were identified.

NERC/Q_ Findings

Increased information on progress toward sex equity should be provided
to National and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education. State
Advisory Council should evaluate vocational education programs to over-
come sex bias. No evidence that state has addressed problems identified
as a result of its Title IX self-evaluation. Insufficient evidence of
state compliance

Program Descriptions

A project on elimination of sex bias for ABE students was approved.

Projects projected in 1978 included elimination of sex bias in
guidance and counseling at secondary and post-secondary levels.

Displaced homemakers. Post-secondary education agencies to provide
training, employment, and placement services for displaced homemakers.

Budget Data

FY '78 FY '78
PutJIEiae Allocated Expended

Day Care Services -0- -0-
Support Services $ 18,000 $ 47,458
Sex Bias Personnel 50,000 30,382
Guidance and Counseling 20,000 No data
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Women enrolled in Non-traditional, Nixed and Traditional categories*
by occupational training area and year, Oregon

1972 1976

(percent)
1978

111On-traditional: Total 12.0 10.4 14.0 I

Trades and Industry

Agriculture

Distributive Education

13.6

9.8

1.6

8.6

21.7

9.0

13.3

24.2

0.0

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics ( Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 3.7 8.5 8,4

Mixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 54.2 54.9 50.7

Gainful Only 54.2 54.9 50.7

Trades and Industry 42.4 58.5 65.6

Agriculture 29.2 36.6 43.7

Distributive Education 44.4 56.7 47.4

Health 15.6 48.9 55.1

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0 0 0.0

Business 63.0 55.8 53.2

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Non-gainful) 0.0 0.0 73.9

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 89.5 90.8 75.6

Gainful Only 86.8 83.7 80.9

Trades and Industry 78.9 82.1 53.1

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 98.4 92.2 86.5

HOW Economics (Gainful) 75.2 78.8 76.3

Business 87.7 83.1 82.2

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Non - gainful) 90.6 95.0 72.0

SOURCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

* Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationclly,
1972. Non - traditional (NT) 0.0 to 25Z, Mixed (N) 25.1Z to 75.0/,
Traditional (T) 75.1/ to 1002.
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Analysis of Oregon Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Ericultural The national percent of women enrollees increased
from 3.9% in 1972 to 13.1% in 1978, but in Oregon the percent women
was 9.8% in 1972 and rose to 24.2% by 1t78. Number of women enrolled
went from 468 in 1972 to 1,523 in 1978.

Technical. Percent women enrolled in Non-traditional Technical
courses in Oregon Increased from 3.7% (1972) to 8.5% (1976) with no
increase thereafter, while nationally, percent wooer increased from
8 6% (1972), to 12.2% (1976), and to 16 7% (1978).

Detailed programs. Major increase was in Electronic Technology.

Trade and ladustrial. The percent of women enrollees was virtually
unchanged from 13.6% (1972) to 13.3% (1978). The national percent
increased from 5.3% (1972) to 9.5% (1978).

Number of women enrolled went from 3,707 (1972) to 4,944 (1978).
Increases occurred in the same large courses as was true nationally.

Mixed

Number of women enrolled in Mixed courses in Oregon expanded from 8,700
(1972) to 16,700 (1978).

Business The reduction of percent women in Mixed Business was
entirely the result of an increase in the total number of students
from 9,000 (1972) to 15,400 (1978) white women increased from 5,700
(1972) to 8,200 (1978)

Percent women enrolled in Mixed Busiliess courses in Oregon declined
from 63.0% (1972) to 53.2% (1978) while nationally the percent
women enrolled 14 Mixed Business courses Increased from 56.8%
(1972) to 60.5% (1978)

Detailed programs Most of the women enrolled in Mixed Business
in 1978 were in Accounting and Computing, and Supervisory and
Administrative Management.

Distributive Education. Most of the women enrolled in Mixed Distri-
butive Education in I97d were in Finance and Credit, Real Estate,
and Miscellaneous Distrihutive courses.

Health Nationally the percent women enrolled in Mixed Healtb
courses declined from 63 2% (1972) to 57 A (1978). In 1972, in
Oregon, the percent women enrolled in Mixed Health, 15.6%, was
substantially below the national percent but by 1978, Oregon had
increased to 55 1%, nearly equal to the national.
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Trade and Industrial Percent women enrolled in Mixed Trade and
Industrial increased more rapidly and consistently from 1972 to
1976 and 1978 (42 4%, 58 5%, 65 6%) than was true of the national
(40 6t, 38.01, 46 7%) Total number of students fell in 1978 to
1972 level of 1,000 after it had increased to 3,500 in 1976.

Traditional

In Oregon the enrollment of women in Traditional courses increased from
18,300 (1972) to 28,400 (1978). Every detailed program showol a similar
proportional increase All decreases in the percent women in Traditional
courses, with the exception of Traditional Trade and Industrial, were
the result of an increase in enrollment of men rather than a decrease
in enrollment of women.

Hose Economics There was a large reduction from 1972 to 1978 in
both total number (45,900 to 37,000) and percent (90 6/ to 72 0%)
of women enrolled in Non - gainful Home Economics
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PENNSYL%iNIA

Summary Anal Ell

State Reports

Because there was little program description, it was difficult to be

certain what programs were being operated, and how the state had re-

sponded to-suggestions of the SACVE, public hearing, and MERC /Q.

Further investigation is needed at the state level.

Enrollment Data

Pennsylvania's patterns of Non-traditional enrollment were similar to
those of the U.S , but in most cases Pennsylvania had not advanced as

much.

Pennsylvania had a slightly lower percent of women in Non-traditional

courses than the U.S. and showed few relative gains since 1976. Women

in Pennsylvania made their greatest gains in the Mixed programs. There

was a marked increase, greater than the U.S
, in Mixed programs between

1972 and 1976, with an increase in all occupational training areas
except Health.

Except for Non-gainful Home Economics, the percent of men enrolled in

courses Traditional for women changed very little. This pattern was

similar to the U.S. except that the percent of women in these courses

was higher in Pennsylvania than in the nation.

The percents of women in Non-traditional programs and of men in programs

Traditional for women were lower than those achieved nationally.
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Analysis of Pennsylvania State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

The Council is concerned about the slow gains being made on enrollment
of men and women in courses that are not traditional for their sex.
They also question whether the resources assigned to sex equity by the
state are adequate for so ambitious a program

Public Hearing_Comments

The Pennsylvania Commission for Women questioned whether one Sex Equity
Coordinator could undertake the gigantic task of initiating th, activities
specified for the 1979-80 sex equity plan. They also stated that the
plan would be more meaningful if priorities were indicated, including
the financial, human, and physical resources allocated to each activity.

State response The Sex Equity Coordinator will have the assistance
of several State Department of Education (PDE) offices in carrying
out the sex equity program These Include the Bureau of Vocational
Education, the Research Coordinating Unit, Office of Higher Educa-
tion as well as staff of the Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity.

Incentives should he offered to encourage enrollment of both women and
men in Non-traditional programs and development of model programs to reduce
sex stereotyping.

State response. The Federal law encourages the use of incentives
but it is mute on accepted practices of specific incentives Funds
are available on a project basis in the areas of research, guidance,
teacher education, exemplary, etc. Sex equity activities are an
identified priority for these funds. Monetary awards to individuals
are inappropriate. However, an effort is being made to develop
additional incentives for inclusion in the annual plan

BOAS Staff Report

No sex equity issues were identified

MERC/Q Findings

Personnel did not assist State Board in publicizing public hearings
State moving into compliance

No evidence that Title IX evaluations were reviewed

No evidence that state has attempted to correct problems revealed by
LEAs' Title IX sell-evaluation process, or tb make complaint process
I nown
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Sex Equity Coordinator did not review distribution of grants and con-
tracts at post-secondary and secondary level for sex bias, and did not
review apprenticeship programs.

No evidence that Sex Equity Coordinator was monitoring hiring and pro-
motion process to assure elimination of sex bias.

No evidence of priority given to exemplary and innovative programs that
addree sex equity. No evidence that proposals sie reviewed to assure
responsiveness to the issues.

No statement in brochures or announcements that the state and LEAs would
not discriminate in enrollment or employment of teachers and administrators.

Program Descriptions

Development of pre-service and in-service teacher training programs
to enable homemaking teachers to eliminate sex bias. Five workshops
held.

*
Displaced homemakers. Federal funds totalling $100,000 have been
budgeted for developing, promoting, and providing services for dis-
placed homemakers Thirteen programs to assess and meet the needs
of displaced homemakers were reviewed and funded. No descriptions
of the programs were included.

Budget Data

Purpose
FY '711 FY*78
Allocated Expended

Sex Bias Activity $ 50,000 $ 50,000
Sex Equity 10,142 No data
Displaced Homemakers 52,965* 10,142
Sex Bias E. Discrimination 65,000 No data

*
Figures are reported as cited in the particular section of the
of the document referenced.
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Women enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories*
by occupational training area and year, Pennsylvania

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

fson- traditional: Total 3.7 9.2 9.6J

Trades and Industry 2.9 9.0 7.9

Agriculture 3.7 9.0 10.3

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 24.6

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 8.1 10.7 18.8

Mixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 50.8 65.2 63.6

Gainful Only 50.3 65.2 63.6

Trades and Industry 30.5 58.2 61.7

Agriculture 49.2 64.6 65.2

Distributive Education 61.1 59.0 61.1

Health 67.6 56.9 51.9

Home Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 63.0 70.3 65.7

Technical 48.3 67.7 72.6

Rome Economics (Non-gainful) 68.9 42.1 55.9

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful 91.0 85.8 86.3

Gainful Only 89.7 88.2 90.3

Trades and Industry 89.5 92.6 91.6

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 95.6 81.9 95.2

Home Economics (Gainful) 73.3 76.2 75.5

Business 90.9 91.0 91:2

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Roma Economics (Non-gainful) 92.9 82.3 80.8

SOURCE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

A Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 25%, Mixed (H) 25.12 to 75.0%,
Traditional (1) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of Pennsylvania Detailed Enrollment Data 1972 - 1978

Non-Traditional

A ricul-ural The number of all students enrolled increased from
12,500 in 1972 to 18,000 in 1978; the number of women from 450 to
1900. The percent women enrolled in Pennsylvania increased from 3.7%
to 10.3%, less than the increase of women enrolled nationally (3.9%
to 13.1%). Enrollment of women in d in al, courses as was true
of national enrollment.

Technical. Pennsylvania's increase in the percent women in Non-
traditional Technical courses was similar to the national:

% Women 1972 1978
PA 8 1% 19.8%
U.S. 8.6 16.7

Enrollment of women increased from 1,300 (1972) to 4,700 (1978).

Trade and Industrial (T&I). Although there was a steady increase
in the percent of women in Non-traditional T&I nationally from 1972
to 1978, in Pennsylvania there was an increase -a the percent of
women in T&I between 1972 and 1976 but a decrease between 1976
(9 0%) and 1978 (7.9%).

The enrollment of women expanded continually from 2,800 (1972)
9,000 (1976) to 11,500 (1978), but this was offset by an even
greater expansion of men from 111,000 to 121,000.

Detailed programs Major increases occurred

1972

in

1978
Auto mechanics 5.21 8 7%
Carpentry 1 8 4 1

Drafting 3.8 13.5
Electronics 3 8 8.5
Management Development 9.8 30 6
Graphic Arts 10 5 31.4
Law Enforcement 0 4 35.4
Woodworking 9,7 20 1

Mixed & Traditional

The percent women enrolled in Mixed courses in Pennsylvania in 1978
(63.6%) was greater than the U S , and the percent in each training
area was greater excep in Mixed Health courses

to

The total enrollment of women in Mixed courses expanded in Pennsylvania
between 1972 and 1978, more from 1976 to 1978 than 1972 to 1976. This
was true for each occupational training area.
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The percent of women enrolled in Traditional courses did not decrease in
Pennsylvania except in Home Economics.

Business

Mixed. Both the percent and the number of women in Mixed
Business courses increased from 1972 to 1978. Total enroll-

ments also rose continually, though more slowly from 1976 to
1978. The percent of women increased in each Mixed detailed
program except "Office Occupations, Other" by 1978.

Traditional. Enrollment of women in Traditional courses in
Pennsylvania increased from 121,000 in 1972 to 160,000 in 1976
and decreased slightly to 153,000 by 1978.

Distributive Education.

Mixed. The pattern established for Mixed Business was true
for Mixed Distributive Education. There was a small increase
in number and percentage of women in almost all detailed
programs except Real Estate, Insurance, and Transportation.

Health

Mixed. The major expansion in women's enrollment in Mixed

Health occurred between 1976 and 1978 when it more than doubled
(as did total student enrollment).

Trade and Industrial

Mixed. Enrollment of women in Mixed Trade and Industrial
dropped considerably between 1972 and 1976 due to a large
decrease in enrollment in the "Other Public Services" courses
Enrollment increased again between 1976 and 1978.

Traditional. Enrollment of women in Traditional Trade and
Industrial increased rapidly from 1972 to 1976 but hardly at

all from 1976 to 1978.

Home Economics Enrollment of women in Consumer and Home Economics
increased from 1972 to 1976 and decreased very slightly from 1976

to 1978. The percent women enrolled decreased throughout the

period from 1972 to 1978.
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TEXAS

Suimary Analysis

State Reports

Funds beyond these for the Sex Equity Coordinator and displaced home-

makers were allocated by the state, but the actual expenditures were

lower than the allocations.

Perhaps the most interesting effort in Texas was the establishment of

enrollment goals to be reached each year, although the goals projected
minimal gains. Results of these enrollment goals indicated improvement

in sex equity in the state, but the only way that the state could accom-

plish the goals was through performance at the LEA level. However there

was no evidence that the state goals had been specifically applied to

LEAs.

Enrollment Data

In Texas percent of women enrolled increased in every Non-traditonal

occupational training area, except Trade and Industrial. This was

because of a particularly large increase in the number of women enrolled.

Texas had major increases of women in Non-traditional courses, including

Trade and Industrial courses, that did not have increases in most other

states in the U.S.

Women increased in all Nixed occupational training areas, except Nixed

Health where men made greater gains. Increases in enrollment of men in

courses Traditional for women was almost entirely in Home Economics,

and to a lesser degree in Traditional Trade and Industry.
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Analysis of Texas State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

No sex equity issues were identified

Public Hearing Comments

The State Board should make funds availabe to support activ ties to
eliminate sex bias and follow up these activities to ensure that funds
so identified are actually spent

State response. Funds are available to support activities to
eliminate sex bias and sex stereotyping. The law and regulations
do not mandate any specific expenditure of funds except the $50,000
to support the functions of the full-time personnel. In FY 1978,
$50,000 was allocated; in FY 1979, $60,459; in FY 1980, $66,022.
The minimum has been exceeded.

A pilot program should be undertaken to encourage women vocational

educators to enter welding, 30 classes for women were started but none
of the vocational education teachers were women

BOAE Staff Report

State's program of incentives to develop model programs to reduce sex
bias is inadequate.

Required action Describe incentive package currently available,
and insure that LEAs are aware of the program

Results of activities to reduce sex stereotyping in vocational education
by the sex equity coordinator and others are not reported A list of
activities in this area does not adequately comply with the regulations.

ReQuired action. Rewrite the results section to include what
impact these activities had on reducing sex bias, stereotyping and
discrimination Also include the results of the incentive program
as well as the results of the displaced homemaker program.

There has been no update of the functions of the Sex Equity Coordinator

A review of self-evaluations required by Title IX was lacking in the
description of functions

Required action. Update the Five-Year Plan to include in it the
list of functions to be performed by the sex equity personnel

KERC/g Findings

No MERC/Q was conducted for Texas
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State Plan

Enrollment goals were established at the secondary, postsecondary, and
adult levels. Results of goals for 1979 were reported; new goals for
1980 were established. Goals were established for percent enrollment of
men and women in severs' ..cupational training areas at secondary,
postsecondary and &dui' vels The goals for 1980, h offered
little advancement over .e results of 1979. (See Goals Table following.)

Program Descriptions

The development of vocational counseling materials for use in the
women's support services program This project resulted in the
development of the film "Breakout," which deals with recruitment by
counselors.

An analysis of problems as perceived by male students in vocational
homemaking education programs in order to improve teaching techniques
or curriuculum development Theme will be used in a substantial
number of secondary and postsecondary classrooms.

Exemplary program for recruitment into non-traditional careers. A
project to explore such a b to entrance into non-
traditional careers, useful recruitment methods, and influencing
occupational choice. Recruitment materials were developed and
recommendations were made for statewide recruitment activities.

Minicourss to explore non-traditional career frelds; lab courses
to give individuals an opportunity to experience areas of employ-
ment previously traditional for the opposite sex.

Utilization of a model to create awareness of sex bias and sex
stereotyping in vocational education. This project provided infor-
mation concerning the effectiveness of the workshop approach to the
solution of the problem of sex bias and sex stereotyping.

Training of child care providers to use a nonsexist approach to
child development. Material packets were developed including
suggested resources and learning activities for developing programs
to eliminate sexism.

Priority Was given to programs which were designed to reduce sex stereo-
typing in vocational education and also focused on opportunities in
rural areas and for individuals migrating from rural to urban centers
with a high concentration of economically disadvantaged, unskilled, and
unemployed persons.
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Bud/et Data

FY '78 FY '78

Purpose Allocated Expended

Sex Bias Support Personnel $ 50,000 $ 38,633

Support Services for Vomen 300,000 9,947

Day Care Services 500,000 -0-

Displaced Homemakers 200,000 5,739

Exemplary and Innovative Programs 628,059 169,133
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TEXAS ENROLLMENT GOALS AND RESULTS FOR WOKEN AND HEN - 1979

Secondary Post-Secondary Adu t
Goals Results Goals Results Goals Results

Women

Distributive - - - - - - 28 6% 39 9% - - - - - -

Agricultural 11.6% 12 3% 27.8 28 2 26.4% 12 1%

Trade & Industrial

exclueing Cosmetology
7.2 9.2 7 2 11.1 - - - - - -

Technic., - - - - - - 13 2 14 1 16.8 9.8

Industrial Arts 12 8 15.0 - - - - - - - - - - -

Men

Health 9.6 17 2 28.8 15 4 13 2 31.1

Office excluding 23 0 23 5 18 0 18 9 4 8 35 4
Data Processing

TEXAS ENROLLMENT GOALS FOR WOMEN AND HEN - 1980

Secondary
Goals

Post-Secondary
Goals

Adult
Goals

Women

Distributive - - - 40.3% - - -

Agricultural 13.0% 29.1 - - -

,-Trade & Industrial
excluding Cosmetology

11 1 12 0 13 4%

Technical - - 15 2 10 1

Industrial Arts 16 2 - - - - - -

Men

Health 19 I 15 7 32 3

Office excluding 13 1 30 3 27 3
Data Processing

Home Economics 23.7 19 3 35 9
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Rosen enrolled in Non-traditional, Mixed and Traditional categories*

by occupational training area and year, Texas

INon-traditional: Total

Trades and Industry

Agriculture

Distributive Education

Health

Rome Economics (Gainful)

Business

Technical

INixed: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful

Gainful Only

Trades and Industry

Agriculture

Distributive Education

Health

Rome Economics (Gainful)

Justness

Technical

Home Economics (Non-gainful)

Traditional: Total Gainful 6 Non-gainful

Gainful Only

Trades and Industry

Agriculture

Distributive Education

Health

Some Economics (Gainful)

Business'

Technical

Nome Economics (Non-gainful)

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

1.4 6.4 11.11

2.4 5.8 6.6

0.7 4.5 13.8

5.7 14.2 15.8

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

4.1 15.7 18.2

55.4 52.4 59.1

46.6 49.2 55.7

34.7 34.1 49.1

10.6 30.4 57.0

44.6 44.7 50.7

71.6 64.9 67.2

0.0 0.0 0.0

53.0 59.1 60.7

27.7 20.5 0.0

71.8 77.9 67.0

94.7 84.7 84.3

90.9 88.3 88.0

95.7 85.7 87.6

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

89.2 90.7 90.5

88.4 82.5 78.0

91.9 90.7 93.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

94.3 83.4 83.0

SOURCE: lased on data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

* Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,

1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 25%, Mixed (M) - 25.12 to 75.0%,

Traditional (T) 75.12 to 100%.
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Analysis of Texas Detailed Enrollment Data, 1972 - 1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. Increase of percent women enrolled was greater than
the national increase:

% Women 1972 1978
Texas 0.7% 13.8%
U.S. 3.9 13.1

Women made a major gain in Non-traditional Agriculture in Texas

between 1976-1978, while nationally the shift had already leveled
off. The enrollment of women increased from 1,024 in 1972 to 15,622
in 1978.

Detailed programs. Increase resulted primarily because of
Agricultural Production, althorgh every program, with the
exception of Forestry, showed substantial increases in both
percent and number of women enrolled.

Technical. The percent women in Non-traditional Technical courses
increased at a more rapid rate than the national:

% Women 1972 1978
Texas 4.1% 18.2%
U.S. 8.6 16.7

The enrollment increased twice as much prior to 1976 as it did after
1976, from 334 in 1972 to 5,367 is 1976 to 8,934 in 1978.

Detailed programs. Most increases occurred in Miscellaneous
Technical courses. Other smaller courses in which women made
gains between 1972 and 1978 were Architectural, Industrial,
and Mechanical Technologies; Fire Stafety; and Police Science.

Trade & Industrial. Increase of percent women enrolled in Non-
traditional Trade and Industrial courses in Texas was comparable to
national expansion, but Texas started well below U.S. and was still
three yetcentage points below U.S. in 1978:

% Women 1972 1978
Texas 2.4% 6.6%
U.S. 5.4 9.5

Detailed programs. Major increases from 1972 tc 1978 were in
Other Construction, Drafting, Graphic Arts, Law Enforcement,
Machine Shop, and Electronics.
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Mixed and Traditional

Business. Enrollment of womeu in Mixed courses increased 10,000

by 1976 and another 7,000 by 1978. Percentage increase brought

Texas up to the national average:

1.14122!!!
Texas
U.S.

1972 1978
53.0%

56.8

60.7%
60.5

Distributive Education. Large Inc -Ise (20,000) in numbers enrolled.

Detailed programs. One-third of the women enrolled in Mixed
Distributive Education in Texas were in Real Estate.

Health

Mixed. The rate of decline in the percent women in Mixed
Health courses in Texas was comparable to the national decline,
but a larger percentage of women remained enrolled in Health
courses in 1978 than was true nationally:

% Women
Texas

U.S.

1972 1978
6-7-:i%

57.7

71.6%

63.2

Traditional. 80% of the women enrolled in Traditional Health
courses in Texas were in some sort of Nursing. There were
higher percentages of women enrolled in Health than nationally.

Trade and Industrial. Rapid expansion in Mixed courses, mainly in

Quantity Foods - 27.1% in 1972 to 61.9% in 1978.

Home Economics

Traditional. The reduction in percent women enrolled in
Traditional Gainful Home Economics in Texas was greater than

the national reduction:

UWomen 1972 1978

Texas 88.4% 78 0%

U.S. 86.1 82.5

Total women enrolled in Traditional Gainful Home Economics in
Texas continually increased from 8,100 in 1972 to 23,400 in

1978.
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WYOMING

Summary Analysis

State Reports

Unlike any other small states that utilized only a portion of the

$50,000 allocated for the Sex Equity Coordinator, Wyoming attempted to

utilize $21,210 of the $50,000 for programs. The fact that BOAE disal-

lowed some of that allocation should not obscure the state's effort to

utilize the full $50,000.

There was nothing in the State Plan to explain why Wyoming made such

progress in eliminating sex stereotyping as indicated by the enrollment
data.

Enrollment Data

Extremely positive gains were made in Trade and Industrial Non-traditional

enrollment and in Agricultural. Given that a limited number of courses

are off :ed in any state with a small population, Wyoming showed positIre

enrollment increases above the national averages in all courses offered.

There was an increase of women in Mixed Business courses; in all programs

there were exceptional increases.

Men made gains in courses Traditional for women and women made gains in

courses Traditional for men. Such uniform increases could not have

occurred without effort.
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Analysis of Wyoming State Reports

SACVE Recommendations

Devise means to achieve more equal sex representation in vocational
education training programs.

Public Hearing Comments

There is need for supportive services for women in vocational education,
day care services for children of students in post-secondary and adult
vocational programs, and grants to overcome sex bias and sex-role stereo-
typing in vocational education.

State response. There are not enough funds to adequately provide
day care services for children of students. Priority was placed on

funding the improvement of secondary vocational programming.

BOAE Staff Report

Projects were funded from the $50,000 allocated for the support of
personnel working full-time to carry out the required functions. The

second and fourth projects (listed below), however, do not relate directly
to the ten functions and as such cannot be funded from the $50,000

required funds.

MERC/Q Findings

KERC/Q was conducted for Wyoming, but no report was available.

Program Discriptions

Use of sex bias funds for purposes other than staff are as follows:

A grant for $2,500 to develop an audio-visual recruitment package
for the purpose of encouraging females to enroll in the construction

technology program.

$1,500 for guidance and instructional materials for home economics

cl which develop career decision-making skills to address the

issue of sex-role stereotyping.

$500 to conduct an in-service workshop for district vocational
teachers, counselors, and administrators.

$180 to cover workshop expenses for a vocational education teacher
to develop skills in helping women overcome math anxiety.
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$16,530 to _onduct a needs assessment of rural women 15 years and
older in a six-county area.

Displaced homemakers. Program funded for exploration, placement,
and follow-up.

Budget Data

Purpose
FY '78 FY '78
Allocated Expended

Displaced Homemakers $ 40,000 $ 10,000
Sex Bias Personnel 50,000 50,000
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Women enrolled in Non-traditional. Mixed and Traditional categories*
by occupational training area and year. Wyoming.

1972 1976 1978
(percent)

rNon-traditional: Total 3.1 12.8 12.3

Trades and Industry 1.2 12.1 10.7

Agriculture 3.5 13.6 18.2

Distributive Education 16.0 33.3 47.0

Health 0.0 0.0 0.0

Rome Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical 8.6 10.5 7.2

Mixed: Total Gainful & Non-gainful 57.8 64.1 56.0

Gainful Only 57.8 61.4 53.7

Trades and Industry 0.0 26.8 63.7

Agriculture 0.1 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 56.9 63.1 33.8

Health 0.0 0.0 89.0

Rome Economics (Gainful) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Business 58.3 .61.8 65.1

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Rome Economics (Non-gainful) 0.0 85.5 83.8

Traditional: Total Gainful & Non-gainful 93.5 75.3 74.8

Gainful Only 87.9 68.4 70.3

Trades and Industry 0.0 0.0 100.0

Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0

Distributive Education 0.0 0.0 0.0

Health 100.0 85.2 91.1

63.5 76.1 65.3Some Economics (Gainful)

Business 88.0 67.0 70.0

Technical 0.0 0.0 0.0

Rom Economics (Non-gainful) 97.4 83.5 80.0

SOURCE: Eased on data from U.S. Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare. Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

a Percentage of women enrolled in vocational education courses nationally,
1972. Non-traditional (NT) 0.0 to 252, Mixed (M) 25.12 to 75.02,

Traditional (T) 75.12 to 1002.
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Analysis of Wyoming Detailed EnroL_ment Data, 1972-1978

Non-Traditional

Agricultural. Percent women enrolled in Agriculture increased at a
greater rate than the national:

% Women 1972 1978
Wyoming 3.5% 18.2%

S 3.9 13.1

Total student enrollment exraneed from 1,900 (19i2) to 2,500 (1978).
At the same time the number of women increased from 68 to 450.

Detailed programs Greatest increases were in Agriculture
Supplies/Services, Agricultural Mechanics, Agricultural Pro-
ducts, and Miscell.neous Agriculture.

Technical. Percent women enrolled increased between 1972 (8.6%)
and 1976 (10.5%), but by 1978 most of the Wyoming Technical program
had been phased out.

Tradb and Industrial. Percent women enrolled in Non-traditional
Trade and Industrial in Wyoming in 1972 (1.2%) was much lower than
the national, but by 1978 (10 7%) was greater than the national.

Total number of women enrolled rose from 16 (1972) to 1,184 (1978).

Detailed programs In 1972 women were in two courses: Graphic
Arts and Drafting In 1978. they were in twelve courses; most
were in Woodworking, Drafting, and Graphic Arts.

Mixed

Total women enrolled in Mixed courses in Wyoming increased from 1,700
(1972) to 2,100 (1976) and to 3,800 (1978). The msjor shift in women's
enrollment occurred after 1976. This pattern was exactly replicated in
Mixed Business and Distributive Education

Business Nine out of ten women enrolled in Mixed Business were in
Accounting and Computing, in which women's total enrollment doubled
between 1972 and 1976, and then again between 1976 and 1978.

Distributive. Education In 1978, percent women in Mixed Distributive
Education in Wyoming (33.8%) was substantially lower than the national
percent women (52.2%).

Health and Trade & Industrial Percent women in Wyoming in Mixed
Health (89 0%) in 1978 was much higher than the national percent
women (57.7%). The same was true of Trade and Industrial (63.7%)
which was substantially higher than national percent women (46 7%)
in 1978.
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There seems to have been no vocational education program available
in Mixed Health in Wyoming prior to 1978 and very little in Mixed
Trade and Industrial which partially accounted for the high percent
of women enrolled once these programs started.

Traditional

Nine out of ten women enrolled in Traditional courses in Wyoming in 1978
were in Traditional Business; enrollment in other courses was negligible.

Home Economics. In Wyoming, percent women enrolled in Traditional
Home Economics courses decreased 17.5 percentage points between

1972 and 1978 from 97.4% to 80.0%. The percent women decreased

in every course.
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Matrix of Activities Addressed in State Plane 1/

AL CA FL GA ID IL NH NM NY OH OK OR PA TX WY
I. STATE PLAN REVIEW AND PREPARATION

Review state plan for sex equity X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Develop comprehensive plan to overcome
sex bias X X XXXXXX X

State general commitment to sex equity
in state plan XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Develop and implement state study to
eliminate bait bias and sex stereotyping

at all levels
X X X X X

2. REVIEW STATE URANTS FOR SEX EQUITY 2/

Review distribution of grants to assure
needs of women are addressed XXXXXXXXXXXXX X

Review programs funded by state office
for sex bias XXXXXXXXXXXXX X

Require an evaluation component on each
program include elimination of sex hies X X X X X

3. INVOLVE OTHER AGENCIES/INDIVIDUALS/STUDENTS

Establish a State Advisory Council on
Sex Equity X X X XXXX
Require Local Advisory Councils to include
person aware of problems of sex discrimina-
tion and bias

X X X X X

Involve student organizations in non-
traditional vocational education X X X X

2avelop on -site visits to business and
industry for non-traditional students X

Work cooperatively with other agencies
and organizations to eliminate sex bias X X X X

-.---

1/ The 1980 Plans were analyzed for this matrix from 14 states and the 1919 Plan for Georgia.

2/ Description of brogues' funded by state for e. equity described separately in each Analysis
of State Reports.
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AL CA FL CA ID IL1 NH NM NY OR OK OR PA TX WY

4. EVALUATE/MONITOR/PROVIDE TA TO LEA'

Provide technical,assistance to LEAa X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Evaluate performance of LEAs and funded
programs

X X X X X X

btilize results of evaluations/and Action
Plans in determining state priorities

X X X X X X

Stimulate locally initiated projects X X X X

Review Title IX Evaluations X X X X X X X X X X

Develop monitoring tools other than Title
IX self evaluation

X X X X X X X X X

Monitor complaints

Make recommendations to LEAs on affirmative
action

X X X

5. DEVELOP AND REVIEW CURRICULUM

Review books and materials in use for sex
stereotyping

X X X X X X X X X X

Identify and disseminate curriculum for
overcoming sex bias and stereotyping

X X X X X X X X X X X X

Train curriculum personnel in developing
bias-free curriculum

X

Provide guidelines for curriculum
'elopaent and review

Develop materials which eliminate sex
stereotyping

X X X X X X X X X

6. REQUIRE ASSURANCES FROM LEA, PRIOR TO
FUNDING

Require LEA. to provide assurances that
programs will be conducted to reduce dim-
crimination and sex stereotyping

X X

I

I

1
X

I

X

Require a plan to eliminate sex discrimina-
tion and sex stereotyping

X X XXXXXX1



AL CA FL GA ID IL NH UM NY OHj OK OR PA TX WY

Require that LEA, actively recruit men and
women for non-traditional programs X XXXX
Require submission of an accountability report
on the progress of eliminating sex bias

X X

Establish goals and timetable for eliminating
sex bias

Require that all occupational institutions

have an affirmative action plan X X X

Disseminate information on administrative jobs
and women applicants in order to fulfill
affirmative action plan

7. ESTABLISH A SYSTEM OF INCENTIVES TO LEAs
TO INCREASE PARTICIPATION IN NON-TRADITIONAL
VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS

Fund conferences X i

Provide T.A. X

Publicize LEAs with model programs X

Propose funding of LEA model programs XXXXXXXXXXX
8. DISSEMINATE INFORMATION THROUGH WORKSHOPS,

TRAINING, MATERIALS, MEDIA

Conduct in-service and pre-service workshops
for state staff, local voc. ed. teachers and
administrators, counselors, civic and
community groups

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXi

Prepare and distribute informational publica-
tiona and news releases, radio and TV releases XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Develop Teacher Training Institute(s) to
provide awareness programs for vocational
teachers, civic groups, state staff, etc.

X X X X XXXX x

Develop resource packages to assist LEAs in
implementing inaervice training to eliminate
sex stereotyping

X X X X
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AL I CA I FL GA ID IL I NH NMI NY I OH I OK I OR PA TX WY

9. ADDRESS RECRUITMENT, ENROLLMENT, AND
PLACEMENT PROGRAMS

Develop recruiting material X X

Undertake special recruitment efforts to
attract men and women into non-traditional
training

X K X X

Improve placement of men and women in
non-traditional jobs

X X X

Require that LEAs actively recruit men
and women for non-traditional programs X XXXX
Encourage female enrollment in industrial
arts

X
i

10. ELIMINATE SEX ROLE STEREOTYPING IN
CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

Prepare students for dual role as home-
maker and wage earner X K X I X

I

,
X

Develop curriculum for dual role and
changing patterns

+.-

Provide inservice training to consumer/
homemaking teachers

X X X

Increase enrollment of men in homemaking

Increase offerings of homemaking to men
and women at the secondary level

Provide parenthood education to men and
women

X

Improve quality of family life courses X
i X X X

Prepare men and women to work in the home

11. PROVIDE SUPPORTIVE SERVICES TO STUDENTS

Determine need for child care services LI xi
Provide day care services to students

X

1 1 ! I
X x X I I



AL CA F, GA ID IL NH NM NY Oil OK OR PA TX WY

Provide counseling, special services and job
placement for teenage parents, women return-
ing to the labor market, single heads of
households, and homemakers who work part-
time and desire full-time employment

12. MISCELLANEOUS

Prohibit discrimination in hiring and
firing, and interview practical X X X X X X X X X X

Gather, analyse, and disseminate data on
students and employees X X X X X X X X X X X

Require knowledge of sex equity for state
certification (pending)

Emphasise non-sex role stareotyping in

career education

Encourage women's involvement in appren-

ticeship X X X

3 4-1.?
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Appendix F

Common Elements of Successful Sex Equity Programs

Volume 3 of the Vocational Education Equity Study referenced in Section

III. of this report describes case studies and promising approaches for

achieving sex equity in vocational education. The following guidelines

for replication describe the common elements of the successful programs

analyzed for that study:

"The case study programs have developed to meet needs in their own
settings and they represent a variety of approaches for fostering
greater sex equity. However, all of the programs have features in
common and it is these features which appear to be important to
successful replication Briefly, the approaches which seem key to
success are as follows:

Establish liaison with employers. The developers of virtually
all the'case study programs felt that this was of primary
importance. Since employers hold the ultimate key to the
si,cess of any training, it is vitally important to gain their
cooperation and support of the program. Several methods for
doing this are described in the case studies.

Provide a thorough orientation to the program. It appears to
be essential for program participants to have a clear idea of
what the program itself entails and a realistic pict,re 3f the
job market they will enter. Such orientation allows programs
to work with participants who are motivated and serious about
the training they are to receive. Because this is such an
important consideration, the entire content of several pro-
grams was designed to provide an orientation to nontraditional
career options.

Obtain full support from and integration with the host agency.
This recommendation applies particularly to programs hosted in
community colleges. Developers felt the programs must be per-
ceived as completely integrated into the structure of the
college rather than as an "add-on" feature. This gives the
program more visibility and clout with the community at large
and potential participants in particular.

Provide necessary support service to participants. Many pro-
grams felt that a key ingredient of their success came from
offering supportive counkeling services to clients. Indivi-
duals enrolled in nontraditional programs may need additional
encouragement and support when striking out on an untraveled
path. Re -entry women also often encounter family problems and
other pressures associated with returning to school or the
labor market. All programs emphasized the value of making use
of existing services rather than duplicating efforts.
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Carefully plan and evaluate the program A successful program
must have a clear idea of what it hopes to achieve, and a way
of measuring whether it is achieving it. Evaluation results
provide the necessary feedback for making improvements.
Following up participants once they have left the program was
frequently mentioned as the most useful source of evaluation
data.

Hire competent, dedicated staff. This is obvious but vitally
important. The particular qualities of staff which appear to
be important for equity programs are:

A genuine commitment to sex equity

Knowledge of the labor force, particularly in the local
area

An ability to serve as a role model for participants.
Staff must understand that lack of experience or know-
ledge can be corrected through learning, and they must be
willing to provide support to participants.

An essential feature of all programs which were identified was a
realization that simply stating that all occupational training

re open to both sexes is not enough. More exposure of
programs and support of nontraditional enrollees are needed for
things to be truly equal. Successful programs are designed to
provide this exposure and support."1

American Institute for Research, The Vocational Education Equity
Study, Volume I: The Primary Data, Laurie R. Harrison, et. al.
April, 1979, pp. 396-397.
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Appendix C

WITNESS LIST

Following are the witnesses who formally participated in the Eastern
and Western Hearings on Increasing Sex Equity in Vocational Education.

Eastern Hearing

State Profile

La Verna Fadale
Research Associate
Two Year College Development Center
State University of New York
Albany, New York

Carol Jabonaski
Equity Coordinator
State Department of Education
Albany, New York

George Quarles

Chief Administrator, Center for Career i Occupational Education
New York City Board of Education
Brooklyn, New York

Marilyn Richey
Coordinator, Project VOICE
Albany BOCES
Albany, New York

Donna Santa
Director, Occupational Education
Southern Westchester BOCES
Valhalla, New York
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A Perspective from Persons Outside the Vocational Education System

Tracy Ruling

Senior Research Associate
Advocates for Children of New York, Inc.
Long Island City, New York

Judith Layzer
Founder, Advisory Board Member,
Committee for Women in Non-traditional Jobs

Bureau of Labor Services
New York, New York

Jackie Potter

Director, Maine Commission on Women
State House
Augusta, Maine

Special Needs of Minority Women

Argelia Hermanet
Bi-lingual School Psychologist
Boston School Department
Springfield, Massachusetts

Marcella Maxwell
Dean, Continuing Adult Education
Medgar Evers College

Chairperson, New York City Commission on Women
New York, New York

Dottie Starks
Education Counselor
American Indian Community House
New York, New York

Kezirah Means-Vaughters
Vocational Education Liaison Coordinator
Division of Career Education
Office of Vocational Education
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Supportive Services / Innovative Programs

J. Michael Adams
Dept. of Industrial Arts and Technology
State University of New York at Oswego
Owego, New York

Joyce Brabner

Director, Women's Correctional Institute / Arts Workshop
Wilmington, Delaware

Charlotte Farris
Director, Project MOVE
SUN! College of Technology
Department of Vocational-Technical Education
Utica, New York

Rita &gin
Director, Project Freedom
North Randolphville Road
Piscataway, New Jersey

Nathan Mayron
Principal, Eil Whitney Vocational High School
Brooklyn, New York

Additional Witnesses

Charlotte Carney
Vocational Education Equity Specialist
Department of Education
Tallahassee, Florida

Elaine Hershey
Consultant, Office of the Director
Division of Vocational Education
Department of Education
Tallahassee, Florida

Jane Kelley
Women in Construction
New York, New Tor%
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Maureen Lynch
Sex Equity Coordinator
State Dept. of Education
Boston, Massachusetts

Western Hearing

State Profile Panel

Carol Andersen
Legislative Analyst
Education Commission of the States
Denver, Colorado

Eleanor Knapp
Former Vocational Director
Rocky Ford School District
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Lloyd Lawson
Assistant Director of Program Services

State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education
Denver, Colorado

Verlaine Zito

Dean,Benchvork and Processing Occupations
Utah Technical College
Salt Lake Cir.!, Utah

Perspective Outside Vocational Education

Charles R. Calico

Education Director for the Confederated Tribes
of Warm Springs

Warm Springs, Oregon

Jannelle Martin
Coordinator
MI Casa Women's Resource Center
Denver, Colorado
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Karen McDowell
Assistant Program Director
Women in Apprenticeship
Nevada State AFL-CIO
Carson City, Nevada

Ellen Wachs

Executive Director
Colorado Commission on Women
Denver, Colorado

Tasia Young
Executive Director
New Mexico Commission on the Status of Women
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Sex Equity Coordinator's Roles and Functions

Patricia Goggins
Supervisor, Sex Equity
Division of Occupational Education
State Board for Community Colleges
Denver, Colorado

Joy Joseph
Coordinator, Sex-Equity Program
Division of Vocational Programs
State Department of Education
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Joan Siebert
State Department of Education
Equal Opportunity Specialist
Salem, Oregon

Marcile Wood

Education Consultant

Communications Network for Sex Equity in
Vocational Education

Fort Collins, Colorado

Cecil Yvonne Wright
Coordinator for Equal Access to Vocational Education
and Technology

Texas Education Agency
Austin, Texas
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Post Secondary_and Displaced Homemakers

Fran Chaffin
Assistant to the President
Lower Columbia College
Longview, Washington

Wanda Dingwall
Vocational CoordfOgtor
Area Vocational Program
Denver, Colorado

Muriel Kirchmeier
Instructor for Changing Careers Class
Albuquerque Vocational Technical Institute
Albuquerque, Mew Mexico

Leslie Bogor
Coordinator of Industrial Orientation and
Associate Coordinator Womens Programs

Special Training Program
Lane Community College
Eugene, Oregon

Charlotte A. Stewart

Western Field Specialist for Displaced Homemaker Network
Phoenix, Arizona

Special Needs of Minority Women

Fannye Belle Evans
Coordinator of Office Occupations Department
Denver Public Schools
belly Griffith Opportunity School
Denver, Colorado

Lea Goodwine
Instructor, Asian Project
Emily Griffith Opportunity School
Denver, Colorado

Jean Hunt

Coordinator o' Special Projects
Coalition of Indian Control School Boards
Denver, Colorado

Mike Lopez

Director Regional Technical Assistance Staff, OCR
U.S. Department of Education
Denver, Colorado

Clarens Werk
Project Coordinator for Vocational Educational Projects
Fort Belknap Agency
Harlem, Montana
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HEARINGS ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963

Part 11: Sex Equity in Vocational Education

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:35 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Arlen Erdahl, presid-
ing.

Member present: Representative Erdahl.
Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel, Nancy Kober, legisla-

tive specialist; and Richard Di Eugenio, minority legislative asso-
ciate.

Mr. ERDAHL. The subcommittee will be in order.
The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational

Education is continuirg hearings today on the issue of sex equity
in vocational education. This marks our 19th hearing this year on
vocational education, and our last hearing of the session. Next year
we will resume vocational education reauthorization hearings.

This morning we will hear from a panel of witnesses who have
had experience in monitoring the impact of the 1976 amendments
to the Vocational Education Act as they relate to sex equity. We
are anxious to hear your recommendations for authorizing legisla-
tion.

I am not Chairman Perkins. I am Arlen Erdahl of Minnesota. As
you are aware, my colleagues were in session until after 11 o'clock
last night. We have adjourned in the House sine die, this being the
last day of the session.

I am glad to be here today to take your testimony for my col-
leagues, for the record, and for our staff for consideration as we
move into the next year of the 97th Congress. With that I will wel-
come the panel, if they could come to the witness table.

We are delighted to have you with us today. Perhaps you are
aware of our procedure here. I think several of you have submitted
written statements. They will be included in their entirety in the
record. You may proceed in any way that is most comfortable with
you. If you wish to read them, you can. If you wish, in the interest
of time, to have a chance for exchange among yourselves, with me
and other members, you can summarize them. Any way that is
most comfortable with you.
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With that we will start out with Ms. Ginny Looney, director of
the Vocational Education Monitoring Project of Atlanta,- Ga.I
STATEMENT OF GINNY LOONEY, PROJECT DIRECTOR, VOCATION-

AL EDUCATION MONITORING PROJECT, AMERICAN CIVIL LIB-
ERTIES UNION OF GEORGIA, ATLANTA, GA.

Ms. LOONEY. My name is Ginny Looney, and I am testifying
today on behalf of the Vocational Education Monitoring Project of
the American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of Georgia. Since
the passage of the 1976 Vocational Education amendments, the
ACLU of Georgia has been trying to expand the opportunities for
women and blacks in the job training programs taught in public
schools in Georgia. We have monitored Federal, State and local im-
plementation of the sex equity provisions of the Vocational Educa-
tion Act in Georgia.

I. THE RECORD OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA

A. STATE EXPENDITURES

The results of our research were published in a report last year
called "The Unfulfilled Promise of Vocational Education." What
we concluded then remains true today: The Georgia Office of Voca-
tional Education takes steps to eliminate sex bias in vocational
education programs only when pressured or required to do so. The
State spends little more than the minimum money required for sex
equity programs, generally refuses to spend any discretiontay
funds to promote equity and vacillates between reluctance and
resistance to other sex equity provisions of the law.

Since the Georgia State Plan for the Administration of Vocation-
al Education was adopted in 1977, Georgia has never spent more
than three-tenths of 1 percent of its appropriations for vocational
education on sex equity programs. (See table L) The standard was
set in fiscal year 1978 when scarcely more than a third of the sex
equity coordinator's $50,000 was spent out of total State vocational
education expeniitures of $94 million. In the first 4 years of the
plan, just three sex equity projects were funded that were not re-
quired by law. Not until this fiscal year have program improve-
ment moneys become readily available for use on projects to elimi-
nate sex bias.

B. COMPLIANCE WITH SEX EQUITY LAWS

Besides spending little money on programs affecting equity, the
State of Georgia often has delayed complying with sex equity re-
quirements until it was caught in violation of the law. For exam-
ple, although the law requires each State to spend money for coun-
seling and job training services for displaced homemakers, the pilot
programs in Georgia were initiated only after Federal monitors
scheduled a review of the State's implementation of the 1976
amendments.

In another instance, the State's belated compliance came after
the ACLU of Georgia filed a Federal complaint with the U.S. De-
partment of Education alleging that the State was violating the
law. While the State was required to offer incentives to local
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schools to increase nontraditional enrollment and to develop model
programs, all the State offered were publicity and plaques. When
one chapter of the National Organization for Women reviewed its
local vocational programs, the NOW members discovered that voca-
tional educators did not know the State was offering such incen-
tives. While State officials never acknowledged the validity of our
allegation that no effective incentives existed, 3 months after our
complaint was filed the State appropriated $100,000 for school sys-
tems to use on local sex equity projects.

Although progress toward equity in Georgia is taking longer
than the ACLU would like, it has helped to have a person working
full time on sex equity. The vocational equity coordinator has
raised $220,000 from the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act for programs helping women seeking nontraditional jobs and
displaced homemakers. She has developed resource materials,
given technical assistance to local school systems and conducted
workshops on the law and changing attitudes. She needs to contin-
ue in her job, however, to complete the changes which have begun.

C. CHANGES IN ENROLLMENT

Since it has only been in the last 2 years that all State staff in
Georgia have been required to work on sex equity issues, the slow
rate in eliminating sex-segregated classes in the State is not sur-
prising. In the high schools there has been a gradual shift of girls
from traditionally female ms, but the main change for boys
has been along sex- stereotyped lines.

The postsecondary programs are even more rigidly sex segre-
gated. One fourth of all postsecondary classes in 1979 enrolled just
one sex. The gains over the past 5 years in nontraditional enroll-
ments in the postsecondary schools are mixed. The percentage of
women in technical programs is increasing but show little change
in nontraditional enrollment in the trades. Men have increased
their participation in nontraditional health courses, but their per-
centage of traditionally female business courses, like clerical and
secretarial occupations, has decreased.

Within the general pattern of sex-segregated classes, there are
also racial differences. For example, in 1979, there were as many
black women at the postsecondary schools taking clerical courses
as white women, but black women took secretarial courses at less
than half the rate of white women.

However, enrollment figures alone do not indicate whether sex
or race equity is being achieved, as we discovered this fall when we
interviewed students .n work study programs in five systems in the
State. Looking at the enrollment figures, it appears that one of the
work study programs, the diversified cooperative training program,
has a good mix of students by race and sex, but a visit to the class-
room showed differences in the jobs each sex and race had. For ex-
ample, among the students we questioned, boys are working as
cooks, stock clerks, service station attendants, mechanic's helpers,
mill workers and veterinarian's assistants. The girls are working as
cashiers,. telephone salespersons, child care workers and babysit-
ters. Whites work as sales clerks, while blacks work as housekeep-
ers I..- janitors.
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D. RECRUITMENT.

We also found that not enough affirmative recruiting of nontra-
ditional students is taking place. Only 10 percent of the students
we interviewed said they had ever heard a school lecture that en-
couraged them to enroll in nontraditional courses. While nearly a
fifth-19 percentwere encouraged to take a nontraditional. sub-
jecthalf by school officialsmost were urged to take courses,
such as home economics, which helped their personal growth
rather than trained them for jobs.

H. THE RECORD OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Our monitoring of vocational education programs led us last year
to file an administrative complaint with the U.S. Department of
Education alleging that the State of Georgia was violating the Vo-
cational Education Amendments of 1976. In July 1f""0, we asked
the Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education to
withhold approval of Georgia's 1981 annual plan until the State
complied with the sex equity provisions of the law. We argued that
Federal funds allocated to the State should be withheld until, first,
meaningful incentives were adopted; second, programs were started
for single heads of household, part-time worker/homemakers and
men and women seeking nontraditional jobs; third, funding priority
was given to sex equity in all exemplary and innovative programs;
and fourth, local a&risory councils had appropriate representation
of women and minorities.

Within 3 weeks, then Assistant Secretary Daniel Taylor dis-
missed our complaint without requiring any State response, review-
ing any documents on State programs or conducting any inter-
views. We wrote Taylor again, pointing out that he had ignored
evidence in his office which clearly supported our allegations and
also wrote higher level education officials asking them to inter-
vene.

Taylor reversed his earlier decision that no legal basis existed for
withholding approval of Georgia's plan and asked State education
officials to provide information on the four issues we raised.

The State sent documents 2 inches thick to prove it was in com-
piiance which, in our opinion, it did not prove. However, we were
never given an opportunity to review the papers, much less analyze
them before Georgia's plan was approved. Four days before the
Carter administration left office, the U.S. Department cf Education
released the Federal funds to the State of Georgia.

The U.S. Office of Vocational and Adult Education's performance
was not impressive, even in a department which publicly claimed
equity as one of its concerns. While we did not expect the Depart-
ment to indefinitely withhold Federal funds from the State, we did
expect Federal officials to take a more aggressive role in investigat-
ing our complaint. At first, they did nothing; later they asked for
the exact information we said should be provided and nothing
more. As far as we can tell, they did not conduct a rigorous analy-
sis of the information they received. In addition, they never clari-
fied what standards they used to judge compliance with the law.

Based upon our experience, we think the bill that is written
should contain, one, a private right of action; two, the requirement
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that a State have a sex equity coordinator with a fixed budget and
the requirement that; three, a certain amount of program money
be spent promoting sex equity.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our experience in trying to get the office for vocational and
adult education to enforce the law convinces us that it is not con-
cerned about sex equity. Given the reluctance of that office in han-
dling administrative complaints, we think the Vocational Educa-
tion Act should be amended to include a complaint process and a
private right of action. Further, the poor enforcement of the law
through the State planning process shows that the only way to
make certain that the issue of sex equity is covered and that funds
for women's programs are appropriated is by mandating that
money be allocated for those p:rposes.

Although our review of the State of Georgia's sex equity efforts
is basically negative, progress is being made. Perhaps the most en-
couraging sign is that nearly half of the high school work study
students we interviewed this fall considered taking a nontradi-
tional course. Additionally, the number of girls and women enter-
ing nontraditional courses has increasedbut we still have a long
way to go. We feel that additional progress will occur if the State
spends more money on sex equity, willingly complies with the act's
requirements and indicates clearly to the local systems that sex
equity is a priority issue in the State department of education.

Further improvements will be made in eliminating sex bias and
discrimination in vocational education programs, if a full-time sex
equity coordinator with a fixed budget is maintained in the Voca-
tional Education Act. Finally, we think each coordinator should be
given a certain amount of funds to spend on program activities be-
cause discretionary moneys are seldom spent on sex equity pro-
jects. The ACLU of Georgia feels that vocational education retains
its potential for decreasing the concentration of men and women
working in sex-stereotyped jobs.

We urge this subcommittee to keep the elimination of sex bias
and sex role stereotyping as a priority in federally funded vocation-
al education programs.

[The prepared statement of Ginny Looney follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT Or GINNY LOONEY, PROJECT DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
MONITORING PROJECT, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION FOUNDATION OF GEORGIA

My name is Ginny Looney, and I am testifying today on behalf of the Vocational
Education Monitoring Project of the American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of
Georgia. Since the passage of the 1976 Vocational Education Amendments, the
ACLU of Georgia has been trying to expand the opportunities for women and blacks
in the job training programs taught in public schools in Georgia. We have moni-
tored federal, State and local implementation of the Vocational Education Act in
the State, particularly the provisions calling for better state planning and for the
elimination of sex bias and sex role sterotyping

I. THE RECORD OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA

A. State expenditures
The results of our research were published in a report last year called "The Un-

fulfilled Promise of Vocational Education." What we concluded then remains true
today: the Georgia Office of Vocational Education takes steps to eliminate sex bias
in vocational education programs only when pressured or required to do so. The
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state spends little more than the minimum money required for sex equity programs,
generally refuses to spend any funds on discretionary programs to promote equity
and vacillates between reluctance and resistance to other sex equity provisions of
the law

Since the "Georgia State Plan for the Administration of Vocational Education"
was adopted in 1977, Georgia has never spent more than three-tenths of one percent
of its appropriations for vocational education on sex equity programs (See Table 1.)
The standard was set in fiscal year 197$ when scarcely more than a third of the sex
equity coordinator's $50,000 was spent out of total state vocational education ex-
penditures of $94 million In the first four years of the plan, ,ust three sex equity
projects were funded that were not required by law. Not until this fiscal year have
program improvement monies become readily available fo use on projects to elimi-
nate sex bias.

TABLE 1.-AMOUNT AND PERCENT OF MONEY SPENT ON SEX EQUITY IN GEORGIA

Fatal year Spend cu sex Total State Percent spent co
mm'. expenditures sex equity

1978 $17,891 $9000,000 0 02
1979 42.920 109,000.000 05

1980 , 72,019 128.000,000 1

1981 366.381 139,000,000 3

Figures hoc 1980-81 are lunds budgeted the exact expenditures are not known 1982 data 5 not available

Source Georgia fiscal year 1978 and 1979 Accountability Repels for Vocational Education, Georgia c fiscal year 1980 and 1981 Annual Program
Plans for Vocational Education

No money has been spent, as allowed by law, for child care, support services for
women seeking nontraditional jobs or programs to increase the number of women
teaching in nontraditional fields. The failure of the state to start programs to train
nontraditional teachers is in spite of th. State's agreement with a recommendation
in the 1979 Plan that women be trained for nontraditional teaching jobs. Two years
after the State's commitment, the State vocational education director was asked
when the training was to begin He listed several obstacles, concluding, "These
things take time." The training still has not been held
B. Compliance with sex equity laws

Besides spending little money on programs affecting equity, the State of Georgia
often has delayed complying with sex equity requirements until it was caught in
violation of the law For example, although the law requires each state to spend
money for counseling and job training services for displaced homemakers, the pilot
programs in Georgia were initiated only after federal monitors scheduled a review
of the State's implementation of the 1976 Amendments Similarly, Georgia first
began claiming to help single heads of households, part-time homemakers and men
and women seeking nontraditional jobs 'Ler public criticism that the State was not
following the law which required those groups to be served

In another instance, the State's belated compliance came after the ACLU of Geor-
gia filed an administrative complaint with the U.S. Department of Education alleg-
ing that the state was violating the law. Georgia was required to offer incentives to
local schools to increase the enrollment of men and women in nontraditional
courses and to de-...:rip model programs to reduce sex stereotyping in job training
and placenlent. Since the law's sex equity provisions mainly affected local school
districts through indirect means, the ACLU of Georgia felt the incentives were cru-
cial in making schools seriously consider the issue of sex bias. However, all the state
offered to encourage local superintendents, principals, vocational supervisors and
teachers to seek equity in the classroom were publicity and plaques When members
of the Savannah chapter of the National Organization for Women reviewed their
local programs, they discovered that vocational educators did not know the state
was offering such incentives. While state officials never acknowledged the validity
of our allegation, three months after our complaint was filed the state had appropri-
ated $100,000 for small grants to local school systems to be used for sex equity pro-
jects Unfortunately, those incentive grants appear to be a one-time expenditure

It is still unclear to us whether the mandate for local advisory councils to have an
appropriate representation of women and minority members is being met in Geor-
gia In response to our federal complaint last year, the state submitted a paper
which said that four local councils had no women as members and 21 had no minor-
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ities; thus, they were not complying with the law Apparently the state is interpret-
ing appropriate representation on local councils to mean at least one woman and
one minority member; however, the regulations interpret appropriate representa-
tion to mean a group's percentage of the population or participation in the labor
force. Using the far lower state stagdard, few councils would be found ii violation ofthe law

Although progress in Georgia is taking longer than the ACLU would like, it has
helped to have a person working full-time on sex equity. The vocational equity coor-
dinator has raised $220,000 from the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
for programs helping women seeking nontraditional jobs and displaced homemak-
ers She has developed resource materials, given technical assistance to local school
systems and conducted workshops on the law and changing attitudes. A key factor
in the state's accomplishments has been the development of local plans which set
goals and timetables to eliminate sex bias. The sex equity plans are part of the local
system's application to the state for funding and have led to the appointment of
many local sex equity coordinators. More time is needed to complete the changes
which have begun, as the following enrollment figures show.
C. Changes in enrollment

Georgia was one of the 15 states included in the study "Increasing Sex Equity"
published last December by the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education
and the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs. That report
concluded that "those schools putting the most effort into various activities to fur-
the.: equity were also those with the highest non-traditional enrollment of women.
Furthermore, the more attention the state paid to what the school was doing, the
more the school tended to do."

Since state staff in Georgia have been required to work on sex equity issues only
for the past 2 years, the slow rate in eliminating sex-segregated classes in the state
is not surprising. In the high schools there has been a gradual shift of girls from
traditionally female programs, but the main change for boys has been along sex-
stereotyped lines The percentage of girls in agriculture has doubled, and they have
increased their percentage of industrial arts from 5 percent in 1976 to 22 percent in
1980 (See table 2.) A large drop in the boys' participation in agriculture has been
offset by their move into industrial arts. Thus in 1976, 28 nercent of the boys in
vocational education programs took agriculture and 13 percent took industrial arts;
in 1480 11 percent took agriculture and 26 percent took industrial arts.

TABLE 2.-COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGES OF FEMALE ENROLLMENT IN SECONDARY PROGRAMS IN

GEORGIA, 1976-80

Program
Female

19801976 1977 191 1979

Agriculture 12 23 17 19 24
Dtstributive education 44 44 52 49 49
Heafft

81 13 11 84 81
Consumer and homemaking 84 83 83 15 73
Occupabonal home economics 84 ( l) (1) 82 (1)
Industrial arts 5 ( l) 9 14 22
Bustness and office 15 15 85 66 65
Trade and industry 16 11 20 22 23

Total 57 64 56 51 51

'Data not am**

Sour e Georgia State Department o Education &Argus fiscal year 1980 and 1981 in Prow Plans for Y^ Monet Education, and trice
of kutionat Education, statewide Secondary Summary fiscal year 19/-79

There are, of course, limitations to looking at percentages of males and females in
the major programs as a sign of changing enrollment patterns For example, in
trade and industry there are traditionally female courses such as cosmetology,
mixed courses like graphic arta and traditionally male courses such as the construc-
tion cluster The total percentage of girls in trade and industry is far greater than
their percentage of most traditionally male courses, as table 3 shows. Most girls are
likely to enroll in the trade courses which include tasks, such as cooking and draw-
ing, that reflect traditional skills of women.
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TABLE 3.NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS ENROLLED IN LARGEST SECONDARY TRADE AND

INDUSTRY COURSES IN GEORGIA, 1980

Cowie al stieW
Total

enrolment
Number pits Percent girls

Other reetamodung mapations 6,165 374 61
Other adomobvs/transportation duster 9,637 701 7 3

Other construction duster .. . . 7,638 680 89
Apple= repair/ekdrcrecharacal cluster 3,972 372 94
NAN ocapabon/duster ... . . 7,234 1,582 219
Graphic arts 0=92h:es 3,134 1,393 44 4

Onantly food °captions . 4,540 2,337 515
3,415 3,367 969

Total al trade and mdustry classes .. 55,806 12,773 22 9

Saes Gespis local yes 1982 Meal Nom Plan for Vocational Education

The ACLU of Georgia has found that post-secondary programs are even more rig-
idly sex ted, perhaps because those programs are involved in job training
comparede many career exploratory classes taught in the high schools. One-
fourth of all post-secondary classes in 1979 enrolled just one sex, and most of the
enrollment changes since 1972 have been along sex-segregated lines, especially for
men.

The biggest change in post-secondary enrollment has been the rise in the number
of women in vocational education from 40 percent in 1974 to 51 percent in 1980.
When comp tired to their overall participation in vocational programs, the percent-
age of women has increased slightly in technical programs but has shown a negligi-
ble rise in nontraditional enrollment in the trades. Men have increased their par-
ticipation in nontraditional health courses slightly, but their percentage of tradi-
teironaals3 female business courses, like clerical and secretarial occupations, has de-
creased. The gains over the past five years in nontraditional enrollements at the
post-secondary schools are mixed, as Table 4 shows.

TABLE 4.PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT CHANGES IN THE MOST POPULAR POSTSECONDARY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COURSES IN GEORGIA, 1977 and 1981

Women,
191641

Women,

1980-81
Change of

women

Neon* fensale course of study
Practical nursing ... 98 96 2
Clerical occupations . 93 97 +4
Secretarial actuations 97 99 +2

90 90 0
Traditionally male courses of study

Electraa tedeolay 3 8 +5
akcendtiong .. . ( ' ) 1 0
Auto menanics . .. 1 3 +2

2 5 +3

Data not au**
Source Georgia Slate Department of Educates, Office of Vocatonal Education, Postseo3ndary School Enrolments for Fiscal YEN 1980-81,

Georpa's Fuse Yea 1981 Annual Priam Flan for Vocatoral Rimini

Within the general pattern of sex-segregated classes, there are also racial differ-
ences. For example, in 1979, there were as many black women at the post-secondary
schools taking clerical courses as white women, but black women took secretarial
courses at less than half the rate of white women. Black women also were enrolled
heavily in child care classes while white women took accounting in large numbers.
Together black men and women, 28 percent of the student body, were more than
two-thirds of the enrollment in barbering and quantity foods, two programs leading
to relatively low-paying service jobs.

However, enrollment figures alone do not indicate whether sex or race equity is
being achieved, as the ACLU of Georgia discovered this fall when we interviewed
students, instructors and employers in the cooperative education programs in five
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systems in the state. The cooperative education programs are high school work
study programs in which the student spends half the day in the classroom and half
the day working on a job We found that the diversified cooperative training pro-
gram classes we visited, which have a 35 percent female enrollment, still have ster-
eotyping by sex am. -ace in the jobs held For example, among the students we ques-
tioned, boys are orking as cooks, stock clerks, service station attendants,
mechanic's helpers, nill workers and veterinarian's assistants The girls are work-
ing as cashiers, telephone salespersons, child care workers and babysitters. White
boys and girls work as sales clerks, while black boys and girls work as housekeepers
or janitors Looking at the enrollment figures, it appears that the program has a
good mix of students by race and sex but a visit to the classroom sh nved differences
in the jobs each sex and race had.

D. Recruitment
Since finding students holding stereotyped jobs in a program which has a mixed

enrollment by race and sex, we have come to agree with vocational educators who
say that numbers alone do not tell the story about how well equity is being
achieved However, while the educators argue that vocational equity simply means
making students know they have the choice to take any course, we think it means
more. We have found little affirmative recruitment and think teachers should be
actively recruiting students who have not traditionally taken their course, just as
they seek students who normally take it. For example, in the 1979 local plans of
post-secondary schools to eliminate sex bias and sex role stereotyping, most of ;.he
schools proposed purely passive activities. Their primary recruitment activities were
informing students that classes were open to either sex, revising promotional mate-
rials to eliminate bias and using slides and photograhs showing men and women
working in nontraditional jobs Only seven schools planned to go beyond a state-
ment or picture of equal access to encourage nontraditional enrollment. Two of
those schools proposed to recruit women into nontraditional programs but neglected
to mention encouraging men to e iter traditionally female programs.

In our interviews this fall with 100 high school work study students, we found
only 10 percent had ever heard a school lecture that encouraged them to enroll in
nontraditional courses Nearly a fifth 09 percent) were encouaged to take a nontra-
ditional subjecthalf by school officialsbut most of the students were urged to go
into vocational courses which helped their personal growth rather than trained
them for jobs For example, the boys are more likely to be encouraged to go into
typing and home economics Forty-seven percent of the students have considered
taking a nontraditional course bat only 30 percent have actually enrolled in such a
course Eleven boys have taken home economics and five have taken typing; five
girls have taken shop, one as a required course. Thus, none of the students have
taken classes which would train them for jobs which their sex has not traditionally
held.

E Public hearings on the annual plan
Because the ACLU of Georgia has participated in public hearings during the de-

velopment of the annual plans for vocational education for the past four years, I
would like to mention how the state has responded to testimony on sex equity The
women's and civil rights groups most active in the public hearings have all conclud-
ed that our recommendations are ignored or quickly dismissed, leaving us frus' rated
and feeling that we have wasted our time Even when the state agrees with a rec-
ommendation made, its implementation bears little similarity with what the speak-
er intended. For example, last year the Women's Bureau recommended that infor-
mation on apprenticeships be disseminated to high school counselors. The state re-
sponded by saying that its staff was working to obtain information an registered ap-
prenticeships in the state However, when we tried to get a copy of the information
collected, we were se it a document which said nothing about apprenticeships Since
the state dismisses most suggestions, we are skeptical about whether testimony on
the annual plan ever influences state actions Nevertheless, we persist in speaking
at the public hearings because we du not want our absence to be interpreted as lack
of public support for equity Additionally, we feel the state plan offers an introduc-
tion for public groups who want to know more about how the state vocational educa-
tion system operates.

II THE RECORD OF THE U 9 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The only time the ACLU of Georgia received a dear response from the state to
our recommerdations was after we filed an administrative complaint with the US.
Department of Education alleging that the State of Georgia was violating the Voca-

n )42 - 21
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tional Education Amendments of 1976 In July 1980 we asked the Assistant Secre-
tary for Vocational and Adult Education to withhold approval of Georgia's 1981
Annual Plan until the state complied with the sex equity provisions of the law. We
argued that the $19 5 million in federal funds allocated to the state should be with-
held until (1) new and meaningful incentives were adopted, (2) programs were start-
ed for single heads of household, part-time worker/homemakers and men and
women seeking nontraditional jobs; (3) funding priority was given to sex equity in
all exemplary and innovative programs; and 14) results of activities on sex equity
were listed in the state's plan

In addition, we criticized the Department for its review of annual plans and urged
it to establish adequate standards for determining compliance with sex equity and
planning provisions of the 1976 Amendments We complained that federal officials
accepted insufficient evidence for determining compliance, set too low a standard
for compliance and failed to follow up on their findings A noncompliance

A final criticismthat the Department refused to use the resources it had availa-
ble to bring a state into complianceproved prophetic in the following six months
as we had to pressure the Department into taking our complaint seriously. Within
three weeks, then Assistant Secretary Daniel Taylor dismissed the complaint with-
out requiring any state response, reviewing any documents on state programs or
conducting any interviews Taylor said that his office "has continuously sought to
promote education equity in vocational education" but "some of the ACLU recom-
mendations go well beyond the authority of the current law." We wrote Taylor
again, pointinv out that he had ignored evidence in his office which clearly support-
ed our complaint and also wrote higher level education officials asking them to in-
tervene.

In a reversal of his earlier decision that no basis existed for "legally with-
holding approval of this State's Plan," Taylor asked state education officials to
provide information on th': four issues we raised The state had to assess the effec-
tiveness of its incentives and adopt stronger ones when effectiveness was not appar-
ent, analyze state activities for their impact on achieving sex equity in Georgia, pro-
vide more information on how displaced homemakers and other special groups were
being served, and provide information on the composition of local advisory councils
to see if they had appropiate representation of women and blacks. The state sent
documents two inches thick to prove it was in compliance which, in our opinion, it
did not prove However, we were never given an opportunity to review the papers,
much less analyze them before Georgi,'s plan was approved Four days before the
Carter administration left office, the U.S Department of Education released the fed-
eral funds to the State of Georgia

The U S Office of Vocational and Adult Education's performance was not impres-
sive, even in an administration which publicly c:aimed equity as one of its major
concerns Before reading our complaint, one Department official told a reporter that
he expected no major problems in getting Georgia's plan approved. While we did not
expect the Department to indefinitely withhold federal funds from the state, we did
expect federal officials to take a more aggressive role in investigating our complaint.
At first, they did nothing, later they asked for the exact information we said should
be provided and nothing more As far as we can tell, they did not aracluet a rigorous
analysis of the information they received. In addition, they never clarified what
standard was used to judge compliance with the law, such as how they defined
giving priority to sex equity in exemplary program:. Taylor wrote in his first re-
sponse, "It is essential that funds continue to flow to the states so that programs
can operate at their current level This is also in the interest of women and minor-
ities served by vocational education As one person told us in evaluating the
Department's reaction to our complaint, "The message which has been conveyed
to the states is that compliance will not interfere with OVAE's primary concern
which is to keep the funds flowing

III CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our experience in trying to get the Office for Vocational and Adult Education to
enforce the law convinces us that it is not concerned about sex equity and that fed-
eral monitors spend more time advising the state on the minimum standards neces-
sary to comply with sex equity laws than in enforcing those laws. Given the reluc-
tance of the OVAE in handling administrative complaints, we think the Vocational
Education Act should be amended to include a complaint process and a private right
of action Further, the poor enforcement of the law through the state planning proc-
ess shows that the only way to make certain that the issue of sex equity is covered

,
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and that funds for women's programs are appropriated is by mandating that money
be allocated for those purposes.

Although our review of the State of Georgia's sex equity efforts is basically nega-
tive, progress is being made. Perhaps the most encouraging sign is that nearly half
of the high school work study students we interviewed considered taking a nontradi-
tional course. Additionally, the number of girls and women entering nontraditional
courses has increasedbut we still have a long way to go. We feel that additional
progress will occur h the state spends more money on sex equity, willingly complies
with the Act's requirements and indicates clearly to the local systems that sex
equity is a priority issue in the State Department of Education Further improve-
ments will be made in eliminating sex bias and discrimination in vocational educa-
tion programs, if a full-time sex equity coordinator with a fixed budget is main-
tained in the Vocational Education Act. Finally, we think each coordinator should
be given a certain amount of funds to spend on program activities because discre-
tionury monies are seldom spent on sex equity projects. The ACLU of Georgia feels
that vocational education retains its potential for decreasing the concentration of
men and women working in sex-stereotyped jobs We urge this Subcommittee to
keep the elimination of sex bias and sex role stereotyping as a priority in federally
funded vocational education programs.

Mr. ERDAHL. We will proceed with all of the panel today. Since
we haven't very many members here, you have asked some ques-
tions of one another, or elaborate on or given emphasis to others
what others have said.

The next participant is Ms. Anne Schink, representing the
Leligue of Women Voters.

STATEMENT OF ANNE SCHINK, MEMBER, STATE BOARD, LEAGUE
OF WOMEN VOTERS OF PENNSYLVANIA, REPRESENTING
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

Ms. SCHINK. We really appreciate your holding this hearing after
your late night session, partly because we believe the issue is of
great interest and we hope that your committee will take these
comments.

Thank you for this opportunity to express the views of the
League of Women Voters of the United States on the issue of sex
equity in vocational education. My name is Anne Schink. I am pro-
gram vice president, and director of women's issues of the League of
Women Voters of Pennsylvania.

The League of Women Voters of the United States is a volunteer
citizen education and pclitical action organization comprised of
1,350 leagues in 50 States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands. The League of Women Voters of the United
States has had a long-standing commitment to Federal programs
and policies promoting equal access to education and employment.
On behalf of the League of Women Voters of the United States, I
am here today to speak in support of a continued and strengthened
Federal role in promoting equal opportunities for women and girls
in vocational education.

The League of Women Voters Education Fund [LWVEF], a
501(03) organization involved in research and citizen education, is
currently involved in a project to monitor State and local compli-
ance with the sex equity provisions of the 1976 vocational educa-
tion amendments. Project coordinators in five StatesPennsylva-
nia, Massachusetts, Iowa, Wisconsin and Idahohave collected and
analyzed State plans and accountability reports, enrollment data
and State and local expenditures for sex equity. Through inter-
views with State and local administrators, teachers, counselors,
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and students, they have assessed the impact of the 1976 vocational
education amendments [ VEA's] and the commitment to sex equity
among administrators and faculty.

Today I will comment on the major findings of the LWVEF study
and propose recommendations for reauthorization. A more detailed
summary of the study's findings and an analysis of the labor force
participation of women has been submitted.

The first, and most important finding, is that the 1976 VEA's
provided a major impetus toward addressing the problems of sex
discrimination and stereotyping facing women in the vocational
education system. Since its passage there has been slow, but stead-
ily increasing support for sex equity, primarily at the State level.
This has been reflected in the expansion of the sex equity staff, in
budget increases and in a trend toward more stringent require-
ments governing local school districts' applications to the State for
VEA funds.

In Iowa, for example, no Federal money had been budgeted for
sex equity purposes priors to fiscal year 1977. In fiscal year 1978,
1979, and 1980, however, there was funding for a sex equity coordi-
nator as well as for other related sex equity activities in Wisconsin,
since pamage of the 1976 amendments funding for sex equity pur-
poses increased from $393,138 in 1977-78 to $556,724 in 1979-80.

In 1979 Wisconsin instituted a vocational equity incentive system
offering financial incentives at both the secondary and postsecon-
dary levels for a variety of programs and services related to sex
equity. In Pennsylvania, the mandated $50,000 set aside for sex
equity personnel led to the establishment of a sex equity office in
the Bureau of Vocational Education. And in Massachusetts, in ad-
dition to funding for a sex equity coordinator, the Department of
Education funded a project producing a series of booklets dealing
with the concept of support groups for students in nontraditional
programs.

As one administrator from Iowa commented, "Without the Fed-
eral initiative, sex equity would probably take a back seat to other
vocational education issues." Administrators interviewed in each of
the States have acknowledged the fact that the sex equity
coordinator's efforts have been responsible for generating adminis-
tratives support for sex equity.

Second, while it is evident that some commitment has been made
in each of these States, much still remains to be done. In three of
the States in the League of Women Voters Education Fund study,
money allocated for the sex equity personnel was not fully expend-
ed. Expenditures for supportive services for women which are per-
missive but not mandatory in the legislation were virtually nonex-
istent. This was the case in Pennsylvania.

Without auxiliary services such as job counseling, job develop-
ment and job placement, and child care, particularly for disadvan-
taged women, it is impossible to encourage and maintain female
enrollment in nontraditional programs. In Wisconsin, no VEA
funds are being used t'' train women for administrative positions.
Yet on the State board of vocational, technical and adult education
there is only one bier ;au director of six who is female and no
postsecondary district directorsof 16who are female.
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Third, program enrollment continues to remain heavily segre-
gated by sex. The major inroads into nontraditional programs have
been in those areas which are not heavily sex role stereotyped,
such as graphic arts, data processing and printing. In Pennsylva-
nia, there were few, if any, nontraditional students in the area vo-
cational technical schools [AVTS] monitored. These schools gener-
ally offer courses in trade and industry and technology, while the
home high school offers courses in home economics and business.
The female students interviewed stated they are offered little en-
couragement to enroll in the non-traditional programs in the
AVTS. Enrollment data from the other project States also indicates
that only slight gains have been made in traditionally male pro-
gram areas.

Fourth, community involvement in sex equity issues can have a
positive impact at the State and local level. In Iowa, as a result of
League of Women Voters education fund involvement, members of
the department of public instruction have become more responsive
to the need to improve the status of women in vocational educa-
tion.

In Wisconsin, during an interview with project coordinators, the
State board president of vocational, technical and adult education
recognized the need for the State board to become more informed
about the issue of sex equity and requested that the sex equity co-
ordinator provide a briefing for that purpose. And in Pennsylvania,
League of Women Voters education fund monitoring in one of the
local school districts led to the appointment of a title IX coordina-
tor.

Finally, there is a general lack of commitment on the part of
local administrators to achieving sex equity. The best way to de-
scribe implementation of the sex equity provisions at the local level
is passive compliance. Little or nothing is done to actively encour-
age, recruit or support nontraditional students.

While progress has been slow, the League of Women Voters be-
lieves that the 1976 vocational education amendments were an im-
portant step in overcoming sex discrimination and sex stereotyp-
ing, and in promoting equal access to vocational education pro-
grams. I am here today to advocate a continued Federal role in the
promotion of sex equity. As one vocational school principal in
Springfield, Mass., commented recently:

All these initial energies (resulting from the 1976 legislation) have been spent
cracking the wall. The same amount of energy applied now will produce even great-
er results. If we stop now the effect will be to seal up that initial crack and thus
waste all that initial effort.

The League of Women Voters believes that the crack in the wall
can widen even further, if provisions in the current legislation are
strengthened and funds are targeted for special purposes. I reiter-
ate our continued support for the following provisions and urge
that they be maintained and strengthened in any bill adopted by
this subcommittee:

DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

A national objective set out in the declaration of purpose should
be expanded to include the development and implementation of

32 I-)
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programs to overcome discrimination and stereotyping o.1 the basis
of race, national origin, sex, age, income and handicap in all voca-
tional programs in the State, and thereby furnish equal opportuni-
ties in vocational education.

SEX EQUITY PERSONNEL

The mandated $50,000 set aside should be retained for personnel
to work full-time providing technical assistance at the State and
local level for the purposes of fostering equal educational opportu-
nities in all vocational programs, and for overcoming sex discrimi-
nation and sex stereotyping in all vocational programs.

DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS AND OTHER SPECIAL POPULATIONS

A set-aside should be retained to provide programs and services
to assess and meet the needs of special populations including dis-
placed homemakers, single heads of households, part-time workers
who want full-time jobs, and individuals trained in traditional
areas. Given the unique problems faced by teenage parents, we be-
lieve they should be served under this section of the act.

ADVISORY COUNCILS

State advisory counsel in voctional education should be retained.
Representation of women and minorities on these councils should
continue to be required.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The citizen participation component of the 1976 legislation
should be maintained and broadened at the State and local level.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DATA SYSTEM

The vocational education data system should be maintained and
should continue to collect and report data on enrollments and out-
comes in vocational education by race, national origin, handicap,
and by sex within those groups.

Studies have shown that States provide little financial support
for programs and services which were permissive in the 1976 legis-
lation. With State and Federal cutbacks for education we can an-
ticipate even fewer expenditures in these areas. We therefore
would add provisions requiring States to target funds for the fol-
lowing purposes:

To provide supportive programs and services to encourage and
maintain enrollment in vocational programs leading to gainful em-
ployment.

To develop and implement exemplary programs designed to at-
tract women into nontraditional programs and higher paying jobs.
Implementation of model programs in such aree as recruitment,
pre- and in-service training in ov?rcoming sex buts for vocational
teachers, supervisors and guidance counselors, and programs for
special populations are necessary in order to carry out the purpose
and intent of the legislation.
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To provide for staff development to increase both the number of
women teaching nontraditional occupations and the number of
women in administrative positions.

To provide financial incentives to local school districts and voca-
tional schools to develop and implement exemplary programs to
overcome sex bias and discrimination, and to recruit females into
nontraditional programs.

The League of Women Voters urges the the above recommenda-
tions be incorporated by the subcommittee in any bill adopted. We
believe they are necessary to insure equal opportunity for women
and girls, particularly the disadvantaged, in quality vocational edu-
cation programs.

[The prepared statement and addendum of Anne Schink follow:]
PREPARED STATEMENT or ANNE SCHINK, PROGRAM VICE-PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR OF

WOMEN'S ISSUES, LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF PENNSYLVANIA

Thank you for this opportunity to express the views of the League of Women
Voters of the United States (LWVUS) on the issue of sex equity in vocational educa-
tion. My name is Anne Schink. I am Program Vice-President and Director of
Women s Issues of the League of Women Voters of Pennsylvania. On behalf of the
LWVUS, I am here today to speak in support of a continued and strenthened feder-
al role in promoting equal opportunities for women and girls in vocational educa-
tion.

The LWVUS is a volunteer citizen education and political action organization
comprised of 1,350 Leagues in 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico andthe Virgin Islands. The LWVUS has had a long-standing commitment to federal
programs and policies promoting equal access to education and employment. Assuch, we played an active role in promoting passage of the 1976 Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments (VEAs) and implementing regulations, with emphasis on the par-
ticularly urgent needs of women and minorities. We also urged the Department of
Education's Office of Civil Rights to promulgate guidelines that would actively pro-
mote compliance with federal civil rights statutes at the state and local level.

The League of Women Voters Education Fund (LWVEF), a 501 (cX3) organization
involved in research and citizen education, has undertaken a study of state and
local compliance through a grant funded by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundationof New York City. In Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Iowa, Wisconsin and Idaho
Leagues are monitoring sex equity compliance in vocational education. This effort is
dedicated to increasing citizen knowledge of the issues concerning access of womenand girls to quality training programs. Such access can lead to placement in nontra-
ditional occupations with high salaries and opportunities for advancement. I will be
describing some of the LWVEF study's findings in a moment.

I am pleased that this subcommittee is holding oversight hearings on sex equity
in vocational education. Similar hearings were held prior to passage of the 1976VEAs, at which time the persistence of economic and occupational discriminationfaced by women in the labor force was documented. As a result of the information
provided at the hearings, members of Congress agreed that career counseling and
vocational training in areas not traditionally female could facilitate changes in
women's status In the labor market. For the first time they included as a purpose of
federal funding for vocational education the elimination of sex discrimination and
sex-role stereotyping. We are here to urge you to maintain this as a major purpose,
as the need for change is even more pronounced today. Women are entering the
labor force in increasing numbers; in 1950 28.8 percent of all women were employed;
by 1980 their numbers grew to 41.8 percent. At the same time, according to a report
to the Ford Foundation prepared by Natalie Jaffe in April, 1980, women's average
earnings as a percentage of men's declined. In 1955, full-time female workers earned64 cents for every dollar earned by men. Today, women's earnings have dropped to
59 percent of men's. In 1978 the median waft* for white females working full-time
year round was $9 578; for minority women it was even lower$8,996. By compari-
son, white males earned $16,194, and minority males earned $14,885. The disparity
in earnings by sex is greater than the disparity by race, with minority females earn-infivt least of all workers.

What makes these trends even more alarming is the fact that women have
become increasingly more responsible for their own financial support, and for the
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full or partial support of their families The rising divorce rate, coupled with a grow-
ing incidence of teen-aged, out-of-wedlock pregnancies with girls increasingly opting
to keep their babies, has led to a substantial increase in the number of female-
headed families in the last decade. Bureau of Labor Statistics data show that in
March 1979, 8 5 million familiesone out of every sevenwere headed by women,
of whom more than half (59 5 percent) were employed In the words of the authors
of the September, 1981 report of the National Advisory Council on Economic Oppor-
tunity, (NACEO) "Poverty among women is becoming one of the most compelling
social facts of this decade.

Data gathered by the NACEO show that one female-headed family in three is
poor. Women's earnings are so low that even full-time work is no security against
poverty more than a third of single mothers with children under six who worked
full-time at paid labor were poor at some point in 1977. And the income gap be-
tween the sexes is by far widest among our youth: in 1977, the official poverty rate
among female family heads under 24 years of age was almost 66 percent percent.
According to the NACEO, it is among the rising generation of young women then,
that the poverty of the 1970s has been most devastating, and the outlook for the
1980s is most bleak." The Council has predicted that "if the proportion of the poor
who are in female-headed families were to increase at the same rate as it did from
1967-1977, the poverty population would be composed solely of women and their
children by the year 2000.

Education and employment have been the traditional routes out of poverty. For
women this has not been the case. Women are concentrated in low-paying, non-
unionized occupational groups with little job security and little opportunity for ad-
vancement. More than half are employed as clerical or service workers, and most
female professional and technical workers are concentrated in teaching, nursing
and health care. More than half of the female operatives are assemblers, checkers,
examiners, packers, wrappers and textile operatives. Nearly half of the female craft
workers are bakers, tailors, upholsterers, decorators and window dressersall tradi-
tionally female jobs, all among the lowest paying of the crafts.

Occupational segregation mirrors the segregation in vocational training programs
at the secondary and post-secondary levels. Vocational programs have in the past
prepared only men for work in the skilled trades and high technology industries.
However, if women are recruited and trained in such programs they can earn sig-
nificantly higher salaries and achieve a greater degree of upward mobility than
women who are trained in the traditional female occupations For example, 1980
U S. Bureau of Labor statistics show that as a plumber or pipefitter a woman can
earn $347.20 weekly; as a carpenter $485; as a welder $420; and as a computer spe-
cialist $413.32. By contrast, a woman trained as a nurse's aide earns $155 per week;
as a sales clerk $140; and as a typist $189.

The need to bridge the earnings cap becomes even more critical with changes in
federal social policy. The federal budgetary cutbacks in welfare payments and in-
kind benefits, such as medical and housing subsidies and foodstamps, will make it
increasingly difficult for women to escape poverty. This is exacerbated by the cut-
backs in job-training programs and support services associated with them. These
changes place greater stress on the vocational education system to provide job train-
ing for women in program areas where they can acquire the skills requisite for
work in economically viable occupations

The vocational education system has the potential to prepare women for jobs in
the skilled trades and high technology industries However, without federal legisla-
tion mandating equal access to quality vocational programs, and without programs
and ser;ires that ensure successful completion in these areas, this potential will not
be translated into reality The 1976 VEAs were an important step in this direction,
but the task is still enormous. According to a 1981 National Institute of Education
funded study conducted by the Project on National Vocational Education Resources
(University of California. Berkley). sex discriminationnot race, economic disadvan-
tage or handicap, is the major barrier to entrance Into programs leading to well-
paying jobs

A national strategy, whose goal is to achieve economic revitalization and in-
cmased productivity must focus on job training in economically depressed areas
both urban and ruraland include outreach to women, who constitute an ever in-
creasing portion of the disadvantaged population

Now, I will discuss the findings of the LWVEF study monitoring state and local
compliance with the sex equity provisions of the 1976 VEAs State and local
Leagues in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Iowa, Wisconsin and Idaho collected and
analyzed state plans and accountability reports, enrollment data and information on
state and local expenditures for sex equity Through interviews with state and local
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administrators, teachers, counselors and students, League monitors have assessed
the impact of the 1976 VEAs and the commitment to sex equity among administra-
tors and faculty.

Findings from the LWVEE' stuay indicate that the 1976 VEAs have provided the
impetus for improving the status of women in vocatioi.il education programs. Prior
to its passage the LWVEF found little or no commitment to sex equity In Iowa, for
example, no federal money had been budgeted for sex equity purposes prior to fiscai
year 1977. In fiscal year 1978, 1979 and 1980, however, there was funding for a sex
equity coordinator as well as for other sex equity related activities. For the first
time, in fiscal year 1981, seven $700 minigrants and one $1,500 model grant were
awarded to Local Etli.,ation Agencies (LEAs) for projects designed to help eliminate
sex bias and sex stereotyping. In fiscal year 1980, two dispiaced homemakers pro-
grams were ftnded for $22,670 and $25,000 respectively. As a member of the State
Plan Planning and Accountability Reports Committee, in the Department of Public
Instruction commented, "Without the federal initiative, sex equity would probably
take a back seat to other vocational education issues"

In Pennsylvania, according to an interview with Dr Lowery M Henry, Chief, Di-
vision of Vocational Education Planning and Financial Management, it was the
mandated $50,000 set-aside for sex equity personnel that led to the establishment of
a sex equity office in the Bureau of Vocational Education. The amount of federal
dollars budgeted for sex equity personnel has increased, follo ,ing an expansion of
the sex equity staff in 1980 two assistants for equity and one for compliance -vere
added.

In Wisconsin, there were almost no activities at any level which were concerned
with sex equity or with attempts at making nontraditional options available to
women and men prior to the 1976 VEAs. Since 1977-1978, however, total funding
federal, state and localhas increased from $393,138 to $556,724 in 1979-1980. And
in 1979. Wisconsin institued a Vocational 1..:quity Incentive System which offers fi-
nancial incentives at both secondary and post-secondary levels for a variety of pro-
grams and services related to sex equity. It appears to be responsible for the in-
crease in the Grants to overcome Sex Bias at the secondary level, which went from
$1,228 in 1977, to $95,778 in 1979-1980.

The same holds true for Massachusetts. Prior to the 1976 VEAs no specific voca-
tional education personnel were responsible for sex equity. In fiscal year 1978 and
in fiscal year 1979, however, the mandated $50,000 was spent for the coordinator.
Administrators interviewed in each of the five states have acknowledged the fact
that the sex equity coordinator's efforts have been responsible for generating admin-
istrative support for sex equity

While it evident that some commitment has been made in each of these states tc
improve the status of women in vocational education, much still remains to be done.
In three of the states in our study, money allocated for the sex equity personnel was
not fully expended. In Iowa, in 1980, only half the $71,735 budgeted was spent; the
coordinator's position and the secretarial position were not filled for half of the
year No state monies have been designated thus far for the sex equity position. In
Pennsylvania, while expenditures increased from $10,142 to $26,197 between 1977-
1978 and 1978-1979 it was still far short of the mandated $50,000. No funds have
been expended for support services for women While Massachusetts had spent the
mandated $50,000 on the sex equity coordinator, it did not spend significant sums
for other sex equity activities. For example, in 1978, $47,282 federal dollars were al-
located for Grants to Overcome Sex Bias but only but only $11,660 was spent. In
1979, $200,000 was allocated but only $34,474 federal dollars and $69,055 state dol-
lars were spent.

In Wisconsin, activities to promote sex equity constitute a relatively small propor-
tion of total VEA expenditures At the secondary level only 1 6 percent of VEA
funds were spent on sex equity activities and only 2 8 percent were spent at the
pwt-secondary level in 1979-1980 Funds for Day Care, a permissive provision in the
legislation, dropped from $88,792 in federal monies in 1978-1979 to nothing in 1979-
1980, and from $162,042 at the state and local level in 1977-1978 to $37,971 in 1980.
No VEA funds are being used under Section 104.603 (Support Services for Women)
"to increase the number of women instructor involved in the training of individuals
in programs which have traditionally enrolled mostly males, so as to provide sup-
port examples for women within the vocational education systemboth at the sec-
ondary and post-secondary level On the State Board of Vocational, Technical and
Adult Education there is one bureau director (of six) who is female. All 16 post-sec-
ondary district directors are white males; there are two women just below the dis-
trict directorone is head of Student Services and one of Community Services.
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Findings of the LWVEF study parallel those of the Congressionally mandated Na-
tional Institute of Education (ME) study on vocational education. While all states
have appointed sex equity coordinators, the mandatory expenditures are not always
met The N1E study reported that few states spent a significant proportion of their
Federal or state and local funds on sex equity-related activities. While 42 states
spend Federal VEA funds to support programs for displaced homemakers, the level
of expenditure represents only 5 percent of Federal funds and less than 1 percent
of state and local matching monies Nearly 60 percent of the reported VEA outlays
for such programs came from only five statesCalifornia, New York, Missouri,
Washington, and Massachusetts The rate of expenditures is extremely low for sex
equity-related provisiPns which are permissive. A few examples: two-thirds of the
money spent for support services for women were spent by California, Oregon and
Washington, while Texas and Wisconsin accounted for more than half of the ex-
penditures on day care. Expenditures under Subpart ThreeProgram Improvement
and Supportive Servicesfor grants to support activities to overcome sex bias, ac-
counted for less than 2 percent of VEA funds, and 1 percent of matching state and
local funds. Six statesCalifornia, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New York and
New Jersey, were responsible for 80 percent of the total expenditures for this pur-
pose

The LWVEF findings thus far have focused on the impact of the VEAs at the
state level Now, I would like to turn to their findi- s resulting from monitoring
compliance in several local school districts in each state As each of the local studies
focused on a unique school situation, it would be misleading to apply generalizations
for all LEAs. However, some common themes emerged:

First, enrollment in program areas continues to remain segregated by sex. Fe-
males are incentrated in Health, Consumer and Homemaking, Occupational Home
Economics and Office Occupations, while males predominate in Agriculture, Indus-
trial Arts, Technical, and Trade and Industry Where gains were made in nontradi-
Lonal enrollments, they were in courses such as graphic arts, applied dssign and
electronic accounting, which had less tendency to be regarded as "unfeminine."

Second, local administrators lacked an active commitment to sex equity and to
encouraging and maintaining enrollment in nontraditional programs Their strategy
for encouraging nontraditional enrollments can at best be termed "passive" recruit-
ment

Third, budgetary cutbacks a, the state hnd federal level will result in fewer pro-
grams and services promoting equal opportunities for women and girls in vocational
education

Finally, where concerted efforts were made towards achieving sex equity, enroll-
ments in nontraditional programs either increased or were maintained. This paral-
leled the findings of the 1978 study by the American Institute foe Recearch and the
1980 study undertaken for the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education
(NACVE), and the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs
(NACWEP), which revealed that the largest gains in nontraditional enrollments
were in those states where the VEAs were most effectively implemented, i.e., where
there was a definite commitment on the part of the state administrators to sex
equity activities

The findings from the local school districts monitored substantiate the above ob-
servations A summary of these findings follows

PENNSYLVANIA

Three local school districts were monitored in Pennsylvania. Warren Area County
School District,, Easton Area School District. Northhampton County, Abington, Chel-
tenham School Districts, Montgomery County The LWVEF study revealed:

Students are remaining in traditional vocations There are few, if any, nontradi-
tional students in the three Area Vocational Technical Schools (AVIS) monitored
The AVTS receive students from several local school districts. These schools gener-
ally offer courses in trade and industry and technology, while the home high school
offers courses in home economics and business There are significantly more males
attending the AVTS The female students interviewed stated they are offered little
encouragement to enroll in the nontraditional programs in the AVTS. One further
note on AVTS of the 73 high school level AVTS, only one has a female director
'Philadelphia), and one an acting female director The remaining 71 have male di-
rectors

The attitudes of most of the administrators interviewed concerning efforts to
achieve sex equity was that regulations are unnecessary and a thorn in their side
Most resisted any suggestions to implement the law in their schools unless directed
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to do so by the central office of the school district. In one breath they complain
about too much government; in the next breath they say they won't do anything
unless it is mandated. At public hearings held on October 20 and 21 on the 1982-
1987 Five-Year Plan, one AVTS director testified that "Substantial numbers of stu-
dents were enrolled in nontraditional programs and we will not force anyone into
such programs." He went on to say that no further emphasis was required for en-
rolling students in nontraditional areas. Yet a look at enrollment figures at the
AVTS indicates otherwise. See Appendix A for enrollment in 1980 at Eastern
Northhampton County Vocational Technical School. Similar distributions were re-
ported in 1980 at Eastern Montgomery County AVTS. See Appendix B.

MASSACHUSETTS

Two local school districts were monitored in Massachusetts: the Saugus School
District and the Springfield School District. Review of enrollment data and inter-
views in these districts led to the following observations:

Slight gains were made in nontraditional enrollments. However, these were in
courses which are less likely to be heavily sex role stereotyped such as graphic arts,
data processing and printing. For example, the print shop in a Springfield Vocation-
al Technical School went from 95 percent male in 1970 to 50 percent in 1980. The
greatest difficulty in increasing enrollment percentages remains in the trade
areasplumbing, electricity, mechanics, etc. Few girls apply, and those that do
apply do not survive long. Instructors in these areas commented that girls drop out
for such reasons as: only one toilet, lack of real commitment and flirting with the
WintlUdents must select an academic or vocational program by the middle of the
eighth grade They receive little or no counseling prior to this decision They are not
alerted to job opportunities available through training in programs nontraditionalto their sex.

There is pressure to continue to enroll females in programs leading to nongainful
employment. One local administrator who chose to remain anonymous indicated
that pressure from the school itself to balance enrollment, plus pressure from in-
structors in home economics to retain their jobs, has led to the preservation of these
courses long after their usefulness has passed. He indicated that this practice is det-
rimental to the female population of the school who receive an expensive education
and end up with little or no career training and a minimum wage.

Budget cutbacks present a major barrier to achieving sex equity in the vocational
schools. The Assistant Commissioner of Education commented that "The passage of
Proposition Ph has drastically reduced the resources available to public education
at the local level. As a result LEAs have already begun to eliminate a significant
portion of their programs not directly related to traditionally understood education-
al goals. The problem will be compounded as the Commonwealth, which is already
committed to a program of fiscal austerity, attempts to relieve the burden on local
communities of Proposition 21/2 by redirecting state funds from the state to theLEAs. The federal reduction of VEA funds will exacerbate efforts of the
Commonwealth's Department of Education to promote equality through funded pro-
grams." The LWVEF's study revealed that Proposition 21/2 has, in fact, reduced
local commitment to sex equity. Most local sex equity coordinators wear many dif-
ferent hats and have many jobswith sex equity one of the least important. While
they are anxious not to violate the law, they have no time to add any initiative or
extra effort to a low priority item. In Springfield the sex equity coordinator's posi-
tionwas-dropped as a-restrtt of the budget ciitacIts.

LWVEF monitors found that where there was a commitment made to increasing
and maintaining enrollment of women in nontraditional programs, progress was
made. One such example was found at Shawsheen Valley Regional Vocational Tech-
nical High School, in Billerica, Massachusetts. Students and counselors initiated
and fostered a student support group for female and male students enrolled in non-
traditional courses. From this effort Project SCOPE (Support of Coeducational Pro-
grams in Education) was initiated. Funded by the Massachusetts Department of
Education, the project was developed by a student in the original support group who
has graduated from a nontraditional program. She was hired as a consultant to the
Sex Equity Coordinators in the Division of Occupational Education The project pro-
duced a four booklet series dealing with the concept of support groups for students
in nontraditional programs. The local Title IX coordinator has indicated that in the
schools where the project has been in operation, students are remaining in nontradi-
tional courses, and in some instances their numbers have increased
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WISCONSIN

Two local school districts were monitored in Wisconsin: Green Bay School Dis-
trict, and Wisconsin Rapids School District A review of enrollment data revealed
the following:

Little progress has been made in the enrollment of .iudents in nontraditional
courses. In Green Bay, 17 courses of the 55 offered at the secondary level were total-
ly segregated (100 percent male or female, and 35 of the 55 were 80 percent or more
of one sex. Where there were inroads into traditional male programs they occurred
in graphic arts, forest management, horticulture, animal care and meat and dairy
products. In Wisconsin Rapids, 5 out of 9 business courses were 80 percent or more
female; 3 others were 75 percent or more female. Only personal typing was a mixed
course. In Trades and industry, 13 or 18 courses were 80 percent or more male while
all three Home Economics courses were 90 percent or more female. Agriculture is
becoming a mixed program with four of seven courses more than 25 percent female.
The most significant changes in enrollment were in graphic arts, car care and print-
ing.

A review of state plans and accountability reports in Wisconsin provides little evi-
dence of any special activities being conducted in secondary schools to promote sex
equity or recruit nontraditional students. Interviews of administrators, State Board
program consultants, teachers and counselors confirmed this. Those interviewed in-
dicated that recruitment consisted of what might be termed "passive" recruitment.
They gave as examples the school's "open door policy" women and men in nontradi-
tional roles shown in inLirmational pamphlets (a sampling by LWVEF monitors
showed this is not always the case), career education centers which provide informa-
tion on all programs, booths at shooping malls and open ses which offer program
information There are few concerted efforts by districts ae postsecondary level
to identify and seek out minorities and the target populations mentioned in Title H
of the VEAs (displaced homemakers, single heads of households, homemakers and
part-time workers seeking full-time work or job changes who need training or re-
training).

Budget cuts strike at some of the more effective avenues for outreach and recruit-
ment or re-entry women. Such has been the case with the Vocational, Technical and
Adult Education (VTAE) women's centers/programs These centers provide career
counseling services on campus and occasionally in community based location which
strees nontraditional career opportunities. Some offer nontraditional day or evening
workshops in conjunction with their own Trade and Industry programs or with local
employers, which feature "hands on" opportunities and presentations by nontradi-
tional role models. A few have support groups on campus for re-entry women and/
or women in nontraditional programs Budget cuts resulted in closing the programs
in two districts thus far.

There are several conclusions to be drawn from the LWVEF monitoring study.
The first, and most Important, is that the 1976 Vr- ' were a major Impetus toward
addressing the problems of sex discrimination and -,ereot-, ping facing women in the
vocational education system There has been slow, but steadily increasing support
for sex equity, primarly at the state level. This has been reflected in the expansion
of the sex equity staff, in budget Increases in a trend towards more stringent re-
quirements governing local school district's applications to states for VEA funds
Most administrators interviewed indicated that as a result of the VEAs some prog-
ress has been made, but there is still a long WO:, to go

Second, community Involvement in sex equity Issues can have a positive impact at
the state and local level. In Iowa, for example, as a result of project activities, mem-
bers of the Department of Public Instruction (DPI) have became more responsive to
the need to Improve the status of women in vocational education This was evi-
denced by the expansion, in fiscal year 1982, of the model grants program for local
school districts initiated in fiscal year 1981 In Wisconsin. during an intervelw wit:i
LWVEF monitors, the States Board President of Vocational, Technical and Adult
Education recongized the need for the State Board to become more informed about
the issue of sex equity He requested that the sex equity coordinator provided a
briefing for that purpose And in Pennsylvania, LWVEF monitoring in one of the
local school districts led to the appointment of a Title IX Coordinator

Third program enrollment continues to remain heavily segregated by sex The
major Inroads into nontraditional programs have been in those area&, which are not
heavily sex role stereotyped

Fourth, there is ,ittle financial commitment for support services for women who
are entering nontraditional piogram Without auxiliary services such as job coun-
seling. job development and doh placement. and child cart. particularly for disadvan-
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tared women, it is almost impossible to encourage and maintain their enrollment in
non-traditional programs. Expenditures for supportive services that are permissive
but not mandatory in the legislation are virtually non-existent.

And finally, there is a general lack of commitment on the part of local adminis-
trators to achieving sex equity. The best way to describe implementation of the sex
equity provisions at the local level is "passive compliance." Little or nothing is done
to actively encourage, recruit or support nontraditional students.

While progress has been slow, the LWVUS believes that the 1976 Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments were a step in the right direction in overcoming sex discrimina-
tion and sex stereotyping and in promoting equal access to vocational programs. We
are here today to advocate a continued federal role in the promotion of sex equity.
As one vocational school principal in Springfield, Massachusetts commented: "All
these initial energies (resulting from the 1976 legislation) have been spent cracking
the wall. The same amount of energy applied now will produce even greater results.
If we stop now the effect will to be seal up that initial crack and thus waste all that
initial effort."

The LWVUS believes that the "crack in the wall" can widen even further, if pro-
visions in the current legislation are strengthened and funds are targeted for special
purposes. I reiterate our continued support for the following provisions and urge
that they be maintained and strengthened in any bill adopted by this subcommittee:
Declaration of purpose

A national objective set out in the "Declaration of Purpose" should be expanded
to include the development and implementation of programs to overcome discrimi-
nation and stereotyping on the basis of race, national origin, sex, age, income and
handicap in all vocational programs in the state, and thereby furnish equal opportu-
nities in vocational education.
Sex equity personnel

The mandated $50,000 set aside should be retained for personnel to work full-time
providing technical assistance at the state and local level for the purposes of foster-
ing equal educational opportunities in all vocational programs, and for overcoming
sex discrimination and sex stereotyping in vocational programs. T"e set-aside
should be used to pay the salaries of the sex equity coordinator and her or his sup-
port staff, as well as expenses incurred in carrying out the coordinator's mandated
functions.

Displaced homemakers and other special populations
A set-aside should be retained to provide programs and services to Aegis and

meet the needs of special populations, including displaced homemakers, single heads
of households, part-time workers who want full-time jobs, and individuals trained in
traditional areas. Given the unique problems faced by teenage parents, we believe
they should be served under this section of the Act.
Advisory councils

State advisory councils in vocational education should be retained. Representation
of women and minorities on these councils should continue to be required. We be-
lieve the councils should play a more active role in assuring equal access to voca-
tional education programs so that vocational education can meet the employment
and job training needs of women
Citizen participation

The citizens participation component of the 1976 legislation should be maintained
and broadened at the- state and m-.1 level. notification of public hearings
on state or local program plans and accountability reports, location of meetings at
sites accessible to public transportation and scheduling of hearings early enough in
the planning process will provide for more effective and valuable input.
Vocational education data system

The Vocational Education Data System should be maintained and should continue
to collect and report data on enrollments and outcomes in vocational education by
race, national origin, handicap and by sex within those groups.

Studies have shown that states provided little financial support for programs and
services which were permissive in the 1976 legislation. With state and federal cut-
backs for education we can anticipate even fewer expenditures in these areas. The
LWVUS therefore would add provisions requiring states to target funds for the fol-
lowing purposes:

To provide supportive programs and services to encourage and maintain enroll-
ment in vocational programs leading to gainful employment. Such support services
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should include but are not limited to job counseling, development and follow-up, and
child care

To develop and implement exemplary programs designed to attract women into
nontraditional programs and higher paying jobs Implementation of model programs
in such areas as recruitment, pre- and in-service training in overcoming sex bias for
vocational teachers, supervisors and guidance counselors, and programs for special
populations are necessary in order to carry out the purpose and intent of the legisla-
tion.

To provide for staff development to increase the number of women teaching non-
traditional occupations and the number of women in administrative positions.

To provide financial incentives to local school districts and vocational schools to
develop and implement exemplary programs to overcome sex bias and discrimina-
tion and to recruit females into nontraditional programs

The LWVUS urges that the above recommendations be incorporated by the sub-
committee in any bill adopted. We believe they are necessary to ensure equal op,x)r-
tunity for women and girls, particularly the disadvantaged, in quality vocational
educational programs.

APPENDIX A -AMOUNT OF SEX SEGREGATION IN CLASSES AT EASTERN NORTHAMPTON AVTS-1980

MaleMOIG Percent Mixed Female 100 percent
Indeterminate

mare dominated dominated female

Heatmg X

App lance repair X )

Auto by X

Auto mechanics X

Carpentry X

Masonry X

Pamting,/decorabon

Plumbing X

Budding trades X

Graphic arts X

Machine shop, pract X

Welding X

Cosmetology

Mill/cabinet X

DO

Matenal handling X

Electronic tech X

Scientific data

Mech draft /design X

Health asst

Agnc production X

HortKulture

cloth mgmt/prod sery
Food mgmt /prod sere

Distributive education

Easton/Wilson Sera High School

Comp Home econ

Accounting

Secretary/steno

General clerical

X

X

X

X

Ternmated

Mote Male dominated programs are those pogroms ,r1 Much 80 percent or mom of the students enrolled are male mixed programs are those
Of °rams in *Nth less than 80 Percent but more than 20 percent of the students may be of the same sex and lemae dominated pogroms are
those programs in Ouch 80 Percent or more of the students enrolled are female

APPENDIX B -SEX DISTRIBUTION IN CLASSES AT EASTERN MONTGOMERY COUNTY AVIS -1980

Caine

APPItanCe repair

Auto body

Auto mechanics

100 percent Male

male dominated

X

X

Mixed
female

dominated
IOU percent Indeterminate

female
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APPENDIX B.SDI DISTRIBUTION IN CLASSES AT EASTERN MONTGOMERY AVTS-1980
Continued

Corse 100 percent Male
male dominated Mod Female 100 percent "Immolate

demented gale

GREMECES art

Carpentry

Perebas X

Bldg trades, man. . X

Elstrical sap. X

Graphs arts ...

lbiene shop pact

X

X

X

X

X

Cosmetdop X

Sot ors RON - - X

Oshisies tech.. X

Scientific data pros-
Draft/de* tech X

N.* asst/ade . X

thrticalture .. X

Fist mrat/prod so X

Dishintra edscatan X

Atimike H.S..
Gyp. Howe ec X

Accessling.. X

Gant dental X

Wotan/steno X

Onflskam HS
Comp here et . Xmil X

Gemini clerical. .. X

SecfeterWsteno
Jeekslowe H S

Arxasheg
X

Genial dericei
. X

Secretary/stew
. X

dsw000lod proms are dose moors m isimh SO percent or 'an el the students enroNed are main moved imams are kmperms Ord las thoo E perces but mom than 20 percent students may be of Me same sea. and Man 031nmsled PEWEE ace
Ewe Norms a etch SO mast or move of the students emend me female

ADDENDUM TO PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANNE SCHINK, PROGRAM VICE-PRESIDENT
AND DIRECTOR OF WOMEN'S ISSUES, LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF PENNSYLVANIA

IDAHO

Passage of the 1976 Vocational Education Amendments provided the impetus for
improving the status of women in vocational education programs. At the state level
a full-time sex equity coordinator was appointed in October, 1977, and a sex equity
advisory committee in 1978. The amount of federal dollars budgeted for sex equity

has-incraised-from $30,975 in fiscal year 1978 to $45,929 in fiscal year
1980. Mini-grants have also been awarded to Local Education Agencies forprojectsand p addressing the needs of women and for overcoming sex bias. In fiscal
year 20,000$10,000 in state money was allocated for local and regional personnel
training in sex equity. Workshops have been conducted, consultations helel, techni-
cal assistance given and materials disseminated to administrators, teachers, counsel-
ors and other interested groups and individuals. State administrators have been re-
spwisive to comments from the public and from the Idaho State Advisory Council of
Vocational Education. The Council and others have recommended continuance of ef-
forts to encourage males and females to explore nontraditional careers. The state's
activities appear geared toward that end.

While some commitment has been made in Idaho, budget cutbades will affect
future sex equity expenditures. Expenditures have been cut back in all areas of
state government due to statutory restrictions caused by passage of the 1 percent
initiative and subsequent legislative action, Should the federal government elimi-
nate mandates for spending funds in certain categories, it is anticipated that fund-
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ing earmarked for specialized programs, sex equity programs and research activities
would be channeled directly into vocational instructional programs. State money al-
located for sex equity has already decreased from $11,380 in fiscal year 1979 to zero
in fiscal years 1981 and 1982. Many of those interviewed felt that the $50,000 allo-
cated for sex equity and for the sex equity coordinator could be better spent on pro-
gram costs.

Four local school districts were monitored in Idaho: Aberdeen, Jerome, Jt., Twin
Falls and Buhl, Jt. Two community colleges were also monitored the College of
Southern Idaho and Eastern Idaho Vocational Technical School. Observations by
the project coordinator include the following:

The local school districts in Idaho do not offer a wide range of courses under each
program area. Production Agriculture, for instance, is listed as Agriculture I, II, III,
and IV, whereas in larger school districts elsewhere in the country horticulture, for-
estry, agricultural mechanics, etc., may be listed under the general heading of Agri-
culture However, monitors noted that in three of the four districts female enroll-
ment in broad nontraditional categories is actually declining, and their enrollment
in traditional programs such as consumer and homemaking is increasing. At the
College of Southern Idaho fashion merchandising remained 100 percent female be-
tween 1978-1980, and office occupations rose from 89.1 percent female graduates in
1978 to 100 percent in 1981. No females have graduated between fiscal year 1978
and fiscal year 1981 in auto body repair, food service, small engine mechanics and
industrial plant maintenance mechanics. Female enrollment in nontraditional
courses in Eastern Idaho Vocational Technical School has fluctuated. For example,
the number of females in welding increased from no enrollments in fiscal year 1976
and fiscal year 1977 to 4.1 percent in fiscal year 1980, with a drop to 1.7 percent in
fiscal year 1981. No women have been enrolled in agricultural mechanics or diesel
mechanics between fiscal year 1976 and fiscal year 1981. In the less heavily sex ster-
eotyped courses, such as merchandising and market management, there has been a
fairly equal distribution of females and males.

Students do not receive sufficient information about career opportunities. Accord-
ing to a 1980 Idaho Advisory Council on Vocational Education study, one-third of all
high school completers were dissatisfied with the career information available at
their schools. And one-third of the respondents at both the high school and post-
secondary levels were dissatisfied with opportunities for women to learn about male
dominated careers. Project monitors found that counselors do not appear to be play-
ing an active role in publicizing nontraditional occupations or in recruiting nontra-
ditional students.

Although the state and local vocational education plans reviewed and the admin-
istrators interviewed did indicate support for equal access and the elimination of sex
bias and stereotyping, project interviewers were confronted with frank statements
of bias against females in nontraditional programs from one instructor and implied
bias from others. For example, one post-secondary instructor said "women have to
seek a place of less physical efforts in Industry . . have to seek areas where they
fit in." A secondary teacher said that "it is foolish to think that men and women
can do the same job . . . women have better dexterity, men have greater strength."
Clearly, there is a need for more attitudinal change and awareness heightening ac-
tivities for instructors at the secondary and post-secondary levels.

Action to support the strong commitment expressed by the administrators was
found lacking. None of the districts monitored had budgeted funds for sex equity
activities. Administrators pointed to the indirect costs associated with as basks sex
equity goal as reviewing and replacing materials that depict sex bias and stereotyp-
ing. In a 1981 report on a survey conducted for the Sex Equity Division of the Idaho
Department of Education it was found that women faculty in the post-secondary vo-
cation technical programs received lower salaries than did men There also seemed
to be some confusion between Title IX and Title II. Many of the administrators were
under the impression that if their institutions conform to Title IX they automatical-
ly conform to Title II of the 1976 Vocational Education Amendments.

In January, 1980, the Sex Equity coordinator conducted a survey to determine the
nature and extent of Title IX compliance in Idaho's school districts and to identify
areas in need of continued consultative services and technical assistance from the
Idaho Department of Vocational Education Analysis of the response indicated a
need for technical assistance in guidance and counseling, and in the ar ni of training
agreements between em:..loyers and students in cooperative education.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Ms. Schink.
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The next person on our panel today is Janet Wells, program as-
sociate, Federal education project, Lawyers' Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law.

STATEMENT OF JANET WELLS, PROGRAM ASSOCIATE, FEDERAL
EDUCATION PROJECT, LAWYERS' COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL
RIGHTS UNDER LAW

Ms. WELLS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Janet Wells, and I am
testifying today on behalf of the Federal education project of the
Lawyers Committee for Rights Under Law.

My testimony is endorsee by 17 organizations participating in
the National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education, a feder-
ation of national organizations which take joint actions on issues
affecting the rights of women and girls in elementary, secondary,
postsecondary and vocational education.

We deeply appreciate the fact that this subcommittee has once
again demonstrated its concern about sex bias in vocational educa-
tion. No debate about the role the Federal Government should play
in vocational education should ignore the frightening statistics
which describe the plight of 12 million American women of work-
ing age who live in poverty and the fact that women are both role
model and breadwinner for millions of American children.

In one-seventh of the households in this country, a single woman
alone must assure the security of her family. Women are poorly
served in federally funded programs because their unique needs
are not taken into consideration when laws are written and pro-
grams designed. Women are poor for different reasons than men
including sex discrimination in education and employment and the
fact that they are primarily responsible for child carebut Federal
programs rarely recognize these differences.

Again and again in our interviews with persons who work with
disadvantaged women, we have been told that lack of +-ansporta-
tion is the major barrier poor women face in seeking jo training.
State and local educational agencies have not used Federal funds
to construct and equip modern vocational education facilities in
our inner cities, and thus quality vocational education programs
are not accessible to hundreds of thousands of the Nation's inner
city minority and poor people. How is a woman on public assist-
ance, without an automobile or public transportation, to obtain
access to a suburban vocational school 20 miles away? This is not a
question that vocational education has dealt with.

Child care of course,-is another problem for the teenage mother-
and single head of household. Congress recognized that fact in 1976
and authorized child care for the children of vocational education
students. The results have been singularly disappointing. In 1979,
only seven States reported spending VEA funds for child care.

Administrators of vocational education programs argue that Fed-
eral appropriations have never been sufficient to enable them to
provide these kinds of auxiliary programs. We are sympathetic to
this argument, but we have heard these same administrators com-
plain that the 1976 amendments set aside too much money for the
disadvantaged and that there are no excess costa involved in serv-
ing disadvantaged students.

g9-:43.7 )42 22
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We believe these funds could have been used effectively for sup-
portive services like child care and transportation. Complaints
about the set-asides to pay 100 percent of the cost of educating dis-
advantaged students, thus removing any incentive to provide sup-
portive services needed by disadvantaged women and girls.

In preparing for this hearing, we set out to show that there has
been a large increase in the percentage of female vocational educa-
tion students who enroll in training for higher paying, traditionally
male jobs. We found only two significant changes in enrollments:

A higher proportion of women now elect training for paid em-
ployment, rather than nongainful home economics.

There has been a significant reduction of sex-segregation within
the major vocational program areas.

But in 1978, only 1.2 percent of the women in vocational educa-
tion were in technical programs. The increase between 1972 and
1978 in the proportion of female vocational students in the other
two traditionally male programsagriculture and trade and indus-
trial educationwas less than 2 percent.

It was also disturbing to note that less than 11 percent of the stu-
dents in industrial arts were females. These data suggest that very
few women and girls are being given a preparatory education for
nontraditional vocational education and industrial jobs.

We strongly believe that the progress we have made is largely
attributable to the role the Federal Government has played in cre-
ating sanctions through title IX and incentives through the Voca-
tional Education Act Amendments of 1976 to encourage State and
local educational agencies to enroll more males and females in non-
traditional vocational programs. Our organizations strongly sup-
port the 1976 amendments and urge this subcommittee to extend
and strengthen them. Published research and our own observations
convince us that where they were implemented well or their spirit
enforced, they worked.

Compliance with and enforcement of the 1976 amendments has,
unfortunately, however, been weak and half-hearted in most of the
States. The NIE vocational education study sums up the problem
clearly:

While the 1976 amendments strengthened some of the equity in-
struments of the VEA, they also continued to give the States a
great deal of discretion over whether or not they would further this
goal of the law. Technically speaking, then, States and localities
could be in compliance with the letter of the law while choosing to
ignore its intent.

This is exactly what happened. The Office of Education in HEW,
and later the Department of Education, served notice to the States
that they were responsible for meeting only the strictest letter of
the law, not for using Federal funds to carry out its purposes.

The NIE study concluded that most States have set aside only
"paltry sums" from their basic VEA grants for sex equity, made
only a "token gesture" toward providing services for displaced
homemakers, and relied on "symbolic gestures" instead of provid-
ing real incentives to encourage local educational agencies to enroll
students in nontraditional programs. NIE concluded that less than
1 percent of all State basic grant money in 1979 was spent for dis-
placed homemakers, support services for women seeking to enter
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nontraditional vocational education and child care. Only 0.2 per-
cent of all State and local matching funds went for these activities.

Five years after Congress passed the Vocational Education Act
amendments, we still support the law and its intent. But we also
agree with a major conclusion of the NIE study: The sex equity
provisions of the VEA are . . . mainly hortatory; much is author-
ized, but little is required. Although the VEA's declaration of pur-
pose faithfully reflects the intent of Congress to eliminate sex dis-
crimination and sex role stereotyping, as it was expressed in the
legislative history of the 1976 amendments there is a considerable
gap between the prominence that the language of the law gives to
this objective and the programmatic instruments that were devised
to transform congressional intent into State and local action.

We are here today to ask you to give the Vocational Education
Act the "programmatic instruments it needs to assure that more
effort is made at the local level to overcome the effects of a long
history of sex discrimination and stereotyping in vocational educa-
tion and to provide better vocational opportunities for low-income
women. While antipoverty programs of the past decade and a half
have alleviated poverty for men and families in which a male
breadwinner is present, the economic crisis of women and female-
headed households is growing more severe.

Although we anticipate that the administration will ask for a
block grant for vocational education, we urge this subcommittee to
seek a stronger targeting of VEA funds to assure that special needs
and national objectives are met with Federal funds.

We recommend that the following provisions be included in the
bill this subcommittee adopts:

Retention of personnel to overcome sex bias. The small $50,000
set-aside to pay the expenses of full-time personnel working on sex
discrimination issues in the State educational agencies has been
one of the most effective VEA expenditures. It has given the sex
equity issue strong visibility within the State and provided State
and local educational agencies technical assistance most of them
would not otherwise have had in eliminating sex discrimintion and
stereotyping and complying with both the VEA and civil rights
statutes. We urge that the $50,000 set-aside be retained and that
the law continue to designate that the State must have at least one
person who works full time in assisting the State in eliminating
sex discrimination and stereotyping in State and local vocational
education programs.

Require funding of programs that enhance opportunities for
women in vocational education. Congress should require the States
to expend funds to:

Support special vocational education programs and supportive
services for persons who suffer economic hardship due to sex bias
and discrimination in education and employment and for displaced
homemakers, single heads of household and teenage parents.

Continue to collect and report data on enrollments and outcomes
by race and handicap and by sex within those groups.

Continue to require appropriate representation of women and
minorities on advisory councils. One of the 1976 amendments' most
successful efforts was to increase the participation of women on ad-
visory councils.
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Target more VEA funds on disadvantaged populations and eco-
nomically depressed areas, especially urban areas. Women and
men with the greatest need for job training are in the cities, but
they have received the least benefit from the law.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Ms. Wells.
[The prepared statement of Janet Wells follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANET WELLS, PROGRAM ASSOCIATE, FEDERAL EDUCATION
PROJECT, LAWYERS' COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER LAW

ENDORSED BY THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS IN THE NATIONAL COALITION FOR WOMEN
AND GIRLS IN EDUCATION

American Association of University Women.
American Educational Research AssociationWomen's Groups
American Personnel and Guidance Association.
Displaced Homemakers Network, Inc.
National Association of Commissions for Women.
National Commission on Working Women, Center for Women and Work.
National Education Association.
National Federation of Business and- Professional Women's Clubs, Inc
National Student Educational Fund.
National Women's Political Caucus.
National Women's Studies Association.
Project on Equal Education Rights, NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund.
Sociologists for Women in Society.
Southern Coalition for Educational Equity.
United States Student Association.
Wider Opportunities for Women.
Women's Equity Action League.
National Women's Law Center.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Janet Wells, and I am testifying today on behalf of

the Federal Education Project of the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under
Law. The Federal Education Project has worked since 1975 to improve federal poli-
cies affecting the rights and opportunities of wo.nen in vocational education, and we
have monitored federal enforcement and state implementation of the current
amendments to the Vocational Education Act since their passage in 1976.

My testimony today is endorsed by 18 other organizations participating in the Na-
tional Coalition for Women and Girls in Education. The Coalition is a federation of
national organizations which take joint actions on issues affecting the rights of
women and girls in elementary, secondary, postsecondary and vocational education,
and its members regard the Vocational Education Act amendments of 1976 as one of
the strongest and most important federal la NS Congress has passed to assure equal
opportunity for women and girls in a specific educational program.

We deeply appreciate the fact that this subcommittee has once again demonstrat-
ed its concern about sex bias in vocational education by holding oversight hearings.
Often in the continuing debate about the role the federal government should play in
job training, it seems to us that governmental and institutional leaders forget what
a huge social and economic price this country pays for failing to educate its female
citizens more effectively for employment.

During the past year, a new phrase has entered the national terminology to de-
scribe the phenomenon of the ever-increasing percentage of the poor who are
women: "the feminization of poverty." The National Advisory Council on Economic
Opportunity has described this phenomenon:

Almost one female-headed family in three is poor, compared to about one in 18
headed by a man.

The decline in poverty during the past decade has been almost entirely in families
headed by men.

The median income in 1977 of families headed by single mothers was only $340
above the poverty level. The median income of families headed by black and His-
panic mothers was almost $1,000 below the poverty level.

Occupational segregation confines women to jobs where the pay is low and mobil-
ity is little or nonexistent. Sixty percent of all women workers are found in 10 occu-
pations.
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The Council attributed "the crippling poverty of single mothers" to "both their
exclusion from steady work and the rock-bottom wages received when working regu-larly."

"Women's earnings are often so low that even full-time work is no security
against poverty," said the Council's 1,-,C0 annual report, which also predicted that
the feminization of poverty will continue because the Income gap is widest between
young men and young women.

"A young woman heading a family in 1967 was bout five times more likely than a
young man to be poor; by 1977, nine times," reported the Council. "It is among the
rising generation of young women, then, that the poverty of the 1970s has been
most devastating, and the outlook for the 1980s is most bleak "

No debate about the role the federal government should play in vocational educa-
tion should ignore these frightening statistics and the fact that women are both role
model and breadwinner for millions of American children Nor should we overlook
the fact that women are heads-of-household when we consider the role federal policy
should play in strengthening the family. Nothing is more devastating to family se-
curity and stability than the inability of parents to earn a livelihood substantial
enough to assure that their children are well-fed, well-clothed and well-educated;
and for one-seventh of the households in this country, it is a single woman who
alone must assure the security of the family.

In spite of the national concern about youth unemployment (which goes back to
the original passage of the Vocational Education Act in 1963), we go on designing
vocational education and training programs for disadvantaged youth which permit
the exclusion of young women or track them into training for female-intensive jobs
which pay little, V any, more than public assistance' We simply overlook the fact
that most youth unemployment and its attending social p:oblems are rooted in the
unemployment and underemployment of millions of women who head households.

Although more than half the participants in vocational education nationally are
women and girls, data collected by the federal Bureau of Occupaticnal and Adult
Education for 1978 showed that only 42 percent of the disadvantaged students in
vocational education were female. Only 43 percent of the work study studentspar-
ticipating in programs designed to sustain them financially while in vocational edu-
cationwere female Handicapped students have always been shamefully underre-
presented in vocational education, but BOAE data showed that female handicapped
students were underrepresented to an even greater degree than males: only 39 per-
cent of the handicapped students in vocational education in 1978 were females.

Some exclusion of females from job training programs occurs because the pro-
grams were developed principally for males, whose social behavior is often of great-
er immediate concern to those who design programs. But we believe females are
more often excluded because heir unique needs are not taken into consideration
when laws are written and programs designed Women are poor for different rea-
sons than men areincluding sex discrimination in education and employment and
the fact that they are primarily responsible for child care--but federal programs
rarely recognize these differences Again and again in our interviews with persons
who work with disadvantaged women, we have been told that lack of transportation
is the major barrier poor women face in seeking job training. State and local educa-
tional agencies have underutilized VEA, state and local funds to construct and
equip modern vocational education facilities in our inner cities, thus leaving quality
vocational education programs inaccessible to hundreds of thousands of the nation s
inner city minority and poor people (We in Washington often forget that most of
the nation's towns and cities have only a vestige of public transportation and that
often these systems are not coordinated with school schedules, We also tend to
Forget that every American does not own an automobile Many of the poor, especial-
ly poor women, do not.) Lack of transportation creates a formidable barrier for poor
women, who frequently must coordinate transportation with child care and for
whom personal safety is a major consideration

Child care, of course, is another problem for the teenage mother and single head-
of-household Congress recognized that fact in 1976 and authorized day care for the

The Department of Labor's 197rl Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey showed three
times as many male as female youth enrolled in the Youth Community Conservation and Im-
provement Projects program under CETA, and women have never come close to constituting
half the enrollees in the Job Corps. which is regarded by ma-ly as one of the most successful
federal job training efforts Programs, moreover, are sex-stereotyped In the Youth Employment
and Training Program iYETK for example, i5 percent of the jobs in which enrollees participat-
ed in 197$ employed only male or only female participants Almost half the girls in YETP were
in clerical 4obo--not a very auspicious circumstance for disadvantaged youth considering that
one-third of all clerical workers make less than $7,7,0
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children of vocational education students as an appropriate expenditure of VEA
funds. The results have been singularly disappointing. In 1979, only seven states re-
ported spending federal or state and local funds for child care, and according to the
National Institute of Education study of vocational education released to this sub-
committee October 21, only two states (Washington and Oregon) accounted for more
than half the sum spent nationally.

Administrators of vocational education programs counter these accusations of fail-
ure to provide supportive services for disadvantaged women and girls with the argu-
ment that federal appropriations have never been sufficient to enable them to pro-
vide these kinds of auxiliary programs. We are sympathetic to this argument but
still skeptical when we hear some of these same administrators complain that the
1976 amendments set aside too much money for the disadvantaged and that there
are no "excess costs" involved in serving disadvantaged students. These are funds
which could have been used more effectively for supportive services like child care
and transportation Unfortunately, administrators' complaints about the basic grant
set-asides for the disadvantaged and handicapped have led the Office of Vocational
and Adult Education to draft proposed changes in the VEA regulations which would
permit the set-asides to pay 100 percent of the cost of educating disadvantaged stu-
dents, in violation of this subcommittee's intent in the 1976 amendments. If this reg-
ulatory change occurs, state and local educational agencies will have even fewer in-
centives to provide the special services disadvantaged women and girls need in
order to succeed in vocational education.

Inability to participate in federally funded vocational education, job training and
employment programs is only one problem faced by women and girls. For the vast
majority of those who enter the programs, sex bias, discrimination and stereotyping
still lead them into training for traditionally female, low-paying jobs. As the Nation-
al Institute of Education concluded in a 1978 study entitled "Occupational Segrega-
tion," "Women are clustered in the lower-paying, less prestigious occupations in
CETA (and in the Job Corps) and are enrolled in vocational programs which will
continue the same pattern of occupational segregation currently typifying the labor
force."

In preparing for this hearing, we set out to show that there has been a large in-
crease since 1972 in the percentage of female vocational education students who
enroll in traditionally male programs But in comparing federally collected data for
1972, 1977, 1978 and 1979, we found only two significant changes in enrollments

A higher proportion of women and girls in vocational education now elect train-
ing for paid employment In 1972, almost half of all female vocational students were
enrolled in non-gainful home economics; by 1978, there had been a 12.2 per cent de-
crease in non gainful home economics students

1:-ere !las been a significant reduction of sex-segregation within the major voca-
tional program areas The proportion of female to agile enrollment in agriculture
increased almost 14 per cent between 1972 and 1979, while the proportion of males
in home economics increased 13 per cent Moreover, there was a 7 8 per cent in-
crease in the proportion of females to males in technical programs

The data are not wholly encouraging, however The proportion of women in voca-
tional education who were taking technical courses doubled between 197? and
1978but still only 1 2 per cent of women in vocational education were in technical
programs This is a disturbing statistics since technical workers are in critical
demand, wages are high and technical workers are in critical demand, wages are
high and technical jobs have few of the disadvantages, such as heavy lifting and
harsh working conditions, which are often cited as barriers to wemen's participation
in other traditionally male programs The increase in the proportion orfemale voca-
tional students enrolled in the other two traditionally male program areas, agricul-
ture and trade and industrial education, was less than 2 per cent In fact, the larg-
est increase was in the traditionally female area of office occupations, where 30 5
per cent of all female vocational students were enrolled in 1972 and 35.1 per cent
were enrolled in 1978 In 1979, 73 5 per cent of all students in office occupations
were female

It is also disturbing to note that the Vocational Education Data System for 1979
showed that less than 11 per cent of the students in industrial arts programs were
females These data suggests in industrial arts programs were females. These data
suggest that very few women and girls are being given a preparatory education for
nontraditional vocational .ducation and industrial jobs

The National Advisory Council on Women's Education Programs (NACWEP) re-
cently released a status report on Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments enti-
tled "The Half Full, Half Empty Glass" The title lb very descriptive of the way in
which we view sex equity in the United States today On the one hand. the increase
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in the percentage of women and girls being trained for paid employment and the
decrease in the concentration by sex within programs encourages us to believe that
we have made great strides towards economic self-sufficiency for women, domestic
self-sufficiency for men, and wider personal and occupational choices for both On
the other hand, we are faced with statistics which show that sex stereotypes, bias
and discrimination still affect the choices of most men and women when they enter
vocational education We have come a long way, but equal educational and econom-
ic opportunity are still far from a reality in the vocational education program

We strongly believe that the progress we have made is largely attributable to the
role the federal government has played in creating sanctionsthrough Title IX
and incentivesthrough the Vocational Education Act amendments of 1976 to en-
courage state and local educational agencies to enroll more males and females in
nontraditional vocational programs. Passage of the 1976 sex equity amendments was
an exceptional efforts by this subcommittee and Congress to acknowledge the detri-
ment to the American economy and to American women of continuing a national
vocational education system which systematically tracked persons into the work
place according to their sex Advocacy groups, including the Federal Education Proj-
ect and the National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education, strongly support-
ed passage of the 1976 amendments and have welcomed their achievements

The progress in enrollments already cited
The addition to each stet- department ation of at least one professional

staff member qualified to give technical and support to other state and
local officials and instructors in overc 'ming se.' bias and discrimination in the voca-
tional education system

A fle".41Ing movement within vocational educationstronger in some states than
n othersto meet the needs of displaced homemakers and other older women en-

tering the work force
A substantia; increase in the number of women serving on state vocational educa-

tion advisory councils 2
An increased awareness among many instructors and administrators of the value

of nontraditional enrollments as both the number and quality of students have in-
creased

Extensive revision of recruitment, counseling and curricular materials to elimi-
nate sex biased and stereotyped texts and illustrations

Greater public understanding of vocational education and sex equity issues and
public participation in the state and local planning process as a result of federal
public lam? .,.ion and participation requirements

Our organizations still strongly support the 1976 Vocational Education Act
Amendments and we urge this subcommittee to extend and strengthen them Pub-
lished research and our own observations have convinced us that where they were
Implemented well or their spirit enforced, they worked The National Advisory
Council on Women's Educational Programs and the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education ^oncluded in their 1960 joint report entitled "Increasing Sex
Equity" that where compliance with the 1976 amendments had been strong, the ul-
timate goal had been achieved women's enrollment in nontraditional programs in.
cvea-ed Both NACVE/NACWEP and the American Institutes for Research, which
conaucted the Congressionally authorized "Vocational Education Equity Study" in
1979, concluded that schools which conduct activities to further sex equity achieve
the highest nontraditional enrollments

As we have already noted, of course, the percentage of women in vocational edu-
cation enrolling in nontraditional programs is &III very small This is because com-
pliance with and enforcement of the 1976 amendments has been weak and half-
hearted in most of the States The NIE vocational education study sums up the
problem clearly

lAdthough Congress made it clear that one of its chief priorities for vocational
education was to increase access for women and individuals with special needs, and
while the theme of equity pervades the law, much is authorized and relatively little
required In short, while the 1976 amendments strengthened some of the equity in-
struments of the VE. , they also continued to give the states a great deal of discre-
tion over whether or not they would further this goal of the law Technically speak-
ing, then, states and localities could be in .:ompliance with the letter of the law
while choosing to ignore its intent

In .,76. Congress found that only 14 per cent of persons serving on state advisory councils
were women A Federal Education Proje-t survey of councils in 1980 showed that the number
had increa ed to :15 per cent since the LTA had been amended to require an 1ppropriate repre-
sentation of women on the councils
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We submit that this is exactly what happened the Office of Education in HEW
and later the new Department of Education served notice to the States that they
were responsible only for meeting the strictest letter of the law, not for using feder-
al funds to carry out its purposes Thus, although every state was required to assess
the needs and provide special programs for displaced homemakers, single heads-of-
household and other special groups designated in section 120(bX1XL) of the act, a
state could report no expenditures for these purposes and still have its annual pro-
gram plan approved by the federal government. An analysis of annual accountabil-
ity reports showed that in 1979, this happened in at least five states and perhaps as
many as 13 Thus, OVAE insisted repeatedly to the ACLU of Georgia that the state
needed only to have something it called incentives for local e4ucational agencies to
encourage nontraditional enrollments and to conduct model sex equity programs,
the state did not, OVAE maintained over many months, ner,1 to shoe' that the in-
centives had actually been implemented or that they had an "ect

Only last year, after inquiries from the Federal Education r roject and others, did
OVAE develop a policy to find out whether state advisory councils on vocational
education were appropriately constituted with regard to female and minority mem-
bership

Federal vocational education officials have long sympathized with the states'
desire for a federal law with no requirements for meeting national objectives or pro-
viding equal access and opportunities for women, the disadvantaged, and the handi-
capped. However, only under the current administration have those officials dared
to try to subvert Congressional intent and to change the law through regulatory re-
vision As noted earlier, OVAE has drafted proposed changes in the VEA regula-
tions which would permit states to spend basic grant set-aside funds for the disad-
vantaged ana handicapped to pay 100 per cent of the costs of vocational education
for those students, rather than only the excess costs The same draft regulations
would permit the states to disperse the functions of the full-time sex equity person-
nel among any number of employees who did not work full time or sex discrimina-
tion issues and whose effectiveness, given other demands, would be questionable
There is no statutory language or legislative history which supports these regultory
moves, only a desire to make the Vocational Education Act a block grant.

Secretary of Education Bell has admonished us several times to "trust" the Feder-
al government and the state governments to do the right thing with regard to A ssur-
mg equal access to education, even if civil rights enforcement is curtailed and edu-
cation programs designed to provide equal opportunities are reduced to block grants
Implementation of the 1976 amendments provides a good example of why most
states have not won our trust and why we believe provisions are needed to strength-
en, not weaken, the ability of the Vocational Education Act to create equal opportu-
nities and meet national objectives.

The NIE study concluded that most states have set aside only "paltry sums" from
their basic VEA grants for sex equity, made only a "token gesture" towards provid-
ing services for displaced homemakers, and relied on "symbolic gestures" instead of
providing real incentives to encourage local educational agencies to enroll students
in nontraditional programs NIE analyzed data reported by the Vocational Educa-
tion Data System for all 30 states and concluded that less than 1 percent of all state
basic grant money in 1979 was spent for displaced homemakers, support services for
women seeking to enter nontraditional vocational education and child care. Only 0.2
percent of all state and ilcal matching funds went for these activities. Moreover,
fire suitesCalifornia, Missouri, New York, Washington and Massachusettsspent
60 percent of all outlays nationally fur displaced homemakers. California. Oregon
and Washington accounted for two-thirds of the expenditures for supportive services
for women entering nontraditional programs.

Moreover, everyone who has looked at the state planning process has found that
the requirement for policies and procedures to overcome sex dizerimmation was a
failure in most states While the NACVE/NACWEP study showed a correlation be-
tween nontraditional enrollments and good state planning procedures, the typical
state plan parroted the language in the law and showed little initiative in institut-
ing policies and activities to overcome a long history of discrimination and stereo-
typing The federal government, still more concerned with the letter of the law than
its intent, has done little to encourage stronger or more effective state planning for
sex equity If anything, it has signaled the states that nothing is required

Five years after Congress passed the Vocational Education Act amendments, we
still support the law and its intent But we also agree with a major conclusion of the
NIE study

The sex equity provisions of the VEA are mainly hortator! much is author-
iztbd, but little is required In this sense. although the VEA's declaration of purpose
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faithfully reflects the intent of Co to eliminate sex discrimination and sex
role stereotyping, as it was exp in the legislative history of the 1976 amend-
ments, there is a considerable gap between the prominence that the language of the
law gives to this objective and the programmatic instruments that were devised to
transform Congressional intent into state and local action.

We are here today to ask you to give the Vocational Education Act the "program-
matic instruments" it needs to assure that more effort is made at the local level to
overcome the effects of a long history of sex discrimination and stereotyping in voca-
tional education and to provide better vocational opportunities for low-income
women. More than 12 million American women of working age are in poverty, and
most of the nation's 10 million poor children live with them. While anti-poverty pro-
grams of the past decade and half have alleviated poverty for men and families in
which a male breadwinner is present, the economic crisis of women and female-
headed households is growing more severe The Vocational Education Act must
direct funds to programs to overcome the factors which lock women and girls out of
the vocational education system and the job market and into low-paying jobs.

Although we anticipate that the Administration will ask for a block grant for vo-
cational education, we urge this subcommittee to seek a stronger targeting of VEA
funds to assure that special needs and national objectives are met with Federal
funds. Eighteen years of experience with the Vocational Education Act have shown
that national objectives will not be met without strong targeting.

We recommend that the following provisions be included in the bill this subcom-
mittee adopts:
Purpose

The Declaration of Purpose should set out national objectives to be met by the
act, including developing and carrying out programs to overcome discrimination and
stereotyping on the basis of race, natinal origin, sex, age, income or handicap in Ml
vocational education programs in the state.
Fulltime personnel to overcome sex bias

The small $50,000 set-aside to pay the expenses of full-time personnel working on
sex discrimination issues in the state educational agencies has been one of the most
effective VEA expenditures. It has given the sex equity issue strong visibility within
the state and provided state and local educational agencies technical assistance
most of them would not otherwise have had in eliminating sex discrimination and
stereotyping and complying with both the VEA and civil rights statutes. We urge
that the $50,000 set-aside be retained and that the law continue to designate that
the state must have at least one person who works full time in assisting the state in
eliminating sex discrimination and stereotyping in state and local vocational educa-
tion programs.
Funding of programs

Given an optionas they were in 1976of spending federal funds to maintian ex-
isting programs or to meet national objectives for providing equal opportunities for
special needs populations, the evidence shows clearly that states will largely ignore
national objectives. We urge, therefore, that the subcommittee provide for funds to
be spent specifically:

(a) to fund special vocational education programs and supportive services designed
to overcome barriers to students' participation in nontraditional vocational educa-
tion programs and to ensure their entry into and success in nontraditional jobs, in-
cluding exemplary programs,

(b) to provide special vocational education programs and supportive services for
persons who suffer economic hardship due to sex bias and discrimination in educa-
tion and employment or because of their failure to find permanent or adequate fi-
nancial security in their trachitional roles as homemakers, part-time workers or em-
ployees in traditional jobs, including displaced homemakers, single heads of house-
hold, persons receiving public assistance and teenage parents, and

(c) to provide a state discretionary program to create incentives for local educa-
tional agencies and schools to overcome sex bias and stereotypeing in their vocation-
al education programs.
Data collection

The Vocational Education Act should continue to require the collection and re-
porting of data on enrollments and outcomes in vocational education by race, na-
tional origin and handicap and by sex within those groups. Such data is critical to
evaluating the equity with which vocational education serves these special popula-
tions and the needs which federal legislation should try to meet.
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Advisory councils
One of the 1976 amendments' most successful efforts was to increase the part,ci-

pation of women on state advisory councils The requirement for appropriate repre-
sentation of women and minorities on vocational education advisory councils should
be maintained to assure that there are members on those councils who help to
evaluate programs services to special population groups.

State and local planning
The state planning process continues to be a disappointing means to assure that

national objectives are met in vocational education, bu. we urge. that a strong plan-
ning process for achieving sex equity be maintained because research has demon
strated that when planning is done well, it achieves results. We urge also that plan-
ning to overcome sex discrimination ai I stereotyping and to meet special needs of
women and girls in vocational education be instituted in the local planning process
as well.

Finally, we urge that more Vocational Education Act funds be targeted on disad-
van: .ged populations and economically depressed areas, especially the nation's
major cities. The women and men with the greatest need for job training are in
these areas, and yet they have received the least benefit from federal dollars distrib-
uted under this law Equality of economic opportunity must be a goal of the Voca-
tional Education Act

PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WHO ARE IN EACH PROGRAM AREA

Program 1912 1911 1918

Agriculture 8 2 3 2 4 + 16
Distributive 4 9 6 4 57 + 8
Health 4 8 18 61 + 1 3
Homemaking 49 5 38 2 37 3 -12 2
Gainful home economics 41 4 S 5 7 + 16
Office 30 5 32 5 351 + 4 6

Technical 6 12 1 2 + 6
Trade and Industrial 4 8 6 8 6 5 + 17

Mr. ERDAHL. The next participant is Gann Watson, executive as-
sistant and staff associate, southeastern public education program,
Columbia, S.C.

STATEMENT OF GANN WATSON, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT AND
STAFF ASSOCIATE, SOUTHEASTERN PUBLIC EDUCATION PRO-
GRAM, COLUMBIA, S.C.

Ms. WATSON. Good morning. I work for the Gender Equity Proj-
ect for the southeastern public education program in Columbia,
S.C.

SEPEP is a private, nonprofit organization whose purpose is to
promote and assure access of children from minority and low-
income families to quality public education.

I am here today to discuss sex equity and how it relates to voca-
tional education. If I may begin by suggesitng that sex equity is not
solely a feminist issue. The issue here really is quality vocational
training which ultimately provides useful, usable skills for students
in the job market when they graduate from high school. That this
particular issue and this goal poses unique problems and obstacles
for young women it vocational training is why sex equity is of such
vital concern to all of us.

The current status of young women in useful, relevant vocational
training programs speaks for itself. The numbers are just not
there. So that when educators claim that the purpose of vocational
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training is to prepare and train the labor force for the future, I
wonder if they are talking only of the male members of that labor
force. Indeed, one might also wonder if even the males are being
adequately prepared for the level of technology which is rapidly
dominating the business and industrial workplace.

I have interviewed many members of business and industry in
rural and urban areas in South Carolina, representing low, middle
and high technology business, and each one of them has indicated
certain dire needs of vocational education and education in general
needs to look at. For instance, students entering the work force
after graduation need better training and a better understanding of
very basic mathematics. Students also need intensive career coun-
seling about the world of work.

They do not understand when they graduate from vocational pro-
grams in particular, what it is that industry requires of them, what
they will be expected to do and what they can expect from the
work force. The skills training that would make students the most
immediately employable and offer the most potential for advance-
ment are in the areas of industrial maintenance workersthat is,
persons whc know how to keep the machines running, which keeps
production upmachine tool and die makers and electricians. Tool
and die makers are all but immediately employable and persons
with backgrounds and knowledge of drafting, mechanics and elec-
tricity are sorely needed.

In South Carolina there are 128,000 students enrolled in voca-
tional education at the secondary level. Approximately 64,000-50
percentare young women. How well are these young women
being prepared for the jobs that industry claims it has ready for
them?

Remember that industry is crying for skilled machine tool and
die workers and that these skills are enhanced by a background in
drafting, mathematics, mechanics and electricity. Of the 64,000 fe
males enrolled in vocational education, 21 are enrolled in machine
shop courses (compared with 941 males). Of the 64,000 enrolled in
vocational education, 139 are in drafting programs (compared with
907 males),' and 111 of 64,000 are enrolled in electricity dame(
(compared with 1,863 males).

In contrast, 1,600 are enrolled in industrial sewing programs. In
Columbia alone, a city of about 200,000, there are not enough in-
dustrial machinists to meet the needs of industry. So great is this
need that industrial employers in one particular area of town,
which happened to be located near one particular vocational
center, compete with one another for students from this vocational
center machine shop.

There are 28 students enrolled in this machine shop class, 25 of
them are boys, three of them are girls. There is 100 percent place-
ment of these students either immediately upon, or even prior to in
some cases, graduation.

One personnel manager in one of these industries told me they
would adjust my production schedule immediately for one student
to work in his industry from that machine shop class. Within a 25-

' Vocational Education School Enrollment, by Sex, 1980-81 School YearSouth CarolinaState Department of Educat.on, Office of Vocational Education, December 1981
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mile radius of Columbia there are three vocational centers which
offer both machine shop and electricity courses. Eighty-eight stu-
dents are enrolled in machine shops, three are females. Ninety-one
are enrolled in electricity, two are female. Yet, girls represent 45
percent of all the students enrolled in these three vocational cen-
ters.2 Where are the rest of them? Twenty-five percent are in cleri-
cal programs, 15 percent are in industrial sewing programs, 14 per-
cent are in home economics programs, and 13 percent are studying
to be cosmetulogists.3

South Carolina is a State which claims to be taking a leadership
posture with respect to preparing its citizens for the labor force of
the future. It is trying to lure high technology to its community
and boasts, at the post-secondary level, of a program which is pre-
paring a highly skilled and well-trained labor force to meet the
needs of industry.

Over the past several years companies such as Michelin, Cincin-
nati Millicron and United Technologies have set up plants in South
Carolina. It will not be long before the Sony Corp. sets up a plant
there as well. Where will the young women fit into these industries
and jobs of the future? Will those who are totally unskilled as well
as those with skills in industrial sewing and house and home fur-
nishings will start at the assembly line, low wage rate positions
with little room for skill development and advancement?

Some educators in the rural areas justify enrolling 25 young
women every year in a cosmetology program by saying that is what
the students want, even if their particular area cannot support five
cosmetologists. Yet this ;ustification perpetuates the difficulties
they claim to have in increasing nontraditional enrollments. Most
vocational studente, particularly young women opt for programs
that are familiar to them. They do not know about or choose
courses in areas consistent with their capabilities and which pro-
vide the types of training which can lead to excellent employment
opportunities. They choose to enroll in such courses as consumer
and homemaking, industrial sewing and cosmetology, because they
conceive them as women's programs and because they know what
people in these jobs do. They do not know what machinists do, they
do not know what industrial electricians do so they go into cosme-
tology programs.

While it is true that vocational centers do not prohibit young
women from enrolling in traditionally male courses, which also
happen to offer the most useful skills training, neither do they
make a concerted effort to inform young women about the kind of
things machinists, electricians, or industrial mechanics do, what
working conditions they can expect in these jobs.

Many of the rural and economically disadvantaged young women
I interviewed from South Carolina vocational schools are unaware
of career options available to them outside of the traditional. They
aspire not to the jobs which are most appealing based on wide com-
parisons and information; rather, they aspire to the jobs which

'Vocational Education School Enrollment, by Sex. 19SO-SI School Year. published by the
South Carolina State Department of Education. Office of Vocational Education December

'Data from source indicated above Remaining percent distributed among agriculture. distrib-
utive education and trades and industrial
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they think they can get. This means that most young women there
do not think beyond low paying entry level factory work.

Sex equity statistics will not change notably until other changes
occur. With respect to the purpose of this hearing and others relat-
ed to vocational education, I submit the following recommenda-
tions:

An understanding about the world of work and the kinds of ca-reers and training available is desperately needed Id young
women, especially those in rural areas and who are minority and
economically disadvantaged. Funds in the form of Federal grants to
provide this career counseling at an intensified level should be
available not only to local education agencies which do not other-
wise provide this counseling, but also to nonprofit community and
civic organizations and agencies. LEA guidance counselors and vo-
cational placement coordinators are not providing this service to an
effective degree. Only 2 out of every 10 students I interviewed ever
saw a guidance counselor for career counseling more than twice
during her high school experience.

Continue funding the sex equity office for vocational education.The level of awareness about sex equity and its potential benefits
to young women and men would not even have reached its current
status were it not for this important function. Further, prescribe as
a function of this office that the sex equity coordinator conduct out-reach and liaison activities between local business/industry and
persons involved in vocational education at both the State andlocal levels. At present, the link between these parties is quite
weak.

Target Federal funds for vocational programs which produce he
greatest number of grad ariies who are hired in their area of train-
ing. This is particularly important with respect to programs inhigh skill areas.

Strengthen vocational advisory councils at the local level by re-
quiring that: (a) They meet on a regular basis, a minimum of four
times a school year; (b) council members are trained and provided
information which will enable them to clearly understand their
role and responsibility; and (c) The State vocational advisory coun-
cil conducts at least one training session per year for local councils.

Retain the vocational education data system, including the
number and percent of students who are placed in and out of their
field for each vocational program.

Continue funding categories for economically disadvantaged and
displaced homemaker populations.

Provide incentive grants/funds for vocational centers to increase
the number of cooperative programs which enable students to get
on-the-job training.

Just as they now make up half of the student population in voca-
tional training programs at the secondary level, women will soon
comprise half the workers in this country. It is naive to expect that
they will overcome generations of sex-biased socialization about
their place in the labor force without help from educators, commu-nity leaders, business/industry representatives, and family mem-
bers. These young women represent a wealth of potential; it is
wasteful and counterproductive not to vigorously pursue the devel-opment of that talent.
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Thank you.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
The next person on our panel is Ms. Jo Shuchat, project director,

Women's Outreach Project, Technical Education Research Centers,
Cambridge, Mass.

STATEMENT OF JO SHUCHAT, PROJECT DIRECTOR, WOMEN'S
OUTREACH PROJECT, TECHNICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH CEN-
TERS, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Ms. SHUCHAT. Mr. Chairman, I am Jo Shuchat, and I am grateful
for the opportunity to introduce my 12-year-old son to one of the
ways in which we govern ourselves. I am also grateful for the op-
portunity to testify before you today. It looks like my job is going to
be to tell you about the part of the cup that is half full.

I do not disagree with those of my colleagues who have been tell-
ing you about the problems. What they are saying in my view is
correct. I would like to tell you about some of the progress, howev-
er, that we have made in terms of nontraditional occupations for
women.

I would like to describe what NTO programs have accomplished
at the local level; explain how, in my view, the sex equity provi-
sions of the act made this happen; and present to you my recom-
mendations for reauthorization. I will be giving you very few statis-
tics in these comments, as other witnesses have provided them. In-
stead, I would like to tell you what NTO has meant to individual
people; women, school staff, and employers. First, however, I want
to tell you where my information comes from.

THE WOMEN'S OUTREACH PROJECT

The Women's Outreach Project was awarded to TERC, with Ellis
Associates as the subcontractor, by the Office of Vocational and
Adult Education under subpart 2, "Programs of National Signifi-
cance," as an activity to overcome sex biassections 171 and 136,
respectively. In our 2-year contract, we were asked to conduct re-
search and publish a book for coordinators of NTO programs in
post-secondary educational institutions, and another for women
who are considering entering NTO training and careers.

These books have just been published and I have brought you a
set if you would like to have them.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much. We will include those in our
record. Information for members and staff will be found in the files
of the subcommittee.

[The books referred to aboved retained in subcommittee files.]
Ms. SHUCHAT. The NTO program can best be understood as a

series of activities conducted by school personnel that enable
women to take advantage of occupational training programs that
normally serve men. It consists of activities such as recruitment
targeted specifically to women, assistance with finding child care,
methods for overcoming inadequate math skills, physical fitness
training, support groups, role models, and preparation for tokenism
problems on the job. Training, instructors, facilities, and standards
are the same for women and men.
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We discovered early on that there was very little printed infor-
mation available on what works and what doesn't work in an NTO
program. So we went to the source. We interviewed coordinators of
166 NTO programs across the country, 54 of them in schools, and
asked them to tell us. We also interviewed 85 women who were
about to complete their NTO training or were already working,
and asked them to tell us what this career change meant to them.

We wrote this information up in draft versions of the books and
field-tested them in new NTO programs at five schools: Altoona
Area Voc-Tech School, Altoona Pa.; Broward Community College,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Northern Essex Community College, Haver-
hill, Mass.; Trident Technical College, Charleston, S.C.; and Wauke-
sha County Technical Institute, Pewaukee, Wis. Each school hired
an NTO program coordinator, whose salary was paid by the
Women's Outreach Project for the field test.

These five program coordinators enrolled a total of 372 women in
NTO trainingnearly four times the number we had hoped we
would get on the basis of the initial interviews. The retention rate
was excellent, and the coordinators tell me they expect excellent
job placement results when the women complete their training.

In my written statement I have included a description of the
field test programs as well as a summary of the interviews we ini-
tially conducted.

All five schools, independently and voluntarily, rehired their
coordinators with inside funding to continue the NTO programs
after Federal support ended. In a time of shrinking resources, I be-
lieve this development is the most eloquent testimony to the suc-
cess and value of the NTO effort.

We revised the nuts and bolts of NTO and time for a change
after the field test, and are now in the process of an intensive na-
tional dissemination effort. Interest in the books has been extreme-
ly high: we have received over 1,000 individual requests for them,
primarily from school people but also from agencies, nonprofit or-
ganizations, researchers, and others. So one answer to the question
of what the impact of the sex equity provisions of the Vocational
Education Act has been is the rather remarkable success of the
Women's Outreach Project.

IMPACT AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

In this part of my testimony, I would like to discuss the impact
of the sex equity provisions in four different ways: benefits to
schools, to employers, to NTO women, and to Government and the
public.

BENEFITS TO SCHOOLS

In exchange for funding the NTO program coordinator job and
providing operating expenses, schools obtain increased female en-
rollment in male intensive vocational programs. This increase does
not come about as a result of raiding female intensive programs,
but is rather a net gain. Publicity about the program in the local
community produces matriculated students who would not other-
wise have enrolled in school. The financial health of the school is
therefore improved.
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Another benefit is that lessons learned in the NTO program are
often applied to other school services. For example, one of our field
test sites discovered that the lack of public transportation was
keeping many potential NTO women from enrolling. The solution
that was devised is now being used to help all students without
cars get to school. At another site, math assessment procedures de-
veloped to help NTO women are now in use schoolwide for all stu-
dents.

Still another advantage of NTO programs cannot be quantified
but is very real nevertheless. We have been told time and time
again of the lift in faculty and staff morale that comes from par-
ticipation in a program that makes a visible difference. An admin-
istrator told us:

Our program got more publicity, acclaim, and recognition than any other pro-
gram we have run in the past six years I have seen counselors and instructors in
Developmental Studies perk up: the program gave them so many more career op-
tions to offer women

An instructor said: "This program was one of the highlights of
my teaching career." I am giving you very typical comments.

BENEFITS TO EMPLOYERS

The most obvious 1. efit to employers is the satisfaction of af-
firmative action requirements, but I suspect this is a short-term
view. More important in the long run is the fact that NTO women
represent the largest source of currently untapped workers for
critically labor-short occupations in technology and industry.
Women tend to switch to NTO careers from homemaking or tradi-
tionally female jobs from age 25 to 45, so they are reliable and
mature workers who have roots in the community. They also have
an unusually strong motivation to succeed in their new careers,
about which I will talk in a moment. This is cost effective for em-
ployers who are otherwise forced to cope with labor shortages by
importing employees from out of State or raiding other companies
for them. An adequate, skilled, and dependable work force means
higher productivity and the ability to respond quickly to technolog-
ical change.

Obviously, not all employers see women as contributing to these
advantages. There are still many who believe women can'tand
shouldn tdo "men's" work. But those who are able to see beyond
the stereotypes recognize that employing women in nontraditional
occupations is simply sound business practice. Employers of NTO
women tell us this:

The women I hired took almost no time to become productive When I asked the
department foreman how the women were working out, he said they rate higher
than any other group of new employees we have had

And another said, "I have to admit that the morale is better
around there since the women came."

BENEFITS TO NTO WOMEN

More than any other single advantage, NTO women talk about
the need to have enough money to live on and support their fami-
lies on. They are under no illusions. The divorce rate is climbing;
more and more women are realizing they are "one man away from
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welfare." Husbandi often can't make ends meet in inflationary
times, and single mothers can't support their children on the pay-
checks of traditionally female jobs. Women are getting married
later and supporting themselves in the meantime. They are sup-
porting themselves through more years of widowhood than ever
before. Women simply need enough money to live on, and many
traditionally female jobs don't give it to them.

Everyone in this room knows that the average women makes 59
percent of what an average man makes. Put another way, she has
to work for 9 days to rake the same amount of money he can earn
in 5 days. Make no m stake about it: Women are interested in NTO
for the money first, and for job satisfaction second. These are, of
course, the same reasons why men work.

So when we talk about the impact of NTO on women, we talk
about money. A woman who became a welder said, "I got into this
for the money. The dentist doesn't give me a discount because I am
a woman." An electronics servicing technician: "I never thought I
could do men's work, but I needed money so bad I did it. And I am
so glad I did." An avionics technician: went into this for the
moneyI've got kids to supportbut you can't put a price on what
I've got."

NTO women find another benefit beyond money, often much to
their surprise. It is best expressed by a woman who became a truck
driver in her mid-30's:

I'm not a feminist, but I'm as capable on the job as any guy, so I deserve it as
much as he does. I'm much more independent now, and since I'm divorced that's
important. It feels so good to know that I don't need to rely on anyone to support
me and my kids. I feel like I'm somebody now, like I'm good for something have a
lot to look forward to, and I don't mean money, either, although I'll have plenty of
that. I mean self-respect.

I would like to emphasize that the NTO women we reached in
our project turned to NTO as a resource in time of need. They were
working because they had to. They became welders and technicians
because these jobs pay better than secretary or social worker jobs,
not because it was the ideologically correct thing to do. Given their
financial need, and the fact that they did not have and could not
realistically get advanced educations to become lawyers or corpo-
rate managers, these skilled and technical occupations were their
best hope of making decent lives for themselves and their families.

In short, they were responding to reality, not to theories or sta-
tistics about women's place in the work force.

BENEFITS TO GOVERNMENT AND THE PUBLIC

I have already mentioned the advantages of higher productivity
and the ability to respond to technological change in a national
and world market, which an adequate and appropriately skilled
work force makes possible. To the extent that the traditional
supply of new workers for skilled and technical jobs is decreasing
witness the shrinking high school population, for exampletrain-
in&aitd) hiring women for these jobs strengthens the economy.

women make more money than women in traditionally
female jobs, by and large. This means that they depend less on gov-
ernmental assistance for the working and nonworking poor. They
pay more in taxes. They spend more in local businesses. A woman
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who becomes financially secure by means of a kood NTO paycheck
helps herself and reduces our responsibility for her. And in these
days of shrinking resources, that is an attractive benefit indeed.

THE ROLE OF THE SEX EQUITY PROVISIONS

I have no doubt that these benefits occurred because of the exist-
ence of the sex equity provisions of the Vocational Education Act.
These provisions are responsible for the NTO programs I have been
describing in two ways: Focusing awareness on the need for NTO
and providing funds to meet it.

The provisions that focus awareness on the need for NTO have
been especially important. Traditional patterns of education and
employment tend to be perpetuated because of the power of the
status quo. Inertia carries everyone along, so they do today what
they did yesterday. NTO, however, means that people have to re-
think assumptions and ways of doing things. It tends not to happen
unless the law says yes, NTO means some changes, but the changes
are advantageous. In my work, I have found that the chief obstacle
to NTO progress is usually the enormous but often invisible power
of the status quo, not direct and principled opposition.

Section 120, "Authorization of Grants and Uses of Funds," is
therefore of great help in overcoming the status quo by pointing
out that funds are to be used for "women who are now in jobs
which have been traditionally considered jobs for females and who
wish to seek employment in job areas which have not been tradi-
tionally considered job areas for females . . ."

The second aspect of focusing awareness on the need for NTO is
the existence of a sex equity coordinator in each State. I have met
most of them over the past 2 years, anti they are doing an indis-
pensable job. In their role as teachers, resource identifiers, encour-
agers, network facilitators, and catalysts for school people in their
States, they have been the critical element in NTO progress. Be-
cause of the power of the status quo, sex equity coordinators are
able to provide the initial small push that is often needed to estab-
lish an NTO program in a school. They are an invaluable, impor-
tant, and extremely cost-effective group.

Awareness is essential, but money is important, too. Most of the
54 school-based NTO programs we interviewed 2 years ago told us
they were funded with Federal vocational education money, and
many specifically identified "grants to overcome sex bias in the Vo-
cational Education Act." Certainly, our five field test NTO pro-
grams would not be in operation today without having been started
with this money. -Across the country, small grants are being used
as levers to fund components of NTO programs that would not
exist otherwise. RFP's for NTO are being written and responded to
across the country because the money is available for this purpose
and because the sex equity coordinators are there to insure that it
is used this way. In a number of States, vocational education
money is being reinforced by CETA funds to implement NTO pro-
grams; our field test site in Altoona, Pa. was one of these.

I believe the sex equity provisions of the 1976 Vocational Educa-
tion Act are directly responsible for most of the progress on the
NTO front that has been made in vocational education in the last 5
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years. They have enabled thousands of women to become economi-
cally self-sufficient, many for the first time in their lives.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REAUTHORIZATION

My overall recommendation is to retain the sex equity provisions
in the reauthorized Vocational Education Act. Sex equity in gener-
al, and NTO in particular, rarely happen by themselves. They need
the kind of push that the provisions give to help women, educators,
and employers realize that NTO, while unfamiliar and new to
many, nevertheless brings them substantial benefits.

I recommend that you retain the set-aside for full-time sex equity
coordinators in each State, and continue to mandate their func-
tions. Because I believe that the chief obstacle to NTO progress is
the force of the status quo, it is essential to have personnel in place
whose job it is to point out the advantages of change and to provide
the funds needed to accomplish it. The sex equity coordinators are
the most effective mechanism we have to effect this kind of change,
and they cannot do it without adequate support from you in Wash-
ington.

Finally, I suggest that you increase if possible, or at a minimum
maintain, the funds reserve for sex equity functions, including sex
equity coordinators and grants to States to reduce sex bias, sex ste-
reotyping, and sex discrimination in vocational education. I hope I
have been clear in pointing out that nontraditional occupations for
women is economically a smart thing to do. To the extent that we
can provide more funds to encourage NTO programs and to train
women in NTO jobs, we will be contributing to higher productivity
for the technology-related and industrial segments of our economy,
supporting Government through taxes paid from higher NTO in-
comes, and reserving public assistance funds for those who cannot
manage without Government help. I think it is a very good return
on our investment.

Thank you very much.
[Material submitted by Jo Shuchat follows:)

THE WOMEN'S OUTREACH Nodal'
Summary of ,nterviews conducted with the coordinators of nontraditional occupa-

tions NTO programs for women. November 1979-February 1980 Programs were
found in all states but one

SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS

Number

63

Pel [en' .1
lo, t,

%amid organizations 5.80
tducation institutions'

54 3? 5
Onions 20 1? 0
Business and industry 11 7 g
Government all ievets

13 18
Joint industry and union

2 1 2

WO vocational education' and union
1 O

total 16b ' 999
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FUNDING SOURCES

Seek source Partial source

Nun* Percem Pt
166

Monte Percent d
166

C E T A .. . 70 42 2 19 1 1 4

Vocational education' 27 16 2 16 9 6
001. 17 102 1 6

Intstry 10 60 5 30
Union . 3 18 3 18
Gemmed, Federal 1 6

Commuted, State 6 36 1 6

Garment, pasty . 2 12 1 6

Goiarivreit, local 2 12 2 12
foundato 4 2 4
College 1 6 1 6

Other 1 6 2 12

Total 140 843

fkibk postsecomiary educabonai inshtubons offering wcabonal programs it Me stabs:cal/mute level

FUNDING OF NTO PROGRAMS AT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Number
Percent

Vocational education funds only 26 481
CETA funds only 12 22 2

Joint vocational education and CETA funds 7 13 0
Joint vocational education and other funds 3 56
Other nonvocabonal education funds 6 111

Total 54 100 0

APPENDIX A DESCRIPTION OE THE FIELD TEST NTO PROGRAMS

Altoona Area Vocational. Technical School, 1500 4th Avenue, Altoona, Pennsylvania
1660.1 . 814/946-8455, Robert Walker, Site Director, Edith Walker, Administrative
Director

This school provides vocational education to high school students and adults
Altoona's was the only field test program to be supported by CETA funds, and it
began a little earlier and ended a little later than our formal field test. Staff consist-
ed of the elite director, five Instructors for the exploratory phase, and one counselor
One hundred women were screened, 60 were selected for training, 44 completed the
program, and 18 were placed in NTO jobs within 3 months in an area with a 12
percent unemployment rate. Stipends were paid to trainees. Personal counseling
was provided throughout the program.

Phase I. 5 weeks: The exploratory period, with women spending a week in the
shops and labs of each of five broad occupational clusters

Phase II, 1 month: Occupational counseling, refresher math, blueprint reading,
physical fitness, and women s Issues.

Phase III. 4 months Intensive training in each woman's chosen occupational area,
with continued occupational and personal counseling.

Phase IV. 2 weeks. Observation and participation in local industry.
Phase V. 3112 months: Intensive occupational training, followed by placement
the CETA prime sponsor 6'is refunded the program for another cycle The Altoo-

na Women's Outreach Project has been selected by the State of Pennsylvania and
the Region III Office of the U.S. Department of Education as the best in their re-
spective areas to prepare women for nontraditional employment the program is one
of three nationally nominated for the U.S. Secretary of Education Award of Recog-

356
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nition as an exemplary vocational program, the only women's program to be nomi-
nated.

Broward Comnaznay College, 225 Ea..' Las Olas Boulevard, Pc,rt Lauderdale, Florida
jJJ01, J05/475-6500. Leslie Delman, Site Director

This school has thre campuses and a fourth administrpf:ve building located
throughout the county, making logistics for the schoolwide NTO program a chal-
lenge. The program concentrated on enrolling women in electronics, computers, en-
gineering, aviation, and transportation, since these were identified as male-intensive
and leading to high-demand jobs as determined by a preliminary job market survey
conducted by the site director.

One focus of the program was on-campus enrollment. The site director used pub-
licity aggressively: newspaper, radio, television, and frequent speaking engagements.
She organized a five-part career exploration workshop, where four sessions were
conducted by Instructors and role models in the evening's occupational area, and
the fifth was on women's issues in relation to nontraditional employment. Over 150
women signed up for the non-credit course, making it the most popular ever spon-
sored by BC's Women's Centers Using these methods and extensive individual coun-
seling by the site director, 160 women enrolled in NTO training. Support services on
math anxiety, stress, and assertiveness were available through the Women's Cen-
ters. The site director worked with Instructors individually to create awareness of
women's instructional needs The NTO program's now integrated into the Women's
Center services on each of the campuses.

The other focus was arranging upgrading courses with local employers for current
employees in low-level jobs, most of whom were women. Targeting companies with a
shortage of skilled technical workers, the site director organized company -paid elec-
troni. s and data processing courses with four employers. The courses were taught
by BCC instructors at the companies In doing so, she pioneered an Innovation:
bringing the registration process to the company rather than the more traditional
method of bringing the students to the registration office Sixty women enrolled in
these upgrading courses

Northern Essex Community College, 100 Elliott Street, Haverhill, Massachusetts
018,10, 8174174-0721, Mary Jane Gillespie. Site Director

Much of the effort of this field test program was directed toward increasing
women's awareness of nontraditional occupation options, with a focus on careers in
electronics and computers to meet the labor needs of the numerous high technology
companies in the area The site director organized panels of role models, industry
tours, open house event:), and an eight-session non-credit course on technical careers
and technical wnting Much use was made of print media, including newspapers
and an illustrated newsletter written by the site director The NTO programs en-
rolled 39 women in electronics and computer occupational programs.

The site director conducted an informational workshop for faculty and staff early
in the field test, and out of this workshop came the impetus for an on-campus co-
ordinating commitms, chaired by the sits director, with counselors, instructors, and
administrators as members Meeting be weekly, the committee identified math as
one area greatly in need of attention. This committee enabled a cross-section of fac-
ulty and staff from different areas in the college to meet regularly to discuss prob-
lems and to brainstorm solutions, workshop topics, funding sources, and resources
Trident Technical College, P.O. Box 10267. Charleston. South Carolina 29411, 80,1/

572-6111, Susan Duchon, Site Director
The only field test site to have a previous NTO program, Trident Tech focused on

black women, since they had not been successfully reached before. Early on, the site
director identified a lack of tr-. "sportation as a major barrier Most or the women
lived in downtown Charleston or in outlying rural areas, while the NTO programs
were located at a campus several miles away Few women had cars, and public
transportation was inadequate. Past attempts had been made to remedy the situa-
tion, but the problem seemed insurmountable. The site director repeatedly raised
he issue with upper-level administrators ana gathered support from other staff

members. With the commitment of the school's president, the transportation prob-
lem has now been solved by means of a shuttle bus.

Another major problem was that women, frequemlv "bottlenecked" in develop-
mental studies courses, rarely considered NTO as an option Some of the traditional-
ly female programs they were preparing for had stringent entry requirements and
others had a limited number of openings The site director eased the problem by
improving communication and coordination between the downtown campus develop-
mental studies program and NTO instructors at the North campus
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The program concentrated on in-house recruiting, using presentations to develop-
mental studies classes, a widely publicized Technology Discovery Week, role model
panels, and hands-on tryouts Additioney, an active support group was set up for
the potential and enroted NTO women

Thirty-one !-..lark ..omen enrolled in NTO training in Industrial and engineering
technology, an increase of 86 percent over the previous year.
Waukesha County Technical Instit, :e, 800 !Main Street, Pewaukee, Wisconsin 5,1072,

414/548-5578. Judy A. Trombley, Stte Director
The Women's Development Center at this school had been focusing on NTO for

several years before the field test program began, but staff members were not satis-
fied with the results. "Think Non-Traditional" (TNT) targeted occupations which
the site director had identified as labor-short in her labor market survey at the be-
ginning of the program. The program. featured several series of exploratory work-
shops, which included role model panels, hands-on tryouts, and Industry tours. Reg-
istration for the non-credit course was limited to 22 to ensure a close, supportive
atmosphere for the women. At the conclusion of the series, the site director held
individual exit interviews to provide occupational counseling and arrange for
needed support services

Extensive support services were provided: a support group, counseling, workshops,
and improved coordination with the developmental studies department. A notable
aspect of this program was the full participation and cooperation of Instructors, aca-
demic and occupational counselors, and other staff, which the site director achieved
informally through frequent meetings end coversations.

Thirty-two women, out of the 85 who the TNT courses, enrolled in drafting,
electronics, office equipment repair, and appliance servicing. Four other women
were placed in NTO jobs, and two others were accepted for apprenticeships.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much fo. an excellent statement. I
want to make that same comment to each and every one of you. I
think we have had some very fine papers and statements submitted
today. I don't think you went through an official coordination of
your statements before you gave them for the recordyou nod
your heads in the negativeand yet I think in many instances
they complemented one another and reinforced positions made by
various members of the panel.

As I mentioned a moment ago perhaps some of you have some
questions or reaction to your colleagues on the panel and if you
wish to proceed with some of those at this time I would be recep-
tive to listening to them.

Please, for my benefit and for our recorder, would you identify
yourselves for our record.

Ms. SCHINK. I would like to amplify one of her comments that
had to do with using the $50,000 set-aside as a springboard for
other program activities. In Pennsylvania this has been our experi-
ence, that when the $50,000 set-aside was used for establishing the
office of sex equity, it allowed them to then, through imaginative
use of those funds, to expand the areas where they were operating
and to use that as a springboard for other kinds of programs and to
expand the whole perception about sex equity. Actually, in Penn-
sylvania, outside of the vocational education, into the whole, entire
State board of education, into the goals of sex equity for education
as a whole so that it had an opportunity to more than adequately
use the money for vocational education by itself.

Mr. ERDAHL. Has anyone else a question or reaction?
Maybe some will come up as we go along. I will start off by

asking some rather general questions and then maybe ask some in-
dividuals some more specific ones.

I think all of you seem to emphasize that the Federal Govern-
ment is playing a key role in this whole area of sex equity, it has
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in the past and probably needs to in the future. This would seem to
counter the present administration-s stress on shifting this and
other programs into State block grants.

Do an_y of you care to comment on that?
Ms. WELLS. I guess one point I wanted to stress in my testimony

was that we feel that unless the Federal Government keeps up this
initiative that we will see a regression in the States. Even though
we felt the 1986 amendments were very strong law when we start-
ed out with implementation in 1977, we have seen that States
really have not utilized the funds that were available for sex equity
to a great extent.

The progress we have seen has occurred only in those areas
where the money was used and we found such things as the State
planning process, for example, it has not worked very well in those
States to get States to give local education agencies incentives to
encourage nontraditional enrollment. We just feel it is really criti-
cal to maintain that Federal role, to maintain Federal funding that
is specifically set wit J provide some of the kinds of services that
Jo Shuchat has described.

Generally by and large the money is just not being provided.
Less than 1 -percent of the Federal funds have been used for these
kinds of programs which are so incredibly effective where they are
implemented.

Ms. WATSON. At the secondary level, in South Carolina in partic-
ular, they have already cut the $30,000 that they have been setting
aside for sex bias activities. It took the vocational centers 3 years
to respond to these grants that were offered.

The sex equity coordinator finally got to the point where she had
all of the money applied for and used and then it was cut, so that
there is no more sex bias money at the secondary level in South
Carolina, and unfortunately in one particular rural county which
was doing a lot of good work, not only for students but in the com-
munity and for business and industry, using this money, they now
no longer have that incentive to perform that activity and it is
many sorely needed, not only at the secondary level 1-ut particular-
ly in the rural areas.

Mr. ERDAHL. If I could follow up on that. I think that Ms. Looney
shared with us that in the State of Georgia, and it evidently is not
peculiar to the South or peculiar to Georgia, they have not seemed
to be very responsive and my question would be: What activities
have you and others in this group that you might know of done as
far as contacting State education administrators, the Governor's of-
fices, State legislators, iris kind of thing? Maybe I could direct that
to you, Ms. Looney.

I assume if you have been here in Washington you have also
talked to your legislature in Georgia, or someone representing your
group.

Ms. LOONEY. Our strategy has changed over the 3 years. When I
first started I was working part time and realized that to try to in-
fluence systems in the State was very difficult, so what I tried to do
then was to influence the State department of education and try to
get them to enforce the provisions of the law.

One of the tactics we used was trying to get the Federal Govern-
ment to come in and say, "You need to do more." However, since
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the administrations have changed we have shifted our focus and
now have been going to local school systems talking with teachers,
administrators, employers and trying to do locally what we had
been doing before on a statewide level.

I do think you are right about the State legislature. If sex equity
is not a mandatory provision of the law, it does not really matter
what the State department of education wants to do and how sup-
portive they are of the issue, becaus' when it gets to the State leg-
islature they have never been supportive of women's issues, and
they would eliminate that very quickly.

Mr. ERDAHL. Any other comments?
Ms. SCHINK. Our experience at the State level has been quite dif-

ferent. Partly because Pennsylvania has had a longstanding very
forward notion on womens issues and sex equity, having been fully
ratified and implemented the equal rights amendment at the State
level. There has been a lot of momentum toward sex equity at the
State level.

I think we have to point out, and everyope else has said the
same thing in large measure, the success of sex equity programs is
the result of strong commitments on the part of individuals at
whatever level. That a strong commitment at the Federal level is
an incentive for States to also initiate activity at the State level
and that the States by themselves with a strong State level com-
mitment can then in fact translate that into positive motion within
the local school district.

The implementation efforts are still the responsibility of the
local school districts, but lacking a positive commitment from Fed-
eral and State legislative bodies, it is very difficult for local school
districts to develop materials and programs and initiatives on their
own.

Mr. ERDAHL. Has anyone else a reaction to that?
Let me explore another area for some response: Programs.
We have had several hearings dealing with this same area. It

came up yesterday and again today. It seems to me one of the voids
or areas in which much more has to be done is in the area of coun-
seling and guidance. It seems like people are not aware of opportu-
nities and options that are there.

If I could pick any one areaI am not trying to pick on some
people in this panel or in the audience who might be involved spe-
cifically in vocational counseling or guidancebut this seems to be
the area in which we have fallen down, frankly. Do any of you
wish to comment on that area or need, or disagree with me if you
wish?

Ms. WATSON. In all the discussions I have had with students,
teachers, at the academic high schools and in business and indus-
try, I feel very sorry for guidance counselors because they are
really being dumped on. Everybody says the guidance counselors
are not doing the job and I think the problem is they have not only
one job to do.

Students are not seeing guidance counselors for career counsel-
ing unless they take the initiative to go into a counselor and say; "I
need to discuss with you what my career is going to be like."

I think that is a very important thing that has to happen. Busi-
ness and industry agrees with it, teachers agree with it. Everybody
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dumps on the guidance counselors but nobody suggests how those
people who are wearing several different hats are going to meet
that need, particularly on an individual level.

Mr. ERDAHL. In other words, you are saying maybe it is the par-
ents, maybe it is business and industry themselves trying to get
more linkage between jobs and training; maybe it is the other
classroom teachers. Maybe we have to look at the junior high and
the grade school levelsstaff at these levels should be directing the
students to the guidance people.

Ms. WATSON. The young women particularly in rural areas, eco-
nomically disadvantaged, do not have for the most part role
models. Their parentsthey aspire pretty much to what their par-
ents are doing. Their parents are working in factories.

When I would ask most of the students I asked what kind of job
they wanted to have, I would have to ask them to think about a job
they would dream about. Not one that they knew they might be
able to do, so they are not getting any information from anywhere
about what is available and what industry needs and industryone
industrial person told me he felt the guidance counselors in his
particular school district were totally incompetent, that they were
retired military people who had no business being guidance coun-
selors, and these kids were just not getting what they needed.

They do not even know what higher technology and industry will
look like 5 years down the road. They have no notion of it at all,
and it has to be provided somewhere, or else we will continue going
along at the same rate.

Mi. ERDA1TL. I think we are all aware that our young people,
children, students, often rise to the level of our expectancy.

Ms. SHUCHAT. I would like to respond from the point of view of
the adult student which was the population I was working with.
There is no doubt about the fact that guidance and counseling is
critical. Again, I come back to my notion of the status quo. If you
do not mess around with the status quo, you get the same results
you always got. That really is another way of saying guidance and
counseling.

There must be someone whose job it is to say to students, "There
is another class of occupations that you have never thought of, and
there are their advantages and their disadvantages, and there is
what they involve."

That really is the job of the guidance counselor, or very often we
find in NTO programs, that is very often the job of the NAO coor-
dinator, because guidance counselors do not have that information,
or do not give it to women. Once women have this information,
they can then act on it as I have been describing to you, but the
guidance and counseling function is critical.

I honestly care much less about who does it, whether it be a
formal guidance counselor, than that it get done.

Ms. SCHINK. I think one of the things, too, is that there is a vast
difference between our traditional perception of the role of the
guidance counselor, and this whole emerging area that we are talk-
ing about that really is career awareness. That those two are not
necessarily one and the same, and that this career awareness
seems to be the real void in the education of many young people,

c,
1-) 1.
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not just girls, but the acute lack of experience and knowledge for
young women and girls is particularly acute.

It appeared in our local school districts, those that we were moni-
toring, that requirement for giving that information at a younger
and younger age seems to be consistent across the board.

That sometimes by waiting until the children are in high school,
that it is too late, that they may have closed off math and physics
options for themselves, that they should be made aware of that at a
younger age.

Mr. ERDAHL. This came up in a hearing we had here yesterday,
and I have thought of the same thing, that maybe through fami-
lies, parents, our society, people are stereotyped I think at a very
ycung age. I think it starts frankly before they get to school, where
certain things are passed on.

Another question I have: Is business and industry receptive to
placing women in jobs which traditionally have been characterized
as "men's jobs"?

Ms. SHUCHAT. I think you have to watch out for generalizations.
I am going to make some. Do not take me literally in every partic-
ular.

What we have found is that by and large the pattern is the more
macho the occupation, the tougher it is for women and the more
they are resisted. So when you talk about the skill trades for exam-
ple that have a very clubby kind of atmosphere among the men
with a strong feeling of brotherhood and history that goes way
back and one that requires a great deal of physicalwell, none
these days require an enormous amount of physical strength be-
cause of technology change, but more strength than others, that is
when you tend to get acceptance problems from employers and
from coworkers.

I would like to emphasize, not always, that does not happen to
all women, it certainly is not true of all employers and all cowork-
ers. To the extent you can get into male-intensive occupations that
are -, macho, you have fewer problems. There is one of the very
gre..i. attractions of hi, 'L technology, now. They have less history,
they are newer, they are clean, they are easy, and there are fewer
sex associations.

Mr. ERDAHL. What you are saying is that it is probably easier for
a woman to get into a job involving a computer than laying con-
crete bhcks or something?

Ms. SHUCHAT. It tends by and large to be easier to get accepted
into the computer jobs. Of course in some areas of the country you
can make an awful lot more money laying concrete blocks.

Ms. LOONEY. One of the things we did when we talked with
people about the competitive education problems is, we asked the
instructors: Are empl,Jyers asking you for students of a particular
race or sex? And they said it still was happening sometimes, but
that it rarely happened and it was happening a lot less now than it
used to be.

What we found was that even though they were not requesting it
as often as they had 'a the past, teachers were still assuming that
they wanted it. For instance, in vocational office training, in the
business education class, the VOT teachers would assume they
wanted a white girl because that is always who had taken the class
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in the past, so it was not necessary for them to say, "Please send
me a white girl to be a receptionist

necessary
because they knew that is who

they would get.
When we asked employers if they still had jobs that only one sex

worked at, they still did in some instances. They saidsome of
them said they were willing to hire, you know, the other sex for
the jobs, and others were not. So some of it is still goinf, on, that
they are not willing to make the change.

And they use mainly the reason about weight. Like stock clerks.
A girl cannot be a stock clerk because she cannot lift heavy boxes.
They have not reached the point where they can realize that there
are individual girls and women who could lift boxes.

Ms. WAlsoN. What I have found particularly in middle and high
technology industry is that if a womanfor instance, the machine
shop I referred to in my testimony, I am sure all three of those fe-
males coming out of that machine shop with the reputation that
instructor has would be employed immediately.

As far as tool and die makers and really highly skilled workers,
industry seems to not care. They need these workers so badly that
they claim that they will hire women just as quickly as men. In
fact, one industrial employer insisted I tour his factory and pointed
out every single woman, and they were representing all levels of
technology in that particular industry.

Mr. ERDAHL. If I could follow up on a questionI will direct this
to you, M&- Watson, and to all of you as well, but you brought this
to my attention.

Given statistics which indicate that not very many women are
enrolled in traditional men's classes, and that not very many men
are enrolled in traditional women's classeshow can that be ex-
plained?

Ms. WATSON. Well, I think that the counseling thing is really one
of the key areas. The women do not know what machinists do.

The elders will tell you it is because women do not want to get
their hands dirty and I resent that explanation because I think
women have been getting their hands dirty for a long time.

I really beliew that these young womenthey know what cosme-
tologists do, they know what consumer and home planning means.
They do not krow what a lathe operator is. They do not even know
what a lathe looks like. And that type of technology is the technol-
ogy not only of the future, but pretty much of the here and now,
and they do not know what those kinds of jobs are, what the work
force is, what it means.

For that matter, those going into industrial sewing, a number of
them have never been in an industrial sewing factory either, but
their mothers work in a factory or their sister works in a factory.
someone in their family or there are factories in their neighbor-
hood, that that is what they aspire to. They have no real knowl-
edge and I am talking particularly about young women who are in
rural areas. In the urban areas, they are a little more sophisticat-
ed, but they do not lay the knowledge to get into those programs.

Mr. ERDAHL. I am not sure our goal should be that we should
have the traditional homemaker classes being 50-percent male, 50-
percent female or the shop or the electrician class. I believe our
goal should be to provide a complete and open option for the indi-
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vidual with the best information to make a choice for him or her-
self.

It seems the thing is to allow a choice. We might have people
who are female, black or poor or are living in a certain area that
would not have those options, do not have those choices. Then we
think for that person there is not equity, there is not freedom.
Maybe that sounds overly idealistic, but I think that should be the
goal.

If the person wishes to be a homemaker or wishes to be a secre-
tary, wonderful, well and good. But if she wishes to be a welder, or
a bricklayer or an airline pilot, she should have the option, if she
has ability to do these things, to pursue that goal.

Ms. WATSON. If I may respond, I do not think we can make judg-
ments about a young girl's decision to work in a factory. I think
that is her choice and I do not mean to be derogatory about that.

Mr. ERDAHL. I did not take it that way at all.
Ms. WATSON. She is choosing that because she does it out of igno-

rance, out of not knowing what else is available to her, and that is
where the difficulty comes in. They should make the decision to be
a factory worker, knowing what other options are available to
them.

Mr. ERDAHL. Anybody else? Yes, go ahead.
Ms. Scumx. I think we would all_agree that the goal of equity

achieved by choice of each individual student is an admirable goal.
But I think that through our research project, working with State
and local groups, that we have found that without active recruit-
ment, active programs to make the economic consequences of these
choices plain to young women, that this equity option is not going
to be exercised.

Mr. ERDAHL. Yes, go ahead, Ms. Shuchat.
Ms. SHUCHAT. If I could respond to that very quickly. You are

right about the goal being free choice and E good option. I would
maintain, however, that if you are ignorant about one-half of the
possibilities, you cannot be considered to choose freely. And it is
not just ignorance that we are concerned about.

Janet brought up the issue of transportation, which we have run
into very often; the issue of child care; the issue of enough money
to go to school.

If a woman is sexually harassed out of a classroom because she is
a woman, that cannot be considered a free choice. It is as if we
were saying in some of these cases, we are going to have a race,
and we are going to pick the marathon winner against the neigh-
borhood jogger, and it will be an absolute fair race. We may as well
not kid ourselves.

Mr. ERDAHL. I don't disagree with you at all. I think that is the
key point that we should be aware of That we should try to
remove these barriers, so people actually do have a full range of
choices. Obviously, if a woman does not, is not aware of options she
might have, or if because of stereotypes, because of lack of funds,
like you said, harassment, inability to leave the children to get to
training or a job, certainly this person does not have the same
access.

So I think that is a very important one

4 1 L' !J ti t
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Ms. Wells, you stressed in your qtatement.something that I think
was touched on by everybodythis whole area of feminine poverty.
As we look at poverty in our country, and I think your statistics
and emphasis underscored it well, much of this poverty is either
centered in women that might be single heads of households, and
in their children.

I think you made this pointI don't have your opening state-
ment in front of me now, but many of the poor children in this
country are members of a family headed by a woman.

Ms. WELLS. 1 think some 10 million children, in fact. A very sub-
stantial number.

Mr. ERDAHL. It was startling to me. This the figure I recall. It
was very startling to think of it, given the population in this
country.

Ms. WELLS. We had some data in my statement that I don't think
I read. But almost one female-headed family in three in this coun-
try is in poverty. The median income in 1977 of families that were
headed by single mothers was only $340 above the poverty level.
That was the median income.

It was even lower for black and Hispanic female heads of house-
holds. The National Advisory Council on E:onomic Opportunity,
which was one of the groups which really had published a number
of things about the feminization of poverty, had pointed out that
the decline of poverty in the past decade in the United States has
been almost entirely among men and male-headed households.

Women, in fact, have become increasingly poor. They found the
gap was even wider among young men and women than among
older persons.

Mr. ERDAHL. I don't mean to make it sound trite or cynical, but
it seems to me that the main problem that poor people have is that
they don't have enough money. We talk about all of the other prob-
lems that most of us with secure, well-paying jobs aren't even
aware of nor can fully understand.

It seems to me that the Government cannot ignore the money
issue. In the present situation today, the rest of society cannot
ignore, the business and industrial world cannot ignore, the need
for vocational assistance, including the more traditional academic
education, which prepare people for opportunities. Because I think
vocational assistance may lead to a job which in turn would permit
a person to buy a car. Such a person would not have transportation
problems.

A lot of things open up. Certainly, one of the questions that
opens the door to more adequate funds to take care of yourself and
your family is through preparation, training for a job that pays
better.

I think that, again, Ms. Shuchat, you have stressed that area.
Ms. SHUCHAT. Yes.
Mr. ERDAHL. And this whole idea of nontraditional occupations,

their main attraction is not necessarily becauses they are often a
more exciting or more fulfilling, but rather, I think you said that
they pay better.

Ms. SHUCHAT. It could not be simpler.
Ms. WELLS. I think in the CETA program and in the youth pro-

grams we have made a start at dealing with the question of youth
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unemployment. Those. programs, of course, have been cut back
now. That is very unfortunate. But I don't think we have made
such a good start on dealing with the problems of women.

Our CETA programs, Job Corps, I think women still constitute
only about a third of the participants in Job Corps. We haven't
made a very good start at recognizing that women are poor for dif-
ferent reasons than men. That you have to provide child care, you
have to look at the transportation problem, which is more acute for
women.

You have to recognize that sex discrimination is a major problem
that they are going to come up against, and provide them with sup-
portive counseling and job placement services to help them over-
come that.

We really have to think about these differences and institute
them into the system. We feel that the Federal Government can
help in doing this by putting out earmarked funds saying for the
State to, you know, money that can only be spent to deal with
some of these problems that are not being adequately met, by and
large, in most of the States.

Mr. ERDAHL. Does anyone else have something to add before we
adjourn our meeting today? I think another thing that you have
emphasized, and I guess I am repeating it, is as we look at the Fed-
eral Government's participation in this whole process, dollar-wise
as very insignificant when the whole budget is considered.

But it seems to me that the Federal funds are important and
that we don't back off of this commitment, because here we have
seen a system that works.

I think all of you have told us today and have told my colleagues
and me similar things in past meetings, that as the Federal Gov-
ernment has given the emphasis, the incentive, some funding, the
States have responded. Where it hasn't existed, we have had at
least in some cases, not in ail, a rather discouraging lack of re-
sponse.

Again, to emphasize what may be one or several of you said, it
seems like these Federal dollars have been invested in cost-effec-
tive programs. That is the big business word around here today, if
we get something back for what we spend. We spend, of course, bil-
lions of dollars in the Federal Government.

But I think of the money we spend, if we spend some of it wisely
on education, it represents the best investment society can make. It
is a humanitarian investment, enabling people to live fuller lives
with self-respect and satisfaction.

But also, I think it is an investment that over the long pull pays
financial dividends, taxes, and all the rest. I think some of you
have stressed that today. So I want to thank all of you, each one of
you, for I think what was excellent testimony today.

And I will try to do everything I can to see that my colleagues
and their staffs are aware of what you have shared with us today,
and the meeting stands adjourned. Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)
[Material st!bm'tted for the record follows:]

)( ,
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U S DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR LEGISLATION AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC. January 71, 1982

Hon CARL D PERKINS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education,

Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your request that the Department of

Education submit a statement for the record regarding sex equity and vocational
education, the subject of your subcommittee hearings on December 16 and 17, 1981

The Department is pleased to comply with your request. Enclosed is the state-
ment of Dr Robert L Worthington, Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult
Education, in addition to appendixes detailing (1) stereotyping provisions; (2) pro-
grams of national significance, and 131 State summaries

If the Office of Legislation and Public Affairs can be of further assistance, please
let me know

Sincerely,
ANNE GRAHAM,
Assistant Secretary.

Legislation and Public Affairs
Enclosure

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF ROBERT M WORTHINGTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to submit, for the
record, this written statement on sex equity and vocational education

In coming to recognize the inequities inherent in sex discrimination, the Federal
Government, States and localities have worked hardand progressed significantly
in the last decadetoward eliminating or reversing the effects of sex discrimination
from the schools

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SEX EQUITY OBJECTIVES

Vocational education is the link between school and the world of work Sex equity
initiatives are a relatively new aspect of vocational education. As a result of societal
concerns independent efforts in this area had already begun in education, business
and industry

State sex equity coordinators, along with school adn inistrators and faculty, stu-
dents, parents, employees, and advocacy groups are working jointly to remove sex-
biased barriers and are promoting full participation of males and females in all vo-
cational education programs.

A study by the Sex Equity Coordinators and the Vocational Education Equity
Council (VEECI, a professional organization in the Administration Division of the
American Vocational Association, determined the sex equity objectives of vocational
education to be:

To promote institutional policies which encourage males and females to acquire
skills in nontraditional areas,

To provide outreach programs to recruit and counsel males and females to enter
nontraditional areas;

To provide programs for target groups such as displaced homemakers, single
heads of households, pregnant teenagers and older adults;

To provide staff development activities. such as workshops and conferences, so
that administrators, counselors and teachers can serve students in nontraditional
programs;

To provide retraining for vocational education staff so they can provide role
models in occupations nontraditional to their sex,

To provide resources, such as model programs, "non-sexist" curricula, non-biased
career counseling techniques and recruitment procedures targeted for Special
groups;

To provide increased communication and cooperation among educational agencies.
business, labor unions and community agencies,

To increase the awareness of educators and the community of the opportunities
offered by vocational education
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. POPULATION TO BE SERVED

Sex equity efforts in vocational education expanded as the composition of the
workforce changed to include more women Over the past decade, more women have
entered the workforce out of economic need, and more women are single heads of
households. About half of all women are in the paid labor force

Women accounted for more than 75 percent of the ,ncrease in the nation's labor
force from 1980-81 This increase of female employees was 1 1 million according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics About 60 percent were single, widowed, separated,
divorced, or married to husbands whose earnings were less than $10,000 a year in
1979. In 1979, women who worked year-round, on a full-time basis, contributed 38
percent to their family income.

As female entry into the workforce has expanded, some groups are concerned
about what has been called "the feminization of poverty Today, 43 percent of fami-
lies in poverty (set at $8,414 per year for a family of four) are maintained by some
three million women Sixty percent of children who live in poor families are in fam-
ilies maintained by women Economic self-sufficiency for women and upward mobil-
ity depend on equal access under the law and improved opportunity to prepare for
higher paying jobs

In addition, changes in the traditional household have changed the needs of work-
ers The average American family is no longer the traditional nuclear family com-
posed of a working father. full-time homemaker mother and two children Only one
in seven families conforms to this profile. In six out of ten families, both husband
and wife work In the last decade, the number of households headed by women has
increased from one in ten to one in seven. Fifty-three percent of all mothers with
children under 18 years of age were in the labor force in 1978 Better child care
facilities, both at work and outside, have increased as women have gone to work.

In 1976 the Department of Labor estimated that there were four million displaced
homemakers in the country Displaced homemakers are persons who must seek em-
ployment because their marriages terminated through widowhood, separation or di-
vorce To facilitate their transition to the work force, vocational education programs
in every State provide job readiness programs, job development programs regarding
opportunities in the labor market, and placement services for graduates of programs
for displaced homemakers and single heads of households

LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

The Vocational Education Act as amended by the Education Amendments of 1976
(P L 94-482) marks the first time that Federal vocational education legislation has
specifically addressed equal access for women and girls to all vocational education
programs and job training

One of the stated purposes in the 1976 Amendments is "to overcome sex discrimi-
nation and sex stereotyping in vocational education programs" Five major adminis-
trative requirements of State vocational programs directly relate to this purpose
They include (1) designating full-time personnel to provide State leadership that
will eliminate sex bias and discrimination in vocational education programs; (2) rep-
resenting women's concerns on the State advisory councils for vocational education,
(3) indluding in State five-year plans for vocational education the policies and proce-
dures the State will use to eradicate sex discrimination in all State and local voca-
tional programs; (4) reviewing annual program plans and accountability reports for
compliance with State policies regarding eradication of sex discrimination; and i50
evaluating vocational education programs for service to women

Major sex discrimination, sex bias, and sex stereotyping provisions of the 1976
Amendments and definitions of the terms are attached in Appendix A

EXPENDITURES

(A I State admintsterrar
The Vocational Education Act as amended in I976 authorizes States to spend Fed-

eral funds for actions necessary to ensure euual access and attempts to integrate
efforts to promote sex equity Into eery aspe t of the vocational education system
Some expenditure information follows,

j t,
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BUDGETFEDERAL APPROPRIATIONS

In millionsj

Basic grants
1979 $474 8

1980 $562 3
1981 $518 1

Program improrement and support

services

1979 $112 3
1980 $124 8
1981 $93 3

Consumer and homemaking eduCa
bon

1979 $43 5
1980 $43 5
1981 $43 5

The $50,000 available to each State for sex equity coordinators is provided from this
budget category Additionally States must spend some funds from this basic grant for
displaced homemakers According to annual State program plans 55 States and
territories planned to spend S2 797 590 Federal funds and $990.356 State /local funds
in 1980

States have the option of using some of these program funds to overcome sex bias In

fiscal year 1981 35 States planned to spend 52339.986 of these rederal funds for
sex equity In 1979 El 3 million Federal and 5160,000 non-Federal funds were spent
on grants to reduce sex bias States must give priority to exemplary and innovative
protects designed to reduce sex role stereotyping

portion of these funds are used to promote and insure sex equitable practices in the
develP,,ient of curriculum materials, to make the programs more flexible and more
appealing to males as well as females

(B) Federal discrettonary
_Programs of National Significance provide Federal leadership for innovation in

vocational education that is targeted to national needs The Office of Vocational and
Adult Education has funded several projects of national significance which address
sex equity issues

In 1978 and 1979 four sex equity projects were funded for a total of $1 6 million
In 1980 one sex equity project was funded for $446,667, and in 1981 one project was
funded for $50,000 Appendix B provides details on these projects
iCt Support services

To help women get Involved and stay in nontraditional programs, States provide
"support services- to prepare them for employment in jobs traditionally limited to
men In fiscal year 1979 according to data from the National Center for Education
Statistics, a total of $887,092 was spent on support services fc- women 164 percent
Federal) This represents a tremendous growth in expenditures from fiscal year 1978
when $58o,496 was spent, of which only 12.8 percent was Federal Further evidence
of increased commitment to these support services is the number of States support-
ing such activities five in 1978, thirteen in 1979 Other initiatives adopted by States
include peer support services for women in nontraditional vocational education pro-
grams

Appendix C provides State summaries of the vocational education Sex Equity
Coordinators' activities promoting sex equity and providing special support services
for women

SEX EQUITY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

During the last five years, enrollme-ts in vocational education have been increas-
ing and chang,ng The following chart shows a three-year increase in female and
male enrollments in occupational areas that have been traditionally for one gender

PERCENT OF FEMALE AND MALE SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY ENROLLMENTS IN

NONTRADITIONAL PROGRAMS 1

Female

P,nprr 1.411 :3 ,v Ina,'

Agricultum 14 9 113 I9 4
Distribuhvi education 49 1 51 4 54 0
fx.rimicai 110 116 19 8
Trades and ndu,try 14 4 IS 4 11 5

Male

Consumer and homemakIng IA 4 19 8 11 )

3 0 ,
,., ,,
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PERCENT OF FEMALE AND MALE SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY ENROLLMENTS IN

NONTRADITIONAL PROGRAMS 1Continued

Program 19/7 1978 1179

Occupational home economics 161 116 19 3
Off ice 24 6 24 4 210
Health 218 221 161

US Demmtmerst of Education Otto ot Vocational and Adult Education, and the National Center to Education Statistics

The following chart shows that vocational education staffing remains fairly tradi-
tional in specific programs:

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF PROFILES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS '

Program Female staff Male stall

Health 95 5 4 5
Home economics 881 113
Business and office 69 8 30 2
Distributive education 25 4 14 6
Agriculture 12 3 811
Trade and mistral 5 5 915
Technical occupations 4 5 95 5

1Rocalional tcrucitun &silty study the Amman Institute tor Research -il 1979 (stalling Profiles tor 1978)

The chart indicates that one gender dominates the fields of Agriculture, Technical
Occupations, Trade and Industry, Home Economics and Health At the State level,
males dominate in all areas except Home Ecc nmics and Health At the district
level, 90 percent of directors of vocational educi...ion and 59 percent of the counsel-
ors are male.

SUMMARY

An increase in female enrollment in training for non-traditional occupations has
been building at a steady pace over the past decade Females now represent 52 per-
cent of postsecondary vocational education students. The presence of these more
than two million women students reflect a growing phenomenonthe desire of a
majority of adult females to earn a living outside the home and to acquire positive
career skills.

Vocational education has provided an added opprotunity for both sexes to choose
freely an area of vocational training

APPENDIX A MAJOR SEX DISCRIMINATION/SEX BIAS/SEX STEREOTYPING PROVISIONS,
PUBLIC LAW 94-482

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1976

TITLE HVOCATIONAL EDUCATION

(References Verbatim from Legislation)

PART ASTATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

1. Sec. 101 (31; (20 U.S.C. 2301 1, 90 Stat. 2169
SEC 101. It is the purpose of this part to assist States in improlving planning in

the use of all resources available to them for vocational education and manpower
training by involving a wide range of agencies and individuals concerned with edu-
cation and training within the State in the development of the vocational education
plans. It is also the purpose of this part to authorize Federal grants to states to
assist them-

3*.. Ii1
0
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13) to develop and carry out such programs of vocational education wthIn
each State so as to overcome sex discrimination and sex stereotyping 11 voca-
tional education programs (including programs of homemaking), and thereby
furnish equal educational opportunities in vocational education to persons of
both sexes

Subpart 1General Provisions

STATE ADMINISTRATION

2 Sec 104(bX1), (A) through (b, and (2); (20 U.SC 2304.,) 90 Stat 2173
SEC 104. (bX1) Any State desiring to participate in the programs authorized by

this Act shall els'. ssgn such full-time personnel as may be necessary to assist the
State board in fuiL:ling the purposes of this Act by

(A) taking such action as may be necessary to create awareness of programs
and activities in vocational education that are designed to reduce sex stereotyp-
ine in all vocational education programs;

.131 gathering, analyzing, and disseminating data on the status of men and
women, students and employees in the vocational education programs of that
State;

(C) developinc, and supporting actions to correct any problems brought to the
attention of such personnel through activities carried out under clause (b) of
this sentence;

(D) reve ring the distribu; ion grants by the State board to assure that the
Interests a.id needs of women a. addressed in the projecta assisted under this
Act;

(E) reviewing all vocational education programs in the State for sex bias;
(F) monitoring the Implementation of laws prohibiting sex discrimination in

all hiring, firing, and promotion procedures within the State rAating to voca-
tional education,

(G) reviewing and submitting recommendations with respect to o:c
mg of sex stereotyping and sex bias in vocational education programs fir the
annual program plan and report;

(H) assisting local educational agencies and other interested parties in the
State in improving vocational education opportunities for women; and

(I) making readily available to the State board, the State and National Advi-
sory Councils on Vocational Education, the State Commission on the Status of
Women, the Commissioner and the genes A public, information, developed pur-
suant to this subsection

Sec 104(o)(2); (20 IT S C 2304.), 90 Stat 2173.
(2) From the funds appropriated to carry out subpart 2, each State shall reserve

4;50,000 in each fiscal year to carry out this subsection.

STATE AND LOCAL ADVISORY COUNCILS

3 Sec 195(a)(17). 120 U S C 2305, 29 U.S C 817.) 90 Stat 2174-2175
SEC 105. (a) Any State which desires to participate in programs under this Act for

any fiscal year shall establish a State advisory council, which shall be appointed b.;
the Governor or, in the case of States in which the members of the State board of
education are elected (Including election by the State legislature), by such board
Members of each State advisory council shall be appointed for terms of three years
except that (1) in the case of the members appointed for fiscal year 1978, one-third
of the membership shall be appointed for terms of one year each and one-third shall
be appointed for terms of two years each, P n d (2) appointments to fill vacancies
shall be for such terms as remain unexpired. Each State advisory council shah have
RS a majority of its members persons who are not educators or administrators in the
field of education and shall Include as members one or more individuals who

(17( are women with backgrounds and experiences in employment and train-
ing progra as and who are knowledgeable with respect to the special experi-
ences and lroblems of sex discrimination in job training and employment and
of sex stereotyping in vocational ediKaton, including women who are members
of minority groIps and who have, in addition to such backgrounds and experi-
ences. special knowledge of the problems of discrimination in job training and
employment against women who are members of such groups

FIVE-YEAR STATE PLANS

4 Sec 107(b)(4)(A) I, li, ill. I and II, and (B); (20 U.SC 2307 ), 90 Stat 21K-218i
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SEC 107 for The five-year State plans shall be submitted to the Commissioner by
the July 1st preceding the beginning of the first fiscal year for which such plan is to
take effect and shall

rinfe%) set forth policies and procedures which the State will follow so as to
assure equal access to socational education programs both women arm men in-
eluding-

11) a detailed description of such policies and procedures.
(lir actions to be taken to overcome se . discrimination and sex stereotyp-

ing in all State and local vocational education-programs, and
{Mr incentives, co be provided to eligible recipients so that such recipients

(11 encourt.:.,:e the enrollment of both women nnd men in nontradi-
tional courses of study, and

(Ili develop model programs to reduce sex stereotyping in all occupa-
tions

(Br set forth a prcgrani to assess and meet the needs of persons described in
section 120 tbMINLt which shall provide for tit special courses for such persons in
learning how to seek employment and nit placement services for such graduates
of vocational education programs and courses

ANNUAL PROGRAM PLANS AND ACCOt NT/kill:An REPORTS

5 Sec 10figbx1140 it, 120 U SC 2308 1,90 Stat 2152
SEC 1081b1 The annual program plan and accountability report shall he submit-

ted to the Commissioner by the July 1st preceding the begirning of the fiscal year
for which the plan is to be effective This plan and report shall contain

ill planning provisions which
IC} show the results of the

hit compliance of the State plan with the provisions contained in sec-
non 1074444A) concerning pros iding equal access to programs by both
men and women

gUIIMISSION OF PLANS. WITHHOLDING AND JUDICIAL REVIEW

Sec 109(13), 120 U SC 2309 r, 90 Stat 2153
Sc i 109 1131 in carrying out the provisions of this subsection, the Commissioner

shall not approve a State plan or annual program plan and report until he has re-
ceived assurances that the personnel assigned to review programs within the State
to assure equal access by both men and women under the provisions of section 104
hi have been afforded the opportunity to resiew the plan or program plan and

report

Subpart 2 -Basic Grant

AuTtioRizATtoN 01. (,RANTS AND USES OF FUNDS

7 Sec 12>> h Iris, tLii ,u,in,iv'2>>USC'2:130I,90Stat 2187-21fise'
Sin 120 (6111, Grants to States under this subpart may be used. in accordance

with five-year State plans and annual programs plans approved pursuant to section
109, for the following purposes

(Jr support services for women who enter programs designed to prepare indi-
kiduals for employment in Jobs which have been traditionally limited to men,
including counseling as to the nature of such programs and the difficulties
which may he encountered by women in such programs, and Job deselopment
and Job followup servues

vocational education for-
in persons who had solely been homemakers but who now, because of dis-

solution of marriage, must seek employment,
Iii' persons who are single heads of households and who lack adequate Job

(nil persons who are currently homemakers and part-time workers but
who wish to secure a full-time Job, and

rivi women who are now in Jobs %hall hake been traditionally considered
jobs for fe-males and who wish to seek employment in Job areas which hate
not been traditionally considered for Job areas for females, and men who
are now in Joh- Ouch base been traditionally considered Jobs for males and
who wish to seek employment in Job areas which hose not been traditional
I', considered job areas for males

f
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Subpart 3Program Improvement and Supportive Services

AUTHORIZATION OF GRANTS AND USES OF FUNDS

8. Sec. 130(bX6): (20 U S C. 2350 ), 90 Stat 2191
(b) Grants to States under this subpart may be used, in accordance with five-year

State Plans, and annual program plans approved pursuant to section 109, for the
following purposes:

(6) grants to overcome sex bias as described in section 136.

RESEARCH

Sic 131(aX2)(3); (20 U SC. 2351 ), 90 Stat. 2191-2192
SEC 131 (a) Funds available to the States under section 130(a) may be used for

support of State research coordination units and for contracts by those units pursu-
ant to comprehensive plans of program Improvement involving

(2) experimental, developmental, and pilot programs and projects designed to
test the effectiveness of research findings, including programs and projects to
overcome problems of sex bias and sex stereotyping;

(3) improved curriculum materials for presently funded programs in vocation-
al education and new curriculum materials for new and emerging job fields, in-
cluding a review and revision of any curricula developed under this section to
insure that such curricula do not reflect stereotypes based on sex, race, or na-
tional origin.

EXEMPLARY AND INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS

9 Sec 132(b); (20 U S.0 2352 I, 90 Stat 2193.
lb) Every contract made by a State for the purpose of funding exemplary and in-

novative projects shall give priority to programs and projects designed to reduce sex
stereotyping in vocational education and shall, to the extent consistent with the
number of students enrolled in nonprcfit private schools in the area to be served
whose educational needs are of the type which the program or project involved is to
meet, provide for the participation of such students; and such contract shall also
provide that the Federal funds will not be commingled with State or local funds.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

10 Sec 133(ax2); (20 U S C 2353 ), 90 Stat. 2193.
SEC 133. (a) Funds available to the States under section 130(a) may be used for

contracts for the support of curriculum development projects, including
(2) the development of curriculum and guidance and testing materials de-

signed to overcome sex bias in vocational education programs, and support serv-
ices designed to enable teachers to meet the needs of individuals enrolled in vo-
cational education programs traditionally limited to members of the opposite
Sex

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

11 See 134(a)(4,, 120 U SC .?354 ),90 Stat 2193-2194
SEC 134 (a) Not less than 20 per centum of the funds available to the States

under section 130(a) shall be used to support programs for vocational development
guidance and counseling programs and sec: ces which, subject to the provisions of
subsection (b), shall include

(4) vocational guidance and counseling training .esigned to acquaint guidance
counselors with (A) the changing work patterns of women, (B) ways of effective-
ly overcoming occupational sex stereotyping, and (C) ways of assisting girls and
women in selecting careers solely on their occupational needs'and interests, and
to develop improved career counseling materials which are free

VOCATION Al. EDUCATION PERSONNEL TRAINING

12 Sec 135(ar2), (20 U S C 2355 1,90 Stat 2194
Sr.c 133 (al Funds available to the States under section 130(a) may be used to

support programs or projects designed to improve the qualifications of persons serv-
ing or preparing to sere in vocational education programs, including teachers, ad-
ministrators, supervisors, and vocational guidance and counseling personnel, includ-
ing programs or projects-

3 7
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12) which provide in-service training for vocational education teachers and
other staff members, to improve the quality of instruction, supervision, and ad-
ministration of vocational education programs. and to overcome sex bias in vo-
cational education programs

GRANTS TO ASSIST IN OVERCOMING SEX BIAS

13 Sec. 136,120 U S.C. 2356.1, 90 Stat. 2195
SEC 136 Funds available to the States under section 130(a) may be used tr sup-

port activities which show promise of overcoming sex stereotyping and bias in voca-
tional education.

Subpart 5Consumer and Homemaking Education

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

14 Sec 150(s)(11), (E); 120 U SC. 2380 ), 90 Stat. 2196.
(IA Grants to States under this subpart may be used, in accordance with five-year

State plans and annual program plans approved pursuant to section 109, solely for
(1) educational programs in consumer and homemaking education consisting of in-
structional programs, services, and activities at all educational levels for the occupa-
tions of homemaking including but not limited to, consumer education, food and nu-
trition, family living and parenthood education, child development and guidance,
housing and home management (including resource management), and clothing and
textiles which-

113) encourage elimination of sex stereotyping in consumer and homemaking
education by promoting the development of curriculum materials which deal (i)
with increased numbers of women working outside the home, and increased
numbers of men assuming homemaking responsibilities and the changing
career patterns for women and men and Oil with appropriate Federal and State
laws relating to equal opportunity in education and employment.

(El prepare males and females who have entered or are preparing to enter
the work of the home

PART BNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Subpart 1General Provisions

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION

15 Sec 162(aX6), (2G U S C 2392. 951 ), 90 Stat 2199
SEC. 162. (to The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, established

pursuant to section 104(a) of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, in effect prior to
the enactment of the Education Amendments of 1976, shall continue to exist during
the pertod for which approprations are authorized under this Act Individuals who
are members of the Council in the date of the enactment of this Act may continue
to serve for the Terms for which they were appointed Members appointed to succed
such individuals shall be appointed by the President for terms of three years. The
Canned shall consist of twenty-one members, each of whom shall be designated as
representing one of the ctegones set forth in the following sentence The National
Advisory Council shall Include individuals

(h) who are women with backgrounds and experiences in employment and
training programs. who are knowledgeable with respect to problems of sex dis-
crimination in job training and in employment, incli_ding women who are mem-
bers of minority groups and who have, in addition to such backgrounds and ex-
periences, special knowledge of the problems of discrimination in job training
and employment against women who are members of such groups

Appendix A --Definitions
The following definitions apply for the purposes of the Education Amendments.
Sex biasbehaviors restilting from the assumption that one sex is supericr to an-

other
Sex stereotypingattributing behaviors. abil,tris, interests, value', and roles to a

person or groups of persons on the basis of sex
Sex discriminationany action which limits or denies a person or group of per-

sons opportunities. privileges, -oles, or rewards on the basis of sex
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APPENDIX 13 -PRIXRAMS CIF NATIONAI SIGNIF WAN< E

P97s,Education Testing Service of Princeton, NJ received funding of $403,536
for a three-year project, 'Credential ling Women's Life Experiences," to disseminate
its products to sex equity and displaced homemaker program practitioners The two
publications, "Making Experience Count in Vocational Education," and "Making
Experience Count in Sex Equity Programs" were also disseminated through four
workshops held throughout the county and to the National Curriculum Coordina-
tion Centers They are also available through the Educational Resources Informa-
tion ('enter +ERIC)

"The Vocational Needs of Adult Women Offenders" was funded at $277X1 for 2
years One America, Inc of Washington, DC reviewed the vocativnal program for
women offenders within the State and community-based correctional systems and
identified and documented successful vocational training programs The project pro-
sided data on effectiveness of those programs which seek to provide for the econom-
ic re-entry of the women offender

1979 'Second Look" a two-year project to help displaced homemakers move over
from housework to paid work through vocational training was funded at $4$8,017
Erucation Development ('enter of Newton, Massachusetts, in collaboration with the
Wellesley College Center for Research of Women developed the following products

a Resource Guide for Vocational Educators and Planners, 2) a Manual for Voca-
tional Counselors, 3) TV Public Service Spots encouraging employers to hire and
train displaced homemakers, and I) TB Public Service Spots in English and Spanish
and a Leaflet informing displaced homemakers about opportunities available in
training arid employment

Technical Education Research ('enters of Cambridge. Massachusetts was funded
at $521,(191, to carry out The Women's Outreach Project Two publications are in the
process of being disseminated

I I) The Nuts and Bolts of NTO," a handbook for recruiting. training, support
services and placement of women in nontraditional occupations

.21 Time for a Change A Woman's Guide to Nontraditional Occupations," de.
scribes jobs and helps readers to decide whether nontraditional occupations are for
them

Schools. industry, CETA, unions, career counseling services, and government
agencies will use the handbook to establish an NTO program for women The Guide
can he used for homemakers and career changes. vocational educators, career coun-
selors, social set-vice providers, employers, union officials, CETA staff and continu-
ing education personnel

In 1'90 the following project of national significance was funded
1 "Sex Equity in Vocational Education Development of a Support Service

System," conducted by Far West Laboratory for Edue ational Research and Develop-
ment in association with the National Center for Research in Vocational Education
and the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges at a funding level
of $416,667

This project provided four products as follows
f 11 a directory 'Promising Programs for Sex-Fair Vocational Education," docu-

menting 17 promising approaches to sex-fair vocational education for target groups
such as displaced homemakers, single heads of households, unemployed youth

121 an annotated compilation, "Resources and References for Sex-Fair Vocational
Education," provides information on resources funded under the Vocational Educa-
tion Act through the State grant program as well materials identified through
sex equity information resources

Vocational Education The Role of Women and Men in the Reindustrializa-
tion of America." .1 summary of the proceedings of a conference held at the Nation-
al Center for Fit search in Vocational Education for the State Directors of Vocational
Education and the State Sex-Equity Coordinators from each State The conference
addressed the topic of vocational education's role in reindustrialization from six per-
pectiyes historical, economic, planning, evaluation, political, and business The
publication also consists of descriptions of the six technical assistance workshops of-
fered at the conference These summary descriptions are designed so that others
may replicate these workshops in their States

.1, Sex Equity Training Manualseight manuals o nicht,. users to yonduct work-
shops on mainstreaming sex equity techniques and program, in the following occu-
pational areas agriculture., business, trade and industrial. distributive. education
hone economics, health, industrial arts and technical edi Cation

In Pis; i project ,A as funded by the Office of Research and De% lopment of the
Department of I.,thca and the Office of Vocational and Adult Education jointb, at
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$50,000 and given to the National Academy of Sciences to review and assess
women's employment and related issues i..;ticularly with regard to job segregation
by sex The purpose of the project was also to make recommendations and stimulate
needed research into these issues, to make agencies aware and to influence their
policy with regard to job segregation

APPENDIX C

STATE SUMMARIES

Sex Equity Coordinators are providing technical assistance, resource materials
and incentives to motivate change Special projects and products are serving as
model programs to ensure that there will be equal access for both sexes to all voca-
tional programs and activities Each state has a different annual program of work
However, the state reports indicate similar sex equity activities, a familiar pattern
of changes in nontraditional program enrollment statistics; and indication of low
nontraditional program enrollment in the same programs in each state

Activities of Sex Equity Coordinators have continued to change since 1977 The
past two years show more "action" and less "creating awareness" of sex equity in
vocational education Coordinators are providing more technical assistance, data is
being carefully analyzed, programs that encourage nontraditional training and
those providing special services for displaced homemakers continue to promote
equal opportunities for students.

The following pages summarize the unique ways in which each of the states is
promoting sex equity in vocational education Included are. brief summaries by
state, state profiles of incentives, activity highlights; and enrollment data

This section of the position paper sketches a picture of ways in which the 1976
Vocational Education Amendments provided the vehicle for action to eliminate sex
bias, sex discrimination and sex stereotyping in vocational education programs and
activities

BRIEF SUMMARY BY STATE

Alabama provided funding for all eligible recipients of federal vocational educa-
tion dollars who submitted a proposal for an exploratory sex equity program Forty
percent of the recipients were identified as annual programs that encouraged non-
traditional enrollments

A statewide "talent bank" of local personnel has been set up in Alaska to assist
school districts in sex equity training The widespread geographic range and inclem-
ent winter weather demand a telephone and television communications network as
well as locally-trained vocational educators provide technical assistance on sex
equity

Arizona is media-product oriented and has produced films, slide-shows, manuals,
newsletters, and simulation games to be used by vocational educators, community
groups, and to share with other states The sex equity program is dependent on suc-
cessful community networking

There is recognition in Arkansas that teachers and administrators are meeting
the sex equity guidelines in P L 941-481:. but the real challenge lies in changing the
attitudes of administrators, teachers, parents, students and the business col -nunny
Priorities are directed at attitudinal change

The "World of Apprenticeship" is California's film series contribution to sex
equity with presentations on operating engineers, the culinary trades, carpenters
and the automotive trades California serves as a model state for developing cooper-
ative program-. with labor agencies and vocational education to recruit females into
nontraditional occupations They also have 600 trainers ready to conduct school-site
workshops

Business, community based organization-, and educational institutions are part of
a Colorado sex equity communications network Materials, purposes, needs and
other information are collected, analyzed and disseminated Critical issues for sex
equity planning began with gathering opinions of vocatmnal education personnel
and with a priority- establishing task force

Connecticut holds "Women's Technology Exploration Day" for the general public,
high school seniors, undergraduates with undeclared majors, and displaced home-
makers They work on math anxiety, listen to women working in technology, and
have hands-on tours in graphics, construction, manufacturing, power systems, voca-
tional technical education and industrial arts education Tnere is someone responsi-
ble for sex equity in every institution with vocational approval

1).7
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There is a 25-member state-wide sex equity task force in Delaware that has been
operating over 3 years They have helped develop workshops serving more than
5,000 persons College credit was offered to some Many junior high schools are
adopting mandated rotations of male and female students in homemaking and in-
dustrial arts programs

Cooperative vocational education is providing work experience in nontraditional
occupations for females in the District of Columbia The program is done in coopera-
tion with the C & T Telephone Company, Giant Focds Corporation, Washington
Naval Yard, and the DC Department of Transportation A Project with the Depart-
ment of Housing and Community Development and the District of Columbia Foun-
dation for Vocational Training helped four female carpentry trainees restore a
home damaged by fire

All model program projects funded in Florida through vocational education are
required to coordinate with other agencies working toward Increasing the numbers
of women in nontraditional occupations A Santa Fe Community College project was
recognized by CETA as one of 25 outstanding nontraditional programs in the nation

Each vocational area in Georgia provides an outlined summary of progress for sex
equity activities For instance, the home economics program goal was to encourage
male members in FHA All requests for proposals for curriculum development In-
clude instructions on addressing sex bias and sex stereotyping. Materials leaving the
curriculum center are labeled "non-biased "

Staff incentives for Hawaii's model programs and exemplary projects have been in
the form of college credits, stipends, release time, and special publicity for the pro-
ject During a five-year period, every high school in the state will have administra-
tors, instructors arid counselors participating in an equal goals in occupations work-
shop

Idaho provided mini-grants of less than $1,000 each to LEA's for projects and pro-
grams to overcome sex discrimination, and for those that address the needs of
women A self-evaluation checklist is used to ensure that sex equity concepts are
Included in the development and implementation of all program standards

There is a special program in Illinois to identify and develop techniques for stu-
dent recruitment that is fair in terms of sex, age, race and ethnic background A
cement mason's/laborer's apprentice training program is currently training 20
women for jobs as cement mason apprentices or construction laborers in Illinois

A sex equity component is included in every Indiana workshop and inservice
training activity sponsored by the state board. Agencies developing model programs
that reduce sex bias and sex stereotyping and those that encourage nontraditional
enrollments will be recognized at the annual vocational conference

All area schools in Iowa insure in writing that they have made an effort to pro-
vide catalogs, brochures and guidance activities that are free of sex-role stereotyping
and bias Certificates of recognition are awarded vocational student organizations
for developing and disseminating materials to increase the participation of both
males and females in nontraditional occupations

Kansas has a directory of nontraditional workers and a strategies handbook for
use with the directory There was a special project on employment barriers related
to sex fairness The 1981 annual program plan includes establishing pilot multi-pur-
pose centers for displaced homemakers and other special groups

Three major barriers to nontraditional vocational enrollments in KentucKy were
identified in a study done in 1979 There is indication that performance skills are
being compared between male and female students Students believe that nontradi-
tional enrollees are uncomfortahle in class Parents of nontraditional students felt
that certain vocational courses were more appropriate for one sex than the other

Sex equity materials from Lowsiarta were displayed and shared at the vocational
association conference, the association of educators conferences, and the state fair
Officers of vocational student organizations were part of the sex equity advisory
council

Maine provides sex equity mini-grants to correct identified problems A "resource
bank" lists individuals and organizations that are available to assist in promoting
sex equity concepts in local agencies Studies are supported that help improve non-
traditional enrollments Vocational agencies must suhmit a plan for nontraditional
recruitment by January 1981

Maryland has almost lo percent enrollment of women in postsecondary trade and
industrial programs The New Directions for Women- center for displaced home-
makers in Baltimore has provided services to over 4,000 women since 1976 The
center trains displaced homemakers to present :-ex equity workshops fur high school
students p.irt their comprehensive program

1
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An annual admissions update plan is required in selected secondary vocational
schools in Massachusetts Admissions procedures. practices and policies are de-
scribed on the basis of applications, acceptances. and enrollments by sex, special
needs, limited English speaking, and ethnic origin Nontraditional vocational stu-
dents produced four booklets to help others start nontraditional support groups

A Michigan study of the earnings gap between male and female graduates for
1977 and 1978 shows that men continue to earn higher salaries than women though
there are signs toward salary equalization in the health occupations Program im-
provnent grants for sex equity materials went to 480 secondary agencies and 29
corm- tnity colleges_

Local education agencies in Minnesota prepare "Five Year Sex Equity Plans of
Action" which are approved by the local school board. Technical assistance and a
handbook on developing action plans come from the sex equity coordinator Each
area vocational-technical institute has a sex equity committee

A state sex equity poster contest was held in Mississippi in 1980. The three win-
ners received cash prizes at a special awards ceremony The first place poster was
printed and disseminated to all state educational institutions. Many local districts
held their own contests

There were $100,000 worth of free public service announcements on vocational
education sex equity on Missouri television and radio stations Project priorities en-
couraged nontraditional enrollments, and included handbooks for recruiting females
into trade and industrial programs and males into health occupations. Twenty
LEA's will receive special funds for increasing nontraditional enrollments by 10
percent

Nontraditional and equal access to vocational programs was the subject of
Montana's Superintendent of Public Instruction's radio announcements Three-day
workshops were held for vocational instructors in five locations Travel reimburse-
ment, lodging and per diem were offered as incentives.

An evaluation instrument in Nebraska contains quality indicators designed to
identify potential obstacles to equal access A research project on males and females
in nontraditional occupations is looking at success, problems, positions, and salaries
of nontraditional workers Two projects have been funded to enhance minority
women's success in vocational training and employment

In-service training on sex equity was provided to all persons attending the Nevada
vocational conference There was a brochure and bulletin board project to encourage
males to enroll in home economics programs Another project encouraged 30 to 50
year olds to return to school and train in nontraditional programs

Teacher certification requirements in New Hampshire include competency in both
sex and race equity Dollars were made available to help train two female industrial
arts teachers. Proposal writers have received guidelines on how to prepare a sex-fair
proposal.

New Jersey was the first state to develop a directory of people in nontraditional
jobs Presentations on nontraditional careers and related in-service activities for
teachers traveled in a mobile van to various school sites. A special project was
funded to Improve the career aspirations of female Hispanic youth

A statewide senior essay contest was held in New Mexico on "How Sex Stereotyp-
ing Can Affect My Career Choice Prizes were a $50 savings bond and a commemo-
rative plaque A young mother's center provides support services for school-aged
parents who need to continue high school and to enter the work world

Special recognition has been given to New York sex equity documentaries in film
festivals Public service announcements have been aired 300,000 times A job net-
work information service announces administrative job openings and maintains a
pool of over 500 job applicants, resulting in a 100% increase in the number of
female educational administrators

The sex equity incentive system in North Carolina provides certificates of achieve-
ment and press coverage to LEA's showing nontraditional enrollment changes, staff
development programs, and local action plans CETA funds managed through the
Council on the Status of Women, helped train women bricklaying, carpentry,
heavy equipment operation and electrical wiring

There are regional sex equity activities in North Dakota that include equity work-
shops for vocational educators Each educator from the eight regions is required to
do an activity in his/her own school Mini - grants are offered to LEA's

Males and females are changing their thinking in Ohio as females have signifi-
cantly increased enrollments in 58 nontraditional programs and males have in-
creased enrollments in 32 nontraditional programs over a three-year period A pub-
lication on improving sex equity incareer education and vocational classrooms has
served as a self-help document for vocational personnel

.)
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There are three rural displaced homemaker programs in Oklahoma that are a co-
operative effort between the State Departments of Vocational-Technical Education,
Economic and Community Affairs, and the regional office of the Department of
Labor "Voc-Tech Encounters of the Nontraditional Kind" was the clever title of
area workshops

A phone-in education project in Oregon helps displaced homemakers, single par-
ents, part-time workers, and handicapped persons improve their job skills, particu-
larly business math and basic skills Another project seeks jobs with. private indus-
try for women who are economically disadvantaged, unemployed and underem-
ployed

Pennsylvania's program to coordinate sex equity efforts between vocational educa-
tion and CETA prime sponsors is unique The state board policy on sex equity en-
courages the involvement of parents and the community as well as sex-fair instruc-
tion and counseling

Sex equity materials are presented in Spanish in Puerto Rico where a top priority
is the recruitment, retention, and placement of women in nontraditional vocational
programs In agricultural production there has been a change from 05 females in
1977 to 152 females in 1979 and in child development and guidance from 36 males in
1977 to 101 in 1979.

There have been three statewide sex equity conferences in Rhode Island for edu-
cators, legislators, community-based agency personnel, and parents A separate non-
traditional options workshop was held for parents of ninth grade students. Over 350
women attended a job information fair sponsored jointly by the Associated General
Contractors and the Bureau of Vocational-Technical Education.

Prospective employers of nontraditional workers in South Carolina were consulted
for suggestions on how to effectively place women in the work force. An exploratory
program for females in welding includes on-site visitations of welding industries for
counselors, principals, district office staff, and welding teachers

South Dakota held a youth organization cartoon contest entitled, "Sex Equity in
Today's Life" The State Board staff works with the Board of Charities and Correc-
tions to provide apprenticeship or cooperative education work placement release op-
portunities, emphasizing nontraditional opportunities for inmates of the women's
correction facilities

More than 500 Tennessee vocational programs were reviewed in 1980 for progress
in sex equity Representation of women on vocational advisory committees was a
priority Curriculum materials were updated to be sex-fair in most programs

Three years ago, there were no female welding sti,dents in Texas. A special pro-
ject encouraged 85 women to enroll Twenty-five thousand sex-fair vocational pro-
gram brochures were printed and mailed to local independent school districts A
current thrust is to increase equal access and equal opportunity concepts to VOL.,
bonal guidance personnel

A four-year Utah program encourages vocational opportunities through equity in
21 education agencies Workshops for students and parents, sex-fair instructional ac-
tivities, employer tours, media production and development of an equity indicator
instrument are all part of the expanded careed selection project

Nontraditional careers are promoted in Vermont and a thrust has been made to
encourage the recruitment of nontraditional vocational teacher training Media cov-
erage of exceptional programs, commendation letters to school districts and award
certificates to teachers ar annual incentives

The Virginia vocational sex equity office provided funds for a workshop to pre-
pare home economics teachers to work with displaced homemakers Aviation ca-
reers were explored in a 12-week orientation and ground school program Partici-
pants completed the federal aviation administration examination Four college
scholarships were gven to students preparing to teach in a nontraditional program

Each community college in Washington has programs and services for displaced
homemakers and support services for women partially supported through federal
vocational funds A K-12 equity network meets bimonthly to discuss and share ma-
terials and information The sex equity resource library disseminates over 3,000 re-
quests annually

There are more than 10 percent females in all but ten of West Virginia's trade
and industrial programs Each LEA is required to submit an annual plan for re-
cruiting males and females into nontraditional programs Specific emphasis is on
the placement and follow-up of nontraditional program completers

The sex equity awareness for parents campaign in Wisconsin consisted of nontra-
ditional career brochures, radio announcements, posters and role models for parents
to encourage their children to consider nontraditional programs A vocational equity
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incentive system provides up to 15 points each fiscal year toward federal reimburse-
ment dollars to LEA's More than half of the eligible recipients participated

A study of the barriers to employment and vocational education services in Wyo-
ming as perceived by rural women was conducted in six counties. Emphasis on in-
service ti aining for state and university staff on sex equity materials and tech-
niques is a priority for 1980-1982 Special projects encouraged women to enter agri-
culture and co.istruction technology programs.

STATE PROFILES

Alabama
Grants were provided for model programs to reduce sex bias and sex-role stereo-

typing Among them was a handbook "Equity for Local Superintendents and Local
Directors of Vocational Education, Title XI Coordinators and Section 504 Coordina-
tors" Special programs supporting women in nontraditional roles attracted over 500
participants Displaced homemakers were a priority in the postsecondary schools
Cooperation between womei4s groups and CETA helped with services in job explora-
tion, job seeking, and job interviewing

The sex equity coordinator participated in on-site reviews and monitored the sex
equity plans in 127 annual applications. Special efforts were made to ensure equal
facilities and equipment for both sexes

Enrollments from 1977 to 1980 show an Increase of females in 7 Agriculture pro-
grams and Trade and Industrial programs. Male enrollments in nontraditional pro-
grams increased in Health Occupations and Home Economics. Distributive Educa-
tion is tending to equalize male/female enrollments thioughout the programs. En-
rollment data were distributed to local area personnel along with recommendations
for providing nontraditional training opportunities
Alaska

Sex equity self-evaluations were completed by all local school districts and techni-
cal assistance was provided to help efforts in reducing sex stereotyping in vocational
programs A statewide talent bank of administrators, counselors, and vocational
educators were trained to assist local districts in promoting sex equity

Follow-up surveys from local counselors and administrators identified problem
areas that needed attention This included the lack of women vocational education
instructors in nontraditional areas and recognition of a retention problem of males
and females enrolled in nontraditional courses

Enrollment data shows few students in nontraditional training and special efforts
are being made to improve enrollment patterns Data is distributed to the Stag
School Board, the State Advisory Board for Career and Vocational Education, the
State Commission on the Status of Women and the general public
Artrona

A citizen's task force on sex equity was formed at one community college and in-
cluded representatives from business and industry, education, and government
Television public awareness programs and numerous audio visual products helped
citizens accept men and women in nontraditional jobs

All the high schools in one county benefited from a project called "New Fron-
tiers," developed for teachers. parents and students. One phase of the project was a
summer institute for selected junior high school students to introduce them to a va-
riety of vocational curricula

Six displaced homemaker programs were funded to provide educational programs
to prepare displaced homemakers for seeking employment A statewide technical as-
sistance project provides assistance to educators working with displaced homemak-
ers Activities included a statewide conference on displaced homemakers, four
widely-distributed neusietters, and regional workshops
Arkansas

Career fairs are sponsored in schools to give students the opportunity to explore
nontraditional careers with nontraditional workers Students are recruited in junior
high to go into nontraditional programs in high school Exploratory courses are rec-
ommended and field trips are taken to observe iwatraditional employees on-the-job

Special committees review sex equity guidelines and monitor for sex equity ccm-
pliance Local advisory boards are utilized in recommending further action. Stu-
dents ar- encouraged to enter nontraditional competitive events in student organi-
zations Junior executive training programs that show equal number of males and
females have been developed Family living classes encourages males to learn house-
hold responsibilities
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Female enrollments have increased greatly in agriculture production, carpentry,
drafting, electronics, graphic arts, and distributive education Male enrollments
have a large increase in home economics, commercial art, quantity foods, typing,
nurse aide, and textile production and fabrication.
Calefornta

Community colleges have funds to develop plans to recruit, retain and place non-
traditional vocational students. Secondary districts have special projects to modify
one or more programs to achieve sex equity. Incentives are provided for model pro-
grams to increase nontraditional enrollments. All community colleges were required
to use 50 percent of their subpart 3 allocation for sex equity in 1980-81.

"The World of Apprenticeship" is a series of four slide/tape programs that show
nontraditional roles in construction, operating engineering, culinary art, and the
auto mechanics. Labor unions are playing a major role in developing this series. The
materials have been made available for use throughout the country "Jack and Jill
of all Trades" is a project that developed recruitment posters and brochures for
each vocational program area

Linkages between the Department of Labor agencies and the Department of Edu-
cation agencies have resulted from the Sex Equity Coordinator's efforts. The Coordi-
nator is a member of the Women in Apprenticeship Committee sponsored by the
Divisi(,n of Apprenticeship Standards. A coalition has formed between labor and
education to recruit females into nontraditional occupations.

Enrollments show a trend toward 25 percent to 75 percent of one sex or another
in most programs There are significant increases in male enrollments in Health Oc-
cupations and Office Occupations

Colorado
A "Sex Equity Communications Network" links Colorado businesses, community-

based organizations and educational institutions throughout the state These groups
send sex equity needs and purposes to the network office where they are analyzed
and compiled and disseminated upon request.

A statewide "opinionnaire" was distributed to vocational personnel requesting
identification of critical areas for study in sex equity. A slide/tape presentation enti-
tled, "Exploring Nontraditional Careers in Vocational Occupations" was developed
for persons up to age 21 who need help in deciding on career goals. It includes infor-
mation on the state's role in vocational education, discussions with students and em-
ployees in nontraditional careers, salary information, how to apply for courses and
receive financial aid where necessary.

Enrollments at the secondary level which show an increase in nontraditional par-
ticipation include cooperative merchandising, food management, business data proc-
essing, ornamental horticulture, criminal justice, commercial art, banking and fi-
nance Postsecondary education enrollments showing a 40-60 percent nontradtional
enrollment include. greenhouse operation, nursery operation real estate, food serv-
ices, computer programming, petroleum technology, urban planning, environmental
protection, and electronics
Connecticut

During 1980-81 a special emphasis was placed on increasing the participation of
adult women in technical and trade training and increasing inservice training in
sex equity for administrators, counselors and instructors in vocational programs.

A mini-grant program aimed at increasing emphasis in specific sex equity pro-
grams substantially increased the displaced homemaker program from $20,000 to
$128,000 Where extra support has been added to nontraditional programs, enroll-
ment of women has moved from IS percent to 35 percent in one year (1979-80).

Eleven mini-grants were funded and included "A Model for Providing Parental
Awareness of Sex-Role Stereotying," "Women's Technology Exploration Day,"
"Equalizing Opportunity in Vocational Education at the Junior High/Middle
Schools." "Eliminating Vocational Sex-Role Stereotypes by Children Through Cre-
ative Activity in Playwriting and Musical Composition," and "Programs for Dis-
placed Homemakers and Women Seeking Technical Careers"

Enrollments at the secondary level have shown an increase in females in carpen-
try. industrial drafting, electical, electronics, plumbing, sheet metal and welding At
the postsecondary level, increased male enrollments are evidenced in homemaking
and stenography, secretarial and related, health service occupations and personnel
training

3 S ,.
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Delaware
Special projecti have been funded to include sex equity in occupational materials,

introduction to nontraditional careers for women, changing work roles for men and
women, nontraditional business careers, and Vocational Education Work Experience
and Survival Workshop for Displaced Homemakers

Quarterly report, on sex equity activities are submitted to the State Board of Edu-
cation, the Governor's Commission on the Status of Women, the Advisory Council
on Career and Vocational Education, the Task Force on Sex Equity and to other
interested persons Activities include a workshop entitled "Women Get In Gear'
which focused on nontraditional jobs in trades and technologies. The sex equity co-
ordinator approved over 1,000 projects which addressed sex equity as a major objec-
tive or activity.

Some junior high schools have adopted rotations of students through homemaking
and industrial arts education programs, and two voc-tech institutes have offered
summer programs for seventh and eight grade students to explore non-traditional
career options

From 1977 to 1979 there has been an increase of females in agri-production, agri-
products, horticulture and forestry There has been an increase of males in health
occupations and dental assisting, care and guidance of children, clothing manage-
ment and food production and services. Technology programs have seen a large in-
crease of women in architectural, civil, mechanical, fire and fire safety, and water
and waste water technology There has been an increase in male enrollments in
filing, alike machines and clerical occupations.

Dtstnc' of Columbia
A (imperative education on-the-job training project for females was supported by

the Telephone Company, Giant Food, Washington Navy Yard and the Department
of Transportation Four female carpentry trainees worked on a project to restore a
home completely gutted by fire A cadre of student leaders was trained to present
sex equity mini-workshops to students in thirty junior high schools. A 60-minute
film called "Profile of Women in Nontraditional Trade Areas in the District of Co-
lumbia Metropolitan Area was produced

Cooperating organizations included Wider Opportunities for Women, DC Com-
mission for Women, Minority Women in Government, Local Advisory Councils for
Vocational Education, Roving Leaders to DC recreation group), For -East Com-
munty Services, Community Improvement Services and the United Planning Orga-
nization

Enrollments over a three-year period indicate an increase of females working in
nontraditional roles of hotel/lodging, drafting and electronic occupations. There was
an increase in the number of males in clothing/textiles, consumer education, home
management, accounting and computing occupations, filing, office machines, clerical
and stenographer-secretarial related occupations
Flortda

Funds are made available in all program areas to assure equal access and equal
opportunity in vocational training Exemplary sex equity programs are honored
monthly in the Florida Journal of Vocational Education A State Advisory Council
for Sex Equity makes recommendations to the State Director of Vocational Educa
t ion

All sex equity projects that are funded as model programs are required to link
with other agencies that have a priority of increasing the representation of women
in nontraditional occupations Cooperating agencies incude CETA, higher education
and Title I programs One of these projects was recognized by CETA as one of 25
outstanding vocational education programs in the country

More than 22,000 equity posters were distributed in the state A series of eight
videotapes on how to organize a support system program for nontraditional students
was developed for administrators as well as a slide-tape course on sex stereotyping
for vocational guidance personnel

All vocational programs have at least 15 percent males or females Male enroll-
ments have shown the greatest increase in home economics, business occupations
and health occupations over the past four years The greatest female enrollment in-
crPases have been in distributive educatior programs
Georgto

Twenty vocational educators were trained from postsecondary educational voca-
tional school., ('ETA districts and selected school systems to conduct sex equity
workshops in loral education an Project Explcre,- funded by the Georgia
Entp!ovnient and framing Conned iti tilfIlf d at increasing the enrollment of CETA
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eligible males and females in nontraditional programs Brochures to advertise T I
programs were developed The Marketing and Distribution staff encourages teachers
to place male and female students with employers who are using the targeted tax
credit program The "Report on the Status of Males and Females in Vocational Edu-
cation in Georgia," developed in 19SO, inlcudes a summary of the percentages of
males and females in the vocational teaching staff, local and state administration,
as well as student enrollment, completions and placements vocational progams
and CETA programs

Enrollments show an increase of females at the secondary level in 14 trade and
industrial courses Male enrollment at the secondary level has increased in health
occupations, homemaking, industrial arts and business education In postsecondary
schools increasing female enrollments are shown in forestry, civil technician, elec-
trical technician, electronics technician, electromechanical technician, and mechani-
cal technician Male enrollment at the postsecondary level has increased in practi-
cal nursing and nursing aide

Several model programs and exemplary projects were developed at the secondary
and postsecondary levels Project participants received college credits, stipends, pub-
licity, travel funds, and release time as incentives

One community college developed a profile of sex inequities in the vocational pro-
gram of their own campus and students participated in the project by collecting and
analyzing data Brochures were prepared to encourage female participation in male-
dominated training programs and male participation in female-dominated programs
A video-tape of students and instructors discussing their successes in dealing with
sex-role stereotyping has been produced Large photographic display cubeswere con-
structed and are on display in a community college career center

A high school participated in a project identifying barriers to achieving sex equity
and suggesting strategies to overcome these barriers A statewide plan calls for the
participation of all high schools in the state in an EGO (Equal Goals in Occupations)
project within three years

Special projects include the design of eight posters depicting men and women to
nontraditional careers, workshops on each community college campus and a
statewide workshop for secondary schools personnel to discuss strategies to achieve
,ex equity, a monthly newsletter informing schools about model projects, research
reports and strategies to increase sex equity, and a directory of people in nontradi-
tional careers

The number of females enrolled in traditionally male-dominated programs, at the
secondary level, has more than doubled between 1976-77 and 1978-79 Male enroll-
ment in the traditionally female-dominated programs of clothing, food, and home
management has increased by 53 percent The community college system vocational
enrollments show an increase of females in the two-year management program,
mid-management merchandising, aeronautics techology. agriculture, graphic arts.
carpentry. drafting technology and marine technology There was an Increase in
mile enrollment at the community college level in associate degree nursing and rie-
diologic technology

Mahe
Mini-grants were offered to LEA's for projects and programs designed to encour-

age men and women to enroll in courses considered Nontraditional for their sex The
grants were in the amounts of :5300, 3100, and :51,000 The state has a set of stand-
ar& for sex equity in vocational elicitation that are supported at the state and local
levels

Special projects included a fourteen-hour sex equity program for counsedors that
was presented regionally, workshops on sex equity concepts in curriculum were pre-
sented to Yocational instructors in secondary and postsecondary institutions, the sex
equity coordinator conducted awareness workshops for outside interest groups (De-
partment of Labor. AAUW, YWCA, League of Women Voters, Department of Ecol-
ogyl, a resource center for the LEA'S which includes audio-visual materials. refer-
ences and bibliographies was maintained, and reserch was completed to analyze stu-
dent enrollment patterns in vocational p1/41-arns, student perceptions, and salary
and staffing patterns of faculty
//hams

Seventeen mini-grants were awarded to LEA's to support model or exemplary pro-
grams and activities to eliminate ,ex discrimination, sex huts and sex stereotyping
in vocational education
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The Resource ('enter on Sex Equity produced a resource packet to assist LEA's in
implementing staff development. continuation training and technical assistance ac-
tivities This project included a two-day training program for state stall and a four-
day training of trainers program for a cadre of vocational educators

One project identified and developed fair techniques for student recruitment in
terms of sex, age, race ,..nd ethnic background that are to be used by high schools.
area vocational centers z. community colleges as they recruit students Two pro-
jects targeting the needs women are an exemplary women's program that focuses
on occupational develops t for community colleges, and a program for women in
vocational education adn-nistration In addition, a cement-mason sIlaborer's ap-
prentice training program was funded to train twenty women This project was co-
ordinated directly with the Cement Masons International Association, Local 90, and
the Laborers International Union, Local 100 A curriculum provides classroom ma-
terials which create awareness and help eliminate sex bias, sex -role stereotyping
and sex discrimination

The-e has been an increase in the number of males enrolled in food services, rec-
reation'tourism, associate degree nursing, practical nursing, medical assistant,
health aide, food management /production services, other personal services and up-
holstering

Examples of enrollment increases of females in nontraditional occupations are in
three agriculture programs, five marketing and distribution programs, eleven tech-
nology and sixteen trade and industrial programs including fire-fighter training and
.1w enforcement training
fro/Luna

Projects for displaced homemakers include "Training Programs and Support Serv-
ices Necessary to Meet the Needs of Displaced Homemakers A Regional Model-
and "Matching Displaced Homemakers with Vocational OpportunitiesSupport
Services Refer Al Agencies "Gender, The Irrelevant Variable" is a guide for com-
batting sex bias with training for administrators and counselors A component of
sex equity is included in every workshop and inservice training program sponsored
by the State Board Twelve workshops were held in the summer of 1980 and over
1,000 handouts were disseminated at these meetings The State Bo; rd facilitates a
round-table forum that includes all social service agencies involved in providing
services for displaced homemakers and other special groups and makes recommen-
dations for future programs, services and activities

Secondary female enrollments in agriculture have gradually increased erch year
by about 1 percent Male enrollments at the secondary level in the health a.ea have
increased by 1 percent each year

At the postsecondary k'sel, the greatest gains in female enrollments are in agri-
culture production. horticulture and (Imperative programs Civil technology, indus-
trial technology. auto mechanics, commercial art. photography, carpentry, construc-
tion and maintenance, supervisor graphic arts, machine tool and welding also show
positive gains at the postsecondary level

Nontraditional enrollment increases for males are in health occupations and wcu-
pational hotn economics Slight gains were m nursing, mental health technology,
food management courses, care and guidance of children and cooperative programs

At the adult level fmale:, increased their participation in .igiiculture production,
mechanics and horticulture Males gained in o(upatiGnal home economics
Iona

Local education agencies selected among the lolloccing protects to receive funding
for sex equity prilcts develop a model program pr sex equity and encour-
aging nontr ',Maia' enrollment, develop print and dish ibute local pohcv and pro-
cedure bul'et ins and hooklets to reduce sex bun or sex-role stmeotvping and encour-
aging nontraditional enrollments, conduct or provide stall development iictivines

are designed to reduce sex bias and sex role stet eiitYping and encourage non-
tradition al enrollment develop, print and distribute a wino s,anety of sex equitable
media ',riot and normrint to be used in iectuit.ng students in nontraditional ca-
reers awareness activities for employets designed to reduce see bias and of
sex role stereotyping as it relates to occupational placement develop support set:

for students enrolled Ift nontraditional t,otting programs
Multecultural nonsexist state conferences fur n th cicnee social studies lan-

guacfe arts and physical education and health yin d A ,1111111,0 WTI work-
shop on ( rife-Avomen in the s' hook was hold by the Commission on the Status of
W-men cooperation with ioordinathis in nine high se hook across the
state
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Area schools provide catalogs, brochures and guidances t) students which are free
of sex-role stereotyping and bias. "Promoting Sex Equity in the Classroom: A Re-
source for TeachersVocational and Technical Education" includes 12 modules
which deal with eliminating sex stereotyping in programs and courses.

There is progress in nontraditional female enrollments at the secondary level in
industrial marketing, agricultural products, and small engine repair At the postsec-
ondary level, there is an increase of males in hotel/lodging and in environmental
health and of females in police science technology and machine shop At the adult
supplementary level, there is an increase of males in unholstery
Kansas

Thirty sex-fairness packets contained instructions and visual aids to help voca-
tional teachers achieve sex equity. "Expanding Student Options" is a handbook that
was disseminated statewide. One special project was a Directory of Non-Traditional
Workers. Another identified sex bias barrier to urban and rural employment. Sex-
fair criteria for reviewing proposals were distributed and all projects and grants
were revieweu for sex bias.

Displaced horoemaker projects included identification of needs, a rural outreach
model program, and special workshops for vocational educators serving displaced
homemakers. A pilot multi-purpose center was established in 1981 to provide sup-
port services to displaced homemakers and other special groups.

Nontraditional female enrollments have increased in 15 programs that Include
body and fender repair, carpentry, small engine repair, diesel mechanics, machine
shop, welding, and firefighter training Mali: enrollments at the secondary level are
increasing in home economics, office occupations, health occupations and cosmetolo-
gy. In postsecondary programs, male enrollments have increased in most health
technology programs, care and guidance of children, food management, office occu-
pations, veterinarian assistance, and cosmetology.
Kentucky

Manuals were developed to provide sex equity strategies for vocational teachers,
counselors and administrators. They included ideas on recruiting nontraditional stu-
dents, sex-fair teaching techniques, checklists for evaluating materials and guidance
tests, ideas on who should provide support services for nontraditional students,
grievance procedures and several awareness and enforcement activities.

"The Coal Employment Project" is a model program to train women for entry-
level coal mining occupations and how to cope in a field dominated by men. The
course has 15 hours of orientation and 48 hours on safety in mining jobs.

Another project was done to inc:ease nontraditional enrollments and provided co-
operative vocational work experience for students. Coordination was done with the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, the Veteran's Administration, the Bureau
of Manpower Services, the Bureau of Rehabilitation Services, job placement centers,
prison staff, and the local news media.

Female nontraditional enrollments increased in 26 programs such as civil technol-
ogy. natural resources, computing occupations, electronics and drafting. Male enroll-
ments increased in clothing, food management, and institutional and home manage-ment.

Louisiana
"Change" is the appropriate name for a newsletter published by the sex equity

coordinator's office. Materials developed by the office have been disseminated
through an information booth at professional conferences and at the state fair. In-
cluded is information on a Speaker's Bureau and data on enrollment, placement,
and compensation of students in cooperative work study verifying equity in the
numbers of male and female students.

The sex equity coordinator participated in a TV talk show that reach 251,000
households. Public Service announcements on sex equity in vocational education
were aired throughout the state on commercial and educational TV. Sex Equity Ad-
visory Council meetings include officers of vocational student organizations

A needs assessment was done on opportunities for women that resulted in a
proect to help upper high school females become aware of opportunities in industri-
al arts. These young women were provided hands-on experiences in woodworking,
carpentry, drafting and painting Another vocational project was a displaced home-
maker center.

Female enrollments have increased in 17 areas including forestry and scientific
data, business machine maintenance, masonry, small engine repair, aviation occupa-
tions and bluek. int reading Male enrollments have increased in 12 areas as food
distribution, personal services, health occupations and cosmetology

89-337 -412
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Maine
Mini-grants were awarded th., provided a range of sex equity activities including

model sex equity programs, public service announcements and sex-fair brochures
announcing vocational programs A special project supports studies of programs
that continue to represent low male or female enrollments

Media was displayed at two fairs, as public service announcements on TV sta-
tions, and through a slide/tape presentation of male and female etudents in nontra-
ditional vocational programs. Special efforts have been made to identify resource
persons to promote sex equity concepts with local education agencies.

Project BEACON iBuilding Equity and Creating Options Now was developed to
promote sex equity among students and faculty In 1981, vocational centers, regions
and institutions were required to plan for recruitment of persons into nontradi-
tional programs A pre-vocational training program for displaced homemakers has
been established in one vocational-technical institute

The sex equity coordinator reviews affirmative action plans as they relate to em-
ployment hiring, firing and promotion

Vocational institutes had an increase since 1977 in 12 vocational areas that would
be considered nontraditional for women and in two programs considered nontradi-
tional for men

Maryland
A cooperative project with the Commission for Women called "New Directions for

Women" has been funded since 1976 The major activity is a center for displaced
homemakers which has provided support services to more than 4,000 women over 35
years old Other activities include pre-training for females in nontraditional occupa-
tions, job development and training, conducting sox equity training programs for
employers and community groups training displaced homemakers to do sex equity
workshops for high school students, and developing media and materials on sex
equity

Studies were done on the value and effects of vocational education and on student
perceptions of counselors and counseling services Both studies indicated the need
for further research in sex equity

Enrollment data shows an increase of female students in agriculture and trade
and industrial programs. Male enrollments have increased in vocational home eco-
nomics, consumer and homemaking, and business and office education.

There are approximately twice as many women nontraditional students in post-
secondary programs as there are in secondary programs. It is projected that there
would be 40 percent female enrollments in trade and industrial programs by 1982.
Massachusetts

All applications for vocational education funds submitted by local agencies in-
clude a plan for recruiting nontraditional students, efforts for reducing sex bias; a
commitment to review all materials for sex and ethnic stereotyping; and documenta-
tion of affirmative action employment practices.

The staff of each Regional Education Center have been trained to provide techni-
cal assistance on sex equity to local schools In-service training funds for eliminating
sex bias are available for local vocational educators

Recent graduates of vocational programs have been instrumental in producing
four booklets to inspire peer-support-groups for students in nontraditional vocation-
al areas "Portraits" is a collection of character sketches of students in nontradi-
tional programs A guide was produced to help vocational educators develop ways to
Increase access to all programs for all students

Eleven special programs for displaced homemakers provided outreach, assess-
ment, counseling, skills training, placement, and follow-up Emphasis was placed on
non-stereotyped skills training such as electronics technology, word processing and
metal fabrication

The enrollment of females in vocational programs has increased over 20 percent
since 1977 The greatest increase has been in the following order technical educa-
tion, agriculture and trade and industrial e.: cation
Michigan

Crants were given to local agencies to field test a model placement program with
a &al of increasing nontraditional job placements Funds to develop sex equity ma-
ters Is went to 480 secondary schools and 29 community colleges Additional dollars
wet., awarded to plan and implement programs to recruit males and females into
nont achtional programs and courses.

3 S
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There are three displaced homemaker centers throughout the state, women's re-
source centers in 14 community colleges and 26 other agencies, and a tuition reim-
bursement program for displaced homemakers in 29 community colleges.

Secondary female nontraditional enrollments show an increase in agriculture and
trade and industrial programs, particularly in electricity, drafting and graphic arts.
Male enrollments have increased in medical lab assistant, dental assisting, nursing
assistant aide, associate degree nursing and institutional home management.

The greatest increase of female nontraditional enrollment has been in graphic
arts, carpentry, auto mechanics, electronics, aviation, and air conditioning. There
are equal or balanced enrollments in horticulture, food distribution, general mer-
chandise, food management, commercial art, and commercial photography.
Minnesota

Three projects aimed at helping displaced homemakers were developed. They con-
sisted of an outreach program, inservice recruitment ideas, part-time training oppor-
tunities, resource materials, and a sound/slide presentation that explains the prob-
lems displaced homemakers face and offers solutions to these problems.

A survey of women in nontraditional vocational programs was done to determine
the support needs of women. Project GATE (Growth in Agriculture Through Equali-
ty) encouraged career choices for women of all ages in agriculture and agri-business
through a slide/cassette presentation and a handbook.

An organization of female apprentices called "Women In The Trades" was estab-
lished and scholarships awarded to students in nontraditional programs at one voca-
tional-technical institute. "Guide for the Student Seeking Information About Non-
traditional Careers, Child Care, Community Services and Support Services" is apublication of one area VTI.

There has been an increase in male enrollment in health occupations, care and
guidance of children, clerical, filing and records keeping, stenographer and secre-terial-related p s. An increased female enrollment has occurred in agriculture
supplies /service, distribution and insurance, electricity technolgy, construc-
tion and maintenance trades, plumbing and pipefitting, custodial services, machine
tool operator, welding and cutting, tool and diemaking, and small engine repair.
Mississippi

There are displaced homemaker centers at four junior college campuses in Missis-
sippi and a CETA-funded project of $140,000 was awarded to expand the services of
one junior college center. Each center has a full-time coordinator The centers have
a basic two-week program for students that includes self-assessment, understandingvalues and goals, communications, career decisions, career exploration, personal ap-
pearance, interview skills and application and resume preparation. Each center's co-
ordinator works with state employment services on a continuing basis in order tolocate jobs for students. Referral services are provided as well as outreach activities

A poster contest was implemented in 1980 through the vocational guidance officeThe first, second and third place winners were presented cash prizes at a special
awards ceremony. The first place poster was printed for dissemination to all schoolswithin the state.

Mississippi has had some shifts toward nontraditional enrollment for women atthe secondary level in the following programs: agriculture products, ornamental
horticulture, forestry, hotel/lodging, custodial services, electrical occupations and
communications. Male enrollments that have increased at the secondary level were
in automotive and institutional home management.

Postsecondary increases in women's enrollment were in animal science, inhala-
tion therapy, accounting, nuclear technology, drafting, printing press, barbering and
upholstering. Male enrollments at the postsecondary level were in food distribution,
medical lab assistant and food services.

There were equal enrollments of 40 to 60 percent male or female in fiscal year
1979 at the secondary level in floristry, real estate, business data processing and
home management, and equal enrollments of 40 to 60 percent male or female at the
postsecondary level in general merchandise.
Missouri

In fiscal year 1980, six grants to overcome sex bias and sex stereotyping were
issued and fourteen special incentive projects of overcoming sex bias and sex stereo-
typing were implemented. An audio-visual program aimed at attracting males in
home economics was developed and a workshop was presented to increase aware-
ness of opportunities for women in math and science-related fields.

Six displaced homemaker centers were funded out of vocational education and
CETA funds. One of the well-known slide/tape presentationis "There is a Kangaroo
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in My Classroom" contains recruitment strategies to increase nontraditional enroll-
ments. Public service spot announcements were televised and broadcast on radio;
slide/tape presentations for recruiting students were produced in welding, health oc-
cupations Titles Included "It's Your right", "Oh, Yes You Can", "It's Time", "Men
and Women in Office Occupations," and "Moving Up in BusinessRewards and
Sacrifices "

Twenty-one programs showed a significant nontraditional enrollment change from
1976 to 1919 The programs with increased female enrollments were in agriculture
supples/services, agnculture products, Insurance, construction technician, custodial
services, other metalworking occupations, and law enforcement training. Programs
with a significant change in male enrollments are in flonstry, dental assisting, com-
prehensive homemaking, child development, home furnishings, institutional home
management, and personnel training/related.
Montana

Reimbursement for travel, lodging and per diem to attend training workshops;
free resource materials, and mini-grant awards were among Incentives offered to
local school districts.

Radio spot announcements were produced Including reports from the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction; three-day sex equity workshops were conducted in five
sites; a survey was done to assess the needs of displaced homemakers and single
heads of households which resulted in job readiness workshops and career/life plan-
ning workshops

There has been an increase in women's enrollment in three nontraditional pro-
grams. agri-mechanics, electrical technology, and instrument maintenance repair.
Male enrollments increased in five nontraditional programs: two in health occupa-
tions, two in business and office occupations, and one in comprehensive homemak-
ing

Nebraska
Numerous special activities and projects relating to sex equity in vocational edu-

cation have been conducted Packets entitled, "Free to Be, have been assembled
and are being distributed to local vocational educators. Field trips were provided for
students to view nontraditional occupations with orientation sessions before the trip
and a follow-up survey after the project was completed

"Women in Transition" was implemented with the help of the Nebraska legisl-
ture and the Nebraska Equal Opportunities for Displaced Homemakers Azt and pro-
vided two centers for displaced homemakers. Center services included aptitude as-
sessment, workshops on job readiness, job seeking and job retention, and referrals to
community services training and placement programs.

There has been an increase of female enrollments in agriculture production, orna-
mental horticulture, industrial marketing, air conditioning, body and fender repair,
commercial art, commercial photography and quantity food occupations.

Male enrollments have increased in filing, office machines, clerical occupations,
clothing management and production, food management and production, clothing
and textiles, family relations, food and nutrition, and home management.
Nevada

Incentives to encourage sex equity in vocational education include making funds
available to LEA's to develop bias-free curriculum materials, recruitment proce-
dures and materials, model programs and bias-free tests in vocational education.

Radio commercials for all occupational programs with emphasis on equal access
were produced A special project called, "Back to School. Back to Work." encouraged
30-50 year olds to return to school and enter nontraditional vocational programs.

School districts and community colleges were awarded mini-grants to assist in de-
veloping innovative techniques in increasing their efforts and promoting equal op-
portunities A pamphlet called "Equal Vocational Education" was distributed to all
vocational administrators, vocational teachers and counselors in secondary and post-
secondary institutions
New Hampshire

Discretionary funds have been provided to update data so that the management
information system can include data on males and females, students and employers
in vocational education Grants are also offered to provide funds for teacher-educa-
tion programs that encourage nontraditional students

Special activities Include workshops called "Tradeswoman" conducted by women
already employed in nontraditional occupations A booklet and slide/tape were com-
pleted called "New Appruaches to Old Careers A CETA-funded project. "Work Op-

j,,C* ,.;
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portunities for Women" encourages women into nontraditional occupations. Guide-
lines have been developed for all personnel to follow when purchasing and using
textbooks and other instructional materials.

There has been an increase of females in agriculture production, agricultural me-
chanics, general merchandise, accounting and computing, auto mechanics, carpen-
try, electricity, drafting, electrical occupations and graphic arts occupations.

There has been an increase of males in associate degree nursing, radiology tech-
nology and inhalation therapy.
New Jersey

Incentives to develop, expand and reprove vocational education programs to elim-
inate sex-role stereotyping are ,vided to local education agencies. For example,
fiscal support is offered to eliminate sex bias and stereotyping inservice programs
were given to administrators, teachers, counselors and agency personnel; curriculum
guides were revised to be made bias free; special publicity was given to exemplaryand model programs.

A project entitled "Overcome Sex-Role Stereotyping in Office Occupations" helps
business and office educators teach sex fairness with students. "Electricity/Elec-
tronics Curriculum Develpment," examines career opportunities in the areas of elec-
tricity and electronics and includes the development of curriculum resource guides,
recruitment brochures and inservice programs.

Enrollment showing an increase in females from 1972 to 1979 were: agriculture
occupations, technical occupations and trade and industrial occupations. Males en-rolled in increasing numbers in health occupations, occupational home economics,
and business and office occupations.
New Mexico

A vocational equity center has been established which addresses educational
equity issues for both females and males. Staff provides technical assistance, a re-
source library, printed and audio-visual materials, program planning assistance, and
workshops for personnel from secondary and postsecondary institutions. A filmstrip
entitled, "Changing," addresses the myths and stereotypes which prevent students
from enrolling in nontraditional vocational training.

A statewide senior student essay contest, "How Stereotyping Can Affect My
Career Choice," honored two students with plaques and $50 savings bonds. A
women's resource center was funded in Albuquerque to develop and provide pro-
grams to assist clients through a series of life changes that occur from youth toadulthood.

The State Sex Equity Advisory Committee in conjunction with the state coordina-
tor compiled and cataloged proposals submitted in ether states for in a Sex Equity
Pramil

Exchange project.
has been an increase in female enrollment in agriculture pr^duction, orna-

mental horticulture, mechanical occupations, construction and maintenance trades,
Petroleum, electronic technology, water and wastewater technology over a three-year period.

There has been an increase in male enrollment in health occupations, consumer
and homemaking education and office occupations.
New York

A six credit university inservice course on sex equity for vocational educators
trained over 225 vocational educators as change agents for facilitating sex equity.
That group made over 56,000 contacts with students, teachers, and parents provid-
ing information on sex equity in vocational programs.

Two films developed in the sex equity coordinator's office received special recogni-tion at a film festival. "Turning Points", is a documentary film depicting problems
and experiences of women pursuing careers "Men's Lives' concerns changing mas-
culine roles.

A job network information service was established to find qualified nontraditional
teachers and administrators. The service lists administrative job openings in LEA's
and in state departments. Over 380 jobs had been advertised through early 1981 anda pool of over 500 qualified applicants is maintained.

There was an increase of 20 percent of women enrolled in agriculture programs
from 1976-79; an increase of women in technical areas of 11 percent; and an in-
crease in trades and industrial programs of 13 percent.

Men increased enrollment by 18 percent in home economics and by 2 percent inbusiness and office programs.

33
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North Carolina
Certificates of award and media coverage were given to 15 local education agen-

cies doing an exemplary job of sex equity plans, inservice workshops and nontradi-
tional enrollment changes. Special institutes trained 48 vocational educators to con-
duct local sex equity workshops. Plans to promote sex equity were a priority for 8
regional workshops.

A special project assessej business and Industry's efforts and needs to provide op-
portunities for nontraditional employees Newsletters on sex equity issues are dis-
seminated quarterly. Information on women eligible to be vocational administrators
has been made available for those interested.

' Work Options for Women" and "Wider Opportunities for Women" were pro-
grams that provided support services for women in nontraditional vocational areas
and gave the women hands-on experience in 8 different tralee

Student organizations are promoting sex equity by encouraging both sexes to run
for club office; stiessing that membership is open to all vocational students; and by
publicizing club activities with sex-fair pictures, posters and slides.

Female enrollments have increased in 18 secondary programs including forestry,
appliance repair, millwright. diesel mechanics, and barbering. Post-secondary
female enrollments have increased in 17 nontraditional programs. Nontraditional
male enrollments have Increased in 19 secondary aim in health occupations, con-
sumer and homemaking and business occupation& Post-secondary male enrollments
have increased in 10 nontraditional areas.
North Dakota

Mini grants were available to recipients of federal vocational funds that resulted
in several model programs and projects. Equity workshops were done in eight re-
gions throughout the state. Each workshop participant was committed to imple-
menting a sex equity related activity in his/her own school. Following regional
workshops, there were approximately 4,500 hours of inservice activities on sex
equity in local school districts.

Filmstrips on equal access and opportunities were done for student organizations,
special brochures were written on nontraditional courses and programs for women,
and a Title IX brochure was cooperatively done by the Governor s Commission on
the Status of Women and the Department of Public Instruction.

Nontraditional enrollment increases over a four-year period show a 9 percent in-
crease of males in home economics programs; a 2 percent increase in number of
males in office education; a 6 percent increase in females in agriculture; a 4 percent
Increase in females in technical education, and a 2 percent increase in trade and
industrial education
Ohio

Over 40 sex equity grants were awarded to LEA's to develop action plans and sex-
fair materials Three grants were given for graduate study in sex equity in vocation-
al education. Twenty-six displaced homemaker centers were funded during 1981
with cooperative dollars from the Ohio Department of Education and CETA.

Each vocational education planning district and each vocational education service
area has a sex equity plan of action that includes assurances on nine goals to
achieve sex equity.

Projects have Included a model for summer school experiences in nontraditional
programs; a pre-vocational curriculum model to eliminate sex barriers in career de-
cision-making; a recruitment, retention and placement model; and a newsletter dis-
semination service for sex equity information reaches 10,000 state educators. In
1979, 43 percent of all women enrolled in vocational education were in short-term
adult courses.

From 1972 to 1979, the percent of women in nontraditional programs doubled
from 5.5 percent to 10 8 percent In nontraditional agriculture and distributive edu-
cation programs, the percent nearly tripled Women's enrollment has appreciably
Increased in all areas, particularly in 11 technical programs and 16 trade and indus-
trial programs Men's enrollment has Increased in 11 nontraditional programs. In-
cluded are floristry. home economics useful, bank teller and general office pro-
grams.

Oklahoma
A model program for adult students provided exploratory work experiences in

nontraditional occupations. supported these students to get into nontraditional
awning programs and provided placement services There were 275 students in-
',,olved Employers in the area were contacted for prospective work experience sta-
tions
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Child-care referral services are provided by the State Department of Vocational-
Technical Education and in area vocational schools. The State Advisory Council on
Vocational Education funded "Sex Bias Barriers to Vocational Education Enroll-
ment," a research project. A member of the vocational education equity staffserves
on a state department of vocational-technical education salary review ccmmittee
"Futures Unlimited" is a slide/tape program for students, staff and community
groups

Services for displaced homemakers show that 43 percent of those going through
one program were placed in jobs. Three rural displaced homemaker programs are
cooperatively provided with funds from the State Department of Vocational-Techni-
cal Education, the State Department of Economic and Community Affairs and the
regional office of the Department of Labor

Nontraditional enrollments for females show an increase in 24 programs includ-
ing 5 in agriculture, transportation, appliance repair, sheet metal, welding and
small engine repair There was an increase in 10 nontraditional programs for males
with the major increases in the health occupations.
Oregon

A telephone education program was provided for displaced homemakers, single
parents, part-time workers, and handicapped persons who need to improve their job
skills. Lessons in business, math, and basic skills were produced on cassette tapes to
be played over the telephone Each student had an accompanying workbook. In-
structors visited the students' homes at least every two weeks to monitor programsand administer tests.

"Balancing Vocational Opportunities" included an attitudinal survey toward sex-
role stereotyping, provided workshops, developed materials, and trained a cadre of
vocational educators in the elimination of sex bias. Female enrollments increased in
marketing, metals, drafting, graphics and forestry and male enrollments increased
in secretarial and child care clusters as a result of the project

Special projects provide exploratory experiences, support services, and cooperative
work experiences for women in nontraditional vocational technical areas. Other pro-
grams work with college and community resources to find jobs in private industryfor women who are economically disadvantaged, unemployed and underemployed
There were 8 displaced homemaker projects, 13 support services for women, and 13
nontraditional roles and re-entry programs. The Department of Labor, CETA,
Women's Education Equity Act, National Science Foundation, Urban League, Kel-
logg Foundation, Associated General Contractors, and the State Highway Depart-
ment all participated in funding sex equity projects.
Pennsylvania

Schools are encouraged to involve parents and the community in achieving sex
equity. The Department of Education endorses the principle of sex equity and en-
courages schools to educate students in a sex-fair manner.

Projects include a directory of nontraditional workers, a sex-fair career day guide,
implementation of sex-fair career days, and a statewide sex-fair counseling work-
shop "Vocational Education for a Changing World" is a multi-media presentation
for community and sc.iool organizations on the changing roles of men and women in
the workforce The intent is to assist children to base their career decisions on inter-
est and ability and to promote nontraditional careers.

There has been an increase in female enrollments in 51 programs considered non-
traditional for that sex with the greatest number in 30 trade and indi'-trial areas.
Nontraditional enrollments for men have increased in the areas of dental assisting,
dental lab technician, medical lab assistant. medical assistant, clothing and textiles,
childcare and guidance. clothing management and general clerical
Puerto Rico

Five regional supervisors were trained to give technical assistance to 11 vocation-
al education personnel to place women in nontraditional programs. Goals were to
increase the enrollment of women by 1 percent in agriculture, 32 percent in techni-
cal education. 2 percent in industrial arts, and 3 percent in vocational industrial
occupations Male enrollments are projected to increase 1 percent in health occupa-
tions, 2 percent in office occupations, and 2 percent in consumer education.

Sex equity workshops are developed with technical teaching materials in the
Spanish language. School directors are promoting women in nontraditional voca-
tional training through the media, workshops, and staffdevelopment

Women's enrollment in nontraditional programs has increased from 1977-79 in
two agriculture programs, three distributive education programs, seven technical
education programs and nine trade and industrial programs. Men's enrollment over
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that same period in nontraditional programs increased in one health occupation,
four consumer and homemaking programs and three office occupations programs

The overall enrollments of female by division for this period were increases in
agriculture from 4 percent to 10 percent; increases in trade and industry from 23
percent to 26 percent; increases in technical education from 8 percent to 18 percent
Male enrollments in home economics increased from 14 percent to 19 percent and in
health occupations from 11 percent to 14 percent.

Rhode Island
Rhode Island College has a three-credit course on the exploration of sex roles in

vocational education that is recommended for all students majoring in vocational
education. A pilot project to acquaint parents with issues related to sex equity was
conducted Its aim was to encourage parents to help their children explore nontradi-
tional vocational opportunities

A joint project between the Bureau of Vocational-Technical Education and the As-
sociated General Contractors of Rhode Island resulted in a job information fair to
acquaint women with job and apprenticeship opportunities in construction Approxi-
mately 350 women attended.

There have been increased female enrollments in agriculture production, account-
ing and computer occupations, ervironmental control technology, machine shop, law
enforcement, electronic technology, fire and fire safety technology

There have been increased male enrollments in horticulture, nurse assistant,
homemaking, dental assistant, medical lab assistant. stenograpy, practical nurse,
and secretarial occupations.

South Carolina
Several special projects were devised to encourage women into nontraditional pro-

grams. "Entrys" (Engineering. Technology Resources for Young Female Students).
was designed to reach female high school students who have an interest in math
and science. 'Exploratory Assistance Programs for Females in Welding" was de-
signed to provide occupational information to females regarding opportunities in the
welding trades

Public service announcements went to 12 major TV stations and nearly $15,000
worth of free air time was granted.

There hp been an 8 percent increase in female enrollment in Agriculture, 2 per-
cent in T&I, and 6 percent in Industrial Arts An increase of enrollment for males
shows 5 percent in consumer and homemaking, 4 percent in occupational homemak-
ing, and 3 percent in business and office occupations

South Dakota
A film entitled "Freedom Through Access" was produced and used extensively in

special mini-conferences Access is an acronym for "Ascertaining Career Choices
While Liminating Sex Stereotypes." A youth cartoon contest, "Sex Equity in
Today's Life" was coordinated by the Sex Equity Coordinator and vocation& youth
groups. Winning cartoons will be reprinted and distributed as posters around the
state.

Programs with increased female enrollments are agriculture production, agricul-
tural mechanics, machine shop. radio and TV production, auto parts management,
and drafting.

Males are enrolling in nurse assistant, consumer and homemaking, care and guid-
ance of children, office machines, clerical occupations. and dental lab technology
Tennessee

The Sex Ei.uity Coordinator works with the State Advisory Council in all areas of
vocational education The coordinator also cooperates with the presidents of techni-
cal institutes, the Commission on the Status of Women, the NAACP and the YMCA.

Curriculum materials were updated to eliminate references to sex-role portrayals
in Ornamental Horticulture, Marketing I, Practical Nursing, Family Living, Trans-
portation, Business Data Processing and Automotive Mechanics

All vocational programs were reviewed for progress in sex equity. Written re-
sconses and ecommendations were made for 477 secondary programs, 47 adult pro-

-7.-- z. and 30 ptstsecondary programs Approximately 60,000 students were repre-
. enrollments show increases in female nontraditional students in agricul-

ial arts, technical (48 percent), and trade and industrial education.
it ,Intents have increased in health occupations, occupational homemaking

occupations
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Texas

The Texas Education Agency funded a video-cassette program named "Break
Out" as a recruitment tool to bring nontraditional role models to students. A study
entitled "An Analysis of Problems as Perceived by Male Students in Vocational
Homemaking," will result in improved teaching techniques or curriculum develop-
ment.

Apprenticeship advisory board members produced posters of women in nontradi-
tional roles as a means of recruiting more women in apprenticeship programs. Over
500 posters were distributed to vocational counselors and placement offices.

Sex-fair brochures on secondary vocational education programs were designed and
used for student recruitment by local school districts. Forty-six thousand brochures
have been printed and disseminated to both female and male students.

There has been a 2 percent increase of males in health occupations and a 7 per-
cent increase of males in homemaking education. Since 1976, female participation in
nontraditional industrial education has grown from 2 percent to 16 percent.
Utah

The sex equity coordinator reviews all guidelines, checklists and evaluation in-
struments used by the division of vocational education for possible bias and stereo-
typing A nondiscrimination statement is included in all curriculum materials and
documents disseminated through the vocational education division.

A four-year project on vocational opportunities through equity (Project VOTE)
consists of strategies to assist vocational educators in decreasing sex stereotyping in
courses and on student career selection Twenty local agencies are participating in
the four stages of development, field testing, implementation and dissemination.
Learning modules being tested are: (i) Su; port Yourself, (2) Career Conversation, (3)
Looking Out for Life, (4) Equity Ideas, and (5) Opening Doors to Nontraditional Em-
ployment.

Leadership training in sex equity is provided to vocational directors and at least
one person from each local agency who will serve as liaison to the director on equity
issues

Vermont
A TV program called "Across the Fence" highlights special projects which are

being offered to overcome sex stereotyping Newspaper coverage is given to excep-
tional programs and letters of commendation are sent to school districts demonstrat-
ing exceptional sex equity efforts

Projects have been funded to orient high school personnel to opportunities for
women in technical careers Workshops have been designed to deal with student at-
titudes A media presentation was developed to encourage students to explore non-
traditional career options

There has been an increase in female enrollments over a three-year period in
agricultue production, ornamental horticulture, accounting and co. puting occupa-
tions, commercial art occupations, graphics art occupations and quantity foods occu-
pations. There have been increased male enrollments in practical nursing, and care
and guidance of children
Virginia

Three projects for displaced homemakers were funded by the vocational sex
equity office. One was a workshop to prepare vocational home economics teachers
with the skills needed to work with displaced homemakers. A second project pro-
vided internships and two seminars to prepare displaced homemakers for entry into
the job market. The third was a project called "Preparation for Employment for Dis-
placed Homemakers" in which 20 persons were provided job search skills and indi-
vidual counseling.

A slide/tape presentation for use in recruiting students, "Business and Office
Education Recruitment Materials" was developed and field tested in August, 1980
"Encouraging Sex Equity in Home Economics" was done to attract males into home
economics programs.

Virginia s program enrollments for 1978-79 show more women entering programs
in agriculture, industrial arts and trade and industrial education Men are increas-
ing in numbers in health occupations and home economics
Washington

The State Board for Community Colleg? Education elected to provide 3 percent of
their basic grant for displaced homemaker programs and 2 percent for support serv-
ices for women for three years As a result, there are special services, programs or
centers for women and displaced homemakers in 27 community colleges
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Several sex equity oriented program imprc'ement and disadvantaged projects
were funded through the Research Coordinating Unit. "New Career Horizons" is a
rural outreach program that provides problem solving, job training and job place-
ment to unemployed, disadvantaged, single heads of households A nontraditional
career information and counseling center provides recruitment, referral, training
and placement of men and women in nontraditional occupations.

"Dial Women" is a toll-free telephone service for rural women needing advice and
assistance in finding vocational training and job opportunities. Another project pro-
vides job-seeking skills for victims of domestic violence. A three-day conference for
11 Western states for women in fire service was sponsored by the State Commission
for Vocational Education and the U.S. Fire Administration.

Male enrollments in nontraditional vocational programs have increased in 18
areas and female enrollments have increased in 51 programs including 23 in trade
and industrial ed:ic--tion programs
West Virginia

Dollars were provided for grants to support activities to overcome sex bias and sex
stereotyping and for support services for women. Priorities of those projects were
nontraditional recruiting programs, sex-fair materials development, attitudes
toward nontraditional occupations, and vocational exploration in nontraditional
areas.

One project trained counselors to assist girls in choosing career and a local project
helped counselors, administrators and teachers overcome sex stereotyping. Two
career awareness programs for women presented a realistic view of nontraditional
occupations. A directory of workers employed in nontraditional occupations was de-
velopment.

Each local agency was required to develop and implement a olan for the elimina-
tion of sex bias and stereotyping in vocational education. The local plan also met
the federal guidelines for having appropriate representation of males, females, mi-
norities and handicapped persons on advisory councils

Reports indicate an increase in nontraditional female enrollments in 11 programs
and an increase in male nontraditional enrollments in 9 programs.
Wisconsin

An incentive system provided extra reimbursement points to school districts that
did , sex equity needs assessment, developed and implemented an action plan, and
provided a related staff training program Over half of the 286 secondary school dis-
tricts participated. Postsecondary funding incentives encouraged women's centers,
special services for nontraditional students, and displaced homemaker services.

Among special activities wer' an awareness campaign for parents to encourage
children to consider nontraditional vocational programs, handbooks for promoting
sex equity; a booklet highlighting twelve nontraditional students; materials used by
counselors, teachers, community organizations, and CETA program directors; and
needs assessment instruments and plans for postsecondary districts to develop dis-
placed homemaker service centers.

The Governor proclaimed "Pioneering Through Vocational Education Month" in
October of 1979 and special efforts were made to encourage nontraditional enroll-
ments. The Resource Center on Sex Equity trained 35 vocational educators to serve
their local regions. A bimonthly equity newsletter and a monthly job opportunities
bulletin were part of the sex equity coordinator's tasks.

The nontraditional enrollment summary shows an increase of males in eight
home economics areas and five business occupational programs. There were signifi-
cant increases of women in agriculture, industrial education, graphic arts, plastics,
and construction.
Wyoming

Special efforts were made to help vocational student organizations understand
equal vocational education opportunities. The state awarded five grants to develop
model sex equity programs in local agencies. A videotaped program on women in
nontraditional roles was created and an A-V recruitment package provided encour-
agement for women in construction technology.

A survey was done to discover baraers to vocational education services and em-
ployment in rural parts of the state and Included a needs assessment in a six-county
area. Another project provides guidance in making career decisions and employabil-
ity skills to single heads of households, persons who are currently homemakers
seeking employment, part-time workers who wish to secure full-time jobs, and dis-
placed homemakers.

311
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Two workshops per year are provided for state staff and university staff who use
materials for eliminating sex bias. Four regional workshops are provided each year
for teachers, administrators, and parents on eliminating sex bias

Compiled by: Ms. Beverly Pate !wake, Special Assistant, Comnuesion for Voca-
tional Education, State of Washington.

PRIPARZD Surassarr or BAMBARA SEGAL, OUTREACH COORDINATOR, MOHEGAN
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, NORWICH, CONN.

In presenting this written testimony to support the continuation and expansion of
federal support for displaced homemaker non-traditional job-training programs and
support services, I must emphasise that the pl. t of the displaced homemaker
today is a problem of national magnitude a comprehensive, federal and
state coordinated response.

A quick review of recent statistics makes the reason for this immediately appar-
ent. In a New York Times article published on July 6. 1980. entitled
"Work begins at 35", writer Em' y Greenspan indicated that one of every three cur-
re

9'79
ntly married women will eventually divorce and onli4es

culled from a 1percent

of divorced
women are granted alimony. Greenspan cited staggering
study by the United States Department of labor Women s Bureau that conserva-
tively estimated that there are at least four million displaced homemakers in Amer-
ica and most of them do not qualify for welfare, unemployment benefits or other
" net" supports.

to these statistics is the berth recognition that America's traditional social,
cultural, economic and educational systems never prepared, nor were they intended
to prepare women for their emergent role as wage earners and single heads of
households.

Without a consistent, ongoing and strong federal response to the problems of dis-
placed homemakers who must reenter the labor market to themselves and
their children, more and more adult women will be to marginal levels of
existence that threaten to drain already limited social and economic support sys-
tems and resources.

As the director of a displaced homemaker non-traditional train' con-
ducted by Mohegan Community College in Norwich, Connecticut I 81, I would
like to offer testimony on the nature of the program and its results. The
was designed to prepare women for entry-level jobs in the machine trades. Under

the design was the fact that 80 percent of all working women are concentrated
in just 20 occupational categories such as clerical work that historically pays signifi-
cantly lees than jobs in traditionally male-dominated fields.

Furthermore, Eastern Connecticut as well as the entire state had experienced a
shortage of machinists that adversely affected private industries' ability to produce
the machinery that has made Connecticut a leader nationwide. By training women
for jobs in the machine trades, this program addressed complementary objectives: 1.
Women would acquire the skills to obtain jobs with advancement t.tinitim and
pay scales at significantly higher levels than than in typically fe>niless jobs and; 2.
Private industries would 'lave access to an expanded pool of qualified workers.

The funding for this program was provided by the State Department of Education
through federal funds made available under Public Law 94-482. Thirty-four adult
women ranging in age from 22 to 54 participated in the training program. Nine
were divorced, four were separated, one was widowed and one was a single parent.
Among them were fifty dependent children.

The participants received 140 hours of classroom instruction at no cost to them-
selves in the following areas: Blueprint Reading, Machine Shop Math, Manufactur-
ing Materials and Processes, Metrology and Machine Shop Theory and Orientation
In addition to the classroom instruction, the program provided support services and
counseling designed to strengthen job hunting skills and employment activities
Thirty women successfully completed the 140 hour program.

According to the most recent followup survey conducted by telephone on Novem-
ber 16, 1981, the program has achieved its primary objectives. With twenty-seven
women responding to the survey, the following data was collected:

Nine women are currently employed in occupations directly related to the train-
ing Program.

One women is currently employed in a non-traditional job indirectly relatad to
the program

Two women are employed but not as a result of the training program

9
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widen Increasing numbers of women at both ends of the age range are attempting
to enter the job market without training and without skills. It is apparent that true
sex equity and opportunity must become a reality

From my experience in working the problems facing the displaced homemaker, Ifind, for example, that widowhood and divorce after many years of marriage are
leaving the homemaker in an extremely vulnerable position as she attempts to
change her lifestyle and become self supporting. Because of lack of experience, she
becomes discouraged very easily and considers herself too old to to compete in thejob market or she concludes there are no jobs. At this time, it is very easy for her to
surrender to her discouragement, stop looking for work, and begin to rely on public
or family assistance. Intervention, at this time, often means the difference between
here becoming a contributing member of societyor ending up as a long term recipi-
ent of public funds. A report by the National Advisory Council on Economic Oppor-
tunity stated, "The 'feminization of poverty' has become one of the most compelling
social facts of the decade." At the present rate, it added, "The poverty population
will be composed (primarily) of women and their children by ebout the year 2000."

In addition, recommendations for the 1981 White House Conference on Agingurged the support of traditional and non-traditional continuing education for older
Americans. It is essential if they are to deal with such basic needs as financial secu-rity, physical and mental health and general social well-being. Those who do partici-
pate in the educational offerings "tend to be those who are already advantaged, edu-
cationally and economically," while "the vast majority of those most in need arestill unreached."

Reaching those people is vital to the economy and well-being of our society. Inse-
curity prevents them from entering an unknown and potentially threatening class-
room situatie- !"..r equity programs can make contact with these individuals, famil-iarize the -lent before such classes begin and therefore, increase thechances of success.

One way to provide for the financial autonomy of the individual and to assure
that one won't be below the poverty level simply because of sex, is to gain a distri-
bution of the sexes throughout the work force. The employ of women in traditional
high pay male vocations and the employ of men is traditional female jobs, tends toupgrade the work conditions and even the pay scale for all. Sex equity programs
assist in the physical and psychological adaptation of the prospective trainee and
employee to help assure their chances of success.

Biases still exist with teachers and employers. A thirty-nine year old female automechanic student was considered by an administrator to have a "real handicap." A
CETA supported student was told by her future drafting instructor that she didn't"look like one of those." Sex equity programs must continue to increase the aware-
ness of faculty and staff to help develop the student's chances for success.

However, simply filling a slot in a classroom and/or finding a job for the hopefulemployee is of little avail, if that person quits. Success can only be measured bycontinuation or completion.
The factors involved in returnir.g a person to the job market after work as ahomemaker, are diverse and complex. Usually she returns because of need, probably

the loss of spousal support. She is probably attempting to cope with: (1) Grief fromloss of a relationship. (2) Financial concernssometimes severe. (3) Lack of self-con-
fidence and self-esteem. (4) Shortage or lack of job skills and/or experience. (5) Often
the need to support dependent children. (6) Lack of knowledge and competence in
job seeking techniques. (7) Prejudices regarding sex and/or age.

All of the above concerns must be dealt with before adequate energies can be ap-plied to training and work. Sex equity and displaced homemaker programs provide
referrals to essential services and, more importantly, develop the self-confidence, in-
dependent living skills, and job readiness necessary for successful transition of the
individual to a sustained and useful position in society.

In our program, during one yea, s time, the following occurred: Forty percent in-
crease in employment rate. Thirty-eight percent increase in number of participants
involved in training Twelve percent increase in pay raises on the job.

This statisitical evidence of the program's success can be and has been repeated in
similar efforts throughout the country.

However, now is not the time to stop. The momemtum has only begun and mustbe kept going A study by the National Commission on Working Women predictsthat the number of women between the ages of 45 and 54 in the work force will
increase by fifty percent in the next two decades. There is still so much to be accom-plished in the area of training women to enter or reenter the job market, and to
provide industry with this immensely valuable resource, that the inclusion of provi-
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sions for sex equity and displaced homemakers in the Vocational Education Act is
essential.

In a society where we value mother and wife, we must continue to support that
person when her role is completed. Assisting her return to employment and society
could be equated to the soldier returning from military service. I am sure all of us
would concur her contribution has been at least as valuable. Since we are also a
society concerned about the full development and constructive utilization of its cit-
zenry, we can ill afford to lose some of our unknown and untried potential of intel-
lect and skills simply because of sex and/or age.

Therefore, I urge you to support full funding for sex equity and displaced home-
makers programs in Vocational Education as a high priority mandate.

STATE OF New HAMPSHIRE,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,

Concord, NH, November 18, 1981.
Representative CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, House of Representatives, Committee on Education and Labor, House of

Representatives, Washington, D.0
DEAR RZFRIMENTATIVE PERKINS: I strongly object to OVAE's przosed changes to

roeliminate the sex equity legislative provisions of the Vocational ucation Amend-
ments of 1976. Without the efforts of a full-time sex equity coordinator, Vocational
Education will continue to sex-role stereotype women into low paying and low es-
teemed female intensive occupational areas. This will cause further erosion of
human potential and continue to increase the number of poor in the United States.

Presently, the ratio of poor is three out of five are women.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,
Da. NISHMA Dumr,

Equal Access Consultant.

COALITION FOR EQUAL VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY,
Cleveland Ohio, December 15, 1981.

Hon. CARL PERKINS,
U.& House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR HON. PERKINS: We are a group of individuals and organizations working to
improve the economic status of women and minorities. we have joined together in
the Coalition for Equal Vocational Opportunity in order to help promote equitable
vocational education in public schools.

As you are no doubt aware, the poverty population is becoming increasingly
"Feminine". The National Advisory council on Economic Opportunity has predicted
that, "the poverty population will be composed solely of women and their children
by about the year 2000.',

The perpetuation of sex s...ereotypes in vocational education contributes to the
likelihood that this prediction will come true. In Ohio, for example, more than one
quarter of female students enrolled in vocational p in 1978-80 were in Busi-
ness and Office courses; the median pay for clerical workers in 1978 was $8,440.
Even more disturbing is the finding that over one-half of the female vocational stu-
dents that year were in home economics classes; of these, perhaps 1 percent were
being occupationally trained.

Males on the other hand were clustered in the Technical/Trade and Industry
areas. Over half the male vocational students were in such programs. The median
income for male craft workers was $14,837. Thus female students are dramatically
over-represented in the programs that lead to low paying jobs or unemployment.

We believe that as a nation we cannot ignore these figures. Using vocational edu-
cation monies to impact on sex stereotyping is an important way to promote the
country's interest in alleviating poverty.

We therefore encourage you to maintain and improve the sex equity provisions of
the Vocational Education Amendments. Specifically, we recommend that:

1. The $50,000 expenditure for full-time personnel be maintained.
2. Incentive grar is for local programs should be mandatory instead of permissive.
3. Funding of child-care programs should be mandatory.
4. Planning requirements should be maintained. Although planning represents a

major undertaking for the state and involves much paper/work, studies have shown
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that where planning is good, progress has been made toward sex equity. (National
Advisory Council on Vocational Education, December 1980 report, Increasing SexEquity.)

5. Funds should be targeted toward economically depressed areas, where students
are most in need of job training.

6. Local schools and vocational planning districts should be permitted to expend
funds to provide Career Education to parents as well as students. Parents, made
aware of current labor market trends, can help to encourage their children to take
a nonstereotyped look at all career options.

We would like to encourage you to attend the House Subcommittee on Elemen-
tary, Secondary, and Vocational Education hearings on December 16th and 17th to
get more information on these issues.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Coalition for Equal Vocational Opportunity.
Patricia Fox, Westlake, Ohio; Janie Rollins, Title IX Coordinator, Cleveland

Public Schools; Eileen Roberts, Executive Director, American Civil Liberties Union
of Cleveland; Elisabeth Dreyfuss, Cleveland Marshall College of Law;' Phyllis Ben-
jamin, Title IX Coordinator, Clevaland HeightsUniversity Heights City School
District; Amy Schuman, Program Director, Women In Skilled Employment

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PLANNING,
REGION TEN,

Batavia, N Y., January 7, 1982.
To Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Elementary/Secondary and Vocational Educa-tion, Washington, D.C.
From JUNE HUBNER,
Occupational Equity Project Director, New York State, Region 10, Fairport, N.Y.

I have been informed by Congressman Conable's office that the Hearings on Sex
Equity in Vocational Education were held on December 16th and 17th. I am sorry I
did not know this sooner. I have been assured that you will accept written testi-
money up to, and including, January 11, 1982. In this written testimony I will cover
three significant areas of progress in Region 10; Awareness, Involvement and Atti-
tudes. My personal observations will summarize the status of Sex Equity in Voca-
tional Education in the schools I service through this project as part of a network inNew York State.

AwsurgEss

With the inception of the :'EA Amendment, Monroe BOCES No 1 was one of the
first districts to receive a VEA grant as a catalyst for an awareness program Voca-
tional education staff members, district guidance counselors and other teaching staff
attended workshops to develop awareness about Sex Equity information was dis-
seminated throughout the 10 district service area and curriculum was reviewed with
changes being made where the curriculum appeared to be sex biased or discrimina-
tory. Self evaluation of staff attitudes led to open dialogues with students about non-
traditional roles and opportunities in vocational education

The following year district personnel from the 10 school districts participated in
workshops and training sessions They developed action plans about sex equity to
use during the school year with their students

The third year was highlighted by a Non-traditional Career Exposition, called
"Career Choices in a Changing World." featuring non-traditional role models, exhib-
its and career information. One hundred and twenty five exhibits, sponsored by In-
dustry and BOCES, at the Monroe County Dome area attracted 9,000 students,
teachers. parents and other interested persons from the greater Rochester area.

The current year (1981 -82) has been one filled with providing technical assistance
developing action plans sharing resource materials, identifying role models, conduct-
ing workshops, providing referral services and giving general program support to 57
school districts and 5 BOCES Centers in "Region 10". a Western New York region
served by Representatives Conable and Horton.

'Given for identification purposes only
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INVOLVEMENT

From a small beginning in 1976 to the present time, Involvement in promoting
sex equity in vocational education has grown in this part of New York State Some-
times the distance from Albany determines the degree of Involvement in new pro-
jects, ideas, mandates and legislation This has not been the case with Sex Equity
The everwidening interest and involvement in vocational education programs indi-
cated an interest in accepting the principles of equality. YA. there are some signifi-
cant factors to be considered. More women are entering the work force. More
women are raising children alone or are living alone They are in need of equitable
pay for their equal efforts in the labor force New York State has outstanding lead-
ership in the field of Sex Equity with Carol Jabonaski and Mary Ann Etu serving as
Sex Equity Coordinators. In the Region 10 area of New York staff involvement has
been marked by an average of 75 percent of staff members following through with
their developed plans for action More students are making non-traditional career
choices. More gr.duates are going on to technical and non-traditional training in
higher education Nine thousand people attending a Non-traditional Career Exposi-
tion indicates motivation for involvement when less than 3,000 people were expect-
ed.

There are many other plus factors (too numerous to list at this time) which indi-
cate a growing positive attitude toward Sex Equity in vocational training programs
and subsequent employment Industry representatives are encouraging vocational
schools to train more ;n the trades. They report that women in the non-tra-
ditional work forces are "more careful. have a better safety average, and are gener-
ally very valuable resources " Vocational school staff members, once resistant to the
idea of women students, have equally positive comments about them now. On the
other hand, young men in Child Care and Nursing programs are being accepted by
teachers, other students and the work world without bias or discrimination.

Not all attitudes have changed that readily Some parents and some school per-
sonnel appear resistant to the idea of non-traditional career choices being appropri-
ate carrer alternatives Some staff members still find it difficult to change uncon-
scious discriminatory practices Overall, attitudes are changing Progress is being
made But it takes time to develop a s-ructured effort which will insure equal oppor-
tunities for both young men and young women in their personal career choices In
New York State a firm foundation, based on solid and meaningful goals, has been
laid for that purpose by some very dedicated and capable people It will grow and
become more valuable with time if it is allowed to be an intregal part of Vocational
Education

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

My background in Special Education and Education Administration has prepared
me to see both sides of the Issue in discrimination and the limitation of programs I
can understand your concerns about Sex Equity

When I was asked in 1977 to assume responsibility for the Sex Equity Project I
was very willing to do so. As I have worked with the project I have learned much
about the 1976 VEA Amendment and its usefulness. ! have observed what happened
prior to the amendment and what is now happening because of it "Now" is better
than "prior" Every person educated in this country should have the opportunity to
choose his or her career path without regard for a person's gender. Organization,
decision making, communicating, plann:ng, forecasting, leadership and other skills
are not the unique domain of one sex or another. Neither are creativity or motiva-
tion Yet these are the skills used to prepare for a ..nca.lon It is reasonable that a
course of study, just like a set of skills, should not be closed to a person because of
one's sex role if skills, and the ability to learn a given set of instructions ultimately
become the determiners of success in the work world

As a member of the Advisory Board for the "Women in the Trades" organization
I have noticed a growing number of woolen persuing their interests in the trades
This could not have happened very readily without Sex Equity in vocational educa-
tion which has been a catalyst for many positive changes in Occupational Educa-
tion Should the structure be removed the changes might not remain.

Americanization of a family requires the growth of at least one generation It is
likely the provision of equal opportunities in vocational education will also take
time and nrganized effort Good things are happening but positive changes do take
time,

It is my hope that your committee will take into consideration all progress when
making the decisions which have to be made One reason our Country became great
is because leaders were active and far-sighted Recognizing that equal educational
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opportunity should be the right of every citizen, and acting upon that recognition to
maintain a fresh dynamic positive force in education, such as Sex Equity Coordina-
tors, will expand the greatness of today and insure equal educational and vocational
opportunities for the children of tomorrow.

JUNE HUENER.

NONTRADMONAL CAREER EXPO-MONROE COUNTY, N.Y., NOVEMBER 1980

PROJECT ON EQUAL EDUCATION EIGHTS,
Washington, D.C. January 14, 1982.

Hon. CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education,

House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN PERKINS: Thank you for giving us the opportunity to present our

views on the importance of sex equity in vocational education.
Elizabeth Giese, the Director of the Michigan Project on Equal Education Rights

has prepared a statement detailing the impact of the sex equity provisions of the
1976 Vocational Education Act in Michigan. The Michigan Project on Equal Educa-
tion Rights is a vigorous rnd active community-based organizationa local offshoot
of our national organization. The community groups participating in the project are
particularly interested in job-relating training in a time of high unemployment and
changing technology.

Based on our experience in Michigan, we make the following recommendations
for reauthorization of the Act.

Maintain the $50,000 setaside to support at least one fulltime staff person to
work on sex equity in vocational education.

Continue the requirements for appropriate representation of women and minor-
ities on state and local advisory councils.

Continue collection of data on enrollments by race and sex through the Vocation-
al Education Data System.

In addition to Ms. Giese's statement, we would like pages 14-21 of You See The
Cat Walking and pages 16-22 of the Status of Sex Equity in the Detroit Public
Schools included as an addendum to our testimony Both contain comprehensive sta-

40,
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tistics on the position of young women and men in Michigan's secondary vocational
system.

We are pleased to see you taking leadership on this vital issue and hope your in-
terest will continue. If you have any further questions or if we can be of assistance
in other areas of common concern, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,
HOLLY KNOX, Director.

Enclosures.

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF ELIZABETH GIESE, DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN PROJECT ON EQUAL
EDUCATION RIGHTS

For today's children, economic pressures and trends in new technology mean a
future vastly different from the times in which our schools' educational foundations
were established. In vocational education we see the strongest and clearest reflec-
tion of the sex role stereotyping that still persists in many forms in all aspects of
education.

In Michigan, the vocational education system has existed on the current statewide
scale for only about 20 years. But greater changes have occurred in society during
that short time. Many of the patterns and practices developed over the last two dec-
ades as vocational education has grown in Michigan have served to further limit the
options and opportunities of girls and boys.

The federal priorities set down in the sex equity provisions of the 1976 Vocational
Education Act has led to many new programs and activities to overcome bias and
stereotyping at the local level. In order to continue this work, the sex equity provi-
sions must be maintained and strengthened in any new reauthorization of the Act.

Over the past three years the Project on Equal Education Rights (PEER) has de-
veloped in Michigan a pilot project to help citizens learn about their local schools
(K-12) and to look at how sex bias and discrimination has affected the education of
our children. Our observations at both the state and local level indicate that sex
role stereotyping still operates to prevent students from recognizing the wide range
of vocational-technical options.

In December 1980, we issued a comprehensive report documenting the status of
women and girls in Michigan's public schools. The report, You See the Cat Walking:
A Report on the Findings of the Michigan Project on Equal Education Rights, re-
vealed traditional patterns of enrollments in high school vocational programs. We
found that young women accounted for 47 percent of the students in occupationally-
related programs in 1978-79. However, male high school students dominate the vo-
cational technical courses leading to entry into either high paying jobs or post-sec-
ondary training programs which promise high wages in the future. Women remain
clusterea in programs leading to traditional female occupations More than 38 per-
cent are preparing for office occupations and about 14 percent are preparing for
child care and home economics. related occupations.
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In the largest school district in Mic anDetroitthe stereotyping was evident,
as it was in all districts where local P groups looked at their schools. About 30
percent of the females in vocational education are in non-job-related programs and
almost half, 49 percent, are in office programs.
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A 1979 study completed for the State Advisory Council for Vocational Education
pointed out a partial explanation for this continued sex segregation in vocational
programs. While staff surveyed during the study indicated that teachers felt stu-
dents were being encouraged to enroll in non-traditional programs, only 18 percent
of the students felt they had been encouraged to pursue training in an area non-
traditional for their sex. Supporting statistics in Detroit show only seven percent or
2,804 students were enrolled in non-traditional classes.

Perhaps Michigan has been a typical state regarding our accomplishments related
to achieving sex equity as measured by enrollment data. Certainly we have not
achieved this goal nor the goals of PEER to truly eliminate barriers to equal options
and opportunities for both girls and boys in education. However our state is current-
ly involved in many activities which we hope will bring our vocational program
closer to this goal. Most of these activities have been undertaken because of the fed-
eral requirements of the Vocational Education Act.

In our state, our full-time vocational education sex equity cow-dinator, Dr. Sara
Lincoln, has held her position for just three years. During that time she began the
state's "Lighthouse" program, a program which organizes and involves school
staffcounselors, teachers, administratorsin developing and implementing activi-
ties to overcome sex bias in the schools.

Each school district participates in the Lighthouse project voluntarily. So far, 49
Career Education Planning Districts (CEPDs) the state is divided into 53 CEPDs
have participated in the project. Next year, the vocational sex equity projects will
reach all the CEPDs.

This reaching out is obviously a slow process. Each CEPD has many school dis-
tricts; there are 570 school districts in Michigan. The Lighthouse Recruitment
Models are now at 64 sites. Obviously it will be some time before the activities of
the sex equity coordinator reaches all school districts and all students.

In addition, since the vocational education activities are aimed at seventh and
eighth graders, it will be at least four years before we can begin to judge the prog-
ress of these programs by such measures as course enrollments.

Since thire is so much work still to be done, we urge Congress to continue support
for the provisions for at least one person to work full-time on sex equity. It is clear
that in order to complete the activities and processes now underway, we must be
able to rely on the sex equity coordinator. We are asking for the opportunity to
carry on the programs until we are sure that all students have a sex fair education.

One of our concerns with the possibility of the government withdrawing support
for sex equity mechanisms in education is that it would be so wasteful So much
time, effort and money have been put into the educationally sound sex equity pro-
jects we currently have in place that it seems tremendously wasteful to now consid-
er retracting them. We are asking that Congress stand by programs they have
helped institute through regulatory requirements so that the work of the last three
years will not be wasted and to provide much needed continuity in educational pro-
grams at the local level.

As a locally-based organization in Michigan, we would like to testify as to the use-
fulness of the vocational education statistics collected by the federal government. In
any successful business the products and process are measured numerically. To us it
is a very basic requirement that the educational system should be able to tell us
how many students are taking what programs. These statistics have helped docu-
ment inequities which are present due to sex, race or handicapfacts which for
lack of data may previously have been disputed. These statistics help citizens meas-
ure progress and hold the educational system accountable.

The Vocational Education Data System (VEDS) forms are an excellent vehicle for
collecting and reporting data and each year the process becomes easier at the local
level. However, in discussing this issue with the state Voc-Tech planning depart-
ment, Dr. Lola Jeffries-Jackson points out that some of the analysis and level of
deta 1 required in vocational planning goes beyond the actual needs of the depart-
ment and duplicates the information provided on VEDS forms. This is one area
where, while cautioning against throwing the baby out with the bath water, the
data analysis and reporting load might be lightened.

Another facet of the Vocational Education Act that has worked well is the re-
quirement for hearings on the annual plan and accountability report. In Michigan
the Department of Education has gone beyond the minimal requirement. There are
four public meetings at which criticisms and suggestions for the plan are given.
These are held at geographically diverse locations. Until recently four hearings
were also held around the state once the plan had been developed. (Now because of
funding cuts only the single required hearing can be held ) This planning process

4
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has led to a constantly evolv!ng and improving state plan which includes the input
of local educators and citizens

During those hearings no one has testified against the regulations; definition of
"appropriate representation" of women and minorities on vocational education advi-
sory councils, according to the hearings' coordinator The state of Michigan has will-
ingly complied with this regulation and PEER feels it is important to the democrat-
ic participation of citizens in all states. While Michigan would probably continue its
efforts to ensure "appropriate representation" this requirement is necessarily man-datory so that all citizens will be guaranteed this right to participation in local andstate education

In summary, PEER supports present regulations requiring a full-time sex equity
coordinator with full funding of the $50,000 designated to support the sex equity
coordinator's functions Women and minorities should continue to be ensured "ap-
propriate representation" on both state and local vocational education advisory
councils Present sex equity provisions in the Vocational Education Act continue to
be needed and should be reauthorized to provide programmatic continuity at the
local level and to prevent waste of the time, effort and money already invested in
educationally sound programs that are as yet only partially instituted.

EXCERPT FROM THE STATUS OF SEX EQUITY IN THE DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. A
REPORT ON THE FINDINGS OF THE DETROIT PROJECT ON EQUAL EDUCATION RIGHTS,
SEPTEMBER 1981

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Vocational education programs will be responsible for preparing young poeple for
the new technological job market that is currently developing It is necessary to pre-
pare both male and female students so they can compete for these jobs based ontheir skills.

According to the Women's Bureau of the U S. Department of Labor nine out of 10
young women graduating from high schools today will be employed outside theirhomes for 25 years if they marry and have children, 35 years if they marry and
have no children and 45 years if they remain single. In 1978, 48 percent of all mar-
ried women were in the paid labor force 47 percent of all married white women; 58
percent of all married Black women; 44 percent of all married Hispanic womenThe proportion of black families with two or more income producers is shrinking.
In a recent 10 years the rate for black families fell to 4S from 58 percent. In the
same period the comparable rate for white families rose to 56 from 52 percent.About four of every 10 black families nowadays is headed by a female. A decade ago
the ratio was only one in four. The income ofa family headed by a female, whether
minority or white, tends to be a lot lower than a family with a male breadwinner.

These statistics speak to the need to prepare young women for more than the role
of homemaker, yet 30 percent of the females in vocational education are in home
economics courses that do not lead to jobs. (This figure includes the ci.,,sumer educa-
tion program requirement for all ninth graders.) The figure of 59 cents for every $1
is still valid in reference to earnings of females and males Minority women earnless than any other group of workers In 1977 the median income of white male
workers was $15,230, for minority males, $11,053, for white females, $8,787; and for
minority females, $8,383 The goal should be equal pay for equal skills and work.

Male students as well as female students need to be able to take advantage of the
valuable life skills information available to them through such courses as home eco-
nomics and family life All students need a basic understanding and knowledge ofthose things that affect their decisionmaking process in the market place

It is economically wise to encourage students to explore the educational options
available to them through vocational courses, especially the nontraditional options.
Nontraditional careers for either men or women are those in which very few of the
opposite sex are found, such as female telephoine linepersons or male secretary/re-ceptionists

Training for nontraditional careers will mean an opportunity to earn higher
wages, especially foe women For both women and men it will mean more experi-
ences for working together end learning that role expectations need not hindertheir job options
What in being done

Expanding Vocattonal Options Program.The Michigan Department of Education
provided funds for the school year 1979-80 for Recruitment Model Projects designed
to eliminate sex stereotyping and to increase male and female enrollment in courses
considered nontraditional for their sex In cases where the project impacted upon

4
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Junior High School students, the Intent was to increase male and female Interest in
vocationscareers considered nontraditional for their sex Each project was imple-
mented in three stages:

1. revision of vocational brochures and other guidance materials;
2. inservice sessions for staff members;
3. involvement of students in use of sex equity materials.

There were four high schools in the Detroit Public School System involved in the
program: Pershing High School, Southwestern High School, Central High School
and Cooley High School

The program's Intent was to interest schools in incorporating the Expanded Voca-
tional Options materials into other course work such as career or consumer educa-
tion classes.

Vocational Technical Centers-LAccording to vocational education instructors sur-
veyed in the Vocational Education component of the Desegregation Court Order
there is a general belief that the quality of vocational education has declined since
court-ordered desegregation began in 1975. This is significant because there was a
specific provision in the court order for improvement of existing programs

As part of the desegregation plan for the Detroit Public Schools Judge Robert E.
Demascio ordered the construction of five area vocational schoolb.

One of the five centers, the Ethelene Crockett Center located on Mack Avenue, is
in operation and health occupations, graphic arts, commercial arts, commercial pho-
tography and business machine maintenance are taught there.

There are three others still under construction with plans for two of those to open
in September of 1981 and the Aerospace Center to open in 1982. Since the three
newest buildings will be named after men we hope the aerospace center will be
named after a woman. We suggest The Bessie Coleman Aerospace Center after the
first licensed black pilot (See Appendix.)

General Superintendent Dr. Arthur Jefferson appointed Area Vocational Commit-
tees to develop educational specification plans for the Centers, each of which will
provide training to approximately 7,000 eleventh and twelfth graders.

These centers have the potential to train both boys and girls for a large number
of job options that will allow them to compete in the job market.
Wh-t PEER found

Rev Sterotyping.Students are still being encouraged to enter primarily tradition-
al courses for boys and girls. The percentages speak for themselves. In 1978 there
were 16 courses that were predominately male, 15 predominatly female and six that
were 100 percent male. One group is said to "predominate" when there is 80 percent
or more of either females or males. The figures for the school year 1979-80 showed
an Increase in courses where enrollment of males or females is predominant. There
were 25 for males and 30 for females. There were eight courses that were 100 male
and three that were 100 percent female.
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The chart on the pre% boos page shows that only a small number of program,
23are programs with at least an $0-20 "balance- of females and males

About 2.804 students, or 7 percent were enrolled in nontraditional classes Stu
dents who are in courses dominated by the other sex are called pioneers or nontra-
ditional students because they are trying out a program not usually taken by stu-
dents of their own sex Courses such as carpentry where there are 79 males and one
female or an office procedure course where 9$ females and nine males are entolled
are examples of students taking nontraditional classes Courses virtually closed to
students of the nontraditional gender are

1979-80
Courses 100 p&rrent Male Body and Fender. Specialization. Auto, Power Plant.

Blueprint Reading. Sheet Metal, Refrigeration. Apprenticeship Guidance. Industrial
Education Co-op

('nurses 100 percent Females. Health Occupations Cluster. Non-occupational
Home Economics Child Development, Family Health

In 1978, Market Opinion Research did a study for the Michigan Women's Commis-
sion which revealed that Michigan women do show an interest in training for non-
traditional occupations Twenty-five percent of the women surveyed indicated they
were very interested

In response to the question. If government-funded training or retraining were
available to train you for a nontraditional occupation how interested would you be
in participating in this' ", 55 percent of the black women and 23 percent of the
white women responded they would be very interested In a breakdown by area 44
percent of Detroit women and 30 percent of the women from both outstate cities
and the Detroit surburbs responded positively

Recent staff surveys showed teachers felt students were being encouraged to
enroll in non-traditional training programs, but only Its percent of the students felt
they had been encouraged to pursue training in an area nontraditional for their sex
The State Advisory Council for Vocational Education contracted for this study of
Detroit Public Schools in March of 1979 The chart on the next page shows how tra-
ditional patterns prevail
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Almost half, 49 percent, of the females taking vocational education are in office
programs. It is the largest program offered through Detroit Public Schools vocation-
al education with 14,535 enrollees including 4,621 students in an office business pro-
gram.

There are 29,013 students in the occupational preparation vocational education
program. There are an additional 10,671 students in home economics courses which
do not prepare students for jobs This includes a consumer education program re-
quired of both girls and boys in the ninth grade. About 30 percent of the females
and 23 percent of the males in vocational education are in non-job-related programs.

Trade and Industrial programs are those most likely to lead to well-paying jobs in
the future. However, females are only 16 percent of the enrollees (Vs of whom are in
Cosmetology). They found in significant numbers iii only three of the programs: Cos-
metology (374/f-26/m), Criminal Justice (280/f-353/m) and Drafting Occupations(255/f-1,967/m).

Other Negative Stereotypes.Vocational Educational Department heads stated in
the June 1978 Progress Report of the Vocational Education Component of the De-
segregation Court Order that they do not perceive counselors as positively encourag-
ing students to consider vocational education and careers. Also there has been some
feeling that maladjusted and less academic student; ire programmed in vocational
education.

In the "March 1979 Report of the Student Selection Criteria Committee for the
Detroit Area Vocational Technical Centers" this problem was also addressed. The
committee concluded that if the vocational technical centers are to become viable
training centers, the counterproductive dumping ground image must be changed.

Peers and parents many times play a key part in discouraging students from
being pioneers in vocational programs It is necessary for the schools to involve the
community in an educati,nal program to help people understand that vocational
education programs prepare students not only for jobs that pay well, but help them
develop marketable skills that give them possible opportunities to go into training
programs after graduation from high school.
What people told us

Aerospace Teacher "We don't have a problem with sex discrimination in my
classroom because we don't have any girls."

Teacher "All mares do not need the same kind of activities. Kids (male and
female) are different The important ideas are opportunity and choice for all stu-
dents, both male and female "

PE Teacher: "Classes are not closed, few students elect to enroll as nontraditional
students in 'traditional' male or female classes."

Counselor "I'm trying to get as many female career speakers in nontraditional
jobs as possible to talk to students about jobs

Student. "I have not done anything to achieve sex equity in my school."
What should be done

While the new vocational technical centers are certain to reduce the negative atti-
tude toward vocational education, lingering negative attitudes must be deilth with
continually just as the issue of sex equity and the need for encouraging males and
femals to go into the nontraditional careers must be acted upon continually.

The Student Selection Criteria Committee feels a trend must be established
whereby the centers are perceived by educators, stud2:Its, parents and those in-volved in business and industry as institutions with high standards of training that
lead to successful employment

There must be a working relationship developed with the school system and busi-
ness and industry to provide placement opportunities. PEER's concern is that these
joint efforts of business and industry to assist in developing training programs will
continue to reinforce sex bias in education and the workplace unless it is conscious-
ly part of the plan to provide equal options and opportunities for both girls and
boys

As was stated earlier, it is important that community education on the vocational
education programs must be provided by the school system so a better understand-
ing of the benefits and advantages can be gained

It is recommended that the school system provide more indepth inservice for
counselors and vocational education staff to ensure that they provide equal access to
all courses by both boys and girls. The school system should also monitor course en-
rollments more closely and check on where there is a need to encourage recruit-
ment of more males and females
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Because it is economically wise to prepare students for the technical job market of
the future, career classes should also share the responsibility for exposing students
to a variety of job options.

Recommended criteria for students admission to the Vocational Technical Centers
should include positive steps to insure that applicants are aware of their right to
equity in admission and that they are judged fairly without regard to sex, race or
handicap.

Finally, we recommend that the aerospace center be named after a woman. We
nominate Bessie Coleman for this honor because she was the first licensed black
pilot.

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF CLEVELAND, INC ,

Cleveland, Ohio, December 15, 1981.
Representative CARL PERKINS,
Chair, House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education,

US. House of Representatives, Washington, D.0
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE Psitittris: During the past twenty months, the ACLU of

Cleveland has been examining sex equity in Ohio's vocational education programs.
Under a grant from the Ford Foundation, we have been mointoring the implemen-
tation of Federal laws and looking at enrollments We are currently working with
several local groups and schools to encourage sex equitable practices.

Enclosed is a report on our monitoring. The basic conclusion that can be drawn
from our reserach is that sex equity is still an unrealized goal in vocational educa-
tion.

Problems exist at many levels. On the state level, planning in general and sex
equity planning in particular has been haphazard For example, in the 1981 Plan
for Vocational Education, sex equity was dealt with in an appendix written by the
sex equity supervisor. There was no indication that anyone else in the State's Divi-
sion of Vocational Education paid any attention to sex equity.

The State's 1982 Plan included sex equity goals and activities for each program
area. Although it is too soon to see definite results, such planning should have an
impact on sex sterotyping.

Our study also examined local schools to find out how well sex equity activities
were being implemented. One portion of the study consisted of a questionnaire to
every district in Ohio. With a response rate of 18 percent, we found that 73 percent
of schools were not in compliance with the requirements of Title IX of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972. For example, 27 percent of schools had not examined
their counseling procedures or materials for sex bias; 31 percent had not conducted
the required self-examination to determine if any of their practices were discrimina-
tory.

We found that enrollments in vocational programs continue to be along sex-stero-
typed lines. To cite one example. 14 3 percent of students enrolled in Trade and In-
dustry programs were females; of these, however, 47 percent were in cosmetology
programs leading to low-paying, dead-end jobs.

Perhaps the most distressing part of our research was the on-site interviews. Al-
though these were not scientifically conducted, the interviews provided a good ex-
ample of what one can find by simply talking at random to vocational students.

These students believe that guidance counselors give different career advice to
males and females. An alarming number of students don't know where to get infor-
mation on careers. Female students tend to believe they will work 15 to 20 years of
their lives, apparently unaware that the average work-life of a woman with two
children is now twice that long-34 years.

Thus, our research indicates that we are failing to prepare our young people for
today's society Females and males alike need to be prepared to work outside as well
as inside the home.

I encourage the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Educa-
tion to maintain and improve the sex equity provisions of the Vocational Education
Amendments. Vocational education is one means by which females can break out of
the "pink-collar ghetto" they now inhabit Efforts at the state level can trickle-down
to the local level and to individual students. The maintenance of the requirement
for full-time personnel is especially important, as is the use of incentive grants.

Someone from this office would be happy to be present in Washington when your
subcommittee conducts hearings on this subject on December 16 and 17

Sincerely yours,
EILEEN ROBERTS, Executive Director
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Enclosure "Sex Equ,4 in Vocational Education A Report on Ohio's Schools "

SEX EQUITY IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION' A REPORT ON OHIO'S SCHOOLS, MAY 1, 1981

INTRODUCTION

The American Civil Liberties Union has a history of active involvement in the
fight to extend the rights granted by the United States Constitution to women. This
involvement has taken many forms, from informal attempts to resolve complaints of
discrimination to litigating many of the landmark Supreme Court decisions As one
facet of this commitment to equal opportunity for women, the ACLU nationally
began to take a critical look at the vocational preparation of women

Why is vocational education important for women? Why should the ACLUor
anyone concerned about sex equity issuesbe concerned about vocational educa-
tion?

A look at some statistics recently compiled by the Council of Chief State School
Officers begins to answer these questions:

The earnings of women who are employed full time were still 60 percent of those
of men in 1979.

Women college graduates earn less than men with an eighth-grade education
One in five families with children under age eighteen is headed by a single

parent; 87 percent of these are headed by women
Two of every five single-parent families live below the povery level
Among families with children under age eighteen headed by white females, 34

percent live below the poverty level. For black families, the figure is 58 percent.
Ninety percent of girls in high school today can expect to spend a major portion of

their adult lives working for wages
The average wife who works full time outside the home contributes 38 percent of

her family's income.
At present rates, 40 percent of all marriages will end in divorce.
If these trends contirue, "the poverty population will be composed solely of

women and their children by about the year 2000, ' according to the National Advi-
sory Council on Economic Opportunity

A major factor in women s economic condition is their over-representation in
what has been called "the pink-collar ghetto" in 1979, the job categories of clerical
and sales personnel, operators in factories and service workers accounted for 73 per-
cent of all women workers. These occupational groups are lower paying than those
in which males predominate. In 1978, the median income of male craft workers was
$14,837, the median income of female clerical workers was $8,440.

Even when the major issues of wasted individual potential and personal satisfac-
tion are set aside, the facts are that schools must begin to prepare women to be
wage earners and men to share in homemaking responsibilities.

As an educational program that teaches entry-level job skills and homemaking
skills, vocational education has the potential to help change the figures cited above
by preparing students for the realities of the world they face after graduation.

Under a grant from the Fo I Foundation, the ACLU of Cleveland, Inc 's Vocation-
al Education Project set t to examine how well the state of Ohio and its local
schools are complying with legislation designed to promote the goal of equal educa-
tional opportunity

SEX EQUITY IN EDUCATION' THE FEDERAL COMMITMENT

Aftz, 1,earing extensive testimony that women and girls were being systematical-
ly discriminated against by educational institutions, federal legislators passed two
laws during the 1970s to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex by schools re-
ceiving federal funds.

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which was to be fully implement-
ed by 1978, states. "NO person in the United States shall on the basis of sex be ex-
cluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimina-
tion under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assist-
ance.

The greatest effects of Title IX are on the local schools, where discrimination on
the basis of sex in counseling, admissions, course offerings, financial aid, athletics,
support services, benefits and other educational activities is prohibited

In 1976, the Vocational Educational Amendments (VEA 76) became law. These
amendments include extensive provisions for sex equity and state that the elimina-
tion of sex bias and sex stereotyping is a purpose of Federal Vocational Education
funds.
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The greatest impact of the VEA 76 is on the state level Each state receiving fed-
eral funds for vocational education is required to hire full-time personnel to address
sex equity States are also required to provide services for displaced homemakers.Expenditure of federal funds for other programs relating to sex equity is permitted,
but not required.

Other provisions of the VEA 76 include set-asides for special populations, such as
the disadvantaged and handicapped and aid to economically depressed areas. Each
state is required to develop five-year plans for vocational education in order to re-
ceive federal funds The first one covered 1977-1982. This plan is updated annually,
and an accountability report documenting progress towards five-year goals is pre-
pared Plans and progress reports should include sex equity programming.

These documents must be made available to the public for input and criticism At
least one public hearing must be held before the plan is submitted to the U.S. De-partment of Education.

The Vocational Education Project used three approaches to assess how well Ohio
schools are complying with the requirements of these two pieces of legislation. State
documents, including the current five-year plan and 1981 annual plan, were exam-
ined, a questionnaire was sent to individual school districts; and on-site interviews
were conducted. All three approaches revealed that progress has been slow and that
schools are failing to comply with some of the most basic sex equity requirements

THE STATE PLAN

An examination of Ohio's 1981 Plan for Vocational Education and 1979 Account-
ability Report reveals that the planning process in general and the coordination of
sex equity components in particular have been haphazard.

Overall, the plan consists largely of computer printoutswith little or no narrative
or explanation. There is ext'nsive documentation of the numbers of students en-trolled in vocational programs and projections on numbers expected to be enrolled
in future years, but there is no rationale for the specific types of programs to be
offered. Little explanation is offered for changes from the five-year plan

Major problems in the area of sex equity include:
1. Although the state has used incentive grants for model programs in sex equity,

only the federally-mandated $50,000 has been allocated for support of full-time per-sonnel to address this issue.
2. Ohio has budgeted funds for day care but has not spent them. No needs assess-

ment has been done
3 $400,000 has been budgeted for Displaced Homemakers, but there is no plan: noindication of needs assessment, no projections on the number of persons to be

served, no indication as to geographical location, no rationale.
4. Under VEA 76, funding of new and innovative programs must give priority to

sex equity Three such programs were funded in 1979; there is no mention of sexequity in these programs.
5. As described in the plan, the Career Education Program, designed to promotepositive attitudes toward employment and to provide for career exploration, does

not include a plan for addressing sex equity. All of Ohio's funds for Exemplary Pro-grams go to support Career Education
6 The sex equity coordinator reported on two Title IX reviews Of the 770 educa-

tional agencies that were asked to respond to the first review, only 523 replied, and
only 270 of these gave enough data to indicate compliance The second review had a
better response rate (611 out of 702), and 441 indicated compliance There is no indi-cation of how Title IX reviewing will be improved or enforced

7 Sex equity is discussed in an appendix written by the sex equity coordinator If
the state is going to produce a meaningful and useful planning document, then eachsection of the plan should address sex equity.

THE PROJECT QUESTIONNAIRL

In order to examine steps taken toward sex equity on the local level, the Voca-
tional Education Project sent questionnaires to 660 school districts in Ohio One
hundred-nineteen completed questionnaes were returned. Of this number, eighty-
eight schools (73 percent) indicated non-compliance with at least one Title IX re-quirement Of the .esponding districts:

31 percent had not conducted the required self-examination to determine if there
are sex-discriminatory practices.

2'7 percent had not examined counseling materials and procedures to insure non-discrimination An additional 20 percent did not answer the question.

41A.
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19 percent do not provide continuing notification of Title IX protections to the
community, school, personnel and students.

12 percent would honor a sex-specified request for ii student-employee, while an
additional 16 percent would either post the request or send all qualified students for
interviewsboth strategies which acquiesce to the discriminatory request

In addition to data on Title IX compliance, schools were also asked to provide en-
rollment figures by sex for each of their vocational courseq Courses were catego-
rized by program area, yielding the results below For purposes of comparison, the
figures compiled by Ohio's sex equity supervisor in March 1979, are also provided:

Enrollment

Mak Female

Percent

Male Female
I919

fe
Cement

male

Agriculture 2,001 469 81 0 19 0 21

Business and office 512 4 267 10 7 89 3 90

Health 50 490 9 3 90 7

Distributtythetailing 848 1,146 42 5 57 5 53

Home economics 2,194 7,047 23 7 76 3 82

Trade and industry and tact-mica! 8.472 1.418 85 7 14 3 13

OWE/OWA 2,349 1,242 65 4 34 6

Total 16.360 16,039 50 5 49 5

l Does not include technical r.

A look at enrollments in specific programs reveals even greater disparities Of the
1,418 females in the Trade and Industry and Technical area, for example, 671 are in
cosmetology courses Only 41 females are in Industrial Arts courses, as compared to
1,682 males. In fact, in the Trade and Industry and Technical service areas, only
seven of thirty-eight courses have more than a 25 percent female enrollment: Basic
Auto (non- vocational), Telecommunications, Cosmetology, Graphic and Commercial
Arts, Radio Broadcasting, Restaurant Management, and Diversified Cooperative
Training Thirteen of the thirty-eight have less than a 5 percent female enrollment
Thus, the vocational programs that lead to the higher-paying jobs are still predomi-
nantly male.

In contrast, male students are enrolling in home economics courses in larger num-
bers Eight out of twenty-three courses have more than 25 percent male enrollment
(five of these are now more than 50 percent) while seven have less than 5 percent
male students Two home economics coursesHome Remodeling and Basic Cook-
inghad 100 percent male enrollment It is also interesting to note that Single
Living courses attract a 78 percent male enrollment.

In general, then, responding school districts still have very sex-traditional enroll-
ments in vocational programs, and more males are in traditionally female courses
than females in traditionally male courses. Schools are failing to comply with Title
IX requirements that could have an effect on these patterns

ONSITE INTERVIEWS

To get a clearer picture of day-to-day practices, interviews were conducted at sev-
eral schools with administrators, teachers, counselors and student:: Students were
also asked to complete a questionnaire The interviews were conducted at two subur-
ban schools and two vocational schools within Cleveland City Schools.

Some general statements can be made about findings common to all the systems
Administrators, particularly principals, are aware of sex equity issues and of Title
IX and VEA 76 They tend to believe that peer and parental pressure are responsi-
ble for the continuing traditional vocational enrollments and believe that school
personnel are well equipped to counsel and/or teach nontraditional students

In spite of the fact that they have little or no experience with nontraditional stu-
dents, guidance counselors and teachers tend to believe that nontraditional students
are not as well prepared to do the course work They also believe that nontradi-
tional students are teased or harassed by other students Few counselors or teachers
have had sex equity training

At three schools, the majority of teachers and counselors were aware of some sex
equity activities in their schools new brochures and recruitment literature. text-
book reviews for bias, and the opening of classes to both sexes were the most fre-

4 ,..,,..a
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quently mentioned changes At one school, none of the teachers were aware of any
activities.

Interviews with students reveal that they are not receiving adequate information
about career opportunities. Generally, they are handed a brochure that lists the vo-
can°, al offerings and little, if any, further discussion takes place. It is disturbing to
note i at both males and females tend to believe that guidance counselors give dif-
ferent career advice to males and females. A significant minority of students said
they would not know where to go for more information on nontraditional jobs.

Students were also asked about the encouragementor lack of itthey received
to enter a nontraditional program. While those in traditional programs were gener-
ally neither encouraged to or discouraged from takinj a nontraditional program, all
but one of the nontraditional students had received encouragement from family or
school personnel. Students said the primary reason they were in their programs was
because they liked the work.

An interesting finding was that both males and females in the suburban schools
were less likely to be interested in higher-paying nontraditional jobs than students
in Cleveland Public Schools Most students believed they would feel comfortable in a
class where they were the only one of their sex, but most of those students who said
they would not be comfortable in this situation had already been in it.

CONCLUSIONS

There is still a great deal of work to be done before scx equity in education be-
"omes a reality In alarming numbers, schools are failing to comply with anti-dis-
crimination regulations Teachers and counselors are not being trained in how to
avoid steering students into sex-stereotyped careers and how to make nontraditional
students comfortable in their classrooms.

Better and more information on careers is needed by students and by their par-
ents Especially in urban areas, students need to know earnings potentials before
enrolling in a prog.am

While the primary focus of the Vocational Education Project has been on sex
equity, it is important not to forget the quality of vocational programs. Investigation
of how vocational graduates are perceived by employees is needed.

As the types of jobs available become increasingly technicalonly about 17 per-
cent of jobs in the '80s will require a college degreevocational training will
become more important Members of the community must help insure that their
schools are providing a relevant, high quality vocational program in a nondiscrimin-
atory manner

The vocational 'Aucation system can be responsive to the concerns of those it
serves if those concerns are made known loudly and clearly. The A.C.L U.'s Voca-
tional Education Project will continue to address issues of quality of programs and
of discrimination and stereotyping The Project staff is interested in working with
other groups or individuals concerned about vocational education We can be
reached at (216) 781-6276

AMERICAN CiviL LIBERTIES UNION OF CLEVELAND, INC
Cleveland. Ohti , January 8, 1.981

Representative CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, House of Representatives, Committee on Education and Labor, Subcom-

mittee on Elementary. Secondary and Vocational Education, Washington, D.0
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PERKINS'
Thank you for including our report, "Sex Equity in Vocational Education' A

Report on Ohio's School," in the record of the December hearings on the Vocational
Education Amendments

Enclosed is additional testimony, including specific recommendations for legisla-
tion, that we would like to have included in the record if possible.

Thank you for your continuing interest in this important issue
- Sincerely yours.

EILEEN ROBERTS, Executive Director
Enclosure
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF CLEVELAND

INTRODUCTION

During the past twenty months, the American Civil Liberties Union of Cleveland,
Inc 's educational arm, th,-. American Civil Liberties Union of Cleveland Foundation,
Inc., has been studying the issue of sex equity in vocational education. The Voca-
tional Education Project has been monitoring the implementation of sex equity pro-
visions of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976, examining enrollment
trends, interviewing persons associated with vocational education and working with
local schools to encourage sex-fair practices.

All of the Project's work leads to the conclusion that sex equity in vocational edu-
cation remains an unrealized goal We concur with the findings of the Congression-
ally mandated NIE study of sex equity in vocational education, which concluded,
"Although there has been some progress n ade toward sex equity in vocational edu-
cation, women's participation in programs thet are nontraditional for their sex re-
mains markedly low " Further, we believe that federal, state, and local governments
can and should maintain and/or implement activities to alter traditional enrollment
patterns

NEED FOR FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT

Sex bias, stereotyping and discnminstion exact a heavy toll on the nation's econo-
my The National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity has projected that,
"'ne poverty population will be composed solely of women and their children by
about the year 2000."

Statistics compiled by various federal sources illuminate some of the reasons for
this gloomy prediction:

The earnings of women employed full-time are still 60 percent of men's earnings.
Women college graduates earn less than men with an eighth grade education.
Two of every five single-parent families live below the poverty level. Eighty-seven

percent of single-parent families with minor children are headed by women.
While outright discrimination in hiring, pay and advancement certainly contrib-

ute to these figures, the over-representation of women in what has been called the
pink-collar ghetto contribute to women's poverty. In 1979, the job categories of cleri-
cal and sales personnel, operators in factories, and service workers accounted for 73
percent of all women workers. These occupational groups are lower paying than
those in which males predominate. For example, the median income of male craft
workers was $14,837 in 1978, compared to $8,440 for female clerical workers.

Since 90 percent of girls in high school today can expect to spend a major portion
of their livesmore than 30 yearsin the work force, we must begin to prepare
them for gainful employment The a'aernative is widespread suffering. The problem
requires a federal commitment.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSION

I Rather than supporting the general operation of vocational programs Federal
funds should be targeted to support Federal priorities

Federal monies supply a small percentage of vocational education operating costs.
In Ohio, for example, federal funds supplied 7.3 percent of the 1980 budget for voca-
tional education. Since the concept of vocational education is firmly established, it
would be a more efficient use of resources to use federal funds for national prior-
ities. State and local governments are likely to continue to support vocational edu-
cation

2 Planning requirements should be maintained and local advisory councils should
be given responsibility for sex equity planning

Two national studies (The NIE study and one by the National Advisory Council
on Vocational Education) showed that where sex equity efforts have been the
strongest, nontraditional enrollments have been highest.

While enrollment changes in Ohio have been minimal, planning efforts, especially
in sex equity, have also been minimal. Overall, Ohio's annual plans have consisted
of voluminous computer printouts with little narrative or explanation. There has
been extensive documentation of enrollments and projections of future enrollments,
but no discussion of why particular programs are being offered.

Beginning with 1982, planning for sex equity has improved. For the first time, the
1982 Plan included sex equity goals for each vocational education objective. The
State Board of Education has established a goal of increasing nontraditional enroll-
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ments in Vocational education by 2 percent per year. Thus, there is a new move at
the state level to implement planning for sex equity. This new trend needs continu-ing federal support.
S. Funding of full-time personnel to address sex equity should be maintained at the

$50,000 level; the mandated functions should be maintained
The Vocational Education Project conducted interviews with administrators at

several schools in the Cleveland area. These interviews indicate that the administra-
tors, particularly building principals, are aware of Title IX and of sex equity con-
cerns, largely through the efforts of the state's sex equity supervisor. For such asmall investment, the sex equity supervisor is having a broad impact. Maintenance
of the full-time personnel requirement will permit state sex equity personnel to con-tinue to build on the foundation of awareness that has been laid.

Planning of state-wide activities for sex equity can be best handled by one person.
If responsibilities for sex equity are spread among other personnel, the results will
be a haphazard, incoherent sex equity effort.

The ten functions mandated by the 1976 Amendments provide a reasonable
framework for ensuring that sex equity is properly addressed.
4. States should be required to establish incentive grants to develop programs to over-

come sex stereotyping and bias in vocational programs. The results should bewidely disseminated
Personnel at local schools have repeatedly told our Project that when the govern-

ment is serious about something, it puts money behind it. The biggest complaint wehave received about Title IX from education administrators is that there is nomoney behind it. State administrators of vocational education can convince local
schools of the seriousness of sex equity only by making money available.

Incentive grants put money in the hands of local schools who can best determinewhat actions are needed to promote sex equity in their own areas.
5. States should be required to provide services to persons such as displaced home-

makers, teenage parents, recipients of public assistance, and single heads of
household who suffer economic hardships due to sex stereotyping and discrimi-
nation. "Services" must include an assessment of the need for child care and pro-vision of this service where needed.

Many sources support the need for and the wisdom of providing services to per-sons such as displaced homemakers.
Ohio began offering such programs in 1981 First-year results show that prior toentering displaced homemaker programs, 92 percent of the students were receiving

some form of public assistance. Only 9 percent were employed Upon completion of
the program, 59 percent were employed, and 65 percent planned to get furthertraining. Displaced homemaker programs are having a positive impact and shouldbe continued.

This a clear need for child care services. For example, an Ohio program designed
to assist women in finding nontraditional employment concluded, "Child Care was akey factor, and when it was provided, our program became phenomenallysuccessful . . We stionglr recommend that no similar program be commenced
without child care services.
6'. A funding formula should be provided which requires states to give priority to eco-

nomically depressed areas, especially urban areas
The nation's poor, concentrated in urban areas, are those in greatest need of jobtraining Those in economically depressed areas are also the people least able to pay

for the training and support services that would enable them to join the work forceAgain, since the bulk of the nation's poor are women, funding priority for eco-
nomically depressed areas has serious ramifications for sex equity
7. Data collection requirements should be maintained

These requirements not only allow for enforcement of legislative provisions, butalso ensure that state vocational administrators have a sound basis for planning
8. Funding priority should be given to new program areas

Indications are that only 17 percent of available jobs in the 1980's will require acollege degree Increasingly, employment opportunities will be in technical fields.
One only need think about the burgeoning field of home computers to realize that arevolution is taking place in the work place

As the nature of our economy shifts from a manufacturing to a service and tech-
nical base. we have an excellent opportunity to promote true equality in the work

41J
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place. We can take this opportunity to encourage females and males to enter voca-
tional programs in these areas before they become heavily sex stereotyped

9. Federal funds should be available for Career Education
The Vocational Education Project's interviews with students revealed that most

are woefully ignorant of career opportunities. Counseling remains inadequate. Most
often, students receive a brochure describing the school's vocational offerings, but
receive little to no further career guidance. With little information, students often
make decisions that will influence their economic condition for years to come.
10. States should be required to consider enrollments as a factor in allocating funds

between secondary and post- secondary institutwns
Forty-three percent of all women enrolled in vocational education in Ohio in 1979

were in short-term adult courses. A report by the Ohio Advisory Council for Voca-
tional Education indicates that, "Adult education numbers are continuing to grow
larger in school districts as well as technical colleges. Secondary students in voca-
tional education may not increase appreciably in this decade because there are de-
clining numbers of high school age youth."

These trends will be occurring nationally as the population continues to age.
States should be encouraged to pay attention to this trend when allocating funds.

CONCLUSION

The work of the Vocational Education Project has confirmed the belief that equal
educational opportunity is a vital aspect of quality education. High quality pro-
grams will attract students of both sexes and all races when the effects of past dis-
crimination are remedied When dangerously obsolete ideas about "proper" employ-
ment are removed, when students are given realistic information about the world of
work, they are free to choose educational programs based on their interests and
abilities.

Equal access to education is too important to leave to states. Reports on imple-
mentation of Title IX and the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 show that
states will not take this responsibility without a federal incentive.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY SANDAGE, PRESIDENT, DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS
NETWORK, INC.

(Endorsed by the following organizations: Federation of Business and Professional
Women; Federation of Organizations for Professional Women's Clubs; National As-
sociation of Social Workers; National Commission on Working Women; National
Community Action Agencies; National Council of Catholic Women; National Council
of Jewish Women; National Council on Aging; National Senior Citizens Law Center;
National Women's Party, National Women's Political Caucus; Older Women's
League; Rural American Women; Women's Equity Action League; and YWCA of the
U.S A., National Board )

The Board of Directors of the Displaced Homemakers Network, Inc. believes that
economic self-sufficiency through employment is the single most important factor to
solving some special needs of a growing group of middle-life and older women.

We are in agreement with the testimony presented during the two days of hear-
ings urging retention and strengthening those sections of the Vocational Education
Act that lead to elimination of sex bias in occupational skills training. We are sub-
mitting the following statement to underscore the special needs of o!iier women and
to urge improved access for this group.

The Displaced Homemakers Network, Inc , organized in 1978, is a national non-
profit organization of displaced homemakers, displaced homemaker service provid-
ers, and other supporters. The organization's purposes are to work toward the eco-
nomic self-sufficiency through employment of displaced homemakers, and to provide
resource materials for and communication linkage among programs and members.
In this capacity we feel strongly about the reauthorization of the Vocational Educa-
tion Act.

Reauthorization and appropriate funding of the Vocational Education Act is vital
to the job preparation and training for millions of displaced homemakers who find
themselves forced into the labor market in order to survive These are womengen-
erally over the age of 35, and most often olderwho have remained at home for a
number of years to care for their families and then lose their means of support
through death of f:ie spouse. se_paration. divorce, or ineligibility or pending disquali
fication for public assistance They are too young to collect Social Security, do not
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qualify for unemployment Insurance, and are unable to collect under a husband's
pension plan. They cope with personal, family, and economic criseb at the same
time. In their shift from dependency to self-sufficiency they must upgrade their
skills and acquire training to prepare them for gainful employment

By conservative estimate, there are over four million displaced homemakers inthe nation. Although their personal situations vary depending upon their age and
family status, the majority of these women have similar basic needs These women
need jobs in order to survive. To enable them to get these jobs they require transi-
tional support services and training that will make them marketable in an increas-
ingly competitive job market. Younger displaced homemakers often have children to
support. The needs and special problems of single parent families are many More
often than not the economic situation for the female single parent is bleak, particu-
larly if she is having to enter the labor market for the first time. For women over
40, who make up 75 percent of the displaed homemakers in the our nation, the situ-
ation is even worse.

For the older displaced homemaker the combination of discrimination on the
basis of age, sex, and race continues to be catastrophic. Although mid-life women,ages 45 to 64, who are divorced, separated or widowed, are more likely to be work-
ing than are mature married women, the salaries and jobs that both groups get will
still be at the bottom of the occupational ladder. Eighty-percent of all working
women are concentrated in low-paying, low-benefit jobs. While the average woman
earns 59 percent of the average man's wages, women over the age of 45 (one-third of
all working women) earn only 55 percent, and the gap widens with age These jobs
in clerical fields, as household help, or as aides in medical Institutionsoften mean
long hours, low pay, and little gratification Poverty and hardship seem a cruel prize
to earn after years of devotion to the home and family

Poverty for most older women reflects a lifetime of a very special pattern: mar-
riage as opposed to educational advancement. children Instead of careers, part-time
or sporadic employment with little or no security or retirement pension. The socio-
economic profile of today's older women results from what was not done to provideequity for women in their young and middle years. Elderly women are a growing
segment of our population, growing faster than the aging population as a whole
The needs of women alone in our society are not going to go away by attrition. By
the year 2035, when today's 18 year old is 68, she will be one of an estimated :33.4
million compared to 22.4 million men in the same age category

Women live longerapproximately eight years longer than men. So most older
women spend their later years as widows. In 1977 only 37 percent of women over
the age of 65 were married and living with their husbands, while 74 percent of older
men were married and living with their wives. Altogether unmarried women (wid-
owed, divorced, separated, and never married) comprise 72 percent of the 4.4 million
people living in poverty; and for black women, almost 40 percent of those over 65
live in poverty, indicative of the even worse economic situation for minority women

It is imperative that opportunities be increased for displaced homemakers, par-
ticularly older and minority women, to obtain training and employment that resultsin both immediate and long-term self-sufficiency It is critical for the women, for
their communities, and for the nation's economy

Although considerable progress has been made in reducing barriers to nontradi-
tional training for women leading to higher paying jobs, less than 71 percent of en-
rollment in such programs is estimated to be older persons Recent studies indicated
that about 49 percent of persons 55 to 64 years old who are enrolled in educational
courses do so to increase their earning power These people are hard-working
Americans who have kept themselves and their families going through some very
trying economic times. They are almost always excellent employees with high at
tendance races, low absenteeism, high productivity, and stability They need a skill
to offer Those skills can be developed through vocationaleducation programs at:fossthe country It is vital to all Americans that these training opportunities be main-tained and strengthend

Though older persons, especially women, are underrepresented in today's labor
force, current demographic and economic changes suggest that there will be a great-
er need for older women to remain in or re-enter the job market. We believe that
reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act should guarantee equal access to
federally supported training programs for this population. Further, we agree with
the 1981 White House Conference of Aging Technical Committee on Employment,
which recommended that publicly supported vocational education, training, and em-
ployment programs be held specifically accountable to Congress by the year 1982 for
equitable assistance to all age groups or face sanctions (page 25)
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In recognition of the growing numbers of middle-aged and older women seeking
economic self-sufficiency, we make the following recommendations to the Subcom-
mittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education:

RECOMMENDATIONS

Retain provisions that provide support to existing programs and services for en-
hanced training and retraining for older women. In particular, provide special coun-
seling, support and information services appropriate for displaced homemakers and
other older persons in job development, training, and placement.

Retain provisions that eliminate sex discrimination in vocational education
adding provisions that eliminate age discrimination as well.

Provide incentives for vocational education staff development and retraining of
instructors and counselors so they are prepared to assist older women to enter the
labor market and upgrade their skills for higher paying jobs.

Specify vocational education needs of older persons, providing incentives for im-
proved representation of older women in skill and new technology training. In par-
ticular, develop recruitment materials and practices that are not age-biased, reach-
ing out to settings where unemployed and underemployed older applicants can be
found. Prevent placement personnel in vocational education programs from aiding
employers in screening applicants on the basis of age.

Retain the Vocational Education Data System, modifying it to better describe en-
rollment in courses and programs crosstabulated by sex, race, and age. Plan for use
of this data to identify barriers to program utilization by older persons and to evalu-
ate efforts to reduce these barriers.

Specify that training for older adults be conducted in institutions and agencies
empathetic to the needs of older women For example, establish them in communi-
ty-based organizations with a history of serving special needs of displaced homemak-
ers with success.

Enforce the Age Discrimination Act (ADA) in vocational education programs to
assure access to work study, apprenticeship and cooperative education programs for
older adults as well as for youth.

Provide incentives for State Vocational Education Agencies to take appropriate
steps to remedy instances of age and sex discrimination in vocational education pro-
grams to assure access of displaced homemakers, middle-aged and older women to
work study, apprenticeship and cooperative education provams.

Use language in the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act that is con-
sistent with other bills addressing adult training such as the Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act or its successor.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUSAN BUCKNELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CONNECTICUT'S
PERMANENT COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN 1 PCSWI

This testimony will address both the positive impact the 1976 Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments have had in reducing sex discrimination and stereotyping in voca-
tional Education and will make recommendations for maintaining and strengthen-
ing the current provisions of the act. The discussion is based on the PCSW's work in
the area of vocational education.

The PCSW is a legislative agency mandated to eliminate sex discrimination
through studies, public education, legislation and work with state agencies. The
Commission's focus on improving the economic status of women and encouraging oc-
cupational choices of men and women to be unrestricted by sex bias has led the
Commission to work extensively in the area of vocational education. In 1977, the
PCSW testified on the state's first FiveYear and One-Year Plan and, again in 1978
we submitted comments on the Annual Plan and Accountability Report. For the last
three years, I have served on the 108-Vocational Education Planning Committee
which makes recommendations to the State Board of Education regarding the diari-
bution of vocational education funds.

Our work has convinced us that the need to retain the focus on the elimination of
sex discrimination and sex bias is critical. Clearly, statistics reveal that before the
Act women were disproportionately concentrated n a fey vocational areas, and gen-
erally those with a poor earnings future, but - in Connecticut, we have seen
slow, but steady progress during the course of the implementation of the 1976
Amendments. Although I will argue that Connecticut's statistics indicate that the
Amendments have had a positive impact, the current continuation of the lower eco-
nomic opportunities for women and the apparent segregation of the labor market
call for renewed efforts in these areas.

4 'J
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The impact of inflation on families and changes in family structure have made itimperative that women have the training and education to pursue economicallyviable occupations. The National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity has in-
dicated that "there is a 'frightening pattern' in the shifting makeup of the poverty
population with increasing proportions being women, youth and minorities." The
report coined the phrase the "feminization of poverty" and stated that, "Almost onefemale-headed family in three is poor;" compared to 1 in 18 families headed by a
male. The report predicte4 that "The poverty ..pulation will be compceed solely of
women and their children by about the year 2, 1 1 1 ."

In Connecticut, 18 percent of all families are headed by women, up from 13 per-
cent in 1970. By 1990, women will be 50 percent of the Connecticut labor force and 2out of every 3 mothers will be working. Yet, 80 percent of working women remainconcentrated in lower paying occupations, predominantly female job areas. Under 4percent of the state's apprentices are female and the average wage of female gradu-
ates from Voc-Tech Schools in 1978 was 83.64 compared to $4.12 for men. Womenstill earn 59 cents for every dollar earned by a man; and minority women suffer
even more disproportionately.

Besides the economic impact of discrimination on women and the limiting effect
of restricted occupational choices on young men and women, we also need to explore
the way in which sex -segregation may interfere with a more effective match be-
tween occupational demand

re
and supply. In Connecticut, there is a significant

demand for skilled workersdemands which cannot be met without attracting new
sources of labor and, in particular, women. The Connecticut Business and Industry
Association's Report, "Unemployment in the Midst of Unfilled Jobs" has document-
ed the need for machinists. There are similar shortages in other trades and the de-
velopment of new areas, such as the high technology-electronicscomputer fields,
will create additional demands for a skilled labor pool, representative of all poten-tial workers. We should bear 'n mind that the average age of machinists in Con-
necticut is 60 and by 1990 we will have 40 percent less high school graduates.At the same time, there are tremendous shortages in areas traditionally consid-
ered "women's trades" such as clerical work and nursing.

We should, therefore, regard the need to eliminate sex-stereotyping, bias and dis-
crimination in career choice and vocational education as a critical part of economic
development. But we need to recognize that sex-stereotyping, bias and discrimina-
tion will not be eliminated without the kinds of specific efforts and mandates whichare currently included in the 1976 Vocational Education mandates.

The design of the 1976 Voc-Ed Amendments was exemplary in that they revealed
an understanding of what would need to be done to eliminate sex bias, stereotyping
and discrimination in vocational education. They mandated states to establish a sexequity coordinator, and they mandated expenditures for displaced homemaker pro-
grams. They outlined the kind of support services, including child care that would
be necessary to realistically open doors for women in nontraditional training. In the
program improvement area, provision was made for grants to eliminate sex bias andfor the training of teachers and counselors to address bias and for the preparation
of curriculum materials. In the area of Consumer and Homemaking Education,funds may be provided only to programs which encourage the participation of bothmales and females and which encourage the elimination of sex stereotyping in thework of the home.

The clear policy directive was that efforts should be made to eliminate sex bias,
stereotyping and discrimination and the steps to doing this were outlined. In Con-necticut, we can see that these provisions have gradually begun to make a differ-ence.

I am attaching data from the Regional Vocational Technical Schools which illus-trate these facts. It should be noted that vocational enrollment in the Local Educa-
tion Authorities far exceeds Regional Vocational Technical School enrollment in
terms of numbers of students served statewide, but this data does provide an indica-tion of changing patterns.

Overall, women are now 21 percent of the student population, and particularlysignificant, 23 percent of the 9th grade enrollment in the exploratory segments
where they are being exposed to a variety of trades. When we review selected occu-
pational areas, we can point out several trends. Clearly, programs which have been
traditionally less stereotyped (drafting, food trades, graphic arta) show considerably
more mow ment toward balance between females and males in the five year periodbetween 19'15 and 1981. Drafting, for example, was 14 percent female in 1976 and isnow 27 percent female in 1981.

It is also important to note the increase of women in trades that are of critical
significance to Connecticut and which have hitherto offered employment to few
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women. Particularly significant is the rise of female enrollment in the electronics
area where women have increased from 7 percent in 19'76 to 11 percent in 1981 or a
10 percent increase overall There has been a similarly significant increase in sheet
metal from 6 percent in 1976 to 19 percent in 1981, representing an 18 percent in-
crease

Even in those areas which have always been heavily for entirely male), the auto
trades, the machine trades and construction trades, there is beginning to be some
change, although it is very slow Women have increased m carpentry, for example,
from .45 to 4 percent representing a 3.5 percent increase.

We should note that the female trades are not attracting males in any significant
numbers, even in areas where there is high occupational demand. The health area
was 100 percent female in 1976 and was still 99 percent female in 1981.

We might surmise that the increase of women in programs that have traditionally
been less stereotyped, such as drafting may, in part, reflect the increase in numbers
of females recruited to the Regional Vocational Technical Schools during this period
and the natural attraction of female students to trade areas where they will not
experience isolation. In addition, Connecticut data for individual schools, especially
in the more traditionally male areas, indicate that encouragement of females by
particular instructors has a significant impact in attracting and maintaining fe-
males in these areas.

We can suggest, therefore, that the slow progress we have seen in Connecticut has
owed a great deal to the policy and programmatic initiatives implemented as a
result of the Vocational Education Amendments insofar as more women have been
recruited and more instructors have made conscious efforts to redress bias. We can
further suggest both that the slow nature of the progress requires continuation of
these initiatives, and that continuation would, indeed, continue progress in the
elimination of bias and stereotype.

I might also comment here that Connecticut's Accountability Report for 1979-80
recommended as part of the vocational institution evaluations that "local advisory
councils be expanded to include greater representation of women, minorities and
special needs populations" and that "greater emphasis be placed on the elimination
of sex role stereotyping in program enrollments and curriculum design, and that
teachers should be able and encouraged to participate in more workshops, in this
area."

I would like to examine the features of the 1976 Amendments and the program-
matic responses in Connecticut which have been especially helpful in this area. Es-
pecially important has been the establishment of the position of Sex-Equity Coordi-
nator and the execution of the mandates of that position The Coordinator has col-
lected data which has had an impact on planning and education. The Coordinator
has provided practical assistance to vocational education institutions. The Coordina-
tor has undertaken a great deal of educational work to expand knowledge and
awareness of discrimination and the ways to eliminate bias. The Coordinator has
been extensively involved with practical and effective program development, espe-
cially in the areas of support services for women where some recruitment programs
and pre-orientation preparation programs have increased the recruitment and re-
tention of women dramatically, up to 30 percent in some machine training courses.
Extensive program development efforts have also been undertaken in displaced
homemaker programs as will be described below. The Coordinator has also been in-
strumental in having an impact throughout the State Department of Education by
reviewing general grant proposals and requests for proposals to ensure they are free
from bias and will equally encourage participants without regard to sex

The mandated expenditure on displaced homemakers, under the guidance of the
Coordinator, has also had a significant impact in Connecticut. In 1979, the State De-
partment of Education utilized $40,000 in Vocational Education Act funds to study
numbers of displaced homemakers in need and services available The report esti-
mated there were 65,000 displaced homemakers in Connecticut. A PCSW survey in
1979 also found significant numbers of women divorced after over 12 years of mar-
riage, 43 percent of whom experienced difficulty finding a job, and 52 percent of
whom had never held a job or had worked only intermittently during marriage,
whereas, 18 percent of the women married over 12 years reported that finding a job
was the most difficult part of divorce No men reported this

Some of the factors contributing to these difficulties were identified as follows. 36
percent cited no skills as a problem, 36 percent identified "outdated skills" as a
problem, 50 percent pointed to "lack of confidence," 22 percent cited the absence of
counseling services, and 36 percent said they needed additional education Only 3
percent of the women in this group were enrolled in school at the time of the
survey
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It was quite clear that the earned income levels of the women mar,. CPILt 2years was low, compared to the earned income of womeu married Ices th 1? yes. 3,and particularly compared to the earned incomes of men misled ow .s.Sixty-seven percent of women married over 12 years said they earne than$10.000 annually, compared to 60 percent f women with shorter marriaave. Only 37
percent of men married over 12 years had earned annual incomes under $10,000.Seven percent of women married over 12 years were receiving Aid to Families With
Depent Children or general assistance payments.

The economic impact of marital dissolution in women with longer marriages was
aggravated by the facts that (a) they had difficulty finding jobs and that, (b) the jobs
they found were generally in unpaid, dead-end occupations. Twenty-three percent ofthose who were working were employed as service workers (compared to only 14
percent of women married under 12 years); 31 percent were in clerical jobs (com-
'Awed to 10 percent of those married under 12 years); only 8 percent were in profes-
sional/tecluncal positions (compared to 18 percent of women married under 12years; 15.4 percent were in management/administration; 4 percent were in salesjobs; 12 nt were factory operatives; 4 percent were unskilled); and no one WELiin a craft or skilled trade.

The allocation for displaced homemaker programs :las increased from the $40,060
which funded the study by the Counseling Center of Hartford Collep IP* Women in
1979, to $128,000 for Fiscal Year 1980-81.

The 1980-81 vocational education allocation sponsored or partially sponsored 14
projects for displaced homemakers including Hartford College for Women, Greater
Hartford Community College, Manchester Community College and Howell Cheney
Technical School; the New Britain YWCA and Project Find, a New Britain Commu-
nity organisation; Northwestern Connecticut Community College and the Chamberof Commerce of Northwestern Connecticut; the Women's Employment ResourceCenter of New Haven; Mohegin Community College; the Bridgeport YWCA; the
Stamford Displaced Homemaker Center; and Quinnebaug Community College.

These grants were offered to programs which included (1) short term skill train-
ing, in vocational fields where women are underrepresented; (2) pre-vocational pro-
grams, including introduction to technical and/or service trades and their tools, job
information, educational counseling and placement in skill training or vocational
education Worm and, (3) development of a model displaced homemaker center incooperation with an existing school, college or service agency.

Special consideration was given to projects which demonstrated cooperative ar-
rangements with agencies and service providers, involved strategies to recruit mi-nority women and women with limited English speaking ability, included job devel-opment and follow-up, employed displaced homemakers as staff or volunteers, com-
bined job and surliort services, provided child care, or attempted to ensure partici-
pation among women 35 years of age and older. Projects were funded up to anamount of $10,000.

The Commission recommended successfully that the 108 Committee increase the
allocation of vocational education funds to displaced homemaker programs to$140,000. Thus, for Fiscal Year 1981-82, the following organizations will receive vo-cational education grants for displaced homemaker projects:

DISPLACED HOMEMAKER PROGRAMS (DVAE), JANUARY TO JUNE 1982
Hartford College/Hartford YWCA/Greater Hartford Community College:

including a bilingual component and word processing $32,500New Britain YWCA: including a bilingual component, and machining/
environmental systems

32,216Greater Bridgeport YWCA: including a bilingual component and ma-chine operation
32,34:4

Southeastern RUTS/Mohegan Community College: electronics, drafting,office skills
26,721Northwestern Connecticut Community College/Chamber of Commerce-

Torrington: including graphics, electronics, word processing 21,800Derby Board of Education/Adult Learning Center including career ex-ploration
9.350

All funds are from Public Law 94-482, Displaced Homemaker category except
$21,000 committed from funds earmarked for Bilingual service.

The 1982 programs funded through Vocational Education Act allocations, involvea wide mix of components including job training in traditional and non-skills.
graphics. drafting and electronics. One of the programs is focused on career explora-
tion. although others involve career exploration as part of their overall efforts. In
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addition, projects include support services, including peer support. Incliv;clual coun-
seling, vocational testing, preparation for the GED (high school equivalency) exam

Besides assisting women in need, the displaced homemaker programs have helped
meet labor shortages in growth areas, they have stimulated a number of agency
linkages between the public education sectors and industry and have had an Impact
on the ongoing programs of the sponsoring agencies which, hopefully, in the long
run, will help to tailor mainstream programs to the needs of this population. In ad-
dition, this year, special emphasis has been placed on bilingual support for those
Hispanic displaced homemakers who have limited English speaking ability. In fact,
some of the grants were partially funded through special funds for bilingual pro-
grams in combination with funds allocated for displaced homemakers. Finally, this
year the PCSW will be making recommendations that special outreach be undertak-
en to ensure that AFDC recipients or those no longer eligible will have access to
these training programs

The focus under the basic grant on support services, Including child care for
women entering non - traditional occupations, has also proved important in drawing
attention to the kind of career orientation, and preparation necessary to realistical-
ly break down the sex-segregation of occupations. Even though relatively small
sums have been allocated to this in Connecticut, ($40,000 for the last two years) the
support services programs have allowed pre-vocational training, orientation, recruit-
ment. work world Information and pee support groups in various ongoing skill
training programs at Mantic prison and in various community college programs di-
rected towards technical careers

The program at Niantic Correctional Institution is particularly interesting since
very little existed in the way of vocational education The Voc-Ed Act funds have
provided career education and training in drafting and machine work and have laid
the basis for establishing a pre-apprenticeship program at the facility where the
women will do 2,000 hours whilst at the facility, apprenticed to tradespeople at the
facility and 2,000 with local employers once they are back in their own communi-
ties

Considerable use has also been made of grants to eliminate sex bias under Sub-
part III. In 1980-81, $80,000 was allocated and in 1981-82, $50,000 Seventeen pro-
posals in the LEA's were accepted for funding in 1980-81 and, while a variety of
projects were encouraged, proposal objectives were designed with a single purpose in
mind, that of the elimination of sex bias and stereotyping to meet the goals of re-
ducing stereotypical patters of enrollment in vocational programs and in occupa-
tions for which they prepare students, encourage exploration by young men and
women in non-tradition occupational fields and increase the opportunities for place-
ment in such fields upon program completion

Nine urban areas were identified as having high concentrations of students and
unemployment. Grants up to $6,000 were availaole and Danbury, Hartford and
Stamford applied for and received grants

Hartford provided in-service training for staff of the Hartford Public School
system, including Instructors, administrators and guidance counselors. A series of
workshops have been designed to examine participant sex bias and introduce infor-
mation about legislation, school enrollment statistics and non-traditional job oppor-
tunities. The Hartford Board of Education seeks to insure that newly trained staff
will be more receptive to their students' non-traditional career choices and will en-
courage students to enter fields where they can realize their full career potential.

Danbury sponsored a student awareness program with an emphasis on guidance
and counseling Students currently enrolled in vocational programs and those con-
sidering enrolling, toured vocational programs and took field trips to local business-
es Audio-visual presentationz, -.ere another aspect of the programs, which were de-
signed to increase awareness of non-traditional vocational and employment opportu-
nities

Stamford chose to conduct workshops for parents of middle school students.
Through films, discussion and role play, parents will be encouraged to consider
more carefully the Influence their own sex role stereotyping has on the future
career choices of their children

Grants of up to $2.500 were available to local and regional education agencies and
regional vocational technical schools. Bloomfield, Brooklyn, East Conn, Willimantic,
East Hartford, Guilford, Montville, Northwestern Community College, Suffield,
Wethersfield, Windham, Windsor and Regional District Nos 4 and 10 received these
grants

The majority of the LEAs have chosen to initiate proposals for in-service training.
They will be offering in-service training for vocational teachers, counselors and par-
ents. By stressing the need to recognize and eliminate sex bias on this institutional
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level, session leaders will attempt to improve the quality of instruction and guid-
ance of students, the indirect beneficiaries of these programs It is expected thatworkshop participants will encourage students to explore all aspects of vocational
education, including both traditional and nontraditional career preparationMany LEAs are incorporating the use of "Maybe Next Year ' into their training
programs. "Maybe Next Year" is a four-part color film workshop written and pro-duced by Patricia Yosha under a grant from the Division of Vocational and Adult
Education. The film workshop was developed to expand both professional and per-
sonal opportunities for students by examining how sex role stereotyping can c ffectthe way parents, teachers, guidance counselors and administrators influence and
direct teenagers "Maybe Next Year" has been field tested in school and community
settings and has received high evaluation from workshop participants

Another resource used by several grant recipients is the seven session in-servicetraining course also developed through. the West Hartford Public Schools The ses-sions which may be used separately in two-hour workshops or consecutively in aseries of workshops, cover the following topics. anti-discrimination laws, careercounseling, bias in instructional materials, language, teacher behavior, strategies forchange and the sex fair classroom
Other LEAs have preferred to tailor their programs directly to students by intro-ducing students to non-traditional occupations and effective career guidance in var-ious ways
Some have created speakers programs, introducing individuals employed in non-traditional industrial and business settings to the classroom to serve as role modelsfor students. These programs will be supplemented with films and field trips.Others will be improving school career resources and job placement services, in-forming potential students of both traditional and non-traditional program optionsand offering basic training in assertiveness, communication skills, stress reductionand math anxiety Still another LEA will turn a student projectphotographing

local working men and women, within and outside the local school system, into aslideshow and lecture to be disseminated in surrounding towns
Some pilot projects were designed to test the effectiveness of sex equity researchfindings, the review and revision of present educational materials to remove offen-sive sex bias and the development of sex fair curriculum material for non-tradition-al occupational areas.
The Department funded one LEA to review the school's class materials for compli-ance with sex fair curriculum guidelines and to make recommendations for futureschool purchases
As is evident, a wide variety of approaches have been adopted which allows forcreativity at the local level and tailoring of grants to each school's needs Under thepurview of the Sex-Equity Coordinator, this diversity of grants allows an evaluationof what kinds of approaches work.
Connecticut has also allocated specific funds for sex-fair counseling to be coordi-nated with Guidance and Counseling and Professional Development in 1981-82($20,000 s

The Vocational Education Act funds in Connecticut have led to the developmentof specific programs such as support programs for women in non-traditional occupa-tions and displaced homemaker programs which have met the needs of specific pop-ulations, and which have also developed the expertise and impetus to have a broadImpact on institutions. To some extent, these special initiatives have had an impacton general programs, for example, funding allocated in Connecticut with other agen-cies to provide employment and training programs matched by private industry hasled to training programs which incorporate the recruitment and preparation tech-niques developed through support services for women in technical careers Similar-ly, program improvement grants have all included a directive that the eliminationof sex equity is to be a component
Clearly, we have made progress in eliminating sex bias in Connecticut and thedirectives of the 1976 Voc -Ed Amendments have been key to this progress There isstill a long way to go, however It is significant that the National Institute of Educa-tion recently released a report of a four-year study which analyzes the effectivenessof the 1976 amendments to the Vocational Education Act in meeting a number ofnational objectives, concluded with regard to the law's goals of achieving equity for

women, the disadvantaged and handicapped
(a) Although Congress made it clear that one of its chief priorities for vocationaleducation was to increase access for individuals with special needs, and while the

theme of equity pervades the law, much is authorized and relatively little requiredIn short, while the 1976 amendments strengthened some of the equity instrumentsin the Vocational Educational Act, they also continued to give the states a great
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deal of discretion over whether or not they would fut ther this goal in the law Tech-
nically speaking, then, states and localities could be in compliance with the letter of
the law while choosing to Ignore its Intent

It is Connecticut's credit that we have made progress Based on the Connecticut
experience of where we have really utilized the 1976 Amendments and where we
have not, I would submit the following recommendation

1 Retain full-time personnel to overcome sex bias The small required set aside of
$50,000 has been one of the most effective measures under this act and we urge re-
tention It is absolutely clear that if the full-time position is not retained, the impe-
tus for change will be minimized Sex-equity is an Important policy issue and will
not be handled effectively if it is assigned to people with other job responsibilities

2. Continue to require a set-aside for displaced homemaker programs under the
basic grant.

3 Continue to outline special vocational -programs that will provide supportive
services for persons who suffer economic hardship due to sex bias and discrimina-
tion in education and who because of traditional roles at home or at work cannot
support themselves; and outline programs in particular that will assist the transi-
tion to non-traditional occupations Included in this should be the designation of
child care services Rising numbers of pregnant teenagers and single female heads
of households. of women re-entering the labor market or returning for adult educa-
tion, make provision of child care a necessity. In Connecticut, we are beginning to
obtain statistical data which indicates that the lack of dependable and affordable
child care is a si&alficant factor in education end employment dropouts

4 Consideration should also be given to establi,hing a set aside or providing a
state discretionary program to create nicentiv, r local education agencies to pro-
vide programs which address the sex equity pi on of the Voc-Ed Amendment.
Ensuring that the Basic Grant allocations have an impact at the local level, has
been a problem Set asides or incentives would help

5 Subpart HI, Program Improvement and Support Services. Grants to eliminate
sex bias should be mandatory and set asides or incentives should be considered to
ensure a sex-equity focus in these areas to ensure equal opportunity to young men
and women in career choice and vocational education

6 Subpart IV, Program for the Disadvantaged. Directives for sex equity and non-
traditional occupational training should be Included.

7 Subpart V, Consumer and Homemaking Education The focus on encouraging
the elimination of sex stereotyping in the work of the home should be maintained as
a reflection of the changing roles of men and women and because of the Influence
on occupational choice that parents have on children.

Retain the Vocational Education Data System LEAs should continue to collect
and report data on enrollments and outcomes by race and handicap and by sex
within those groups Data is a critical ent o' planning and evaluation

9 Continue to require appropriate repnentation of women and minorities on ad-
visory councils

10 Target more LEA funds on disadvantaged populations and economically de-
pressed areas, especially urban areas, to reflect the fact that men and women and
minority men and women, in depressed areas ir the cities, have the greatest need
for targeted job training

The importance of the 1976 Vocatieral Education Amendments have not just been
that they provided special programs for women The importance has been that they
articulated sex-equity for men and women as a major policy goal in vocational edu-
cation, and they laid out the kinds of programs and steps to implement this policy,
including the kinds of special initiatives to help disadvantaged women and to help
these women, in particular, to enter non-traditional programs The regulations
create the k,nd of initiatives that, in the long run, will make special programs for
women unnecessary, as mainstream programs will eventually meet the needs of
men and women for bias free vocational education

Slow progress has and is being made To weaker the sex-equity focus of the
Amendments at this time would severely undermine this work and present an injus-
tice to men and women in need of vocational education and to employers trying to
meet their demand for trained workers

4 ,)
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CONNECTICUT

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS (9-12), REGIONAL VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, OCT. 1, 1980

School Male Far* Total Percent female

AnsontaEmmett O'Bnee RVIS 517 54 571 95
Bodiescet--Bullardairms RVIS . 692 323 1,015 318
DertoyHwy Atbs It RVIS . . 701 159 860 18 5
Doidwa-11. N. Els RVIS . 364 19 443 17 8
GreleeSwitheslwa Ella T Grasso MS 695 130 735 17 7
NamilmER Whey . 524 226 150 301WMA L Prete MS 478 224 752 32 0
IllmclosIsr--11wwell Chew/ RVIS 414 23 437 5 3
MerileaH. C. NM= MS 719 118 837 150
IlicdstrimVmal RVtS . 492 154 646 238Nerd Matt AVfS . . . 555 210 765 27 4
New BMW E_ C. Goodwin RVIS . 734 157 891 17 6
NonvichNonwcii RVIS 554 i34 688 195
Starden1-1 Al. Ward RVIS . a 560 202 762 26 5
TomnitonClover Wolcott MS 514 153 661 229
WalsburyW. K. Raynor MS 581 144 125 19 9
WilimanticWindham MS 471 31 502 6 7

Total RVTS 9,475 2,521 11,996 210

TOTAL EXPLORATORY ENROLLMENT (9TH GRADE), REGIONAL VOCATIONAL- TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, OCT.

1, 1981

School Male Female Total Percent female

AmongEmmett O'Brien RV1S 150 15 165 10
BridgeportBullardawens RIM 160 110 270 41
Danberytlemy Molt RVTS 181 44 225 20
BarielsouN. N Ellis RUTS . 93 27 120 23
GrolouSoutoastern Ella T Grasso RVTS 167 5r 226 26
NamdenEll WNW, RVIS.. 132 73 205 36
HartlordA. 1 Prince RVIS 135 73 208 36
thochesterHowl Cheney RVTS 107 8 115 7MeadenH C Wdcoa MS

189 30 219 14
liaddletownVial RVTS 142 37 179 21filikedPlatt RVIS , 184 80 264 30
New BritainE. C. Gcodenn RVTS 214 62 276 22
NonwchNonvich RUTS 134 36 170 21Stamford) M Wnght RVTS 209 36 245 15
Tomos/tonMyer Wolcott MS 145 35 180 19
WaterburyW K Kepler RVTS 191 61 252 24
WiffirnanbcWindham RVTS 130 20 150 13

Total
2.663 806 3.469 23

ENROLLMENT COMPARISON, OCT 1, 1976 AND 1981-SELECTED OCCUPATIONAL AREAS-RVTS IN

CONNECTICUT

Occupational

arus

Number of

-l981

1916

Male

1981

Total
Percent
female

Pencil
change

female Mate Total Percent

temne Female

AK-conditioning

Auto body

Auto mechanics

Beauty culture

Carpentry

5

8

17

13

17

2

8

521

4

239

249

624

14

866

239

251

832

535

870

0 8

96

97

45

8

6

21

619
21

533

264

754

11

135

541

270

775

630

762

14
20
30

98 0
40

+ I 4
+12
+20

+35

4 2, `.)
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ENROLLMENT COMPARISON, OCT 1, 1976 AND 1981SELECTED OCCUPATIONAL AREAS RVTS IN

CONNECTICUTContinued

Occupational
areas

Number of

Prams
1981 Female

19Th

Male Total Pmc
ale
"Ifem Female Male

1981

Total
Percent

female
Percent
change

Architc.
drafting 4 11 116 121 9 32 19 III 29 0 *20 0

Machine

drafting 11 11 461 538 14 191 510 101 210 +130
Electrical 11 2 881 889 2 24 148 822 3 0 -10
Electronics 11 7 152 159 9 91 717 808 110 + 10 0
Fashion design 5 110 I Ill 99 115 1 176 990
Food trades 1 73 162 235 3i 155 178 333 410 +160
Graphic arts 8 68 264 332 29 177 173 350 510 i- 22 0
Machine tool 16 11 1 234 1.251 I 49 1,169 1 218 40 + 3 0
Plumbing 13 1 467 468 2 9 522 531 1 / + 15
Slmetmetal 4 I 148 149 6 21 129 150 190 + 18 0
Health 4 133 133 100 148 1 149 99 0 -10

Note The program chosen or comparison are those which enroll at least 100 students snd which are offered in at least 4 schools

FULL ACCESS AND RIGHTS TO EDUCArioN COALITION,
CENTER FOR PUBLIC ADVOCACY RESEARCH, INC ,

New York, N.Y., January 11, 1982
Representative CARL D PERKINS
Chairman. Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education, Com-

mittee on Education Lind Labor, House of Representatives, Washington. D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PERKINS' On behalf of the Full Access and Rights to Educa-

tion WARE, Coalitiona coalition of twenty five organizations in New York City
concerned with the education of female youthI am writing to offer evidence re-
garding the need to sustain federal efforts to promote sex equity in vocational edu-
cation programs.

Enclosed please find information detailing the enrollments by sex for New York
City's 21 vocational/technical high schools for the current and past two years.
Though some progress has been made in desegregating formerly single-sex schools
and programs, it is clear that overwhelming imbalances remain and that both
young women and young men continue to be channeled into those schools offering
courses traditional for their sex. As is indicated in the table provided, 17 of the 21
schools currently have enrollments of 84 percent or more of one sex.

It is also evident from past experience that without federal initiatives local school
boards and state education agencies will not take the steps necessary to provide
equal opportunities for their vocational education students. Legislation such as the
1976 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act must be maintained in order to
ensure that inequities such as those present in New York City's vocational schools
do not persist.

Sincerely,
TRACY RULING. Chair

Enclosures

STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY SEX FOR NEW YORK CITY'S VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS I

Male Female Total

Allred E Smith

BRONX

1979-80 2.086 4 2,090
Percent 99 8 0 2 100

1980-81 2,285 9 2,294
Percent 99 6 4 100

1981-82 1.800 0 1,800
Percent 100 0 100

Grace H Dodge

1919 -80 150 1.866 2.016
Percent 7 4 92 6 100

4raa
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY SEX FOR NEW YORK CITY'S VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS,-

Continued

Mak Ferule total

1980-81 151 1,803 1,960
Percent 8 0 92 0 100

1981-82 110 1,801 1,971
Percent 8 6 914 100

Jane Addwns

1979-80 5 1,499 1,504
Percent 3 99 7 100

1980-81 16 1,610 1,626
Percent 10 99 0 100

1981-82 31 1,604 1,635
Percent 19 981 100

Saniud GomPers
1979-80 1,027 14 1,041

Percent 987 13 100
1980-81 1,087 40 1.127

Percent 96 5 3 5 100
1981-82 1,322 74 1,396

Percent 941 5 3 100

BROOKLYN

Alexander Nankin
1979-80 1,021 1 1 1 1,132

Percent 90 2 9 8 100
1980-111 1,053 112 1,165

Percent 90 4 9 6 100
1981-82 1,168 131 1,299

Percent
89 9 16 I 100

Automotive

1979-80 1,636 1 1,637
Percent 99 9 1 100

1980-81 1,626 3 1,629
Percent 99 8 2 100

1981-82 1,579 1 1,580
Percent 49 9 1 100

East New York

1979-80
1,541 40 1,581

Percent 975 2 5 100
1980-81

1,337 46 1,383
Percent 967 3 3 100

1981 -82. 1,429 49 1,178
Percent 967 3 3 100

Eh Whitney

1979-80 906 1,441 2.347
Percent 38 6 614 100

1980-81 802 1,435 2,237
Percent 35 9 641 100

1981-82 838 1,404 2,242
Percent 374 62 6 100

George Westinghouse-

1979-80 2,026 131 2,157
Percent 939 61 100

1980 -81
1,959 132 2,091

Percent 937 63 100
1981-82

1,821 101 1,922
Percent 947 5 3 100

Wham E Grady
1979-80 1,978 27 2,005

Percent 98 7 13 100
1980-81 1,803 37 1,840

Percent 980 20 100
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY SEX FOR NEW YORK CITY'S VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL HIGH SDIOOLS1-

Continued

Male Female row

1981 -82 .

Percent
Wain H Maw*

1,138

981
34
19

1,772

100

1919 -80 11 1,102 1,113
Percent 6 99 4 100

1980-81 20 1,691 1,711
Percent 12 98 8 100

1981-82 49 1,649 1,698
Percent 2 9 971 100

MANHATTAN

Art and Design

1979-80 1,327 923 2,250
Percent 59 0 410 100

1980 -81... 1,462 933 2,395
Percent 610 39 0 100

1981-82 . . 1380 874 2,254
Percent 612 38 8 100

Chelsea

1979-80 1,190 0 1,190
Percent 100 0 100

1980-81 . 1,028 0 1,028
Percent 100 0 100

1981-82 1,062 5 1067
Percent 99 5 5 100

Fashion Industries

1979-80 177 2,220 2,397
Percent 7 4 92 6 100

1980-81 171 2,156 2,327
Percent 7 3 92 7 100

1981-82 228 2.149 2,377
Percent . 9 6 90 4 100

Mabel Dean Bacon

1979-80 0 1,277 1,277
Percent 0 100 100

1980-81 0 1,370 1,370
Percent 0 100 100

1981-82 . 2 1,352 1,354
Percent 1 99 9 100

Manhattan Vocabonal/Technol
1979-80 1,421 38 1,459

Percent 97 4 2 6 100
1980-81 1,237 30 1,267

Percent 97 6 2 4 100
1981-82 1,240 31 1,271

Percent 97 6 2 4 100
New York School of Prmting

1979-80 1,361 455 1,816
Percent 74 9 251 100

1980-81 1.146 534 1.680
Percent 68 2 318 100

1981-82 . 1.093 552 1,645
Percent 66 4 33 6 100

QUEENS

Aabon
1979-80 2,764 26 2,790

Percent 991 9 100
1980 -81.. 2,706 32 2,738

Percent 98 2 12 100
1981-82 2,667 46 2,713

Percent 98 3 1 7 100
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY SEX FOR NEW YORK CITY'S VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS '
Continued

Male Female Total

Neens *cahoot
1979-80 640 669 1,309

Percent 48 9 51 1 100
1980-81 682 643 1,325

Percent 515 48.5 100
1981-82 629 592 1,221

Percent
Thomas Eldon

515 48 5 100

1979-80 2,432 41 2,473
Percent 98 3 17 100

1980-81 2,371 59 2,430
Percent 97 6 2 4 100

1981-82 2,278 60 2,338
Pruitt 97 4 2 6 100

STATEN ISLAND

Ralph McKee

1979-80 1,119 237 1356
Percent 82 5 17 5 100

1980-81 1,089 231 1,320
Percent 82 5 17 5 100

1981-82 1,035 195 1,230
Percent

Total Enrollment
84 1 15 9 100

1979-80 24.818 12.722 37,540
Percent 661 33 9 100

1980-81 24,037 12,906 36,943
Percent 651 34 9 100

1981-82 23.559 12,704 36,263
Percent 65 0 35 0 100

' Based on data from the Demo ol High Schools New York City Board ot Education These statistics refer to schoolende enrolments and do
not mica* enrolments in the indrodnal occopahonal Moms Cr classes Tod*

schools

CHANGE IN NUMBER AND PERCENT OF UNDERREPRESENTED SEX IFS STUDENT ENROLLMENT FOR

NEW YORK CITY'S VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS

From 1919-80
to 1980-81

From 1980-81
to 1981-82

Bronx

Allred E Smith
Female

Percent

Glace H Dodge
Male

Percent

lane Addams

Male

Percent

Samuel Gompers

Female

Percent
Brooklyn

Alexander Hamilton

Female

Percent
Automotme

Female

Percent

5

2

7

6

11

7

26

2 2

1

2

2

1

9

4

13

6

15

9

34

18

19

5

2

1
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CHANGE IN NUMBER AND PERCENT Of UNDERREPRESENTED SEX IN STUDENT ENROLLMENT FOR

NEW YORK CITY'S VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLSContinued

ROM 1919 -80
to 1980 -81

From 1980-81
to 1981-82

East New York.

Female 6 3

Percent 8 0

Ek fibber
Male . 104 36

PercentPe . 27 1 5

George Vkstmghoese

Female 1 31
Percent 2 I 0

IYlkam E Grady

Female 10 3
Percent 1 -1

VNNiam H Maxwell

Malt. 9 29

Percent 6 17

Manhattan

Art and Design

Female 10 59

Patent 20 2

Chelsea

Female .

Percent

0

0

5

5

Fashion Mdustnes

Mak. 6 57

Percent. 1 23
Mabel Dean Bacon

Male . 0 2

Percent 0 1

Manhattan Vocational/Tedmir.al

Female 8 1

Percent .
2 0

New York School of Printing

Female . 79 18

Per/MI!
6 7 18

Queens
. -

Aviation

Female 6 14

Percent 3 5

Queens Vocational

Male . 42

Female 51
Percent 2 6 0

Thomas Wan
Female 18 1

Percent 7 2

Staten Island-

Ralph McKee.

Female 6 36
Percent ____ __________0 1 6______

Total enrollments

Fern* 184 202

Percent 10 1


